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COMPLETE ANIMATION PACKAGE! 
A powerful and highly-specialised program 

^ that helps you create complete cartoons and 
animations using pictures drawn in any art 

qI package. Want to be the next Walt Disney? 
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Take the Olympic 
challenge in the 
stunning summer 
sports demo from 
Empire 
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Urban Shakedown wrote a hit 
record using just their Amiga - 
find out how your machine can 
make you rich and famous too! 

PLUS Are you an Amiga star? 

RACE GAMES line up on the 
grid and we pick the winner 
AMAZING ARCADES: Wizkid 
takes on the best games ever 
HOW TO BE PC COMPATIBLE! 
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New RCSBOB 

Now with X-Copy Professional! 

The new compact a6QG from Commodore 

^ Built-in TV modulator 

Workbench & Kickstart 2 

i Enhanced chip set 

p 1MB of chip RAM 

*3 IDE hard disk controller built-in 

f Credit card size RAM & ROM slot 

A600 £399 

A600 with 20MB £499 

A600 with 40MB £599 

-A600 with 80MB £699 

Miscellaneous 

3 10 Maxell disks optical mouse, Zipsttek £45 

n Power Mouse £15 

Blitz Amiga 

Back up disks at lightning speed 

Stops all external drives from clicking 

Contains anti-virus from being w ritten into the 

bootblocker £20 

| Power Computing have teamed up with Cachet 

I of Germany to bring you the ultimate in disk 

backup systems. 

PC501+ RAM Card 

Our RAM Ixiard is designed specially for the new 

A5U0+ computer and comes with 1MB of (CAM on board 

to expand your memory to 2MB of chip HAM. Plug in 

and go operation (fits into trapdoor). 

Gives you a total of 2MB of chip HAM £49 

52 chip HAM card £39*95 

The new FC88QB disk drive can Ik- used directly 

with the X-Copy Professional Cyclone' software 

without any extra cables or interfaces. 

This gives you the the power and reliability of the 

I proven Cyclone’ backup software with the conve- 

j nience of the PC880B floppy drive. 

SMB for any ASOO 

So now you can have two backup systems Blitz' 

and Cyclone available at the touch of a button! 

: And the PC880B still has our unique switchable 

anti virus mode, preventing all write accesses to 

L the bootblock of your floppy disks! 

if you all ready ow n a PC880B, and the Cyclone 

| copier, a hardware upgrade is available to take 

| your drive up to the latest specification. 

^ Plugs into side slot 

^ Fully auto conftg 

^ Full ihni'port 

I* J Expand 2MB-8MB 

X*2MB £129 4MB £189 

* 8MB £299 1 x 4Zip £19.95 

£ 
ASOO Memory Cards 

New RAM boards for the Commodore A600 £POA 
New PO880H with Blitz & X-Copy £90*00 

j New PQJH0B (Cyclone compatible) £75*00* 

i Cyclone hardware upgrade lor existing PC88GB 

1 owners £15-00 

*This drive is. jiiibhlr «mly K* REGISTERED Ottnei* <if X-Copy 

i Prok vskmdl You must provide proof of purchase of X-Copy 

2MB for any ASOO 

■ Economy 2MB RAM externally eased 

16-Chip (1 x 1 DIP) 

No thru port £99*95 

Board 

Pftjfc»SI()ful 

PC880 Disk drive £49.95 

1.5MB RAM 

Hugs easily into your Amiga 

t Fully supports 1MB chip RAM 

Fully compatible with Fatter Agnus £79 
iKidksim 13 ,ind atwuve, not txxnpatlbJt1 with AS0O+-j 

< V<hii Amiga needs to be opened thfe may effect your warranty) 

PC881 A50G Internal drive £40,00 

PC882 A2000 Internal drive £45 

ASOO Internal anti-click board £9*95 

1 M B w i th Thru'port 

1 Expand your A500 s memory to u total of 2MB w ithout 

[ disposing of your existing 512K upgrade. Works w ith 

1MB of chip HAM. simple internal fitting. £49*95 
iM 2K RAM mu^ hr ^ chip type, t* nr* exceeding 9cm m length) 

| (Your Amiga needs ui be opened, this may dfet.1 your warranty) 

Optical Mouse £29*95 

■' Replacement optical mouse mat £9*95 

A500 Plastic dust cover £9 

Maxell multi colour branded disks (Bo* of ten} £9*95 

Floppy disks bulk £POA 

Special upgrade 

offert 

If you consider your scanner system to lx* inferior 

to the Power Scanner, we will happily upgrade 

your software and interface for only £49*95 
(hrtUT Scanner is compatible uilii nvrd w jmiinjj IkjcL t 

A BOO RAM Card 

S12K RAM expansion with battery backed clock and a 

I free disk packed with useful software (4 chip RAM) £29 
I >I2K RAM card without dock £24 

16 chip RAM card with ckark £24 

16 chip HAM card without dock £19 

I ASOO* cnmpuhhk't 

Aries RAM 
A 1 500/A2000 

2MB £129 4MB £169 6MB £209 8MB £24 

Send your order to Power Computing Ltd. Unit 8 Raillon Road, Woburn Road Industrial Estate, Kempston, Bedford MK42 7PN 

Ring your credit card order through on 0234 843388 (10 lines) or Fax on 0234 840234, Technical helpline 0234 841882 
All prices include VAT. delivery and art1 subject to riunge. Specifications are subjcti to change without notice, Vxt day delivery £l i(J IL’.K, mainland ontyt, all trademarks acknowledged 
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Rower Scanner v2.0 PC88OB Rower Drive Dual Drive 

eatures 

1 Nj- *00 DPi scanning resolutions 
-i Greyscales 

hru'pon for printer 

Blitz copier built-in (switchahle) 
Virus Blocker built-in (switchable) 

I Anti-click ik PSU included £125 

Blizzard Turbo 
lemorv Board for A500 /A&OQ + 

won't back up. Is there no end to the whingeing 
| of the Amiga user? 

oftwarc 

ull screen image editor 

ruerlace mode on/off 
dit true greyscale & colour images 

ully multi-tasking 

^ At Power, we want to tell you just w here you can 

slick your disks and worries. In fact well you. The 

fig slot in this picture belongs to our PC880B, the first 
intelligent disk drive. Insert a disk. 

tilling 
:ui rectangle, cut lassoo, crop, Hip, rotate, scale, 
iraw lines, circles, boxes , elipses. freehand, 

oom mode 

| Now you can back up at lightning speeds using 

[the inbuilt Blitz Amiga hardware*, with free soft¬ 

ware, (even if the disk is atari or PC) and if your 

computer has a virus the PC880B will stop it being 

written to the hoothloek of any of you drives* 
j though you can still save files as normal 

[ Expand up to 8MB (Ok installed) 

Memory & 68000 CPU can run with doubled dock 

Irate of 14,28MHz 

j Fast 68000 processor already installed on board 
Fully autoconfiguring, DMA compatible fast RAM 

[optical 512K shadow RAM on extra memory bank 

for shadow ing the operating system out of ROM or 
1 from disk £169 

canning 
nique "True feel1 real time scan mode - know 

Ktantly if you are scanning the image too quickly 

automatic selection of 100-400 DPI 

Toduce true grevscale unages 

21 ... 
Actual Amiga Screen Shots 
Amiga can only display IS grayscales 

£99 inc.VAT 
jRKVSCALE 

When you do not want these features, switch them ] 
off and the PCB80B wil sit quietly, without click- 

S*?ingT pretending to be simply an extra drive. 

^The PC880B. the only drive to introduce Blitz 
.Amiga the Power anti-click device and to combat 

[viruses, is only available direct from Power, priced 
| at just £65 

Kickstart ROM 
M W itch 

I The Power Kickstart ROM switch fits into any A500 
[ or A500+ and can be fined w ith up to 3 Kickstart 
J ROM's. It can be enabled when switching on the 
I Amiga, giving all the benefits of the new versions 

I of Kkkstait and the use of old games and softw are 

I kickstart ROM Switch (Bare) £17*95 

I kickstart ROM Switch w ith 2.0l £59*95 

£>239 

W e have noticed how pricey unintelligent drives uT 
are. Perhaps, it's your turn to tell people w'here to 

SA stick it 

Supra Model 
^ Supra Fax Modem Plus 

inc.VAT 

Supra Fax Modem v32 BIS 
Supra Modem 2400 (External) 

COLOUR Our thr preratgp rertufc <f (he Bfat/ 

xwnc trtemil 

i h^h Jrr'it iIrA* nuy required 
^, Supra Modem 2400 Plus (External) 

Supra Modem 2400 Zlpius (Internal ) 

v ,ime Description I enclose a cheque/PO for 
£ 

VdJress 

?< waxle Credit Card No. 

Make chet|Ut-> payaNc to Power Computing Lid 

Fill in your order form and .send it to: 
Power Computing Ltd 
Unit 8 Railton Road 
Wnhurn Road Industrial Estate 
Kempston Bedford MEC42 7PN 

!cphone No. 

n <cm Owned 

Ex pin Date 

Signature 
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or fax on 0234 840234 
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Coming Attractions 42-6 
Here's all the games you should keep an eye out for 

The good, the bad and the rusty 48-51 
Driving games under the spotlight: which are the best? 

All the fun of the arcade 54-7 
The colourful classics that vie for Rainbow Islands' crown 

Cheap 'n' Cheerful 108-9 
How to get the best games without getting burned 

The Charts 112 
Once again.there's a surprise Number One at the top! 

Gamebusters 121-6 
Shadowlands, Parasol Stars and all the top games tipped. 

ARCADE CLASSICS 

As the bizarre and 
original Wizkid 

arrives, we ask 

why all the best 

games are in the 
colourful and cute 
arcade style... 

Reviews 
Coming Contraptions 143-4 
See what goodies are on the way in the non-games scene 

ImageMaster 156-9 
Sfmply stunning - a superb new image processing system 

Sequencer One Plus 162 
See what this simple, updated sequencer can do for you 

Order database 164-5 
A new database arrives: check it against the competition 

AmiNet network 167 
Try it out and discover what a network can do for you 

Expert Draw 4D 170 
If you’ve never tried 3D graphics, the time could be ripe 

Compendium Six 173 
A great new collection of enticing educational games 

REVIEWED 

ImageMaster 

Possibly the best 

image processing 
program to hit the 

Amiga yet - see 
what this one con do 
with your pictures! 

REVIEWED 

Compendium Six 

It's the first time 

we've seen a pack 
of this sort of value: 
six educational 

games for only £40 
all in. But does it 

really save money? 

Regulars 
PD Update 171 
The best way to find out what's cheap and excellent 

Workbench 207 
Your problems solved, your questions answered 

Workbench Answerfile 207 
Your problems solved, your questions answered 

Letters 217 
Find out what's making waves with Amiga owners 

Mail Order 190 
We pick out the best and offer it at bargain prices 

184 
Make it easy on yourself: get your mag delivered 

IN PUBLIC 
DOMAIN 

Pat McDonald 

uncovers some 

surprising gems in 
the free software 
scene, including a 

program that can 

tell your fortune. 

IN PUBLIC 
DOMAIN 

Maff's last ever 
foray into the 

deep world of the 
demo. No doubt 

there's a tune or 

two to keep him 

grooving along... 



Hitting the big time 
These people are putting their Amigas to work. Find out who they are, what 

they are doing and also who the average Amiga owner is starting on PAGE 24 

Why aren't you 
PC compatible? 
If you've ever asked yourself this question, 

you might be in need of an emulator. We test 

the hardware and explain why compatibility 

could be important to you on PAGE 146 
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Ugh! ..... 60 

Wizkid. .54 

Welcome to Amiga Format! 
Just in case you’ve picked this magazine up 

for the first time - or, indeed, you're a 

regular reader who just happens not to 

have noticed this little bit before - let me 

explain what's going on. Basically, I'd just 

like to introduce you to the magazine and 

explain what we’re here for. 

This is Amiga Format, the world’s best¬ 

selling magazine that covers the Amiga 

home computer. We'll assume for the sake 

of simplicity that you've either got an 

Amiga or you are thinking of buying one. It 

is, after all, what the magazine is all about. 

Now naturally we hope you’ll get a good 

read for your money. If you're just settling 

back in a cosy armchair, or you’re trying to 

relax while at the same time not letting the 

corners of the page dip into the steaming 

bath-water, we'd guide you first of all to 

this month s main feature. In it, we take a 

look at some of the most interesting people 

who are using Amigas in their everyday 

lives, from dance group Urban Shakedown, 

whose Amiga- 

produced single has 

just gone into the 

Top Thirty, to two 

gentlemen who 

have created an 

amazing system that 

trains policemen in 

what to do when 

they are handling large crowds at football 

matches. It’s a good read: there's some eye¬ 

opening stuff in there, too. 

Meanwhile, while we hope that you'll find 

the rest of the magazine is written in a 

pretty readable style too, you'll also find a 

lot of information bubbling away in there. 

From frank and honest reviews of all the 

latest in games, to tips on getting the best 

out of your Amiga and solving those nig¬ 

gling little problems - there’s a bit of 

everything tucked away in here. 

It's nice to think that we Amiga owners 

stick together: glad to have you on board! 

COVERDISIC 

over the page... 

A complete game 
that brings you some 

fascinating fun with 
little round things 

PLUS 

Take the Olympic 
challenge in the 
stunning summer 
sports demo from 
Empire 

Handy startup sequence utility 

Keep track of your software collection * 

\'a 

Make the most of this month s Collection disk! 

International 
Sports Cltallenge 

Empire present a 

playable demo of 

the diving game 

from their forth¬ 

coming summer 

sport extravaganza 

- it's time to get 

your feet wet and 

have some fun! 

Bridgeball 
A complete game, 

and you’ll find it's a 

pretty intriguing 

one too. Puzzle your 

way through the lev¬ 

els trying to guide 

your ball from one 

side to the other. 

Diary 
You need never forget an important date again 

once you've got this to remind you! 

and on pi 1... 
Animation Station 

TheililiiKSA Collection^ 
l format he. i 

COMPLETE ANIMATION PACKAGE! 
A powerful and highly-specialised program 

that helps you create complete cartoons and 
animations using pictures drawn in any art 
package. Want to be the next Walt Disney? 

I A 500 Plus Compatible • 1 Mb Recommended • 
W 

The fifth in The Amiga Format Collection 

series of COMPLETE, FULL-PRICE PACKAGES, 

this is a powerful tool that will let you build 

and run animations created from your 

favourite paint package. Give it a whirl and see 

if you will be the next Amiga Walt Disney! 
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COVERDISK fTn 

Coverdisk 
Here's Neil Jackson, who is your guide to this month's Down 

at the Arcade coverdisk. So take your 50 pence pieces in hand 

for Empire's International Sports Challenge demo, plus a brilliant 

ball game and some indispensable utilities... 

EAGER NOT TO miss the Olympic Games band¬ 

wagon, Empire have come up with their own release 

combining a number of Olympic-typc sports. 

The final game will feature diving, showjumping, 

cycling, shooting, swimming and marathon events, 

with four-player competition at a number of levels. 

For this month’s Coverdisk. wc'vc brought you a 

stripped-down version of the diving competition. 

To begin, you have to select the height to dive 

from. There are three hoards aval I able; a one-metre 

springboard, a three-metre springboard and a five- 

metre liigh-divc platform. In the final version, you 

will also be able to compete in a medley, which con¬ 

sists of a dive at each height, but for this demo you 

will only be able to select one of the three heights. 

Once you have selected the board you wish to 

use, a list of dives will appear. Unfortunately only 

one dive at each height has been included. To start 

the competition, move ihc cursor over the dive high¬ 

lighted in bronze and press fire. 

A bar will appear at the bottom of the screen ask¬ 

ing you how many practice dives you want to have. 

Juft a Rttla hr! more of o torn and tfiij graceful (five will 

be complete. On the ether hand, if you twitch the Joy¬ 

stick the wrong way, the alhletk diver will end up doing 

an Impression of a sack of bricks being slung info the 
river. You've raatty got la follow that tittle grey dot! 

Empire / PAL / NTSC 

Taking practice dives will help you to get a fed for 

how the dive should be executed, so always opt for 

taking a couple. You can lake up to three practice 

dives, the number being selected by pressing [If, [2] 

or [3] on the keyboard. Once you've done that, it's 

off to the pool. 

A screen will now appear showing your diver 

standing on the board and all ready to lake the dive. 

This is where your swift joystick-wielding abilities 

come in. To take the dive, you must carry out the fol¬ 

lowing actions (sec the ‘Taking a Dive1 box for 

further cxplanat ion) 

1 Press fire to start. 

2 Press fire again to stop the power ring when it is as 

close to the outer ring as possible. 

3 A dot will start to move clockwise and ami-clock- 

wise inside the circle. You must nowr move the 

joystick left and right to make the white dot outside 

TAKE A DIVE! 

the circle mimic the grey dot's actions, 

4. If you manage to cany' out the moves correct!}, 

you will see the diver plunge gracefully m*o the 

water. If, on the other hand, you fluff it up, be will i 

splashing into the depths with flailing limbs. 

This may be a little bit complicated to get to grips 

with at first* If you don't quite know what you're 

supposed to be doing, click on the word DEMO in 

the bar of the selected dive, When you start, the com¬ 

puter will give you a demonstration of how to 

execute the particular dive. 

Loading the demo 
Switch on your Amiga and insert the Covcidisk. 

After a short while you will be asked whether you 

want to load the International Sports Cfwllcnx? 

demo. To load it up, hit the LY] key and press 

iRetumf. After some psychedelics as the program 

unpacks itself, the diving competition will appear. 

Actually performing a dive Is controlled by means of a circle In the top-right of the screen: 

When the screen appears 
t with your diver standing 

/T\ on the board, press fire to 
*(+ A* actually start the dive. A 

V red ring will then begin to 
expand inside the circle 
(on some dives it will 
expand and contract). Try 
to press the fire button 
when ihe ring has 

»p*f! ri« 
MW***™ expanded to Its maximum 

size (that Is closest to the 
outside edge of the circle). This will give you 
more of a jump off the board and thus give you 
more time to carry out the dive. 

I 

Once you've set the 
q power, a grey dot moves 

* clockwise and anti*clocfc- Q© wise in the circle. This 
J shows you the optimum 
f moves for completing 

the dive. You have to try 
innuicF and follow the dot with 

the white dot outside the 
circle (moving the slick 
right for clockwise and 
left for anti-clockwise^. 

Make sure you complete the moves of the grey 
dot FULLY before reversing the direction, other¬ 
wise the diver won’t carry out the next move. 

I* 

GETTING STARTED 
It s really very simple to use the disk. All you have 
to do Is switch on any Amiga computer, and pop 
the disk Into the disk drive. After a few moments of 
whirring, the computer will ask you whether or not 
you want to play the international Sports Challenge 
demo. Press [Y] then [Return} to do so, otherwise 
[N] and (Return]. 

Alter that, you have to decide whether or not 
you want to play Bridge bell. Again, all you have to 
do to make your decision Is to press [Y] and 
[Return] to play, otherwise [NT] and [Return]. 

After that, a cut-down version of Workbench will 
load In which you will be able to read the Bridge 
bait document file or use the animation utilities. 
There's also a Diary utility for displaying messages 
automatically on a certain date, although be 
warned that it doesn't run straight from the 
coverdisk. You will need to set it up on your 
Workbench disk to use It property. 

That concludes the tour. Everything on the 
coverdislc should work fine with only 512K of mem¬ 
ory, which Is becoming a rare thing nowadays. 
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Bridge Ball 
jl I Til OFTEN, THE thing that makes for an origi- 

_ And interesting game is a simple idea. Bridge Bali 

j prime example of this. All the game consists of is a 

nz halt, some platforms, a few pipes and a large 

Anse of water, What you have to do is gel the hall 

the starting block on the left to the dry land on 

c right. Simple, eh? Well... not quite. 

The problem is that you don’t have direci control of 

•Nf balk Instead* you must move a cursor around the 

w ith the mouse and pick up the platforms and 

r pc- using the left mouse button. The sections must 

.1 he dragged into the right place to stop the bail 

r unging into the foamy brine below (since balls, 

jni ortunately. can’t swimk 

There are a few rules to follow as far as moving 

Aid positioning the sections is concerned: 

1 The hall can only roll across the top of platforms and 

* van only travel through pipes. 

2 The sections can only be moved a set number of 

* mcs. This is indicated by a number which replaces 

•r< cursor when you pick up a pipe or platform. 

J Occasionally, when you try' to pick up a section, you 

a ill hear a buzzing sound and the section will not 

vc. This either means that you’ve run out of moves 

' w that section* or the section can’t be moved at all. If 

a section is unmovable, you have to use other pipes 

and platforms to carry1 Ihe ball past this section. 

4 You can't pick up a pipe or platform that the ball is 

* unfitly using. 

5 The ball can’t land on a platform or enter a pipe if 

>u'vc still carrying it 

If you fail to complete a level, a countdown will 

-irtpear in ihe top left-hand comer of the screen. If you 

rrrss the left mouse button before this reaches zero. 

. hi will restart on the current level* otherwise you will 

hav e to stan again from level one. 

Loading the Game 
itch on your Amiga and insert the covcrdisk. After a 

while you will be asked if you want to play the 

:?<tnational Sports Challenge demo. At this point you 

-touM press INI and hit I Return ]. You will then be 

* cd whether you warn to play Bridge Ball. All you 

jve to do now is press |Y|, hit {Return] and Ihe game 

will Mart after just a few seconds. 

The game only takes up 1 IK on the disk, which is 

^mazing for such a good game - that's machine code 

■ *t you. It w'orks fine on all Ami gas, PAL and NTSC 

pcs, and was written by a guy called Rod Mack. 

Do you think that you can do better? We welcome 

dl potential entries for the coverdisk with open arms. 

However, do bear in mind that any given program has 

j very small chance of making it on to the disk. 

If you have written a small game or utility, do 

please send it on for possible inclusion. We especially 

ke original games like Bridge Bali but we consider 

everything we get. 

Please pul a Readme document on the disk. Don't 

w ©fry if you don't know how to give ii an icon or your 

English isn’t very good - that’s the sort of thing we 

wan work on. Use a word processor to write a mini 

narnial on disk. Concentrate on the quality of the pro* 

-ram rather than the form in which you present it to us. 

So if you’ve been working on a project during your 

lime, let us have a look at it. Send all entries to: 

Covcrdisk Software. Amiga Format* Future 

Publishing, 30 Monmouth St, Bath B A I 2RW, 

YOUR BRIDGE BALL BUILDING BITS 

It you re going to save the little green ball from certain death* you need to know what all the hits and 
pieces do. Here's your Brunei-approved guide to the things you’ll need for a spot of bridge building.,. 

OThis rather stupid little fellow keeps on rolling 

who lever- Woke fare rt doesn't hit the wafer. 

At flert 0 l*v*k the boll will 
drop on to this block, from here you 

must start to construct your bridge. 

The boll will roll across 
the top of these when it 
hits one. Il can also fall on 

to one from above. 

H -- y. .a n If you manage to get the ball to 

I | bUHUb I 1 pais Ihrowgh one of these, you 
will be given a bonus score. 

To travel along pipes, the 

baN has to be fed into the 

opeftiitg at the left-hand 
end. It wflf then roll 
through and exit at the 

right-hand end. 

FAST PIPE 
These can be a devil to beat. 

They act the some as normal 
pipes, except for the fact 
that the ball conies out of the 

right-hand end as soon as it 

enters the left. 

ROLLING OVER LEVEL ONE 

When the screen appears and the ball starts to folk go 

la the right and pick up the first blue platform. Holding 

the teft mouse button, drag it over and release the 
moose button to place it next to the starting Mack* 

Move over lo the right ond drag rhe pipe over to that 
the end is next to the blue platform* making sure that 

the mouth of the pipe it at the right height for the ball 
to be able to enter. 

111 M 
When Ihe ball enters the pipe* pick up the first blue 

platform again and pul it near the bottom* just above 

the water. Fetch the blue pipe (ofler the ball comes out) 
and put it between the platform and the red pipe. 

When the bdl enters the blue pipe again* pick up the 

blue platform ond place It next to the exit of the red 
pipe. Position it above the red platform so that the ball 
can rol off the blue platform and (and on the red one. 

BMP BBK 
Once the bat! has left the blue pipe, pick It up ond place 

it next to the red platform. Now you need to put a plat¬ 

form next to the blue pipe* but the blue one has run out 

of moves, A problem? Not reoHy^. 

Once the boll has entered the blue pipe, pick up the red 

platform and pat it to the right of the blue pipe. The 
ball should now roll out of the pipe* across the rod plat¬ 

form and drop an lo the safety of land. Hurrah! 
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ANIM UTILS 
As a little bonus, there are some extra animation utilities on both 

coverdisks. Here's Pat McDonald to explain what they do. 

m 

Animlnfo is dead handy when you want to find out 

some of the nitty-gritty derails About an animation. 

Statistics like the resolution* number of frames, and 

size of the anim pop up in a handy-to-read window. 

To use it* simply click once on the Animlnfo icon, 

hold down fShift], and click down twice on any anim 

icon* This procedure is called extended selection. 

Once the computer has mad the Animlnfo program 

and examined the animation file* it will put up the 

details in a window* This stays on the screen for about 

10 seconds - plenty of time to mad it. 

ComhineAmm is particularly useful if you have quite a 

lot of memory. It takes two small animations and joins 

them together into one animation flic. 

Be warned that the animations must be of the same 

resolution and number of colours. Also, you must spec¬ 

ify the full path name of the animations. 

That is, you have to type in the name of the disk 

that the anim is on, followed by a colon* any directories 

that the anim is nested in (followed by a slash) and then 

then name of the anim. If the program cannot find an 

anim. it will give an error message. 

Split Anim can separate different parts of a single ani¬ 

mation into two separate files. Although a bit clunky in 

usage, if s quicker than using DPmnt HI or IV and then 

doing it by hand. 

If s very similar to CombineAnini in usage. The dif¬ 

ference is that a number has to be entered - lhat is* the 

number of frames to put into the first animation. The 

remainder are automatically put into the second. 

Split Anim is bandy when you come across an ani¬ 

mation that is just too big to fit into your Amiga. It 

really docs help when working with large anims. 

ANIM Version ID 

H 

ITTTVti 

I P 
WH: | Ml I tftft I * DM t 

BmldAnim is quite a useful utility if you dorfi have 

access to Deluxe Paint III or IV, It can create a single 

animation file from a series of individual IFF frames. 

Remember, they musi all be in the same resolution and 

use the same number of colours. 

Using it is pretty straightforward — all you do is 

enter the name of the final animation and select alt the 

different frames of the anim using the file requester. 

Be warned that ir is quite slow when actually creat¬ 

ing the final animation, hut it is fast enough when you 

are entering the individual file names. 

View is the most useful utility on the disk. It displays 

animations and can be run from its icon or through the 

CLI (to create self-booting animation disks). 

Using it from the icon is pretty simple - click on it 

once with the left mouse button and hold down (Shift]. 

Click twice rapidly on an animation icon with the left 

button and the program will read and display that file. 

As well as displaying standard Opcode 5 anima¬ 

tions, View can also cope with Opcode 6. This is not a 

standard, but h used occasionally with 3D animations 

created for use with the X-Specs 3D viewing system. 

You may come across the occasional anim of this type. 

WHAT IS THE DIARY 

UTILITY? 
The diary utility Is designed to be a simple mes¬ 
sage writer which will remind the user on 
bootup of Important events that day. The user 
can enter the messages by using any text editor 
(Ed on the Workbench disk wilt do at a pinch). 
When you boot up your system the Diary mes¬ 
sage writer program will be executed and the 
messages will be displayed in the current 
CLI/Shell window. 

The Diary program should be called up 
from the ays: 5 9 tart up-sequence, In order to call 
the Diary utility and run It successfully the fob 
lowing commands should be added to the 
sys:s startup-sequence file before the endcli 

line at the end of the script. 

>ENVidt 

assign messageat ays:messages 

Diary 

wait 10 

The lines above work as tollows:- 

date >ENV:dt - The command gets the system 
date and stores it in the ENV: directory in a tile 
called dt. 
assign messaueai aysjmessages - This com¬ 
mand tells the system where the messages: 
directory can be found. In this case It Is on the 
boot-up disk (SYS:). 
Diary - This runs the Diary command to dis¬ 
play the messages. 
wait 10 - Gives the user 10 seconds to read 
any messages. 

You can use any text editor to Input the 
messages - I'll assume you are using Ed Bool 
up Workbench, open a Shell or CU and type:- 

Ed Messages rdd-MKM-yy 

dd stands for the day the message is to be dis¬ 
played, MMM stands for the month the message 
will be displayed, YY stands for the year the 
message wilt be displayed. It is worth noting 
that the format Is the same as given by the Date 
command. When MMM is entered, the first letter 
should be a capital. Also note that the month 
must be three characters long, for example:- 

ed Messages:24-Jun-92 

The above would set up a message to be dis¬ 
played on 24 June 1992. Now that you have got 
the dale right, you can enter your message, It 
can be any length you like. 

While doing this sort of thing, you may 
want to display a message every day - for 
example, each Wednesday. In that case, the 
message should consist of> 

external MessagesjWednesday 

The external command tells Diary that the next 
line is the name of a file to display, stored as 
usual In the Messages drawer. Whan you have 
finished entering your message, press [Esc], 
then [X], then [Return], The message will be 
written to disk. If you boot up the machine on 
24t June* that massage would be displayed, as 
well as another message called Wednesday. 

This program Is shareware, which means If 
you use It regularly then you should send a 
small donation to the author, whose name and 
address are the only readable bits of informa¬ 
tion contained In the Readme document. Sorry 
about that - try loading it into Protext 
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Using Your Coverdisk 
1. Always write-protect your disk. Move the tab so that a hole is showing. 
2. Copy the coverdisk and use the copy, not the original. This may sound like a 

complicated task, suitable only for techno buffs, but it's surprisingly simple to do. 
Just follow the copying instructions given below. 

3. Read the instructions when using the programs. 

Backing up your Pick 
There are two ways of making a 

copy of your disk, and this is the 

easy one. Don't be daunted by 

the fact that you need to use 

the Shelf or CLI: its actually a lot 

easier than you might think. 

Just follow these simple steps... 

TWorttiz.i m ran. m frat. m: n e e 

1—1 WX JSj ^1 tl 
: l kictftoit 5Jt 

ssiflOTrZasTOSr 
Pm* area (id iip 

3. The Amiga will now osk you to Insert the 'source' disk. 

It means the disk you wont to copy, so pot the covordisk 
in the drive and press 1 Ret urn]. 

1 Load your Workbench disk. Open the disk, {find the kon 
that toys Shell or CLI and double-click on II. 

4. Wail for a while and it will read alt the Informal ion off 

Ihe coverdisk, telling you how far H has got. Then It will 

ask you to insert the 'Deithwtioii' disk. Pul the disk you 

want to copy year coverdisk on to In the drive and press 
[Return. Note that the disk does not ortuaHy need te be 

formatted dl ready. 

Diokcopy from DP0: to DrO* 

and press [Return], 

5. Put the source disk and destination disk in o couple 
more times when the Amiga asks for them. When it says 
'Diskcopy finished' just type lie 

adeli 

to get oat of the Shell or CLI, You may have to pul the 

Workbench disk in again. Now your copy Is ready! 

DISK PROBLEMS? 
tt you have a problem with the disk - and you're sure the disk is fin 
full working order - then you may need a fiiffle help. If you ring us on 
any Tuesday and ask to speak to Pat McDonald, he will do his best to 
help you. Please understand, giving this sort ol advice is time-con¬ 
suming and we are very busy people, so only call it you really have to 
and do be considerate fit we can t talk to you just then. If the problem 
Is particularly complex it Is better to send it to us in written detail. It 
will then be dealt with in the Workbench pages of the magazine. 

BE CAREFUL! 
We do our best to check that the 
programs on the Amiga Format 
Coverdisk are simple to use and 
have no known viruses. We cannot 
usually answer complex telephone 
queries on the software (see the 
Disk Problems? box) and we do not 
accept liability for any conse¬ 
quences of using the numerous 
programs that are on the disk. 

COPYRIGHT 
Unless rt ts specifically stated, the 
programs on the coverdisk are 
not in the public domain and the 
copyright remains with the author 
of the program. 

Because some of the programs 
on the Coverdisk are not PD, selling 
or distributing them without the 
author's specific permission is an 
infringement of copyright. 

Disk not workin 
We duplicate more than 440,000 disks every month. Out of ail of these, obvi¬ 

ously a few will be faulty. If the disk or any of the programs will not load or run 

properly, there may be a problem. Don't panic] 

First try using the DiskOoctor utility on your Workbench disk to rescue it 

before sending it off for a replacement. Full details of D/skDocfor can be found in 

the user manual that came with your machine* 

However, If your Coverdisk is faulty, you should send it back INCLUDING AN 

SAE for a free replacement within a month of the cover date to: 

Amiga Format August Dials 
DisCopy Labs 
Unit A, Westmarch 
London Road 
Daventry 
Northants 
NN11 4SA 

Remember to include that stamped, addressed envelope! 
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ANIMATION STATION 

# A S00 Plus Compatible # 1Mb Recommended • 

Animation 
made easy! 

Show Disney a thing or two with Animation Station, our latest 

Amiga Format Collection program. Jason Holborn shows 

you just how easy it is to bring your computer movies to life. 

MOST COMPUTERS CAN animate on-screen 

graphics in one farm or another, but none can touch the 

Amiga for it* movie-making facilities. Armed with 

nothing more than a paint package, a few good ideas 

and this month's Amiga Format Collection program 

Animation Station, you too can create animations with 

an ease that would have turned Wait Disney absolutely 

green with envy. 

Animation programs certainly aren't anything new 

on the Amiga {Deluxe Paint has been spinning logos 

and morphing figures for years now), but Animation 

Station is rather unique in its approach. Like a tradi¬ 

tional animator. Animation Station presents you with a 

storyboard - this is a very powerful means of display¬ 

ing animation files that shows each frame within an 

animation as a mini representation of its true self All 

these *cameo‘ images are strung together in the order 

thai they will be displayed, almost as if you were view¬ 

ing a roll of film. 

What makes Animation Station so special, however, 

is the case with which it enables you lo pull together 

separate picture files (stoned as IFF format! into an ani¬ 

mation. Once they've ail been loaded into their own 

separate ‘cells', you can then cut. copy and paste indi¬ 

vidual (or groups of) frames to your heart** content. 

Animation Station also gives you considerable control 

over the timing of each individual frame - you can 

prolong a single frame for several seconds. This is par¬ 

ticularly useful as it can be used to cut down on the 

number of frames you need to draw. 

You can pull together picture files from just about 

any source imaginable, including ray tracing packages, 

solid modelling programs and even our two Amiga 

Format Collection paint packages SpectraCohur 

Junior and The Graphics Workshop. If you've got a 

digitiser, such as Rombo's excellent Vidi Amiga, you 

can even Jink together a series of digitised frames far 

the ultimate in animated realism. As with DP aim, you 

can add characters to blank frames simply by loading 

them as IFF brush files. Then, using Animation 

Station*& powerful Brush Move facility, your charac¬ 

ters can be brought to life with ease. 

Animation Station also offers some features by 

which you can apply special effects to either individual 

or a group of frames. Simply by marking out the 

frames that you wish to apply the effects to. you can 

then add mosaic (makes the pixels chunkieri. flip 

frames, scroll a series of frames progressively across 

the screen and even add motion blur (this only works 

on HAM images though). 

If you've got an existing animation that you're not 

completely happy with, you can also Load that into 

Animation Station and rearrange frames. Turn the page 

for details on how to start animating. 

With Animation Station yam tan edit existing onimotioAt ond even create new aaet from separate IFF pktwre files. 

GETTING STARTED 
Anrmafton Station will work on just about any Amiga 
provided that you have at least Si2k of RAM. More 
memory is definitely recommended, however, as 
you will find that animations tend to swallow great 
chunks of It, A megabyte of RAM Is your best bet 
(working with anyything less is likely to severely 
frustrate your creative endeavours), but more Mbs 
are even better. 

The tiles you'll need are spread across both of 
this month's coverdisks. On the first disk you’ll find 
the main program and a demo animation catted 
SunRize'. On the second disk you'll find an extra 

animation and a series ot IFF picture files that can 
be pulled together to form an animation. 

Because we're giving away such a huge program, we've had to take into account a few space consid¬ 
erations - that Is. the coverdisk containing the Animation Station program doesn't actually contain 
Workbench, so you'll have to start off by loading Workbench from a separate Workbench disk (both 1.3 
or 2.0 versions are fine}. If your machine is a little short in the RAM department, then turn it off before 
loading up Workbench to free up memory occupied by other programs. 

Once Workbench has loaded, remove your Workbench disk and insert your Animation Station disk. 
When the Animation Station drive icon appears, double-click on it with your mouse pointer and then just 
wait for the disk contents window to appear. Locate the Animation Station icon (it's the one that has a 
pair of scissors cutting through a roll of film) and double click on It. The disk takes a few seconds to 
access, then program will load and you're all ready to make that bid on the latest batch of Oscars. 

Here's one of the simple animation files I hat you'If 
find an the coverdisk. 
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ONCE YOU’VE LOADED up Animation Station, 

you’ll be greeted by a monochrome screen containing a 

series of icons running down either side of it* If you 

press the right mouse button, you’ll notice that the pro¬ 

gram doesn’t have any pull-down menus. Instead, all 

the program’s numerous operations arc accessed from 

these two sets of icons. 

In the centre of the screen is the storyboard, which 

displays each frame of an animation in miniature. If 

you’ve just loaded Animation Station and no animation 

is currently loaded, then the storyboard will be com- 

pletely blank - all you’ll see is a scries of boxes. As 

the animation starts to build up though, these boxes 

will slowly but surely HU up with miniature representa¬ 

tions of your animation’s frames. 

[Don’t feel threatened by this screen ** it may look 

rather bewildering to start with, but you'll be surprised 

at just how simple Animation Station is to use. 

All of Animation Station's operations are accessed 

from a series of icons that run down either side of the 

screen. Here’s a quick rundown of what they do. 

Play If an animation is cur¬ 

rently being edited, then a 

single click on ihis icon is all 

that's needed to view it 

Animation Station will con¬ 

tinuously play your animation until you either press the 

Escape key or dick the left mouse button. When the 

animation is halted, you'll be taken siraight back to the 

work screen. 

►► 
Fast Play If you wish lo 

ignore the lime settings that 

you’ve assigned to a particu¬ 

lar set of frames* then dick 

on the Fast Play icon. This 

will force Animation Station to play the animation at 

full speed. Once again, either press Escape or click on 

the left mouse button to return to the work screen. 

Insert Frames The Insert 

Frame icon is used (not sur¬ 

prising! yj to insert blank 

frames between a set of exist¬ 

ing frames. Note that this 

function won't load in the 

image for the new frame - all it does is create a blank 

that can then have a frame loaded into it. To insert a 

frame, dick on the frame that lies cither directly before 

or after where you wish the new frame to appear. If 

you want the new frame to be inserted before the 

selected frame, then dick on the right-hand side of the 

icon. To insen after the selected frame, click on 

the left-hand side of the icon. To insert multiple 

frames, just keep clicking on the icon until you’ve got 

enough blank frames. 

is 
Select All/Ncme If you need 

to select all the frames within 

your animation, click on the 

right side of this icon. 

Clicking on the left will do 

the opposite - all selected icons wiE be deselected. 

B3fl 
Mirror The mirror function 

is used to reverae a series of 

selected frames. All it does is 

swap the last frame with the 

first, the second from last 

w ith the second from first, and so on. 

Animation Station 
at a glance 

Hie icons which control Animation Station ore arranged down the sides of the main screen. 

Grey Scale The grey scale 

function converts every 

frame within a colour anima¬ 

tion to 16 greys. 

Append at End The append 

function is used to attach a 

picture on to the end of an 

animation. Note, however, 

that this function will only 

work if you have already loaded an external picture file 

into Animation Station's picture buffer using the Toad 

ILBM’ option (discussed later). If no animation is cur¬ 

rently in memory* the program will simply put this 

picture into the first three frames of a new1 animation 

(all animations within Animation Station must have at 

least three frames). 

M* 
Colour Palette As its name 

suggests, the palette icon 

enables you to change the 

colour palette of either an 

_ individual frame, a series of 

selected frames or the entire animation, depending on 

whether you have selected any frames for it to modify. 

Clicking on this icon will bring up a colour palette 

requester containing the entire palette of the selected 

frame, frames or animation. 

Special Effects The special 

effects function enables you 

to apply a number of effects 

to an individual frame or a set 

of frames. Note that you must 

select at least one frame for 

this function to work. When you click on this icon, a 

requester will appear which contains a series of effects 

gadgets - Flip (flips the frame). Scroll (scrolls a frame 

in four directions), Mosaic (pixeliscs a frame) and Size 

(reduces the size of a frame). 

Brush Move After loading 

an external brush with the 

'Load ILBM’ option, the 

Brush Move function will 

enable you to bring it to life 

within a series of frames. 

Any picture that is smaller than the resolution of the 

current animation is considered to be a brush. 

Alternatively* you can use the 'Grab Brush' icon to cut 

out a section of a frame for use as a brush. 

Clicking on the Brush Move icon will bring up a 

requester containing a series of gadgets. In the centre 

of this requester is a scaled down representation of the 

entire frame with a small rectangle in the centre of the 

screen which is your brush. Using the icons *Nexf and 

'Prev' will advance you back and forth through your 

animation and the brush can be placed by clicking on 

the screen at where it is to appear within each frame. 

r 
b jjj 

a Timing Timing information 

can be set for individual or 

whole groups of frames by 

clicking on the Timing icon. 

As an added benefit, you 

1-1 can also assign sampled 

sounds to an individual frame - something that even 

DPatnt III can’t handle! 

To access the timing requester, select a frame from 

the storyboard, click on the timing icon and the 

requester will appear containing a number of gadgets. 

At the top of the requester is a Tuning *tnng gadget 

w ith which you can specify how long the frame is to be 

displayed in jiffies (I jiffy = l/50ch of i <cond on a 
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PAL machine). If you therefore specify a time of 60, 

the frame will be shown for exactly one second* 

Up to four sampled sounds can be assigned to a 

frame by clicking on one of the four channel gadgets. 

To load a sample, click on one of the four channel 

labels (‘Fore#I \ for example). If you click on a fore¬ 

ground channel, the sound will be played once. Click 

on a 'background* channel, however, and the sound 

will play continuously. 

Grab Brush The Grab Brush 

icon enables you to cut out 

any rectangular section from 

a selected frame for use as a 

brush* Once selected, the 

brush can then be moved 

around using the 'Brush Move* opiion. 

Crop As its name suggests, 

the crop icon enables you to 

remove a rectangular section 

from either a single frame or 

a series of frames. To use it, 

select a frame tor a series), 

dick in the crop icon and the first frame in the series 

you have selected will be displayed. Then, using the 

mouse pointer, mark out a rectangle. If you draw the 

rectangle starting from the upper left-hand comer, the 

area outside the reel angle will be removed. If you start 

the rectangle from ihe bottom righbhtmd comer, the 

area inside the rectangle will be removed. 

Fast/S lory board Mode If 

lime is of the essence, then 

switching to fast mode will 

speed things up because 

cameo representations of 

each frame will not be made. 

X 
although this will make your animation somewhat 

harder to visualise. Clicking on the icon again will take 

you back to the normal storyboard mode. 

SAVE 
ILBM 
LOAD 
ILBM 

Save/Load ILBM Not sur¬ 

prisingly, these two gadgets 

are used to load and save 

individual frames stored in 

standard IFF format. If you 

wish lo save a series of 

frames as separate IFF files, 

select each frame and then 

click on the SavetLBM icon. 

Animation Station will then 

append a number to the end 

of each file so that you know 

in what order they should nan. 

Save/Load ANIM These two 

functions arc pretty self 

explanatory. With them you 

can load and save animations 

to and from disk in standard 

IFF ANIM format. The files 

that Animation Station gener¬ 

ates can then be displayed 

using a standard animation 

display program. 

Move One or more selected 

frames can be moved from 

ihcir current position within 

the storyboard to a new posi¬ 

tion using this function. Selecr the frames that you 

wish to move, then dick on the move icon, Move the 

mouse pointer to the first frame that you have selected, 

click and hold the left mouse button and drag the 

frames to their new position. 

One thing worth noting is that Animation Station 

will automatically delete the old frames and paste them 

over ihe lop of any frames that exist within the cells 

that the copied frames are being moved to. 

COP 
I opy The copy jeon is used 

in the same way as the 

Move icon (as discussed in 

the previous column) except 

for one major difference - whereas the Move icon 

actually deletes the frames that you are moving 

from their original position, the copy icon simply 

makes a second copy of any selected frames and will 

leave the frames that you have copied from in their 

original position. 

View The view icon is used 

to view one or more selected 

frames within your anima¬ 

tion. Once you*vc selected 

the frames you wish to view and have clicked on the 

view icon, the first selected frame will be displayed* 

To advance to the nest* dick on the left mouse button. 

To exit to the main wwk screen* press the Escape key 

or space-bar. 

Alternatively, you can view an individual frame by 

double-dicking on its cameo within the storyboard. 

Pressing the kft mouse button will send you hack to 

the work screen. 

palette). Smart (calculates a new palette that best 

matches the existing contents of the frame and the 

image to be merged). All/Selected (merges image with 

cither the entire animation or a range of selected 

frames) and Front/Rack (places the image in the fore¬ 

ground or background). 

If you*re merging an image with a HAM animation, 

the merge function will automatically use the smart 

opiion. You can* however* fade in the merged image 

by setting a slide gadget. A value of zero gives the 

background precedence, while a value of 15 will give 

the foreground precedence. 

T Undo When the Undo buffer 

is active (depending on the 

amount of RAM that you 

jl have), clicking on Undo will 

discard the most recent 

change to the animation. 

Disk Info The disk info 

options brings up all sorts of 

useful information a bom any 

drives currently attached to 

the system. 

Clear Frame You can delete 

the contents of a single frame 

or group of frames by 

selecting them and then dick¬ 

ing on the Clear Frame icon. 

Note that this option docs 

not remove the cells contain- 

MERGE 
Merge If you'd like a single 

frame placed into either the 

background or the fore- 

1 ' " i=- ground of an existing 

animation* the merge icon is what you*11 need. First 

you must load the image to be merged into Animation 

Station's picture buffer. Next* click on the merge icon 

and a requester will appear There are four options: 

Quick (merges the picture without modifying the 

ing them* it just deletes their contents and thus 

leaves them blank. 

Delete Like the Clear Frame 

option, the delete icon deletes 

frames. However, this time it 

deletes the cells that contain 

them too. Make sure that you 

have selected frames first! 

ADVANCED USES 
Once you have gained some confidence In using 
Animation Station, try experimenting. The most 
powerful feature is the Merge option - this can be 
used to put one animation as a background, and 
use another one for the foreground action. 

There are other things that you can do loo. 
Adding sound effects on specific frames really 
boosts the atmosphere of an animation - life and 
movement are the important elements, but 
little things like sound count as well* Don't get car¬ 
ried away - sound effects lake up plenty of 
memory, and running out of memory is the biggest 
bugbear to animators. 

The really important thing to remember about 
animation is that it gobbles memory with a vora¬ 
cious appetite. Do not be too ambitious If you have 
a 1Mb Amiga, as doing more than a dozen colour 
frames can start taxing such a machine. 

The manual states that at least 1.5Mb Is recom¬ 
mended for serious usage, although you can't 
really have enough memory when working with 
animations. It's best to see what you can do with 
what you have got. 

Here are a few tips for getting the best perfor¬ 
mance out of modest Amiga setups. Don’t be afraid 
to break these rules, but if you follow them then 
your animations will have more frames, and there¬ 
fore more moving detail. 

1) Do not use HAM mode. Apart from taking up 
more memory than pictures with less colours, HAM 
mode slows down the Amiga by quite a degree. 
Feel free to experiment but expect to run out of 
memory very quickly. Avoid the hlgh-resolutlon 
mode for the same reasons. 
2) Interlace mode (doubling the number of vertical 
lines) is desirable because animations look better 
when video taped, but double the size of 
animations. Best avoided unless you want to video 
your animations. 
3) Overscan (pictures the same size or bigger than 
the area of a TV screen) looks very effective, but 
they add something like 40 per cent to the size of 
animation files. 
4) Do make the most effective use of colours. 
There's no point using 32*colour frames if you only 
use four or five colours on each. Be very spartan 
with different colours - the more colours a picture 
uses, the bigger it Is. 

Finally, if you have been following the 
Beginners (issue 30-36) series, you should find It's 
not too difficult to make a self-booting animation 
disk. Instead of Vllbm, use the View program on 
the second coverdlsk. I! you have trouble with this* 
watch out for next month’s issue when the subject 
will be covered in detail, 
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Your first 
animation 

Take those first exciting steps into computer animation with our 

Animation Station tutorial, Animation has never been so easy! 

Here's □ frame from 

the ones included with 
Animation Station. 

lull follow the 
instruction* and youII 

be molting your own 

m 
vrth 

... ft 
rn 

w~ 

n 
1 Before we can start building an animation, you'll 

need to load up the program. Sian by booling up 

your Amiga from your Workbench disk and then 

replace it with your Animation Station disk and dou¬ 

ble-click on the Animation Station icon. After a few 

seconds, the program will load. 

2 You II be presented with the Animat tort Station 

work screen. As we've only just loaded the pro¬ 

gram, the storyboard in the centre or ihe screen will be 

empty. At this point, you can either load an existing 

animation or create your own. For the sake of this tuto¬ 

rial, let's create an animation from scratch. 

3Normally you would have to create each frame 

individually within a separate paint package such 

as DFaint, but - in true Blue Peter fashion - you’ll 

find a whole series of IFF pictures on your second 

coverdisk which you can use for this tutorial, 

4To stan with, we need to load in some frames. 

Click in the Load ILBM gadget and a file 

requester will appear. At this point. Animation Station 

will prompt you to insert the disk named AS_Data. 

Remove your Animation Station disk and insert your 

second coverdisk. After a while, the directory will 

appear and you'll nonce a whole series of frames 

called 'Fnzboc.n' where V is a number. Because we 

don't want to load just a single frame (wc want to load 

all the Frisbee pictures i. click within the FILE string 

gadget and enter Tnsbee', Press return and Animation 

Station will sun to load the pictures into memory'. 

5 After a while, the screen will fade away and you'll 

be presented with a requester asking you whether 

you wish to create a storyboard file. Gick on OK and 

Animation Station will continue. After a couple of min¬ 

utes, all the frames will be loaded into memory and 

placed into the storyboard complete with mini repre¬ 

sentations of each frame. 

kmiim Itltiw ftwiw 11 I CTO: HUM fftfl; mm rid 

If you ploy your unitnotiofi end h'* too fait, {ticking on the 
left mou*« button will take you bock lo the floryboarcL 

6At this point you can view the animation by click¬ 

ing on the Play icon. You'll notice that it is 

currently too fast, so wc need to slow it down a bit. 

Click the left mouse button and you'll be taken back to 

the main screen. 

When you hovo lo modify the liming, dick on Select All and 

then Ihe Timing kon. 

7To modify the timing of each of the frames, we 

need to start by selecting all the frames within our 

animation. To do this, dick on ihe Select All gadget 

and alt the frames will then be highlighted in red. Next, 

click on the Timing icon and the timing requester will 

then appear. Click within the Timing siring gadget, 

enter a value of five and press Return. Now dick on 

the All gadget and then on Proceed, We have now' 

assigned a timing value of five to each frame within 

our animation. 

8 If you'd like to view the animation at its correct 

speed, click on the Play gadget once more. Once 

you've seen enough, click the left mouse button again 

to return to the main work screen. 

9Now that ihe speed is correct, let's apply a mosaic 

effect to the first 10 frames. Click on the Select 

None gad gel and then select the first 10 frames by 

clicking on each with the mouse pointer. You'll notice 

that each will be highlighted red. Now click on the 

Special Effects gadget and ihe special effects requester 

will appear. 

When you have lo modify the timing, dick an Select AN end 
then the Timing icon. 

fl^^For the From Mosaic option, click on A and 

8^^thcn click on D for the To Mosaic option. 

Then click on Proceed and Animation Station will 

apply ihe mosaic to the selected frames. It will then 

display each frame in turn and apply the mosaic to 

them one at a lime. This does take time, so twiddle 

your thumbs for a bit 

nOnce Animation Station has completed the 

mosaic effect, you'll be returned to the main 

work screen and the program will then update the 

storyboard sequence accordingly. Once this is done, 

simply dick on Play again to view the changes that the 

mosaic effect w ill have applied to the animation. Once 

again, a single click on the left mouse huiton will stop 

the animation playing. 

M ^ftNow let's try' reversing the whole animation. 

I mm Click on the Select None gadget and then 

click on the Select All gadget. Once again, all the 

frames within our animation will be selected. Now 

dick on the Mirror gadget and you'll notice that 

Animation Station swaps all the frames so that the first 

frame is the last and so on. After a few' seconds, you'll 

be able to view' the animation in reverse by clicking on 

the Play gadget. 

Jfl ^JNow lei's try cutting out a couple of frames in 

8 t3ihe anim. Start by de'-e .cting all the frames 

with the Select None gadget and ±en select frames six, 

seven, eight and nine Once this is done, click on the 

Delete icon. A requevter will then appear asking you 

wheiher this is what you reads want to do, Click on 

OK and ihe frames and the cells that contain them will 

be deleted. If sou pia> the animation through now, 

you'll see that sour fndjee throw er snatches the frisbec 

back almost instomlv. 

*■ ^PV>w V"‘M > Ir is complete, you can 
■ save it to did. m standard IFF ANIM for¬ 

mat, Click on the Save ANIM icon and then save it to a 

blank disk. You now have your first animation - I hope 

you feel proud? 
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BASED ON OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT-b 

DOCUMENTS. SHUTTLE IS THE MOST 
ACCURATE AND COMPREHENSIVE 
SIMULATION OF NASA'S SPACE 
SHUTTLE EVER PRODUCED FOR ANY 
HOME COMPUTER. 

FEATURES: 

. FOLD-OUT SHUTTLE FLIGHT DECK 
POSTER -j_ -f- 

. VARIOUS LAUNCH AND LANDING 

SITES 

. AUTHENTIC CONTROL PANEL DISPLAY 
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RAINBOW COLLECTION HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION WHEELS OF FtflE COMPILATION T.N.T COMPILATION POWER UP COMPILATION Fl&TB OF RJHY CQMPtLATOM JIMMY WHITE DNGN MAS TIB - CHAOS 

9.99 9.99 8.99 9.99 9.99 9.99 14.99 16.99 

WINGS PLAYER MANAGER WOLFCHILD ROLLING RONNIE PRINCE OF PERSIA SIM AND POPULOUS SCRABBLE DELUXE CAPTIVE HE I HQ ALL HUNTER PlTFIOHTlR 

11.99 8.99 12.99 10.99 9.99 16.99 11.99 6.99 11.99 9.99 9.99 

HOOK ELITE 

16.99 9.99 
SPEEDSALL 2 

6.99 
F19 STEALTH 

14.99 
REALMS 

9.99 
INDY JONES AOV 

9.99 
SUPREMACY SPIRIT OF EXCALIBUR ULTIMA 5 

9.99 9.99 10.99 
I.C.F.T. DESERT 

10.99 
JACK NICKLAU3 

6.99 

Amiga Software — Games marked (NOP) will not work on the AMIGA A500 PLUS. 
3 HOT 2 HANDLE 
(OFF ROAD RACER, TOTAL 
FECAL, SHADOW WARRIOR) 
3D CONSTRUCTION ml ........ 

4 WHEEL DRIVE 
(LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO, TEAM SUZUKI, 
TOYOTA CELICA, COMHO RACES! 
Aid TANK KILLER M MEG] 
A320 AtR'BUS .. 
ACTION MASTERS 
(Pie COMSAT PILOT. ITALY 1990 
DOUBLE DRAO0N 3, TURBO OUTRUN 
WELLTRiaj |NOPl 
ADI ENGLISH (11-12j 
ADI ENGLISH (14 1JJ . 
ADI MATHS [11-12| 
ADI MATHS fil l 3) . , 
ADVANTAGE TENNIS ... 
AFTERBURNER ... . 
AGONY .       * 
AIR BUCKS . .... 
AIR SEA SUPREMACY 
(GUNSHiP SILENT SERVICE P47 
WINOS CARRIER COMMAND) ... 
AiP SUPPORT ... 
APR LAND A SEA 
(It ATTACK BUB, W0Y MU 
Pli iNTERCEPTORl ... 
ALCATRAZ   *► 
AUftN BRI ED |T MEG) ..    
AMNIOS ...... 
AIK'S I Games CREATOR).. ... 
*MOS jp mtOUlHti *ay5l .......... i4 
AMO* COMPILER REQUIRES AMOS1 It* 
AMOS lAf t rFIRST STtPS TO 
paoqramming 22* 
AHOTHfR WORLD. .16* 
APtOvA 17* 
AQUA VENTURA . ....._IT* 

AftKAMMO 7 .7.* 
AfUtALYTI . 4* 

ARl»QU*M3COOQ^ . 13* 
ASMfl OF EMPIRE . It* 
ilTFtV*G FORTRIS* 22* 
BARlBARtAN 3 <*f YQM*«| ... 16* 
BJLTDU isle iMOPi 19* 
BATTLtCHESS 3 17* 
BIROS DFPWtY I’ MEG 1*4t 
BLACK CRYPT T4* 

BLUE MAX If* 
BLUES ePcTrtjfiS 14* 
BONANZA BROS l«* 
BREACH 3 (EHHANCED _14 49 
C4DAYCP 9* 
CADAVER LEVEL* THE PAY QFF 
CAPTAIN PLANET 
CAPTIVE 
CARL LEWIS TRACK A PMLD CHiUENOt 
CASTLES (1 MEG! 
CELTIC LEGENDS 
CHAMPIONS 
■ MANCHESTER UTO, BO JUNG 
MANAGER J KHANN SQUASH.' 
CHAMPIONS OP KRVNNd UCGl 
CHAMPIONSHPP MANAGER 
CHART ATTACK (LOTUS ESPRIT 
GHQULS.OHOSTS JAMEftPQND 
VENUS THE FLY TRAP) (NOP) 
CHUCK ROCK .... 
C HUCKli EGG ... 
CMUCKIEEGG2 . .. 
C ORRUPTlOK (M/SCROLLf). 
COVERT ACTION .. 
CRUISE FDR A CORPSE .. 
CURSE OF THE AZURE BOND (1 MEG) (Ml) 
DAILY SPORTS COVER GIRL POKER 
DEATH KNIGHTS Of KRYNN {t MEG) (SS4) 
DELIVERANCE .... 
DELU X E PAINT 3 (WITH ANIMATION) 
DELUXE PAJNT A (1 MEGi 
(HAM MODE A ANIMATION) . 
OEUTE AOS (NOP) . 
DICK TRACY ADVENTURE . 
DISCOVERY ■ THE STEPS OF COLUMBUS 
DISNEY ANMATION STUDIO 

DOUBLE OR AGON 1.,.14dH 
DUNGEON MASTER A 

.11 AG CHAOS STRIKES BACK .. 16 99 
IB.69 OYNA BLASTERS .      20 49 

ELF .........Ifl.49 
ELITE .    9 PS 

HAS ELYlAA S ■ JAWS OF CERBEPUS (1 MED] .33 » 
.22 n EPIC ........ 19-69 
JlAt EURO FOOTBALL CHAMP .. .1T.lt 

Exile.    if 49 
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER IBSI) II M6G) 1V.lt 
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER 3 23 M 

. 16.6V FIS STRIKE PAOLC 2(1 MEOl H« 
16 9t FIS FALCON INOPi .. 13-16 
It* FI 6 INTERCEPTOR . S-lt 
1|.M Fit STEALTH FIGHTER 14 66 

.1* If PACE. OFF (NOP) .. 16 At 
If* FANTASY PAK 

7 it (COLORADO. BOSTON BOMB CLUB. 
1E.it CRYSTALS OF ARBOREAi .11 99 
17 St FERRARI FORMULA 1 . 

PINAL FIGHT (NOR) .......... 16» 
FIRE A ICE 17 99 

1 t it FIRST SAMURAI # MEGA L 0 MANIA ..19 W 

■ 1M» PtSTSOF FURY 
(DYNAMITE DUX. NINJA WARRIORS. 
SM1NOSI. DOUBLE DRAGON 2) [NOP) 9 M 

22 At FIVE NATIONS RUGBY . .16 99 
1f.lt FLAMES OF FREEDOM (MIDWINTER 2) . 11,6V 

•1M6 PLIGHT SIMULATOR 2  ♦. » * 
t» FLOOR li..... it* 

32 tt fORMULA 1 GRAND PR1X ...... .... 22* 
FUN SCHOOL 2 12-4, ft-i &t B-) .  14 6V 
FUN SCHOOL 3 <2-S. S-? V T*\ .  1 C» 
PUN SCHOOL A (2-4, 4-7 or It} . 16 » 
GA TlWAY TO THE SAYAG€ FRONTIER It* 
OAUNTUrr t .... .JTJft 
GAUNTLET 3 --- 
GLOBAL EFFECT ....1* W 
GODS...  _...16* 
GOLDEN AXE .....-MB 
GOLF WORLD CLASS LEAOERBOARD t * 
GRAHAM GOOCH WORLD CLASS CRICKET 16 4f 
GRAHAM TAYLORS SOCCER MANAGER 1«* 
GUY SPY ..._.1t 4* 
harlequin . 
HARPOON Y1.1 .  -43* 
HEAD OVER HEELB.. ? * 
HEART OF CHINA 11 MEG) ....22.91 
HE KUO ALL 11 M€G) .... 11 *• 
ME ROQUES T 4 DATA DISK .- 
null rmcrr itun . »u 
WTCH HI KERS GUIDE  ...*9* 
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION 
.ROBOCQP, GHOSTBUSTfR* a, 
INDIANA JOME 5 ACTION. 
BATMAN THE MOVIE) ENORI .9 ftt 
HOME ACCOUNTS 2... J7* 

If At HOME ALONE ..—____16* 
iitt hook .    i«* 

humans ...._IT.St 
HUNTER ..—.—.1.99 

13 St IAN BOTHAMS CRICKET.if* 
IfJB IK- 7 99 
I •■At INCNAMA JONES ADVENTURE. 

NDUNAPOL* SCO —__14* 
NOT HEAT    ,14* 

If 46 N*fRCfPT«R RENEGADE LfGiON(tU) 9 99 
ia ft int champion*t* athutiCS .. is* 
Iff INTERNATIONAL SPORTS CHALLENGE if.Al 
9 69 INTEAPHAli ■ 2* 
396 IfHAn - UOEND QPTHE FORTRESS 1399 

.22 6V n CAME FROM fHi DESERT,[1 MEG) .10*9 
11,91 JACK mCKLAUSaOLF *99 
17 99 JAGUAR XJ2»(1 MEG) 4 99 
1* 99 JAMES POND 7 46 
19 99 JAMES POND 2 HQBOCOO *9* 
1* 46 JET BET WILLY 9 SB 

.29 99 JIM POWER 17* 
JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER 14 99 

.sen jinkter (m^crollsi .3.99 
9 99 JOHN BARNES EUROPEAN FOOTBALL * 99 

II 49 JOHN MADDENS lU S ) FOOTBALL i*9« 
1199 KICKOFF + EXTRA T)ME DISK (NOR| 4 41 

.49 99 KICK OFF 2.   -l-9f 

KICK OFF 2 (1 MEG) .-** 
KICK OFF 2 FINAL WHISTLE.9,4V 
KICK OFF J GIANTS OF EUROPE .7.9t 
KICK OFF 2 RETURN TO EUROPE .7 99 
KICK OFF 2 WINNING TACTICS .,6 * 
KICK OFF 3 .lt.TO 
KID CLOVES 2. 1*,W 
KIDS TYPE JUNIOR WORD PROCESSOR H-6* 
KINGS QUEST & (1 MEG) (Sl£ RHA) . .25.99 
((NIGHTMARE.     tM4 
KNIGHTS OP THE SKY (1 MEG).22*9 
IE ANGER ..  It,» 
LEATHER GODDESSES . .. .4.9ft 
LEGEND .  19.69 
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 7 (SIERRA) .19 W 
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 5(1 MEG) ...25 99 
LEMMINGS . 13.99 
LEMMINGS DATA DISK - OH HO!  .9*9 
LIFE AND DEATH ....1* 99 
LOMBARD RAC RALLY ....„7 W 
LORD OF THE RINGS .-. -MA9 
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2 . .11,99 
LURE OP THE TEMPTRESS . 2f> 99 
MAO»C POCKETS . 19 99 
MAGNETIC SCROLLS VOL.1 
(GUILD OP THIEVES. PISH CORRUPTION) 19*9 
MANCHESTER UNITED EUROPE . 9 99 
MANIC MINER ..... -11T#ft9 
MEGA LO MANIA , FIRST SAMURAI 19 99 
MEGA TWINS ..  _...1B9t 
MERCENARY 3 . 19.99 
MICKEY S CROSSWORD PVZZlZ 
MAKER (SA YRSi (DISNEY) .„...17 99 
MiCRUPROSE 3D GOLF .  22*9 
MIDWINTER __      11.99 
MONOPOLY ..      1t.» 
MONSTER PACK 3 
(KILLING GAME SHOW AWESOME 
BEAST J | i, i „ i, p-jn-.fn, rr-nnrm - 9RB 
MONTY PYTHONS PLYWO CIRCUS -9 99 
MOONSHINE RACERS . 9*9 
MOONSTONE _..19*9 
MYSTICAL .    399 
NfTRO _       ...T4B 
NUCLEAR WAR ....  $ 99 
OPERATION WOLF .     ...Tjftt 
OfiK ..           1*.#9 
OUTRUN EUROPA (NOP| _ 1S-1 
PACUANlA 
PAPERBOY 2 .. 
PARASOL STARS 

.49 PAWN (M/SCROLLB) 

....MB 
.14.99 

-IB* 
.-,7.96 

PEN PAL WORD PROCESSOR 
PQA TOUR GOLF « COURSES ...........19*8 
POA TOUR OOLf COURSE DISK --11.49 
PINBALL DREAMS (1 MEG)._1B *9 
PIRATES (NOP) ....r tAM 

-6* 
,19 49 
** 

1699 
16 99 
19 4| 

..19.49 

PLAN 6 FROM OUTER SPACE 
PLAYER MANAGER 
POOLS OF DARKNESS (1 MEG) 
POPULOUS* SM CITY ......_ 
POPULOUS t .. 
POPULOUS 2(1 MEG).. 
POWER UP 
(CHASE HO TURRICAN X-OUT. ALTERED 
BEAST RAINBOW ISLANDS) (NOP) .—.A 99 
POWlRORlPTiNOP) .    .3.94 
POWER MONGER .  1H9 
POWERMONOER WORLD WAR 1 DATA ...11 9ft 
PREMIER ....IB 4* 
PRINCE OF PERSIA (1 MEG) .9 99 
PRO TENNIS TOUR 3 99 
PROJECT X(1UEG! .  l*6f 
PROPHECY ...__II 49 
PROTEXT VERSION 4.3   44.64 
PUSH-OVER ..     17* 
QUEST 4 GLORY (BLOODWYCH, 
MIDWINTER CADAVER HATi ...... lj.49 

oucsTRowirssi)   4* 
RETYPE .       ^....7,64 
RACE DFimn .    .18.49 
RA li ROAD TYCOON (1 ME G i       22 M 
RAINBOW COLLECTION 
(BUBBLE BOBBLE RAINBOW ISLANDS 

NEW ZEALAND STORY) .  9» 
RB) BASEBALL 2 (NOP) . if* 
REALMS .    9 99 
RE P BAHON (1 ME G) ..32 W 
RED ZONE .   16 ft 
RISE Of THE DRAGON (1 MEG) .M W 
RlSKEY WOODS.. ,17 W 
ROBOCQP 3.   16 W 
arm-1 lun iIl h 

ROGER RABBIT IH HARE RAISING HAVOC 
I HARD DRrvf REQUIREDi (MMY) t« W 
ROLLING RONNY . .,10 W 
RORKE S DRIFT .   15 W 

RUGBY WQRLO CUP .9W 
SCRABBLE DELUXE.11 W 
SCRIBBLE WORD PROCESSOR ,2T ft 
SECRET OF MONKEY IS LAND-{1 MED) 16.99 
SECRET OP MONKEY ISLANDS 19 W 
SECRET OF THE SILVER BLADE i* ME Or 16 » 
SENSIBLE SOCCER     .1149 
SHADOW DANCER i*« 
SHADOW OF THE BEAST 5W 
SHADOW OF THE BEAST 2 WFTH »h«T 10 99 
SHAOOWLAN&S . 19 49 
SILENT SERVICE 2(1 MEG) (HOW) 22 99 
SIM ANT . . . ...23.96 
SUM CITY 4 POPULOUS ..If 99 
SlM cm ANCIENT CITIES...11 99 
Sim cm FUTUR E WORLDS .n.99 
SKVFQX (NOP) ,   99 
SMASH TV     1* «9 
SPACt CRUSADE IB W 
SPACE hARRiin 2 (NOP) .7 99 
SPACE QUEST 4 it MEOMS7ERRA) . 35 99 
SPECIAL FORCES    22 99 
SPCEDBALL 2      A 99 
SPELLBOUND  ?* 
SPIRO OF£*C*LI8UR i: UtG) ..... ttf 
STEVE DA VIS SNOOKER    5.49 
STORM MASTER  tft* 
STRIKER ..     ...It* 
SUPER HANG ON ..  T* 
SUPER LEAGUE MANAGE A if 46 
SUPER SPACE INVADERS ..„..16 4* 
SUPREMACY .  9* 
SWIV(NOP) .    ft* 
SWORD OF BOO AN..  M» 
TNT 
(APB. HARD DRTVIN. TOOBW. 
DRAGON SPIRIT XYBOTS) (HOP) 
TEAM YANKEE ..... 
TERMINATOR? ..... 

THE MANAGER ... 
THE SAMPSONS ...... 
THUNOERHAWK ..^ 
TIP OFF .... 
imiSTHEFOX ...... 

TOKI ... .-.. 
TRIAD VOL 2 
i MENACE, BAAL TETRS| (MOP) 
TURBO CUP (NOP l .. 
ULTIMA* 

OUlCKJOT oji joystick 
(MICROSWfTCHED) 

* 6.99 

COMPETITION PRO 
star extra 

14.99 

COMPETITION PRO 
EXTRA JOYSTICK 

(CLEAR BASE} WITH 
AUTOFIRE ANO 
SLOW MOTION 

9.99 
cheetah bug 

13.99 

QUtCKJOY 
JET FIGHTER 

11.99 

QUICKSHQT111A 
TURBO 2 

9.99 

9* 

t* 
16 4f 
16 tt 

*n 
)* 

ULTIMA *(l MEG! ...36 * 
UNIVERSAL WJTARY IiUulATQA 2 11 MEG) 22* 
UTOPIA..... TT* 
UTOPIA NEW WORLDS DATA Dt$K .11* 
VENGANCE OF EACALIBUH 19 44 
VENUS THE FLY TRAP .7. *9 
VIKINGS FIELD Of CONQUEST 1**6 
VROOM 16 ft 
WHEELS OF FIRE 
(HARO ORIV1RL POWf RDRiFT 
CHASE H 0 TURBO OUTRUN! (HOP) 1 tt 
WILD WEST WORLD 14 if 
WILLY BEAMISH .   22* 
WINGS (1 MEG] .. lt*t 

WIZ KID «... I?* 
WIZARDRY 6 ■ BANE OF 
THE COSMIC FORGE 24 M 
WOLFChjlO 13* 
WONDERLAND i MEG i t J fft 
WORDWORTH WORD PROCESSOR iMEG U * 
world Class rugby . buwoqbmc < i*t 
WWF WRESTLING 1« W 

QUIC KSMOT12ftF 
MAVERICK 1 

12*99 
QUICK SHOT 
python 

9.99 
POWER PLAY 

CRUISER 
(SENSITIVITY 

CONTROL) 

10.99 
QUICKJOY 
MEGASTAR 

19.99 
QUICKJOY 
TOP STAR 

19.99 
QUICK SHOT 
INTRUDER 1 

19-99 

QUICKJOY FOOT PEDAL 
(HIGHLY RECOMMENDED) 

19.99 
STAR FIGHTER REMOTE 

WITH TWO INFRA-RED 
JOYPAOS 

29.99 



Over 100,000 people have joined Special Reserve 
The club with no obligation to buy 

Tel. 0279 600204 for a free COLO R catalogue 

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 printer with colour kit » fin. bq column. 
‘?iCPStt*NLG. 3NLQi'1 DRAFT FONT. 24 MTH WARRANTY A 0 PIN PRINTER 
WITH COLOUR facility and full paper HANDLING FUNCTIONS. 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP. FREE PRINTER LEAD 
FREE COLOUR KTT.....«♦.,.._„....1t0.09 

GVP HDS+ 52 MEGABYTE 
AWOA HARO DRIVE (SCRIES MJ 

WITH EXPANSION SLOTS TO 
UPGRADE AMIGA RAH TO A MEG 

359,99 
GVP 20 MEG AMIGA RAM EXPANSION 

(SIMMS FIT IN GVP HARO DRIVE 
TO EXPAND AMIGA BY 
2 MEG OR 4 MEG RAM) 

89.99 

COMMODORE A590 £0 MEG HARD DRIVE FOR AMIGA 
(AUTOBOOT WITH KICKS!ART, SOCKETS FOR 2 MEG OF RAM, 
SCSI INTERFACE FOH PERIPHERALS CONNECTION) .. 209 90 

A500 PIUS While stock* lost 

2 
F-2ER0, 

PER HES GAMES 

Nintendo Super NES 

s? 9* 
.37.09 
37.09 

3.r OSDO GOLDSTAR DISK WITH LABEL .....B9p Each 
PACK OF 50 GOLDSTAR 3 4" bSOD DISKS WITH LABELS....24 *0 

AMIGA A500 P 
LEMMINGS PACK 
WITH LEMMINGS THE SIMPSONS, 
CAPTAIN PLANET, 1 MEG RAH , 
MOUSE, TV MODULATOR 

314-99 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP 
FREE COMP PRO 5000 JOYSTICK 

AMIGA A5Q0 P 
CARTOON PACK 
WITH LEMMINGS. THE SIMPSONS 
CAPTAIN PLANET. DELUXE PAINT 3, 
1 MEG RAM (BUILT-IN) MOUSE. TV 
MODULATOR, 

334.99 
FREE SPECIAL 

+ CONTROLLER AND SUPER MARIO WORLD 
FREE SECOND CONTROLLER. FREE STEREO LEAD 
FREE NINTENDO MARIO GAME A WATCH 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP 
FREE £5-00 REPLAY VOUCHER 

MORE OHEAT GAMES EXPECTED IN AUGUST 

GA SOUND ENHANCER 
(BOOSTS SOUND t 

JS-99 
SCREENBEAT 
STEREO SPEAKERS 
FOR AMIGA OR PC REQUIRE 4AA BATTERIES OR 
MAINS ADAPTOR. DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR 
COMPUTERS INCLUDING MOUNTINGS FOR 
ATTACHMENT TO MONITOR ...,,.,.19 00 

MAINS ADAPTOR FOR 
SCREENS EAT SPEAKERS ...........___..T.99 

...300 

.7,99 
- -3-09 

....4.99 
5 99 

CITIZEN 12QD+ printer, b pin. bo column, i44CPS/2SNLQ 
2NLCVT DRAFT FONT. 24 MTH WARRANTY HIGH QUALITY MONO PRINTER 
TREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP. FREE PRINTER LEAD.134.99 

CITIZEN 224 24 PIN printer with colour kit, 00 column. 
92CPSA4LO. 3LQT1 DRAFT FONT, 24 MTH WARRANTY 24 PIN LETTER 

duality printer with excellent graphics obq&mg d«). 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP. FREE PRINTER LEAD 
FREE COLOUR KIT.........„.....249.99 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24E printer with colour kit. a* pin. w column 
210CPS/72LG. 6LQ/1 DRAFT FONT. 24 MTH WARRANTY ADVANCED VERSION OF 
224 WITH HIGHER SPEED. MORE FONTS AMO SPECIAL LCD CONTROL PANEL 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP. FREE PRINTER LEAD 
FREE COLOUR KlT.........279.09 

STAR LQ20 printer s pin, ao column, ibo cps/4&nlg, 
4NLQI1 DRAFT FONT. 1Z MONTH WARRANTY 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP, FREE PRINTER LEAD..144.08 

STAR LC200 COLOUR printer 0 pin, so column, i8ocp&45nlq. 
4NLCV1 DRAFT FONT, 12 MONTH WARRANTY 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP. FREE PRINTER LEAD.....199.99 

STAR LC24-20 24 PIN printer w column, ibzcpswlo, 
4LQn DRAFT FONT, 12 MTH WARRANTY 24 PW QUAUTY AT 0 PIN PRICE. 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP. FREE PRINTER LEAD WW 

PHILIPS 3332 15” FST 
COLOUR TELEVIStOWMONTTOR FOR 
AMIGA WITH REMOTE CONTROL. 
AUTO PROGRAMMING AND 
TWO YEAR W ARRA NlY 
(ALSO FOR MEGADRIVE OR SUPER NES) 
FREE SCANT LEAD (STATE AMIGA) 
FREE MEMBERSHIP 224 99 

SCANT LEAD - AMIGA TO TV WITH SCART 
INPUT (GIVES MONITOR 
QUALITY PICTURE)...,..0.00 

GOLDSTAR 14" 
TELEVISION/MONITOR WITH REMOTE 
CONTROL AND SCART INPUT FQH AMIGA 
(ALSO FOR MEGA DRIVE OR SUPER NES) 
FREE SCART LEAD AMIGA TO GOLDSTAR 

FREE MEMBERSHIP 159 99 

OUST COVER FOR MONITOR 
(CLEAR PVG)HH.HM4mH,r00im.199 

1 MEGABYTE AMIGA RAM UPGRADE 
(TO2 MEG) FOR ASM PLUS .34.00 

A SOI (WITH BART) AMIGA 3UK RAM 
EXPANSION GENUINE ITEM WITH CLOCK 
FREE BART SIMPSON GAME .44 09 

II2K AMIGA HAM WITH CLOCK .24.00 
S12K AMIGA RAM NO CLOCK ... 32 0* 

EXTERNAL W DISK DRIVE FOR AMIGA 
WITH SONY/CITIZEN DRIVE MECHANISM 
QUIET HIGH QUAUTY. SLIM .,$4.00 

TECNOPLUS REPLACEMENT AMIGA POWER 
SUPPLY (THE 4.5 AMP OUTPUT ALSO 
ENABLES AMIGAS TO RUN 
PERIPHERALS EFFICIENTLY).34.00 

TEC NOPLUS AMIGA STARTER PACK 
(AMOS. PRINCE OF PERSIA. QUICKSHQT 
131 JOYSTICK, OUST COVER. MOUSE PAD. 
FlLE-A-DlSK RECORD BY STEM. DISK 
CLEANER. SB LANK DISKS i .37-09 

CLEANING KIT FOR 
COMPUTERS 

(INCLUDES VACUUM) 
19.09 

NAKSHA A MIGA'S T 
HOUSE WITH 
OPERATION STEALTH 
24 09 

FOR 

HI FI LEAD - AMIGA TO STANDARD PHONO INPUT ... 
POPULOUS/FALCON LEAD (NULL MODEM CABLE) ... 
RF LEAD - AMIGA. ST OR CONSOLE T 0 TELEVISION .. 
RF SWITCH FOR AMIGA. ST OR CONSOLE {SWITCH BETWEEN 
TV AERIAL AND COMPUTER WITHOUT DISCONNECTING). 
DUST COVER FOR MONITOR (CLEAR PVCj ... 

RIBBON FOR STAR LC20 .Q.09 RIBBON FOR SWlR 0 OR 120D* .6 99 
P-BBON FOR STAR LC20O .« 99 RIBBON FQH SWIFT 24 OR 224 . 6 09 
RIBBON FOR STAR LC24-20. (.09 RIBBON (COLOUR) FOR SWIFTS ...15.99 
PrBBON (COLOUR) FOR LC2DQ ..1(3.00 

DUST COVER FOR (0 COLUMN PRINTER (CLEAR PVC)...,,,...09 
PRINTER LEAD (PARALLEL) FOR AMIGA. ST OR PC ....9 00 
PRINTER STAND (2 PIECE FITS ANY PRINTER) ....,7 99 

PHILIPS CM8633 MK2 
COLOUR STEREO MONITOR FOR AMIGA 
OR ATARi ST ONE YEARS ON-SlTE 
MAINTENANCE INCLUDED. 
OFFICIAL UK VERSION 
FREE F19 STEALTH A«A A A 
FREE MEMBERSHIP ^IY*TT 

TV TUNER FOR PHILIPS CM0833 MKK 
MONITOR ONLY (TURNS THE 
MONITOR INTO A TV) ... 44 09 
MONITOR LEAD AMIGA 
TO PHILIPS CM0033 II..9 99 

.37.09 

SUPER « TYPE 
SUPER SOCCER 
SUPER TENNIS 

TECHNO SOUND TURBO SOUND SAMPLER FOR 
AMIGA INCLUDES LEAD FOR ATTACHMENT TO 
WALKMAIWMSCMAN .. 39 99 

TECNQPLUS MlOf CONNECTOR AND CABLES 
FOR AMIGA WITH MUSIC X JUNIOR .*.39 09 

DA AT JL scan pro 
HAND SCANNER 

FOR AMIGA 
119.00 

ZYDEC TRACKBALL 
FOH AMIGA OR ST 
27 09 

DELUXE DISK BOX 
2 V (BO), LOCKABLE 

B ANK DISK BOX 
3J" (») STACKABLE 

12-99 

Sanxi 

DtSK BOX 3 $- (10 CAPACITY) .109 
D*SK BOX 3,S“ (40 CAPACITY) 
LOCKABLE ENVlDEftS . 
DtSK BOX 3,5“ (H CAPACITY! 
LOCKABLE DIVIDERS .9.99 
DISK BOX 3.S' (100 CAPACITY) 
LOCKABLE, DIVIDERS .9.99 

3,5" DISK HEAD CLEANER . 4.99 

Goldstar 
3.5" OS/DO 

DISK with LABEL 

69p each or 

24.99 for 50 

Open to 8pm Weekdays 
and to 5pm Weekends 

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP 
UK £6.99 EEC £8.99 WORLD £10 99 

We only supply members bul you can order ns you join. 

The Special Reserve full 
colour club magazine NRG is 

sent to all members bi¬ 
monthly. NRG features full 
reviews of new games plus 
mini-reviews, all the gen on new products, the 
Special Reserve charts. Release Schedule of 
new games and hundreds of special offers, 

PLUS - EVERY ISSUE CONTAINS 

£30 worth ol money-off coupons 
to save even more money off our amazing prices. 

We sell games and accessories, alt at amazing 
prices, for Megadrive, Master System, Game 

Gear, Super NES, Gameboy, NES, Lynx, Amiga, 
Atari STt IBM PC, CDTV and IBM CD ROM. 

Best Service. Best Prices, Biggest Selection 

That's why over 100,000 people 
have joined Special Reserve. 

NEWAMIGA 600 

FREE COMPETITION PRO JOYSTICK, FREE KiCK OFF 2. 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP 

AMIGA 600 HD ROGER RABBIT PACK 
WITH INTERNALS MEG HARO DRIVE. DELUXE PAINT 3. GAME DISK, 
BUILT-IN TV MODULATOR, 1 MEG RAM, IN HOME SERVICE 
FREE ROGER RABBIT DISNEY GAME. 
FREE COMPETITION PRO JOYSTICK M QQ QQ 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP 

HARDWARE PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND DEUVEAY TO UK MAINLAND 

In ter-Mediates Ltd. Registered Office: 2 South Block, 
The Mailings, Sawhridgeworth, Herts CH21BPC. 

INEVITABLY, SOME GAMES MAY NOT YET BE RELEASED. 
PLEASE PHONE SALES ON 0279 600204 FOR 

LATEST RELEASE OATES AND STOCK AVAILABILITY, 

r WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS B’JT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN ^ 
] THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF SOp PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS 
JI PLEASE PRINT H BLOCK CAPITALS) __ 

AM FORM 21 I 

iName___ _ j 

■Address___ l 

__ Petfoods 

Telephone_.Machine type_ 

Enter membership number |ri applicable! or 
Msmtership £6,99 UH £9,99 

item_ 

liftta 

mn. 

MI 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE A VAT £ 

C ri@<ji:ft.p O-'Acc&5SMa.s:0rcafGS*iTch-V^S4 Switch issue No. 

CnecSt card 
expiry date Signature___ 

Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE 
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH 

Overseas Order*'. EEC software orders no extra charge 
World software orders please add El 00 per item 

Non-software Homs please add 10% EEC or 25% World 
Overseas orders mutt be paid by credit card. 



MANGA ■ m VIDEO 

Dedicated to Japanimation! 
More amazing adult animation to seize 

your imagination - it's fast, it's fun, it's futuristic. 
If Rupert the Bear is your idea of animation, don't watch Dominion! 

liftJlMSW-; 

In the year 2010, the earth has I 
been encircled by a toxic cloud so | 

noxious as to require the 
population to wear gas-masks. 

Leading the attack on society are 
the cat sisters Annapuna and 

Unipuma. Sexy but ruthless, these 
bio-engineered commandos ally 
with grotesque half-human, half¬ 

cyborg gang leader Buaku in 
ceaseless, naked aggression. 

ENTER THE TANK POLICE. Led by 
“Mr Squad Commander” Britain, 

this space-age law and order patrol 
welcomes its newest member, 

Leona, during a round of “grenade 
golf” which puts the “terror" back 

into their “interrorgation". 

This action-packed tale of a girl 
and her tank, fighting the forces of 
futuristic terrorism is an epic battle 
between good and evil!! 

Details of the club are contained in oil Manga 
video releases - read all about special offers 

exclusive to Manga dub members. 

Look out for Acts III and IV later this year! 

Fists fly, blood 
spurts, bones 

shatter, heads 
explode, and 

buildings 
crumble, in on 

action adventure 
to compare with 

the legendary 
Mad Max 

"A towering 
neon nightmare 
to rival Blade 
Runner" 
NME 

A Division of Island World Communications Ltd, 

AVAILABLE FROM HMV, VIRGIN, W H SMITH, FORBIDDEN PLANET, AND ALL GOOD VIDEO STOCKISTS 

i 

s £ 

1* fANI 
■ VIDEO 3A 



CDTV finally becomes an Amiga 
Commodore have at last conceded the fact that the CDTV is an Amiga by releasing 

ii in a pack with a keyboard, a second disk drive and a mouse. Hopefully it also 

includes the Workbench 13 disks, though this wasn't mentioned on the initial infor¬ 

mation Commodore supplied to us, 

The bundle is known as The Multimedia Home Computer pack and was launched 

at the Multimedia Show in June, It will retail for £600, which is £ 100 more than a 

normal CDTV would cost. Usually, a keyboard in matching CDTV black would cost 

aboui £50, a disk drive similarly colour-coded would be around £80 and the mouse 

would retail for around £50, so there is a disiincl saving involved. 

Even more significant in financial terms is the upgrade deal, A5CK1 owners will be 

encouraged to lake advantage of a special upgrade offer of £200 off the pack - £400 

in total. Presumably this will involve handing over your A500. It sounds like quiie a 

reasonable offer compared to the 00(1 potential cost of buying a CD-ROM drive as 

an add-on to the Amiga. 

The only potential complication is the compatibility of the CDTV wiih Amiga 

software when it is used as an Amiga. The slightly different architecture and particu¬ 

larly a different kind of ROM chip mean that the CDTV is noi 100% compatible 

with Amiga software. We also wonder, docs this mean the death of the A570 CD- 

ROM drive, w hich still stubbornly refuses to be ready for release? It's on Amigo - the CDTV is finally to bo bundled with a keyboard, mouse and disk drive. 

Amiga 2000 replacement could 

feature new multimedia chip Commodore repair centre 
has ceased trading 

The 2000 will be replaced fay a new Amiga in tale 1992, 

Rumours circulating for months about a new Amiga have 
just had a new twist Atari, whose 16-bit, 512K ST was lor 
a long time a close competitor to ihe Amiga 500. are 
releasing their own machine which is believed to have a 
very close specification to the new Amiga. 

The two might compete very strongly in terms of 
price and features and, from what we have heard from 
other sources, it even seems likely lhat both will include a 
brand-new multimedia chip' This chip is the Motorola 
DSP56001 and is a digital signal processor. 

Wo ve heard that two new Amigas are likely to be 
called the A900 and A22Q0, and will feature a brand-new 
version of the custom chip set, giving the Amiga a stun¬ 
ning new graphics and sound specification. 

The new custom chip sei has been under develop¬ 
ment for a good while - if was shown in an early form to 
developers along with Workbench version 3 over a year 
ago - but it remains something of a mystery, 

The strongest rumours suggest a graphics chip that 
will provide an 8-brtplane 256-colour display from a 16-bit 
65,536-colour palette, compatible with the PC Super-VGA 
standard. The ability to mimic PC standards would seem 
to be a priority, with the latest Workbench release con¬ 
taining a licensed version of the Cross DOS program so 
that PC disks can be read in an Amiga drive. 

The most likely use for the Motorola chip would be to 
provide an invisible interface to adapt to other graphics 
standards, so an Amiga equipped with it could easily be 
upgraded to a 24-bit display 

Other favourite rumours about the A300 are that it 
will include the new high-density disk dnve and that it will 
have a 68020 or 68030 central processor. At the moment, 
all this is speculation, but Commodore US have 
promised We have plans to introduce a number ol new 
Amiga models this year." October will be the earliest. 

FMG* the firm lhat operates Commodore's officially 

approved National Repair Centre, “ceased trading" on 

Wednesday June 17, Commodore appointed another 

firm to carry out repairs under warranty the very next 

day, but anyone who has an Amiga at the NRC could 

have problems getting it back. 

We contacted Commodore's customer services 

department, who provided us with a full explanation of 

what to do if your Amiga is with FMG. Inevitably, 

with the legal processes normally associated with the 

closure of a business it could lake some Lime before 

you'll see your Amiga again. 

You*11 need to call Commodore's Customer 

Services on WOK 368222. They will ask you to leave 

details as follows: your name and address, a daytime 

Change at the top at Commodore 

In a surprise move, Commodore UKs managing 
director of many year $ standing, Steve franklin, is 
leaving hie job to head up the European marketing 
effort on CDTV, 

Steve Franklin is the man who assured much of 
the Amiga 500 $ success in this country with his pol¬ 
icy of putting the Amiga into high-quality packs 
based around a big-name game. The first was the 
Batman pack and the most recent was the Cartoon 
Classics pack based around cull characters Bari 
Simpson and Captain Planet. 

In between should have come the infamous 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, but that deal fell 
through. All the same, keying in on the top young 
people s entertainment characters has been a suc¬ 
cessful policy for the Amiga and is expected to 
continue this year with a new A60D pack. 

Steve Franklin leaves to head up the European 
marketing effort on CDTV. 

Kelly Sumner, who takes over as Commodore's 
managing director is a favourite of the UK leisure 
computing industry and comes from the leisure side 
of Commodore's UK business, which should ensure 
that the Amiga will remain the company's main prior¬ 
ity in this country. And that's certainly good news for 

ail Amiga owners. 

phone number, what equipment you have in (or: repair, 

the FMG seven-figure idem ideation number for your 

order, the date you sent it in and also your machine's 

serial number. 

Commodore currently say lhat they have "no infor¬ 

mation on the release of equipment”, and it seems 

likely that it could take a while to get your machine 

back. Once you've left the above details. Commodore 

wilt telephone you as soon as they hear anything. 

Commodore appointed WANG to cover repairs 

under warranty the day after news about FMG broke. If 

your Amiga needs repair under warranty, contact 

WANG on 081-847 2223. Commodore are currently 

"looking at the range of other operations” - out-of- 

w arrantV repairs and extended warranties. 

Co to the Olympics with Carl Lewis! 

Psygnori* have rig Pied up Carl Lewit for their Olympic bid. 

let's hope he mokes if fo the event. 

As the world warms up lor Olympic tever. Psygnosis get 
off 10 a flying start by signing up Carl Lewis, probably the 
world's most famous athlete. Psygnosis are also offering 
a nice little extra to buyers of the game - a competition, 
the winner of which will get a trip to see the Olympics in 
person There is also a number of neat runners-up prizes 
including a total of 27 one-year subscriptions to Ihe 
world’s best-sellmg Amiga magazine Yes. that's this one! 

If you fancy your chances, get down the software 
shop and check the game out quick: the Olympics aren't 
tar away and so the competition closing date is imminent! 
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High-density disk drives will 
double your storage capacity 
Rumours ihai the Amiga is to have 

a high-density disk drive have 

proved to he entirety fact-based. 

The new type of disk drive will he 

abk to store twice as much infor- 

malion on a 3.5-inch floppy disk. 

Confirmation of its arrival 

comes from the man u a I for 

Commodore's 386 PC bridgehoard* 

in which is stated: ,+Dual-speed 

high-density Amiga floppy drives 

can function as 720Kb/L44Mb PC 

drives, and under Release 2 of the Amiga operating 

system can function as 880Kb/1.76Mb Amiga drives,” 

Computers that already have high-density disk 

drives arc Apple Macintosh and IBM PC-compatiblcs. 

High-density drives will use standard disks as normal, 

but they can also use double-density disks to store 

twice as much data - 800K doubled to 1.64Mb on Ihc 

Mac. 720K doubled to 1.44Mb on the PC. 

The Amiga high-density drive will double disk 

capacity from 880K to 1,76Mb and will certainly he 

available as an external disk drive. Wc arc also wilting 

to guess that il will be incorporated as standard inter¬ 

nally in the new Amiga (see main story, previous 

page). It will only work with Kicksiart 2 machines. 

Whereas the normal Amiga disk drive has one head 

on each side of the disk (above it 

and below it), the high-density 

drive has two heads on each side. It 

can write twice as many 'tracks* of 

information on the disk, hence dou¬ 

bling the storage capacity. 

Because the information is so 

closely-packed, only the finest 

grade disks are suitable for use in 

double-density drives. In a nutshell, 

what happens is that floppy disk 

manufacturers test all their disks and 

use the best as high-density disks. These are then dis¬ 

tinguished not only by labelling* but also by a hole 

punched through the disk, exactly like the hole where 

the read-write protect tab sits, except if s on the oppo¬ 

site comer of the disk, 

High-densjiy disks are automatically recognised by 

a mechanical device in the drive that looks for the extra 

hole and Workbench 2*s Format program will give you 

the choice of a low-capacity or high-capacity format 

when the disk drive recognises a high-capacity disk. 

However, a high-density disk drive has no problems 

coping with ordinary 8K0K-eapacilv disks. 

Quite apart from the benefits of being able to store 

twice as much data on a disk, a high-density disk ts 

good for the Amiga's credibility as a serious machine. 

A high doitllty disk is identified by a 
second hale opposite the protect tab. 

Taking the 
Amiga 600 
seriously 
Premier Micros 
believe the A6D0 
might encounter 
some credibility 
problems because 
of Its small size. 
But they reckon 
that I heir 'Centre’ 

range of consoles will help it get taken seriously. The 
View Centre (£24,95) is a colour-matched, sheet-steel 
console that simply drops over the A500 making it 
look tike a workstation and providing a solid base for 
a monitor, while the Control Centre (£39,95) also pro¬ 
vides a shelf as storage. Premier Micros 0480 300738 

VIDEO MIXING GETS CLEVER 
While a genlock will mix video pictures into a key 
colour’ on an Amiga image (such as putting pop 
songstress Madonna into the blue background of 
your Workbench screen) the business of putting an 
Amiga image into a key colour on a video picture is 
much more complicated, 

RocTecs new Roc Key (£299 from distributor HB 
Marketing) is believed to be the first of its kind aimed 
at the Amiga market. It can Chroma key (replacing a 
selected colour with Amiga image) as well as Luma 
key (replacing areas of a certain brightness). 

Jessops photo stores are also launching the 
RocKey this month and until September 1 are run¬ 
ning a competition in which a if buyers of a RocKey 
will be entered into a prize draw. Look out for it a 
your local Jessops store, HB Marketing 0753 686000 

Writers wanted 
for Amiga Format! 
Salary according to age and experience 

• UK’s fastest grow¬ 

ing publisher of 

news-stand 

magazines 

• UK’s best-selling 

computer magazine 

• Opportunities for 

further career 

Improvement 

• Exciting plans for 

new launches! 

YES! Now’s your chance to become a writer working on the world's biggest 
Amiga magazine! We’re looking to employ one or possibly even two writers 
here at our HQ in Bath. 

The first thing we’re looking for is a firm grip on the English language as 
she is wrote. Experience as a published writer would be useful: the ability 
to explain complex subjects clearly and in an accessible style is vital. A 
colourful vocabulary is an asset. 

A good knowledge of either the technical sidd of the Amiga or of com¬ 
puter games will help. And you’ll need to be able to work with a close-knit 
team without rubbing people up the wrong way. If you think you fit the bill 
send a CV and a short sample of your writing to Damien* Amiga Format 30 

Monmouth Street. Bath BAl 2BW. 

Future Publishing Ltd, Beauford Court, 30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath BAl 2BW Tel: (0225) 442244 Fax: (0225) 446019 

Booked in PARENTS, KIDS & 
New book titles coming up 
in the autumn from pub¬ 
lishers Random House 
include general interesi 
computing' titles that may 
he of interest to Amiga 
owners, as well as some 
useful stuff for developers. 
Parents, kids and comput¬ 
ers (£17,99, out 
September) is a guide 1o 
using your computer as a 
fun educational tool for all 
the family, while Mastering 
CDs for Multimedia 
(£43.99. out October) includes info on how to develop 
CD titles lor all popular formats, including CDTV, and 
comes with a CD-ROM resource disc 
Random House 071-973 9670 

A book release that no 

nuclear family (or any other 

typo) should be without. 

COMPUTERS 

A new version of Kindwords hot been programmed by 
Diglta, I he company behind the successful Word worth. 

Words of wisdom 
The popular word processor Kindwords; from The 
Disc Company, is to come out in a third version, writ* 
ten by the people who created Wordworlh. Kind 
Words 3 is consequently expected to be a big step In 
the right direction and should be good value at £50, 
A new version of Wordworlh Is expected shortly. 

Grab this for value 
Rombo are introducing a new variant on their top-selling 
digitiser range which promises extraordinary value for 
money. VkJkAmiga 12 costs only £99,95, but will grab 
mono images in real lime and colour images in less than 
a second, without any need tor filters or an RGB splitter. 
Colour composite and S-VHS inputs are provided, dis¬ 
play resolutions up to S40 by 512 are supported and 
screen modes include HAM, EHB, 16 or 32 colours, 
262.000-colour HAM-E mode, various mono shades and 
a 256-cotour 'EREG' mode. Other features are too 
numerous to mention here, bul well bring you a full 
review if they let us have one. Rombo 0506 466601 

Music maestro 
Top music distributors Zone are announcing a num¬ 
ber of new music releases and will also be offering 
training courses In the use of Dr T's music software 
for anyone who's interested. An update for patch 
librarian system XOR Is ready and will be supplied 
free to XOR owners, except for a small charge for 
post and packing. CDTV title Composer Quest is also 
finally available: It teaches music history from 1600 
to ihe present day with a series of quizzes, tests, lots 
of pictures and, of course, lots of tunes. Boom Box Is 
a new program for aspiring DJs. enabling you to mix 
tunes lor fun. Finally, (raining seminars for Dr Ts 
KCS and Omega software will take place at Zone s 
London SW2 HQ In August and September. 
Zone 07t 738 5444 



Premiere is an eighMi^^mming platform adventure played 
over six levels which are represented as different movie sets. 

A young film editor has had his film stolen from his cutting 
room the night before the film's premiere. Your task is to search 
through the six different movie sets ranging from black and 
white, science fiction and horror levels through to cartoon, 

western and fantasy sets to retrieve the stolen canisters. 

SCREEN SHOTS TAKEN FROM 
AMIGA VERSION 

AVAII ABLE ON COMMODORE 
AMIGA <1 MEG ONLY) 

Tradewinds House, 69/71A Ashbourne Road, Derby, DE3 3FS. Telephone (0332) 297797, Facsimile (0332) 381511 

Will yt >u find the stolen film bef ore the 
Premiere? 
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Working at home made easy? 

Mini Office is finally earning over to the Amiga. 

What the Amiga lacks is a complete package which conv 
prises a database, a word processor, a spreadsheet and 
a home accounts system. But that's all about to change. 

Europress Software have just announced that they 
are releasing Mini Office tor the Amiga. Ifs a neat little 
combined package that's been popular on almost any 
computer you care to name in the past. We Ve had so 
many Amiga owners, dealers and distributors ask lor Mini 
Office on the Amiga that we just had to do it", explains 
Europress MD Chris Payne. 

The package features a word processor, a spread¬ 
sheet, a database, some handy disk utilities and a simple 
graphics package so that you can create charts and 
graphs. It it's as dean and straightforward to use as we 
expect, it could be very handy 
Europress Software 0625 859333 

Too much Harry Enfield? 
Cortex announce a price-cut on their enormous 8Mb 
RAM expansion in the following terms: "Vest Cortex have 
come up with a quit# literally RAM tastic special offer: for 
on# month only, the price of their outstanding 8Mb RAM 

board has dropped by a memorymungous £50. 
"So, that's a toptabulous quality, Commodore- 

approved 8Mb board that even works with the A1000 
from only £135, Right, SIMM-pickers?’’ We think they've 
been watching too much Harry Enfield. “Sorry, it's the 
heat." explains John at Cortex. Cortex 051-236 0480 

CDTV titles win awards 
The annual BIMA (British Interactive Multimedia 
Association) awards ceremony took place at the 
Dorchester Hotel, London on June 10 and Commodore 
were pleased to see a number of CDTV titles among the 
major award winners, 

A number of awards are made for specialist training 
and information systems, but with CDTV and Philips CD-I 
taking off there are now several awards for ’consumer 
products, which Commodore more or less scooped 

The Gold award in the Entertainment category went 
to Cloudscan's CDTV title Karaoke Hits f, because of its 
wide applicability in public use, CDTVs running Karaoke 
discs are being used in pubs. 

Eurotalk's Learn French with Asterix, one of our 

favourites (CDTV reviews, Issue 32), came second in 
Education and won the European award. The Vi strain 
system produced by the National Computing Centre 
using an Amiga to teach police crowd control techniques 
won the Training category award (interview. Page 34). 

All this is good news tor Commodore, even though 
Amiga Format feels the full potential of CDTV discs is far 
from being fulfilled currently and we expect to see some 
dramatically better titles in the next year 

If you're in multimedia development, you could do 
worse than attend this year's TIME (The Interactive 
Multimedia Event) conference and exhibition at Wembley 
in London on October 13-15. Many exhibitors are 
expected and there will even be another awards bash for 
the EMMAS, TIME 0733 394304 

Is this the best 
Amiga add-on ever? 
Any suggestion that the A500 will be abandoned now 

that it's ceased to be made (see News, last issue) is 

strongly refuted by the quality and innovation of cur¬ 

rent hardware releases. 

The perfect example is GVP's new A530 hard drive 

combo, which combines massive dal a storage capacity 

and RAM expansion potential with a 68030 accelerated 

processor that can make your A500 faster than an 

Amiga 3000, This would certainly seem to be the stuff 

of w hich dreams are made, 

Americans GVP (Great Valley Products) claim to 

be the world's largest manufacturers of hardware for 

the Amiga. Their A50G HDH+ hard drive has long been 

a firm Amiga Format favourite because il"s well 

designed, reliable and fast. 

The A530 is based on a HDH+. so essentially it's an 

excellent hard drive available in 52Mb. 120Mb and 

240Mb sizes. It plugs in easily on the edge connector 

on the side of the A500 and comes with 1Mb of extra 

RAM, with space left for you to add up to 8Mb total. It 

also has a mini-slot' into which you can plug other 

GVP expansions, such as their PC emulator reviewed 

in this very issue. 

The difference between the A53U and the HD8+ is, 

of course, that the A530 also incorporates a Motorola 

68030 faster processor. This takes over from the 

A500's normal Motorola 68000 CPU (the main chip 

that does most of the work in an Amiga) although a 

Tailback mode' is available in case you need to run 

software that doesn't like a faster processor. 

The difference is that the 68030 runs at a clock 

speed of 40MHz as opposed to the 68000's 7.14MHz, 

GVP's AS3Q - □ great new peripheral for your A500* 

which GVP reckon gives a running speed of 12.1 

MIPS (million instructions per second), faster than the 

Amiga 3000 which has a 68030 running at 25MHz, 

The clock speed controls how fast the central processor 

can get things done. The main reason for wanting such 

speed is if you run programs that use a lot of calcula¬ 

tions. which mostly means 3D graphics. 

Besides the hard drive capacity and the possibility 

of getting extra RAM included when you buy, the 

other option is to have a 68882 maths co-processor fit¬ 

ted, which makes the accelerator run even quicker. The 

basic model A530* combining 68030 processor, 52Mb 

hard drive and I Mb extra RAM, costs £749 in the UK 

via GVP’s official distributor. Silica. 

Silica 081-309 HI I 

Amazing Mac emulator ready to roll 
American manufacturer Ready soft’s 

astonishing AM AX if Plus Apple 

Macintosh emulator is ready to roll 

and will appear in this country very 

soon. This, the latest version of the 

popular emulator, comes on a card to 

slot into an Amiga 1500, 20(X) or 

3000, Its outstanding feature is that it 

can read Mac disks directly in the 

Amiga’s disk drive: previous ver¬ 

sions required a Mac external floppy 

drive to be bought and connected 

before you could use them. 

The technical difference between 

a Mae drive and an Amiga drive is a 

clever one to overcome: Amiga 

drives are single-speed, whereas Mac 

drives vary their speed according to 

whereabouts the heads are on the disk. This has previ¬ 

ously defeated efforts to make a simple file transfer 

system for reading Macintosh files. 

Connectors on the emulator are exactly the same as 

on a real Mac, with dual RS-422 serial ports and even a 

built-in Mac MIDI interface for musicians. It will run 

wiih a standard AppleTalk network and print to a nor¬ 

mal Apple LaserWriter too. 

The emulator is compatible with all versions of the 

Mac system software and Ready soft suggest that ii will 

run all important Mac software "at full speed". 

Previously* the problem with Mac 

emulators has been that you need to 

get hold of the official Apple 

Macintosh I28K ROM chips* the 

Mac’s equivalent of ihe Kieksiart 

chip in the Amiga, containing the 

rudiments of the operating system* 

before you can use the emulator, 

Apple were at one time directly 

opposed to these chips becoming 

widely available and were reputed to 

be taking legal action to restrict (heir 

sale, although if you own such chips 

there is nothing to slop you using 

them however you like* whether in a 

Mac or in an emulator. 

The upshot is that the UK dis¬ 

tributors of A-MAX, Entertainment 

International, have been unable to supply the emulator 

complete with chips, leaving the buyer to find his own. 

We have no word yet on whether Entertainment 

International will be able to supply A-MAX 11 Plus 

with chips, hut another distributor. Meridian (once the 

distribution ami of Precision), have said they will be 

supplying the newf emulator complete with ROMs. We 

have no word from either party on a UK price, though 

the US price of $500 should translate to about £300 

over here. Entertainment International 0268 541126 

Meridian Software Distribution 081-543 3500 
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Urban Shakedown have just gone Top 30 with a dance 

single described on Radio One as one of the most innovative 

sounds around. It was created using just two Amigas 

and the odd sound sampler. 

They're the high-profile tip of a large iceberg - in 

various parts of the country the Amiga is being used to create 

new forms of art, to train policemen in crowd control and even 

to look after vintage wine. 

It seems an Amiga really can help you become rich 

and famous. Maff Evans and Gary Lord take you on a unique 

tour of the Amiga at work in the UK today... 

24 

Hitting the big ti 
or: 'How your An 

can make you 
rich and famo 

*^7 rfc rb_ 

WHEN YOU THINK of ihe way that hit 

song* are recorded* an image of a big studio 

filled with fancy recording equipment springs 

to mind. These days things have started to 

change. The advent of cheaper recording 

equipment and more powerful home comput¬ 

ers has meant that virtually anyone can come 

up with impressive recordings in their own 

homes. One group that has taken advantage of 

this is Urban Shakedown, the collective name 

of two dance music fans Gavin King and 

Claudio Guissani, 

The partnership started when the duo were 

in college together. Both were fans of the hip- 

hop scene in the mid 80s* but it was when 

Gavin discovered the Chicago house scene 

that he decided what he w anted to do. 

"I was listening to a lot of house music*" 

says Gavin. "And Claudio was still into the 

hip-hop stuff. So I said to him 'look, you've 

got to get into house music'. After a while 1 

managed to convince him and we started dee- 

jaying at dubs and things with the heavier 

house stuff,” 

Both Gavin and Claudio were interested in 

producing music, but the price of the technol¬ 

ogy required for creating dance music still 

seemed rather prohibitive. The big names in 

the world of dance music used racks of high- 

end equipment which were well out of the 

range of the Gavin and Claudio's budget! But 

it was when they heard an Amiga that a new 

future opened up in front of them. Someone in 

As Cellar 4: 
House Fusion EP (12") - August 91 

As Urban Shakedown (with Mickey Finn): 
Same Justice / Ruff Justice (12"> - November '91 
Bass Shake (Etched red vinyl 12") - March '92 
Do it Now EP (12") - March 92 
Some Justice Remix {T* /12" / CD Single) - June ’92 

Remix releases: 
C&rt Cox - Patty Day Remix (DJ Only) 
Eon - Basket Case Remix- June '92 

Gavin's corridor at college had an Amiga and 

one day he showed Gavin and Claudio a PD 

demo featuring musk sampled from Bomb the 

Bass and Snap’s The Power, 

"We just couldn't believe that this com¬ 

puter was making these sounds," recalls 

Claudio. "We thought that they used loads of 

keyboards and stuff* A couple of months later, 

Gavin bought himself an Amiga and I got one 

pretty soon after." 

All Urban Shakedown's tracks are produced 

using samples recorded from vinyl using 

AudioMaster //. which are then constructed 

into songs using MED 3.0, To get as many 

instruments in as possible, they use two 

Amigas in unison to build up eight tracks. But 

why not use OvtaMED‘l Gavin explains... 

“The trouble with OctaMED is that it com¬ 

pacts the samples, so thai you don’t get as 

good sound quality as when using four tracks, 

It's fine if you’re just doing demos, but when 

you are mastering for records, you need that 

sound quality." 

When it comes to mastering, the tracks are 

usually recorded to DAT ready for mastering 

the actual records. The songs are recorded 

directly to tape through the mixer, with very 

little post production going into the linal mix, 

"We've just bought a Zoom 9030 effects 

processor to add extra depth to some of the 

samples, particularly drums." says Claudio. 

"But we work the same way now as we did 



when we started, We work out what we want 

to do first, just sketching out ideas tine or two 

bars at a time. Then we work by ourselves for 

a bit and get back together to see what works. 

Quite often the samples used on a final version 

of a track are completely different from the 

ones used originally.” 

This method of working separately usually 

meant that it took longer to get the track right 

using a combination of ideas, so now the duo 

works almost exclusively together to make 

sure that the songs progress more coherently. 

This way of working seems io be the nor¬ 

mal way any budding electronic duo works in 

a bedroom, so has any thing changed now that 

they are being promoted by bigger companies? 

Claudio is quick to disagree. 

"The only thing that is different when we 

work in a studio providing the final mix is that 

we have to isolate the tracks. The drum track 

is recorded on to the multi-track first with the 

click at the beginning. Then we just get the 

Amiga in sync with the tape using the click in 

the same way as when we synchronise the two 

Amiga*. The song is built up in that way. track 

by track, so that HQ can be applied u> each 

track separately." 

Right from the outset, both Gavin and 

Claudio were deadly serious about their inten¬ 

tions as far as music is concerned. They 

wanted to take on the big-names of the dance 

music world, so they got together the cash to 

0 HIT THE BIG TIME 

Urban Shakedown, straight in at number 29 in 

the charts, ore looking at a bright future. 

They've proved that an Amigo - or two Amigai, 

at any rate - can cut it in the quality stakes, and 
make you a household name, 

Claudio (on the left in main picture) and 

Gavin (on the right) now have the freedom to 

adopt rack star poses lit their own lime. That's 
what I call luxury! 

1992 Amiga Format 
survey results 
ARK YOU AN AMIGA STAR? 

How do you rate as an Amiga user - are you a 

real enthusiast, or do you just dabble? What's 

the lifestyle of the average Amiga fan? What do 

you want out of this magazine? The answers to 

these and many other questions are revealed by 

the answers to our grand survey. 

It makes fascinating reading... 

In March we featured an enormous questionnaire: five full pages 
of questions covering almost everything you could want to know 
(without being too nosey) about Amiga Format's readers. Here, 
at last are Just some of the results. It builds up Into an impressive 
picture of who the average Amiga owner it. 

The last time we asked you to tell us alt about yourselves was 
In January last year and back then It was on a much smaller 
scale. This time we’ve had thousands of entries and we have 
picked out about 1,100 at random for our analysis. According to 
the statisticians, this kind of sample gives an accuracy of within 
about two percent, which Is pretty exact. 

Fourteen months ago 07% of our readers were male, 03% 
owned an Amiga 500. 56% were aged between 13 and 24, 68% 
owned extra memory, 53% had a second disk drive, 70% had a 
graphics program* 62% owned word processing software and 
53% used their Amiga for games ‘lots'. That was more or less the 
average Amiga owner at the time. That was then - this Is now... 

WHO ARE row? 

Fellas are still massively In the majority, it seems, because 36% of 
our readers are male. That makes the women among our reader- 
ship much more active letter writers because we seem to get a 
much higher proportion of letters from women than that 4% would 
suggest. Come on, ebapst 

gel some 12-inch singles pressed up to pro¬ 

mote their wares. As Gavin says: "If you want 

to get the record companies interested. ii*s a 

good idea to have some vinyl releases already 

HOW OLD ARE YOU? 
Now there's a question. While It's safe to say that the majority of 
readers are young', the figures split so many ways, Here's the 
break-down. 

It's a method that has certainly worked for 

Urban Shakedown, since they are now being 

Under 15 11% 
15 to 19 26% 
20 to 24 17% 

promoted by none other than the mighty PWL. 25 to 29 14% 
Bui this doesn’t mean that they are going to 30 to 34 10% 
become the next packaged pop act. 35 to 45 16% 

“We’ve got a good deal." says Gavin. "So 45-plus 6% 

we can get the power of their promotion but 

still keep the underground status, which is best 

for uv and the type of music we make." 

It seems to be a partnership that is working 

well for both parties so far, seeing as the band 

managed to score a double-hit in a recent issue 

of Melody Maker: Their single. Some Jus lice. 

was the second single of the week while one of 

their remixes (Basket Case by Horn was the 

first! What's more, as this magazine goes to 

press the band have entered the Gallup charts 

at number 29. 

As well as being a successful dance group. 

Urban Shakedown has also spawned an inde¬ 

pendent record label. The lime taken up with 

the band's current activities means that they 

don't have much time to get the label up and 

running, although the) do have a few demos 

from bands they arc interested in working 

with. A lot of the people involved are early 

fans of the band who heard Urban Shakedown 

Continued' overleaf 

So, it seems a lot of you are teenagers: the largest category. But 
there's also a lot of you In your twenties (31%) and a substantial 
minority of older people. Parents? Who knows. One way of look¬ 
ing at It Is that 63% of readers are adults. Slice it how you will. It's 
a very balanced spread. 

WHERE DO YOU LIVE? 
Surprisingly, the largest group of readers (35%) lives In London 
and the south-east. Only 17% of you live In the Midlands, with 
13% in the south-west (where Amiga Format Is made) or In 
Wales, Round about one In ten of you live In the north-east and 
there's more or less the same figure for the north-west, with 
Scotland contributing about 7% and with Northern Ireland barely 
making a showing. 

Six In every hundred respondents live elsewhere in Europe, 
showing we've got a healthy number of continental cousins out 
there to cater for. 

WHAT DO YOU DO FOR A LIVING? 
If you re still studying at school, you're not alone. Nearly a quarter 
of our readers are too. Many are students, with about 18% being 
in further or higher education. But more than 55% of you are out 

Coif tinned overleaf 
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records at raves and clubs and went out to buy 

an Amiga and MED to try it for themselves, ( 

“We try and help them as much as possible 

with MEDT says the duo, "because it’s a bit 

more complicated than people first realise!" 

Could you be one of these hopeful pro¬ 

tegees getting your name noticed in the music 

biz? Keep plugging away with that sampler 

and sequencer in your bedroom. It could be 

you one day! 

THE WORKING METHOD 
The main starting point for an Urban 

Shakedown track (and just about any compost* 

lion) is getting hold of the samples to use, 

Gavin and Claudio have an impressively large 

collection of 12-inch dance singles to use as a 

kind of library , so there is never any trouble 

finding the required sound. 

The sounds are then sampled into the 

Amiga using TcchnoSound Turbo and 

AudioMaster 11. Sounds are sampled ai around 

25KHz, which is enough to fool the human ear 

that ihe samples arc crystal clear (since the car 

can only hear frequencies up lo 22KHzk The 

samples are then tuned and edited so that they 

fit together properly. Next, it's time to load up 

MED and start constructing the song. 

The backbone of the song usually comes 

from the rhythm, which is often a combination 

of breakbeats and custom-made drum patterns. 

If the drum breaks don't quite fit into the tim¬ 

ing* then you'll have to go back to 

AudioMaster and tweak them slightly until 

they do (having one Amiga running MED and 

another running AudioMaster makes things 

somewhat easier at this point k 

To keep sound clarity, Gavin and Claudio 

prefer to just use the four-channel MED rather 

than Ot iaMED. but it means that to increase 

the number of tracks they need to create the 

song in two layers - four tracks on the first 

Amiga and four on the second. To keep them 

in sync, the duo doesn't use any fancy time- 

lock or synchronisation equipment, they do it 

in a much more basic way. 

First, Gavin puts in a four-bar "click (nek* at 

the start of the song. This is simple a series of 

bleeps in a 4/4 pattern. Claudio puts a similar 

three-bar track at ihc start of the sequence on 

his machine. Gavin then starts his sequence 

and Claudio starts his on the second bar of the 

click track. If s then just a matter of Claudio 

adjusting the timing until the two machines are 

perfectly in sync. A single-bar gap after the 

dicks allows them to start the (ape running to 

record the final output. Then it's off with ihc 

tape to master the records. 

ALL THE KIT YOU NEED TO 

MAKE A HIT RECORD 

Two Amiga 500s 
MED 3.0 
AudioMaster It software 
TechnoSound hardware 

Newmark DJ mixer sampler (Gavin) 
Phonic DJ mixer (Claudio) 
Zoom 9020 effects processor 

Melody Maker, an 

July 6th 1992, end 
Urban Shakedown are 

chosen for the coveted 

Single of the Week. 

Not bod, especially 
when you consider that 

the other Single of the 
Week in this issue was 
on Urban Shakedown 

remix of □ track by Eon 

(extract reprinted by 

kind permission of 

Mehdy AI alter}. 

In their home $ Indio, 
Urban Shakedown get 

down to the serious 

business of writing 
another I rod. 

1992 Amiga Format survey results 

there working for a living, and the vast majority 
work full-time. 

Of those who are working, more than a quarter 
(15% of readers) describe themselves as profes¬ 
sionals. As for how much money you make: well, 
you seem to be a pretty affluent lot. Earning 
between £10.000 and £15,000 a year are 15%, with 
14% making £15.000 to £20,000 and 10% being high¬ 
fliers who rake In more than £20,000 a year. 

Considering the national average wage is about 
£12,000 a year, there's some pretty well-off people 
out there. Lend us a fiver! 

LEISURE TIME AND ELECTRONICS 
We suspected that many people who own an Amiga 
would be pretty technologically aware when it 
comes to having other bits of hi-tech kit around the 
home, and the figures certainty seem to bear the 
theory out. Here are a few of the facts and figures 
we garnered: 

95% of readers own a personal stereo or Walkman! 

73% of you have got a portable TV. Are you using it 
as a monitor for your Amiga? 

71% of readers have a video recorder in the house. 
Wonder what percentage know how to set them up 
on the timer? 

50% have a CD player, but 55% have a turntable. 
Incidentally, 89% of you believe CDs are overpriced. 
Seems as If vinyl is still more popular, even though 
you can't buy HI 

66% of you own a 35mm camera. That's an awful lot 
of holiday snaps! 

WHAT ELSE IS THERE ABOUT YOU? 
There are plenty of other interesting facts and fig* 
ures to come out of this. Here are a few of what we 
though to be the most outstanding: 

46% of you have your own car, while 6% have the 
luxury of a company car, Don't you people think 
about pollution? 

When buying jeans, 32% of you go tor Levis rather 
than any other brand, more than Wranglers (12%), 
Pepe (10%), Lee (13%) or even any other kind (16%). 
How outrageously fashion-conscious! 

More of you opt tor Nike trainers than for any other 

brand - that's a Nike fan club of 24% of our readers. 

None of you are particularly into playing on games 
consoles, The only significant showings are by the 
hand-helds: about 4% of you have a Nintendo 
Game boy, while another 4% are intending to get a 
Sega Gamegear. 

48% of you have been abroad in (he last year. What 
a well-travelled loll 

MUSICAL TASTES 
A pretty catholic lol, it seems, with wide-ranging 
tastes. The biggest vole went to rock music, but 
most of you seem to like a bit of everything. Here 
are the exact f igures: 

Chart pop 15% 
Rock 24% 
Hardcore 11% 
Dance 9% 
Indie 7% 
Reggae 2% 
Jazz 4% 
Classical 9% 
Everything 50% _ 

Continued on page 26 



X-BACKUP 
PROFESSIONAL 

The essential package far all your BACK-UP needs! 
Now includes HARD DISK BACKUP & FILE BACKUP. 

*The most comprehensive back up utility ^includes floppy disk 
backup, hard disk backup and file backup. *Also backs up ST, 
IBM etc disks. ^Checks disks for errors. ^Optimises data for 
faster loading. *Fast formatting. ^Copies up to 4 disks in 48 
seconds. *Full update service available. 

AVAILABLE NOW ONLY £39.99 PLUS £1.00 POSTAGE AND PACKING 

1988 COPYRIGHT ACT. Siren Software neither condones nor authorises the 
use of its software for the reproduction of copyrighted software. The facilities offered by 
X-BACKUP Pro are intended to back up users own software, PD Software & other such 
programs where permission had been given. It is illegal to make copies of copyrighted 
material without the permission of the copyright holder. 

X-BACKUP PROFESSIONAL IS THE BEST, GUARANTEED 
OIIR GUARANTEE:- Af time of purchase, if yew can find a program that 

is more powerful than X-BACKUP PRO we will refund your money. 

Ordering X-BACKUP PROFESSIONAL Name 
Access/Visa orders can be placed by telephoning . , 

061 724 7572. For moil order, fill in the order 

form and send with a cheque or postal order to:- ..*** 

Siren Software, Wilton House, Bury Rd,, Radcliffe, 

Manchester M26 9UR, VISA 
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Amiga go to work... 

An artist 
the port 

Amigo artist 

Julie Myers outside 

the National Portrait 

Gallery in London, 

where she used her 

machine to change the 
image of some very 

famous fates,** 

Julie Myers has been working 

with an Amiga for several years. 

Much like Andy Warhol, who 

demonstrated the Amiga at its 

launch in 1984, she values its 

ability to take an image and 

change its colour and form so 

that a new statement can be 

made. Here's how she and her 

28 
THE NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY 
is not the sort of environment in which you 

would expect to find an Amiga, It's an austere 

institution, steeped in tradition and creaking 

with age, that houses great works of an, many 

of which were created centuries ago. It seems 

to be the antithesis of the modem technology 

that is the Amiga, 

In fact, this very contrast is what appealed 

to Julie Myers when she originally pul forward 

the idea of bringing her Amiga into the 

Gallery to create some contemporary artworks 

based on some of the original portraits adorn¬ 

ing the walls. 

If yoiTc! ventured through the Gallery's 

* I chose an Amiga because 

you can see what you're 

creating right away. Anyone 

who comes out of art college 

unable to use a paint package 

is at a serious disadvantage in 

the real world. " 

hallowed halls earlier this year you would 

have stumbled across Julie in the education 

I department with her A3000 

and five A500s. taking vari¬ 

ous groups of students aged 

from eight to eighteen and 

over into her investigation. 

Screen Deep, of how com¬ 

puter-generated images can 

alter the usual perception of a 

person's portrait, 

Julie got a real buzz from 

the project and has just returned from a holi¬ 

day in Casablanca where she was slaying with 

a friend who herself w'as teaching art on the 

Amiga, i4lt was so strange to see these young 

veiled Moroccan girls in front of a monitor 

and messing around in DPainL And it wasn’t a 

million miles away from the set-up we had 

here in the Gallery .” 

“What I wanted to do here was use the 

Ami gas to analyse how society’s concept of 

beauty has changed, or not changed, over the 

centuries. We used two pairs of portraits; 

Warhol’s Elizabeth Taylor [1%T1 and Mick 

Jagger [1975]; and the Second Earl of 

Rochester [c, 1665-70] and Ndl Gwynn 

[c*1675]* All of them were objects of beauty in 

their own time. 

1992 Amiga Format survey results 

Incidentally, there's a bit of everything gets played 
In our office, too* Recent favourites vary from 
Buffalo Tom to Bing Crosby and the Andrews 
Sisters with Don7 fence me in. Hmm.,. 

NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES 

The most Interesting thing that comes out of this is 
that most people don't tend to buy a newspaper 
every day of the week. Why not? 

Most popular newspaper is the Daily Mail, read 
by 19% of readers, with the Mirror dose behind at 
16% and the Sun just behind that* The independent 
Is the most popular of the broadsheet papers at 

around 11% of readers. 
As for magazines: well. it s a safe bet that if you 

lobbed a brick at a gathering of Amiga Format 
readers you'd hit somebody with a copy of the adult 
comic Viz. It s far and away the most popular non- 
computer magazine, read, as it Is, by a quarter of 
our readers. Also popular are 2000AD {8%) although 
that was much better six years ago, Private Eye 

(7%), What Car{7%) and music paper NME(7%)* 

WHAT AMIGA DO YOU OWN? 
As before, the vast majority of people have an A500 
<93% of readers}. What's Interesting, though, is how 
tew of those are older 512K machines that haven't 
been expanded to 1Mb and how many are AS00 
Pluses. Here, once more, are the figures, 

A500 (only 512K) 5% 

A500 (expanded 1Mb) 63% 

A500 Plus 25% 

1500 4% 

2000 4% 

3000 1% 

There are some extraordinary figures for minorities* 
Seven people still had an original A1000, exactly the 
same number as had a CDTV with a keyboard. 
Nobody seemed to have a CDTV without a keyboard. 
Still, as these figures are In the order of 0.65% and 
the survey is accurate to approximately 2%, they 
aren't of much real use. 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BUY AN 

A570 CD-ROM DRIVE? 
Commodore have been relying on the tact that a lot 
of Amiga owners will be interested In buying a CD- 
ROM drive so that they can run CDTV discs on their 
Amiga* it would help them get an instant user base' 
for their CD format, to tight oft the competition from 
the rival Philips CD! system and to help convince 
software publishers to develop titles. 

Commodore had been pretty optimistic* The fig¬ 
ures they were using were based on a survey that 
Amiga Format carried out In November 1990, when 
98% of readers said yes' to the question Would you 
like to upgrade your Amiga system to run CDTV 
software?'. Half the respondents were willing to pay 
£300 or more and another 38% were looking at a 
price of around £200. 

Jt now seems that those sorts of figures are 
highly unlikely. Perhaps the CD fad has faded* since 
it is now 18 months on and no CO-ROM drive has 
appeared. Perhaps it s gol something to do with the 
fact that we ve ^viewed rather a lot of the CDTV 
titles and not marry of them look particularly exert- 
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Take a portrait by o famous artist of a 

famous person ond bend it to your will. 

Julie's idea is to explore the -concept a! 

beauty by extracting the essence of 
beauty as it has been seen over the ages: 

here Uz Taylor Is the subject, from an 

original by Andy Warhol, who himself used 
on Amiga for similar purposes. 

"Rochester was meant to he quite cute at the 

time - all the ladies fancied him - and Nell 

Gwynn was also seen as beautiful by her 

peers, though she probably wouldn’t be con¬ 

sidered beautiful now. I also used the Warhols 

because he was the original artistic manipula¬ 

tor. He himself was cutting things out of 

newspapers and magazines and copying, 

repeating and altering the images, which is 

what we intended doing and ii seemed he 

would be the artist who would leasi mind us 

manipulating his work. And if not. well he 

deserved it!" 

Julie transferred the images on to the 

screen using either a Sharp colour scanner or 

by capturing the image with a video camera 

and then frame-grabbing the image, The pro¬ 

ject managed to bring together three very 

different elements: Julie herself, by trade a 

fine an graduate, looking at contemporary 

wavs of conveying a basic form of an: the 

Gallery, a very traditional institution that has 

only recently taken on photographs as a form 

of an: and the Amiga*. which appear as 

merely functional cold-looking tools. The 

nearest they usually gel to an is the sprites that 

appear in a game. 

Julie herself w as put off computers because 

she always saw them as drab-looking things 

with daunting keyboards in front of them, but 

when she discovered ihe mouse and paint 

packages with a multitude of different brushes 

she really staned to get into them in a big way. 

In fact. Julie finished an MA in January in 

computer animation. 

Though her first degree was in fine art she 

doesn't see herself as a traditional artist: "I 

can't even draw a straight line and 1 never did 

paint, never. I haven't got the patience. I like 

computers because they're ideas processors. 

"But 1 didn't start getting into computers 

until after I'd left art college, because there 

weren't even any computers at college. Which 

\% a real problem as if* difficult to find 

courses where you can do a computer course 

with an artistic base, it seems to be the case 

that the only option is to do computer graphics 

with the Apple Macintosh, whereas fine art or 

animation seems to be ignored.” 

Julie believes, though, that her efforts with 

Screen Deep are a step in the right direction 

for computer artbts. Here's a project where 

you have kids and young adults bringing in 

their own images and creating art from art: 

'They had to bring in their own visual ideas, 

from magazines or newspapers, of what was 

beautiful, be it Jason Donovan or whoever" 

The images were then manipulated in 

Deluxe Paint - a pouting lip could be 

enlarged, a wig or a beauty mark adjusted, a 

nose chiselled or a chin morphed, "Kids aren’t 

afraid of computers. Unlike the older students, 

they were quite happy to change Nell Gwynn 

into something that they perceived as beauti¬ 

ful." Julie's own manipulation of Nell 

involved digitising her and then working 

within the colour palette that it gave her. 

"What 1 ended up with was a lot of really dark 

misty images that were used in (he original 

painting, though I could have put some more 

contemporary bright colours in,” 

Julie sees computers as ihe way forward for 

art, "Computers are quite a liberating experi¬ 

ence, I really love Deluxe Paint IV because it 

allows you to do things you could never even 

consider with traditional tools. And that’s one 

of the main reasons why 1 chose an Amiga, not 

only because it’s cheap and a remarkable 

machine, but because you can use such a great 

paint package like DPaint, where you can see 

what you're creating right then and there." 

Julie is a great crusader for an and Amigas 

and believes that computers are an avenue all 

artists should at least he aware of. from fine 

artists to fashion students, "Certainly if they 

come out of college without any idea of how 

to work a paint package they’ll be at a disad¬ 

vantage to the real world," Nuff said. ® 

■ng, But here are the new figures and the question In 
full: Will you buy a CD-ROM drive for your Amigo? 
(The price is currently expected to be around £300; 
It will play CDTV discs and audio CDs}.1 

5% 

have the older 1,3 version. We were absolutely right: 

Possibly 35% 

Only if the price is £200-£250 6% 
Qnlv if the price is below £200 17% 
Only If It cost £150, but 1 wouldn't mind if it didn't 

play audio CDs n% 

MO_ _23% 

Kickstart 1.2 
Kickstart 1.3 
Kickstart 2.0 

6% 

66% 
26% 

So that's a potential market, estimating that there 
art currently around a million Amiga owners in the 
UK, of 400,000 - but only 50,000 people are dead 
certs to look at It. Not enough. 

WHICH VERSION OF WORKBENCH 

DO YOU HAVE? 
We pretty much expected that it would mostly be the 
A500 Plus owners who have the latest Workbench 
release, version 2, and that the vast majority would 

As for upgrading: well, It seems that 20% of you are 
determined to - that's a third of all U3 owners, white 
19% don’t plan to and 35% are undecided. 

A lot of people have been asking us what our 
advice is on whether to spend the money upgrading 
from 1.3 to 2. We've said It before, and we'll say It 
again - Workbench 2 Is very nice, but unless you are 
using the Workbench disk Intensively and regularly, 
it's not really worth the cash to upgrade. Only if you 
have a hard drive and you work a lot on serious pro¬ 
grams should you consider it. It's a real luxury. 

If you are still not sure about what you get for 
the upgrade and what you should consider when 
you're deciding whether to do It. then write In. The 
address is Letters, Amiga Format, 30 Monmouth 
Street. Bath, BA1 2BW. If we get more than ten let¬ 
ters asking us to, we'll do a feature on the subject. 

Yes: 
No, but I Intend to buy one: 
No: 

MUSICIANS 
It's always been our impression that reviews of 
music software are not exactly the most popular 
Items we carry - an impression borne out by the 
results of this very questionnaire fsee the section 
detailing what you think of Amiga Format on 
pages 34 and 35). 

And yet a large number of you must be very 
keen on music because an awful lot of you actually 
own electronic musical instruments that you could, 
If you wished, connect to the Amiga via MIDI. Also, a 
sizeable minority is considering Investing In MIDI- 
equipped gear. Compare and contrast, tf you will, 
the following two sets of statistics: 

DO YOU OWN A KEYBOARD, 

SOUND MODULE OR OTHER MIDI 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT? 

31% 
11% 
56% 

Continued overleaf 
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HIT THE BIG TIME 

You might not expect to 

see Amigas in a traditional 

wine import business, but 

in the heart of London's 

most conservative quarter 

the Amiga is making the 

impossible easy for a small 

family firm. 

computing, hack in the days when home com- 

paters went by the name of ZX81 and weren't 

the household names that Amigas have now- 

become, So when he took up a career in 

importing and selling wine- there was an 

opportunity (though not an obvious one) to 

link Amigas with hb favourite tipple. 

He) man Brothers' surroundings are very 

much as you would expect those of an exclu¬ 

sive west-London wine seller to be like: 

gentlemen clad in stripy shirts and braces* con¬ 

versations buzzing on the phones about the 

current claret, and assorted bottles of expen¬ 

sive red and white wines and champagnes 

littering the offices - as opposed to the Amiga 

Formal offices* which are cluttered with 

assorted pieces of Amiga software and hard¬ 

ware. but the two workplaces do have one or 

two similarities. 

A veter 
* of the 
vintages 

> 
C 
O 
c 

EBLRY STREET, SOUTH WEST ONE, 
a stone's throw from the stately Buckingham 

Palace and the yuppie oasis Sloane Square. 

Blending invisibly with the wealthy surround¬ 

ings of West End apartments and £50,000 plus 

German cars, two Amiga Formal staffers were 

try ing to find a wee niche to park their battered 

Ford Cortina. 

Their mission* which they had decided to 

accept, was to finds an Amiga lurking in the 

cellars of Hey man Bros* established 1885. spe¬ 

cialist wine importers to top London holds* 

eateries and wine bars and - as we soon w it¬ 

nessed passing through each small office — 

top-class Amiga users loo. 

The Great Amiga Format Survey has told 

us what the majority of you do with your 

Amigas* what peripherals and games are your 

particular faces, hut we were in search of a 

bunch of people who have taken their Amigas 

Andrew Brown brought 

his Amigo into the 

office one day Dn£! his 
firm ha* never looked 

back since. 

* It didn't take long for 

everyone fo get used to the 

Amigas because they are so 

easy to use, The beauty of 

having it was that we were 

able to dabble in DTP ond 

making presentations * 

out of 'natural' home environments and used 

them innovative!} in their everyday lives. 

Andrew Brown, who himself is an 

Amiga Formal subscriber, is one such innova¬ 

tor, He brought in his Amiga front home one 

day and put it to work among his fellow wine 

I merchants. There are two 

things that Andrew is enthu¬ 

siastic to talk about: Amigas 

and wine, But how* or why. 

did he first end up working 

with vino so closely? 

*i developed a real pas¬ 

sion for w ine while I was a 

student and I took a holiday 

| job working in the vineyards 

of France, and from then on 1 was hooked* so 

it was only natural that l would end up in the 

wine trade." But another youthful pastime that 

Andrew became closely tied to was home 

1 992 Amiga Format survey reiulti 

DO YOU OWN, OR INTEND TO 

BUY, A MID* INTERFACE? 

Own: _ 9% 
Intend to buy; 9% 

So less than a third of the people who own a MIDI 
instrument own a MIDI interface so that they can 
hook It up to their Amiga and use the Amiga to cre¬ 
ate tunes with. Why? MIDI Interfaces only coat about 
£30 and we gave you a MIDI sequencer to write your 
songs with in the form of the complete Sequencer 
One program on the issue 30 Collection eoverdisk. 

Why don t you try it? 

WHAT OTHER COMPUTERS 

DO YOU OWN OR USE"? 
A substantial minority of you have an older 6-bit 
computer still propping up the bookshelves (only 
4% with an Amstrad CPC, but IS** with a Spectrum 
and 11% with a Commodore 64). The only other sig¬ 

nificant figure is that 7% of people also have some 
kind of IBM-compatible PC. 

What is really significant, on the other hand, is 
the impact of the PC and compatibles on your work* 
ing lives. 29% of readers use a PC at work* which Is 
about three-fifths of the working population (see 
above)* It's really quite amazing that computers 
have taken over people's normal working lives to 
this extent* Equally, 6% of readers use a Macintosh 
at work* Are you all designers? 

In the classroom the pattern is similar* with 15% 
of readers coming into contact with a PC compati* 
hie. A fortunate 6% use Apple Macs in an 
educational situation, while Acorn still get a 13% 
showing* which no doubt dates from the days of the 
BBC computers. 

HOW WELL KITTED OUT ARE YOU? 
We asked what extra bits of hardware people owned. 
Joysticks* trapdoor RAM expansions and floppy 
disk drives for the Amiga 500 easily dominate as 
favourites. Hard drives are surprisingly unpopular* 
but printers put in a really good showing* as do 

monitors. Here are the figures we arrived at: 

Floppy disk drive (A500) 53% 
Floppy disk drive (1500 up) 7% 
Hard drive (A500} 5% 
Hard disk with RAM (A500) 6% 
Hard drive (1500 and up) 4% 
Hard drive with RAM (1500 up) 4% 
Trapdoor RAM expansion (A50G 53% 
External RAM expansion (A50C 5% 
Internal RAM expansion (1500 and up) 4% 
Accelerator card (1500 and up 2% 
24-bit graphics card 0.2% (!) 
HAM-E/DCTV 0.4% (|) 
PC Bridge board-emu 5% 
Replacement mouse 29% 
Joystick 86% 
Modem 6% 
Genlock 3% 
MIDI interlace 9% 
Sound sampler 19% 
Video digitiser _ 5% 
Printer 58% 
Monitor 48% 
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Andrew sirs proudly behind his A20DG 

explaining how he rook ihe office tun of the 

depths of Luddire thinking. “I first brought my 

Amiga 5(H) into the office four years ago to 

vhow the rest of the guys what it could do. 

Previously all our stock was maintained by an 

archaic book system. My boss was sufficiently 

impressed that he put up the cash to buy a 

2(HM)r Once we'd computerised the accounts 

and the stock control (the major outlay was on 

Data General minicomputers and an A3Q00) it 

didn't take long for everyone to get used to the 

Amiga* because they were so easy to use." 

Soon everyone in the office was eager to 

speed up his or her own work schedule. 

Andrew explains how his boss wanted to be 

’able to type out faxes himself instead of dic¬ 

tating them to a secretary, which then 

wouldn't go out until the next day," Now the 

boss has his own Amiga on his desk and can 

simply load up the application he needs with a 

file server set up by Andrew, Word worth is the 

office s favourite word processing package - 

it’s easy to use. plus they had problems with 

ProWrite because it kepi crashing. 

Like many Amiga owners, the temptation 

id upgrade and extend the Amiga empire was 

much the same for Hey man. Their network has 

now- grown considerably for such a cosy little 

firm and now consists of three Amiga 30GOs 

and an Amiga 2000, with an Amiga 3000 

Tower acting as a file server. But it wasn't just 

hardware that was adding to the expansion of 

the company. “We soon realised there were 

other areas of the Amiga that we could 

exploit," Heyman Brothers have just finished a 

hectic week at the London Wine Trade in 

Olympia, w here the Amiga's multimedia capa- 

hi lilies have come into their own. 

"We have been using the Satie system for 

presentations at the various trade fairs we 

attend for some time now. which is something 

a bit different as all the other exhibitors tend to 

rely on Miss Spritzer '92 just handing out 

glasses of wine, Our scrolling presentation 

package running on the Amiga is just that bit 

different, and it attracts people to the stand 

w ho otherwise may have overlooked us." 

The first use to which an Amiga wai put was stock control, keeping track of 

the numerous different vintages that lurk in Keyman Brothers' cellars. 

The firm voon realised that the Amigo was wasted if all its capacities were 
not used. They now find their Stala presentations draw the crowds at (airs. 

Andrew chose the Scale program because it 

was “just so simple to use. The presentation 

that we've put together gives clients a visu¬ 

ally-interesting overview of the majority our 

products, idling them alt the necessary infor¬ 

mation that they need to know, like vintage 

and grower." The wine labels (which Andrew 

and his colleagues design! and other images 

are scanned in using a flat-bed Sharp JX10G 

colour scanner (the same scanner that’s used in 

the production process of Ami^ Format> and 

Andrew' puts the finishing touches, which 

include the company logo and various sc roily 

messages that go to provide a very prides* 

s ion aJ-1 poking multimedia presentation. 

Hey man are taking advantage of an area in 

which the Amiga is now leading the way: mul¬ 

timedia and desktop video, and no other 

computer is getting anywhere near. 

The final utilisation of this so-called ‘home 

computer’ is evident by the piles of design 

work on Andrew's desk. “The beauty of hav¬ 

ing the Amiga in the office was that wre were 

able to dabble in desktop publishing and, 

although it started off w ith us just providing an 

extra service to clients in the form of wine 

lists, it progressed to wine labels and our com* 

panv brochure.” 

Professional Page S and PageSiream 2.2 

(both these programs received rave reviews in 

the DTP special in issue 341 are the packages 

that Andrew and his colleagues use to produce 

all kinds of literature, from a fairly simple 

wine List for a local wine bar, to a glossy cor- 

jx>r;tte brochure that outshines the quality that 

most design bureaux can’t even achieve. Not 

lo mention the wine labels, which add 

Hey mans' own individual touch to their spe¬ 

cialised product. 

Hey man Brothers are a now a great exam¬ 

ple for Commodore on how- a small, 

independent company can update their office 

systems and offer their customers other ser¬ 

vices that they could never even dream of 

before by taking advantage of the Amiga's 

powerful desktop presentation and publishing 

capabilities. And who said the Amiga is just a 

games machine? O 

As for the stuff you are thinking about buying, this 
makes Interesting reading too. Remember, part of 
the reason we ask these questions is so that we can 
help you out by featuring buying recommendations 
In the mag, so expect to see buyers’ guides on the 
most popular of these coming up very soon - we 
start with monitors next month, 

Floppy disk drive (AS00) 22% 
Floppy disk drive (1S00 up) 1% 

Hard drive (A500) 14% 
Hard disk with RAM (A5Q0) 20% 
Hard drive (1500 and up) 2% 
Hard drive with RAM (1600 up) 3% 
Trapdoor RAM expansion (A500) 8% 
External RAM expansion (AS00) 8% 
Internal RAM expansion (1500 and up) 3% 
Accelerator card (1500 and up) 6% 
24-blt graphics card 3% 
8AM-E/DCTV 4% 
PC Bridgeboardtemu 13% 

Replace mouse 20% 
Joystick _ 11% 

Modem 13% 

Genlock 9% 
MIDI Interface 9% 
Sound sampler 12% 
Video digitiser 11% 
Printer 27% 
Monitor 20% 

Floppy disk drives, hard disk drives with extra RAM 
capacity, mice, printers and monitors are far and 
away the most popular. Significant minorities are 
Into PC emulators, so this Issue's round-up includ¬ 
ing the brand-new Commodore 366 Bridgeboard 
should make you people happy, as well as modems, 
sound samplers and video digitisers, and joysticks. 
Buying advice In all these areas will follow as a mat¬ 
ter of course. 

WHAT SOFTWARE DO YOU HAVE, 

WHAT INTERESTS YOU? 

One thing we were pretty sure of was that most 
Amiga owners own a copy of Deluxe Paint after all. 
It s been given away with the Amiga for years. What 
we were hoping was that most people would have 

DPaint Hi or IV, not one of the outdated versions. We 
also suspected that word processing would be the 
next most popular kind of non-games software. 
Remember, this is only commercial stuff: PD was 
excluded. Let's see how near the mark we were. 

Deluxe Paint 3 _63% 
Deluxe Paint 4 25% 
Other paint 51% 
3D graphics ___ ia% 
Structured drawing _ 6% 
CAD __5% 
DTP 21% 
Database 36% 
Spreadsheet _ 26% 

Accounts 18% 
Video tiffing _7% 
Word processor 63% 
WP plus graphics 27% 

Comma 5% 

Music 39.72% 

Educational 15% 
Programming __ 31% 

Continued on page 3# 
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e s t FREE DATA DISKS! 

Even more events 
which include: 
SWIMMING . DIVING 
JUDO . WRESTLING 
FENCING . BOXING 

OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED 

6 CENTRAL STREET • MANCHESTER • M2 5NS 
TEL: 061 832 6633 ■ FAX: 061 834 0650 

IGGEST OVER 30 EVENTS! 

Featuring ALL 
Track and Field 
disciplines. 
Stunning animation and 
breathtaking actionl 

A TRULY OLYMPIC 



iPORTS SENSATION 

Put yourself in charge 
of training your squad 

for this summer’s 
competition. 

TEAM 
MANAGEMENT 

AVAILABLE FOR: 

ATARI ST - CBM AMIGA PC & COMPATIBLES 

HALL OF FAME 
Includes the history of 

the games and the 
winning contestants' 

achievements. 
Compare your team 
members’ performances to 
those of the all time greats 

as you attempt to break 
world records. 

COMPETE 

WITH THE 

GREATS 



HIT THE BIG TIME 

All over the country, schools are realising that the 

best computer on which to teach basic skills is 

the one that students use at home - the Amiga. 

One school in Middlesex is an ideal example... 

Learning for 
the future 

SITUATED NOT TOO far away from the 

cod of the runway of London's Heathrow air* 

port is u school which is pioneering in many 

ways, not least for its approach to the Amiga. 

It was the idea of Tony Loughlin. the school’s 

director of information services* to introduce 

Ami gas to the school, and now they've got 

24 Amiga 50Os to join the 150 other comput¬ 

ers in the school. 

The Ami gas have a whole room dedicated 

to them, w hich Tony is very proud of, as are 

Commodore, who see the F’eltham school as a 

showcase. The Amiga is used hy all ages right 

across the curriculum, from English lessons 

using both word processing and DTP skills, U> 

music where students can compose, or leant to 

play the piano with their newly acquired 

Miracle keyboard. 

Tony is obviously a popular man with his 

pupils and probably more sit since he proposed 

introducing the Amigas into the school: "It just 

seemed the right thing to do. The computer 

that many of the kids are familiar with is the 

one that they have at home. Not only this, hut 

if kids use a computer at school, dies want the 

machine they use there to he the one they use 

at home so that they can take their work home 

.md continue it there." 

Klihiim Community School has had Amigas 

installed for two years now, They are all net¬ 

worked using a NetProfii system* and ihev all 

>harv a 100Mb hard drive and a printer. 

Steven flswood (above) 
and Raul Fryer (below) 

are typical enthusiasts, 

taking Iheir work home 

and also bringing skills 

they've learned at home 
into school work. 

Paul Fryer is one of the sixth form students 

who helps run the Amiga computer room* 

and his enthusiasm for the subject 

doesn’t just stop when the hell goes at 

half-past three. Paul has an A500 at 

home which he's had for about two 

years. Hi* main use for his Amiga is 

for graphics* not games, “though l 

don't mind the odd game of 

BtmteChessr he admits. He's currently 

doing an A level in graphics, w here students 

are encouraged to use all sorts of different 

computers, and so he finds being able to use 

Deluxe Pain! a real boon. 

It doesn’t stop there, though. Paul uses 

ProWrite to ttpe out essays and reports for his 

Business Studies A level, though he has to 

prim them out at school because he hasn’t got 

a printer - yet 

Steven Els wood* one of ihe 12-year-olds 

showing off his DPairtr skills to the camera, is 

another who has an advantage over his peers. 

His dad bought an Amiga last year which he 

uses for his school work and for creating mini¬ 

masterpieces in Deluxe Paint. But if s not all 

work. work, work. Sieve and his brother do 

play games (surprise, surprise* and his 

favourite is Prime of Persia. 

Students at Fellham 

School like using the 

Amigas there because 
they're used to using 

them at home. 

"Since they used the Amiga at school, plenty 

of k ids have gone out and bought one and stuff 

they do at home they can then be printed out at 

school the next day.*’ 

The Amiga link with the school docs not 

just stop ihere ihough. Lurking in the library is 

a CDTV with its own library full of CD-ROM 

material, which Tony says is especially useful 

for learning modern languages because kids 

can read and interact with the stories in either 

French or German. 

Tony goes on to emphasise the community- 

base of the school: "We’ve even had 

employees in from ihe local offices of Ricoh 

(ihe Japanese camera flrm| U> look at the 

Japan World disc, to help them get a belter 

understanding of the language and the coun¬ 

try," The library also contains its own public 

domain collection which sindents are free 

to take home with them. And the most 

popular magazine that goes out of the 

library is. of course* *4migo Format' 

Tony w as eager to get a posse of his 

students down to give us a demo of 

their Deluxe Paint HI skills. You could 

certainly tell the ones who had that liule 

bit of an edge - they've obviously got an 

Amiga at home* 

1992 Amiga Format survey results 

Sure enough, S8% of Amiga users have some form 
of Deluxe Paint and the highest other category is 
word processors at 90% total. Music, programming 
surprisingly)! databases, spreadsheets, DTP and 3D 
graphics are the next most popular in that order. 
Perhaps the results on music are distorted by Ihe 
‘set that 120,000 readers of the Christmas 1991 
>sue will have got Sequencer One. and there’s a 

sospkHon that AmigaBasic counted In with some of 
crcgrammers, 
Again, the Figures for what software people are 

rtfandmg to buy will be of direct influence on our 
^-•erage In the future, let s see what people are 

i^ierested in doing.., 

(kte Pamt fit 3% 

tmtww Paint IV 1S% 

O—r point 3% 

W 11% 
Ssr^c^red drawing 6% 

CJC 6% 

DTP n% 
Database 10% 
Spreadsheet 9% 
Accounts 9% 
Video titling 10% 
Word processing 11% 
WP plus graphics 15% 
Comma 4% 
Music 11% 
Educational 9% 
Programming 21% 

A whole bunch of people want to upgrade to Deluxe 
Paint IV (you sensible people}* which roughly trans¬ 
lates to 26,000 copies of the program. Electronic 

Arts should be pretty pleased about that. 
That aside, most popular field for further explo¬ 

ration In the software scene is (shock horror pro be*) 
programming. No wonder we ve had so many people 
asking when we are going to run Bullfrog s tutorial 
on how to get started as a games programmer. 
Bullfrog is the development team that produced 
Populous and they are experienced at teaching peo¬ 

ple to program from scratch The good news is that 
their tutorial will definitely start soon. The bad news 
is that we won i be able to say exactly when until 
next issue Watch this space... 

Meanwhile, back at the ranch... Runner-up In 
the moat popular software for the future' are word 
processors with graphics; third place goes to DTP 
and plain van a word processing equally; while 
equal fifth are music and 3D graphics. More on all 
these will follow very soon. 

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF 

AWUGA FORA1A7? 

Here s crunch time for us! This is where we find out 
what are the most popular and the least popular 
pages of the magazine, so that we can fine-tune it to 
give you the magazine you'd most like to read. 

The way it works is slightly complicated, but 
here's the gist. We asked you to vote for which bits 
of the magazine you'd tike to see more or less of* 
What we've done is tot up the votes and then sub¬ 
tract the leases' from the mores'. This means a 
popular part of the magazine will have a high posi- 



HIT THE BIG TIME 

That buzzword multimedia doesn't make a lot of 

sense until you see it in use, but the National 

Computing Centre are winning awards for their 

multimedia system that trains policemen in one 

of the most difficult areas of their work... 

Putting 
theory on to 
the streets 

John and Mkhoel discovered the Amiga ii a cheap and yet powerful platform for their training 

systems. Their a ward-winning Vistrain system teaches tap policemen to handle crises effectively. 

JOHN EARY, MICHAEL BKEimi KY and 
Roy Stepney are the mam reason ^ behind the 

Amiga's involvement in an impressive multi- 

media project, inspired by football stadium 

disasters like Hillsborough* which has 

involved the NCC. the Scottish Police College 

and the program on last month's coverdisk. 

Cart Da. All of the latter have resulted in Lhe 

Vistrain disaster training system. 

John showed us a set-up of three A2(XXK to 

demonstrate Vistrain ( Video Based Integrated 

System for Training Applications), which he 

and his colleagues were commissioned to pro¬ 

duce for the Scottish Police College. The 

police needed an interactive system to train 

senior officers in charge of controlling crow ds 

at major events, such as football matches. 

Previously, the College used classroom, 
paper-based exercises in which learns of offi¬ 

cers were given notes describing a situation 

and asked how they would respond. Of course, 

the exercises lacked realism and trainers 

couldn't quite get the atmosphere of policing 

something like a Celtic vs Rangers dash, 

Michael was the man who did the legwork 

behind Vistrain. hut why did he go lor a sys¬ 

tem that used Amigas w hen surely there were 

plentv til other options? “At the start of the 

project we did a technical feasibility study to 

see what equipment was available. The origi¬ 

nal approach was. in fact, to use 

IBM compatibles, hut the cost was beyond the 

budget for hardware," 

So what led you towards the Amiga'1 

“We'd used them before for an in-store guide 

- Trainees hove to spot 

potentially serious incidents: 

the selling of forged tickets or 

the explosion of o tear gos 

conister. Video pictures and 

radio messages create a 

real-life atmosphere " 
that we had no 1o*s in performance.” 

So how did thev come up with the option 

of Can Da'? '’We'd fined each 2000 with a gen¬ 

locking device which let us superimpose text 

and graphics from the computer on to video 

disc, and conventional authoring tools weren't 

powerful enough to achieve what we wanted 

mat went into scones 01 

House of Fraser, and 1 knew 

all about them as I had one at 

home " Michael is also an 

avid Amiga Format reader 

Bui John points out that the 

cheaper option was not an 

inferior one: "By no means, 

because of the Amiga's mul¬ 

titasking facilities it meant 

lo do. Bui then we came across CanDo* which 

*s a programming language that can create a 

window environment with drop-down menus 

more quickly lhan basic programs and it was 

particularly powerful in this environment,” 

They took us through a typical training ses¬ 

sion for officers involved in crowd control. 

The video footage is authentic film of ftxitball 

matches and during a training session there are 

four networked Amigos linked to the facilita¬ 

tor's A3Q00. Four groups act out various roles. 

The session is divided into four scenarios dur¬ 

ing the match and the trainees react to various 

video and voice cues and potentially serious 

incidents: the selling of forged tickets or the 

explosion of a tear-gas van roster 

Because the Amigas are churning out v idco 

pictures and radio and telephone messages, a 

real-life atmosphere is created and all the radio 

messages passing between the teams can be 

played back to see where trainees go wrong. 
Vistrain has won awards, including the 

European Training Technical Award, which 

shows that the Amiga is a capable machine 

and that people in real-life situations are using 

them. It's not just a home computer. 
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tive percentage, while an unpopular section will 
have a low percentage or even a minus number. 
Here's how you rated the different bit of the maga¬ 
zine. In order of popularity: 

Free commercial program 78% 
Coverdisk 68% 
News 62% 

Hardware reviews 57% 

Letters 57% 

Practical features 55% 
Buyers guides 54% 
Serious reviews 52% 
Workbench 50% 
Ideas features 41% 

Public Domain 40% 
Gamebusfers 39% 
Beginners features 30% 

*
 

1 
. E

 o
 

o
 29% 

Graphics reviews 29% 
Game reviews 27% 
Cheap n’ cheerful 14% 

Game previews 9% 

Music reviews -5% 
Chart/history -23% 
Adverts *40% 

So. let's try to make some sense of that lot Well, 
something everyone's happy with should in theory 
come out with zero percent, but I have a feeling that 
it's not quite that simple. It seems as If a side -effect 
of the system is that even a moderately popular 
section of the magazine will come out with a decent- 
sized positive figure. 

One think we really do find surprising is that 
advertisements are so extraordinarily unpopular. 
Even though people who think there are too many 
ads In the magazine are very vocat, we've found In 
the course of past surveys that an equal number of 
folk like or dislike the ads. 

After all, advertisements are useful when you 
want to buy something and you are shopping 
around to get the best possible price. Besides 
which, another figure from the survey shows that 
69% of readers buy games by mail order, so surely 
you need the ads? Hmm.., 

As for the rest, well, it’s clear that game pre¬ 
views aren’t popular and nor are the chart pages, so 
you may well discover them gone next issue. 

On the positive side, we will definitely be 
increasing our news coverage and to make up the 
gap left by the disappearance of Previews there will 
be a strong game element in the new, extended 
News section. 

Disks are clearly immensely popular, so we ll be 
carrying on with complete programs: we've got a 
few brilliant ideas lined up already. Everything else 
is under review! 

ANY LAST THOUGHTS? 
If the views expressed in this survey have agreed 
closely with your own, or If you think they're non¬ 
sense. drop us a line. Should we drop the game 
previews, or do you find them useful? If we do more 
news coverage, what do you want to hear about? 

Whatever you’ve got to say. please take the 
trouble lo write and let us know. The address Is 
Letters, Amiga Format. 30 Monmouth Street Bath 
BA1 2BW. Gel scribbling! 
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All printers in our range include a standard Centronics/Parallel Pori 

lor direct connection to Amiga, PC's, Atari STs, Archimedes etc, 

With ah our printers you'll get a Free Lead to your compiler and 

with Pol Matrix Printers you also get a Free Quality Dust Cover, 

The Harwoods Amiga Help Bulletins provided with ALL printers get you going 

straight away by covering specific Workbench Set Up Parameters etc, 

CITIZEN 120D+ 9 PIN MONO - Up to120/25 Cp$ —- 
-l Very rofcabte tow cost printer wth mtertfiangabie interfaces lor 

CerTtnxnc»BS232'$erv3ltype(Cdie*c.} J 2Yearmarw^cturerswarranty 

STAR LC20 S PW feONO - Dp to 1SCKW CpK-- 
-J SmwftaneCKis, oonttouous and single J 240x240 Graphics 

sheet stationery, great paper handling -J Multiple ton! options 

STAR LC20G 9 FHN COLOUR PRINTER ■ 16V40 ops 
_i SO Column Dot Matrix -J Push/pul! tatior roar/bottom 
J 240 dpi 9 Pin COLOUR feeds S Reverse paper feeds -J Paper park with auto 
i 16K Buffer, 8 Fonts -J Micro paper feed single sheet feeding 
J Front panel programming -I Cotour 4 mono ribbons U 12 morth warranty 

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 PIN COLOUR - IfWfept 
□ 0K Butler, 4 Fonts J Feed lor labslsfmuhi pert sialtonery 
_j Push and puli tractor j 240 x 240 dpi Colour Graphics □ 2 Year Criiifin warranty 

STAR SJ46 INKJET PRINTER- 

£199.95 

^ 64 istarzte mk jet 
_l Comes with AC adaptor 
□ Large 28K differ 

j Optical Na-Cad telfefy 
-I Emulates Epson LQ IBM 
J Propnntof,fulf compattxifiy 

£239.95 

□ 360 k 360 dpi near laser 
pfirrt qualify 

CANON BJlOe* NOW AVAILABLE FROM HARWOODS POAA QC 
A Iwitsstte nea* tasw quality inkjet printer [spec asSJ48 above] t£*l**. TO 

STAR LC24/200 24 PIN MONO - 220/55 cps 

£229.95 

£299.95 

—”- £239 95 
Mom version of LC24/200 Cotoui, same spec except tor e smaBer 7K buffer |_r* 

STAR LC24/20Q 24 PIN COLOUR * 22055 cp» -- £289.95 
-I 80 Column Dot Matrix -I PutiVpufl iractof & roer/bottom feeds I—— 
-J 360 dpi * 24 Pin MONO J Paper park with auto single —I Micro paper load 
-I 3QK Buffer (expandable) sheet loading -I Program from front panel, 
.J 10 Resident Fonts -I Suppled with mono ribbon U No DIP swilches 
_l Front Panes Pitch Select □ Reverse paper feed 12 month warranty 

NEW 24 Pin CITIZEN 224 COLOUR * 16053 cps- 
_1 dD Cokxrin Doi Matrix with 4 Fonts -i Pusi" & pull tractor feeds 
Ji 360 dpt-24 Pin COLOUR -I Comotete paper parking faaMtos 
-J 8K Buffer expandable to 32K -J Suppted wdh mono 8 colour nbbons 
-I Easy to use front pane) controls -I Fi* 2 Year C«ze-" Warranty 

NEW 24 Pin CITIZEN SWIFT 24E COLOUR -18050 cp* — f 
□ SC Cohxrwi Dot Ma*nx with 7 Fonts □ Pu^'pukbottom factor feeds. 
-J 360 dp* * 24 Pin COLOUR J Complete paper parking taolrt^ 
_l BK Buffer expandable to 32K -1 Suppfced with mono 4 colour ntfedns 
Q Easy to use LCD panel controls LI Ful 2 Year Citizen Warranty 

STAR XB 24 PIN COLOUR RANGE... 
XB24 200 and XB24-250 ■ 27550 cps 

U Exceptional prim <ju*liiy 
J 4 x 48Pin super letter quality fonts 
J 14 x24Ptin near tetter quality lorite -1 360 x 360 dpi Cotour Graphics 
-I Buttes: 29K(XB24f?00) 4 76K|XB 24^80) J Igmths on-site warranty (UK Matetofto) 

HEWLEH PACKARD PAINTJET COLOUR A4 INKJET- 
-1 For presentation graphcs/DTP. CAD and technicalrsctentfic apphcatons 
□ ParaJieCertbooics or Sena! RS232 VF fspedty with order. MAC opfton avaUabte) 
-J A hi) DBgejef ootour graphics *n 4 minutes (typical) J Will pnmt transparencies 
-I ftor ifT^ad pnntsig. wtuaiy sifent. 43dt« -1 1 Yr on-srte warranty (UK Mariand) 

Colour 

£399.95 £499.95 | 

£579,95 

£999.95 
STARSCRIPT - 4ppm POSTSCRIPT COMPATIBLE USER 

A4 Laser Printer, writ connect to PC, Amiga. Atari ST, Maorctosh etc, - 

->300 DR 2Mb. Upgradable la 5Mb -) Complete with 'Slarscnpt' Senal 4 Parallel l/F 
jEmulations toe HP Senes II, Epson -I(Store version of postscript) -I ApptetaJk L'F ter Macs 

EX800. IBM Propnnser 4 Diablo 630 -J 49 quality fonts -11 Yr on ste warranty {UK Mainland) 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
fflHSHSSnSMHi 

BLACWCOIOUH 

BUOUCOLOUR 

BLACKCOtttJR 
BLAClUCdtOUft 

NiA N/A 

HTTtTi N/A N/A 

L2A.9S £16,95 £99-95 
£24.95 £16,95 £99 95 

£24.95* > £6.90" £36.50* 

£36.95 2X9 £69.95met 

£49.95 224 hilJ'Jjl £74 95 a>4Cl 

£49,95 224 £74.96 xmo. 

MfBte with Aopte StytewfHw 
toon EuiOfei Bu&otejti £1 5.96m. Egsai 

PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
CfllHft 1200+ SftMt&Bfejtf 
CihHf, 1&OD+ Rmtai 
CltiMfi TWO* CSUiC&i Smi 
CHuwi '24D StAw 
Cihnrt tMQ Wn-.JUK. 

1?t0 AuisfliKtC Sw* F^eot‘ 
C«nn f*WWr SttPfl Ctem 9 S»? -■« 
C«wSi«BKjEmw9w<fiHH 
c*»r s^ll 9X Slpd 
CKW H Ms-niK Srtfil Niv I 
C??»S*4:iSakPwfcBJSef 
OtfflB Swd 1* SsrvMD SNK FMOfc 

Ciw Srf 24* ** F«cWf 
C*j*n S«4i W Pm* Sans 

SarlCJ0AiJia£h*fil?*«iiH OUk 
Slir LC?4-1 D 32K BuBbI WM 
54ric?«-iou»&wit»Mi* cn.il 
5sifiCjffiA«MdcShrtirh«tti 
SUf LC M JOO UX PnnW< ewflp tM.M 
S3r t£ AM Pm&moe 
S3i- &w P»fSff |W« 
mrZU/K 'JO m*y ^M4 
Sttr xp fr?y) Pvi twKir wa 
Sli: KBH^CP^lrtCt^SMHTBK QMS 
^arxB2i-nc'?wfNnvkA* QMI 
Sto i® J*W0 ajk Sf^wor tm« 

5b Sy«T9A Cab 
SbrXBH4»i|9kP^*BJ»r tlU» 
SMrxa srwfwae- tmf 
safer xa»»30uil ftp fri Ftfedfe* MBJB 

HMfeflPfeditfd PferrUil 
OrenilPtnMr 

B^htLUlndijl tmM 

OsawlMCvt^i Di* 

8 feei ^ tel 

l+aa^nar 

P*p*r 
^elKSrwfeb O 

MONITORS AND 
MONITOR TV's 

Harwoods stock a complete range of both Monitors & Monitor TV's 
to give you your perfect solution to the type of display to buy. 

PHILIPS CM8833/II I<• Stereo High ReeoluttobCokww Monitof £219.95 
The popular t A-ancto Phips CM $833 mmi Its versa^iy rr»$ens yoc rwt &£y ge? excetoNbOitwr graphics 6 text pahmaia wth a 

wide range of personal computers, tut when connected lo a VCB. you gel an amaang 600 paei TV pkfutft.Wtt the 6833 MlOL Hamoocs 

gve j^ju vie complete set up, to get you gorg straight away... Monitor, RGB p«dun& and Stereo Aydb Cabte, Taiorad oua cover, 

Commodore's Own Stemo High Resolution Colour Monitor with ARGB/Al/TTL, Composite. Video/Audio Inputs 

JkCan be used as TV with VCR or tuner, >Twim Speakers for stereo output ^Supplied with cables for 
A500/600, CCA PCX16-64'120. 

PHILIPS 15" FASTEXT TELETEXT TV MONITOR £249.95 
SUPERB DEFINITION PHILIPS MONITOR TV. IDEAL FOR AMIGA OR CDTV USERS, GIVING FOR THE FIRST TIME 

| TRUE MONITOR QUALITY FROM A FULL FEATURE TELETEXT TV AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE' LOOK AT THE FEATURES , 

>f>recl Start Connector for Amiga. CDTV, VCR OR SATELLITE RECEIVER AfiGB AD. Composite Video 4 audio inputs 

iFULL TELETEXT FACILITIES {FOR THIS FACILITY EXTERNAL AERIAL SHOULD BE USED) ^Headphone Jack Socket 

AFULL TWO YEAR GUARANTEE >2000 CHARACTER HIGH DEFINITION F$T TUBE ASUPPUEDWITH LOOPAER A. 

>fl£fjfOTE CONTROL AFREE lead tor YOUR computer |fF YOU WOULD LIKE THE MONITOR TVN OUR PACKS Z 3 AN2 
POWERPRO. AT JUST £20 EXTRA. TO REPLACE THE 98m, SlMPlY ADVISE US AT THE WE OF ORDERING* 

tf$ important to MJwtotf Mai roots* TV Monitors, ara sM! firs! and foremost fWewsions. meantrig that m&f average 400 ptxtf tote d$u. 

50ft tower nesatolton than a moMorl annot be guaranfeedto display180 cokjtnn ferf ci«/fy without nsking eye stm\ St cftoo$mg a T&&aso- 
Monrtor if (te tttesf 2000 character tube cspmty, mining rfc&n bansm Jte Arogas' 60 daiamfs, by £5Dwoutputofea?. 

DO GREAT GAMES WITH YOUR TV OR MONITOR FOR ONLY £10 (le. These games are available 
with Harwoods Amiga Packs 1.2,3. & Powerpro...see details on pages l & 2 of this ad!!! 

AMIGA DISK DRIVES 
Cumana CAX354 3.5” 

External 2nd Drive. 

GVP 52~420Mb HARD 
DISK DRIVES WITH 

MEMORY EXPANSIONS 
OF UP TO 8Mb 

^features InclutK iLong connecting cate > Access 
Light ii MD. (SB0K Formatted) Capacity AThroughpoit 
-JrEnabieT}:sabJe Switch ACompet&le with Am.gaSOG 
600*10001 S00.200Ck'3000 and CDTV 

£54.95 

• GVP AMIGA A500 HARD DRIVES | 

RAM 

SIZE 52Mb. | 

CAPACITY 

120Mb. 240Mb. 

0Mb. £349.95 £459.95 £729.95 
2Mb. £419.95 £529.95 £799.95 
4Mb. £489.95 £599.95 £869.95 
8Mb. 1 [ £629.95] \ums £999.95 

MOW SlrPPUEU WTTH a *«f f 
irotoHMCMte 

Capacities of 52 to420Mb Xtonnects le stoecar bus [L^H sttte ASX ASX 
iAjtoboots win Kwai 1.35.0. boot enabtodisabie switch XJp to e Mb of RAV 
■>SG$: For; a tows up to7 Devices to be connected 'JS^.-es •: use 
sotwat A2YearWanu^ ROeoctitdPSU JkMtn) slot tor future e^pa^* 
A PC-AT Em^ato' planned to be avaiap'# !oc 1992 

( GVP AMIGA 1500/2000 HARD DRIVES « 

0Mb. £289.95 £409.95 
2Mb. 
4Mb. 

£359.95 i £479.95 
£429.95; £549.95 
£559.951 £679.95 

£639.95 
■row 
£116995 

£709.95 
£779.95 
£899.95 

£1239.95 
£1309.95 
£1429.95 

CALL FOR MEMORY UPGRADE PRICES IF YOU ALREADY ARE A GVP OWNER1 

AMIGA MEMORY EXPANSION 
HARWOODS AMIGA 1Mb PRO-RAM PLUS 

ADD MORE POWER TO YOUR AMIGA 500 PLUS WITH A FULL 1Mb. UPGRADE 
■> 1Mb. RAM expansion for the Amiga 500 Plus 
> Gives a total of 2Mb. of RAM A GREAT G=*== 
A Easily fitted without any dismantling in SSSuh!h FROM HARWOODS 

the trapdoor expansion slot underneath 
Amiga. DOESN'T invalidate your warranty! 

,V Low power consumption >2 Yr Guarantee! 

0.5 Mb PRO-RAM 
i Compatible with Amiga A500 and 500 Plus 
> Gives A5Q0 a total of 1 Mb Memory + Clock 
i Gives 500 Plus a total ot 1,5Mb Memory 

LOOK OUT FOR THE A600FD/HD UPGRADE AVAILABLE SOON'S 

£39.95 
£29.95 



COTV 
IMAGINE, IF YOU CAN, THE CONCEPT OF A NEW, MORE POWERFUL AMIGA... 

. WITH I MEGABYTE OF MEMORY, AND A COMPACT DISK DRIVE OF ALMOST INFINITE SIZE. A DISK DRIVE SO VAST. IT CAN 

TORE HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DIGITS OF DATA. THIS DATA COULD BE. SPEECH, ANIMATED PICTURES, DIGITISED 
STEREO SOUND. COMPUTER IMAGES OR WHOLE ENCYCLOPAEDIAS AND MORE 

IMAGINE THIS AND YOU CAN START TO GRASP THE CONCEPT OF COTV 
FREE CDTV STARTER PACK ONLY FROM HARWOODS!!! 

WHEN YOU CHOOSE YOUR CDTV FROM GORDON HARWOOD. NOT ONLY DO YOU GET OUR LEGENDARY SERVICE. BUT 
WE GIVE YOU A CDTV STARTER PACK, TO GET YOU EXPLORING YOUR NEW WORLD - STRAIGHTAWAY. 
THIS INCLUDES A SUPERB SELECTION OF CD DISK TITLES INCLUDING THE WELCOME TUTORIAL i HUTCHINSONS ENCYCLOPAEDIA. 

PLUS... RVE GAMES. SHERLOCK HOLMES & THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES. SIM CITY. CHAOS IN j - * * - 

ANDROMEDA. A TOWN WITH NO NAME. AND THE ACCLAIMED LEMMINGS, WORTH IN TOTAL ALMOST £499 95 
000.00. IN ADDITION IS A FREE INFRARED REMOTE CONTROLLER. EVERYTHING TO GET YOU STARTED! 

COTV ACCESSORIES PJ&isecsfl tor 
tetesf sv3iiat»(ity 

CO mO KEYBOARD 
CD 1252 MOUSE 
CD 1200 TRACKBALL 

CD 1400 CADDY 
CD 1401 MEMORY CARO 

CD 1405 MEMORY CARD 

AN 89 KEY QWERTY KEYBOARD £49,95 
INFRARED MOUSE WITH BATTERY SAVER £49.95 
INFRARED TRACKBALL, WITH THE OPTION £79.95 
OF DIRECT CONNECTION TO EXTEND BATTERY LIFE. 

DUPLICATES FUNCTIONS Of 2 BUTTON MOUSE & 

INCLUDES TWO 9 PIN PORTS FOR STD, JOYSTICKS 
FOR HOLDING CD WITHIN DRIVE £9.95 
PERSONAL RAM CARO CONTAINING £79,95 
64K OF MEMORY FOR STORING DATA OR AS A 

BOOKMARK FACILITY WITHIN CDTV 
A LARGER PERSONAL RAM CARD, 512K Of £249.95 
MEMORY FOR STORING DATA ON CDTV 

CBM FLOPPY DRIVE 3i’ FLOPPY DRIVE WITH 

CAPACITY MATCHING BLACK FINCH SUPPLIED 
WITH WORKBENCH DISKSMANUALS bic £99,95 
CD 1301 GENLOCK PAL BASED VIDEO INTER¬ 
FACE CARD FOR SUPERIMPOSING CDTV IMAGES 
OVER A VIDEO SIGNAL PROVIDED BY ANY STD 

VIDEO SOURCE £149,95 
ROCUTE 3,5" DRIVE CDTV COMPATIBLE AND 
AND STYLED IN MATCHING BLACK £69.95 

Plus lots of Great CDTV Software in stock!!! 

AMIGA SOFTWARE & ACCESSORIES 
HARWOODS AMIGA 

PRO-GEN 
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 

GENLOCK FOR COMPUTER 
AND VIDEO MIXING, AT A 

DOWN TO EARTH PRICE!!! 

SSSSTwOHLY £84.95 

MODE SWITCH-BOX FOR PRO-GEN 
AND RENDALE 8802 GENLOCKS 

Supplied Witt) Genlock Extender Cable Worth £9.95 
Switch-box Switches Between Foreground, 
Background, Video And Computer Modes £29 95 

BUT ALL THREE AMOS QC 
programs fqa -.u$t LOy.yD 

NIW LOWER PRICE 
Complete with FREE Multi- 

Cable Connecting Kit! 

Mu*te-I: The ultimate software lOf professional MIDI sequencing. The software includes a oorfigurabte librarian and a NEW LOW PRICES 

synthesiser patch editor. Alt you need Id recreate a song can be recalled from one performance fife mdudtng £49.95 Of friti £69,95 

sequences .MIDI routing, sync seiup, keyboard maps A synthesiser or drum machine patch libranes, with 
MIDI INTERFACE (5 Port): In, Out. Through plus 2 switchm thru'/oui. Inc 2 cables 
AMOS- AMOS alows you to access the power of the Amiga with ease 500 drtferent commands make AMOS a sophisticated 
development language The AMOS animation language allows you to create complex animation sequences 300 page manual 
and over 80 example programs Amos Add1 on Modutei (BOTH requirt Amos prog.) 

Amos Compiler £29 95 Amos 3D £34.95 
SuperEut 4: Most powerful database available tor the Amiga Combines the ease of use of Superbase 2 with a versatile 
programming Language so thai you can tailor your data to your own specific needs lor chibtousinesfi/library records etc 
Lattice C; An ideal loot lor the C programmer whether experienced or a novice, The best way to create applications tor the Amiga 
Fully supports Motorola chip&ei, Nearly 300 functions optimised to help the user write the tightest posable code includes screen editor. 
Mosi Amiga C books are based around lattice (Requires either 2 floppy drives DR a hard disk dm©) 
Mum PMit IV; Paint and animation package, now including HAM mode. (1 Mb mWnwn memory or more recommended) 
VfdL The Complete Colour Steutioii: Vk* w* RGB SpNter* Frame Grabber A Ogte. Grabs mcwng coknif video into 16 grey 
scale frames (up to 16 frames m 1Mb Amiga) and rigrtaes trem sti cotour video source it up to 4096 colours .in toss than 1 second! 
Requires home VCR or video camera tor grabbing Requires video camera or VCR with perfect pause lor digftismg Now comes 

with Photon Paint 2.0 ABSOLUTELY FREE OF CHARGE!1! 
STEREOMASTER; High quality 'stereo' sampler (best tor sampling instruments etc I 

KCS POMEftBOARD IBM PC EMULATOR jam ** to run many pcpu* m PC cohort* ***** - 
rtrt Of! your Aiwoa or Amiga A500 Phil COM Vtow SuawUSuppott Bo* 3 $ taqM 5JK inch Dw*i*ik >ffe hue AJ01 RAW Slot 8068 XT 
Ptocenor *tttocCatonder mduttoa. JActs As 5t2H RAM Exp ^ Arr^a Me*. JMtt4KUS4QS«0T.M&SW^ASC DOS-h*j. 10»-6uro M«rw) JStfpott 
aaSO Hard Owe Mouse Dow* Software induced WHEN ORDERING PLEASE SPEOFv WHETHER VOLfl AftAGA IS A UOR PLUS VERSION MACHWE 

KCS POWERBOARD as above but without ws-Oe* * 0i. GW-Ba&c She! 

POWER MOW SCANNER COMPLETE WITH POWER SCAN SOFTWARE 
100dpi to 400dpi Supports siptoGi gray shades Throughpoil lor pwitor etc Sx^ptrtd wP Power San eoftwtr*. iBwt M screen image edti^g. interlace mode 
pn or oft, «M true gray scale and even colour images 

SU PR ARAM RJC 500 - 2Mb to SMb. RAM ExfWMion 2Mb. RAM Vers £196.95 4Mb. RAM Vera £329.95 8Mb. RAM Vera £549.95 
RAM expansion giving masswe memory WITHOUT dsmintkig y<w Arogi, auadtog fm rraktowi d warranty Easfy ccmscteto sdear w#t but 'patt^tvou^i' totCi a«c 

MIRACLE PIANO TEACHING SYSTEM - Music Keyboard to conned to your Amiga 
Mirada itttw first Pwo totoam you how to ptey a. Wfwtrw you want help lux^g Mrtfle c, & warn toiaarft haw to play Moan. Mtactesatenm© Amp Software 
and Midi Kayteani luma tearrwig «io FUN Study Ctaawa!, Rock and even Jtaiz 

">128 Built in Sounds *> Full steed Touch Sensitive keyboard keys T Stereo Sound *1 Get even mom from your Amiga 

~i Miracle even gives you a recording studio *1 Versions lor other computers available too, please ask for details 

NAKSHA MICROS WITCH ED HOUSE -£24.95 HIGH QUALITY OPTICAL MOUSE  --£32.95 

COtePETTTX)M PRO JOYSTICK SOW Btecfc apsncit joystick 

COMPETITION PRO STAR JOYSTICK The ONLY joystick to Obtain a 100% rating from a magajm© review! -- 

E4.95 id Untirano&d with library case 3.5’ certified Ortiy £6.96 3 5“ DtSK HEAD 
300 Unbriflded 3 S' earthed Ortiy £79,96 CLEANER 
1000 DISK LABELS 

BLANK DISKS WGm SONY35’landed OrH1 
iw4th IhKaJ e 50 Oenuma SONY 3.5¥ branded Only ljw.skj 
wrmiaoeis i©Ge*muiaSONY35’ i .«Mb Disks Only £1596 

POSSO STORAGE BOXES 
ISQpwe siawabie 3 5' risk storage boxes 

BANK STORAGE BOXES 
80 pea KxkaPto ar *sk storage bom 

Only 
0*5 f CH % 

-.ssgs#" 

Apple 0 

EDUCATION SOFTWARE 
DON’T JUST PLAY GAMES WHEN YOU 

CAN LEARN WITH YOUR AMIGA TOO! 
MIC® MATHS ?4 easy to use ptogrems tor GCSE (tY Levtf) 
revision or sell tuition 
MEGA MATHS ■ A 9 level step by step tuition course, For mature 
beginners A Level studies ■£ Micro Matos users 

MICRO FRENCH - GCSE Frencti turten or revision course Covers 
both spoken 4 wntiat French 

WCflO BIQUSK - Cerate Sfli-iMton program to GCSE ievtf 

MICRO GERMAN Complete seft iuton prograro to GCSE to* 
Language Programs also surtatte lor business users to a fogh sartoarfl 

PRIMARY MATHS ^ Ages 3 to 12, Cottyptefte 2A Piog. Course 

SPELL BOOK ■ Ages 4 to 6. Developed wilt the help at a Primary 
School Head Teacher to ad spring skills 

HOMEBA5E ■ Home storage prog deal tor those household lists, 

chtorens eduratiorel projects studart notes etc Easy to use ‘Push Budctf 
controfe and a exferpve rete^wce manutf 

compendium SIX PACK' 6 Eduraw Progs, to eNdw £29,95 
aged i \ gyeart ri age Each ® destgrwo to keep yow shads rVfesi wtvlsj ieam^ 
feOS TYP€ ■ Large characters 4 cetoto graphes heds creaton ol stones 
WEATHER WATCHER - Coled A anayse data u$jng graphs ft wen animate 

your own weather map! CALENDAR QUIZ ■ Qma based bme related events 

WORDS AND NUMBERS Pul words 6 tfW.ences «(he ooaed order or group 
rwfaers GAME. SET £ MATCH - Eidy leanwg - trapes COtours nonters, coira, 
sflqyences and nekton a ‘rosdion Ntwr' WHAT IS IT? WHERE IS IT? ■ Lean 
fames 5 beacons tfRrit^couflbes 

Pen Pal, Lv t J 
\u Hill MU K TXStNWATABASE £S 
With Pm PjI vou can nw* ten. 40Wi 
Lt'4nur p-jfYhiev & data in way* no other , 

can! "Its handling af i> 
urLsuqitLvMl: tVn PiO k the imly word 
pnxdKV I tt-arvi ihai will 
automatically urrap Antip AVtwil 
tew mund _ -M* 'MO 

£79.95 
PES PAL ampteif WPTH SI2K Amiga 

RAM LtfHi/jjim wmip.j99.95! 

BOOK SHOP 
AMIGA FOR BEGINNERS-VOL 1 ABACUS BOOKS, 

From urpacsing your Arnga Id creflirgyour own cons, indudes first use d 

basic and eieBas disk NEW revised vers**! oovfcttofl wsristench 1.3 and 2 

AMIGA BASIC NSJK AND OUT - VOL 1 ABACUS BOOKS, 

Deflnftw step by step grife to prognfrmng Anaga'i n base 

AIBGA MACHINE LANGUAGE VOL « ABACUS BOOKS. 

gjot ft *frarnriQ ssirTctef LricjM*je 
AMIGA DOS INSIDE AND OUT * VOL * ABACUS BOOKS, 

Gude to Amga DOS A CLl NEWEdtonnc W620 (ftobdesFrfeHtette) 

AMIGA HARDWARE REFERENCE MANUAL-Addrten westey. 

Wrttien ^ cecrwwci esro^rts al CorrwToOore Ajmga fenc. USA peototo who you1 

Auriga. Hardware ievd rrujir* codi progrinvfw^ ar level indudes KtosJart 2. 
AMIGA, BEST OF TRICKS A TIPS VoitL tlrttriesF^D^ £32.95 
AoDrtoeteHlQltoc^ardltosfiatinMiMyoutoitoMOREvWiyoijr Artga 
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR AIBGA (irthoul ikski]. £9.95 
Frtn f jtLft ihe ^r>xc?^ d bjrf to-1 ??2 

OR.. avatet# w^'2 HELP DISKS INCLUDED ' £1195 

Enquiries & Order Line: 

# Finance Facilities Available* 
Mntr ptKW wioiialuUMiMditMprritiAiJ jppi«*iu* p>, i 

■c3* ^9 
GORDON HARWOOD COMF 
DEPARTMENT^nj i6, NEW 
ALFRETON, DERBYSHIRE. C 
TEL: 0773 836781 FAX: 077 

YjftwJir Ijwiik /ill' tirsifkMi* f<uhit+-t lit f,**m*ui**tii*** -**,J- "*,J >J*t*i* f- - J 
The Closer you look. The Better we look. 



HARWOODS MEGA GAMES PACKS ARE NOW BASED ON THE EXCITING NEW 
AMIGA A600 RANGE OF 1Mb COMPUTERS AND ARE ONLY AVAILABLE FROM 

GORDON HARWOOD COMPUTERS-.The Original Pack Specialists' 

ILL OUR AMIGAS ARE UNITED 
K NGDOM SPECIFICATION AND 

INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING... 

A600FD 
1 Mb. Disk Drive, 1Mb RAM, 

Integral TV Modulator. 
4096 Colours, Multi Tasking, 
Speech Synthesis. 4 Channel 
Digital Stereo Sound, Mouse. 
Workbench Disks & Manuals 

ALL Connecting Cables, 
One Great Game from 

Commodore & Deluxe Paint III 

A600HD 
Spec, as above but with 

a 20 Mb. Hard Drive fitted. 
PLEASE NOTE... 

Neither the Commodore Game 
or Deluxe Paint III are 

included with the A600HD 

THAT’S RIGHT HARWOODS HAVE PUT TOGETHER THE ULTIMATE AMIGA PACKS YET AGAIN... 
STARTING WITH THE MEGA GAMES PACK 1 WHICH INCLUDES SOME GREAT GAMES! 

PACK 1 

■iialll 

ll'illl 
lull 

"iai 
tiai 
■mm 

IWiy not have the Amiga 
A600HD machine with a 
20Mb. Hard Drive instead 

o! the A600FD for only 
£79.95 EXTRA 

Just look at what you get NOW... 
•AMIGA A600FO COMPUTER WITH A FULL 1Mb. Of MEMORY 
•THE LATEST GREAT COMMODORE GAME • With every AGOOFD you 
can Eook forward to receiving a fantastic leading title supplied by CBM 
which periodically changes (Supplied with A600FD ONLY not A600HD S] 
• DELUXE PAINT III (Supplied with A600FD ONLY not A600HD s] 
•TAILORED DUST COVER AND MOUSE MAT 
•AND A SUPERB HIGH QUALITY MICRQSWITCHED JOYSTICK, 
•PLUS..,. 18 MORE GREAT GAMES, THERE'S SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE.. 

BLOOD WYCH - Fantasy role playing game, great interaction with your computer created environment 
BUBBLE* - Help the dawdling ghost and the soap bubble, escape from the Old deserted manor house 
CAPTAIN BLOOD - Astonishing creatures and animated 30 graphics, this is a game you jus! have to play 
ELIMINATOR - A progressive muJti stage flying shoot em up. on a long winding course, survive ft you can! 
HOSTAGES * You must get your team and hostages out of the terrorist overrun embassy, without loss of Irte 
JUMPING JACKSON - In a deluge or colour and sound save, the earth from sadness and metacholy music 
KRYPTON EGG - A classic Breakout game. 60 Screens, separated by 6 combat sequences 
LANCASTER - Your mission is to Ity the classic WWII bomber on its dangerous raids over enemy terrttiory 
LOMBARD RAC RALLY * You dnve youf 300 bhp Sierra Cosworth through demanding stages of the rally 
PURPLE SATURN DAY - Four arcade games, an exciting high speed trip into total cosmic 3D space 
SAFARI GUNS - Live the African experience m an animal sanctuary, track the poachers S Ivory traffickers 
STIR CRAZY i Featuring Bobo) ■ Bobo & his inmates are planning a stunning trampoline jump prison escape 
SKY CHASE ■ Airborne combat lor every simulation fan. In this one or two player game, battle against your 
MIG hj±ng adversary in your F-16 Falcon. 
SKY FOX II - Style <11, the only ship last enough to carry on the Skyfox legend, Fight to blow your federation 
enemies from the Galaxy at speeds of 9000 kilo metres/second! 
STRIKE FORCE HARRIER * Puts you in the cockpit Of one of Britains most exiting lighter aircraft. Multiple 

sk ill levels let you process to become an ace pilot 

TINTIN ON THE MOON - We ve been captured by Colonel Jorgen and he s rung to scupper the moon mission 

Come on Tmtm you re the only one who can save us, and be the first on the moon 
TV SPORTS FOOTBAU Strap on your helmet for American football simulation mat looks like the real thing 

XENON Z MEGABLAST - *, in - t s war" The Xemtesare back and have thrown time itself into turmoil 

We reserve the right to substitute t ndrodUi/ sotfodte ifcfcs or peck items should the need arise I 

wrthoui our games and/or accessories W'Sh *° buy a comPoter 
be onIy too feS we 

OK DEAL larlored 

A600FD PACK Priced at an INCREDIBLE 

€399 Including 
VAT 

A600HD PACK FOR AN EXTRA. 
That's right have Games Pack i 

with an Amiga A600HD with 20Mb. 
Hard Drive in place Of the A600FD £79 W ir 

extra 
Including VAT 

Nintendo 



HARWOOD'S GREAT 
1Mb AMIGA A60QFD 

MEGA GAMES PACK 3 
I Thai's right you get the fantastic 

Amiga & ALL THE EXTRAS 
detailed in Harwoods Mega 

I Games Pack 1 (far telt) AMD... 
then you also gel.. 

I THE SUPERB PHILIPS CM983T II 
STEREOCOLOUR MONITOR 

I Our monitor section 

I w page 3 jives 
I IWI deters for youf ■ 
I ctata* t/t Philips 
I MonxtorSiMbrtfcrm 

Ini a 
rw£--THE SUPERSTAR 
I LC 200 COtOUR PRINTER.,* 
I 16S40 cp&. Full Colour 9 Pin NLO Ool 
■ Matrix Printer wfri a FREE Dust Cover A 

caWe to tour Amiga (Seephnfsr 
panel BfdB/aiSs; 

HARWOOD'S 
BRILLIANT 1Mb 
AMIGA 600FD 
MEGA GAMES 

PACK 2 
That's right you get 

the fantastic Amiga & 
ALL THE EXTRAS 

detailed in Harwoods 
Mega Games Pack 1 
AND you also get... 

THE PHILIPS 
CM8833/1I 

STEREO COLOUR 
MONITOR 

fAWS-’ 

ASOOHD PACK 3 FOR AN EXTRA. 

Ctor mentor sacfton on page 3 
gwt$ fo# tiefife forjttof ctoes 
ofPtyiQS Motors A Mflflrfar TVs 

PRIMARY & JUNIOR PACK A 
Gts your ctirldren oil to l^e right 

computing mrt wtfi thu software 
taf n amt play Compertium 6 m 

UOITTPE WIATHERWATOCP 

"IT'S THE- 
BUSINESS 

A TRULY PROFESSIONAL 
PACKAGE SPECIFICALLY 

FOR THE BUSINESS 
MINDED AMIGA USER. 

THIS ONE SHOULD 
FULFILL EVERY AREA 
OF HOME BUSINESS 

YOU'RE LIKELY TO NEED! 

THE BUSINESS PACK 
FROM HARWOODS 
INCLUDES ALL THE 

FOLLOWING^ 
AMIGA A600FD 

WITH 1Mb* MEMORY 

A GREAT EDUCTION A L PACK 

FOR YOUR CHILDREN AT A 

FRACTION OF THE NORMAL COST 

GCSE'O' LEVEL PACK B 
GCSE examination level studios on your 

Amiga computer that s tun1 
PHILIPS CM 8833/11 KWH! 

STEREO COLOUR MONITOR 
See Monitor Pawl on Page 3 tor Details 

+ 
STAR LC200 9 PIN NLQ*—- 

FULL COLOUR PRINTER ^ ✓ 
See Primer Pan^on Page 3 tor Details; 

A HOST OF 8USWESS SOFTWARE 4 ACCESSORIES.. 

PEN PAL Vi.3 {Word Processor)... 1Mb. 
SUPERBASE II PERSONAL (Database) 

(Spreadsheet)... 1Mb 

^ * A GREAT CBM GAME 
'fogA DELUXE PAINT FI) 

Now with ANIMATION 
> MICRiOSWRCHED JOYSTICK 
-i 10 BLANK 3T DISKS 
* DISK LIBRARY CASE 
A MOUSE MAT 
> 3 TAILORED DUST COVERS 

AGREATEDOCnONAL PACK 

FOR YOUR CHILDREN AT A 

fraction of the normal COST 

ember Eton tor example many September pubiotons appear flung August, tfwretore 
press kxj see may have changrt (erther n>or downf. 

• •• V-'., V. ;Jr ■ 5 - ‘■ free witton 14 working days. UK Marian* oHy OR: 
Ml - OHSF r, y : r-. Add £B SO per map* lem tar next working day delivery, UK 

MairKandmostrwxis. 
jT^ ECVTT 03DEFS: Most items are available at TAX FREE PRICES to (Xto UK 

r reader*! and service personnel when vising export sfiipnwt pleas* coriaci us 

EBEM3E3 AFTER YOU’VE SOUGHT KARfOTS* WELLSTTtlB: HERE. 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT: You wi be grven ogr ExdUswe T«ftmcal Support Phone Number to 
can start you require any tap or rtvtce on any aspect of the system you nave purchased 

12 RtONTH WARRANTY: tens pnwng lauliy wntw 30 days of purchasem replaced rfflh 
NEW UNITS unless otherwise staled. For the whole guarantee period, warranty service will be 
compteety FREE OF CHARGE, 
CCHXHCTfON F ACUITY: Any computer, monrior or primer requnng warranty service can be 
coVedfid trom ycM hom* FREE OF CHARGE (toring Ete guarantee period (UK Mainland ontyli j 
and a FAST turnaround * GUARANTEED by our OWN fEgiNEERSF 
FULL i^S7 '-WEh‘=!£: A» cor^uim are tested pnot b despatch, and ai tens are 
suppled mil run* plug and toads as reqund - pst connect upend use strain away 

mmxm wbe mum mmmvnui mdbi a*-*' vr„ 
Alt listed prices an what YOU PAYt and then an NO HIDDEN EXTRAS. 
VAT and postage are Included* and orices are comet at firm of going to 
press (Pack details may vary from time to time}. Otters are subject to 
availability and to being the latest advertised packs and prices. Our offers 
are NOT supplied on a trial bam. E&QE, 

♦pi.V 3Afg£ FtCILrn~.$ tutored la tutt your needs. Written details on request 
Gordon Harwood Computer! offer tacAtlm to purchase using our budget account scheme. 
APR **% (Vertabte). Available to meat adults Of eighteen years or over, subfed to status. 
Simply phone or write and we will tend you written details along with an appl icii ion form 
Applications, required to advance, available to Ml time UX mainland realdems and 
overseas British lore** personnel. Showroom vlsilors, please ash lor details of our in¬ 
store insiani AccouvT Written quotittoni on request 

H you are already the holder oi a Lombard Credit Charge Card you 
car use this to purchase Irom us (subject to your personal card limit) 

VmOUft SPACIOUS SHOWROOM: 
Please pay us a visit where our full range of advertised products & 
more, is available at the SAME COMPETITIVE PRICES, In the pleasant 
surroundings at our purpose built showroom (see "opening times**) 
There's plenty of FtitE parking close by too! 

Oft YOU CAN CHOOSE A PtfUPS 
MONITOR T tor Juil OQ EXTRA? 

See page 3 tor FULL details oi this 

remarkable Fast Text Monitor TV 

OR.JTOU CAN CHOOSE 

A PHILIPS MONITOR TV 
lor Just C2P EXTRA! 

Sw page 3 Inf FULL 
details &f this remarkable 

ADDACUMAMA 
CAX m 2ND DRIVE 

FOR JUST £50 

Finance Facilities Available* 
iPhuK pfuMK i» lot inlwmitMA j rx) yuui prrwnil ippHutum |UlL 

GORDON HARWOOD COMF1 

m 

oi ion 
DEPARTMENT!*11.11/G6. NEW STREET. 
ALFRETON, DERBYSHIRE. DE5 73F 
TEL: 0773 836781 FAX: 0773 831040 

The Closer you look* The Better we look. 
y Wir trrm* nrv ,uvitfoblo tmhfart in ef/irwc j ftw *»net mv uur ordering panel ill flhJ end oflbis cidivrl for full derails 



woFid of Plan 9. You are " ' r i 

the private investigator 
who must assist the; 

legendary Bela Lugosi, 
the original Vampira 

and Jhe totally 
forgettable Tor 

1 Johnson, to recover 
I six missing film 
ft reels and rebuild the 
H cult 'movie classic. 
m CONTAINS 
m ACTUAL FILM 
■ FOOTAGE TO 1 
m SPLICE AND 

IT'S GOT 
TO BE THE 

STRANGEST GAME 
V EVER JOE! A 

YEAH MAC.. ^ 
...AND... 

.SOMEBODY IS 
RESPONSIBLE . 

Pion 9 From Outer Spot* C1992 Wode Willioms 
Productions, Licensed by Alter Ego Productions 

Gremlin Grophks Softwore Ud*, 
Carver House, 2-4 Carver Street, Sheffield SI 4FS, 



fTp GAME REVIEWS 

THE NAME OF OUR GAME 

Amiga Format 

reviews. Why are 

they so good? 

Neil Jackson, 
Screenplay's 
Editor, explains... 

"There are always loads of new games trying to 

catch your eye on the shelves; some are good, 

some are great, but many are absolute rubbish. 

It's our job to sort out the good from the bad 

and award the best merits to the best games, 

not just hand out High scores to the friendliest 

software houses. 

“Wt won’t touch any games until they're 

completely finished. Why? Because you want to 

know what you're getting for your money, how 

good the game ts to play, and whether if* 
worth making a part of your collection. So we 

wait until the last possible minute; then we can 

give you the full story. That way, you can be 

sure we're the most thorough, the toughest, 

and the ones to trust " 

THE REVIEWERS 

Just what are our current 
favourites? The team tells all... 

MAFF EVANS 
"Gawd! Monkey Island 2, definitely. It's got to be 
the best thing I've ever seen or played." 

PAT MCDONALD 
“Hmrnm, let's say Eye o f the Beholder 2 because 
it's a game I can't take seriously ait all.” 

MARCUS DYSON 
Wizbid, cos there's so much in it and every time 

you play you find something new.” 

CLARE HODGSON 
"I hate to say ft but I really like Ugh! cos I feel 
I've got to beat the damn thing." 

TRENTON WEBB 
"Phew! Populous 2, because it's just very, very 
big and it kept me going for hours. * 

TIM SMITH 
" Sensible Soccer, because ft's immensely 
playable, with brilliant sound and it's accurate.” 

PAUL TYRRELL 
"Qooh, it would have to be Lemmings still, 
because it's innovative, original, weird and fun.” 

ED RICKETTS 
"fmv Lfamatrort because ft's so frantic and the 
samples are good. Plus ft's cheap.” 

STEVE JARRATT 
”1 don't know, that's a tricky one. Probably 
Paradroid 90: ft's old but I Still like it.” 

JON PILLAR 
“Shadowlands b definitely a contender, because 
ft's different to all the other role-playing games.” 

EVA HOOGH 
"I'm madly into adventure games, so I guess ft 
would have to be Eye of the Beholder 2.** 

Screenplay 
Welcome to the latest edition of Screenplay: the place where 

you'll find the hardest-hitting reviews of the newest games 

available for your Amiga. Here's what's in store for you... 

Platform Pandemonium 
Strange things happen when Ocean and Sensible Software team up 

to make a game. Find out the full story on Wizkid and catch the 

gossip from behind the scenes. What makes a good platform game 

anyway? We pick 10 of the very best. Page S4 41 

Ugh! 
Nope, that's not a comment, that’s the name 

of Pla> Byte’s caveman game. Fancy being a 

prehistoric taxi-driver? Page 60 

Ashes of Empire 
Provincial politics take on a new dimension 

in Mike Singleton’s new epic. Try your hand 

at Soviet-style reformation. Pag# 78 

International Sports Challenge 
Have you made your mind up about this 

month’s Covefdisk demo? Find out what we 

made of Empire’s Page 64 

Ishar 
Silm arils take the role-playing genre to new 

heights in this sequel to Crystals of Arborea. 

But is it an £0£-beater? Page 86 
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GAME PREVIEWS 0 

Before you set off to find out what's 

top of the bill in this month's reviews, 

pause for a quick look into the future. 

We take a look at the best of the... 
Coming 

WORK IN PROGRESS 
What s this? D & 

Hi 

footballing trend 

and make the 

giant leap into 

role ploying 

game* Could 

mm& 
HD |«f 

tocctf manager s 

equivalent of fye 

of the 

Generally better known for their football management 

games, D fc M Games are moving into new territory with 

their forthcoming Tenebrae. a fantasy role-playing 

adventure unlike any we've ever seen before. Instead of 

an Eye of the Beholder style interface, Tenebree uses a sys¬ 

tem of multiple windows where you can instruct your 

character or manipulate objects. It's also a bit different 

because it enables you to look at every scene from eight 

viewpoints, rather than the more common four. There's lit¬ 

tle animation, (encounters take place on yet another 

window, with messages informing you of what's happen¬ 

ing), but the panoramic views are rather special. 

A quick peek at US Gold's Work In Progress reveals a 

number of new games shortly to come from their 

American colleagues SSI, First up is the snappily-titled M. 

an isometric-perspective role-playing game with a science- 

fiction feel. You lead four characters (which you create 

yourself) and a rather useful robot through a host of dan¬ 

gerous locations where you meet and converse with 

potentially deadly aliens. And why. pray, are you subject¬ 

ing yourself to such risks? Because it's your job to rescue a 

group of diplomats who are being held hostage by an evil 

government. We say, let ’em rot? 

SSI's neat offering is the slightly more standard 

Prophecy of the Shadow, a typical SSI role-playing 

adventure. Plenty of arcane rituals, magic abuse and digi¬ 

tised sordid goings-on make Prophecy of the Shadow an 

involved and detailed affair. This time, you only get to 

control the one character, your hand-created personal 

alter-ego. as he or she goes wandering through dungeons 

■ JF Thr wmwLation 
specialists, 

Mavis, are taking 
a giant leap into © o 

a 

JVqoV $ \ 

*% 

RoboSport t s a 

strange multi 

pi*y*r- 
modem link#0 

fight to the 

death 

and catacombs filled with the usual dose of hideous crea¬ 

tures and evil wrong-doers. 

Finally, last in the SSI sin-bin. is Great Naval Battles: 

North Atlantic 19)9-1941. a simulation of. er, great naval 

battles of the Second World War. You get to command 

either the Germans or the British navy at any of three dif¬ 

ferent levels. You can take the role of the captain, 

responsible for the actions of s single ship, or run an 

entire fleet from an eagle's-eye viewpoint above the sea. 

Huge campaigns are yours for the fighting, or you can just 

dip in with the occasional mini-battle. 4 

Premiere 
Core Design Expected: August 

With cries of 'Action!” and “Roll 'em!" Core 

Design announce their newest platform game, 

bawd on the good old days of Hoi Iv wood, 

when film directors shouted through mega¬ 

phones and screamed things like "you’ll never 

work in this town again!" Premiere is a 

humorous romp through six levels of odd film- 

related madness, where you play the pan of 

Clutch Cable, a young Film editor who's jum 

had the final cut of his latest film stolen. 

Tomorrow is when the premiere is due to be 

shown* so you can guess what your task is 

going to be: retrieve the film and save the day. 

You have a suspect for the crime: your 

biggest rival in the film industry. So vour 

search takes you through six of his studio sets, 

where you think you might find your beloved 

film canisters. Each set Is a different level of 

the game, and each has a different theme: 

westerns, horror movies* fantasy films, car¬ 

toons, sci-fi B movies and oF black-and-white 

motion pictures. 

Clutch has the ability to leap around and 

kick, but he needs to use special weapons to 

beat off the rival film-maker’s henchmen. 

These range from dynamite found on the west¬ 

ern level* to custard pies from the slapstick 

section. Fighting wears Clutch out. so he also 

needs to search for the special pi//a tokens 

which will revitalise him. There's one of these 

stashed away near the beginning of each level* 

plus a supply of hoi dogs and burgers to help 

take the edge off his appetite. 

For Premiere, you can expect the same 

mix of cartoon style graphics and crazy game- 

play that Core made their trademark in the 

supremely bizarre HeimdalL The in-game art¬ 

work is the handiwork of Jen OTanoll 

M*tt Cluich Cable* Prtmwrt'i averstressed film 

editor. Can h* find the stolen film by tomorrow? 

****} M'lMO a *-03 B 

Clutch bursts in on * rival studio's Wild West 

film sat in a bid to retrieve the first missing reel. 

From there, it's on to the horror set to find Igor 

toying with th* deadly Van der Graaf generator. 

(Meirndatts art i si) who won the coveted 

Golden Joy slick Award for Best Computer 

Graphics in 1991. Find out whether he can do 

the same agam when we give Premiere ihc full 

review in next month's Amiga Format. 

The Carl Lewis Challenge 
Psygnosis Expected: September 

Up to now, Psygnosis have managed to steer 

clear of licence deals but lately they’ve joined 

forces with American sprinter Carl Lewis, 

who's more widely known for his positive anti- 

drugs stance <jusi ask Ben Johnson!I, In Carl 

Lewis Challenge, you arc the manager of a 

team of world-class athletes, It’s your job to 

guide ihcm through several competitions, 

ranging from the 100m sprini and hurdles, lo 

the javelin and long jump. 

Your team goes to a training camp before 

the com petition* w hile you judge their perfor¬ 

mance on a week-by-week basis* and decide 

whether they need extra courses to get them to 

their peak, Afier a bit of training, you compete 

in an arcade style running game which takes 

into account all the training you've done, if 

you get your runner over the line in the top 

three, you win a medal and the chance to do it 

all over again. 

Wait for mat I haven't done me tacts up yet. 

Why are we running anyway? ** it time for 
another post-race screening already? 



California Games 2 
US Cold Expected: September 

Tlm« to don your crazy street-gear end hoed for 

the West Coast where you'll find a whole bunch 

of freaked-out sports to participate in. This is 
the sequel to the hit California Games, and con¬ 

tains such bizarre activities as snowboarding 

(sliding down a mountain on e surfboard)* Jet 
surfing* skateboarding, bodyboarding (like turf¬ 

ing, but taken lying down} end hang gliding. Far 

out man! 

Hoi 
Hollyware Expected: August 

Crazy name* crazy game. Hoi Is the platform- 

ircade tale of a weird crocodile-1 Eke alien who 
has to make his way through five levels of The 
Madlands to find his true love. Yet another 

wipe-clean-and-re use' plot so hackneyed that 

you think it was a taxi. But despite this, Hoi is a 

distinctly playable and fun game* once you've 

made it past the first (and least inspired) level. 

Liverpool 
Grandslam Expected: August 

Grands/am are now muscling in on the football 

arena* just a little too late for the European 

Championships, with their 3D Liverpool game. 

It bears a stunning resemblance to Rage's 
Striker* and has many of the play options that 

were originally found on Artec's excellent Kick 

Off 2. Does this mean that it's going to be as big 
a hit as both those titles were? Find out how it 

scores next month... 

Lords of Time 
Hollyware Expected: September 

Remember Faery Tale Adventure, from around 
four years ago? Nope* neither do we, but lords 

of Time is apparently the sequel* from re¬ 
formed ex-Microillusions developers* Hollyware. 

The plot is your typical hack 'n1 slash fantasy 

affair* complete with spells, weapons and lots 

of strange monsters. Filmed in isometric 3D for 

that special circa 1999' look And it looks as 

impressive as thrice-used cotton wool. 

SAS Command 
Krisalis Expected: October 

This Title Is still being worked on, but it could be 

a storming game later this year, it bears a pass¬ 
ing resemblance to laser Squad, in terms of 
moving and shooting in game-turns*, except that 

all the boring two-dimensional status display 

have been replaced by isometric 3D screens 

with plenty of sound effects. It's rather like a 
Last Ninja with Uzi 9m mi really. 

Gobliiins 
Digital Int. Expected: August 

Not the weirdest game In the world, but flip-pin' 
close. Typical Gallic humour combined with a 

plot that wouldn't look out of place in a Python 

film. You control three cartoon characters with 

special skills like fighting* spell-casting and 
thieving. You must find the magic ingredients 

to cure the king; he's been on the sharp end of a 

bit of voodoo and is behaving very oddly. And 

so will you after you've played Gobliiins* 

* “' •; .* • ft * Not only have 
'^ n * *4.i ^ ' Access created 

two new courses 
for thi«if Format 

Gold winning 

Lmfct 

A* ^m (hey v# also 

£* included an 

updated version 

* Ot the main pro- 

I ' F . ..*-If I 1 *ram. Mow Mwfi 
BpP3^ Jir I customer service 

Makers of Sim City and Sim Ant* Maxb* art just about to 

release a completely new kind of simulation. Their new 

game* Re he Sport is (according to Maxis) the thinking per¬ 

son's shoot em up Armed to the teeth with more bombs, 

bullets, missiles end grenades then you con count, You 

control teems of robots that compete in five different 

sports. Those sports ere elf based on skirmish-style paint- 

bell games like Capture the Flag, Hostage end Treasure 

Hunt As you'd expect from Meets, the game control is e 

pomt-and-chdi mouse interface, with several different lev¬ 

els for beginners end old-hands You can compete against 

four opponents (either human or computer-controlled)* 

wvth the neat extra touch of being able to use e modem- 

link for long-distance or networked battles. We'll be 

taking a closer look at froboSport next month when we've 

finished our current epic battle. 

Fans of the US Cold/Access golfing hit Links, will be 

pleased to know that two new scenery disks are on their 

way. The first new course is Bountiful in Utah USA. a 

favourite of the Access design team* because it's their 

home course. Tucked away in the footiviils ot the Wasatch 

mountains* Bountiful is a real breatMaker of a course The 

next links course is Firestone Country Club home of the 

NEC World Series of Golf Built in 1929 by millionaire 

Harvey Firestone for his employees* the Firestone Course » 

something of a legend. The Access team filmed and digi¬ 

tised the course during October, and the finished links 

version positively glows with stunning autumn colours. 

Wsta ItLi 
MicroPros*, rt'i 

time to look out! 

impressions' new 
strategy sim. 

Caesar* fci coming 

soon* and from 
what we've seen* 
it i as good as 
Ovflkation. 

Could this mean 
a new leader in 
the field of 

strategy games? 

Prepare to be jettisoned into deep space in Empire's 

new space-age flight simulation* due for release in a 

month or two. Set in the turbulent atmosphere of Jupiter, 

the game takes the form of a trading, combat* bribery and 

bounty-hunting adventure, rather like the famous Elite, 

except that (according to Empire) Bye of the Storm “actu¬ 

ally has some gameptay in ft!" Owl 

Imagine playing Sim City in the first century AD, and 

you have the basis for Impressions latest game* Caesar, 

But instead of trains and traffic, you have soldiers and 

traders to deal with, plus a heap of problems with sanita¬ 

tion. temples, education (and aqueducts, presumably) 

Making life more difficult are the hordes of savages who 

don't take kindly to your empire-building. Impressions 

expect to launch Caesar during September* and will proba¬ 

bly be watching their backs soon afterwards. O 
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More than I OOO programs rated 
flP ■ .i1*' * *' .■"£$ >t f*’) J' , f & jdf** 

The sheer range of programs available for the Amiga 
is bewildering. But soon you need be wildered no 
longer - we’re putting together the comprehensive 
guide to all the Amiga software available in the UK. 

This special edition of Amiga Format will feature 
every commercial program you can buy, and well 

also be recommending all the best buys. 
More than just a magazine, it’s a vital resource for 

every Amiga owner. Don’t miss out! 



(5 GAME PREVIEW 

playing games with their 

stunning Shadowlands. 

Now they're attempting 

to brighten up the world of arcade 

games. Neil Jackson reports. 

Teque brought light into 

the dark world of role- 

F| mm the moment you set eyes on 

Shadow Worlds, you can tell it’s the 

sequel lo Domain's hit. Shadowlands. 

But here's a follow-up that's destined to be a 

bit different to its predecessor. For a start. it's 

biased to be much more of an arcade game* 

and many of the long-winded role-play ele¬ 

ments are being dropped in favour of mure 

immediate action and adventure. The biggest 

difference is the scenario: this time the setting 

is space, rather than a fantasy world. Teqoc's 

Dean Lester freely admits there's a distinctly 

Aliens fed to the whole thing. 'We make no 

bones about it - but it isn't Aliens as such, if s 

just meant to fed a bit like it,” 

This new fed is hacked up by the new 

scenery. Instead of fountains and portcullises, 

there are computer terminals in the walls* Yon 

can access these like you could do with the 

signs you had in Shadowlands. except that 

they can be interactive. You'll be able to read 

messages like before* but you‘11 also be able to 

insert pass-cards to open doors or access a 

computer for information. 

Me and my... 
The main game-control system is in the middle 

of an extensive redesign. Object-handling has 

been altered to reduce the amount of mouse- 

clicking needed. Occasionally, you can pa*ss 

items from character to character without 

accessing ihe inventory screen. If characters 

are close enough together, you can take an 

item from one character on the main panel and 

drop it directly into another character's hand. 

Compared to Shadowlands, this is lightning 

fast, and it makes Shadow Worlds much more 

exciting to play. 

On* w*y to dispel the darikness is to build yourself a flame-thrower and use it to light your way. It's 

easy when you use the bandy piece together weapons that litter the Shadow Worlds. 

Shadow Worlds 
From Krisalis ■ Expected: October 

As in Shadowlands, 

it's possible to sepa¬ 

rate your team and 

visit many places at 

once But beware of 

being caught by 

snakes and bugs 

when you're alt on 

ypur Own. 

The original was famous for its clever use of 

light, and the sequel takes the idea even fur¬ 

ther, Each character's space-suit comes with a 

working helmet-lamp which can be turned on 

and off* A beam of light pours from your char¬ 

acter's position, lighting up any objects in 

their paih. If you turn round, the beam follows 

like a searchlight. Dean reckons this is better 

than the all-round light-source from 

Slwdowlands: the flaming torch. 

The inventory screen now accommodates all four characters to save on 

mouse-clicking. This is where you swap objects and change formation. 

Here's one of the desert-style levels- There are 

no monsters yet, "cos they've not been finished- 

There is far more military hardware featured 

than you’d find in the mystical world of 

Shadowlands. The new weapons are multi-pan 

items, built from a stock and a barrel. Each 

A NEW WORLD; AND A NEW MASTER. 
Like the original* Shadow Worlds is being designed and produced 
by Teque. but this time the software House handling the game is 
Krisalis, rather than Domark. There's a simple, but rather odd rea¬ 
son for the change. Until Shsdowlands actually began selling, 
Domark had no real idea if ft would be a hit or just another 'also- 
ran'. When the project was finished* Teque had already decided 
that a sequel (in the form of Shadow Worlds) was possible, but 
Domark still hadn't made up their minds that it would be worth 
doing* Such is the nature of the 'corporate risk-taking' beast. 

Teque decided it was worth it and began looking for software 
houses to take the game* They first went to Krisalis. because Teque 
and Krisalis used to be part of the same firm and they've had 

strong links since. Domark were aware of the situation, but waited to see how successful Shadowlands was* 
Krisalis agreed with Teque that Shadow Worlds had enough potential to be a 'go' project and offered to 

market and distribute it for them. Meanwhile, because Domark still hadn't begun selling Shadowlands (and 
therefore still didn't know just how good ft was}, they agreed to stand aside and let Krisalis take the risk* Soon 
afterwards, Shadowlands went on sale, and Domark realised they'd let something hot slip between their fin* 
gers. It's a tough old world, this software business! 

The original Shadowlands, brought to you by 

Domark- So why is Shadow Worlds coming 

from Krisalis instead? Head on... 

stock has either a laser unit, a flame-thrower, 

or a magazine full of bullets in it* The barrels 

can be large single-shot cannons, or smailer- 

bore automatic repeaters. This way. you can 

combine your weapon parts together lo deal 

wilh a variety of situations. 

Still a bit shady 
The new levels have yet to he decided upon, 

hut indoor and outdoor levels are all 'in the 

pipeline-* Teque will he working on the puz¬ 

zles* problems and monsters as soon as 

they've finished implementing all iheir new 

ideas for ihe main systems. For the moment, 

they're content to play with the basics until 

they're sure they've got it right - the actual 

gameplay will come later. If Teque can spend 

as much time getting that righi. Shadow 

Worlds will really be something worth losing a 

few nights* sleep over* O 
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GAME PREVIEW 0 

Given the chance, who 

wouldn't want to rebuild 

society from scratch? 

Neil Jackson takes a 

look at a new god game 

that's already tipped to be 

an all-time classic. 

Swnt nations are easier to deal with than others, 

but to do this well you need diplomats to help you 
make the right call*. Civilisation'± politics are as 

twisted as they are in our uncivilised society, tut at 

least here you stand a chance of winning. 

46 

Civilisation 
I t*s getting to the stage where there are 

more god-games ihan there are major and 

_minor deities, what with Populous (I 

and 2\. Sim Earth, Sim City, and PoMcrmortgtr 

ail vying lor ultitnaie power. Now there's a 

new contender for the throne Civilisation* 

MicroProse’s American half have been busily 

laying ihc foundations for their near-religious 

experience ever since Railroad Tycoon, and 

now it's time for their second coming. 

Civilisation begins in 4<KX) BC. with a 

small tribe of nomadic people. Depending on 

your persuasion, they could he Romans, 

Greeks, Babylonians or even barbarians. 

Whichever you choose, your task is the same: 

show them the light, guide ihern to safely, and 

then help them to go forth and multiply. 

Tribes and tribulations 
At the beginning of your reign as ‘the 

omnipresent one-, you're presented with a tiny 

map showing your even tinier tribe, sur¬ 

rounded by blackness. The remainder of the 

world is a mystery to you and yours, until 

you've discovered it by travelling around. 

Stands to reason, really. 

You guide your tribe using the usual 

mouse point-and-cliek interface, issuing 

Each newly formed 

dty in your empire 
Has to be looked after 

or they tend to wither 

and die. The City dis¬ 
play enables you to 

get a clove up of the 

resources, food and 

technology levels of 
each of your fledgling 

home towns. 

Your actions towards 

your cities can have a 
negative effect. If 

you've been sending 
all the men of a town 

out to war. then the 
level of bad feeling 

gradually increases. 

The Attitude display 

helps you check this, 
and prevent it. 

The secret of advancement is education. When you discover new skills and 

techniques, you improve your people’s chances and make yourself strong 

commands to move in specific directions. 

Your flock do your bidding, and trot merrily 

from square U> square, gradually uncovering 

more of the map. If you’re lucky you may find 

yourself on an island, safe from marauding 

invaders fed at least a few hundred years. If 

luck isn't on your side, you may discover that 

you’re in-between a few other tribes (con¬ 

trolled by tire computer), all of which are 

likely to make life difficult from Ihc word go. 

Your tribe’s first action is lo found a capi¬ 

tal city and settle in it. This is simple: as you 

move to a new square, messages appear 

informing you of likely sites. You need to 

issue the order when you’ve found one you 

like Ihe look of As a token of their faith, your 

tribe erect a palace in your honour and if 

you’re continually good lo them, they extend 

and modernise it. This is a measure of your 

success - if your palace keeps getting 

upgraded you have link to fear, but if the may¬ 

ors keep getting run out of your towns, then 

it's time to slart rethinking your masterplan. 

From the solid base of your capital, you 

extend your empire, creating new cities (and 

militia to guard them) and uncovering the 

secrets of civilisation. These are the keys to 

advancing your tribe (now a fully‘blown race). 

Now and then you stumble on some lost arti¬ 

fact or reach a conclusion from a leap of logic 

- and kd - your tribe learns how to use an 

alphabet, or build wheels, or map-making. 

There are nearly 70 skills which your tribe 

can discover, from conscription and trade 

unions to railways and space flight. Each skill 

gives your tribe an advantage over ihe opposi¬ 

tion. plus the chance to develop further. For 

example, you can't leam the an of navigation 

without conquering the delights of mathemat¬ 

ics, the alphabet and map-making. Without 

navigation, any boats you make end up hug¬ 

ging the coastline for fear of getting lost, and 

that's riot much use iryou live on an island. 

Work of wonder 
The most exciting improvements which you 

con make to your cities arc the seven wonders 

of the world. Each of these can only be built 

once, anywhere in ihe world, but they're very 
costly (in terms of both time and money). The 

wonders bring prestige and advancement lo 

your cili/ens, increasing their happiness and 

improving their advancement. If you build 

these before your rivals get the chance, you 

can start to open up a tangible lead over them. 

All this pseudo-god-squad nonsense does 

have a point: if you can advance your civilisa¬ 

tion to its peak, they'll have the ability lo 

colonise space and join you in the heavens. 

Your main aim is to gel them far enough 

advanced to enable them to make the giant 

leap across space. In game terms, this could 

take several thousand years, and there's a real 

danger of being beaten to the finishing line by 

a warring civilisation. 

Like Railroad Tycoon, Civilisation 

promises to be an incredibly involved game 

that’s difficult to abandon once you’ve started. 

You need all your best skills up and running if 

you wanl lo stand a chance - skills you’d nor¬ 

mally associate with spreadsheets, perhaps, bui 

skills nonetheless. With barbarians popping 

over for a spot of raping and pillaging every 

other weekend, and Romans marching on vour 

beautiful cities, day in, day out, you'll have a 

lot of fighting and book-balancing lo do. Best 

get your sword and pencil sharpened up in 

time for next month. We are! *2? 



"International Sports Challenge brings you all the 
excitement of 6 different sporting events in the most 
rea/ist/c mufti-sports simu/otion ever produced" 

* A masterpiece of 3D simulation! * Unique perspective, 

superb realism! 1 Different courses offering a 

multitude of challenges, A sV88#«r 

^J?LEQ^V 

With stunning 3D 
vectors and 

unbelievable speed, 
the cycling event offers 

the most exhilarating 

and exciting race of 

your life. ■ Sharp reflexes will be needed 
to break records in the shooting 

events. 

1 4 totalty different events 

offering o wide spectrum of 

challenges from pistols to double 

barrel shotguns. 

The unique marathon is a test of strategy and technique 

as you take your runner through "the wall". 
■ The marathon, linking all other events together, allows 

you to tackle the ultimate challenge* * 4 courses. » Choice 

of six different runners. 1 Changes in terrain, weather ond altitudes, 

Test your skills in the 100m 

Breaststroke, 200m Freestyle, 400m 
Butterfly or 4x100m Medley. 

♦ Over 40 dives to pkk from on 1, 3 ond 

5 metre boards, together with a medley 
option, * More than 140 frames of 

animation gives this 

event unsurpassed 
realism and 

gamepiay. 
empire 
SIMULATION 

L__r> a 

Wfr - 1 I 
1 * njC 
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DRIVING GAMES 0 

Joyriding is Fun m iis computerised incarnation. An Amiga gives 

you the keys to virtually any marque of motor in the world; all 

you have to do is slap the disk in the drive, shift your 'stick into 

port 2 and rev like an XRi m the lighiv. 

To this end, a gamui of go-faster jalopies is forever forcing Hs way 

on to the software agenda. There are gods and there are dogs on high¬ 

way A5O0. hut the promise of speed - and the chance to crash a 

i I <10.000 motor - always delivers that ‘one more go' temptation. 

But there’s more to driving than going fast, and that's what sorts 

out the Fords from (he Ferrari*, There needs to be a game, as well as a 

driver, behind the wheel and this is where so many break down. 

Searching for a new Amiga motor is as tough as buying a real car, 

so the ‘Auto’ Format team has road-tested every computer car avail¬ 

able, to bring you the definitive guide to desktop driving. 

The good, the b 
im 

deals? Used car salesman Trenton Webb steers 

you to the top Amiga car racing games. 

3D POLYGON 
ID enables designers to create an actual game world, 
and accurate modelling of race track physics gives 
desktop drivers a sense of what motor racing is really 
like. The first hurdle is to get the polygonal jalopy to 
shift at a convincing speed. The maths engines that 
drive these games must be finely tuned, high-octane 
beasts that can cope with complex co-ordinate maths. 
The Skoda* of this genre look like theyTe running on 
diesel, with thick wadges of maths dogging the calcu¬ 
lation carbs for a frame-by-frame juddery slideshow. 
Meanwhile, the leaders of the polygon-pounding 
pack flash you past people-packed grandstands creat¬ 

ing a terrifying illusion of speed. You may find your¬ 
self hanging on to the edge of your seat leaning 
round those bends. 

But maths, however impressive, does not a game 
make. Good design does. Because the world in which 
you're racing is defined by the programmer, all man¬ 
ner of parameters can be introduced to enhance the 
illusion of reality. Everything from aerodynamics to 
suspension set-ups are reflected in the way your car 
drives, but these factors are the hidden tweaks that 
only concentrated play reveal. And it is just such 
tweaks that serve to make certain games classics. 

Stunt Car freer, the cruiest 3D racer ever to 

bum rubber. Leap hug# gaps, fall insane dis¬ 

tances and smash top-flight race cars to bits. 

COCKPIT VIEW 
Sprite-based cockpit views put you behind the dash 
of an illusion. Everything looks real - the padded 
wheel, the road signs, even the track - but you're 
really driving around a designer's dream. The advan¬ 
tage is a graphic one, because at last everything looks 
exactly right. 

Curiously though, despite being freed from the 
mind-killing maths of 3D polygons, these games 
aren't automatically faster. Sprites aren't calculated 
because theyTe already drawn, so they have to be 
stored ready for use at any time. And the better the 
graphics, the bigger the storage problems. But that's 

not all. Sprites are only drawn at one size and the 
game must scale them for each frame. This takes pro¬ 
cessor time, so if the other routines aren't as lean as 
they should be. once again you're demoted to the 
ranks of the DERV crowd. 

Efficient cockpit spriters pay massive dividends 
while the gearbox-crashers inevitably fail by the 
roadside, l/room and Super Monaco GP are both beau¬ 
tiful throttle-heavy adventures in pixel-perfect 
surroundings. Where would you rather race, on the 
cubist circuit or the realistic race track that only 
sprites can offer? Your chariot awaits... 

The corking coin-op comes horn* in Super 

Monaco GPr It's not a perfect done, but with 

control like this who really caret? 

TRACKING CAMERA 
Tracking camera perspective offers speed first and 
foremost and makes only token gestures to conform¬ 
ing to real driving. Cars simply don't drive like this. 
Put a car sideways into a comer at high speed and it 
does not sit there politely squeaking. But by some 
curious evolutionary process, such are the norms for 
tracking camera racers. 

Like the cockpit view boys, trackers suffer from 
speed problems too and once again the solution is to 
convincingly fake the whole show. Two-tone roads 
are used to convince the eye that the car is moving 
and not the road. And if you've ever driven through a 

OVERHEAD 
The most unrealistic of all computer driving games, 
overheads don't seek to simulate driving whatsoever. 
They sim die thrill of racing. The overhead view 
means that whole tracks (or at least large sections of 
them} can be displayed at once. So the stress factor 
isn't about what lies around the next comer- that 
should be obvious - it's about what your opponents 
are doing. Beating them is all, so use the track to trap 
or trick them. 

There's no problem with speed because all that's 
moving are four or five tiny sprites. What's needed 
here are dear, crisp, intuitive controls and cunningly 

road sign on a track-cam' racer you know that every¬ 
thing is not what ft seems. Collision detection, like 
sprite size, has to be calculated, so higher frame rates 
can be achieved only by making every second object 
'solid'. It's sometimes deliberately used by designers 
to soften up the toughest comers or to give a little 
more 'iudtJ on the earlier levels. Developed in the 
arcades, this naughty trick was one way of boosting 
the excitement and adding to the over-the-shoulder 
appeal that arcade-makers rely so heavily on. 

Fast furious and fun, these games are usually the 
best for pure entertainment and watchability. 

thought-out tracks. As your car rotates through 160 
degrees, how do you use an eight-direction joystick 
to drive the car? It's a fundamental consideration 
which, if wrongly implemented, can break the game, 
And once players have sussed out how to drive, what 
nightmare track layouts can be used to keep player 
interest up? Everything from tunnel sections to night 
driving have been tried, and when they work, they 
really work. 

So if multi-player racing is what you're after, and 
you think you could handle looking at the sunroof on 
your car all day, overhead racing is the style for you. 

Gremlin's Lotus 2 stormed the world. If s king of 

the hill, especially in four player mode, where 

nice guy* don't even finish, but bad guys win. 

Nothing lilt* real driving but excellent car-on-car 

action Just the same. Supercer? 2 saved the 

overhead racing genre almost singtehandedly. 



0 DRIVING GAMES 

ad and the rus 

All that's needed is Murray and JamasT f!GP is 

the boss racer, Race real circuits. In real cars In 

real time - If you're brave enough! 

Total carnage! Indy 50O only features one 

track and one race, but feel the quality! It's a 

top fuel racer with a real dangerous edge. 

Top 10 racing games: 
Formula 1 Grand Prix 
MicroPros* ■ £30.99 

In this 'mar perfect4 3D Simula- 
tlon of FI racing, programmer 
Geoff Crammond captures 
every feature of the world's 
most advanced sport. Full 
races, flexible set-ups, TV-style 
views, masses of beginner 
options and wonderfully accu¬ 

rate circuits make PTGPthe undisputed king of the carpark, tt 
couldn't be described as having a tank full of nttro, but with 
the detail turned down it blows many contenders away. 

32% Issue 30 

Stunt Car Racer 
Kixx ■ £7.99 

Guess who wrote this dooxy? 
Yup, Mr G Crammond, This 
time the 3D driving takes place 
on ridiculous rollercoaster cir¬ 
cuits. Huge jumps, uneven 
cambers and frighteningly nar¬ 
row tracks make life insanely 
dangerous, but brilliant fun. 

And when played on two Amigas simultaneously via a null- 
modem cable, it's virtually virtual-reality racing in your own 
living room. Just watch out for tyre-tracks on the carpet. 

- 93% Issue 6 

Toyota Cetfca, neat car, neat idea, but there'* 

too little feel to be real. At least there4* a co¬ 

driver on board who yell* out directions. 

Vroom.r i* how fast? lilt Soft moved up 

through the gameplay gearbox to produce 

this brilliant cockpit race spectacular. 

Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 
Gremlin ■ £25.99 

King of the sprites, lotus domi¬ 
nates the field of tracking- 

camera perspective racers. It's 
fast looks sweet and is packed 
to the cjfbs with natty effects 
and sly game pi ay tricks. Hit 
fog, snow, marshland and 
oncoming cars in this Magnetic 

Fields masterworfc. It gets slightly samey after a while at the 
wheel, but with hidden games and a simultaneous four-player 
option, ft's still die most fun you can have without petrol. 

89% issue 29 

Moonshine Racers tried i neat twist putting 

you in the seat of a smuggler's jalopy. The rac¬ 

ing was ok, but the tune was *000 smart! 

Yet again the magic name Out Run was used- 

this time with a Europe suffix - and yet again 

It failed to deliver the thrills of the original. 

Magnetic Fields is one big gun 
when It comes to overhead rac¬ 
ing. Supercars takes a format 
that was dead (or at least 
extremely poorly), hits it with 
brilliant graphics, fiendish cir¬ 
cuits and perfectly judged pace 
to put this killer sequel high in 

the running. It just works, plain and simple. If little cars and 
overhead views put you off, think again. Give it one game and 
you won't be able to get your knees out from under the dash, 

86% Issue 8 

iron man tvmn Stewart may be a little rusty now 

but the collision detection is so sharp it doesn't 

matter. Limited, but fun Just the same. 

Badlands? Well, It'* easy to where the 

bad part of the title came from but what 

about the lands? A sad exercise in QTT racing. 

Vroom 
UBI Soft • £25.99 

Using a sprite-based approach 
to GP racing, Vroom looks like • 
dog the first time you see it. 
But you’ll forget all that Head 
and Shoulders tosh about 'first 
impressions' the first time you 
take your mouse out for a spin. 
It's sooo fast and offers such 

precise control that you just have to drive faster, Vroom also 
offers a modem-1 ink option, enabling you to cut up any friends 
{or ex-friends) in Senna-Manse I lesque duels. 

91% Issue 34 
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DRIVING GAMES (Tp 

Top 10 continued... 
Indianapolis 500 
Electronic Arts I £24,99 

There's only one track and one 
- in varying levels of real' 

ism - in EA's 3D contender. Yet 
this soon ceases to matter 
when you cut loose in a US 
super car on the famous 
Indianapolis oval. Running in 
real time, concentration is 

tested to the limit a* » your knowledge of aerodynamics, tyre 
and suspension set ups. And if you do mess up - or rather, 

- you can watch the shunt from six different angles, 
92% issue 1? 

BOff Road Racing 
Virgin ■ {19.99 

I Graftg old - of Ratnbo w islands 

' M fame - plays another conver- 
M dPt sion corker in this storming 

overhead' coin-op conversion. 
Four little trucks have to he 
guided around a dirt track col¬ 
lecting cash and power-ups en 
route. It's nothing like real driv¬ 

ing, but it's just so much fun. Neat polygon maths are disguised 
under a sprite exterior to give razor-sharp collision detection 
and guaranteed playability for hours at a time. 

50% Issue 17 

□ Super Monaco GP 
US Gold ■ £24.99 

Another coin-op boy racer, this 
one makes the grade for its pre¬ 
cise control when driven with 
the mouse. It bears little (or no) 
resemblance to either the coin¬ 
op or the real track, but what 
does that matter when life gets 
as intense as it does here? 

When weaving your way through the field there are few 
chances to admire the smart visuals, but they’re very good. The 
only problem is that the tyres don’t appear to be rolling. 

83% Issue 21 

In two-player mode the screen splits, Lotus style. Curiously, player two gets to use the top 

screen, which can Cause some confusion the first time the flag drops. 

Where's the road gone? 

This sandstorm blows 

up the second the race 

begins, ft destroys any 
hope of seeing where 

you are going, but who 

cares when there are 

only three folk left to 

overtake for victory? 

i ll just slide to a stylish 

stop, blocking the 

track, to celebrate win¬ 
ning the first US race. 

Shame about the fuel, 
but we made it (just). 

0Nitro 
Psygnosis ■ £24.99 

r 
re- rrm 

4 1 

In classic Super Sprint overhead 
mode, Nitro is typical of all 
hard-core Psygnosis games: pol¬ 
ished, slick, highly playable and 
solid. Its most outstanding fea¬ 
ture is night racing, where all 
you can see ahead of your 
motor is two pools of light. 

Aside from this there’s nothing special apart from exceptional 
balance of play, so it just works as a game. And of course 
there's a typical sexy Psygnosis intro as well. 

84% Issue 19 

* v v v * r v 1 

jaguar XJ220 
Core ■ £29.99 

Fast slick and extremely big. 
Jaguar scrapes in at the base of 
the top 10. It brings manage¬ 
ment elements to bear in the 
lotus gameplay mode, so you 
have to buy your way from race 
to race. Although a welter of 
graphics are brought to bear 

over 36 different circuits it's left wanting a bit Hi the ’feel* 
stakes. Even so. it has a viciously competitive edge that makes 
up for a lot - see the full review in these very pages. 

83% Issue 37 

Eat tyre-smoke Mr 
Corvette-type person. 

Psychologists reckon 
that red cars make you 

more aggressive, and 
nr* true These guys are 
either incompetent or 

complete nutters. 

See the world in your funky Jag machine. Unfortunately you have to 
pay. So to race you have to win, repeatedly! And remember don't 

blow it all or you'll have nothing to spend on tyres, engines or brakes! 
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Jaguar XJ220 
Core nicked the driving licence of '92 when they signed up Jag. 

But should it be endorsed? Trenton Webb makes them blow 

into the bag to see if the crystals turn green or Format Gold. Jaguar is more than a car. it’s a legend. 

The name has all the right associations - 

from the E-type* through Le Mans vic¬ 

tory to The Sweeney”% titles - so the game that 

hears its name has much to live up to. Core s 

response to this challenge is a car game with gcxxJ perfor¬ 

mance but little personality - more of a Toyota CeHca 

than an XJ220. 

Get your motor running 
A fictitious private Grand Prix circuit provides motive for 

this international racer. You tour the world driving three 

races in each of 12 countries. Finish the 20-car dash any¬ 

where in the top six and you win some cash to pay for 

repairs and travel to the next race. 

If you pick one of the six available songs on the CD 

player then it cuts in and all sounds well* If you opt for 

sound effects then a reasonable snarl follows your revs 

through the box. eventually. Hit the fim comer* mind* 

and the lame tyre squeal blows out the other effects* 

though the graphic back-up is potent enough lo offset the 

sound troubles. Silting on the line* a sea of cars is visible* 

each drawn with a hint of cartoon solidity and each easily 

spotted and identifiable. 

Head out on the highway 
As soon as the flag drops* the game's speed becomes 

apparent. It’s not the fastest kid on the block, but can cer¬ 

tainly hold its own and conveys a solid impression of 

2Q0mph racing. Each comer is flagged in a course-spe¬ 

cific way that* once missed* is never forgotten. In 

England fences always mark the inside of a bend while 

arrow-topped poles always mark the outside in Egypt. 

Each of the 'flags’ is just visible enough to give you time 

to get on line. Enough* that is. provided your attention 

isn’t diverted by the jostling of other racers. This game- 

play advantage is shortlived because courses are 

frequently obscured with fog. rain* snow or sandstorms, 

forcing even seai-of-the-pants drivers to learn the course. 

The different effects and various national backdrops 

are good, each forcing attention 10 be focused on every 

aspect of the display. In the fog* the strong murky effect 

makes you tailgate the rear lights of those ahead. Wet 

courses force you to watch the track for rev-sapping pud¬ 

dles* while in the snow you’re struggling to see the 

light-grey track itself. Each circuit of every country is 

strong* but none are stunningly tough. 

This relative equality of tracks matches the structure 

of the overall game* in that the only effective factors are: 

after each race you must repair your car and afier every 

three races you must travel to the next venue. As for 

financing your efforts, you start with a pool of some 

£40*000 and can win up to £27*000 by finishing in the top 

six. If you finish well and protect vour car you can afford 

to travel* but go bust and it's Job Centre time. 

Racing with the wind 
The repairs screen is a polished pose* but if you can 

afford to throw a £200*000 sporting classic around, you 

can afford Hash garaging. The car can be 

viewed from one of three angles and damaged 

bits glow moodily red against ihe dark blue 

backdrop. 

The addition of this tactical edge is welcome. 

It affects the way you drive and where you drive, but it all 

falters on the size of the prize. You basically cam too 

much if you win. Even drivers who haven’t even begun to 

wonder what the middle pedal does can win races with 

only about £10*000 worth of damage, bui if inflicting it 

won you £20*000, what’s the problem? Major compo¬ 

nents like engines may eventually need replacing* bui the 

necessary £80,000 is quite easily amassed. 

The quantity of the prize money would be enough to 

keep drivers on their heels and toes if first place - or at 

least a convincing placing - wasn’t so readily achievable. 

But Jaguar is loo easy, particularly with the mouse. This 

throws the balance out and the sacrifice of a linear* bui 

gradually tougher, course structure doesn't seem worth it. 

The feelin' that you're under 
The driving ’feel' of Jaguar comes into question here. 

The car rumbles through comers wUh an amazing amount 

of adhesion, even at the highest speeds* There’s no sense 

of drift, just gradual understeer* w hich means you can go 

full throttle for virtually every race if you line up right 

and are prepared to take a knock. This may not be in the 

spirit of the game, but it’s not punished anywhere near 

heavily enough, 

Jaguar works well in each of the individual races. 

The competitors are tough and race against you, not just 

appearing randomly. The graphics flash by with impres¬ 

sive speed and the sounds are solid, if not exactly 

stunning. Overall, the game is sabotaged by the ease with 

which victory can be achieved. You'll need to concen¬ 

trate on every yard of track, but first place is eminently 

achievable and even the occasional fiasco doesn't halt 

your progress* This robs Jaguar of that essential* victory- 

or-busf edge so apparent in its rival Lours 2, 

Trenton Webb 

‘YffTfi1' 
MEEDS 1 MEG 

Five old jalopies to avoid 

O Outran ■ US Gold 

"The first game that could be played by 

post" w«s * common jibe at the time of 

OutRun * ultra hyped launch, This is an 

outrageous slur on the Post Office - the 

game's vague controls make it feet more 

tike you're playing by semaphore. The 

coin-op version made arcade racers 

respectable - the conversion changed all 

that for the desktop driver. 

® Days of Thunder I Mindscape 

This movie licence captures the feel of the 

original film perfectly - ft's appalling! 

Watch NASCAR on TV and you may be for¬ 

given for thinking that racing on oval 

tracks is dull* Play Days of Thunder and 

your worst fears will be confirmed. 

Comatose 3D. control tag and total lack of 

flexibility conspire to ensure this one falls 

its MOT, 

51 

$ t-ED Storm ■ US Gold 
From the Capcom 

coin-op, LED Storm is 

an overhead stage- 

by-stage racer. Well* 

it would be If It was 

actually a game, but 

this one feels more like it's running on a 

C64 emulator. The LED of the title stands 

for Laser Enhanced Destruction, but there 

are no lasers, nothing's enhanced and the 

only thing likely to get destroyed Is your 

patience. 

© Cisco Heat 1 Image Works 
The arcade version 

relied On spectacular 

W-degree turns to 

support its pitifully 

spartan gameplay. 

This conversion 

removes the effect from the equation and 

leaves the gameplay to fend for itself on 

the hard shoulder of life* only to be 

promptly crushed by the juggernaut-sized 

oversight that even average players can 

finish ft first time out. 

© Hanf Drtvln' ■ Domark 
There is a school of 

thought that argues 

die word Drivfn* 

comes from the 

Latin Drivan'. which 

translates as 'sloth- 

like ID with more bugs than the average 

swarm of locusts'. This is of course a lie, 

but W you've seen any of the Onvin' series 

(hard, Hard U and Race} you'll be ready to 

believe it* It does have a nice boa though. 
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TOTAL! The only magazine dedicated 
to Nintendo gamers, full of reviews 
and tips for the NES, Game 
Boy and Super NES! 
Our logo. Proudly displayed on the 
shelves of all good Newsagents! 

Oh now look! ^3 
You've got the end 

caught up! Maybe 

you should stick 

with the bazooka! 

^ ThUk',****' ' * 
fuFtrnr (Ottw™1 * 

] 

It's not my fault! 

This flippiri' thing's 

got a life of it s own! 

1 nearly had my eye 

out just now! 

HuiwhbK"1 
The Addams 

Centipede 

A totally independent mag 
from Future Publishing, 

We delve into the 

365*: S 

, Pf! 
L-.V1 Itl 

The Addams 
P Family1* v 
^ ^ „ Die Hard, \ 

Jackie Chan 
Hung Fu> 

v fiS Wizards And 
S' ^ Warriors Hl- 

Hunt For 
m& 'M Red October 

- /„ Sfk \^rJ'T 
' Super Oft v 
iJi-' '« Road, I 
f ' The 

Rocketeer 

More 
Nintendo 
than any 

other 
mag in 

PS Britain! 

# f ^"11CCi c«ar Wars on NES! 
M tips: SMB* on SHESJterW--- 

' It's classics month with 
new Game Boy 
versions of old gems 
like Q*Bert, Pac Man, 
Centipede and 
Missile Command! 

V 

x Masses of up-to-the- 
minute NES reviews. 
And we're telling you 
everything you need to 
know about all the 
Castlevania games! 

(More Super NES 
reviews than ever 
before, including our 
first reviews of 
Japanese and 
American imports! 

12 stunning pages of tips with player's guides for Super 
Mario World (SNES), Star Wars (NES) and Duck Tales (GB)! 

Got a Nintendo? Then get TOTAL! 
Issue seven is on sale right NOW! 



jfc Commodore 

PC PLAYER 286-16 
HARD 

Mb DISK 

COLOUR VGA MONITOR 

AdLib Sound Card 
Pair of Stereo Speakers 
8 Entertainment Titles 
Productivity Suite 
1Mb RAM 
3'/" 1.44m Floppy Drive 
1 Year On-Site Warranty 

NEW FROM V Commodore • fO« WORK AND PLAr}= 
The Commodore PC Player Pack comes 
with a full 286 16MHz PC-AT with 1Mb RAM, 
a 40Mb hard drive and floppy disk, and 
a 14” VGA colour monitor giving dear, crisp 
pictures. H aJso comes with two powerful 
stereo speakers and a sound card to give 
incredibly life like sound effects. Because it 
is fully PC compatibler you can use the 
Commodore PC to run thousands of 
industry standard PC programs. The PC 
Player sound card, and the entertainment 
and productivity software (which is 
effectively free of charge in the special low 
pack price), combine to demonstrate the 
power of Commodore's new PC Player Pack 
for work and play! 

ADLIB SOUND CARD + SOFTWARE 
Th* AdLfc Card ctmIss rTwd-btowwig pound* and muse with it* 11 
dlfl*r#nt FM lynttwawd voicw. - evwytoing from ms$ drum* and 
bull«t Dlflsls lo trumpet* and lomidlH the Juke Bax program d 
specialty designed eo demonptrata the ciiiMfrhtiet of m* Ad Ub 
Music Synihesuer Card ll enables you io play pro-programmed 
sony* or ifw you create yourseW 

FREE! CASTLE MASTER wewt* £29 99 
Eipfreive Bhe aorfd of Virtual Ristty with (he most auuuapfw 

FREEt ESCAPE/ROBOT MONSTERS vot* £24.99 
SO'* (carve fiction come* ahy* m tow hrtenoue * 
arcade game Jkxn Jake and Duk# and *»« ma world1 

FREE! HARD DR1VIN If 
The worVls most tamou* race driving nmuW 
bn th* ga* a* you race around tour Vvftng c 
track edrtor t*a ' ‘ * 

worn* £30.64 
Buckle up and step 

_ oirci^ts- A complete race 
toduded. aacMang you to dn^jn you* own track* 

FREE! MIG-29 «o>m. £34 .19 
Aotiadmed as Ha best ftghtor voift n toe world wtwjh ha* forced 
the Wetf so fMvakiM* cs whose '<?*** ctratogy Take * torougn «t* 

FREE! PfT FIGHTER worn* £29.99 
Fghtng tar a wng cs herd amen harder omen toe opponent! you 
lac* ■» Sas perfect conwKffOn of toe emuc Arcade flame 

TREE! SUPER SPACE INVADERS wcwtn £24,99 
w ig7$. a sfrang* ptonomwnon shook toe work} - toe nwaoe*! 
landed now ihey'ra back - oosoet and btae than bafwf 

FREE! TRIVIAL PURSUR wo™ £24.99 
Over half a m*on paopta are «ira^ anypytog toe P0n*M*r venppn 
of to* worlds b6*Fseamg board game an*n graph** sound «n*cts 

FREE! WING COMMANDER wcem, £35.99 
The t 

oc 
Hardware - 
286-lSMHz RC-AT. £509.95 

iU 
14’ VGA Colour Monitor. £252,63 
High Quality Stereo Speakers.. ■£24,99 
Adlib Sound Card + Juke Sox Software. £89.99 

< 
Software - Entertainment 
Wing Commander . £35.99 
Hard Drivin* II .... £3064 
Mig 29 .. . £34.19 

Q. ThvalPursutl ..... £24.99 
Escape from the Planet of Robot Monsters .... £24.99 
Ca$Tte Master... £29.99 

u 

Pit Fighter, ....... 
Super Space Invaders ... 

£29.99 
£24.99 

Q. 
Software - Productivity 
Secretary Bird -.... .... £58.69 

TOTAL VALUE: £1,172.02 

0 

PACK DISCOUNT: -£350 69 

PACK RRP C699-vAt = £821.33 
j 

D tacmoiogy lor gaphe* and anmappn One cf toe mo*i 
addeto* game ever* 
FREE! SECRETARY BIRD worn, £58.69 
An ea» to learn, any to use lat of composer toot* 
WRITER' A Word processor wflh fpadng checker, attewng 
you to prepare document* auGfi e* toner* and fegorts 
CALC: a spreadsheet lor acooutong task* ike beknong 
chcojeciock* controitog budgat* and tookeig after taae* 
FILER: A datadase 'or stonng and looking up maectom of 
■ Riimahiiii. Ike address book* or an rdn ttf you tauoune 

Keep back & your document* 

dflarent app)c*Bors Al toe tools are inkad tooetof* 
aflowng you to paste mtarmaben between toe dtoerar* 
program* And with toe Manager you rwe a smpe yet 
powtoM gentraksed syston kx ruwwig you program* «nd 
manegeig you fa«* 

SILICA PRICE ONLY 

£649 
+VAT * £762.58 Order Rel: CPC 2266 + MON 4930 

I SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU I 
• FREE OVERSIGHT DELIVERY; Oh al hardware order* sapped it toe UK mantod 
• TECHNiCAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team & tecfwvcaf anpedi at your mm 
• PRICE MATCH; We normally match competitors on a ‘Same product - Same pnoT pass 
• ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record m professional computer sales 
• BUSINESS * EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT' Volume dbcounts available 
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities al our London A Stop branches 
• T>f£ FULL STOCK RANGE: AH Of your requirements from one supplier 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Wifi be mailed to you with offers and softwaje/penpheraJ details 
• PA YMENT: By cash, cheque and al major credit carts 

Before you deode when to buy your new PC oontoaflbie we suggest you trunk very carefcfty about 
WHERE you buy ii Consider what n wsi D* tote a few month* after you have made you? purchase when 
you may require adeftonai penptwrate or ooreumatsMs. or befe and «Vc* And. w* he company you 
buy from contact you weh totals of new tovefoprnents and products'* As 5*ca Systems we ensure to* 
you will hew rtong to worry about We nave been eetabfctfed tor over 12 years and, wtt our 
unffvaltod e*penenoe and expertise, we can now daim to nut our customers lequaements with an 
understanding which ts second to none But donl just take Our word tor A Compile and return toe 
coupon new tor our latest Free literature and begri to experience the *S6ca Systems Savin' 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hattifidey fid. Sidtvp. Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081 309 1111 
OrO* LVw* Q(Wr« Ufrv Sw 900wiw6 00p^i_No LBW (Wing_Fm Nq 0*1-30$ 0WA 

LONDON SHOP 
Op^»ns Haw* 

52 Tottenham Court Road London W1P OEA Tel: 071-5H 4000 
F*i Nd DTI -323 4 

LONDON SetnOges nc f*:- Oxford Street. London. W1A I AS Tel: 07UM 1234 
■r»-6 0OW"Li*t **?* Thu^a^ |rtl *pm Eitanwnn. 

Op*rtng Hqx* 
1-4 The Mm Hattetoy R4. Stop, Kent 0A!4 4DX Tel: 0«1 302 Mil 1 

ligvSW * QCwn-530pm_U» Fmtay uW) 7pm_Faa Mo 081 308 OQ17 1 

He Silica Systems, AMF0R-0892 78 1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Rd. SitJcup Kent, DA14 4DX 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

■309 1111 
SILICA 

YSTEMS 

PLEASE SEND ME INFORMATION ON PC PLAYER 

MrVrsMcssMs 

Address 

Surname 

TaJ {Home) .. 

Company Name (rf appiicabfet: 

Postcodte 

Tel (Work): 

| Which computerjsi rf any, do you own? 

fat# #4. 
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(SAME REVIEW 

The Wizard and Wizball have been 

kidnapped by the evil Zark. Ready your 

joystick and prepare for excitement as 

you try to rescue them in Ocean's new 

platform game cum adventure game cum 

shoot-em-up. Sounds weird? It is. 

Wizkid is bright and 

colourful, like every 

cutesy platform game 

should be. But under 

the cheerful exterior 

there ire some pretty 

anarchic goings on. 

Vour adventure starts 

at W irk id training col¬ 

lege, where you Jeam 

your wir-skills from 

BD Snail. 

From training it's 

straight into the 

action. Knock the 

bricks into the bad¬ 

dies and see them get 

splattered 

Wizkid 

There arc no two ways about it, this is a 

very strange game. Wizkid h the type 

of game that French programmers 

seem to chum out with monotonous regularity, 

but it’s belter than anything I've seen from 

over the English Channel for a very long time. 

I'm not saying that it's fundamentally bizarre: 

it's just a cutesy platform game (if you don't 

know what one of those is, turn to page 56 of 

this issue 10 see our analysis of the genre), but 

hiding within Wizkid's structure is a mis¬ 

chievous intelligence. 

The colourful graphics and irritating tunes 

that pervade the game simply can't hide the 

fact that the people who wrote it were having 

wicked fun. Unheard of! Coders enjoying their 

work indeed - what is the world coming to! 

But the benefit to you and I is that we'll enjoy 

O 
O 
NJ 

playing it at least as much as they enjoyed 

writing it, and possibly even more. “It gets even more complicated 

The tellies look great and they do an excelleol 

job of squashing the baddtos, as that bee on the 

right just discovered. Now he's a has bee~n. 

Pinball wizkid 
You play Wizkid. the son of the Wizard from 

WizbatL Hold on a second: unless you've got a 

scry long memory you probably donT know 

what the hell the shoot-em-up classic Wizball 

is. Never Fear, here at Amiga Format we don’t 

Like to leave our readers guessing, so if you 

glance around these pages you'll find a box 

explaining just what tfs all about. 

when you discover that Wizkid 

isn't just a simple platform romp. 

There are huge great gobbets 

of adventure/role-playing game 

lurking in there too.” ■ WHY IS WIZKID SO WEIRD? 
We asked Jon Hare, of Wizkid programmers, Sensible what possessed them 
to write such a batVarse game. He Nad this to say: "Because we used to 
write games like that all the time, but they weren't commercial enough. 
We knew we could get away with Wizkid because of Wizball's reputation. 
You don't often get that much opportunity to experiment with new ideas. 
For example, what can you do with Mega /o Mania, or Sensible Soccer 
that's really new? With a game like Wizball. you've got the freedom to 
decide what you want. It's not hard to come up with crappy game ideas, 
but it's harder to do something more interesting," 
AF: How long did it take? 

JH: "Two bloody years!" But Chris Yates, the other half of Sensible, enjoys splitting hairs: "23 months!" 
he cries from the background. 
AF: What's next? 
JH: "Well, we're not doing another Wizgame for the foreseeable future [mind you, Wizkid was nearly six 
years after Wizball]. That's not to say it's dead, but not for a while. We're having a rest!" 

Your dud. ihc Wiz. and Wizball have been 

captured by Zark who is holding them captive 

in his castle. You have to travel to his island 

while freeing kittens on the way. If you're suc¬ 

cessful. you’ll face a final showdown wiih 

Zark and have the chance to liberate your par¬ 

ents so everyone can live happily ever after. 

But if you fail, the Wizard and Wizball will 

remain incarcerated until you improve your 

playing technique. 

Acid casualties 
The play fields are themed quite strangely - 

travelling towards the castle is sometimes like 

taking a strange. LSD-fuelled trip. Along the 

way you meet a host of cute-looking animals 

and people, all of whom prove to be less than 

friendly to the touch. Headbutting the objects 

on ihe screen can help you on your quest. They 

are easily dislodged and when they hit the little 

unicycling clowns or the multi-coloured but¬ 

terflies (see w hat I mean about weird I it 

splatters them most effectively. And this is. just 

the easy bit! 

If you can get one ‘thing' to hit more than 

one creature, a bubble is created. If you hare 
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A trip around Wizwoctd. These art the levels Wick id has to complete: 

1. Sunset Wirovard A bit of a cruise, this easy. 

2. Ahoy Wiz Maties An underwater adventure - get the oxygum. 

3, Mount Wizimanjaro In the heart of the volcano - choose the right door. 

4, Element ret My Dear Wizfcid Don't get stumped by this level. 

5, Ghost of Wirkid Part 

6. Wizfcid and the Wiztsall Mystery 

The vampires on this level are very difficult to beat. 

A bit of a shoot-em-up to keep things exciting. 

7. Wizfcid Goes to the Circus Prepare yourself foe some death-defying stunts. 

1. Wizfcid Meets Dog Girl What did this poor gif! do to deserve such mockery? 

9, Jail House Wirfirst Level Crack the shell to reveal vast riches - you'll need 'em. 

A tune completed, the notes rain down as cash 

Collect all you can - you'll need it because 

you're off to the shop screen. Spend It wisely. 

jxound the screen and manage lo collide with 

the bubble, it will burs! to create a musical 

note. If you get enough notes to fill the stave at 

the top of the screen, the tune shown by the 

notes is played, 1 did tell you it's a strange 

game didn’t I? 

Not all the bubbles contain notes, how¬ 

ever, Some have clowns' noses in them and 

some have sets of false gnashem If you burs* a 

nose' bubble you will gain the ability to ‘jug¬ 

gle* dislodged scenery on your head. This may 

sound Ukc a superfluous talent, but it can 

prove very useful. You see, on some levels 

there is a short supply of things to headbut at 

the nasties, so being able to keep one piece of 

debris going for a while can be very useful. On 

H)me screens you can just dislodge an item 

and sit there with it bouncing on your head 

until all the baddies run into it and expire. And 

when you are juggling things, you can throw 

them anywhere you choose by moving the joy¬ 

stick in the desired direction. 

The false teeth, or thundcrehoppcrs as 

they 're called, arc almost as useful When pos¬ 

sessed of a pair you have the ability to pick up 

(in your teeth, of course) any item of scenery 

Old classics never die, they just 90 on making 

guest appearances Th« Wizball level sadly, is 

not as good as the original. 

just by pressing fire as you headbut it. Once 

you've picked something up, you can move 

around the screen with ii in your grasp until 

you arc in the best position, then let go of the 

fire buiton and bomb the baddies. Both of the 

extra powers take a little getting used to, but 

soon you'll find you've developed a preference 

for one or the other. After that, playing the 

game without the power-up will seem like a 

real chore. To help you get the hang of using 

the power-ups, the first level of the game is a 

training school, where a character called B.D. 

Snail teaches you the basics of the game's con¬ 

trol method - do pay attention, you'll need the 

skills soon enough. 

Life's great adventure 
It gets even more complicated when you dis¬ 

cover that this isn't just a simple platform 

romp. There arc huge great gobbets of adven- 

tu re/role-play mg game lurking in there loo. 

When you have completed several screens of a 

level you will have created and burst enough 

bubbles to play a lune, at w hich poini the notes 

will fall from the stave ai the lop of the screen 

and rain down as money. Collect the 

WALK THE BODY 
If you collect enough bubbles to play a tune, you will be trans¬ 
ported to the shop screen. In each shop you can buy items that 
will be of use in your quest for kittens and diamonds. That is, pro¬ 
vided you have collected enough money. 

One of the shop screens. The items on sale vary from Level to Level, H 

still Haven't found a use for the red herring and the white elephant - 

I wonder why that is? 

If you choose the 'exit to body' item from the shop, you will be 
presented with the current level screen with no floating 'scenery' 
on it. It looks pretty dull at first, but if you've bought and col¬ 
lected the right things on the way through the game, you'll 
discover that you can do things and go places on the screen. Let's 
take a look at just some of these 'secret' levels: 

If you have a carrot, you can take ,„but you can't make him swim, 

a donkey to water,,. You'd better jump for it. 

Pink! You're in the ladies, sun¬ 

shine! The gents is next door. 

Ooh! Look at that It's a red dia¬ 

mond. Pick it up. 

Mow much is the doggie in the 

window? Jump on the woof,.. 

...and into the wiirooin. There's 

something to collect. Find it! 

In the circus, just Light the blue 

touchpaper... and bang! 

Down below the circus ring 

there's a surprise in store. 

Mow handy. A Wizkid-sized hole 

to climb through. 

Gosh, I'm sure that huge pile of 

cash will come in handy. 
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-*■ money as it fails - if you let a coin bounce 

more than a few times on the bottom of the 

screen it disappears. Once all the money has 

gone* you will be presented with the shop 

screen. Make sure to buy items with care: 

some are useless and if you fill your pockets 

with them you’ll have no room left for the 

more useful trinkets. 

After you've bought every thing, or spent 

all your money* you can choose to exit to 

either the head or the body. Exiting to the head 

will lake you hack into the game - line if you 

need to earn more money, but exiting to the 

body is what it's really about. The arcade plat¬ 

form bit just allows you to make the moolah, 

but to have any chance of completing the 

game you have to spend it wisely and then use 

your powers of reason and logic so you can 

use the things you've bought in the best possi¬ 

ble way, Nowr hold on a second, we're not 

talking a Secret of Monkey isttmd-texel adven¬ 

ture here! If you don't have a particular object 

Wizkid will give you some pretty big clues. So 

big. in fact* that they include showing you a 

picture of the object you need - you don't 

require an ‘A' level in role-playing games to 

stand a chance in this outing. 

The secret screens and little scenarios you 

can get into by exiting to head are often hilari¬ 

don't lose anything if you fail* Each crossword 

is themed to the level you are on at the lime, 

but be warned! They are very difficult and the 

time limits are short 

Amazement arcade 
The action and adventure continues through 

nine (increasingly difficult) levels until you 

have finished the main part uf the game. 

Now you have to rely on how wfeH you 

have done so far to help you with the final 

showdown: a boat race to Zark's island. Your 

crew is made up of the kittens you have 

released throughout the game* and not enough 

kittens means not enough speed. Zark will be 

able to beat you to his castle and pull up the 

drawbridge - at this point ifs "game over* 

lime and back to the beginning. 

If you have a powerful enough team to 

make it to the casile before Zark then you must 

battle him at a game of his choice, I can t 

really see why Wizkid doesn't do the decent 

thing and run him through with a sword so the 

Wizard and Wizball can be liberated, but that's 

not the way it goes. t*m not going to say loo 

much about the final encounter* except that 

you will need as much money as you can get. 

Oh, and a great love of classic arcade games 

wouldn't go amiss either. 

An offer too good to 
tw* true, the kittens 

will help you get to 

Mark's c*stte. And 
there'4 a handy boat 

waiting to be used. 

Vou'lt need a full 

complement of 

kittens to wifi this 
boat race. 

ous and. although you could feasibly finish the 

game without going via these routes, it is well 

worth it just for the extra fun you'll have. 

Almost every level has a secret screen to 

access and most have more than one. The only 

exception seems to he the ‘Ghost of Wizkid 

Past' level, hut you never know, it might just 

he that sve haven't found it yet. 

The secret screens aren't the only sub¬ 

game elements. Every so often* apparently at 

random, you will be given an option to do a 

crossword for points. Give it a whirl, you 

With Wizkid (and Parasol Stars) Ocean 

have released two great arcade games in as 

many months. It makes you wonder wrhy they 

keep putting out lame film licences when they 

can produce software of this quality. But they 

only produce what they think they will sell* 

and it's you and t who do the buying. 

So rather than gnashing and grinding on 

about how crap Terminator 2 was why not go 

out and buy some quality software like this 

instead? You knowr it make sense. 

Marcus Dyson 'S 

SO WHAT EXACTLY WAS WIZBALL7 
A long, long time ago, 
Ocean brought out a 
game called WizbatL It 
involved a Wizard, his 
friend. Cat elite, and a 
malevolent force 
called (funnily 
enough!} Zark. 

The Wiz lived on a 
colourful planet called 
Wizworld, but the evil 
Zark had turned the 

whole world into drab shades of grey* So the Wiz 
invented an amazing bouncing sphere which he released 

on to the surface of Wizworid to defeat Zark and restore 
all the colours* 

It sounds just as weird as Wizkid doesn't it? And it 
almost was. One thing's for sure, it was an excellent 
variation on the horizontally scrolling shoot-'envup. 

Wizkid 

Ocean ■ £25.99 

• Colourful graphics ;utd catchy tunes arc 

spot-on For (his type uf game. 

• Totally weird sense uf humour and bizarre 

gameptay msikc this uniquely entertaining. 

• The ‘collect money to spend in shop’, and 

‘find objects in use later’ elements are bolh 

unusual in an arcade platform game* 

• Superb a readiest vie secret ending (but we're 

mu going to tell \ou what it is). 

Just wha 
game an; 
Cutesy platform games: 

they're cute and they've 

got platforms in 'em! 

Or are they (and, indeed, 

have they)? Not the 

easiest genre to define, 

these games continue to 

be massively popular. 

Marcus asks: why? 

So! What is a cutesy platform game? The 

name suggests that it's a game with cute 

character sprites that leap around on 

platforms. And, by and large* this description 

is correct. They almost all have platforms in 

them and 1 can't think of any that don't have 

cute heroes. In fact, they very often have cute 

baddies loo! 

But the genre isn't nearly that easy to 

define. Here in the Amiga Format office we 

all agree that Wizkid is a CPG (and a damned 

good one to boot), but it contains very few 

platforms - most levels contain none at all. But 

cutesy platform games do have several ele¬ 

ments in common, besides the candy-coated 

sprites. Without exception they are tests of 

hand-to-eye co-ordination, timing and. most 

importantly, of skill. 

They sometimes even test the brain as 

well as the body. Many cutesy platform games 

have fiendishly clever systems for awarding 

power-ups. cunningly secreted bonus levels or 

even straightforward 'collect, keep and use 

later' systems more commonly found in role- 

playing or adventure games. 

Down at the arcade 
A better name for the genre may be ‘arcade 

game', since it is in the arcades that they first 

gained popularity. From the earliest days of 

Donkey Kong hurling barrels down the ramps 

at a younger und altogether less annoying) 

Mario, hosts of people have Found pleasure in 

these bizarre games. But back in those days it 

wpas a much simpler matter to beat the 

machine. Just climb the ladders, swing on the 

ropes and get to the top of the screen. Not even 

a fight to the death with old Kong himself. 

Once he saw you coming he just tied to the 

next screen to ready himself with a fresh sup¬ 

ply of barrels to hurl at you. Nowadays, of 

course, things are a tad less simple. If you 

don't collect the power-ups in the right order 

they don't do the right job. If you don't collect 
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s a platform 
may? 

the bonuses in the right order you don't get the 

super bonus. If you don't gel the super bonus 

you don't gel into the secret level. If you don't 

gel to the secret level you can’t finish the 

game. They aren't making it any easier for us. 

In a way they are pure computer games 

because, unlike shoot-em-ups. sports games or 

sinis, they don't take their inspiration from the 

real world. These games exisi purely in an 

world dreamt up by the programmer and 

realised in a computer's circuitry. 

Boys keep swinging 
But what is it about these games that keeps 

vou. the Amiga-owning public, buying them by 

the lorry load? Our recent reader survey tsee 

pages 24-35 for the full results} shows that 

you're a mainly male bunch. In fact* every girl 

out there is outnumbered some 19 to 1 by 

members of the less fair sex. So how come a 

sizeable proportion of you have got a copy of 

tfew Zealand Story, Rodland or Rainbow 

islands lurking somewhere in your bedroom? I 

mean, they're not typically masculine games 

now arc they? Don't gel me wrong. I'm not 

poking fun, I think these games are just as 

wonderful as you do. 

But we're flying in the face of convention 

here, wc boys playing with our computers. 

Most people will tell you that all we're inter' 

ested in is death and destruction: shoot-em-ups. 

beal-em-ups, kick-em-ins* smart bombs, lasers, 

space ships, destroying planets, total genocide 

- that's whai computer games are all about. 

They arc stunting our intellectual and 

emotional growth. 

Of course, we know better. We know that 

computer games are honing our hand-io-eye 

co-ordination, our sense of timing and our ana¬ 

lytical capabilities. And arcade games are 

among the besl for this. You and I know that 

we don't have to fall prey lo sexual stereotyp¬ 

ing, wc don't have to play shoot-em-ups just 

because we were bom with a Y chromosome: 

we are masters of our own destiny. Masters of 

the joystick. And there are no games that tickle 

our joysticks as much as the cutesy platform 

game. Long may they prosper. 

Tbit it on* of the 

few 1*v*1i of Wtzkid 

that actually has 

platforms in It. But 

that doesn't stop 

the gam* fitting 

into th* cutesy plat¬ 

form genre. 

The Amiga Format UNOFFICIAL Top lO Platform Carnes... 

kvw*.'v - 

Rainbow Islands 
Graftgold via Ocean 
The grand master of cute credibility, often 
imitated, never bene red. 

WizKid 
by Sensible Software for Ocean 
A newcomer to the cutesy arena gets high 
honours straight away. 

Rodland 
from Storm 
A cracker of a game that never quite got 
the credit it deserved 

Parasol Stars 
by Ocean 
The follow-up to Rainbow Islands, and the 
old magic's still there. 

Bubble Bobble 
from Ocean 
The first of the Rainbow Islands trilogy 
looks a little dated now, but a classic. 

Titus the Fox 
by Titus 
Foxy French frolics with flawed control $y$ 
tern. Almost a classic. 

\f 'ii? 
K 

RobOCOd (James Pond II) 
by Millennium for US Gold 
Frantic fishy fun of the cybernetic variety, 
Oodies of hidden levels and bonuses. 

Fire and Ice 
by Graftgold through Renegade 
Another new contender that shows out¬ 
standing promise. Highly recommended. 

Flood 
from Bullfrog via Electronic Arts 
The best game-ending sequence ever, but 
you have to finish it first! 

Mew Zealand Story 
from Ocean 
Cute kiwi craziness, an oidre but goodie, out 
on budget You really should have this one. 
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oNt>£279 

WANT MORE 
GAMES 

OR OTHER 
EXTRAS? 

MTia I» 0MWII1H10 B£U THF CQMRDim 
WIHltf BGINOHITHFIGIFWE 

AMIGA 500 U 
Full UK sok.. int. mouse, power supply, oil lends 1 manuals, etc. 

AlONE WITH MONITOR 
51 IK 279.00 478.00 
IMS 299.00 498.00 

AMIGA 3000 
7SMHZ 100MB HD, 4MB fast RAM 7MB chip RAM 
■ 5CALA • DeKnre Point IV • Amicavislan 

AlONE 3289.00 
WITH PHILIPS 7CM 3279 3539.00 

AMIGA GOO 
I MB WB 765,15 FD + Smart Card imerfrue with 
* 12 rnonth onsite wmonty 

A600 + DELUXE PAINT III + GAME £364.95 
A600 20MB HD (LARGER availaiuj £459.95 

STARTER RACK I 
MAX VAIUE/RRP 

• 10 Blank Ones + ID rapacity lockable disc bo* 76.96 
• Mouse Mol 4.99 
• Virus Killer Disk 4.99 
» DPnlat III or Horne Accounts 79-99 

TOTAL VALUE 116.95 

WITH AMMJA/CDTV 17.99 
SEPARATELY 24.99 

STARTER RACK II 
MAX VAIUE/RRP 

• Astra 10 gomes pock or 0 SMB RAM e»p( 1.31 219.76 

• G FA Basis 50.00 
• Phcten Paint II« Bock to ike Future 11(1 J] 69.95 
• HoBdrry Acremmadation* 

TOTAL VALUE 169.71 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 19.99 
SIPARATIW 39.99 

‘WMo stacks Imt, MliHes 7 people to stay up to 16 
■qhfc to »wr 250 betels » Great leitain, SJreW end 
frupee. AB yaa kave t» let is beeakfasi aed d™»»f. 

NO OTHER DEALER 
CAN BEAT OUR 
CREDENTIALS 

* I- years experience in Commodore product and here la slay 
* Commodate trained staff are friendly and helpful cad art 

pomtov rmArmedia, educational, games, programming at 
techvsi wfoofcts faulty mare than one!) 

* Open 94 pin Monday to Saturday and 10-80 cwn to 4.30 
jm Sunday! fo convenient shopping 

* Cdfos wmm far advice and demonstration at out 1600+ sq 
fi High Si CtcRt branchH 

* Hex' day defoery fgr mast orders received by 5 pm, express 7 
am 9 am and Saturday wrm avofable 

* Hardware arefulr tandbd and deferred safely ond refcdbfy 
by toged insured top m Conner some* 

* 100% pre-despatc: ‘«3mg an JLt.^k 
* Free 30 day next doy courgr coieCwn and defetfy of NEW 

rtpiptoment. 
* Hotline support ond in-housi engineers 
* Extended warranty avadobie on many proc.cts 

_♦ Upgrade and Irade in offers la keep you up is drtt 
Exceptional after sales servkt 

COMMODORE PREMIER DEALER 
Habbyl* proudly announce this highest CBM, aecoldbi, 
awarded to only the top few dozen CBM dealers offering the 
best in expertise and support. All Amigos full UK versions. 

^-sasig,. It No problem' **'***•*? 

WteanAISODwi Lji on , 
It1.... "n#l" 

N 
Y E A H S 

TO (MARKET PLACfe ST. ALBANS 
005,41396 

BEDS LU1 2PGITEL (0582) 457195/^11281 

AMIGA 500 PUIS 
Fall UK spec., inc. mouse, power supply, leads l manuals, etc. Int 
updated Agnus S Denise chips for better street! resolution to 
1280x512, Kkhlorl & Workbench 2.04, expandable to 2MB CHIP 
memory 4 battery clock 

ALONE WITH HQNITGI 

IMS moo 509,00 
2MB 349,00 549.00 

Zydec external drive with on/off S daisy chain port ADO 48.D0 
Aha with Kkkstori 1.3 + ROM Sharer for switching between I 3/2 04 

la eliminate campatibifity problems ADD 47.99 

CARTOON CLASSICS 
GAMES PACK EXTRA 

(1MB REQUIRED) 
VALUI/RRB 

Cartoon Oassks Games: lemmings 2 5.99 
The Simpsons 24.49 
Captain Planer 25.99 

Deluxe Point III with animation 79.99 
3 Disc Home Pock including Word Processor. 
Spreadsheet, Database or FD Games compikfion 9,99 

TOTAL VALUE 161.96 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 15.99 
SEPARATELY 29.99 

1 500 PACK EXTRA 
(CAN EE USED WITH A500 

1MB AND A500+} 
VALUE/RHP 

* The Works Pktinum word prwessar spreadsheet 

database 169,95 
* Deluxe Paint III with animation 79.99 
* Get the most out of your Amigo book 9.95 
* Hobhyte 50 Programme PD Greats Pock II 39.95 

ITfHER OR 
* Sim City * tank 24.99 
* Populous * Tola 24,99 
* Their finesl Hour * Digital Home Accounts 29.99 
* kttlechess * DT 29.99 
* Mkroswrtch Turbo Joystick 9.99 

TOTAL VALUE 418.79 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 49,99 
SEPARATELY 69.99 

SPECIAL: Alio wirh Cartoon Classics Gomes ADD 12.99 

WHAT THE CUSTOMERS SAY 

../extwwly courteous and rapid resown* to my problem*.. anil not 
hesitate to recommend you to my colleagues.' 

Hr Darrd Noddy Slough 
“Thank you lor dealing » promptly with my requests *1 was lekdoni 
shout ordering my campy ter mal order. Havtover I hove betn very pleased 
with my dedbgs with Hobfcyie you ate to b* commended for your 
customer service/ 

TrMtxr Fatter ion Bangor 
"tte hove dcah with many of the leading computer suppliers in toe past, 

but the senrkt yog provided ms second toner* E W Boiey ■ fteden 

_'Thank you for everyone s good service' J i oriived at 7 20om the next 
morn, 

mfmJ inonm ifyfrpTianijritin 

1 was very impressed with the service I received in the first instance. I 
r*aiy appreciated hew quickly you managed ia get the printer despatched 

ham your LmMu branch For mt‘ jSCwfaa.tawhw, 

AMIGA 1500/2000 
Full UK spec, with I MB RAM, mouse, expansion as 2000, leads, manuals 
New including Kkkstart 8 Workbench Z.Q4. 
Hard disc configuration int the high performance GVP If controller card 
EXPANDABLE 10 8MB. Fast reliable 52MB +120M8 Quantum Drives ore used 
ALONE WITH 8833 WITH 7CM + FFIXER 
Dual Drive 495,00 695.00 859.00 
DD+GVF+20M6 HO 699.00 899.00 1065.00 
DD+GVP+52MB HD 765.DQ 969.00 1129.00 
DD+GVP+12DM8 HD 908.00 1112.00 1272,00 

Per extra 2MB lilted to GVP 
Aba with Kkkstart 1.3 + SOM Sharer 

ADD 60.00 
ADD 47.99 

CDTV 
The ultimate CD mlerixtivt mdti media machine with cm Amiga inside! 
* CDTV with CD SOM dfhrt • Hutchitborts Encyclopaedia CO 
* Lemmings (D • Welcome CD *- tulwial 

* Disc Caddy * Remote control unit 
AS ABOVE 439,99 

ALSO: With keyboard and block matching disc drive la allow access to 
whole range of Amiga disc based so ftware 54 9.00 
SPECIAL: Aho with up la E90 worth uf {0 titles of your choke! 

ADD 60.00 

THE HOT LOT PACK 
(1MB REQUIRKP) 

VALUt/RRP 
* Cartoon Classks Games: Lem mings 25.99 

The Simpsons 24.99 
(optom Planet 25.99 

* Deluxe Point III with animation 79,99 
* 10 GREAT individually pack aged games, previous 269,82 

RRPs up to 3199 oath, phene to choose from current Ihl, or 
leeveitious! Children s gomes avadoble, 

* 50 Programme Hobbylt R) Great Pwks II 39.94 
* Dust Cover + mouse mol 9.98 
* 10 Blank Disc - BO (opacity Disc Box 26.98 
* MicToswrtrh turbo joystick 9.99 

TOTAL VALUE 513.72 

WITH AMIGA 59.99 
SEPARATELY 79.99 

< SPECIAL ALSO 10 extra great games ADD 25.00 

PROFESSIONAL FAMILY 
PACK 

* Cartoon CkrtSkS Games: Lemmings 
mmim 

25.99 
The Simpsons 24,99 
Captain Planet 25.99 

* Deluxe Point 191 with animation 79,99 
* The Works Pfoinum Word Processor, Spr eadshee 

and Database 149.99 
* Their Finest Hour. Fhghl Simulator 29.99 

OR lad to the Future and Pasimun Pat 11.3 only) 
DR Digital Home Irtttmts or tid the Ovdc 

* Virtn. KHler Dkk 4.49 
* SO Programme Hobhyte PD Greats Pod IJ 39,99 
• Hobbyte Infant. Junior (spedy) or Secondary 

Educational Pock 14.99 
• 10 Skmk Discs - 80 Capacity lockable dtsc box 26.98 
* Mouse MaU Ehrtt Cover 4.98 
* Turbo MkroswHch Joystick 9.99 

TOTAL VALUE 468.86 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 79.99 
SEPARATELY w.w 

SPECIAL; Also with Star 1C 200 9 PIN 
Colour Printer and Starter Pack ADD 165.00 
Also with Gtizen 224+24 Pin 
Colour Printer and Starter Pack ADD 245.00 



FAMOUS FIVE PACK 
7,5TfA,ls mwm 

» Join bwd fliyions Famous Fry* to solve the mystery of Treasure 
island in ihh educational interactive adventure 24,99 

* 401 choose from any entertaining National Curriculum 
Moths or English course from Fun School publishers, 
Many Fun School 25.99 

* Target moths, suite of 4 fun programmes aimed al specific 
Ncitionol Curriculum targets OR Moths Adventure. 
This adventure through lime dtows pupils to revise and 
check their progress in National Curriculum maths 25.99 

* Sim City Educational game award winner and Populous 
OR Elf ■ travel os Cornelius the Elf and Fannie ■ addictive 
pud* game 49.9B 

* Hobbyte Junior or Secondary Educational PD Puck,, featuring 
up to 12 ‘Learn while you pfoy" gomes 19.99 

* Hobbyte 50 programme PD Greats II Pack 39+99 
* Mkcoswitth Turbo Joystick 9.99 

TOTAL VALUE 196.92 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 59.99 
SEPARATELY 79,99 

SPECIAL: Also with ID great individually packaged gomes 
RRPs up lo 09 91 phone to choose bom current fist, or 
leave it to us( Children 's go mes available 

value m<m 
ADD £34,99 

GOLDILOCKS PACK 
S-l 1 YEARS 

MAX VALUE/RRP 
The Three Bears:- A colourful MkotSonol ond entertaining 
adventure loosely based on the traditional story .{Improves 
reading skills and develop imaginative and logical 
thought) 22.95 
Money Matters Four graphically brilliant and educationally 
sound gomes with coins keyboard overlay, top reviews 24*99 
Postman fat {1.3 only), OR Edd the Duck [7+ yean) OR 
Matched Pairs 0 R Bli nky1 s Scary School 14.99 
Hobbyte infant or Junior (specify) Educational Pock,, 
featuring up to 12 'team while you ploy gomes ! 9*99 
Hobbyte 30 Easy Children s Gomes, 10 pock tor 
including Train Set and other tap entertaining PD titles 19.99 
10 Bkmk Discs 6.99 
Microswilth Turbo Joystick 9,99 
Deluxe faint li/Phaton Paint II at Elf or Puzznic 89*99 
Mouse mat 4.99 

TOTAL VALUE 214.87 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 49.99 
SEPARATELY 69.99 

ACCESSORIES 
Blitz virus protector 4 backup device for any external drive 
A52tJ Modulator 
4500 Deluxe control centre 
Compel il ion Pro Joystick 
COTV Keyboard 

FLOPPY DRIVES 
7yd« 3,5 external drive, doisvehoin + oa/eff 
Cumona (AX 354 3,5 external drive, beige 
COTV external 3.5 drive, block, , 
PC 810B with anti cfeck + Blift back up and virus protector 
PC El S OB os above, Cyclone compatible 
PC SB08 with Blitz 4 X Copy 
Dual drive os PC 880B 

MOFRFORS/YVS/i 
CEM 1D655D! monitor + leads 
Philips 6833 MlII monitor ond foods 
CBM 1960 High res monitor + Mway flicker fixer for 1SOO/2DOO 
Till + swivel stand for Philips 6833 
Philips 7CM3279 Hi res SVGA 2Sdp for 3000 inc lilt 8 swivel 
4s above, plus flicker fixer for 415M/2000 

HARD DRIVES 
4500 GYP 530 57 MB HO +68030 1 MB exp. to SMB 
4500 GYP 530 170 MB HD -6SO30 JMB exp to 8MB 
4500 GVP 530 740 MB HD +6B03Q 1MB exp. lo 8MB 
4590 20MB HD 
4500GVPII52MB HD, exp to 6MB 
4500 GVPfl 120MB HO. exp to SMB 
41500/7000 GVP II corrti*: exp to SMB + Quantum 57MB HO 
41500/7000 GVP ft cant, exp to 8 MB * Quantum 120 MB HD 
Per extra 2MB fitted to above 

OLD AMIGA TRADE-IN 
The best trade-in allowance, extra for peripherals ond 
accessories. Trade in your aid machine for a brand new 4600/ 
Al 500/2000/3000. C0TV or even a PC 

ABSOLUTE BKGINNER5 
RACK 3-9 TEARS 

VAtUE/fttP 
* Fun khool 7, under 6 years. 6 6 yean or 8+ yean 19,99 
* Fun khool 3 or 4r specify under 5 years, 5 to 7 years or 

7+ years. 
- 12 stunning UX educational gomes with beautiful 

pictures, exciting animation and musk that helps to develop 
n umber, word and other dkifts. Dp to 6 skill levels. 
Conform to National Curriculum requirements, 24,99 

* Postman Ftt {I 3 only). DR Edd the Duck {7+ years) OR 
Matched Pairs OR Dinky 1 Scory School 14.99 

* Hobbyte Infant or Junior (specify) Educational Pock, 
featuring up to 12 ‘learn while you ptoy“ games 19.99 

* Hobbyte 30 Easy Children's Games, 10 [Mick disc 
including Train Set and other top entertaining PD titles 19.99 

* 10 Blank Discs 6.99 
* Joystick 9.99 
* Deluxe Poim ll/Phuton hint II or Df or Prank 69.99 

TOTAL VALUE 206.92 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 49*99 
SEPARATELY 69,99 

SPECIAL: With Cartoon Gossics Games and Dpatnl III 4 

animation instead of Dpetnt 11/Photo* Paint If (1MB req.) 
VALUE 80.0Q 

ADD 14.99 

AMOS 
PROGRAMMER'S PACK 

(1MB BIO.) 
VAUK/IW 

* EASY AMOS complete, simplest possible, fun-lo-use beginners 
programming course. Learn lo write professional looking 
arcade games, educational, etc. software in weeks, not years. 
Complete with graphics, sound, animation and more 
Upgradeable to Amos 34*99 

* Cartoon Classics Games OR 
Lemmings Elf 25.99 
Captain Planet Purznik 25*99 
The Simpsons Digito Home Accounts 24.99 

* 50 Progr a m me Hobbyte PD Greats Pock 39.99 
* 70 Blank Discs + 80 Capacity LackobleOisc Box 33*97 
* Mouse Mat + Dust Cover 9*98 
* Get the Most out of Your Amiga book 9*95 
* MkroswHch Turbo Joystick 9*99 

TOTAL VALUE 215.64 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 59,99 
SEPARATELY 79.99 

Ai above, but with; 
* Amos the Creator instead of Easy Amos 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 69.99 
SEPARATELY 89.99 

NOIL Far bom above pods. 0 second Reefy « hod dm* ond 1 
prater fat ItsBmg we rttonmondod, but not esstnlid 

9.99 

24*99 

19*99 
26*96 

221*90 

TRAMPY'S OR 
THOMAS'S PACK 

2-9 YEARS 
AT HAST 57 EDLtCAT IONALTUH FILLED GAMES' 

RULI VALUE/RRP 
* The Shoe People 6 colourful ond entertaining games 29,99 

featuring Trampy and friends to encourage early number 
rwding and pre-reading skills With Shoe People music 
OR Thomas the Took Engine's Fun with Wards - 6 separate easy 
to use learning programmes with animation and sound. 

* Shapes ad Colours lobby the Clown entertn ins and 
toys down the foundation for maths and writing in 6 
colourful animated games 

* Fun khool 2r 3 or 4 the 1 un School* suite have won 
just about every award going 5 or 6 wonderful 
animated games. 
OR Picture Book 4 colourful ad amusing games from 
ex Fun khool' design manager will delight young children 

* Deluxe Pant 11/Photon Point II or Of or Punnk 89.99 
* Hobbyte Infant Educational PD Pack, containing 10 19,99 

fun while you learn gomes 
* Hobbyte 30 Easy Children's Gomes Pock 
* 10 Blank Discs, Disc Box, Joystick, Mouse Mot 

TOTAL VALUE 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 49.99 
SEPARATELY 69,99 

SPECIAL With Cartoon Classics Gomes and Dpaint III + 
animation instead af Dpaint II/Photon Paint II (1MB req.) 

VALUE 80,00 
ADD 14.99 

ARTISTS PACK 
VALUE/RRP 

* Deluxe Pawl ill with animation (upgradeable to DPN) 79.99 
* Power 400dpi scanner with Power scan professional j/w 99.99 
* 10 disc Hobbyte PD Gcophks Pack inc. dip ort + utilities 39.99 
* Cartoon Gossks Games: OR 

Lemmings Elf 25.99 
Captain Planet hunk 25.99 
The Simpsons Dtgrta Home Accounts 24.99 

* 50 Programme Hobbyte PO Greats Pock 39*99 
* 20 Btonk Discs + 80 Capocdy LockoUeDisc Box 33.97 
* Mouse Mai + Oust Caver 9,98 
* Gel the Most out of Your Amigo' book 9,95 
* Micros witch Turbo Joystick 9*99 

TOTAL VALUE 460*82 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 139*69 
SEPARATELY 169.99 

DTP PACK 
ALL AS ARTIST'S PACK 
PIUS: PACESETTER II 

TOTAL VALUE 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 

OR: PRO PAGE 3 
TOTAL VALUE 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 

400*82 
99*99 

499.81 
189.99 
219.99 
269*99 
470.81 
239.99 
279*99 

23.99 
24.99 
44.99 
T 1.95 
44.95 

48.95 
52.99 
59.99 
47.95 
78.99 
98.99 

115.95 

216*99 
216*99 
549.99 

12*99 
259.99 
349.99 

694*99 
844.95 

1038*95 
249*99 
339.99 
448.99 
244.99 
406*99 

42*99 

SCANNERS 
Rabha 400 dpi 37 greyscale * Oaloican software 87,99 
Power Hand Scanner 400 dpi. 64 greyscale. Powerscan software 97.99 
Power Colour Hood Scanner 235,95 
Sharp JX100 A6 Scanner + stem lab software, supports 
4094 tohr up la IB bit 545.95 
Sharp jK 300 A4 Sconrwr + s/wr up to 24 bit PGA 

EXPANSION 
*500 51K MM tip * clock ..21 .M CBM ASOItxp.29.00 
IMIuf (hMOO.POA 1500 * I MB upgiooe 43.99 
1 5 MB e«p lot 1500.74.99 KS13 ROMSttm-er.47.99 
GVP A500 aial. tw Bold Drives 

PRINTERS 
*10M 

Citizen 120*0 112.95 
Slot 1(20..134 95 
Slot 1(200 col.172,95 
0*jen5«ift9_171.95 
Star 1(24-10.171.95 
Slot LC 24-200 .216 95 
St« 1(24 200 col.256 95 
Ctnen 1240.176.95 
Ctijen 224.211.95 

JUOMC 
W1K 

nun 
Cilijm 224+col- 236.95 

o- Ciliren Swift 34e.24695 
• (iliiiti Swih 24o col' ,266.95 

— Slot XB 24/200-.476.95 
- 5lot IB 24/250_45695 
** KPDni*...346 95 
o HPDotkjoltol.576.95 
a HP Poinlpt.. .526.95 
< BJlOo BoUlojolport 226 95 

wmt 
STARTER 

PACK 

1.3 TO PLUS UPGRADE 
Chip biting ond boor d upgrade available, by 
our qualified engineers or DfY kii .... 

STARTER PACK: SOD Sheets A4 or coflriaews paper. Amigo to 
printer lead t Universal Prpttr Stead * with new drtvi 

PDA 

EMULATION 
KCS Power board.183.99 AT Bridgeboard foil 500 . 329.99 
GVP 2B6 Emulator.227.99 386 S« B board l« 1500 429.99 
ATOrra......178.49 GVP40/4foe 1500 _945.99 

1 

DISCS 
lOBIonk 05/00 dices in box 6.99 
50 Blank 05/0 D di«i 17.99 
50 Blonk D5/HD di«s 27.99 

SOTWARE 
Gomel- id for list FROM 3.50 
All lolnl gomes 3055 OFF 
All iMioae titles 2555 OFF 

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT FACILITIES 
Credit term al 34 APR |varigbl«J ton be orrea|ed for purchoMs ever 
Cl SO. whieci to statu* (ompetanre lerang uhemm me otw avottobie far 

baenHU* mduAi^ sole eadvv and pvmeihfs Jaa) toiagtiow hv 

ORDERING: 
TKLESALIS NO: (0727) 56005 

Ncrt <denr Mvotip for cr«cM cord order* piocod More A SOwn vjfaied eo ovfiikMiy. 
Atefw*«lys*nij d*Que, ratal order, bonhfi <Mror ortdol order <PtCs, Edua^an 
and Govemmenr bathe* ertri1 to; Dipt Af Hobbyto Campuier Centre, 10 MoHiei 
fleet. Sr UbM.-MALlSOG db» 7lor e»^jretoerm Subjecr 
toowxsir, despair es nomxAr 24 hens of qf d*md payment fees 
RTavtact fltrv(T topi'ess.howwo,aresomehmestflicedtodtoiw 
(her up derw” Ptecs* diock behove cvdening.. Addif*cmd servwers. and drfiiBreii 
packages moy be cflnd in our shcwrwms. ond paces mffy vary bom Moi Order prices. 
FVwflol caiorT mi osfcsd fo quote this od to ensure Mai Order packages ore offered. 

UK MAINLAND (NOT HIGHLANDS) 
Despatched by post, pleas* chick 

■charges when ordomg 
Next day courier wrote, 110 per box 
Normal rate plus £20 + VA1 per box 

IN ADDITION WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING EXPRESS SERVICES. 
Saturday deliveries Normal tote plus'£IS + VAT pet box 
7am to 9am next day Nomul rate plus £ 10 + VAT per box 
Am next day Normal rate pfus £5 + VAI per box 

DELIVERY CHARGES 
Smal cprtsumahte i 
saftwcriitoms 
Other rtam, except bars 
Offsbw and Hightontfe 

I- 
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GAME REVIEWS 

Horn* run! The rebounding crack of ball again it bon* told McGinty that 

it was time to stop using Mt plastartast at a cheap substitute foe a bat. 

TV Sports 
Baseball 
Mindscape ■ £25.99 

Baseball, eh? Essentially a souped-up version of rounders, 
but with more pedantic rules and regulations which the TV 
Sports version sticks to like glue. You control each member 
of the batting team until three are out. Then you switch to 
the pitcher, and attempt to do the same to the opposition. 
Controlling your players is really simple: a click of the fire- 
button launches a ball or swings the bat, and the rest is 
down to luck {and maybe a bit of timing}. 

TV Sports provides a few good moments: panning views 
of the baseball field, accompanied 
by the commentator's speech, 
but to be honest it's not exactly 
a world of excitement. 

Neil Jackson 
67% 

Risky Woods 
Electronic Arts ■ £25.99 

Most kids h»v« • f**r of dark woods, but when evil demons 
are lurking there turning monks to stone, it's a mite more 
dangerous than normal. Risky Woods places you as a heroic 
adventurer who must enter the woods and free the petrified 
monks. Along the way you can collect cash for extra 
weapons and bonus items from chests. 

The presentation is as slick as they come, making it look 
very attractive. But the gameplay is incredibly unfair at 
times, killing you where you have no control, taking time 
away and punishing you for things 
that aren't your fault. Too much 
luck is involved to make Risky 
Woods a playable arcade bash. 

Nlaff Evans 5 

Yes it was probably man's first word, and though the 

title is rudimentary the platform gameplay isn't. 

Now and again a game pops out of the 

sky and knocks you for six, Ugh! 

sauntered into the Amiga Format 

office looking like a harmless platform caper, 

hut it's a game that has taken us by complete 

surprise. The star of the show is a hairy cave¬ 

man who has the hots for a blonde cavebimbo, 

Tiie problem is he hasn't ihc funds to keep his 

love in the manner that she would like to 

become accustomed. 

So how does our hero raise the capital for 

his love? Well, while dosing under a tree an 

apple falls on his fuzzy bonce, and a fund-rais¬ 

ing idea springs to his small prehistoric mind, 

The wheel? Fire? Nope, nothing so basic, he 

dreams up a man-powdered helicopter, then 

stains up the world's first door-to-door taxi ser¬ 

vice, You play the daring young man in his 

flying machine, ferrying his neighbours around 

from platform to platform - for a nominal fee. 

So far. so good, but not everything on this 

primeval land is as simple as it appears. For 

Co-operation is the key to this platform game 

Trying not to get in your partner's way can alto 

prove difficult. 

example, helicopter design doesn’t lend itself 

to underwater conditions and if you land with 

loo much of a hump your copter is firewood. 

Something old... 
Though Ugh' might sound like just another 

platform game, it does have a special some¬ 

thing that olhers in the genre don'i. Many of 

the levels involve you having to plan your 

route first, otherwise you’ll come across vari¬ 

ous obstacles like knocking the more mature 

citizens into the brink ( the oldies, unlike the 

younger residents, can't swim, they just float 

for a while and then drown}. 

The levels go from being very difficult to 

incredibly tough later on in the game: where 

all the obstacles that were introduced earlier in 

the game all gang up against you. For exam¬ 

ple: smaller gaps between platforms, more 

dinosaurs, unmarked platforms and rising 

water levels all make for hard going, but all of 

them are ‘do-able’, eventually. 

Now ttiii triopterus doesn't took very friendly 

Perfcal like th* wind or you just get headbutted 

into oblivion. 
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LITTLE MONSTERS! 

OK, so according to the history books, dinosaurs were long gone before man 

made his first appearance. But here in the land of Ugh the two species happily * 

well almost - coexist. 

Dim? - Big dinosaur, big breath- Pino may be fast asleep but his snore is 

worse than his bite. He's usually positioned in a vertical corridor, so be 

really careful because it you pedal too dose to him he could suck you 

right into the rocks- If you want to beat the beast, get really close, watch 

the timing of drino's snores, then pedal like the wind. 

Triopterus - Most dinosaurs were harmless vegetarians. But this one's 

big, strong and head-butting helicopters is his favourite hobby There's 

two ways to avoid getting bashed: either knock your customer into the 

water and pick them up there, or drop a rock on the beast's head and 

knock him out for a time while you do your stuff. 

Bird - More like a pterodactyl than a pet budgie. HF you stay still for too 

long it's sure to come your way. One touch and you're dead, so steer well 

clear. To thwart his flapping, sit still, listen out for his squawk and wait 

till you see which way he's coming from. Then get out, quick. 

Rock - The rock is small enough to carry around, but heavy enough to do 

some damage- if you're running low on energy, drop the rock on the tree 

and pick up the fruit that falls. And dropping it from a height can knock a 

bird off course and brain a triopterus for a few seconds. 

Be warned, if you've got the rock with you the natives won t tell you 

where they want to go. 

As you go through the game it becomes obvi¬ 

ous that Ugh! is not only a good-looking game 

wiih great graphics (though sometimes the 

characters are hidden against backgrounds of 

the same colour) and fun to play in bool, bui 

it's also very well put together. The collision 

detection is excellent. You can’t halance on the 

end of platforms; at least half of the helicopter 

has lo be on the platform before you can 

deliver anyone or pick anybody up. 

And the control system works well, 

though it takes a while to get used 

to, but soon enough you're fighting 

vout way through gale foree winds 

and torrentiai rain. 

As you might expect with a 

cut sic platformer, there has to be 

some cute music, and yes there is some cut sic 

platform music. The sound on the other hand 

really stands out; it hlends brilliantly with the 

game and is perfectly coordinated wiih the 

action on-screen. In fact the sound at times is 

an ally, listening out for danger is often your 

best defence, especially when avoiding head- 

i*n collisions with oversized scaly birds. 

What's the saying? The pen is mightier 

than ihc spear? In Ugh! it’s a case of having to 

he quicker on the draw than Billy ihc Kid ever 

wav The level codes appear so briefly and are 

written in such a horribly bubbly font, that get¬ 

ting them down on paper requires a great deal 

of determination. 

The twoplayer option and the difficulty 

level choice add even more interest, if you're a 

little heavy handed then playing on the easy 

level can give you an edge* while the hard level 

is only for those with the most del¬ 

icate joystick control. The 

two-player option is straight out of 

Sesame Street: cooperation is the 

key (if only taxi drivers today 

would take a leaf out of thal book ). 

The sign of a had game is you 

get so frustrated with it you want 

to lake a 12-bore shot gun and blast the coders 

lo kingdom come. Ugh! doesn't get you 

annoyed writh the game or the coders, bui frus¬ 

trated with yourself for not being gtwxt enough 

10 heal it. But not so angry you don't come 

back for more, and believe me you will. 

Clare Hodgson O 

Ugh! 
Play Byte ■ £25.99 

O 

i_n | 
HARD DISK 

INSTALLABLE 

Aroogh! Aroogh' Oiv*. dive* dive. The problem 

with wooden helicopters is that they really 

would prefer to flu At, 

• A simple and original concept turned into a 

great game. 

# You'll have lu hr quick if vuu want In catch 

I he level codes. 

• I-uads of levels, enough to keep platform 
addicts happy for days, 

• (Jreal fun and highly addictive. 

id 88% 

fake your copy of Battle life screaming and kicking into the 21st cen¬ 

tury with UBI Soft's new high-tech maps and scenarios. 

Battle Isle 
Scenario Vol 1 
UBI Soft ■ £19.99 
Just the thing for those of you that have completed all the 

levels in the original Format Gold-winning Baffles Isle game. 

This add-on disk comes with a new set of futuristic scenery 

squares, plus a whole range of new levels to go to war on* 

The gameplay is the same as its predecessor, and you 

need the original game to prepare a working version with 

the new levels on. There are no new features or surprises,- 

even the vehicles and aeroplanes are 

the same* But the game is still 

great fun and keeps you enter¬ 

tained for many an hour. 

Illeil Jackson O 

Yet another text screen to amaze and delight the budding Graham 

Taylors out there, courtesy of Domark's Clump ton ship Manager. 

61 

Championship 
Manager 
Domark ■ £24.99 

US Gold's recent chart success with The Manager has proved 

that there is still a demand for soccer management games. 

Domark add their own attempt to get in on the act with 

Championship Manager, a purely management game fno 

arcade sections! covering all four divisions, along with the 

Superleague and a number of non-league teams* 

The problem is that it all happens via a series of tables 

and text screens, which quickly gets boring* It's also let 

down by numerous long delays while data is organised (it 

takes half-an-hour to actually start playing), To be successful, 

a manager game has to capture the 

feel of the sport, but Champion¬ 

ship Manager could easily be an 

accountancy package. 

Maff Evans O 
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★ AMIGA A500/PLUS 
PACKS* 

1.3 STANDARD A50O £259 95 
A5IX> PLUS STANDARD PACK  £309.95 
as(ki puis cartoon classics    £324.95 

See our memory section to upgrade above 

LIMITED SPECIAL offer" 

* LWBEATARLE MONITOR DEALS. SAIT £U'S 

COMMODORE HMt4S..„   £199 95 

PHILIPS m3 MKII.£| 84,95 

CCHLDSTAR TVVMONITOR.. ^...,£159 95 

★ GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS ★ 
2 YEAR WARRANTY 

★ HARD DRIVES ★ 

A500: 
SERIES II HD 8+ 52Mb ...£334.95 

SERIES II HD 8+ 120Mb.£439.95 

m AMIGA A600 
* ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

* SMART CARD FACILITY 

* BUILT IN T V. MODULATOR 

* COMPACT HARD DRIVE OPTION 

A600 STAKTF.R i’ACK iix.nrunt J. c«k.£364.95 

A600 HD + 21) Mb HARD DRIVE—£459.95 

AMIGA 1500 PACK 
FEATURING: _ iit 1L _ 
* LATFST MODEL INCORPORATING Workbench, 

KickslartZ.O 
* GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR AMIGA < book I 
* PLUS:- Home Accounts. Platinum Works, Deluxe 

paint 111. Ptuzitic, Elf & Toki 

£539.95 
This machine is designed for use with a monitor (SEE 
OFFER), or a TV modulator can be bought tor £19.99 

STEREO colour monitors 
COMMODORE PHILIPS 

1084S 8833 

£214.95 mkii 

-STHgflv 

A1500/2000: 
SERIES IJ HC 8+ 52Mb.£264.95 

(Configurations up to 42f)Mb 

8Mb RAM available please call) 

HARD DRIVE 
+ ACCELERATOR 

THE ULTIMATE A5(M) EXPANSION PRODUCT' 

| £659.95 
A530 COMBO: WMhl Accelerator + *S2Mb HARD DISK *IMb RAM 

* Up lo SMh RAM and l20Mh/24QMb 
versions available call now 

★ PC 286 EMULATOR* 

PC 2K« ISM hi EMULATOR MODULE . i.219.93 
For I hi1 series II and A530 hard drives 

Easy Installation that dues not invalidalc your warranty 

* CABLE TO YOUR COMPUTER ONLY £3 

* DISK DRIVES * 
ALL OUR DRIVES INCLUDE: 

rEN x 3-5" DISKS + 3.5" CLEANER KIT 
FREE OF CHARGE!! 

+ DIRECT .4500 INTERNAL 
replacement.£39.95 

** ^ ^ CAX 354 Slimline design ..£49.95 
+ Power PC880E 

Featuring Anti-dick device...£49.95 

+ Power PC880B 

with BliU/virus hardware.£69 95 

r Th,s offer wi,l nin for a limited 
period only 

FREE F19 Stealth Fighter + 12 month on-site 
maintenance 

99 WHEN PURCHASED WITH MONITOR 

A570/A670 
jQp CD-ROM DRIVE 

COMING SOON - ORDER YOURS NOW! 

fflssassss.*269*5 

4570 CDTV ♦ INTERFACE .£314.95 
Plus V.2 upgrade for A50(> 1 A “ 

4670 CDTV + INTERFACE . £269.95 
For the Amiga GO0«-... 

I0*KE DEAI 
SYNAMITE COMPUTeBS 

dig deep F°" 
THESE SPECIAL 

bargains.. 

lm .; 

* AMAZING SOFTWARE CLEARANCE * 
THIS MONTHS SPECIALS: AGONY £12.99, LAZER SQUAD + CHAOS £5.00 
* Back To The Future El. -£3.99 Ninja Rabbits. ,,,..,£5.99 Barbarian El.. .£12.99 

,..£3.99 Battleships .... .£5.99 Robocop 3.. .£12 99 
...£3.99 Pacmania.. .£5.99 WWF... .£ 1 2.99 
...£3*99 Emmonal. .£7.99 Terminator 2.. .£12.99 
...£4.99 Ban Simpson... .£7.99 Cisco Heat.. . ..£12.99 
.X499 Horror Zombies. .£7,99 Outrun Europa. .£12.99 
.£4.99 * TV Sports Football.... ..£7.99 4D Boxing... .£12 99 

...£4.99 Megalomania.. ....£9.99 * Wolfpack. .£12.99 

. .£4.99 Populous 4 Lands ...... .....£9.99 Chessmaster 2100. .£14.99 
,..£5.99 * Pro Tennis.. ....£12,99 Astra Ten Games.. .£17.99 

HURRY HURRY - LIMITED STOCKS AVAILABLE 
NB * denotes not A500 Plus/A60O Compatible 



★ ART STUDIOS 
Deluxe Painl IJ .£9,99 

Spritz Painl.£9 99 

Deluxe Paint III....£14.99 

Fantavisinn.....£14 99 

Comic Setter.£19,99 

Photon Paint V2.0.£19,99 

Deluxe Paint IV....£54.99 

Walt Disney Animator ..£64.99 

Professional Draw V.2. ..£89,99 

★ VIDEO STUDIO* 
Vidi Amiga + Vidi Chrome ...£69,99 

Rombo RGB Splitter.£39.99 

Take 2 Animation Package ..£34.99 

Complete Colour Solution..£99.99 

Colour Solution + Take 2 .£129.99 

Kocgen Genlock.. £84.99 

Rocgen Plus Genlock.£129.95 

Scala 500....£69.95 

Scala (requires 1Mb).£149.95 

Roctec Genlock..£99.95 

★ SOUND STUDIO* 
Music X Junior......£19.99 

r ■ 
! 

Midi-Master Interface 

+ 2 Midi Cables.£19.99 

Music X U  ....£49.99 

Rombo Mega-Mix...,.£29.99 

GVP Sound Studio*.,..£49,95 

Bars and Pipes .£89,95 

Bars and Pipes Pro..£179,95 

HOW TO ORDER 
Gail us NOW on 

0234 214212 VISA 

Send Cheque or postal order to 
> dynamite computers 

Dynamite House 
44a Stanley Street 
Bedford MK41 7RW 

* STAR/CITIZEN* 
PRINTERS 

£109.95 
£119.95 
£169.95 
£169.95 
£179.95 
£199.95 
£209.95 
£214.95 
£249.95 

CITIZEN 1201)+. 

STAR LC20.. 

CITIZEN SWIFT 

STAR LC200.. 

STAR LC24-20 (NEW). 

STAR LC24-200 (MONO). 

CITIZEN 224. 

STAR SJ48 BUBBLEJET. 

STARLC24-200(COLOUR!. 

+ CITIZEN SWIFT 24e. 

* POWER HAND SCANNER* 
FEATURING: r,C'K* 
* UTEST VERSION 2 SOFTWARE 
* 64 GRAYSCALES 
* 100 - 400 DPJ 

Plus FREE photon PAINT 2.0 (RRP £89.95) 

A DYNAMITE EXCLUSIVE AT £99.95 

NB Please write cheque guarantee card number 
on the reverse of cheque to ensure same day 

efearanc* (cheques without card number subject 
to 10 day clearance) 

Call into our showroom for a fast and 
_ friendly service 
Retatl/Queries 0234 364428 

4* Complete with free colour kit 
whilst stocks last 

accessories 
parallel printer cable.^3*9 J 

UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND.£3.99 

★ MEMORY ★ 
„ £15.95 

S12K RAM EXPANSION (1‘  £19.95 

512K RAM EXPANSION -  £29.95 
1MB RAM EXPANSION LAa1' £26-95 
1Mb by 8 SIMM boards (G\T».. 

200 SHEETS OF CONTINUOUS - i qq 

PAPER. .-. 

COLOUR KIT OPTION FOR 
SWIFT 9/224/24e.. 

A500 RAM BOARDS 

(fully auto config/tull thru port) 

.. 

.. """ 

£34.95 

£119.95 
.£179.95 

£279.95 

,—^ DELIVERY CHARGES* 
£2 95 for Orders less than £100 

qBW F4.95 tor orders over El 00 

, Next day express service £7.50 
Charges applicable to UK mainland only 

PLATINUM SERVICE CARD 
Only £19.99! 

Features: • Next day courier delivery 
• 30 day exchange for new 

• t year guarantee giving tree collection 
and delivery should a fault occur. 

All prices subject lo availablility and may 
change without notice. E & OE 

ACCESSORIES/EXTRAS 
.£3.99 

£17.99 
.£1.99 
.£2.99 
.£4.49 

ROLL OF 1000 3.5" DISK LABELS.£6.99 
MOUSE/JOYSTICK Switcher box unit.£9.95 

10 BLANK DISKS 13.5 DS/DD).. 

50 BLANK DISKS (3.5 DS/DD I. 

QUALITY MOUSEPAD. 

40 CAPACITY LOCKABLE BOX 

80 CAPACITY LOCKABLE BOX 

ZIPST1CK SUPERPRO JOYSTICK ..£9.99 
QUICKJOYTOP -STAR JOYSTICK..£14.99 
AMIGA SOFT DUSTCOVER.£3.99 
AMIGA PERSPEX DUSTCOVER.£9.99 
REPLACEMENT MOUSE.£9.99 
REPLACEMENT TV MODULATOR...£19.95 
REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLY..£29.95 

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER PHONE THE DYNAMITE HOTLINE 

0234 214212 

STOP PRESS • STOPPRESSeSTOPPRESS 

PUBUSHEKS^CH^ ^ 

HtALPLIwr' rvn . 

This pack used to com*'^ f tndareable ^ offer 
but we've managed to »urce »,ew an# . q 

nvNAMITE HOUSE. 44a STANLEY STREET, BEDFORD 
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GAME REVIEWS ^ 

Notice how Simuimontto have cleverly omitted to put any digits on the 

speedo? That way you don't notice how slowly you're going. 

Millemiglia 
Simulmondo ■ £25.99 

f jhI 

Marathon's don't you just luv 'em? Hot quite the same sine* they changed the name to the interna¬ 
tionally recognisable Snickers, though eh? 

Intent on programming a racing game, there must be lots of 
exciting modern events to choose from. So it begs the ques¬ 
tion, why on earth have Simulmondo chosen a crosscountry 
race featuring the lumbering land wagons of the late 1920s? 

Yes folks I Now you too can jump into your three-litre 
Alfa Romeo Super Sport and trundle leisurely across 1,000 
miles of sparsely detailed Kalian countryside. Whoopee. 

True, it's all very neat with digitised piccies from that 
era, period typefaces and a reasonable JD view. But the cars 
handle like whales and every time you go over a particularly 
brittle twig, you stop for repairs. 

Once you've pottered between a few cities I doubt you’ll 
be bothered to complete the 
whole Millemiglia, Somehow I 
don't think Formula One has 
much to worry about just yet. 

Steve Jarratt 2> 

k) 51% 

No, this isn't th* skateboard section of Afeiighiioi/rs - unbelievably, this 

is the game itself. Pathetically tenuous links of our time... 

Neighbours 
Impulze ■ £25.99 
Imagine it: you've captured the licence of the century. So 
what sort of game should you design? A ’Mrs Mangel Is 
Dead' whodunit? A 'Bouncer The Dog' ball-chasing game? 
Well, at least some sort of arcade adventure incorporating 
all the TV characters... Yes? 

Nope. Impulze lash out the dosh for the licence of 
Neighbours (including likenesses of the Ramsay Street mob) 
and churn out a decrepit skateboard race game. Still, it 
might be worth playing: maybe there's some sfonky, original 
cube-gleamin' going on? 

£r,,, no, Take the graphics of Paperboy, the gameplay of 
Skate Or Dit, the lasting interest of Sack To The Future If and 
you're getting close to what must be the saddest licence of 
all time. Even the most hardened 
of Neighbours fans will be dread¬ 
fully disappointed with this 
inept little title, 

Steve Jarratt £> 

24% 

International 
Sports Challenge 
Are you an all-round athlete? No? Well then have a 

go at this little lot, it's far less tiring. 

With the puce hotting up for the 

Barcelona Olympics. it‘s hardly 

surprising that the software com¬ 

panies arc pulling out the stops to get their 

sports simulations out to coincide with the start 

of the games. The latest digital combination of 

Olympic events comes from Empire in the 

form of International Sports Challenge. 

The game is a combination of six sports, 

with various events being included in each dis¬ 

cipline to make a total of 21 events. Up to four 

human players can compete, each player 

choosing the level they wish to play at on 

each discipline. 

Each section is loaded individually from 

disk, the list of sports you wish to play being 

selected from a menu at the start of the game. 

Once all the events have been completed, the 

final totals are added up and the winner is pre¬ 

vented with a nice gold medal animation (but 

there are mi silver or bronze awards - bahk 

Going for gold 
Although International Sports Challenge only 

contains six sports disciplines, the variety of 

Ihe events means ihat there are actually around 

20 events to play. Empire have iried taking a 

different approach to the usual sports simula¬ 

tion, giving different control methods and 

perspectives on many of the events and includ¬ 

ing the novel idea of making the marathon a 

ing event. 

However, for the 

most part the game 

seems to he just the 

same old stuff that 

we've been seeing 

for years. The 3D 

events are quite 

innovative. hut 

even the cycling event is just an old-fashioned 

joy stick-waggling affair (which is pretty much 

an outdated idea when you come down to it), 

The diving cun he annoying at times too, with 

the control method becoming ridiculously hard 

to execute, making the going extremely frus¬ 

trating. As for the marathon, all you have to do 

is push up the effort to make the pace around 

two hours and keep taking water at Lhe refresh¬ 

ment stands. Sure you could get a slightly 

better time by using some of the other func¬ 

tions. but there is no immediate effect on the 

game as you are playing it, which makes it all 

seem a bit dull. 

Although Empire have tried to take a dif¬ 

ferent view of the genre. International Sports 

Challenge still doesn't lake the field of sports 

simulations any further Ilian the original Epyx 

games released all those years ago, 

IVIaff Evans O 

Int Sports Challenge 
Empire ■ £29.99 

• Some nk* graphics and interesting perspec¬ 

tives on a couple of the events, 

• Hefty disk access and swapping stows things 

down quite a hit, 

• Some events are the same ntd thing seen 

time and time again, white others are novel, 

bui frustrating to plus, 

• A brave attempt, hut doesn't really offer 

much that is different. 



fTp GAME PREVIEWS 

SIX GREAT SPORTING MOMENTS 

Time to take a step back in time to your school's sports day. Only these events 
are a bit more advanced, but you're still allowed to make a pig's ear of it. 

The somersaults war* easy enough, but can 
you pull out and enter th* water properly? 

Diving 
Dives can be taken from three heights, 
or as a combination of a one and three 
metre springboard dive plus a five- 
metre high dive. To take a dive, you hit 
fire to start, then again to set the 
power then move the joystick to fol¬ 
low a dot that moves around a circle. 
This dot shows the moves you have to 
execute to complete a successful dive, 
The dives are rated by difficulty. 

The opposition is speeding off and this chap 

is way behind with a lung full of water. 

Swimming 
Swimming can be attempted at a num¬ 
ber of levels, with a choice of stroke 
and distances (as well as a 4 x 100 
metre medley event). After pulling 
down, then pressing up to perform the 
dive, you must move the joystick left 
and right to execute as long a stroke as 
possible. Timing your breathing is also 
important, otherwise you will be 
slowed down by a lung full of water. 

#o 

Oops 1 Missed that targ*t. Oh well, just hav* 

to try a little bit harder for the next one then. 

Shooting 
The shooting events are probably the 
most wide-ranging of the six sports 
included. You can take part in trap 
shooting (where you must shoot pairs 
of clay-targets launched from a single 
point), skeet shooting (which has the 
targets launched from a pair of bases), 
target shooting (requires quick reac¬ 
tions to hit five targets before they 
disappear) and boar shooting (consists 
of a number of moving wildlife targets 
which must be hit on the run). 

The approach angle on the water jump could 
be better. Ho it couldn't.. CRASH! 

Show Jumping 
The equestrian event i$ a first-person, 
3D-view affair, with the player riding a 
horse through a polygon-based arena. 
Pushing forward on the stick spurs the 
horse on, pulling back slows it down 
and left and right turn the horse in 
that direction. The key to beating the 
event is to time the approach to the 
fences and hit the fire-button to clear 
the obstacles. 

No time to admire the scenery, you've got to 

pedal (well, waggle) (fke crazy. 

Cycling 
These are in the classic computer- 
sports sim mould. In other words it's a 
joystick waggler! After choosing the 
type of race (sprint or pursuit) and the 
distance, you must waggle and push 
up or down to adjust your position. For 
sprint you have to overtake your oppo~* 
nent and finish first, whereas pursuit 
pits you in a race to finish a certain dis¬ 
tance in the quickest time. 

A tactical approach is called for in th* 

marathon. Pace and refresh your runner. 

Marathon 
The marathon is a link event which is 
played between the other events (it 
can only be attempted when you play 
a full competition, including all the 
other sports). You must set your run¬ 
ner's pace, effort and speed to try and 
run the 50-km distance in the quickest 
time. The right choice of refreshments 
to take at the stands can also affect 
your runner's performance. Make sure 
that he doesn't get too tired, or his 
pace will certainly start flagging. 

Slkk control, can't-faii-to-impress graphics and playable platform 
shoot em-up gamepJay makes Jim Power one for th* gamer's library. 

Jim Power in 
Mutant Planet 
Loriciel ■ £25.99 
Beneath the dreadful title and awful packaging lies a slick 
platform shoot-em-up. The visuals are technically excellent 
boasting wonderful parallax scrolling. Sadly, this 3D effect is 
wasted on some very 2D-looking scenery. 

The jump 'n* shoot action is nicely paced and unrelent¬ 
ing, with lots of stuff to kill, collect and negotiate. Jimbo 
himself Is very controllable and the only bugbear is that he 
doesn't fire when he's running. With 
five big levels this game deserves 
a look-in from all but the most 
fervent strategists. 

Steve Jarratt £> 
teriic! 85% 

Can you stand up to a battle of strength with Thor? Can you overcome 

his stormy powers? Can you b* bothered to play at all? 

Myth 
System ■ £25.99 

65 

Most games that use mythology are happy to stick to one 
particular mythos. but System 3 seem to have bunged in the 
whole gang, from Thor and Odin through Medusa and 
Athena to Mars, the Roman god of war. You play the last of 
Queen Boudicca's warriors on a quest through various zones, 
containing a number of different legendary characters. You 
must use various weapons that you must try and obtain 
along the way to defeat the evil creatures contained in the 
game and reach the final battle. 

The various graphic styles used to portray the different 
mythologies are very nicely drawn, and the sound adds a 
mysterious edge. However, the control and gameplay are a 
little stiff, giving the game very little depth of feeling. Apart 
from the graphics, you could be 
playing any beat-em-up. There is 
just nothing new to keep you 
interested. 

Matf Evans 0 
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125 + 
* Four uiTri-itmmve fir* buttons. 

* Ergonomically d*ugn#d control Hindi* 

for supreme corn (on, 

* AmoHir* function 

• Heavy duty Hue with strong s&bilcimg 

suction cups 

• +1 + 3 selector tonnfcwr 

■ a directional control 
• Automatic centering; 

• High impact robult body 
• Compatible with Sinclair Spectrum 

+3/+Jh Commodore. Atari mdl Amatnd 

computers and Video pm* systems 

* Sega Ml liter Series version 

available 

* ONLY £9.99 

STAR PROBE 
• hour ultra-sensitive micro* witched fin 

buttons 
• Ergonomically designed custom control 

Handle for supreme comfort 

• Auto-fire function 

• Indestructible metal shaft 

• Ultra-figHt (9 directional micno*wfKh*d 

control 

• Heavy duty bis* with strong stabilrvng 

swnoncups 
• + 2,'+3 selector connector 

• Automatic centering 

• High impact robust body 

• Compatible with Sinclair Spectrum 

+3/+J. Commodore, Ann and Amstnd 

computers and video pm* systems. 

.ONLY 414.99 
MACH I 

• Four ultm-Mmituve fire buttons 

• Ergonomically designed control Handle 

for supreme comfort 

• Auto fire function 

e Indestructible metal shaft 

• Ultra-light 0 directional micros Witched 

control 

• Heavy duty base with strong stabilising 

suction cups 

e Automatic centering 

• High impact robust body 

• Compatible with Commodore, Atari and 

Armtrad computers and video game 
systems 

. ONLY <12.99 

EXTERMINATOR 
* Two ultra-sensitive fir* buttons 

* Ergonomically designed control handle 

* Bdirectional control 

* Automat* centering 
* Heavy duty base with strong stabiIEsing 

suction cups 
* High impact robust body 

■ Compatible with Commodore, Atari and 

Amstrad computers and video pm* 
systems 

* ONLY £6.99 

TURBO FIGHTER 
• Ergonomically designed for supreme 

comfort 
• 2 ultra-sensitive fire buttons 

• Heavy duty base with strong stabilising 

Suction cups 
• Robust damp for secure desktop 

mounting 
• 8 direaional control 

• Automatic centering 

• High impact rugged body 
• trim controls 

e Additional >oyifJck B T un control 

(for PC users on >yt 
• Analogue to digital converter included 

for compatibility with PCs a well a* 

Amiga. CM. Ann ST Atmtrad CPC esc. 

. ONLY <49.99 

THE BUG 
Ergonomically designed body for 

supreme comfort 

Suitable for right or left Hand 

1 ultra-sensitive micros witched fire 

buttons 
Auto-fire function 

8 directional miero*w<ieh*d control 

* Indestructible metal shaft 
* Automatic centering 

* +1.+3 selector connector 

* Compaubi* with Sinclair Spectrum 

+1/+ J, Commodore. Atari and Amstnd 

computers and video pme systems 

a ONLY £14.99 

• 13 month warranty on all products 

shown. 

a Older computer! may require interfaces 

and or adaptors - not included, 

a Prices include VAT. pottage and 
packaging 

• Dealer enquiries welcome 

• Cheetah products available from 

branches of 

CURRYS 
SUPERSTORE 

Dixon* \\K^ 
wh smith 

Taodq E33S3 

THE NEW GENERATION 
IN JOYSTICK TECHNOLOGY 

THE TORTOISE 
* Three ultra-sensitive fire buttons 

* Ergonomieilly evolved control Shell 

a Automatic centering 

* Heavy duty body with strong stabilising 

suction feet 

* 8 directional movement 

* Cage sold separately 

* Version* include 2XSpectrum. I6K, 4BK, 

■28K. (interlacesold separately L >1, +1. 

CM. Amstrad. Atari. Sega and Mmtendo 

. ONLY <9.99 

Afl ipwAcacvnt w*a &r-LM subtwi u dung. 
w«he«K new* 

High Street store* and all good computer 

shops 

CHEETAH INTERNATIONAL LTD 

Cheetah House. Bedwis Business Park. Bedwas, Gwent NPt UDU 

Tel 0221 - *67777 Fix 0122-8&S575 



JULY ISSUE 
OUT NOW! 

WIZKID 
Sensible Software do it again, with a 
loud, proud and psychedelic journey 

into the heart of the computer dream. 
Find out just what makes this the 

trippiest, dippiest, and - yes! - 
hippest game around. 

AND NEXT MONTH... 
REVIEWED: ZOOL, ASHES OF EMPIRE, CIVILIZATION, 
CRAZY CARS 3, DOJO DAN, D/GENERATION AND MORE. 
PLUS: 2 MORE EXCELLENT GAME-PACKED DISKS! 
ATTITUDE-LADEN AUGUST ISSUE OUT JULY 23RD! 
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^ c CITIZEN SI P1R DL4LFJLS *1 Atgfcfucd tn offo tix 
FiuU 2 Ycar-Guxaraef twal! CnEENfteto 

Tbs Gamut mm ill pirn and labour itidudnif Pnns Ha 
We *ill abc fro; on request. a REE dmen did to enable pi 

Citizen printer in be perfectly mashed to \m Amiga. 

PLUS WE ARE ADDING FREE OF CHARGE OUR 

OWN PRINTER STARTER KIT WORTH £30 WITH 

EVERY CITIZEN PRINTER 

CONSISTING OF; 
* 300 Sheets Quality Paper 

* 200 Sheets Continuous Paper 
* 200 Tractor Feed Address Labels 

* 2 Metre Amiga Printer Cable 
* Special Citizen/Amiga drivers disk to match 

your Amiga perfectly to the Swift Colour Priniert 

With this kit your printer is ready io go 
- no mote to buy - just plug in. 

PANASONIC KXPLI24S 
Yen high quality 24 pin printer with 1 letter quality foe 
and 1 Super Letter Quality fort. Easy to use l iquid Cry's* 
Panel Special Price including FREE Staner Kil £249.' 

PANASONIC KXPU70 
High quality 9 pin pn rrtcr with ft near letter quality fonts 
land single or traaw feed paper option and paper tract 
Special price including; FREE Starter Kil..1149,' 

NEW DELUXE PAINT III 
TUTOR VIDEO FMEE M AT H P/UjLYG DAI DELIYL&X 

AMIGA ASM TU S QXEMSG 
CARTOON CLASSICS FALK 

Learn to get the best from NEW Deluxe Paint HL This video shows 
you how to design and execute your own Animations, Titles and so 

much more in aStep-by-Step, Easy-to-Follow way. 

Latest pack from Commudofe featuring: K iekitan V2 4 
Workbench V2.04. built in I Meg RAM, TV Modulate* * 
Mouse, plus Lemming*, Simpsons, Captain Plane! and 
Delude Paint ID Our be« price ineiading Nf KJ day 
delivery - WHILE STOCKS LAST ,, ,, ,f3J9J9 

MW COMPACT DESIGN Subjects covered include: 

★ Screen Painting 
★ Zoom 

★ Colours 
★ Working with Text and Fonts 

★ Stencils 
★ Perspective 
★ Animation 

★ Video Titling etc, etc. L 

KickM/WcaUcKh 105 internal 2 y D»k Drive A IDE 
Hud Pi* Contrtilrt. Null in TV Modulator. Compete 
Vidro Ctopul. Snun Cald Skt, 2 jnyuktAnwK porta. 
FREE ability to uk memory card* of 0-SMb to 4Mb, 
ImroducloTy price including one year wi-iite mrinlcnwce 
for jn-bome «er>iee md PeliHe Paim HI and free 
g—...—.—. 

,£434.99 

.Only £39.99 

ESSENTIAL ACCESSORIES PACK 

to iuc liquid ciyitaJ diapLay. Special price tncludmj 

RUNNING TIME: NEARLY THREE HOURS!! 

Superb Value At 
ONLY £18.99 inc Post & Packing 

,TI was a little sceptical about the chances of taking a complete beginm 
to such artistic heights but I must admit to being wrong” AMIGA 
COMPUTING, September 1991. 

UiuUitofi Special Ocal with 

Iflt'S FREE SF.XT WORKING DAI DELIVERY!! 
and Full 2 year guarantee, yen »ve 114$ 

Amiga 1500 Dual drive with IMS RAM. Mom*. Manual* 
and Amiga DOS, The Work*. Platinum Edition. Prime 
Paint 111. Home Accwma. Etf. Tofcj and Ptetm* t J 
Workbench Model 
(Upgradeibkl.Sptetet Am4&tnt Prut 0/(499,99 

AMIGA IMP 

1 meg RAM. Dual 3S* Drive*. KKkjurt'W'orkbrfa; h 2.04. 
Fitud with 40Mb Had Dnv? SPECIAL PRICE 
i*rludi*r A EXT DA 1 DBUV'EXY.... . .J6S9J99 

FULLY GUARANTEED BILK DISKS 

DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY U5 ipi 

HP ICO* Certified - UNBRANDED 

^ USUALLY SONY, TDK or MITSUBISHI etc 

guaranteed and suppled with labels 

DO NOT CONFUSE WITH I N FERIOR UNCERTIFIED 

PLEASE PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES 

\FLUS FREE .VEXT WORKING PAY DELIVERY**! 
and full 2 j™ guarantee, you mvc £2Q3 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24E 
ligh Spec 24 Pm Perfect Quality teal 

.R.JLP £4 

roftwve and Nall in Vm* Mocker.167,99 
NT ASM Internal did drive. Cutty comp¬ 

and full 2 year guarantee, you uve £JflJ 

CITIZEN PN4B Notebook Printer ____£21*. 

GENUINE CITIZEN ACCESSORIES 
Including all ribbons, funds etc. Memory upgrade*t( 

Deuili od request 

STAR PRINTERS 
STAR LC16 Mono 9 Pin Mono Printer - reliable and p 
quaJily printer - .1 fonts, An ideal finl printer. 
Audilkm Special Deal with 
FREE Starter Kit....,........XlJft 

CD.T.V Keyboard--- 
CD.T V External Amiga Du* Drive 

20 DSDD £8 99 

50 DSDD £20.99 

100 DSDD £3S00 

200 DSDD £72,00 

VIJftcktttfl lh&........,.JM.99 
V3JM tickatart --£4949 
High Rea DemteCtep......139.99 
Official fammodofe Upgrade Krt Convert* 1,3 Ara||* (0 v«u«i 
2JW Went hcm:h Include* Duka. Mutual*. ROM etc.XS9.99 
NEW * POWER FOMOH with Blrtx and X-Copy„,.JfM.99 
AMIGA CONTROL CENTRES 
Thtw BT to ongjful and bert mantfututed by Pmutr Mkiu 
to $km $i<rl. W«kted Smm and tfwi) C«ted lo mrtch 
tta ntevani Anugw. Prwrtuoa madf to Ik over die back <4 to 
Amiga te Biak# a pertttfi pbahwu Id# a fl*.anUa rtc and wnj«v^f 
to look! of to Amiga. 
ASOtVAJOO Plua Model ^ wteto CaNe* «4 nt*m to 
nwutd/kmtiek Porta frttn to back df to Amiga to to ncfl 
■to. M iheiffor ran™»diU drive to.. . 
A600 Model... ...RRP£3I9.W Special Pri« £29.99 

Amiga 2000 Dual drive »iih Commodore A22S6 AT 
BfidgribaasnJ and 5.23^ MS-DOS Floppy Drive. 
Total RRF £1449 ..Audtian Prat (099.99 Flip Top Dial Holder Holds 12 

Flip Top Diak Holder Hoi* 20 

40 Diak Bolder. Lockable. Top Quaitiy. Anb-Siatic, 
*tA Dividen & 2 Key* ____£ 
SO Duk Holder. Lockable, Top QuaHty. Anti Static. 
»Tth Divider! & 2 Keyi _____£ 

Amiga 2000-dual dftVn. I Mb RAYLK^kitarti^'orlLbcnth 

2-04 40b(b fau ateti hard drive, and aulobooting con 

Mkr ari SPECIAL PRICE including NEXT 

WORKLNGDAV DELIVERY ----£*89.99 

STAR LOA/m Colour 24 Fin Coknu Printer 10 fom 
Audition Special Deal wilh 
FREE Siarter Kit....ftMfik 

intukt printers 
CANON Bj tOE Portable Bubble let Printer with 3 fed 

CANON BJIOF ink Cassette...... 
CANON BJJ00 Bubble lei Printer, Single Sheet 
Tractor Feed 
CANON BJ300 tnk Cassette ".‘_ 

lurt la 
COMMODORE MPSII70 Ink Jet Printer 
Special Price ...... 
PANASONIC KXPI170 
High QuiJily 9 Pin Priwa^---- 
COMMODORE MRS 1270 Cartridge* .. 
REFILL INKJECT CARTRIDGES TWIN P, 
l easy knd) , 
HE^T-ETT PACKARDCmZEN PROJECT 

not invalidate warr*m> 
Af a ton ilw add* 1 Mb Mcfnery to Amiga A500. 

Ne* A500 Plus give Intel 2Mb Oiip RAM..IV 
Adapter for A1500fi000.........A 

GVP 52Mb F«l Access Hud Drive 
with 8Mb RAM board... 

bkaN'PEQ piSKS 
10kCrnuloR DSDD wtih label!..... 
10 l Sony MF 2DO *ta FREE Spell Book. 
10 \ Pr«TM» tby Dynfl)_..... 

,1274,99 

OVP 120Mb Fasi Acccis Hard Drive 
with 8Mb RAM board...,,. .1449.99 

GVP - 2Mb SIMMS for above. 

Fitted FREE if required. Four Aueried Cribs! 

200 for___ 

BlackiU 

OVP 52Mb Hard Drive Pin* CANON BJ 300 3.40 

8Mb RAM Board 
MEW THE NFVS CITIZEN PROJECT Ml 

INKJET PRINTER 
Lexer quality without the cost, 3 buili in fonls and auloj 
fben feeder for high speed near tilera pnnune w iih I 

A2088 XT Bfidgebowd with 360k 
5*25" Floppy DUk Drive.. ..112999 

A22S6 AT Bndgeboard with 1.2Mb 

5J5m Floppy Disk Drive PLUS FREE XEXT WOkKISG DAY DEU\ El .1329.99 
and full 2 year guarantee, you rave £ISJ 

i.MM.iiiCtlE ATARI CITIZEN STAR AMSTRAD CUMANA PHILIPS GOLDEN IMAGE NAKSHA 

COMMODORE ATARI CITIZEN STAR AMSTRAD CUMANA PHILIPS GOLDEN IMAGE NAKSHA ABACUS 



UIGITA PANASONIC JVC MITSUBISHI EPSON CANON TOSHIBA HEWLETT PACKARD GOLDSTAR ZVDEC 

J.2.00 JVJidrjjejht 
W* bi\€ now moved lo i 1000 Sq ft Superstore, 

packed with Computet Hardwii* and Software 

and invite ill out customers and friends old and 

new to pay u* a visit. Make a day of it, in one ot 

f n^lands lovelies I Old Towns 

Amiga Advanced SyMpenn Ptng Cuidr...^..-...129.95 ] 

Amiga AurntH)1 Lanfiufe FYngFiin__£12,93 ] 

Amiga BASIC Itwtk * Oto-..._1I8,93 1 

VitugiC (ot Befimwd ——.-.IP4P I 

Anu$a CfifnpMiiQn _—-,—__-——116.95 I 

Amiga Dtttiop Video Pd™* -■ ■ .13*9? | 

Amiga Drstkif) Video Woiibocit^^.H^..-.__J29.95 | 

Amp DOS ft DrHuhJ □tilde ... ,„mml 14,95 

Amp* DOS * Oui 
Rn'tvd FAkram »tdi Disk 

Amt* DOS MmwbI - Vd Utm _£18.95 

^^5.95 

Amirj |XJ5 R rlirpoir fiuidr Ini Eddim . ,^17.95 

litujEi DOS Quirt Iih—n* .£8.95 

Amiga Gmphica lnnir A Out. .129.95 

Aitiijr* Machine i,4dju*£C .,„..„,1!4,95 

A (nit* PrinLeri Lniidr A Out 12*95 

Aruh hormiHim Gunk _ _ _£ltW 

Xffiiw Pnwnmiwrt Kmftinfil Vnl 1 „ I7I9S 

Amip Fi ■mm i HlftJtvxA Vol 2.. _J22.93 

Amifi Graph*:* Fn*p Knnunf in BASIC FtntK 

Advanced Amif* BASIC.. f]A91 

Bceocniiif an Amif* Arliri r..■ munnrrn-i 

The Beit AmifB tnclu and Tips* ... 

...,..11695 

124.95 

y A mi fa BASIC... 

Pint Boot of ihe AHy...114.95 I 

Vo**d fe«* of fre Amt**,..-__—..._11695 

Out dk Mon CM of yam Ampa wi- 

Get it* Mmi Ou 64 Your Anupt Vot 2*.... .... 

-£9-95 

.113,95 

ScRcePlay..... .£9,95 

Sena Hay 2,.. .. ... ..£9,95 

Iiuude ihe Amlp wiihC!.... 

Inaide Amifi Clrephiv*.. .......... .116,95 

Kul* and the Amif* 2nd Edilun. ....114,9? 

\taiiAf Mim tm ihe Anuf*4 .... „ 129.95 

‘■fj!T,in; Lhc Ami7■ f 19.95 TT"T JJI !I I114IUUIUUJLU aiJLllIL ! 1 — 

M*vLrrsnp Amif * DOS 2 - toktot 1 *_ .121.95 

1 'iitijt Deluxe I'tiM - Second Ekltaxt .— _118.93 
P77 0S 

6^1(100 Awembly lanfiiaje Prof.... ,-„,.h121,95 

MChflDOO PlofwinmeM Reference Mon 

AnunC: ADahhandOeklr,..,,, 

..--£*.93 
_114.95 

Lfjnuof lo Ply with High! Sim... _£1195 

Mt-tVcmUTS 1/3 A 2.0___£12,95 
Vxmg ARLXX tn Ok A to if* Pto"....,129,95 

Mom Ami pb Trick* I Wf , r IS,45 

GFA Bask iiHcn*Tfef With Disk..™...,.,119,99 | 

teaming C: Rrhgrimmtfl* Cftphurs 

on ike1 Amiga.......   ■ ....II6.95 I 

Amiga ROM Kernel Hr I Manual 

3fd Edition lnfl»k' and AModuca 

Amiga ROM Km»ci Krf Umwi ltd 

FJman .... 
Amiga Hud« «ft fte fenfic? Manual 

lid Edition 

Computer Virysca A Dais Protect .,M„, 

Mutcriag Amifi Hf(inncn* ______ 

C A Dahh**i G«*d«______ 

MMKfHf Amiga DOS 3 VotaK 2 iNf* 

Amiga Phfticfi ..Sew,.^ 

V1j.vicfrfif Amiga Syvm....New--- 

F*9 Gu^W Aiw Borikkei losifi# CiPfitmindt 

■ n H it* FREE DISK 

, £34,93 

—-£25 95 
.116.95 

.119,95 

__£14.95 
£19.95 

—£19-95 

—09,95 
,—,.13.99 

rJ \j 3 £ Ui ACZJ 
Qaaitty Sofr Boxed Mtuac M»!__£2.W I 

Mi'tut fWktf hnhl monae)..11.99 

15‘ Didr Dnvr Head ( leaning Krti.j£ 1.99 

Dmh Jcrydlck/MoWm Ivunuiofi Uud ....,15,99 

JupCkUMoM V lead  ..15,99 

JoyitxkjMouie A ton SctVMftf Switch Bon by Rofeo 116.99 

' iktrt Joyflii Hiimika Ltal__H.99 | 

lend Swdchanf fn * TV Vad tor 

Mirge lYtoectev Hap.. .....111.99 I 

FnnlerCiMei...| 

MuttwUsof Esftmkm Lead Stop Your MtxMdUr falling 

Plug* info Modulator port and alkm M^xiuLalor 

4 *11 along ihe hack at the Amiga of Projecting 

Appwn IT Cdbfc kogth—. ...110.99 | 

Ntoufci MOW with HILt Hrue Mm. 

FREE Mow Hokfcr ml Of^mne Strthh (>mtw.12099 

SQUDC Mauat • m iftt m N4udii bm mduul 

I.* ina --- - *■ 3.95 

lrckno Plui Mouse MkiHTswuched 3000Pt'l!t,r[...r..l|T.95 

fV-Pl Amplified Sfioakn System ....U9.95 

TRACEY Motor JAa*.n( Aid.....16,95 

AL'DtO LEAHS - Crmeci Y«tv Amiga In vow Hi-R 

5 Mrtm Sieeo AadtoLd*__15,99 

ZYDCC Handy SCMWW.......£99.99 

pww    mm 

< mJUic 200 DPI Tmckhall.. f4499 

• wriic* Topic Mouw High Qmtluy 

Oil Mourn with EREE Mac and Pocket.ll A99 

GVP DSSS Digital! .Sound Sfudid Souid Sampler... 1S7.9J 

MI£H Connector. MIDI LEADS A lltEE MUSIC 

X HMCM.........gm99 

Q£ ICKJOY Fort PVdal___ U*.9f 

vmiMACE DELTA U Aiulogw Toyvdt HL99 

GRAVIS CLEAR THE loyrtick...136,99 

/JJ'STJCK SL?PERPRO Autnlirr JoyniKlt..112.99 

^iKjMA RAY 1 Plain! Grip - Auto Fife]  ...113.49 

HiEEDOM CONNECTOR Plug in ynw own 

Joyatuik which diem hectmin Difn Red Rename.119.99 

MOUSE PADMOUSE ROCHET fflft Pick...14,99 

omCAL MQUtSl....._ .154,99 

PloWrite Word Pkoctuof-- 
..£& 9i 
.11499 

o-b too Q9 

134 9? 

CjfHaio Ptim ..,£4.99 

Deluif Paint 111 f 19,99 
phdcei Pijni f9.99 
1 rl* Sprit at Hnttw. ...19,99 
I'Hu.run Purl 11 . 12*99 

TV Shma/TV Tdt -Vtoeo Tiller and Special tiffoo* 
R h P £IS99<3 SPTC I Al MUCK£49.99 

ga\ Lucn Prru 

RJLP. £111.99- 
d Muhimrtha SdftwWc 
.SPECIAL PHICl £39.99 

I ZJ rim 
4.1 fftWt Difda .—-£74.99 

Scdb500., .hbm 
Scala tNeeds! I 5Mh Ram A Hard Drive...r£l69 W 

»»*•« Maker.......^£174.99 
PYwfciiioftal Page 2------H« 99 

ei........iT?.99 
Gold Duk OffnT 

___ 
m Rrnnr Pina 

...165.99 
.154.99 

QwwdMCk Twk 
I inane Act our 

.146.99 

H«w Aictnmta I.,, 

..159.99 

....119,99 

X-Bwt Up nn.,„.....—135.99 
Mavi* Br-aroti Teache* typi^.____—119.99 

Aaw* 3D__ 
lati Ami* ■ ■■ __ 
Twlto Print Pro. .. 
Final Copy vl 3 from UTiN PAL> 
An ftyytnuiH PlffftTtrmal . 
Intm Cad .. ... 

...^£21,49 
—139.99 

PHtie****UJ Dr*w V10 ., 
wan] Page V3.0_ 

1 1 . i Il.l iii li L.i 11.1 .Ml 1 i£ I 79,^9 
.. 
..£129,99 

Fnn School 2 ■ Under 6 ...£1145 

Fm School 2-6-1 Yean ,-112.4? 
l-.« UwW Mud Dm flTii 
huft SHwd 1 I VrfVt \ 11443 

t_TV, IKK 

Rpi Sclmnl 3 - 1 and fWr* .. ....11M? 

Run School 4 - Under 5,, . .£16.4? 

Run School 4 - 5-7 Yean . .-..116.4? 

Fimi School 4.7 wdQver 116.44 

IUJ6MQS 
iarnrhAkton_ _£1*15 

Pmrt FiU Wl. fvwnl Krura ‘ ....17.94 

Fact Rile - Spdlini . . ..17.95 

Fad Fik - Sport .-. .17.95 

Fact File - ^HhmelK , ------. .-,..17,95 

Fact Fvk - Aiaortattod Footbdl. _ rt« 

Uk trench Mntou . 11445 
TV halun Tu*m ._ £14*5 

The Gx or tan . 114 *4 

The SpwuthTokv .„ . -. 114*4 

HfthlAdVUE...Ll_ ■ £1999 

LCL 
Mkoi iiiiflnh i<<C5R:i ... , , _111.95 

,. HL93 
.118.94 

Uk-m u«hi ir/’o-'i ril« 

Me«a KtuhitA Leveil .. .111.94 
FVinuev Malhci Vl?l. ... llf« 
Rcadu^f A Wntmf (JJtl ... £17.9? 

tH6C 
BRC Hmclme...... .135,99 
Better PvLaltu nS-IAtflfgR .. ■ , i TIAW 
Krtier SpcftiAf rt-AduhS .116,99 
Mint Beacon Tcnrhci Typing £19.99 

n oc 

Fad P V 300 - Eiulnh Weed.. - ... £7 9? 
Fh Rk 500. Ntoural Hitocey. .17.94 
Fad Pk 300 ■ World Cxupadiv.. .-17r95 
Pad Rile 500 - Pm Aid.. H.95 

Top Qual ity Amiga Cftknif Dust Coven. Tailoiod. 

Mkwwsrammfil and wiih Bound Edfea 

Proteel Your Invert mmi 

rowot COLOf/R SCANNER— -.1229.99 , 

CttiKit 1K© Ftimer__ __14.99 
CitLccn Swift 4/24/124D .14.99 
Cnnunadac Mfmt***' ..,14.99 
Bulip* MmUiw ML II ..14.99 
Amiga 950(1 Two Fin Cover ...HL99 
Slat LClDPhmn ..... ..14.99 
Siat LjC20G Printer .,14,99 
5ur LC2473Q0 Primer X* 99 
Amiga 500 Keyboard . .14.99 
Amu'i WYl Kevhoartl 14« 
Pwiaaonk KX PI124/1. ,r. .£* W 

EXCLUSIVE 
THE AMIGA TUTOR VIDEO 

For new and not so new Amiga users - shows in dear graphic detail all you need to 
know to bwome proficient in using the Amiga, 

Subjects covered include? 
1* Setting Up and Connections 
if The Workbench FuUy Explained 
* How to Customise the Wtirkbench 
* Copying, Renaming and Formatting Disks 
* The Notepad, Fonts, Saving and Printing 
* Clock, Sizing and Moving Icons 
* Pull Down Menus and Scrolling Windows 
* CL1 Directory Structure 
* Editing the Start-Up Sequence 
* Printer Set-Up and Preferences etc, etc. 

Don't struggle with the manuals - watch as we show you HOW - all for the cost of a game. 

1 OOO's Sold*,. Available only from AUDITION 

ONLY £19.99 Inc Post & Packing 
"Excellent,,. A great help... Sensibly it teaches.. you about the most practical areas - the ones you 
will need- Range of topics covered is wide and, above all, practical... Put together by people who 
know a fair amount about the Amiga' AMIGA FORMAT, January 1991. 

“Excellent. Simple answer to many tricky problems... 1 found the video excellent. May even 

teach an old dog a few new tricks,,, Certainly for anyone taking their first Amiga steps it's well 
worth the asking price. If on! v such a thing was available in mv formative years" AMIGA 

i COMPUTING, February 1991. 

W! 
Ilulips CMSRJ J Mk II Colour Mmiia, Hifh RetoluUon, Twin 
Spt.iJ.et Stoeo ctmpilcie nidi ill U*d* *ni One Ye*r an-HK 
WtrrtHy *i* FREE FI9 

SlrflU P«btor SimulaKw..-.- 133099 

Camodaie IMS SD2 Stem Cotas Monitor .... ..1229.99 
0«14<w Cokm 40Owa»l MooiicrlTV w«h MI 
ranolr control and inclndef Amifi Seal L«di.1179.99 

CrnitowdoE I960 MULTI SYNC MONTTOR cumpkir with 
trrti i<> pike ‘tnueM into »hc Aakf* SOO Pht* .,,.,....1556.99 
MICROWAY FIJnttR HXER FiH indde Ami.fi 1500.700 
for flitter fttr ttwA^t iken wd *4i CiMwaotot 
i960 nwtutDi . -- ---199.99 

PR** m* dm all am wmmi *rf nffictoS UK 
EpccificKkw W| 4o sol tdl pry anjuru at ny trad 

MONITOR SPECIAL 
Phillpc If" TV Moailor, 1ST Srreen. 40 Profrain Mtnofir, 
Fdrwart CmuKhor A l «d* 2flW CTuumeiw line Plefatr 
llrwlriinv ^ktp 11 mrf. Julo Pnfrmnilii. 
J V tv (iiutMbt Mmd wkh Fri Rrmale Conlrol 
Wat Snperfc TV PWtnr* Mfcd *4 kMk MwW M mt 
M Atop Mania™,_—_1199.99 

I if Mint PhDtp* Tih Ic Kwfato Maailff Sffc-JLfcW 

NEW CotoHdon IDB5 Sfcm> Mcnitcr...1229.W 

QU1CKSHOT Pyihon Turt» lit..^£9.49 
QUICKSHOT J Mkn^wMedQSUTF*^.19.99 
OUtCKSMOT DtClTAL APACHE I QS131 ..^.49 

QUICK5H0T FUGHTGRiP I QS139F.£9.49 

QUtCKSHOT GAME CON. QS I2&F.*......il4,99 

SIGMA RAY AutoTiic...,„_ilU9 

POWER PLAY BLACK.......19,99 

CCfttPETmON PRO 5000 Muhi Col ..1.99 

COMPETITION PRO COMBAT SWMo.,112,99 

KONIX Spwdkin* Ailto,..,...112.49 

7JPST1CK Supcrpm Aitto....  112,99 

QUICKJOY SVd 29 FOOT PEDAL..._.124.95 

VOLTMACE DELTA 3A Analogue Ideal f« Right 

Sirmilikxi __    ....114,95 

GRAVIS CLEAft,„.w.....136 99 

TROJAN UGHTPEN.139.99 

| Telephone direct lo our mail order hotline. All major credit cards 
accepted. Quote your number and expiry date. Same day despatch. 

Send all forms of payment made payable to Audition Computer Services. 
| With your order please send your name, address and daytime telephone 

number. Along with your detailed order requirements. Goods will be sent 
by post, free of charge immediately after cheque clearance 

Next day delivery available for small additional charge, please phone for 
details 

Dept AMF, 35 Broad St, Stamford, Lines, PE9 1P|. 
Tel: 0780 55888 Shop Hour* 0700 720531 Out or Houri 

Switch Cards Welcome S 

WGITA PANASONIC [VC MITSUBISHI EPSON CANON TOSHIBA HEWLETT PACKARD GOLDSTAR ZYDEC 
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GAME REVIEW 

The Perfect General At the risk of breaking with tradition, 

spoiling the suspense and making the 

rest of this review redundant, The 

Perfect General is actually quite a splendid 

war-game. As mentioned proudly (several 

times) in the 90 pages of instructions* it's 

based on an acclaimed, manual war-game sys¬ 

tem. You know, the kind that bearded men die 

of old age before completing. 

Sadly, as with so many others of its ilk, it 

still hasn’t managed to get its act together in 

the presentation department. It takes a good 3Q 

minutes to install on to two floppies and 

there's a fair amount of disk-swapping once 

you're up and running, though presumably the 

hard-drive option speeds things along no end, 

Once in the game you'll find the graphics 

reasonably clear but extremely boring, and the 

sound restricted to a few pi inks and some 

fairly dire samples when any unit fires on the 

enemy. In its favour the user interface is very 

My worthy opponent has mo pinned down outside Moscow, while his 

artillery pounds my hapless reinforcement*. Damn you, Colonel Custard. 

<o 

HARD DISK 
INSTALLABLE 

IT* nke out here in 

the Steppes. The wind 

t* tool, the sun Is 

shining and the peo¬ 

ple are happy. Let"* 

drive tome tank* over 

them and set fire to 

their grandmothers. 

well thought out* with hot keys for every com¬ 

mand, although the gamcfs tendency to quit 

out when you cancel a disk option can cause 

some snapped nerves. 

OK* enough gripes about the from end, 

Where it scores highly is in the game itself. It's 

a standard taking-mms-to-movc-thc-icons- 

about-the-hexagonal-map affair, but the rules 

have been honed to a shiny and altogether sat¬ 

isfying point* It*s an exciting, absorbing game. 

In each of the 14 scenarios* ranging from sim¬ 

ple skirmishes to full-scale sieges, your job is 

to fight off the opposition and take control of 

various towns and cities. The various units you 

command have finely-balanced strengths and 

weaknesses, and for added fun you can give 

the enemy a rather nasty surprise by instruct¬ 

ing your chaps to return fire when hit or open 

up on any passing unit during the others’ turn. 

Although the two-player mode is best* the 

Amiga plays a mean game itself, drawing an 

opponent profile at random from a large selec¬ 

tion of cunning generals. 

1 loved this game. If s incredibly easy to 

grasp the rales, and hellishly good fun trying 

to outwit and outdo your opponent. The some¬ 

what pedestrian pace of play is soon forgotten 

when the shells begin to fly and the chess-like 

combination of simple rules and deep strategy 

means tons of lasting appeal* Almost perfect. 

ion Pillar O 

The Perfect General 
Ubi Soft ■ £34.99 

• I n-mend<ru-.lv pUnable and easy to pick up. 

• More options than you could fit comfortably 

in a large shopping trolley* 

• ft take* 9 while lo Chink things through. 

• Looks aren't everything. 

• Very absorbing and has plenty of scenarios. 

WM TOO® £\DMD0(<M 
IMM) A [FtXIDtLDEP© 

®TOC3[§® Gft]®NW®® 
PLUS 

• Cartoon Classics • Lemmings • Captain Planet • 
• Bart Simpson « Paint III - with animation • Workbench 2 • 

PLUS 
• Hollywood Collection • Robocop • Batman - The Movie • 

• Indiana Jones • FI9 Stealth Fighter • Wicked 30 Game Pack • 

■ Another 50 great games ■ Microswitch Fighter joystick 
■DustCover "Mousemat 

All This Could Be Yours - Just Call 

0839 550 060 
Enter As Many Times As You Like. If You Don’t Ring You Can't Win 

So call now to win this fantastic prize 
Calls cost 36p (cheap rate) and 48p (at all other times) per min. inc- VAT 

T.P.P. Ltd* Berwick upon Tweed TD15 1AB. Please ask permission before you call 
Vour name may be passed on to other responsible companies who may send special offers and promotional literature. If you do not want this please write to the above. 



/jT*j GAME REVIEW 

Epic 
Ocean ■ £29.99 

• The nke Lniro promue « lot of depth, 

adventure and action, but little comes along 

in Ibe actual game. 

• The control and direction-finding leaves you 

growling with fnisi ration. 

When a game is a long time in pro¬ 

duction, the feelings around the 

time of its release are fairly 

mixed. On the one hand there's the excitement 

that it's finally going to arrive, but this is 

tinged with apprehension and reservations on 

whether it has been worth the wait. Ocean's 

long-awaited lover two years in fact) space- 

battle saga. Epic, is a game which fits into the 

category. Can the incredibly long wait really 

be worth it in the end? Well... not really. 

The story behind the game is basically a 

reworking of Battlestar Gatactica, with the 

human race fleeing disaster in a massive fleet 

TH* Reiuons mount 

an attack on your 

float » some quick 

tracking with Photon 

Missile* 4> called for. 

The Epic craft is on 

ttw flight dock, ready 

for launch on another 

mission. Sut of tho 

pants flying and tar- 

got guesswork ahoy! 

Tti# and Of ■ success¬ 

ful mission, and the 

Epk f ighttr must fir* 

thru familiar-looking 

fighter* to gat back to 

safety one* 

Some of the missions are a bit of a mystery to 

begin with, so you have to guess what you're 

supposed to be doing. Where are the nice Mi- 

mated computer briefings? Left out of the 

Amiga version, it appears. Added to all this, 

perhaps the most galling aspect is that the 

game is incredibly easy to finish. Pretty 

much everyone who has played the game, 

to our knowledge, compleied all the 

missions within two hours of first start¬ 

ing the game. Doesn't really seem to 

be worth the money, does it? 

Don't believe the... 
So after all the hype, the long 

delays and the promise of a massive 

space saga, all we have is a futuristic, 

toned-down version of F29 with less mis¬ 

sions and less than challenging gameplay. 

Sorry, but adding a few in-between animations 

(which take a whik to plod through, many of 

them being repeated) doesn't improve things. 

Digital Image Design started the project so 

long ago, but have been working on newer 

(and better! games, leaving little time for fin¬ 

ishing Epic. However, Ocean decided they still 

wanted to release the title, but Digital Image 

couldn't get it together in time. So we're left 

with a rushed job just to get the thing released. 

The result is an out-of dale shoot-em-up. 

Muff Evans O 

of ships. After an admittedly impressive intro¬ 

duction sequence - a massive fleet of animated 

ships flying away from the doomed planet - 

you have to take on a series of missions as a 

pilot on the experimental Epic fighter. The 

first mission is pretty much a direct steal from 

Gatactica. with the player having to blast a 

path through a minefield before the fleet 

can pass. Next it's a series of attack runs 

on the Rexxon bases, destroying their 

communication systems, supply lines 

and defence systems. Later in the 

game, you must take pan in space 

battles along with other fighters in 

the human fleet, ending up with a 

massive attack on the Rexxon 

Emperor's personal space cruiser. 

Elitist? 
Originally it was planned to make Epic a 

wide-ranging, Efite-style 3D space shoot-em- 

up, trading and strategy game. What it has 

actually turned out to be is a pretty bland, sim¬ 

plistic 3D shooi-em-up with a few fancy 

polygon spaceships. 

The fact is there are so many annoying 

quirks that leave you screaming at the screen. 

For example, when you try to lock on to a tar¬ 

get using the waypoint computer, it will only 

guide you to one particular target out of all the 

ones available, even if you've already 

destroyed that one! 

THE EAGER PUBLIC SPEAKS 

Epic managed to enter the charts at 
number three last month, which 
shows a lot of people have been 
looking forward to the game, &ut has 
ft been worth the wait? 

Within three days of the game 
being initially released, a large num¬ 
ber of level codes flooded into 
Game busters (there were 11 just this 
morning), along with letters describ¬ 
ing how disappointed they were on 
spending £10 for less than two hours 
entertainment (some even returned 
the game and asked for a refund), A 
few letters said they enjoyed the 
game while it lasted, but they would 
have liked a bit more of it, 

Mr JS Smith from Sheffield had 
terrible trouble with the game, find¬ 
ing that it wouldn't work on Ns 1,1 
Kick start machine with 1Mb of chip 
RAM. Chris Chant's letter is fairly typ¬ 
ical: “I bought ^picand completed it 
the very same day I* and David Rad 
from Merseyside summed it up: "It's 
a pity that they gave a cheat for it in 
the bo*.' Very true! 

A case of a lot of presentation, 
but not enough gameplay. 

Epic 

TH* Magma Cannon - a deadly Rtnon weapon. It's not that 

tough though, since it only takes a Handful of missiles for 

you to totally demolish It. 

The Raxiton emperor's battle cruiser needs to be destroyed in 

order to save the humans. 'Aim for venv' It says... but I've 

already shot the vent. 

• The animation vqutncts gel repetitive after 

a short while, not really making up for the 

Lack of gameplay. 

• Thirty quid. Two hours from start to finish. 

That's more expensive than going down to 

the arcade and playing coin-ops! 

• A lack-lustre game that falls pitifully short 

of its original aim. 
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SsMAIL Y 

£3,99 
£4.99 
£4,99 
£4,99 
£12.99 
£7.99 
£5.99 
£2.99 
£24.99 
£17.99 
£24.99 
£11.99 
£5,99 
£39.99 
£29.99 
£44.95 
£3.99 

£4.99 
£7.99 
£10,99 
P O.A 

SUPERDEAL ONE 
The NBWA600 Computer with FREE 

DATABASE *SPREADSHEET 

WORD PROCESSOR*PARASOL 

STARS+DELUX PAINT III + Free Game 

JOYSTICK*MOUSE*MOUSE MAT 

10 BLANK DISCS 

M&Pr&m--W 
£389-00 

Sills 
AU- MAJOR 

CREDIT CARDS 
ACCEPTED 

Amiga 500 Dust cover 
Monitor Duet cover 
Star LC24-200 Dust cover 
Star LC200 Dust cover 
Monitor stand 
Printer stand 
Joystick cable 
Mouse mat 
Naksha mouse 
Squick mouse PC 
Squick mouse A50Q 
Robos witch 
Parallel printer lead 
Commodore A501 RAM 
Virgo RAM 
Control centre 
10 Disk box 
40 Disk box 
80 Disk box 
120 Disk box 
Rendel genlock 

SUPERDEAL TWO 
The NEWA600 Computer Plus 

MONITOR 

(Commodore or Phillips 883311) Plus 
Leads With FREE 

DATABASE *SPREADSHEET 

WORD PROCE$$OR*PARASOL 

STARS*DELUX PAINT III + Free Game 

J0YSTICK*M0USE*M0USE MAT 

10 BLANK DISKS*DUSTCOVER 

For Monitor 

u&Prmsm 
£608-00 

ONLY £5.00 
Membership Fee 
to Our Software 
Discount Club 

with Purchases 
Over £25.00 

Sega game gear with Sonic 
Sega game gear TV tuner 
Sega master system II 
Sega mega drive with Sonic 

£120 *5 

£72 99 

£54 99 
£124 95 

Printer paper 1000 sheets 
Disks, 50 unbranded 
LC200 ribbon mono 
LC200 ribbon colour 
LC24-200 ribbon mono 
LC24*200 ribbon colour 

£12.99 
£20.00 
£5.50 
£11.00 
£5,00 
£12.50 

All printers come with leads 
Star LG20 mono 
Star LC24-200 mono 
Star LC24-200 colour 
Star LC200 9 pin colour 
Star XB 24-2Q0 colour 
HP DeskJet mono 
HP DeskJet colour 
HP LaserJet HIP 
HP LaserJet III 
HP Paintjet 

£149.00 
£235.00 
£275.00 
£195,00 
£355-95 
£353.00 
£583.00 
£937-00 
£1192.00 
£540-50 

All monitors include leads 
Philips 8833 mkll 
Commodore 10S4Sdl colour 
Commodore t033Sp1 colour 
Commodore 1950 M-sync 

£229,00 
£219-00 
£219-00 
£586.00 

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM; OPEN MON TO SAT 9-5.30 OR RIN 



in ST**o? 

3 Garrard* st. 
I I n 

VISIT OUR 

zRDEAL THREE 
X Computer Plus MONITOR 

ye or Phillips 883311) Plus l 
=>us LC 200 PRINTER 

with FREE 

IASE*$PREADSHEET 

■ROCESSOR+PARASOL 

LUX PAINT 111+Free Game 

<* MOUSED MOUSE MAT 

iK DI$KS*DUSTCOVER 

rtor ★ DUSTCOVER For 

-.erkFREEPAPEk 

:803-00 
% 4 

r-n"jg!£ °FFE*f * 
f\ deluxe paint 

1 £2-50 inc. 

PRINTERS^0 
^ £5-99 inc.P*F 

aviator J°YsrCK 
£26-99^0. P«P 

£22-99 inc. P&K 

G.VP hard drive 52 meg £379-00 
Cumana disk drive £58-95 
Rotec disk drive £57.95 
Rocilte disk drive £64.95 

M ^ 

J*/*"***/ 

W'f'f 

ijpw j j a 

ygs 

Monkey Island 2 £26-99 
Sensible Soccer £18-50 
Apidga £17-99 
Fire and Ice £18-50 
Might and Magic III £21-99 
Epic £20-99 
Global Effect £21-99 
Hook £17-99 
Adams Family £17*99 
Pinball Dreams £10-50 
Lure of the Temptress £22-99 
Links £28-50 
BIT £P.O.A 
Dune £21-99 
John Madden £21-50 
Gold Disk Office £52-50 
Power Works £52-50 
Pagesetter V20 £33-99 

Apache 1 
Python 1 .m 
Jet fighter 
Super boards 
Top star 
Cheetah Bug 
Aviator 

£5.99 

£8.99 

£11-99 
£14.99 

£20.99 

£12.50 
£27.99 

* * * and many others 

READING 

BLAq, 
'F9dBURy 

OroZ 

■vvwrwro 
r>i 

How to order 
Next day delivery for credit card orders placed before 

3.00pm subject to availability Alternatively send cheque/ 

postal order to Micromail Ltd, S Queen Victoria Street, 

Reading, Berkshire. 

Please allow 5 working days tor cheque clearance 

Subject to availability despatch is normally within 

24 hours of receipt of cleared pay mem 

DELIVERY CHARGES; UK Mama*) (not HgNmJs> 

Despatched By post please cheek 

charges wnen ordering 

Nextoay cone*service £1000 per dok 

Next day carer service. £17 50 
Normal rale pk* £10 00 * VAT per bo* 

In ad dill on we have the following express service: 

Saturday deliveries Normal rate pus £10 00 - VAT surcharge 

7am ■ Sam next day Normal rale plus £10 00 + VAT surcharge 

am next day Normal rate plus Ci000 +VAT sirdwge 

{the aocve Si/charges per box) 

Pncm. at* suCmc! Jo mange mhou n**e E 10 £ 

Small consumabes A 

software items 

Other items except lasers 

Laser primers 

Offshore & Highlands 

8 Queen Victoria Street 
Reading 

Berkshire 

Tel. (0734) 505514 
Fax. (0734) 581247 

>UR SALES HOT LINE 0734 505514 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY 
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GAME REVIEW 

AAARGH! They're 

everywhere! This is 

level five and it's 

swarming with crea^ 

tures who keep 

putting out my lights! 

The number of nasties 

increase with each 

level, things really 

hot up here. 

74 

Cool Croc TVvins M eet Punk and Funk: by far the 

coolest crocs around. Suitors of 

sexy crocette-babc, Daisy, they're 

the weirdest comic duo to hit your machine 

since Bub and Boh, These strange and very 

pretentious little critters star in the new cutesy 

puzzle game, Coot Croc Turns. It's the age- 

old tale which inspired many coin-ops: 

complete the game to get the girl, bash a few 

nasties on the way, find the odd little secret 

bonus and so on. However, here we have 

something that's just a little unusual. 

For instance, you have to headbutt level 

indicators in order to complete each screen 

(you know, those little spectrum analyser 

lights which jump Up and down on your The Galleon of Long John Jackson. The arrows on this. icr**n change (h* 

Stereo?)! A series of walls and blocks provide fll&ht irt th* direction instated, end then rout* 50 degrees, 

your route to these lights along with one of 

two movement control methods. These allow' 

your crocodile to move in either clockwise or 

anticlockwise directions around obstacles or, 

with the conventional movements (left, right, 

up and down), The former method is hard to 

appreciate until you need to make a swift gel- 

away up a vertical wall! You begin each 

screen stuck to the ceiling, but that doesn't 

matter since gravity has no meaning in this 

game You can leap up. down or sideways in 

complete safety and run around clinging to 

walls or the undersides of platforms. 

Head-banging handbags 
Screen guardians can move in the same way, 

so if s often very' easy to forget that crea¬ 

tures lurking beneath platforms can 

simply walk up and over 

edges to appear 

directly in front of 

you (not nicej. 

Nevertheless. Coo! 

Croc Twins plays 

excellently: it is incredibly 

easy to get in to. 

A screen is completed 

once you have 

smashed your 

crocodile’s head 

against each of the 

Eskimoland. Th* green door needs three headbutts b*for* It opens, It'S 

also rather cool round her*; so we dun no why you'v* got your shades on. 

scene's level indicators three times. With each 

Glasgow kiss, another bar of the indicator is 

illuminated umil eventually the whole analyser 

bursts into life at once to a triumphant piece of 

music. When two of you play head-to-head, 

each of the indicators has six sections instead 

of three, and Punk and Funk must race to light 

all of their halves first. You might ihink 

that headbutting hi-fi equipment is easy, 

but for Punk and Funk it’s made incred¬ 

ibly difficult by some very annoying 

creatures who follow them around, 

putting their lights out! Fortunately. 

F»rm*r Palmar'* backyard- H*r* you have to 

crack the rock* which block your way. 

Prehistoric World. The question marks on this 

screen randomly change the crocs' direction. 

these guys can be sent to meet their maker if 

you nut them one in the face (it’s all a bit of 

fun really, honestl). 

Shiny, happy reptiles. From the moment 

you boot up, things are instantly attractive. A 

cute intro leads up to the main options screen 

(groovy tunes play in abundance at this point) 

where you can either decide to play by your¬ 

self or with a friend in simultaneous, 

two-player mode. Then, after the first game, 

you're hooked! 

What’s up Croc? 
Cool Croc Twins has been very well presented 

(you even get a free T-shirt in the box!), and 

fortunately has been very well written as well. 

A level return-code facility (which lets you 

skip all the bits you've done before) and the 

simultaneous two-player head-to-head mode 

make it a game which won't just get put away. 

Eventually it will lose its appeal because of the 

lack of variety or different screens. An in-built 

screen designer would have made it a brilliant 

package but as it stands. Cool Croc Twins is 

still very, very good. 

Paul Tyrrell £> 

Cool Croc Twins 
Empire ■ £25.99 

• Attractive, colourful graphics that have real 
character (Punk’s ‘game over' screen is par¬ 
ticularly moving |. 

• Funkiest game tunes around which give 

exactly the right feel. 

• Control methods are easy to pick up and 
work very well, 

• hong loading time and extremely naff copy- 

protect bn system. 

• Much lastsbiUty due to two-player game and 

level codes. 

Mic) 88% 



GAME REVIEW 

Graham Taylor's Soccer Challenge 
Big sporting events are quite often 

responsible for the release of quite a 

few compeer sports games. This year 

sees a number of athletic-style games to coin¬ 

cide with the Olympics and the European 

Soccer Championships have prompted the 

appearance of a number of soccer games, 

Krisalis haven’t missed the bandwagon either, 

with their Graham Taylor-licensed manage¬ 

ment game. 

As England fans will have noticed, 

Graham Taylor’s boys didn't manage to do the 

business in the European Championships, 

being knocked out of the first round! 

However, if you think you can do better and 

urge your team through a victorious season, 

you now have the chance to try. 

You are placed in the driving seal of a 

hopeful third-division side trying to break 

through to the higher divisions (and win one or 

two cup matches to bool). As well as the usual 

A noble attempt on 

goal by the lad 

Sertori. but Ion 

Ironside pulls it out of 

the *ir *t the last 

minute. 

After a brutal barging 

tackle, Flynn has to 

take an early bath and 

tit out of the game 

for the next f*W 

weeks. 

picking of team members and organising of 

iraimng, you also have to do some nifty deal¬ 

ing lo keep your side together. Teams of scouts 

can give you reports on other teams and play¬ 

ers, allowing you to keep labs on ihe players 

worth investing in in Ihe transfer market For 

some extra talent there is also a squad of 

trainees, who must be watched and contracted 

into the side if they arc up to it 

Graham Taylor's Soccer Challenge is a 

very slickly produced footy manager game, 

with more options and features than your usual 

management sim. Even though there is a lot of 

game content, the game still manages to offer a 

lot of smooth presentation to keep you inter¬ 

ested. The match-day sections arc well done, 

replacing the usual tiny, badly-animated sprites 

with some very nice-looking football, There is 

even a match report it the end of the game in 

authentic reproductions of the sports page in 

local papers. 

Although the game is not exactly Player 

Manager, it's still a worthy attempt. If you’re 

a budding Graham Taylor, then this could 

have you plugging at the league for some time, 

lust remember to put three men up front when 

you're playing Sweden! 

IVIaff Evans O 

Graham Taylor's Soccer 
Krisalis ■ £25.99 

• An Involved and In-depth example of the 

good old fiMity management si mu tutor. 

• Some really nice presentation, graphics and 

intermission screen make Ihe game look 

very slick indeed. 

• A few confusing factors may baffle ihe 

novice* hut hardened players will find it fun, 

• A sterling attempt to add new depth Id the 

foot ha 11 simulation genre. 

MO 82% 
75 

New and explosive for 
Battle Isle fans 1 

A Data-Disk with new maps that 
will renew your interest 

in the best strategy game on 
mkro-computer. 

SCENARIO DISK 
VOLUME ONE 

FEATURES 

34 new maps : 25 in 1 player 
mode, 9 in 2 player mode. 

• Advanced strategies, 
renewed tactics. 

•Larger maps, new desert 

and glacial landscapes, 
rivers to cross, 

ports to conquer 

”UBI SOFfpd 
Finchley Hciise, 707 High Road 

Noth FuMhley 
LONDON ft OBT 
Tel :(081)443 9055 



THE AMIGA 600 PACK * Exclusive to Futureworld 
JFTTT" V*ry Latest Amiga Featuring; 

* On-sife maintenance 
* Kickstart/Wwkbenchi 2.05 
* BifilMn TV/ModulolOr 
* Smart Cord Slot 
* IDE Hotd Disk Controller. 
(Optional 20Mb internal hard disk) 
A600 HD Pacta As above but featurii 

A600 Pack 
A600Jinc OPoim III 4 gome) RRP £399 99 
Astro Ten Gomes Pock ARP £229 78 
OF A Basic RRP £49 95 

TOTAL RRP £67972 
But yours far on unbelievable £399.99 

20Mb Hard Disk TOTAL RRP £779.72 
lut yours lor an unbelievable £499.99 

NB: HD VERSION DOES NOT INCLUDE DPMI OR GAME 

ALL OUR A500 PLUSES COME WITH A MASSIVE 2 MEG OF RAM 

«tr£7** 
.w E6« 

<w£6« 

A500+ CARTOON CLASSICS PACK 
Coroto* Pww - L*nwrw^». OP«rt ■ 
2 MIG RAM BOARD (lai«i blue peb design) 
^ww yw *5004 to a mean^i ? rrnQBtym* j RAW 

ASTRA TEN GAMES PACK 
DOUWrm » QW£ * E MPKKi ■ GWti MW*r SUm - K4 OtaShr 

* fnrf CP# - Soccp - TwS 
;W *i pKMptfl 
WICKED 40 GAME PACK 
40 gamH to get rm po*r^ 

2 FIGHTER MfCROSWlTCH JOYSTICKS 

QUALITY MOUSE PAD 
TAILOR MADE DUSTCOVER 
■PLUS* PD DISK PACK CONTAINING 

»w«tKMwSerMatnM<-0«n»»ifViiv.iaii»-aMii.uMi> 

TOTAL RRP £744.5? 
But yours for on unbelievable... 

RRP £8.99 
RRP £6.99 

VXWB& ■ 
AMIGA 1 JOf®!55»wolf^=^ww* 
Only 

'■TSSSSSP tncteowi r0^ WtCKtD SOGAMtiPACK 

•g3@-affet.-5- 

S-rtfSu-* _ 
VowmonitofsTVsMm/!!!l^|^TO^ ^ TVs 

GW BASIC WeW‘Se5,*«*®raMPlE7ELVFBEE! 

I o CAPACITY STORAGE BOX » 5? ” 
SCART LEAD TO TOUR COMPUTER RRP £9.99 

AL RRP WITH VALUE PACK £330.75 f 530 

SSaSssasB—— 8 
Sgssa-o, - 

J3J3* I kttv/monito. 

Wedible value for money 
TOTAL RRP WITH VALUE PACK piaa t* Ctf|^ a 

COMMODORE I0a« ««..«” _ «209.« 
Ded-eoied Commode.™ *TIREO COLOUR MONITOR 

GAMESMASTER PACK 
RRP £399.tt 

RRP £59 95 

’ RRP £229.71 

RRP £24.95 

RRP 15.W 

RRP £6.99 
RRP £6 99 

£399. 

SSSS"^ '** •*• »*■ SJC5 PACK 

boaro (i0*f)WLrrD’— I™*-* ■"»* AS00, K i wuw-Tl &lv* peb b# tir.nl 

aasiusarS— ' 

sy^w-jwisa-^ 

I.«CD1oiS-- 
«M f?HJ CM**. 

TAlinIT* MOUSEPAD 

•wu7 *£DC DUS7COVER 

TOTAL RRp £672 74 -*•“* 

B^fo--nUwb(..„ £399 99 

BSP £39? « 

wp£59.« 

bbp£149.m 

bw £34.»j 

"*£13*i 

b«p£6.w 
«"p£6.m 

CLIP-IT PAPER HOLDER 
MOUSE HOUSE 
•PLUS 

TOTAL RRP £679.96 

But yours for on unbelievoble 

Sw&tSSWBS"’ 
£549 

V-rusK.lteTB^^^' 

»“» Y«vr, hx an unbctirvable 

£ 199.M 

*“* yovr. (or on unbalinabl. 

£599 .95 

■*>* jwur* fee unbelievable 

1 Commodore monitor 

s»s;ssk 
» EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER * 

WHILE STOCKS LAST 

*"* 7°,,r» *w en unbelievable 

AMIGA CDTV STARTER PACK 
CDTV PLAYER Complete with remote RRP £499.99 

control, Lemmings etc 
CDTV KEYBOARD RRP £49.99 
CUMANA SUPER SLIM DRIVE RRP £79.99 
GFA BASIC used with above, transforms 

CDTV into a fully programmable Amiga RRp 79.99 

GFA BASK Essenliol for bosk programming fiRP £49 9<? TOTAL RRP £1085.61 

CARTOON CLASSICS SOFTWARE y©ari for on unbelievable 

Sort Simpson Vi Spore Muter* * Rp ^ 

Coptoir Planet fiSfpr\S98 
2 fighter joysticks *5J3,J9 ^ ... 
GUAUTV MOUSEPAD_;_w}J|dLtahw IM4.9SI H it U to be ut«dwithaNfovjj™ 

NB: This machine requir** a 

MEMORY DRIVES A SCANNERS 
512K RAM EXPANSION WITHOUT CLOCK £19.95 WITH CLOCK £24.95 
1.5 MEG EXPANSION [Not Plus compatible] £79.95 
1 MEG EXPANSION (Gives your A500 plus a massive 2MB) £39.95 
1 MEG EXPANSION WITH THRU-PORT £49.95 
NEW S MEG RAM BOARDS FROM POWER Complete with Thru-Port Populated board 

with OMeg RAM £99 • 2 Meg RAM £129 • 4 Meg RAM £189.95 • 8 Meg RAM £299.95 
DIRECT A500 REPLACEMENT DRIVE with instructions £44.95 
POWER PC8B0E Robust slim drive with anti-click £49.95 
CUMANA CAX 354 SLIMLINE DRIVE £54.95 
POWER PC 8BOB with Blitz/Virus hardware £69.95 
POWER PC880B+ X-COPY PROFESSIONAL £99.95 
DUAL POWER PC860B complete with Power supply £124.95 
GVP 52 MEG HARD DRIVE WITH RAM EXPANDABLE TO 8MB 

0 Meg RAM £379.95*2 Meg RAM £429.95*4 Meg RAM £499.95*8 Meg RAM £679,95 
GVP 105 MEG HARD DRIVE WITH RAM EXPANDABLE TO BMB 

0 Meg RAM £579.95*2 Meg RAM £629.95*4 Meg RAM £729.95*8 Meg RAM £899.95 
POWER SCANNER WITH VERSION 2.0 SOFTWARE £99.95 
UPGRADE KIT FOR NON POWER SCANNER UNITS 
Complete with hardware interlace and new version 2.0 Software £49.95 



ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & COURIER DELIVERY 

STAR PRINTERS 
All our Star Printers now corn* with the following 

value pock worth £34.96 COMPLETELY FREE 
QUALITY COMPUTER CABLE RRP £9 99 
UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND R.RP £9 99 
200 SHEETS CONTINUOUS PAPER RRP £4,99 
TAILOR MADE DUST COVER RRP £9.99 
16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION 
« PLUS « PD DISK PACK CONTAINING 

Wordprocoisor • Spreadsheet * Database • 
Virus Killer# Backup Utility 

STAR LC20 MONO PRINTER 
9 Pin Dot Matrix I 00/45 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pock £26d 01 

But ]fwn for an unU4iovt>bJ.£149.## 

■TAR LC200 COLOUR PRINTER 
9 Pin colour 185/45 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £33^95 
■ 'inoo,® Butt your* for an unbelievable ; 

STAR LC34-aoO MONO PRINTER 
24 Pin mono printer 220/55cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pock £30629 

But youn far an unbelievable £249*tl 

STAR LC34-RO0 COLOUR PRINTER 
24 Pin colour printer 220/55cps 

TOTAL RRP with vobe pock £445 04 

But yaurt for an unbelievable £ 399*#■ 

STAR SMS INKJET PRINTER 
High tpeed/quoliiy mono pnntef lOOcps fLQ) 

TOTAL RRP with value pock £379 96 

But your* for an unbelievable £344.## 

SERIOUS SOFTWARE 
WORD PROCESSORS 

QUICKWRITE basic but efficient and easy to use £59,991 
PENPAL Ideal tor both beginners & experienced users £79,99 

£129,99 

£51.99 
£249,95 

£63.99 
£81.99 
£69.99 
£99,99 

VYORDWORTH Industry standard, the best 
DATABASE 

K-DATA Affordable, reliable & easy to use 
SUPERBASE PROFESSIONAL 

The ultimate, you can't gel better 
SPREADSHEET 

K-SPREAD 2 Simple & easy to use 
K-SPREAD 3 Enhanced version ol above 
MAX I PLAN Wetl known powerfu l spreadsheet 
ADVANTAGE Powerful package for business users 
UTILITIES 
PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER 

Gel your finances in order? 
HOME ACCOUNTS 2 

Suftable for home & small businesses 
PEVPAC 3 Extremely powerful assembler 
GRAPHICS 

AMOS THE CREATOR Become a budding gamesmaker £49.99 
WALT DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO 

every cartoonists dream £99.99 

MUSIC 

MUSIC X LI Special purchase whilst stocks last £49.99 
BARS 4 PIPES Top of the range for the professional £148.99 

£39,99 

£54.99 

£69,99 

PACK B 
VtfMGUPGAMlOWD 

SUPER ABC 
PERIPHERAL PACKS 

RRP £29.95 
2 fighter joysticks 

40CA?ACmOC^DWB°X 
RRP £9.99 

10 DS/DD 3.5" DISKS 

RRP £999 
TOTAL RRP £45.91 

—SB35 

PACK A 
QUALITY REPLACEMENT MOUSE 

RRP £19.99 
SOUD PERSPEX DUST COVER 

RRP £12 99 
QUALITY SEMI-SOFT MOUSEMAT 

RRP £7.99 

TOTAL RRP £40.97 

'""OSS*—**J 

SUPER VALUE PACK PRICE 

£24.95 

SUPf# 
sgp £87.92 

SSf22t*wc» 
£«4.«S 

PROFESSIONAL AMIGA REPAIRS 
*Simply The Best" Commodore authorised repair centre 

,DEU .. FREE COLLECTION & DELIVERY BY COURIER Make one simple phone call and leave the rest to us! 
GUARANTEED 7 DAY TURN AROUND We guarantee to return your computer 

WITHIN 7 days of collection 
FULL OVERHAUL INCLUDING OVER 50 DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS Your Amiga will look as good as new 

3 MONTH COMPREHENSIVE GUARANTEE Our engineers work to the highest standard 
ALL INCLUSIVE PRICE We wont con you with hidden extras 

FREE 50 GAMES SOFTWARE PACK 
For a limited offer we will give you a 50 games pack completely free! 

ALL FOR THE £KA 
INCREDIBLE PRICE OF ^07.95 

NB Persons! colters in to one of our stores may deduct £10 from the above p 
We reserve the right to refute computers that have bees* tampered with or are I 

rtonomkal repair, lit this instance a nominal £10 charge will be marie to cover cam > casts* 

EXTEND YOUR WARRANTY TO A TOTAL OF 1 YEAR FOR ONLY AN ADDITIONAL £20.00 

STORE UR NEAREST 
BEDFORD MEGASTORE 
1 The Howard Centro, Bedford Telephone 0234 212460 

70 High Street Bedford Telephone 0234 217070 
NORTHAMPTON 
1-7 College Street Northampton Tel 0604 33996 
WELWYN OARDEN CITY 
16 Church Road Welwyn Gdn City Tel 0707 390029 
WATCH THIS SPACE 
More stores opening soon! 

nBY PHONE 

Siinpfy (all our Head Office quoting youi Acehs/Yiso number an 

0234 218060 (5 line*) 

BY CALLING PERSONALLY 

Simply toil in to your nearest FuturtWarid store where our faly 

trained personnel will he more than happy 10 deal with your 

requirement 

BY POST 

Make cheques. Bvttng Society dfflh or Food Orders payable to 

FUTUREWORLD COMPUTERS LTD 
UNITS 25-27 SERGEANTS WAY 

ELMS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE BEDFORD HK41 Kfi 
Pleote write cheque guarantee cord number on the reverse of cheque la ensure Mime 
day clearance Cheques without a cord number subject lo 10 days denrante, 

REMEMBER Ail PUKES ARE INCLUSIVE OF 

VAT 4 COURIER DELIVERY (UK Mainland only) 
SATURDAY DELIVERY £10.00, 

Fine we available to suit your specific needs Written details an request 

Instant credit is available in all FutureWorld stores 

PREMIER GOLD CARP 

* 7 day matter bade guarantee an goods purchased if na» completely utafted 

(subject la goods being returned in mint cundibon] 

* 30 day exchange lot new policy should a fault occur 

* 1 year guarantee giving free taUerikm and delivery strvtjg should a fault occur 

* Exclusive Premier Gold Cord with Personal Membership Number entitling you to 

special offers 

* All this lor only £19.95 per item purchased 

1 YEAR GUARANTEE 
Far rhe whole guarantee period, warranty seme* will be completely free of charge 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON SITE ENGINEERS 

Being authorised service centres far AMS TRAD COMMODORE & STAR, we are 

equipped b deal wMi itie majorit). ai quere, Unu open 3 00pm la 5.30pm 

FULLY COMPUTERISED ORDERING SYSTEM 

TKij enables our telesales ftofl to provide iqMcHhe-minote stock information coupled 

with efficient dispatch 

FULL TESTING PROCEDURE 
All computer hardware is tested prior to dispatch maintaining our mono; 

W goods stqec lo avaiia&iity 
ATpr<es correct ai ome of 

gong to press 

kV«M|PVIW MWFU1YWIC u l»IOU fHIV* 

E &OE 
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GAME REVIEWS 

First-person perspective football games might sound (ike a good idea, 

but playing Footbaif Champ is enough to make your stomach turn. 

Football Champ 
Simulmondo ■ £25.99 

78 

Remember i Pipy 3D Soccer? Welt, In their almost obsessive 
quest to make the ultimate ID soccer game, Simulmondo 
have gone a step further, Mow, instead of just viewing the 
pitch from one angle, you rotate the whole world around 

your player^ 
The effect is impressive as vectors and sprites are scaled 

and stretched to create a convincing pitch environment. 
Unfortunately, the game is practically unplayable: It's 
almost impossible to keep track of what's going on and you 
can't instantly swap control from one player to another. This 
leads to an overwhelming feeling of disorientation. 

There's a comprehensive tacti¬ 
cal and team management aspect 
to the game, but when it plays 
as badly as this, who cares? 

Steve Jarratt £> 

pi 

MU 40% 

He's a comic book hero and playing his gam* makes you think you're 

reading on*. We've seen pages turn quicker then these graphics move 

Dylan Dog - The 
Murderers 
Simulmondo ■ £25.99 
Poor old Dylan Dog (a man with a miserable childhood, no 

doubt) is, apparently, the star of the ‘No- 1 Italian comic 
book'. Our hero has had the misfortune to attend a party at 
which everyone goes barking mad and tries to malm every¬ 
one else. Mr Dog's task is to suss it all out and be the hero. 

Fat chance. Dylan strolls around this flick-screen 'who¬ 
dunit' as if hunting for his car keys, rather than the forces of 
evil. Every time you enter a new screen, the game pauses, 
displaying a little picture to keep you entertained. 

The high point of this adventure comes when Dylan 
bumps into other party-goers. Unfortunately, the ensuing 
hand-to-hand combat is totally naff. 

If the comic book was as slow 
and tedious as this H would soon 
be heading for treble figures in 
the comic charts. 

Steve Jarratt O 
Me 42% 

Welcome to the sunny Confederation of Syndicalist Republics, where the mushroom clouds are the 

only things that are likely to obscure your viaw. Curfew is at fit o'clock, and all the shops are shut. 

Ashes of 
Can you cope with a country in strife? Become a 

Gorby protege in this topical strategy game. T| he General, sighing, threw- himself 

into his pilot chair and rested his feel 

on the console of the flying sub. He 

cursed under his breath. What had made 

him accept the UC mission on 

this hellhole of a conti¬ 
nent? A moribund 

empire in its Iasi 

throes, iis nationali¬ 

ties on the brink of 

war. Strikes and 

social unrest in so 

many of the 40 

provinces - and only a fort¬ 

night left to pacify the region. 

If he failed, nuclear missiles 

would be let loose setting the 

earth on fire. Suppressing a 

shudder, the General pointed 

his craft towards Liman, where his supporters 

would be wailing... 

Lethal Pursuit 
Have you solved all ihe puzzles? Saved dozens 

of worlds? Done it all? Try Ashes of Empire1. 

Mike Singleton's latest s1rategy-cum-3D- 

action piece asks no less of you than to 

single-handedly manage the resources and 

defuse the explosive ethnic mixture of a vast 

empire tom apart by social strife. 

You have to work your way from a border 

province to ihe heartland, visiting strategically 

important places to gather a hand of support¬ 

ers, With sufficient stocks and resources, and 

the backing of live nationalities and a strong 

team of engineers, administrators, the military' 

and medics, your goal is to try to pacify a con¬ 

tinent, A handful of weeks stand between you 

and the spark that will ignite nuclear holo¬ 

caust. Arc you up to the challenge? 

Roll up? Roll up? Pidt • 

province. Every on* a 

winner (or #1 th* vary k#ft 

Aft opportunity for combat). 

Don’t be daunted by the prospect of deploying 

endless streams of troops. You operate in a 

meticulously-designed scenario (aptly under¬ 

lined by different movements of 

Stravinsky’s dramatic Firebird 

Suite). You are wel¬ 

comed to the region 

by a fine layout of 

icons on a set of 

fractal maps, which 

are divided into six 

stages. Location 

backdrops provide 

^ specific information and 

hundreds of individual charac¬ 

ter portraits. Once you arc 

familiar with the choices, the 

interface might be too straight¬ 

forward for some players. 

For convenience use the mouse to click your 

way through decisions via icons (each action 

lakes a certain amount of time) and steer vehi¬ 

cles wiih your keyboard or joystick. The 3D 

movement and battle scenes, refined since 

their appearance in the iwo Midwinters, add an 

element of immediacy to the predominantly 

static-screened game - a fine alternation. 

Movements arc fluid, wfith that uncanny real¬ 

ism typical of Mike and his team (by all 

means, do some diving just for the fun of it!)* 

Maps, on the other hand, do need time to load, 

favouring owners of RAM expansions. Still, 

Ashes is playable on small Amigas. 

Woo, trick or pacify people into helping 

you. Each character you wish to recruit needs 

specific treatment, these are represented by a 

choice of eight behaviour icons. People come 

and go as they follow their daily routine, so be 

prepared to have missed the constructor gen¬ 

eral at the works by just an hour. 



fTp GAME REVIEWS 

krtaming along In your fighter you're bound to attract the attention of the die-hard totalitarian* 

for every enemy you vanquish, a few more undecided" voters make the change to your side. 

Empire 
The Confederation of Syndicalist 

Republics (CSR) comprises five republics with 

about eight provinces each, Overlying this 

geopolitical grid is a finely-structured social 

one. Geographically scattered all over the 

empire, five nations with a president each vie 

for supremacy. Every nation is split into four 

ethnic factions, and has an acknowledged 

leader, the governor. Four pro¬ 

fessional classes with 

various internal ranks 

belong to each fac¬ 

tion. As a General 

and special envoy 

of the world organi¬ 

sation the United 

Community, plan your 

steps well to juggle with 4 

ihc delicate situations within a 

narrow time limit. 

You must liaise with repre¬ 

sentatives of ihc groups on as 

high a level as possible. You 

can befriend them by supplying vital resources 

specific to their situation and location, they 

will eventually pledge support and gain you 

votes, They will help you with transport, 

ammunition, information on various locations 

(which will be displayed on your maps in 

increasing detail) or even help you sabotage 

military installations to force peace, if neces¬ 

sary. Occasionally, you will even gain yourself 

an extra day or two. 

United Nations of Singleton 
impresses with the sheer multitude of 

individual characters, landscapes and possible 

encounters. Unlike action orientated predeces¬ 

sor Flames of Freedom, cross-country chases 

and 3D battle scenes can be reduced to less 

than a third of the entire game - if the player 

so wishes, Of course, a large number of vehi¬ 

cles are available, ranging from a flying sub to 

a cargo plane. The General can romp around to 

his heart's content above or below sea, on the 

ground or in the air in a host of craft. 

However, the attractive presentation and 

comfortable interface cannot disguise ihc lack 

of depth in the gameplay itself. While the 

background is vastly expanded on in the excel* 

1cm manual, the actual in-game options seem 

1o remain Limited to talking to the right 

people in the right places at the 

right time and (al)Jocal* 

ing resources upon 

demand. Encounters 

remain abstract and 

somewhat superfi¬ 

cial, The subtleties 

of higher diplomacy 

will be missed by vet¬ 

eran strategists spoilt by 

the Koci range or by Balance 

of Power. 

It’s a challenging mix¬ 

ture nevertheless, and it comes 

highly recommended to all 

those del tried by dry tables and endless 

menus, but with the mettle to solve problems 

under pressure. For players with a keen politi¬ 

cal interest, if s a must! 

E va Hoogh O 

Ashes of Empire 
Mirage I £29.99 

• tnlriieuingh well-researched scenario* 

# Bt-atiiiful graphics and beginner-friendly 

interface, lufnriitl video enclosed. 

• Becomes ever so slightly repetitive once the 
principle that establishes the right course of 
action is discovered. 

Subjugation is such an ugly 

word, Mr Bond- We prefer to 

use the ter more innocuous 

term pacification". 

Machine fights against machine in Steel Empire end thus no blood is 

ever spilt. But cash Is your I He-line end everything costs money. 

Steel Empire 
Electronic Arts ■ £29.99 
A laudable attempt to combine strategy war-gaming with 
arcade action. It pitches you against both human and com¬ 
puter players, offering a variety of tactics and strategies for 
global domination. Your conquest commences with a large 
map, which you attempt to spread yourself around. 
This section of the game sets up the combat which 
inevitably follows. 

Once your robot armies are thrown together in combat 
it's down to your arcade skills with a plane-view scrolling 
shoot-em-up. Shoot them first and you win the territory; 
fluff it and you've lost a robot-team. 

And that's ft until someone for something) dominates 
the whole landscape. War-gamers will 
hate it because of the arcade ele¬ 
ment arcade-junkies will find the 
the strategy sections boring. 

Steve Jarratt O 

The latest cute Jepenese-style samurai is Dojo Dsn. teen here going 

about his daily business of leaping over ancient Shinto artifacts. 

79 

Dojo Dan 
Europress ■ £25.99 

In order to vanquish the evil Valrog, Dojo Dan must first tra¬ 
verse his way through 20 massive levels full of platforms, 
puzzles and pick-ups. This is a computer game which thinks 
It's a console cartridge: fast* very pretty* joystick-friendly 
and dead playable. 

The huge levels really do sprawl* taking some exploring 
just to find their boundaries, let alone the exits! 

The problem with Dojo Dsn is the constant and unrelent¬ 
ing attack you come under from all manner of creatures. Dan 
must be a very unpopular bloke, because every living thing 
In the vicinity has come out to hit him* throw things at him 
or Just get in the flippin' way. And It's this incessant barrage 
which eventually makes it grow tire¬ 
some. Great if you like your 
games packed to very the brim 
with hassle. 

Stove Jarratt £> 
ferdici 80% 
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NEWSFLASH 
8833 Mk II Monitors 

Genuine UK Model with 
FI? Promotion ONLY £189,95 

D 
CLEARANCE SALE 
EX DEMO A590's £199 
EX DEMO ASOO's £199 

O N 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD 

1Mb W 1Mb 

ram pack ram 

THE FANTASTIC NEW 
AMIGA 600 

AS SEEN IN THE COMPUTER PRESS 

EVERYWHERE 

ONIY £345 INC VAT 

Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 
♦FI9 Promotion 

INCLUDES CONNECTING LEAD 

ONLY £539 INC VAT 

COMES WITH FREE HOME MAINTENANCE 

ON A60Q 

Fro* Dtlux* Point III ♦ gome 
while itocki Lott 

WI CANNOT BE BEATEN 

ON PRICE 

1Mb 1Mb 

ram pack ram 
600 WORD PRO PACK 

AMIGA 600 PLUS 

Wilh the NEW 

AMIGA 600 H/D with 20Mb hord disk 

AND 9Pin Seikosha Printer 

+ Tmruwrite Word Processor 

+ All AMIGA standard features, Mouse etc 

COMES WITH FREE HOME MAINTENANCE 

ON A600 

ONLY £599.00 INC VAT 

Or with 11833 Mk II Monitor 
+F19 Promotion 

ONLY £795.00 INC VAT 

ADO £75.00 FOR COL PRINTER 
ADD £80.00 FOR 

QUALITY 34 PfN PRINTER 
WE CANNOT BE BEATEN . 

ON PRICE 

1Mb 

RAM pack 
1Mb 
RAM 

THE EVEN MORE FANTASTIC 
NEW AMIGA 600 HD 

WITH 20Mb HARD DISK 

AS SEEN IN THE COMPUTER PRESS 

EVERYWHERE 

ONLY £448.95 INC VAT 

Or with 8833 Mk It Monitor 
+F19 Promotion 

INCLUDES CONNECTING LEAD 

ONLY £639.95 INC VAT 

COMES WITH FREE HOME MAINTENANCE 

ON A600 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE 

40MB HARD DISK VERSION 

ADD £199.95 

Pack 
INDUSTRY COMPATIBLE PACK 

INVEST IN YOUR CHILD'S FUTURE 
WITH A REAL COMPUTER 

A 386 Desktop PC running or 16MHz, 
40Mb hard d.sk, 2Mb RAM, jingle 3.5* 

(loppy drive, DOS 5, 

colour VGA monitor 

ONLY £699.00 INC VAT 

1 Year Warranty included 

NEW PHOENIX 386 Notebook 
with 60Mb hard disk and 2Mb RAM 

only £899.00 inc v» 
Full Ronga of PC's Available 

Come m >o one of our showrooms 

for g frwjfomo "strati on. ) 
• Less £150 when you PX 

your oid Amigo 500 

1 Mb 1Mb 

ram pack ram 
THE ALL NEW EVERYTHING BUT 

THE KITCHEN SINK PACK 
NEW AMIGA 600 

♦ 10 GAMES 

Line OF Fire,GarVup, Teen age Mutant Hero 
Turtles, Cadaver, Corporation, Shufflepudk Caf4, 

Emotion, Power play, Grand Monster Siam, 
Tower OF Babel 

+ All AMIGA standard features, Mouse etc. 
+■ 

Mousemol, Tailor mode Dust Cover, joystick, 
10x3.5" disks, 1 disk storage box. 

COMES WITH FREE MAINTENANCE ON A600 

ONLY £399.00 INC VAT 

Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 
+F19 Promotion 

ONLY £588.00 INC VAT 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 

ON PRICE 

Pack 
INDUSTRY COMPATIBLE PACK 

WIRED FOR SOUND 
WITH A REAL COMPUTER 

A 306 Desktop PC running at !6MHz, 40Mb 

hard disk, 2Mb RAM, single 3.5* floppy drive, 

DOS 5, colour VGA monitor, joystick, 

Adlib compatible sound cord. 

+■ 10 Amazing Games inc. ■ Battiechess, F16 

Combat Pilot, Golden Axe, Gun ship, Populous, 

Silent Service, World Class Golf, 

P47, Carrier Command, f 15 Strike Eagle 

ONLY £799.00 INC VAT 

1 YEAR WARRANTY INC 

* Less £150 when you PX 

your old Amiga 500 

The NEW Adventures Of CAPTAIN DIAMOND 
\H CAB. 6*040 
The P&3PUL-S chahPiqu 
CAJ*T*|W AAHQNQPGlUl 

the RB&PM 
Aran£QAfTt5Q. OGD 
8*6C AH h&Q 

MfiO IN AN ASOOiS 

NAJOG GlVAtr'TW£ 6WE 

FW, ujitm the QuP 

ACTCl£SATC£ CAfl0. 

AMO TMCY#® @0TH Up 

AqAiNST Tne HOT 

ftAuouOrfEB W 1500 

3000,.., Awothpy QE. 

G&’t* 



WANT A 1500 
With Workbench 2.04? 

GOT A 500 
SWAP IT FOR ONLY £399.95 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

Checkout the price on 
PROGRESSIVE PERIPHERALS Products! 

Nobody in the UNIVERSE 
Con touch Captain Diamond 

On Price! 

1 CAPTAIN DIAMOND'S 1500 & 3000 CENTRE A500 ACCESSORIES 

A1500 
All Diamond's 1500's come with 
Workbench 2.04 and are also supplied 
with:- Deluxe Paint III, Home Accounts, The 

Works [word processor, spreadsheet and 
database), 3 Games (Puzzntc, Toki & Elf), 
and a book (Get The Best Out Of Your 

Amiga) 

A15QG on its own.. .£549 
witfoGVP 8Mb bar* boand+52Mb Quantum. £839 
with 8Mb 0k RAM board+ 105Mb Quantum £998 

A1500+6633.£745 

Out Of Memory? 
Try our 8Mb RAM Board for your A1500 

or 2000 
Aries Board 0Mb .. £89 
For each 2Mb RAM add..£69 

AMIGA 3000 
The NEW Commodore AMIGA 3000 

25MHz processor, 100 Mb hard disk, 4Mb 
Fast RAM, 2Mb Chip RAM. 
+ SC ALA + Deluxe Paint IV, 

CM 1960 M/SYNC MONITOR 

£3295.00 INC VAT 

Phone for PX pricing 

GENLOCKS 
Rocger .   £89.95 

Rocgen +.....£124,95 
Rendole 8802 .£119.95 
G2 .   £575.00 
G2+ ..  £999.00 
Video Pilot. £999.00 

New Philips Editing System 
Only...  £399.00 

IMPACT II HCB 
/ Factory fakjfkd bard drim 

/ 52 120. 240&42Qvbof*cx* 

/ Qnfcoad flMb memory jatieb 

✓ Add up fed more SCS deuces 

S kfyTok&aiSi\m 

Th*w ore the equivofeni of the 

HD8+ Hand drive, but for the 

1500 & 2000 model. Not only 

ate rtwy tome of the faitoit hard 

dnvm available but they olw 

incorporate on unpopiArt>d BMb 

RAM, expontion board. 

52Mb..£295 

120Mb_CA45 

240Mb.  £695 

420Mb tt295 

SYQUEST44/88Mb 
/ 44 or 8&V\fci Jmeobfe mado 

/ 20rrti OCtMS ftme 

✓ Cbn be suppled witr or 

GVPHCS carmAr 
f htmd cose avoiiotib fcr A5QQ 

or A3000 users 
Each drive come* complete wilh 

one cartridge. Syuuwt dr iv*t giv* 

complete Uoroge Ffoxiblity, 

offering a quick and easy way fe 

odd *j0to storage to your system 

44Mb bar*. C445 
44Mb + HC8„.£543 

88Mb bar* „™.£593 

80Mb + HCB.£693 

GfORCE30-25/40/50 
/ 6803<XC/68030eC/68030 

poawo 
/ 2S ' 4Q 5QVHz dock speeds 

/ 66892 Mata aKKcesscr 

Sbvor*ist>1$/t6/16Mb32 

8* ARM 
/ 32d*5CS/con*ofer 

These fast 68030EC/68030 

ocotfer^on wdhfnemgiiy t^sgrade 
__J — *--Ih. -h r .-jl - fl - - 
□Fla jwi \rmnoce 000^0 QW 

25MHz/lMb.........£391 
40MMx/4Mb_.£995 
50MHt 4Mb.... £1395 

IMPACT VISION 24 
/ ?68 * 580 PAL resolution 

S Supports oorqowip vadbo, SVH5 
and KG0 tgrids 

/ Broadcast quaky Genfodt 

/ Now wtft &G& spinet 

This is the very Latest 24bit 

Professional Video Adaptor It 

features 16.7million colours on 

saw of once, bu<tan genlock. 

Ricker fixer, frame buffer, frame 

grabber, and digital keyw. It 

comes wilh Cdigari IV24 30, 

Soota fV24 pfoi Macro faint, 

A1500/2000 requires additional 

adaptor O £49.95 

Only£1695 

COMPONENT SHOP CAPTAIN’S CHIP SHOP 
harddisks jdc SCSI 4X256K PRAMS 

52Mb £149.93 £179.95 For A590 S *c. £3.99 

305MJ? £269,93 379.95 1X1 M* DRAMS For 0vp/Supro #*e £3.99 

2 y*ar wunuufy l*9Mb S4MM5 

SYQUEST For hOUS/GVF/Rodtard •* .. £14.99 

R*mcw*obl* canvidga driy* 4x9Mb SIMMS For GV0/N£XUS #»cCl 39+95 

44Mb 20mi £299,00 CIA CHIPS.. . £14*9S 

CONTROLLER for ofam* add £69.93 3,3 ROM £29.93 

ROM Switcher New Available PROGRESSIVE PERIPHERALS 

1 3 2 0J *OM Wch*r £9.95 
U ROM avQ'labi* 0 ...£29.95 
2 04 ROM o^toW* 9 £39.93 

9 PX OWft ON FAOf I. Mull H « GOOD WO«C**> 

gQNomciN wnx 1 Mi RAM JuOOfMMd a* 
coNtMON sueect k> MMN*fliit pocsruoN 

25MHi Moferoto 60040 MeRw Cfr 
preceMor SohwOTO compatible with 60000 chip! 
Erq»ndetote to 32Mb RAM AnoifoW* wilh 0Mb, 
4Mb. 8Mb, 16Mb and 32Mfe RAM We a.. net 

elbwed *0 pfW Out prices or W*‘ll get sued. for 

redicutaufly tow prices contact your Local shop 

AVI DEO 24 
24bH graphics fat ihe A500 768,500 quaLty 

resolution 1 6 emilion colour horn* buV Smol 
easy to he circuit hoard My jenlodkaWe Rum on 
eandvd A50Q |lMb dup RAM) Comet <#■* 24- 

<bfl pomi pockoge|TV Pairdf Ahowi prefer* * 
picture ....  £3*9 

REMBRANDT 
24biieoW, iMtan colours Frit bath 
A1500/2000,,,,,.   .£1490 

DISK DRIVES 
AMIGA Internal,...... , £39.95 

Shtidine.~.   £49,95 

Ufa**---     £54.95 
CDTV drive.....‘... £64.95 

ROCHARD 40Mb ... . £299.00 
GVP SERIES 2 HARD DISKS 
52Mb ONLY..,..   £345.00 

105Mb ONLY...   £449.00 
Perfectly matched in colour + style to the AMIGA 

500p. 11 m» access drive. 1' high drive by Quantum 
Room for up to 8Mb of RAM esponsion Cut Off 
switch for games Exsponsion 'Mini Slot'. External SCSI 
porl Dedicated PSU ond fon. 2 years free warranty. 
Add £65.00 pei extreo 2Mb RAM 

ROCHARD DRIVES ALWAYS IN STOCK.52Mb 
105 Mb 

Ok £369.00 Ok £539.00 
2Mb £434.00 2Mb £594.00 
4Mb £499.00 4Mb £659.00 
6Mb £564.00 6Mb £724.00 
8Mb £629,00 8Mb£789.00 

286 Emulator ..£345 
120Mb £495 240Mb £795 

A530 Accelerator 
/ 40MHz 68030EC processor 

/ Hripeed SCSI interface with 52t 120 or 240Mb ... 

hard drive 

/ }Mb populated Accomodates up to maximum 8Mb 

of 32-bit wide RAM 

/ Optional 68882 Maths co-processor 

/ Optional PC-AT emulation 

Accelerator + HD + RAM Upgrade 

Plugging a GVP A530 Accelerator onto your A500 or 
A500 Plus will boost its speed from 7.14MHz to o 
blistering 40MHz. The A530 wilt be available with 
either 52, 120 or 240Mb hord drive and con be 
upgraded to include an additional mothe co¬ 
processor, BMb of 32-bft wide FAST RAM and much 
more through GVP’s unique "mini-slot". 
40MHz \Mb RAM/52Mb HP,.,.£749 
40MHi 1 Mb RAM/120Mb HD..£899 
40MHi 1Mb RAM/240Mb HD.£1099 

Monitors & TV's 
B833Mkll +n 9 promotion ,,.. £189.95 
Panasonic 1381 muhiiync..£275 
Philips TV/Monitor__ £249 

Philips 3350 51" remote control..,.£349.99 
Philips 86cm motchline 

100Hz widescreen.....£2499,99 
New Philips Designer cube TV/Monitor £279 
Goldstar TV/Monitor_____£ 159 
Philips 14"SVGA monitor, suitable for use with 

A3O0O or 1500 with flicker fixer.£229.95 
Please add £9.95 for connecting lead 

JjiAno p 
e e * ^ t t DC 

ff, whtletiLjyiPig goads from u. you ran 
Itowtfi ■ txm.Lr pn* Ofl the jWnr ^oodi 

frodl one erf cm U K. CMiprcm Uicn 



YOU CANT BUY CHEAPER THAN DIAMOND 

Diamond 

UK 8833 
Monitor £229.99 £229,95 £234.99 £219 £209.99 £199 £199.95 £219 £249.95 £240 £189.95 

HP Deskjet 
Colour 

£575.00 N/A £599,99 £539 N/A £559 N/A £559 N/A £499 £491.15 

Star LC200 
Colour 

N/A £209.95 £199.99 £189 N/A £189 £169.95 £199.99 £209.95 N/A £168.95 

Roc St© Drive 
External 

£54,95 N/A N/A N/A £55.99 £56 N/A N/A N/A £59 £49.95 

10 Blank Disks N/A £9.99 £4.99 N/A £7.99 £7.50 £3.99 N/A N/A N/A £3.50 

Amiga 600 N/A £399.99 £359.99 N/A £379.99 £369 £364.95 £349.99 £399.95 £399 £345 

Citizen 224 
Colour 

£240 N/A £244.99 £239 £224.99 £239 £244.90 £229.99 £254.95 E234.25 £219.95 

Pen Pal 
Word Pro 

N/A £79,99 £53.99 £53 £54.99 N/A N/A N/A £79.95 N/A £39.95 

SVP Senes II 
52Mb H/D 

N/A £379.95 £354.99 £349 £349.99 £359 N/A N/A £349.95 £379 £345 

Progress*® 
Peripheral 
68040 Accelerator 
card for A500 

Captain Diamond scoured the pages of every magazine he could lay his hands on and 
unfortunately he could not find any other supplier who felt technically competent enough to 
retail the amazing 68040 product, so if you want to speak to the experts speak to Diamond the 
largest Amiga dealer in Northern Europe, 

£725 

If vou bought CDTV and are now living to regret it read on 
"..Commodore made multimedia available to the 
masses with the Dynamic Total Vision (CDTV), but it 
looks set for dinosaur status in the light of Philips' 
impressive Compact Disc-Interactive (CD-I), Chris 
Cain's (Senior Staff Writer PCW) comparison of the 
two systems gave him the best hardware experi¬ 
ence he's had for five years...." 

Personal Computer World July 1992 

Did you bet on black and it came up red? 
Did you buy Betamax when everybody bought VHS? 
Have you booked your summer holiday in Yugoslavia? 
I bet you've got CDTV. 

Well don't worry we won't take the micky anymore because your not the only 
person who fell for all the hype, but don't panick, Captain Diamond as always is 
here to save the day. You can bring your old CDTV into any branch of Diamond 
until the end of August and we will give you a brand new all singing all dancing 
CD-I system for only £449 



P/X Your old 500 
for a new Amiga 1500 

for ONLY £399.95 
WITH WORKBENCH 2.04 

PEN PAL £39.95 

PART EXCHANGE EX DEMO 
AMIGA 500 +3 MONTH'S 
WARRANTY ONLY £199.95 
EX DEMO A590 5 FROM £199.95 
WITH 2Mb RAM £249.95 

CAPTAIN DIAMOND'S PERIPHERALS PAGE 
— lJRICts include VAT 

APPLICATION SOFTWARE 
Graphic* 4 General Distant Suns 4.0 £27.49 
Advantage £64.99 Fun School Series £13,99 
Anim Fonl lor 2 or 5 £19.59 French Mistress Cl 5,49 An Depi £52.29 GB Route Plus £54.99 
An Dept Pro 2 £139.99 Mqvts Beacon Typing £22.99 
Big Alternative Scroller £34,99 Micro Series £16,99 
Broadcast Tiller 2 £154.99 

Cdourburst £449.99 DTP 6 Wordprocesting 
Deluxe Point IV £54.99 Excellence 2 £39.99 
Digiview Medio Station £109.00 Gold Disk Video £39.50 
Disney Animation Stud £64.99 Kindwords £29.99 
Imagine 2 £194.99 Pogesetter 2 £39.99 
Med iaita lion £119.95 Pogestream 2.2 £129.99 
Personal Finance Mgr £19.99 Pen Pal £39.95 
Personal Font Maker £34.99 Pe-rsoftd Write £19.99 
Pixel 3D £64.95 Pro Page 3.0 £149.00 
Presentation Master £149,99 Quickwrite £29,99 
Prodtow 2 . £*9,99 Scribble £24,95 
Professional Calc £129.99 Tram write £29.99 
Pro Video Posl £11 7,60 Wordsworth 1,1 £79.99 
Real 3D Beginners £99.99 Works Platinum £49.99 
Scenery Animation £49.99 
Spectra Colour £3999 ft___Luiije. e ■ it Jl ■ iftelirfeaAte. l/cvpiopfn^ni w uniirivi 

TV Text £34.29 AMOS or Easy AMOS £29.99 
Video Director £99.99 AMOS 3D £22.99 
Vidi Amigo £44.99 AMOS Compiler £19,99 
Vtdi Colour Solution £139.99 Blitz Basic £69,99 
Viilra Pro £49.99 Can Do VI .6 £64.99 

Cross Dos £22.99 
Muiic £ Dev Poe 3,0 £49.99 
AMAS2 £69.95 Directory Opus £25.99 
Audio Engineer +2 £149.99 Disk mailer £32.99 
Audiomaster 4 £44.2* Hi Speed Pascal £64.99 
Audition 4 £34.99 Home Accounts 2 £36.99 
Bars A Pipes Pro £136.89 Hyperbook £42,99 
Deluxe Music const Set £49.99 lattice C V5.1 dev sys £171.19 
Dr T Copies! Apprentice £58,85 Quarterback £39,99 
Dr T KC5 Level IIV3 £147.09 Quarterback Tools £44.99 
Jam £69,99 SASC £159,99 
Music X 1.1 £49.95 Superbock £33,99 
Perfect Sound £39.95 Superbase Pro 4 £299.00 
Stereo Master £29.99 Superbose Pen 2 £76.49 
Saurvd Master 

Techno Sound Turbo 
£84.99 
£29.99 

X Copy £30.39 

ClU6 Mimbihs Price* Only 

Educational [TmH PrJCIS A*i AuttAPT DltCOUNTtPj 

Answer Bock Jnr 

Answer Bock Snr 
£15.25 
£15.25 Application Star Buys 

Miwtr Sock Data Disks Pen Ptil_ .£19,95 
Arithmetic £7,69 Wordsworth 1.1 ..... 
20th Century 

Spelling 

World Geography 

£7,69 UU-.L, . __ -J riwxi iniegruTeo 
£7,69 
£7.69 

spreadsheet, word processor 

General Science £7,69 
and database.. 

Contpedium 6 £26,99 1 

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS 
STAR LC20 £116.32 
CITIZEN 124/D £179.77 
STAR LC 24/10 £158.62 
STAR 1C 200 £168.95 
STAR LC 24/200 COL £233.82 
SWIFT 9 COLOUR £ 179.77 
SWIFT 9 £169.20 
NEW SWIFT 24E COL £267.90 
XB 24 200 COL £348.97 
XB 24 250 COL £417.12 

INK JET PRINTERS 

NEW PANASONIC 

2180 COLOUR PRINTER £199.95 
SEIKOSH A SP1900+ £ 111.62 
PANASONIC KXP 1123 £153.93 
OKI 380 £198.58 
SWIFT 9X £259.95 
SWIFT 24X £354.85 
NEW SWIFT 224 £206.80 
NEW SWIFT 224 COL £219.95 
NEW SEIKOSHA 24 PIN £245.57 

HP PAINTJET 

HP DESK1ET 

HP DESKJET COL 

STAR SJ48 

£632.15 
£326.65 
£491.15 
£209.15 

CANON BJ10EX 

CANON BJ300 

CANON BJ320 

£217.37 
£339.57 
£327.82 

LASER PRINTERS 
Okl 400 

HP III P 

OKI LASER 800 0.5Mb 

OKI LASER 800 Dual bin 0.5Mb 

OKI LASER 830 Postscript 2Mb 

OKI LASER 840 Postscript 2Mb 

£551.07 
£807.22 
£999.92 
£1199.67 
£1099.80 
£1399.42 

STAR BUY 
OKI 400 

1.5MB RAM 
£699.95 

TOP 30 GAMES SOFTWARE 

LET CAPTAIN DIAMOND PUT YOU IN THE CLUB FOR ONLY £10 

Mon key blond II.£22.79 

John Modden Foolball £15.59 

Epic.  £17,99 
EyeOfBehdb^lMb £21.59 
The Manager £15.59 
Pinball Dreomj. £14.29 

Project X—-£14.29 
Joguor XJ22G.£14,29 
John Barnes . £15.59 
Grand Prix.£20.99 
Dizzy Excelleni Adv £13,74 
SpocoOusode £15.59 
Megalomania First SAM £18,59 
SIM ANT £20,99 

A320 Airbus. £19,79 
Covert Action............ £20,99 
VRQOM.£15.59 

Cartoon Collection... £ 13*74 

Jimmy While's $nooker£l 7,99 
Bitmap Bros Vol 1 , £15,59 
Monkey Island 1 Mb. £15,59 
Parasol Stars. £15.59 
WWF Wrestlemania £15,59 
Lineker Collection. £11.99 

Pacific Islands. £17,99 
Black Crypt £15.59 
Harlequin....... £15.59 

PGA Golf & Course* . £17,99 

Might & Magic 3 £21,59 
Special Forces.. £20,99 

CLUB MiMMK PlttCE ONLY 
PLEASE BRING THIS 
ADVERT WITH YOU 

PERSONAL 
CALLERS 

ONLY FOR 
GAMES 

SOFTWARE 
NOT 

AVAILABLE 
ON MAIL 

ORDER 

DIAMOND SHOPS AROUND THE U.K. 
DIAMOND COMPUTERS 

1 44 FERRY ROAD 

EDINBURGH 
TEL: 031 554 3557 
FAX: 031 554 2115 

DIAMOND COMPUTERS 
1022 STOCKPORT ROAD 

MANCHESTER 
TEL: 061 257 3999 
FAX: 061 257 3997 

DIAMOND COMPUTERS 
1045 HIGH ROAD 
CHA0WELL HEATH 

ROMFORD 
TEL: 081 597 8B51 
FAX: 081 590 8959 

DIAMOND COMPUTERS 
232 TOTTENHAM COURT 

ROAD 
LONDON ■ W1 

TEL: 071 580 4355 
FAX: 071 580 4399 

DIAMOND COMPUTERS 
406 ASHLEY ROAD 

POOLE - DORSET 
TEL: 0202 716226 
FAX: 0202 716160 

DIAMOND COMPUTERS 
443 GLOUCESTER ROAD 

BRISTOL 
TEL: 0272 522044 
FAX: 0272 521738 

DIAMOND COMPUTERS 

[HEAD OFFICE) 
84 LODGE ROAD 
SOUTHAMPTON 
TEL 0703 232777 
FAX: 0703 232679 

CORPORATE SALES 

TEL 0703 333184 

FAX 0703 232679 

CONTACTS: 

SHARON /DAWN/BAR BARA 

EDUCATION/GOVERNMENT 

ORDERS ACCEPTED 

14 DAYS ADD 2% 

30 DAYS ADO 5% 

HOW TO ORDER 
Simply telephone through your order, giving your Access or Visa cord number, or send 

a cheque or postal order to your local Deafer MAIL ORDER No 071 580 4355 

Prices include VAT unless otherwise stated Minimum Courier Service £10.00 

Allow 10 working days for cheque clearance Bankers drafts clear on the same day. 

Alt prices are correct at h-me of going “o press but may change without notice. 

POSTAL SERVICE FROM OUR TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD BRANCH ONLY 

THE 
diamond 
PRICE PLEDGE 

If udti&t buying goods from tu, you can sfmv us a better price for the same 

goods in stock from one of our ‘U<% competitors then ive unit match that price 

‘Even if our prices have increased we unil honour the price in this advert isment 

on items in stock^as long as you bring it mth you 

*Thts Fledge applies only to customers rtlying on this advertisment before the end 

of the month of publication. It does not apply to competitors prices offered in 

closing doum or stock, clearance sales. 
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84 

The European Football Championships 

are over and we tost again, nothing 

new there. What a disaster! It’s 

enough to make you run out into the street and 

bum your collection of footle games as a pub¬ 

lic statement. But before you do. you'll want 

to know whether or not John Barnes European 

FootMt is worth buying, just to make the 

bonfire complete. 

It must have seemed like a good idea at 

the time, when Krisalis decided to go for good 

of Johnny as their choice of front-man for 

their European Championships tie-in. Now 

they must be bicycle-kicking themselves in 

disgust, and not just because we got knocked 

out of the running — poor old Bamsie didn't 

even make it on to the plane to Sweden. 

Thanks to an unfortunate injury, just before 

You can choos* your home team from the eight 

contenders for the European Cup, but if you 

choose Yugoslavia, you're not allowed to play. 

OK, so John Barnes 

didn't make it to 

Europe and he might 

have made all the drt- 

fere nee. Why not 

relive the whole 

dreadful experience 

with John £ernes1 

European Football? 

Barnes 
Football 

John 
European 

the Championships started. This leaves 

Krisalis with more egg cm their faces than thai 

nice Mister Major chappie. 

John Barnes European Football is a no- 

frills, bash-the-hall-around football game, and 

not a lot more. Essentially a revamped version 

of Manchester United with an improved pitch 

and slightly better graphics. John Barnes 

looks like a cynical marketing ploy to relieve 

you of a bit more of your hard-earned dosh in 

the name of football. 

Sick as a parrot 
There are a few improvements which make the 

game a little better than its predecessor. 

Arrows underneath the players make sure you 

know which way you should be kicking, and 

ihe noise of the crowd adds a fair helping of 

atmosphere. But overall, the experience is dis¬ 

appointing, Instead of the lightning-fast 

mcga-herocs you expect to be controlling, 

you're given a bunch of virtually indistin¬ 

guishable geeks (with the exception of Bames 

himself) who react like they have semi-hard 

concrete in their boots. There's also a strange 

tendency for your players to move faster 

Turn tactics may b* a 

foreign phrat* to 

Graham Taylor, but 

tO John Barnes 

European football„ 

they're everything, 

Remember to play all 

11 men up front when 

taking on Sweden. 

:<*fYTTr>y 
NEEDS 1 MEG 

The goal-mouth 

action is pretty lim¬ 

ited. but then so are 

the skills Of your 

goalie, He's got two 

left feet end hands 

Ilk* a princess. 

across the pitch from wing to wing which 

completely ruins any chance you had of 

reclaiming the ball in open ground, All you 

need is one Swede to come running along and 

they're off with the ball like a shot 

The performance of your goalie isn't 

much better. Try a pass-back manoeuvre from 

just ouiside the box. and your gloved guardian 

leaps into the air accompanied by tumultuous 

applause from the audience. Why? Maybe 

because Krisalis weren't expecting you to play 

real football, perhaps? 

You have a few options which you can 

select at the beginning of each game. You can 

vary ihe playing length from 10 minutes to the 

full hour-and-a-half, or change the weather. 

Setpieces, like free-kicks and penalties can be 

disabled if all you want is continuous ball-on- 

foot action. The silliest option has to be the 

one which lets you control only Bames: from 

then on, the game becomes ridiculous. The 

camera slays with the ball, and Barnes’s posi¬ 

tion is marked on the scanner in the same 

colour a* all your other players, so it's virtu¬ 

ally impossible to tell where he is. 

Jerky, badly-animated sprites combine 

with poor ball control to make life even harder 

for the football aficionado. The small view- of 

the pitch is not large enough to set up any 

really good passes, and even when you aim a 

free-kick a* one of your own blokes, he usually 

runs away as soon as the ball is kicked. 

Frustration reigm supreme, and you'll be 

shouting at the screen with the same amount of 

agony that you probably used when you 

watched the real matches on telly, so in that 

respect, John Barnes European Football is 

accurate. Bui gameplay fun, it certainly isn’t. 

Sing when yer winning 
It's difficult to work out which is the biggest 

travesty - England's performance during the 

ill-fated European Championships, or 

Krisatis*s John Barnes European Football. 

With so many top-rated footballers England 

had no excuse to be playing so badly, and with 

so many top-rated football games around. 

Krisalis have no excuse for releasing this dog. 

They can't be blamed for Barnes’s injury, but 

they sure as hell carry' the can for this lousy 

offering. If you only buy one football game 

this season, make sure it isn’t this one. Oh* and 

Bamsie * get well soon mate, it looks like 

well need you more than ever. 

Meal Jackson O 



From the darkest corner of 

the Nth dimension, comes the 

hippest cosmos dweller 

ever to take centre screen. 

ZOOL-Ninja alien and 

righteous dude is on his way. 

Hedgehogs beware! 

66 Gremlin have produced 

a masterpiece. J 9 

Amiga action 96% 

f ( Fast, action-packed, 

challenging 

and highly addictive 55 

The Sun 

COMING SOON ON; 

AMIGA (1 MEG ONLY) AND ATARI ST 

GREMLIN GRAPHICS SOFTWARE LTD. 
CARVER HOUSE. 2*4 CARVER STREET. 

SHEFFIELD Si *fS 
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GAME REVIEWS 

Hit's last-animating graphic! and impressive sounds you're after, 

you're probably safe in giving Dmtdnoughts the heave-ho. 

Dreadnoughts 
Turcan Research Systems ■ £31.99 

Or Peter Turcan has a reputation tor building solid war- 
games based on complex mathematics, Dreadnoughts takes 
his work a bit further, and is based on naval warfare from 
the early twentieth century. No planes, no missiles, just 
huge great guns and armour plate. 

Most of the graphics consist of naff, lores 3D views. The 
core of the game is ordering your flagship and others under your 
command to manoeuvre and shoot at the enemy. Type the com¬ 
mand wrong and it's like playing Colossat Cave again. 

Brave and different Drvmdnoughts is a text adventure dis¬ 
guised as a war-game. Great if you've a vivid imagination and an 
interest in the subject but I despise 
it You can't edit battles, and new 
sets are £17 a time. I prefer pen 
and paper battleships* 

Pat McDonald 

feixlic: 45% 

At the 38th Parallel the United Hatton* forces meet the Chinee* 

counter-attack. Conflict: Korea may took a bit btocfcy, but ft's a storm! 

Conflict: Korea 
US Gold/SSI ■ £34.99 
SSI have been doing war-games for absolutely years, but 
they are always computer versions of board war-games (the 
ones with lots of little counters and dice) so I wasn't expect¬ 
ing much from this offering. 

The game is set during the Korean war, which is a new 
era for me so the novelty helped* Three different variations 
can be played, and a future mid-Ninettes one too. The aerial 
dimension is good, different air forces can be sent on differ¬ 
ent tasks, tt has to be said that the Communist air force is 
more of an idea than a threat, but aerial play balance isn't 
in evidence. Bomb them Reds! 

Lay on top of this an excellent point-and-click interface, 
fairly fast screen update, lots of options to change the land 
war play balance and it makes for a 
fine war-game. Nothing new but 
better than other recent SSI 
releases. And it multi-tasks I 

Pat McDonald <& 

Even hale and hearty adventurer* need a hip now and then. The inn is the place to do it safely. You 

can also catch up with the 'blah blah secret bomb' type gossip here, or just get drunk. 

Ishar - Legend 
Is Eye of the Beholder the limit for role-playing inter¬ 

action? Ishar proves where there's life there's hope. Wasn't fxhar lhat awful film with 

Warren Beatty and the short guy? 

No indeed, lhat was Ishrar, and it 

had lots of camels in. Ishar has a noticeable 

lack of camels, hul lots of scenery. 

Remember a game called Crystals of 

Arborea? Probably not - it wasn't very good. 

Anyway, this is the sequel, and the plot is 

something tike this: the land of Kendoria (for¬ 

merly Arboreal has been plunged into 

darkness... evil ruler called Krogh built 

fortress... called Ishar... go and kill him... etc. 

Thus you find yourself alone in some 

pleasant countryside with just a sword in hand 

and a shady figure off in the distance. Your 

aim is threefold: to find some other stout 

adventurers, to find out what the hell you’re 

supposed to be doing and then to do it. Easy. 

Character acting 
Ishar is pretty much a standard role-playing 

game. You wander around the landscape, 

recruiting characters (for some reason every 

character in the game is very partial to the 

phrase ‘'Warm tear" as a greeting or farewell), 

finding objeeis. killing monsters and getting 

clues. Sub-quests lead you on further to your 

You'll soon find yourself in * village talking to 

this old man who seems to do nothing but sit at 

one side of th* screen In his minimalist house. 

But he has soma important information. 

final goal of getting into Ishar and killing 

Krogh before he does any more damage. 

Wandering around the countryside by 

means of Dunoon Master-like movement 

arrows, you inevitably encounter other charac¬ 

ters* These can be recruited, but only after a 

vote from the rest of your team (assuming 

youVc got a team) - if they don't like the new 

addition, they're out. The characters have the 

usual attributes, like strength* spell-casting 

ability and experience. 

But there's more to the characters than 

that. They each have their own psychology, so 

friendships may form between them. If you 

want to get rid of a team member, you’ve got 

two options: dismissal or murder. If the char¬ 

acter in question is a good friend of the other 

team members, then they'll vote against you 

and you’re stuck with him. You could just do 

him in. but then if one of the other characters 

is the dead one's friend, he may very well 

attack the murderer. It's a delicate business, 

and some parts of the quest depend on this 

interaction. 

Most of Kendoria is countryside, but there 

are towns here and there. Wherever you are 

you usually find some odd but intercstmg- 

Th# Kendorians often relax with a game of t#n- 

nii, h*nc* th*** court* scattered around the 

land. Ef, no, all right, they're teleport* actually. 

(The Kendoriam ar* actually more into golf.) 



Wander into certain houses and Derek Smalls of Spinal Tap pops up to ask if you want to go on a 

training course to improve your strength, spell casting or intelligence. 

of the Fortress 
looking places to visit* which may be private 

houses, inns, training grounds or shops. The 

latter arc useful for stocking up on spell ingre¬ 

dients such as Gargoyle Claw, These 

ingredient!) are mixed in certain doses and 

arrangements to form a spell, though the magi¬ 

cally-capable character has to learn the spell by 

training before lie/shc can use it. Spells range 

from the crap, like Sleep, to the frankly god¬ 

like, like Resurrection or Repulse (sends 

opponents to Hell). 

Happiness is a long hike 
hhar\ (Bless you). The sum of Is bar's parts is 

definitely more than its whole. While no aspect 

of the game is really more than just above 

average, they blend in a very pleasing way to 

make up a wholly enjoyable game. 

Anyone who's dabbled in the murky RPG 

waters before should feel very comfortable 

with the decidedly non-radical control systems 

used This can only be a good thing - instead 

of struggling with the icons you're struggling 

with ihe puzzles and monsters. 

The graphics really are quite gorgeous, 

and ihey look better and better as you continue 

playing. Apparently there arc 20*000 locations 

and 160,000 views. While we’re on the statis¬ 

tics, there are also 30 characters, 150 enemies 

and 40 possible spells. While all this hugeness 

adds to the game it does mean you spend large 

In the shop*, the mid French shopkeepers are 

always wilting to sell you any old rubbish they 

can. 900 pieces of gold tor Salamander Oil? 

Blimey, that's the Euro tree-market for you. 

amounts of lime trekking round the Kendorian 

countryside. Slill, at least the graphics are 

worth looking at, and there arc some pleasant 

samples to be heard. 

Apart from its unnecessarily inflated price. 

Ishar U a solid little game with lots to offer. 

Kemloria needs you. Go on, help them out - 

they’ll love you forever. Warm tear! 

Ed Ricketts O 

Ishar 

Daze Marketing ■ £29.99 

• Detailed and colourful graphics - irecs actu¬ 

ally du look like trees... 

• ...hut the) inf an the screen update can some¬ 

times be uli the dodders side. 

• Character interaction realb has been devel¬ 

oped to be meaningful here. 

• Enough RPG nonsense tu satisfy the hard¬ 

core play ers, bui nut so much that you need 

a doctorate in l> St I) to pla). 

# Orienturion is sometimes difficult - much 

wandering needs to lie done. 

What would an RPG be tike without plenty of 

these, eh? At the start, when there's just you 

and your sword, the monsters aren't worth 

more then three whacks to the cranial region. 

- I’ll never forget my first time. 

I was eighteen years old and still 

wet behind the ears. 

She guided me gently through all those 

fraught, nervous days. Proud, haughty 

and oblivious to ail danger.” 

B-1 7. It’s a flying experience 

you’ll never forget. 

B-17 FLYING FORTRESS 
Released first on IBM PC 

Compatibles, followed by 

Commodore Amiga 
and Atari ST 

MicroPros* Ltd Unit I % , 

% Hampton Road industrial 
I Estate, Tetbury* Gfos, GL8 1 
f 8LD UK Tel 0666 504 326. | * 

aIIGkOPROSE 
simulation . software 



The ultimate games guide 
is back by popular 

demand! 

mcred***** 

180 PAGES OF TIPS 
The biggest collection of maps, solutions, 
cheats and ups ever assembled in one place. 

MORE MAPS AND SOLUTIONS! 
Screen Play 2 features more full game gurdes than 
any book ever has before, with 12 games mapped. 

ALL THESE GAMES 
REVIEWED AND TIPPED: 

Archipelagos, Atomic Robokid. Awesome, 

Back to the Future fl and III, Car-Vup, Chip's Challenge, 
Chuck Rock, Crackdown, Drivin Force, Dynamite Dux, 
E-Motion, Empire Strikes Back, ESWAT, Ghostbusters 2P 
Ghost* rT Goblin*, Gremlins 2. Hammerfist, 

Costing only £9.95 The ultimate guide 

OVER lOO 
GAMES REVIEWED 

Want to know the top games on the 
Amiga, both new and old? Find out heref 

Horror Zombies, The Immortal, Ivanhoe, Kid Gloves, 

Killing Game Show LED Storm, Line of Fire, Llamatron, 

Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge, Manic Miner, 

Midnight Resistance, Monty Python s Ffying Circus, 

Narc Ninja Spirit, Nitro, Operation Thunderbolt, 

Predator 2 Robocop Z, Saint Dragon, SCI, 

Shadow Warriors, Skidz, Spherical, Spy Who Loved Me, 

5WFV Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles, Toki, Turrlcan, 

Tumcan 2 Virus, Viz, Z-Out. 

PLUS FULL SOLUTIONS FOR: 

to Amiga games has been succeeded by an heir. 

Maff Evans has spent months putting together a brand new 

collection of top tips, helpful hints and informative reviews. 

ORDER FORM Name _ 

I would like to order   copy/copies of ——— 

SCREENPLAY 2 Address 

Cruise for a Corpse, Dragons Lair II. Fantasy World 

Dizzy, Jndtana Jones III. Leisure Suit Larry, Maniac 

Mansion. Rick Dangerous 2, Rise of the Dragon, 
Search for the King, Secret of Monkey Island, 
Time Machine, Measure Island Dizzy, Wonderland 

AND ALSO EXTENSIVE 
PLAYERS* GUIDES FOR: 

at the price of £9.95 (+ f ,45 per copy F&P) -=—-- 

I would like to order_copy/copies of -—- 

or SPECIAL LIMITED PERIOD OFFER --- 

both SCREENPLAY! and SCREENPLAY 2-----Post Code 

at the price of £17.40 (+1.45 per copy P&P) Telephone- 

Please send payment with this order form in a 

seaJed envelope to: I enclose cheque/PO for £ ___ 

Armour-Geddon. Battle Command, Capbve, 
Carrier Command, Deuieros, Dragons Breath, 

Eye of the Beholder. Full Contact, Gods, Hero Quest, 

Indianapolis 500, James Pond, Lemming;. Mean Streets, 

Pang, Prince of Persia, Speedball 2. Spindizzy Worlds, 

Supercars 2, Warhead 

AMIGA FORMAT SCREENPLAY 2 Book 

FREEPOST 

Future Publishing Ltd 

Somerton, Somerset TA1 t 7BR 

v irf poured in ifv U X 

Please debit my AccessA/isa card;id^e 

My card no is____ 

Expiry date___ 

Signature_ 

V 'y 28 Oiys rpr cJHiwfy OR Phone our credit card hotline 0458 7401 1 



B-17 Flying Fortress, 

first on IBM PC Compatibles, followed by 

Commodore Amiga and Atari ST. 

icroPros© Ltd. Unit I Hampton Road Industrial Estate, 

Tctbury, Glos. GL.8 8LD UK. Tel: 0666 504 326. 

It’s a flying experience 
you’ll never* forget 

We were just kids really and it was flur first 

time awaySfrom home. We had 25 tough 

combat missions to complete before we 

finished our tour. nnisnec our 

We called her a Fortress but she sure didn't 

seem like one when we were stuck in tight 

bomb run formation over the enemy target 

with devilish black flak clouds bursting 

ail around us. 

Then, after the bombardier yelled 'Bombs 

gone!' the mad scramble for home. All ten of 

us watching for bandits and calling them out: 

'Tail gunner, belly gunner, right-waist 

gunner' as they swept past 

& spitting out shells. 

When we had a good run, knocked out a 

few fighters and were approaching the 

English, coast, still in tight formation: that's 

when she felt like a Flying Fortress. 

B-17 Flying Fortress. 

Command the supreme daylight bomber of 

World War Two, navigate accurately across 

Europe, locate and bomb strategic targets 

and defend the plane from furious 

enemy attacks. 

It's a flying experience you'll never forget. 
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ASHCOM 
DESIGN & DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED j 

PRESENTS 

MAC 

BACK-UP 
FOR ONLY 

£39.95 
INC. VAT & P&P 

THE MOST POWERFUL SOFTWARE BACKUP SYSTEM EVER PRODUCED FOR THE A500/A500 PLUS 
THERE IS NO SOFTWARE YET PRODUCED THAT CANNOT BE BACKED UP USING THE MAC II SYSTEM 

FEATURES: # The most comprehensive back-up utility ever1 •Menu driven options which make it easy to use • backs up other formats: IBM, Atari etc 

• Quick and easy to install (second drive required) • Also available for A1500/A2000 

ORDER MACII BACK-UP NOW AND YOU WILL NEVER HAVE TO PURCHASE ANOTHER BACK-UP UTILITY AGAIN 

THE ULTIMATE RAM EXPANSION 

AMIGA A500/A500PLUS 
FEATURES 

• EXTERNAL FITTING 
• JUST PLUGS IN'I’ 
• AUTO-CON FIGURE FOR 

2Mb-4Mb-flMb 
• BUS THROUGH PORT 
• ULTRA LOW POWER 
• NOEXTPSU REQUIRED 
• FULLY SUFFERED ADDR 

AND DATA BUS 
• ZERO WAIT STATES 
• GURU FREEH' 
• SLIMLINE CASE 
• STYLED TO THE AMIGA 
• HIGH DENSITY DRAM 
• LATEST TECHNOLOGY 
• ALLOWS CREATION OF LARGE « 

FAST RAM DISKS 

WILL NOT INVALIDATE 
COMMODORE WARRANTY 

JUST PLUG IN & 
AWAY YOU GOi 

- SIMPLE I - 
FREE COPY OF SOFT-KICK, SWITCH 

BETWEEN 1,3/2-04 WITH EVERY ADDAX 

COMPLETE HARD DRIVE SYSTEM FOR THE 

AMIGA A500/A500PLUS 
OUTSTANDING FEATURES 

• VERY HIGH SPEED 
• SMALL SLIMLINE UNIT 
• VERY LOW NOISE 
• NO EXT PSU REQUIRED 
• BUS THROUGH PORT 
• AUTOBOOT 1.3/2.04 
• COLOUR MATCHED 
• STYLED TO THE AMIGA 
• FACTORY SET 
• EASY TO INSTALL!! 
• EASY TO USE!! 
• WILL NOT INVALIDATE 

WARRANTY 

AX502 2MB EXP £115 
AX504 4MB EXP £169 
AX508 8MB EXP £279 
AX508U OMB £79 

HIGH QUALITY 
LOW PRICES! 

ADDHARD45 45MB £265 
ADDHARD70 70MB £345 
ADDHARD105 105MB £395 
ADDHARD205 205MB £495 

AX508 RANGE - EASY TO UPGRADE - USES 1MEG*4 ZIPs 

TAKE YOUR A500 PLUS UP TO 2MB 
DESIGNED FOR THE AMIGA A500+ 

1.3/2.04 ROM SHARER - ONLY 
KICKSTART ROM 1,3 £34.94 2.04 CALL 

AUTOMATIC MOUSE/ 
JOYSTICK SWITCHER 

£39 
£17.00 

£12.95 

ALL HARD DRIVES ARE INC OF VAT & NEXT DAY COURIER 

AMIGA A500 1/2 MEG UPGRADE 

WITH CLOCK £21 NO CLOCK £19 

'VV BEELINEWV 
APRIL AMIGA FORMAT: *BEST BUY - HIGH QUALITY LOW PRICEm 

(HIGH QUALITY STEREO SAMPLER ■ FOR THE AMIGA 
WORKS WITH ALL KNOWN SAMPLING SOFTWARE 
INCLUDES FULL DISK OF SAMPLING SOFTWARE' 

CHIPS A SIMM 4MFG"MONS SIMM CTO 1 MEG*9-KNS SIMM £29 256K‘4 £4 2S6K'l £* SOU IK MOUSE £14,OS RQCTEC EXT SLIMLINE DRIVE 
1 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS. ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT A PIP ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED IN 2*HflS REGISTERED COMMODORE DEVELOPER 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON ANY PRODUCT PLEASE TELEPHONE OR SEND A SAE. TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Only from ASHCOM, DEPT AF6,10 The Green, Ashby-De-La-Zouch, Leicestershire LE6 5JU 
mon-fri 9.00-5.30 Telephone: (0530) 411485 (24hrs) Fax: (0530) 414433 SAT9-30'400 S
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AMIGA 600 

RANGE.. /##* 

The new addition 

AMIGA AMIGA 

53o 000 ZZZOOO-HD 

A670 CD-ROM 

DRIVE... 

-Available Soon!- 
Ulows you 10 load and play CDTV software on the new Amiga 

iOO and 600-HD computers- New Interactive Multimedia on your 

tew Amiga!!! Plus... you can play your favourite music CD Discs 

and CIWj discs] too! 

fvruid coli soon for farther news about the eqmvaieru planned 
CD-ROM dnvfjf for Amiga 500md Plus computers. 

AMIGA A500 

PLUSPACK... 

AMIGA 1Mb Sm PLUS CARTOON 
CLASSIC PACKAGE INCLUDING 

ALL THE FOLLOWING^ 
Y£W .Kmiga 500 PLUS Keyboard with IMh 

and a I Mb 5.5" Disk Drive. Mouse, 

dflifiA $ - * ^ .IftdWaWf, Leads, Manuals. Worikhfndr 

Dish/Manuals etc. and featuring... 

•nir ciwbcavc WGCwm, Digital Stereo Sound. Multi 
HIE S iMrSO N 5 faihng, Speech Synthesis and more/ 

: APT AIN PLANET 

LEMMINGS 
)ELUXE PAINT ID 

" PHONE NOW! £ 
LOWEST EVER 

BIT ONLY WHILST LIMITED STOCKS LAST! 

AMIGA CDTV... 
BUY A CDTV FROM MERLIN & WE WILL 

INCLUDE FREE OF CHARGE EITHER-*, 
An SS Key QWERTY Keyboard W orth £49.95! 

OR A te" Floppy Disk Drive Worth £59.95! 

a*~ £49999 
A run re nf CON accfufyinon 1*1 i'pv pkoif p>vm k> cirri mlloWrfi 
CtmKEYSOAHU SSK™ QWERTY, ptiigtmto fa CDTV. £49,95 

CtriT MQIM Tw W.v utfivrtJ rams* (Bnmst, 09.95 

inciudti battery hwj'ftalurt 

rtrTVTtACKMU trrfrtindrtmte rmtroi with rerixtiffir £79.95 
jho lUfuLi’-i Jmyrtudu nr y&fiA&rt mtnae 

TV IT MtH £ A&mi bating ef t&ryxmblr Amiga £99.95 
inform Akl witJuniaM*. ttiOK catMsan. 

Tltat & right the Amiga Family has just grown! Not only can you 

purchase the A5Q& Plus Cartoon Classics Pack, but now. you have 

a choice of two innovative Amiga 600 models too.., with or with' 

out a Hard Disk Drive built-in! 
Both models cany Commodores' comprehensive new In-Home' 

Warrant) Plan, unrivalled by any other home computer. There's a 
Telephone Help Line to assist you with (hose minor problems, and 

cm the rare occasion of something more serious, youll be pleased 
to know that an engineer will make a call to your home to affect a 
speedy repair or even replace the unit completely! 

How's that for your total 'peace of mind1? 

JLT floppy Disk Drive 4 JUT" floppy Disk Drfre £ 
Free Software. 20Mb, Hard Drive. 

Because the 600 range is so new... the details given have all yet lit? be 

finalised completely. By the time this magazine is on sale we an likely 

to hem the position of confirming with more detail 

Specifications as we blow at die time of going to press: 

New Compact Design, Kickstan/Wortbench 2.05,5.5" Internal 880K 

Floppy Disk Drive. Built-in A1' Modulator, 20Mb. Hard Disk Drive (15* 

fitted to A600-HD model ofay!. 1Mb RAM os standard with an option to 

upgrade very simply to 2Mb, with RAM expansion in ‘trapdoor*, 2 Jay 

stick/Mouse ports. Full Colour Composite Video output. Smart Card* 

slot fallows games on ROM to be boded instantly,., no mre waiting! 

And... possible future upgrade port leg. RAM cards etc}, 4096 Colours, 

Stereo Sound, Standard Parallel and Serial ports for printers etc. 

GIVE US A CALL NOW FOR A GREAT 
NEW DEAL ON A GREAT NEW AMIGA! 

ps r5i /\fiffn?tior* 

Wmi EVER V HUNTER iEXLWT THetSE MA*HD WTTlW[»h Y(*J 

WEI GET m POIXOWIMC1 NCUD0) 

free op nura.. 

QUALITY BUST COVER 

2 PART PUNTER ST AND 

LEAD TO YOtft AMIGA 
JJj* eft M££ Mi tttJFTa titfamri 

ERIE F.NTSV INTO THE MERLIN TRIKE DRAW* 
Wilt each IwnJwsn; 
purchase yens will 

/ncttai FREE 
ENTRY hm* kt 

*Fult Daaih waitable m wrtneii nqmti to ^ 
Merto Lvprai Lid. Pkiue include a SAP. t«npiw». 

£*JV Piwv ii fa CdpintAf cf TV R'njr ttewt fEFyorateni_ 

Eur»42>fWp 

AMIGA SECOND DRIVES 
MERLIN }S DLSE MIY* 
)!F£«i*d tHT Drive. ErtfaDMU Swfafa. Shm tVnjn. 
SSOK Fitmultcd Capacity, No eUemii pm*er tvpply » iwW, 

THIS IS ONE OF OUR BEST SELLERS! 
ROCLfrem Disk niuvi; iinusum a light £w « r Disk D(uvi; L LTJU sum a light ^ 
Ivory I® match your Am|i - CDTV' compadibk to«! 
ohihodore ini ss- wrvt r?9.9« 
CUM ANA AS" C-AJE iU DRIVE £57.99 
Efiabkfl>i*aWe n* uch. TluMuiihtMfi, Ek&i Looi Cable 

Hard Disk Drives, Memory 
Upgrades & Accessories * 

GVP Impact Series U HD8 Hard Drives 
GVF* Amiga bud twv« * rcpirdnkni, fur quality and 
PfliibiLity «iih to eJLCfllttw Simply plugs into 
yiom Amiga A500 Of 500 Fliti aide port. OV'F Hard Drive* 
can tr uipptisl unpopulated or pOpuMtcd to 2Mb, JMb. w 

SMb tuHtii a ct>nvbmao«i of plug-in SIMMS memory ctup*. 

‘AMIGA A500 GVF HARD DRIVES,,, 

GVP 52Mb. StdUupop-NEW LOW .,, PHONK 
GVP 105Mb, Std Unpop NEW LOW FOR 
GVP 120Mb Sid Unpqp NW LOW . fftfClvS 

‘AMIGA AI5«I GVF HARD DRIVES flnlemali 

GVP 52Mb, Std Unpop NEW LOW £284.99 

GVP 120Mb. Std Unpop NEW LOW .. £414.99 

GVP 240Mb. Std Unpop. NEW LOW., E6A4.99 

GVP 420Mb, Std Unpop NEW LOW £1164.99 

GVP HARD DRIAXS POPULATION | RAM u/gj 

PopuiaiioG to 2Mb(2slMb SIMMS) £*9.99 

Population to 4Mb (4xtMb SIMMS) £139,98 

P^ulabon to SMb i2*4Mb SIMMS) £299.W 

GVP PC EMULATOR FOR AMIGA'S 
fin jifirmali mmi-ike erf (?VP Sciici U HudDmr*. 
Inchidn l<6MHe CPlr iw) wromfuebta w«h kt5 DOS 
Hot law* Rufii lau«rDOS appIkaaiHU 
toUvner intrludm Wtrtdow» £239.99 

GVP DIGITAL SOUND STUDIO 
Fill ihc Amiga A.W!NXV2O0Of3<)0G rangr: High quality 
(M?i| * ampler a ith rtcrco inpuli & vitnabk revcrdint kvel. 
Up Ip 51000 (t*mplc*/«v m Plup mto the Amr^u 
poral Iff port. Special rflecta include echo, mia. re-tamplc, 
fitter, and mcav! 4*Tr»lf iA)ueflem| £ Midi mppon Sj^ t 

in IFF, RAWr« SONDC format! Creale SouodTnk: Lrr frlci 
m vtapd akmc wmg fik* to play Kpuraidy from DSS, Full 

I50pa«c user manual, £59,99 

GVP 150W2000 ACCELERATORS 
These accetentof board* lit the Amiga 1500/2000 range 

G-Force 030-25MH* + 3 Mb £579.99 

G-Force 03040MHz + 4Mb £949.99 

G-Force 030-50MHz + 4Mb 11349,99 

MOi SL At AT MijilHjwJiry, mf _r« fcftne traui dsn' £3,95 
|M ST (OV).R 1ilCKQl!AUTYunlctnmfciifiStT £5.95 
.yjTnfi LfTitiMd, prtfflfi’v. tn^irWTi rlf, tH each 
MSK STORAGE B 

,fi*nptaff ■ rth tfcrndm n t*T 

40CAPAtrn^'IAdj£4.9t SYCAFAOTYJJ'Doi.s £4.99 
IHSK I IKKAK1 CASESa*fa 1*A*. JJ’ HJ9 
fun™STANDS feKrftiinfa £9,99 
MYMAS1RMP SIKX On* ^ mwmUuA £9 99 
jtiyLfjsL ti+uu A ^t,H^natral(MK^iDc)>^H|(> 

AMIGA m CONTROL <Tvm> Frm £19.95 
MetC Hintk lei K/Ekurd. Mouitrf,; Di4 tUsns 

MkSHA RUM Ttw <m j™ v* ton «ut«i fa' £l#9.99 
ML^WX^FwOtB^S^^naelMta £29,99 
SQltAfaXNtH^i-vrf WGSLtTq^ £14.95 
AMIGA MJfTMalti„f,a-nrt, EnfarjuMdud fawaHlNw n 
almjn lAuhble a duavUkd pxo pkw (hear t ui fa fixirv 
AMIGA KKHtifcJ. cffiM mnfai Afiup ’ Huk fa faadl 
hpi PAI. w* mi* rnr jm* 159,99 if bought *ilh hi* i 

£99.9* TAORhHoirilL W P paled vd fcaag 

I M CI klc AM PI I3CS0>‘AC LGMfahlfail <IW,. I 

| «VEfty SfFH 4t mi i -I? tom AfcH*... £2«j.yy ] 

UTS Ltm Of OTMHt AOCK^OdES TOOHA.NV TOUrP" 

—AMIGA UPGRADES— 
Jntrftiw the power of your Amiga qukkh & casdt! 

I Mb, Memory Cp^ndr for Vraipj A500 Ptm 14A.W I . „ IM.W 
Simply Hu m fa atpUm ot\<*tt Mmp fjutt L*9 W utih on Am*fa] 

ROM SHARER FOR ALL MTS AND PLUS ANflGAS uy<* 
Rrquam fiTuat uHtnull^ and htftc mviLdun AHujp* m Mtiantif* 
AlLism yv^p ia» uur nfat cd fa ROM % K4M9khnp »vi 

VmRn | J Chip* E21* Ymk« i« CWps UUM 
Cimmtmwt m OJMb. RAM L pjErwk for A5» Am* 149 n 
TfrtoFtiwOiMb.RAVIupEn^fnr A5001 Uj An^ LW.99 
{'Munfatorr Vmkn 2 hjduynAVarkhmrh Lpcndc Park E?9,95 
mlh WQfibtsdb/EKlnVFaati dbL A Bimh 

‘ MERLIN SORCERORS PACKS" 

AMIGA STARTER PACK I? 1iWl 
Mamm«,pwGwltornsetmttAiPiHh 3tIV,W 
UhHiy Cim, Good Quitay fayphd.. 
AMIGA to GAMES PACK f'tllUh 
OKtwmL Dart^m Queo. EAlrtwe. Kii Omei. ,77 
Cnw) Mmwr Sfaa Pwrphy. RVF Hmda. Shulfif Pbdc Cair. 
Afio^xwe S«wr wd Tc»« <k B*teJ 
AMIGA 15 games pack e»-*A Oil 
Ai abow hri alto.. Sbfai. Catoto RugfaK. . W 
Sum k Gsenur. 2HlDtiLr^iin amt TaWe Tenur 
C OMPENDLL'M SIX KHDCAHONAL PACK, a* -a ft ftft 
Fee 4*\l vat aid cttUn. Kjdt Type. Citndv Qvi. 3tZ V, W 
VafaWsfa. Wm* & yontbcn. Gaw Sel A Mach 
and WluiriCWtatiijC 

MHT.' *r 6bm pMm irr fauaTn famimai WTW * 

ISPSaS- 
|§ r 5 %A;1'"sS 

f54< 

«8l4 

J779 

l a^Sc,5k)Hf a* UR vK>Jvrro 

w ,f* "nwr^"^JKf, 
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imail l«#1 Jtr Jncaumd >> fm( Ui ill UK Nufajui nJdtts.it! let § a* 
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The orient*] warrior 
with fists of steel 
Guide Dojo Dan, the oriental teen-warrior, 
through a multitude of gruelling 

challenges in his quest to liberate the ^ 
innocent people of Banzaari. Battle 

with the mutant hordes of Valrog to 

break his evil stranglehold on this 

beautiful mystical land. 

Push your game playing to the limits in 

the smoothest, most colourful 

multi-directional scrolling Mmi 
game you've ever seen! 

Ewropo House. Arlington Ptatli 
Macclesfield 5K10 4 IMP 
Telephone 0425 859333 

IIMPRESS AMIGA 
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Foil awing the success of Apidya and 

Sim Ant. in sect-related games are hack 

in vogue* or so it would seem. And 

Palace's release is no exception, pitching you 

against hordes of insect-nasties in a deep- 

space moonbase, but it has a few other 

elements which make it something more than 

just another blast-em-up. 

Hostile Breed combines all the excitement 
and action of a shoot-em-up with the strategy 

elements you'd expect to find in a simulation. 

The chief element of strategy centres on the 

base complex where you find yourself on the 

receiving end of a massive invasion. The 

whole complex requires careful controlling 

and programming or it just becomes a liability. 

The eight-legged moonbase has just been 

through an earthquake which has cracked the 

walls. Insect aliens are pouring through these 

breaches by the dozen* heading towards the 

control room. If they get there, all hell will 

break loose, and your game will be over. 

Shuttle service 
You're provided with a nifty little shuttle craft 

which you fly down the wings of the moon- 

base. You can attach it io a special monorail in 

the ceiling and whiz off down the corridor at 

high speed. The shuttle is armed, but at first 

it's not exactly bristling with hardware You 

need to build this up later using the base's pro¬ 

duction facilities. 

In the central command centre, you have 

five departments tinder your control: the reac¬ 

tor* the production line, the hangar, the 

Living on the celling 
is the normal way of 
life in Hostite Breed 

Why run Into trouble 

when you can zoom 

along over the top of 
It. Quo? The suspense 

Is unbelievable - 

dodging insects and 
protecting your 

robot prot4g4s. It's 

enough to make you 

get airsick. Still, it 
beats hanging around 

just waiting for 

things to happen. 

Hostile Breed 
jigsaw, and devoted shoot-em-up fans might at 

first find this a bit loo much for them to han¬ 

dle. But the principle is pretty simple and it 

only takes a lew minutes to suss out what you 

need to be doing. 

A breed apart 
Apart from the redeveloped shoot-em-up idea, 

there's not really much that sets Hostile Breed 

apart from hundreds of other shooi-em-ups. 

The “in-between' scenes and the death-screens 

are pleasing, but not great* while the in-game 

sprites are vaguely cartoon-like. The sound 

effects arc raunchy enough, but there aren't 

quite as many as you'd probably like to give 

you the real atmosphere. This isn't quite made 

up for by the powerful intro music* which is a 

good deal better, but still not quite enough. 

You base to hand it to Palace. Hostile 

Deep in the central 
complex, your gunner 

controls the bale's 

Internal defence sys 
term. They're helpful 

when you're in the 

thick of it, but they 
don't half bleed the 
reactor's power, 

base-defence system and the computer termi¬ 

nal. The most important is the reactor, because 

it demands careful handling to prevent it 

exploding. It s down to you to balance the lev¬ 

els of power required around the base 

complex, If you overload it* you're history 

The production line is your only hope of 

restoring order. It creates a supply of robots 

which trundle along fixing holes* mending 

cables and putting new rails in the ceiling 

You've got to decide how many robots to put 

in each wing, and son out what jobs need 

doing most urgently. But it doesn't end there; 

robots get attacked by aliens* so you have to 

fly in and protect them. 

In short* Hostile Breed is an eight level 

shoot-em-up, but it's laid out in such a way 

that you can get to any level whenever you 

like. The control centre is a vital piece of the 

TAKE CONTROL IN A HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT 

Robot Production: 

click hens to move to 

the Robot Production 
line where you build 

the repair robots. 

Shuttle Hangar: 

click here to move to the 

shuttle deck where you 
can fit extra weapons to 

your craft. 

Defence Systems: click here 

to move to the Defence 

control room where you 

operate the base's in-built 
insect-repellent systems. 

Wings 1-6: click on one 

of these to move on to 
the shoot-em-up, and 
fly your craft down 

the moonbase. 

Breach Detector: Radar 

cross-hairs zoom 

around the base, 
showing you where 

the holes are. Block 
the holes: less aliens 

Control Centre 

Bulkhead: the yellow 
lines show the barrier 
between the central 

complex and the wing. 

Computer Info System: 

click to access the 
moonbase's database. 

You need to make sure 

all the electrical cables 

are all right. 

Humber of batteries: 

Batteries are used on 
special landing pads 

where you may find 
extra guns and 

grenades. 

Breach Damage 
Level: number of 

robots needed to 
block up the holes. 

Comm un ications 

Window: warnings 
appear here, informing 

you that robots are 
being attacked, or the 

reactor Is overloaded 

Alien Position Indicators: a blue 
fine equals a screen-width of 

aliens. The more lines, the 
more aliens in the wing. The 

longer the line* the more alien 

there are in that screen-width. 

Lives: you start with 

five. Score: each alien 

is worth a few points. 

Reactor: click here to 

move to the Reactor 

Control screen. 

Breed is not your ordinary shoot-em-up. but 

if s questionable whether you'll get that much 

mors out of it. If you want a bit of 'think' with 

your *$hoof and you're opposed to mindless 

violence (but not plain oV everyday violence), 

go for it. You'll enjoy it. 

Neil Jackson 

Hostile Breed 
Palace ■ £25.99 

• A good combination between shoot-em-up 

and strategy. 

• A bit bewildering when first play ing* but It 

soon begins to wear ofT. 

• Tends to get a bit repetitive once you've 

cleared a wing or two* 

• Makes a change from the usual run-of -ihe- 

mlll a readers, 

• Plenty of notion, but perhaps a hit Phi much 

management loo* 



Vatutin'* 28th Russian army, poiitd to slam south east towards Kharkov, 

Cli nglng onto bastions is a sure way to lose a mobile war. 

Panzer Battles 
SSG ■ £25.99 

This looks like a typical war-game; lots of counters to be clicked on 
and moved around a map, right? Wrong, It’s a strategic war-game, 
which means you can't control each individual unit precisely - units 
do their best to follow orders but keep an eye on their situation. 

Panzer Battles models scenarios exclusively on the eastern front 
during WWIL You play either the Germans or the Russians, com¬ 
manding vast corps and armies split into many sub units. The 
dramatic weather of the Steppes takes its toll on both sides. 

Six scenarios are included as is an editor for making your own. 
It's got lots of rough edges (the file requester is terrible} but it feels 
original, has pace and gives a feet of 
real military command Definitely rec* 
ommended if you like the period. 

Pat McDonald £? ferdici 69% 

Exactly how many awards 

will it take before 

you own a copy of 

Sid Meier's Civilization? 

Winner! 

The settlers tend to wander about gathering local produce and storing it 

in the colony warehouse for transportation to the markets in Europe. 

Discovery 
Impressions ■ £29.99 

Following in the steps of Columbus? Well he didn't walk across the 
Atlantic did he? This game places you as a European power trying 
to rip off the New World as economically as possible. You go broke, 
game over. Quite an innovative theme. 

You have four opponents who make life tough, and there's five 
extra scenarios for those who want to discover real new worlds. 
Cutesie but blocky graphics of settlements, soldiers and ships help 
add life to what is a management game. The map is just a wall of 
fog at the beginning of the game. Sending out ships to found 
colonies (preferably with lots of local resources) is just the start of 
a quite engrossing little game. 

The controls are fiddly arid buggy. The manual is flash but use¬ 
less for learning how to play the game. 
For the patient it can be absorbing, 
but it lacks pace. Not a patch on 
Pirates for playability, 

Pat McDonald O 

Best Consumer Product 1991 

Winner! 

Best Strategy Program 1991 

Winner! 

Best Entertainment Program 1991 

Winner! 

Most Original Game 1992 

Civilization 

is now available for your 

Commodore Amiga, 

Also available for IBM PC Compatibles 

AfjCRQPROSE 
Simulation ■ software 

Micro Pro se Ltd. Unit i Hampton Road Industrial Esate Tetbury Gtos 
GL8 8LD. Tel 0666 504 336 



PRODUCT MANAGER 

Calculus Stores Limited, the UK’s largest 
Computer Stores Group, are seeking a Product 

Manager to join our team. 

Calculus is a wholly owned subsidiary of ZCL 

PLC, the UK’s largest Trade Only Commodore 
and Amstrad Distributor based in Lichfield, 

Staffordshire with a UK turnover approaching 
£30m. 

Your task will be to help a group of fellow 

enthusiasts bring new and exciting entertainment 

products to the market and achieve volume sales. 

You must have a good understanding of Amiga 

and PC Technology, be based in the Midlands 

and will already be employed in the Computer 

Industry. 

Calculus have major expansion plans for the 

future, this is a very exciting opportunity to join 

our success story. 

Please apply in writing giving full C.V. and 
salary details to:- 

Mrs Jillian Naylor 

ZCL PLC 

Unit 1 Ringway Industrial Estate 

Eastern Avenue, Lichfield 

Staffs WS13 7SF 

Tel: (0543) 414817 Fax: (0543) 250713 

COMPUTER STORES 

THE FASTEST GROWING COMPUTER DEALERSHIP IN THE U K. 



the best gets better... 
When Home Accounts was launched four years ago we 

had just one goal—to create the best home finance program. 
Over 30.000 of you agreed with us and purchased Home 
Accounts, not only for use in the home, but also for business, 

dubs and charities. 

It seemed like a good idea to let you tell us exactly what 

to put into Home Accounts2® 

Which you did. 

Some of you didn't like the 
restrictions on the number of 
income accounts, expenditure 
types, and transactions. So we 
removed them. 

Some of you wanted more graphics, so we added pie 
charts, scatter and line graphs. We thought we'd better 

smarten up the bar graphs, so we added 3D effects, stacking 

and overlaying, and we made sure you can print them. 

Many of you wanted to calculate mortgage rate changes, 
loan repayments, retirement planning and so on. So we 
added a pop-up calculator and interest calculator. There's 

also an option to take account of inflation. 

Since nearly half of you use Home Accounts for small 
business bookkeeping, we added options for VAT and 

business style reports. 

Then, our technical people added a little ... 

Investment accounts, net worth 
statement, password, cheque 
numbering, custom reports, flexible 
year period. And (to save you 
disturbing them on our support 

hotline) an on-line help system, 
should you need it. 

They also added our 

acclaimed Human Interface Protocol which first appeared in 

Wordworth® As you can see, it sets a new standard in 
speed, style and elegance for Workbench. (It also contains a 
screen saver. Playtime games and a few other goodies.) 

Amiga Format said, "Digita have made great efforts to 

listen to their customer comments and the result is a package 
which will suit any household. Everything the home user 
needs has been included—and more". 

Home Accounts2 is written by Digita® Which means 

you'll be using a program designed for the way British 

finances work, and you'll know where to come for 
professional support. 

The only way you can really 

appreciate Home Accounts2 is to 

use it. Phone 0395 2 702 73 for more 

information or, write to Digita, 
FREEPOST, Exmouth EX8 2YZ. 

Home Accounts2 costs £54.99, 
which includes VAT, postage and packing; and when 
purchased from Digita, comes with a 7 days money-back 

guarantee. 

If you already own a home finance program, for a 
limited period only, you can trade-up for just £29.99 by 

returning your original disks to Digita with your order. 

Amiga Computing concluded, "A completely functional, 
very useful and amazingly easy program 

to use. If you're a wary 
newcomer to accounts 
packages then cast off 

your doubts and splash 
out on Home Accounts2." 

As it turned out, 
listening to Home Accounts 

users was a pretty good 
way to write software. 

The best just got better. 

Machine support 
Written specifically for the Amiga 
Fully supports VVB13 and 2.00 
All medium and high resolution 
modes (mono *md colour) 

•fifcnr* 

•digita8 
INTERNATIONAL 

software tbats right' 

Home Accounts! is available to the trade through Columbus, Gem, 
H8 Marketing. IBD, Lager Leisuresoft; Precision and SDL 

Digita Internationa! Ltd Black Horse House Exmouth EX8 1JL ENGLAND Tel 0395 270273 Fax 0395 268893 
A member ot the Digitj gioup 

Digits, llw Ub^lta logo Home Account*^ the Home Account* kifto. and. Wordworth if? regi*lrred trademark* and fffP, Hhmmh interfau ftatoco/and wfitmrt fJwl* rijfht are trademark* of Digit j Holdings Ltd 
All other trademarks and thru owners are acknowledged Sold sub|ect to standard condition* of sale B k Ot 
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GAME REVIEW 

2. AVOID TUNNEL WALLS 

are in fact left with the impression that you're 

Hying at low level above a twinkling deck¬ 

chair! Despite all this however, there is still 

much in Aqaaventurd' $ favour. Movement is, 

on the whole, very smooth, although some¬ 

times the end-oMevd guardian can slow 

things down a little, And then there's the tun¬ 

nel section, which you must navigate in order 

to get from level to level. This is made up of 

line vectors!!), although your ship still remains 

a solid 3D image. Clearly, a polygon tunnel 

would have been impractical and the mixed 

idea works very well. Extra weapons and 

fierce combat (which doesn't slow screen 

update - you’re fighting bobs remember?), 

also add to the game's playability. 

In the end, though, things just gel more 

and more samey since the only real difference 

between levels is the amount which needs to 

he done for their completion. Ultimately there 

isn’t much incentive to complete the game 

once you’ve died on level nine and have 10 

start again from the beginning. 

Paul Yyrell <5 

Aqua ventura 

Psygnosis I £25.99 

• Excellent intro sequence; one of the best 

ever from Psy gnosis. 

• Good music on the whole, ulthough different 

music Tor each level would have been nice. 

• An interesting variety of graphic styles are 

employed throughout the game, 

• The hob-aliens work particularly well, 

• Too hard, too quickly: lhere*s no real way or 

avoiding missiles! 

• A good game all in all, that doesn't lire up to 

expectations. 

Me) 73% 
kesonMwr 

Since the dawn of the 'Amiga era’. 

Psygnosis have managed to impress 

lime and time again with their innova¬ 

tion and quality game design. We now expect 

to receive an audio-visual treat whenever we 

pick up one of their glossy, black boxes. 

However, too many Psygnosis creations have 

fallen short of the mark due to poor playabil¬ 

ity. Shadow of the Beast is a prime example of 

this 'ari-before-gameplay' syndrome; it looks 

great, but it’s just too hard! 

What, though, do we think about 

Aqttaveniurcft Well it just falls short, not 

because of naff graphics and sound, but 

because of a lack of variety. 

This is the mam 

scene you'll see 
while playing; it's like 

whizzing across a 

blue deckchair. Chase 

round a filled-vector 
3D world, meet new, 

interesting little 

blobby things and kill 

them, Ho hum, 

Josh A Id r in, your carriage awaits. Time to go 

and expunge the Spurcian menace. Did you 

remember the matches to light the gas? 

Aqua ventura 
COMMANDER /TLDRIN 

MISSION BRIEFING 

Dare to be different 
For starters, if & got one of the oldest storylines 

on record! Yep. it's the 'post-holocaust inva¬ 

sion from space' story again Hast man on the 

planet goes out for revenge, etc. etc): a bunch 

of nasty extra-terrestrials called the Spurcians 

have taken advantage of the Earth's predica¬ 

ment to launch an invasion. The eight 

remaining underwater colonies have been 

taken over and only a handful of people 

Yes, you did! Gas Mark 5, afterburners on and 

the guy standing behind the engines gets burnt 
to a light fragile- Off into the wild blue yonder. 

remain alive, aboard an orbiting freight vessel 

called Genesiie (gosh, what an 

uncannily appropriate name!). !n 

a last-ditch attempt to liberate the 

colonies, a lone warrior called Josh 

Aldnn (that’s you, that is) is sent 

planet-side to vend the Spureian scum to meet 

their maker Genesiie, however, doesn’t sur¬ 

vive. making Josh the last human in existence; 

his mission is now one of revenge! 

Polygon without a cause 
An incredibly good intro sequence leads up 

to the action (it fills the whole of disk one as 

per usual) and a nice, haunting tune begins as 

you reach the attractive main screen, 

All OK so fur, 

H o w c v e r. 

Before each linking section, you are updated by a briefing screen which 
tells you of the perils you are about to face. Here you are about to be 

warped back to 1981 to face a vector tunnel game. When you finally start, 

the tunnel section actually looks exactly like this. Don't hit the sides! 

Small, spinning top-tike 
enemies, bizarre seg¬ 
mented caterpillar-like 

enemies, radar scanners 

and even traffic cones: 

it's up to you to track 

down and destroy your 
target according to your 

brief, no matter what 

size or shape it may be. 

the game itself is a raiher odd mixture of game 

and graphic styles which only just seem to 

work together. You could call Aquaventura a 

flight sim for the most part, but there is no 

cockpit view available; you are given an exter¬ 

nal view from behind your craft at all limes. 

This doesn't work very well at all. because 

objects can pass between ihe 

ship and your viewpoint, 

blinding you for a few sec¬ 

onds. A cockpit view (with 

exterior views available) would 

also have improved update speed because the 

computer would have had less to manipulate 

on screen. Anyway, there is so little to see of 

the craft from behind, thai it seems pointless to 

have made the thing so detailed! 

Enemy vehicles meanwhile are made up 

of bobs, the scenery is made up of polygons, 

and the end-of-Jevd alien of 

vectorballs! AH 

movement and combat 

occurs above a flat, blue- 

striped surface which is 

obviously meant to 

be the sea, but you 



| CITIZEN | S DOT MATRIX 
INK JET AND NOTEBOOK PRINTERS 

4 
ALWAYS A GOOD IDEA LOW PRICE 9 pin PRINTER 

PRINTER + SOFTWARE + COLOUR 

24 pin PRINTERS INKJET PRINTER NOTEBOOK PRINTER 

.w. ran on tiwgati 

9 PIN PRINTERS 

144 CPS 80 COLUMN 
* Citizen 120D+ - 9 pin - 30 column 
» I44cps Draft 30cps NLO 
* 4K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts 
• Parallel or Serial Interface 
• Graphics Resolution: 240 x 240dpi 
* Epson and IBM Emulation 
• Pull tractor 3 bottom teed 
» FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

■v rrp „--tiw 
SILICA STARTER KITttS 
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24 pin PRINTER 

£115 
t +VATs Cl35.13 ref PRI 2130 

192 cps 136 COLUMN 
* Qfitren Snrft ?«t - 9 pm 136 CCAffm 
• ?92cps Oran. 48GpS NLO 
• 6K Pnnter Buffer + 3 fonts 
• Parallel interface 
• Graphics Resotetion 240 x240dpi 
* Epson #ryt IBM Emulation 
* Colour Option A va4a&e 
* FREE Stkca Pointer Starter Kit 
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SKfCAMtCt Q4« 

192 CPS 136 COLUMN 
• Cttnrr Swift 24x-24 pm- 13$ ocAffrirf 

• J92cps Draft. Steps NLO 
• 8K Printer Butter + 4 Fonts 
• Parallel interface 
• Graphics Resofibon 360 *360#* 
• Epson IBM antf NEC P6 Emulation 
• Colour Option Available 
• FREE Silica Pnom Starter Kit 
ms i m s ^ ^ 
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360 CPS 80 COLUMN 
* Citizen Profit - tnkfit - SO column 
* 360cps Draft. i20cps NLO 
* SO Nozzle f*mJ ■ \MvperOuet47dB(A} 
* 8K Punter Butter * 3 Pom 
* Optional HP Compatible Font cam 
* Pataw Interface 
* Graphics Resolution 30Qx3Q0dpt 
* HP Deskfitplus emulation 
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64 CPS 80 COLUMN 
* Citizen PN4S Notebook Printer 
* Atof»-#npkicf Parting on Pi&n Paper 
* ttp* LO 4K Butter * 2 ftmis 
* Rear and Bottom Paper LveOng 
* Parana Interface 
* Graph** RemAteon 360x3G0tfr 
* Epmn mu NEC PS S Ctezen Bnumort 
* ttwrflltJfwsLtortS (t£^ 4d¥tif 
* FREE Steta Printer Starter K4 
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ACCESSORIES 
SHEET FEEDERS 
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SERIAL INTERFACES 
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300 CPS 80 COLUMN 
• Citizen Prodot 9 - 9 pin * 00 column 
• 300cps Draft. GQcps NLO 
• 8K Printer Butter + 3 Fonts 
• Parallel Interface 
• Graphics Resolution: 240 x 240dpi 
• Epson and IBM Emulation 
• FREE Colour KF 
» FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
MP     I1B 
COLQUB KIT Eli 
IlLtCA ITABTEB WT..£» 

WAt miff E«5 
SAWHG I’M £189 
met ms v *w-aani wt pwtai* 

192 CPS 80 COLUMN 
* Cdizers Swift 9 - 9 pm - 60 column 
* 192cm Draft 46cm NLQ 
* Stf Pnnter Butter * 3 Fonts 
* Parana interface 
* Graphics Resolution 240x24Odp> 
a Epson and IBM Emulation 
* FREE Cdour Krf 
* FREE Silica Pnnler Starter Kti 

WP   CHS 
Cftflwi hit Ql 
HLJCA tTAHTlfl BIGS 
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s*vm ttp 

am met n#i 

* Ctfuen S*\fi?4e-24 pm 30 coAxm 
a 2i6cps Drati 72cps LQ 
* BK Printer Butter * 6 Fonts 
* Parallel interface 
* Graphics Resolution 360x 3&0dpt 
* Epson IBM & NEC P6 Emulation 
* FREE Colour Kd 
* FREE Silica Pnrtter Starter Kit 
* PP££ Lotus AMI 1 2 Word 

Processor and DTP package 
* FREE Adobe Type Manager Vt 15 
LtAh * AaWwsoftwfftf toTC disA 

tfltfluB III ...i 
KUO STMTU DT | 
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Silica presents some great 
offers on the award winning 

i range of high quaJity matrix 
printers from Citizen. Each 
Citizen printer is built in the 
UK io exacting standards, 
ensuring superb reliability and 
output Our confidence in 
Citizen's quality is such that 
we are pleased to include a 2 
year guarantee with every 
punier. Plus, if you buy a 
Citizen printer {not inkjet} from 
us, we will give you the Silica 
Printer Starter Kit (worth 
£29.38), FREE OF CHARGE-' 

- — __/ 

FREE DELIVERY 
tan! Du* - An^vrtisft in in# UK mainland 

FREE STARTER KIT 
Wtortti £29 34 - With rrfrr Cituen prtnt« 

including inkpi) from Srftca 

2 YEAR WARRANTY 
5*ct urtw a l mw nftffKir* (rteferirvg th* dot 
nun* printff teadi *rth mtj Crtian pnrtfi 

WINDOWS 3.0 
Ff« WbkHM5 3 Ortrt¥*t 

Incfided w*h ihc S*ica SttUfi Krt 

FREE COLOUR KIT 
Win «vwy Picutol 9. Swifl 9 A 24t and ??l 

FREE HELPLINE 
Tuthnuyi support Helpline open ^rinp crifiw hours 

MADE IN THE UK 
Cftuwi prinitfs art nunuiadiiTfd in tagft sienttarfc ^ 

mm 
\ ■' c*io.« m PwaTA j 

192 CPS 80 COLUMN 
• Citizen 224 ■ 24 pm ■ 60 Column 
* 192cm Draft. 64cm LO 
* SK Prmter Buffer * 4 Fonts 
• Parallel interlace 
* Graphics Resolution 360x36000, 
• Epson and IBM Emutation 
* FREE Colour K/t 

• FREE Stem Printer Starter M 

ML DUB BIT TM 
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I SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 1 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped m the UK mainland 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HFLPUNF Team & techn^l expert at your &ervK0 
• PRICE MATCH: We normalty maicti compehlofs on a 'Same product - Same price* 
• ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven trade record in professional computer sales 

• BUSINESS * EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT; VoMne deCDM 0*1-30*(»« 
• SHOWROOMS; □emon$tral»on and framing facilities at our London & Srdcup branches 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: AH o! your requirements Iron one suppler 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed 10 you with otters and softwareperiphersl details 
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and alt maiw credil cards 

Boiore you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest Y&u think very carefully aboul WHERE you 
buy it. Consider what it will be like a Jew months alter you have made your purchase, when you may 
require additional penpherais or software, or help and advice with ywr new purchase. And. will the 
company you buy Irom contact you with details oi new products? At Silica Systems we ensure that you 
w»li have nothing to worry about We have been established for ovei 12 years and, with our unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an 
understanding which is second to none, But donf just take our word tor it. Comptele and return the 

coupon now for our latest FREE Memtyre and begm to experience the “Sikca Systems Service’' 

SILICA 
YSTEMS 

Silica Systems AMFOR-OS92-BO. 1-4 The Mews, Hatfaerley Rd. Sidcup. Kent, DAM C)T^ 

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms ,»„• Initials .... Surname: ___... 

Address: ......... 

.... Postcode 

Tei (Home): ___________ Tet (Work) 

Company Name (if appttoabte) .... 

| Which computer(s), it any. do you Own?..........®0B J 

EIOC • •|^dV#4TilWdl pftCHi flftdS ipecjffiildliont rr^iy QfiJinQC1 F*Vi8H UrtufTI Ih4 C^XJpOTt lOf tfVw Iilnf irrh>TTTiat>ori 



Mail order specialists since 
1983, Dimension Computers 
offer a huge range of PC's 
and peripherals from the 

World’s leading 
manufacturers at substantial 

savings. 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

DIMENSION 
COMPUTERS 

DIMENSION HOUSE, 
HIGH STREET, 

LEICESTER LEI 4FP. 

Open: Monday - Friday 
9.30am - 5.30pm 
Open: Saturday 

9.00am - 5.30pm 

THE MIDLANDS’ LARGEST COMPUTER DEALER 

AMIGA 
500 +■ Computer 
Commodore mouse 
TV modulator i I 
Power supply 
Workbench 2.04 disk 
Workbench extras disk 
Workbench fonts disk 
Manuals 
Connecting leads + Simpsons. Lemmings, Captain Planet, Delux Paint III. 

PLUS: JOYSTICK (may be swapped for a dust cover or 40 cap. disk box), mouse mat 
AND a pack of the very best public domain shareware games and utilities (worth over £35), 

compiled exclusively for us to enable you to gain the most from your machine. 

SPECIAL PRICE £349.00 

Commodore 

CDTV 
interactive 
MULTIMEDIA 

Commodore CDTV 
Lemmings, Hutchinsons 
Encyclopedia control pad. 

As above, plus 
external 3 Vf disk drive,,. 

£459.00 

£499.00 
As pack2 plus stereo pron nn 
speakers, internal amplifier C9. U U 

KEYBOARD £49.95 

PRINTERS 1 

PANASONIC 
1170 9 PIN 192cps 38nlq.. £128,99 
1124124 PIN 192cps 63lq. £218,99 
1123 24 PIN 160cps 63lq. .,£176,99 
2180 9 PIN colour. .£186,99 
2123 24 PIN colour. £245,99 

CANON 
BJ10EX Portable inkjet. £233.99 
BJ20 ink jet + sheet feeder. ....£292.99 

SEIKQSHA 
SP24O0 9 PIN 240 cps...... ̂ £139.99 
SP1900 PLUS 9 PIN 192 cps. .,,,£108,99 
SL92 PLUS 24 PIN 240cps. ++++E182.99 
SP2415 9 PIN 300cps. £222.99 

STAR 
LC200 9 PIN colour..,..... £186.99 
LC24/200 24 PIN colour. .£264,99 
LC24/200 24 PIN mono.. .£215.99 
LC20 9 PIN ISOcps . .£128.99 
LC24/20 24 PIN.. ,..£193.99 
Stariel SJ-4S ink iet_ £222.99 

1_____ 

All PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
WITHOUT NOTICE. 

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. 
AOD £6 22 PER BOX CARRIAGE AND PACKING 

ON ANY ORDER. 
GOODS ARE NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 
2 WORKING DAYS OF CLEARED PAYMENT BY 

OVERNIGHT COURIER. 
PLEASE ALLOW 7 WORKING DAYS FOR 

CHEQUE CLEARANCE. 

SALES & 
ENQUIRY DESK 

0533 517479/621874 

FAX ENQUIRIES 

MSk & A600 iffi 
SINGLE DRIVE 
including DELUXE PAINT III 

+ another exciting software title!! 

£389.00 

20Mb HARD DRIVE 
including 20Mb 2.5“ IDE 

Internal Hard Drive 

£479.00 
• BUILT IN MODULATOR * SMART CARD INTERFACE • SMALL FOOTPRINT 

• NEW LOWER PROFILE 3.5“ FLOPPY DRIVE • 1 YEARS ON-SITE MAINTENANCE 
• 1MB CHIP RAM EXPANDABLE TO 2MB RAM INTERNALLY 

MONITORS 

AMIGA 1085s STEREO 
COLOUR 

£219.00 
GOLDSTAR MONITOR/TV 
14" remote control TV 40 programme 
memory capability full 
function on screen display .£179.00 
PHILIPS 8333 MKII (inc lead) £219.00 

MEMORY EXPANSION 

512K +CLOCK A500.£29.95 
512K NO CLOCK A500.£24.95 
A500 PLUSIMb EXPANSION ....£52.99 

MEMORY CHIPS FOR H/DRIVES: 
256K x 4 drams.£9.99 
1Mb x 9 simms.£49.99 

ESSENTIAL ITEMS 
GTEC MOUSE..  £19.99 
ZYFi STEREO SPEAKERS.....£39.95 
DELUXE WORKSTATION (A500).™„...£39.95 
DISK BOXES AVAILABLE FROM .£2.99 
DISKS (branded/unbranded)...,,£1,00 

Gfrt 10% Discount Off ALL GAMES 
SOFTWARE from Dimension 
Computers wtien you Join. 

Just fill In this coupon and return 
it to us. We will sand you your 
membership card. 

NAME:,,,*, 

ADDRESS:, 

I COMPUTER OWNED; 

I AGE:. 

I_ 
SIGNATURE: 

J 



The old software house myth states ihui 

a good game will always shine 

through, and it doesn’t really matter 

about the graphics and sound: they're just the 

icing on the cake. We‘re not saying that 

Mindscape believe this, but a close look at D- 

Generation reveals that the cake in question, 

although good enough to eat in large amounts* 

is probably a scone, and thus doesn’t qualify 

for any icing at all. 

Generation XS 
The basic idea behind D-Generation is nothing 

particularly new, hut it does make for a fun 

game. You're a courier, and you've arrived at 

the offices of a giant genetic research estab¬ 

lishment with a package for the big boss. On 

your arrival* you discover that ihe building has 

been overrun by escaped genetic mutations, 

and Ihe staff are holed up and hiding. Pretty 

soon you realise that the package you're hold¬ 

ing has something to do with getting rid of the 

mutants - but you've got to find the head hon¬ 

cho to make it happen. So* you have to 

negotiate ten floors of twisting corridors and 

Beware the balls! These red rubber nastier will 

engulf you* given the slightest opportunity. 

Make it past the balls and the electrified floor 

and youJre on your way up in the vacuum lift. 

guarded rooms in your search for the chief* 

and on your way you score extra Lives for res¬ 

cuing the cowering staff. Sounds simple, bui 

it's one of those game plots that constantly has 

you dipping m for 'just one more go.' 

Bui that's where the fun begins and ends: 

the rest of the game has little appeal. The intro 

music is one of those unfortunate tunes which 

begins impressively, building up to the point 

where the other instruments come in. and then 

suddenly has you reaching to cover your ears 

when the main melody (which sounds like it's 

being played on a rat) arrives with gusto. 

The Generation Gap 
D-Generation's only saving grace is its game- 

play. On the face of it* even this isn't that 

brilliant* hut after only a few minutes playing, 

you'll be hooked. Each room you enter con- 

lams a number of problems to crack, be they 

simple ‘shoot the nasty mutant and stop them 

re-generating' or more complex 'open ihe 

doors and avoid making the hostage stand on 

the electric floor' type situations. The puzzle 

aspect of D-Generation has obviously been the 

subject of some detailed planning and brain- 

GAME REVIEW 

Bizarre mutant space- 

hop pers may not look 

the most frightening 

things around, but an 

hour or two with 

D-Generation is 

enough to change all 

that. Soon you'll be 

rooting through your 

kid brother's toy box 

armed with a skewer, 

trying to exterminate 

these terrible crea¬ 

tures before they can 

reproduce again. 

D-Generation 
Conquering each floor 

it a distinctly ’one- 

step-at-a-time' affair. 

In this case, you've 

got to work out how 

to open all three 

doors and destroy the 

bouncing mutants. 

The laser-cannon 

helps when you need 

two pairs of hands. 

Each new room fol¬ 

lows on from the 

previous screen* so 

mapping is no real 

problem. Mere you 

must dodge the pan¬ 

els on the floor which 

become electrified. 

Luckily it happens in a 

predictable sequence. 

Every now and then 

you stumble across 

one of the Gertoq 

staff who's usually 

pinned down by 

mutants- Be careful of 

opening the wrong 

doors* because the 

mutant will kill your 

friend before you can 

move to protect him. 

Rooms with computer 

terminals are worth 

checking closely. The 

terminals are all 

linked to a central 

database which can 

often reveal some 

interesting and useful 

information about the 

creatures you're try¬ 

ing to deal with. 

Some doors are 

locked until you find 

the appropriate secu¬ 

rity key. These are 

usually tucked away 

in some dangerous 

corner. Here fast-mov¬ 

ing plasma bars 

threaten to cut you in 

half as you weave 

your way to the key. 

storming, anti it shows. Once you've sol veil a 

room, there1> usually a pay-off: either a new 

object to use or an extra life gained from iht? 

rescued hostage. This means lhat there's 

always a good supply of lives to keep you 

going for a long while. There’s a save-game 

option which means you don't have to play ii 

all at one sitiing, though this saves out to the 

original game disk* which is a tad worrying. 

PC emulation? 
If you can tolerate all the limitations with 

D-Generation, then you can be sure of a good 

game that will keep you occupied for many a 

sleepless night. Bui if you bought your Amiga 

because you knew it was the cremc-de-la- 

eremc as far as graphics and sound goes, 

you'll he asking yourself why Mindscape left 

you out in the cold with what is basically a 

PC-con version. Graphics are distinctly PC- 

quality: very blocky, with flat colours that do 

nothing to make your Amiga shine* The ani¬ 

mation is passable* and the backgrounds are 

OK* but there's nothing to write home about, 

and much to he dissatisfied with. Dig into your 

pockets only if Impossible Mission in 3D is 

what your life needs to make ii complete* 

Mei! Jackson fZ> 

D-Generation 
Mindscape ■ £25.99 

• Great Kumeplay* hul mam il by ancient, life¬ 

less graphics, 

• It'll take a giiud while In finish* but oner 

you've started you'll want lu, 

• Where are al] (he Amiga-specific btlx? 

There's no style in PC games! 

• Why not wail around for SSI's far more 

promising M instead? 

Me) 66% 
wrr 
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You deserve the best! 
Now you can get the best... with PEN PAL! 
A superb package, with immense power, to fulfil all your 
word pnK.vssin}’ requirements und„. it indudes a Database! 
It's all so easy to use, you probably won t need to refer to 
the extensive 250 page manual too often. 
Whilst working, you can open up to four documents 
simultaneously (memory permitting), search and replace; cut, 
copy and paste; check your spelling with a 100,000+ word 
dictionary. You can import your favourite IFF/HAM 
graphics, from programs such us DPaint II or Clip Art files 
in various sizes and colours. You can auto¬ 
matically flow text around graphics in any 
Workbench compatible font (there arc over 
200 available styles), in different sizes and 
colours to suit your design... even as you 
type. All this from a word processor 

Ffcn Pal 

As you can see, this is not just any ordinary word 
processor! Full Page View with position, edit and creation 
of graphic objects. Mail Merge using the built in database 
and forms designer. Creation of templates for complex 
reports, into which the database can lx; merged. 
Operating with 32 fields per record, and 32,CXX) records 

#per database with a fast sort of 1000 records in less 

than 5 seconds this is a real database. 

Pen Pal requires an Amiga 500/1500/2000 
or 3000 with a minimum of 1 megabyte 

of available memory. 

Pen Pal 
When...you deserve the best! 

and... Much. Much. More! 

"...I am extremely pleased with your product especially 

the Graphic Capabilities within the Word Processor. Having 

the Database on the same disk has made PEN PAL the best 

program I have..." Plum&tead, LONDON /...its handling of graphics is unsurpassed: 

Pen Pal is the only program 1 tested that will 

automatically wrap text around graphics.,/ 
Amiga World,. Jui 90 

/..without beating around the hush Pen Pal is very 

special./ - 'There is little to fault Pen Pal and it 

deserves to do well." Amiga / > tonal...I hr. 90 

Please lei me id I you how amazed I am at how EASY 

IT IS TO USE PEN PAL. The manuals supplied are 
very informative and very clear../ 

PSS., Clifton, NOTTINGHAM 

.A most excellent piece of softw are../ 

/ /'.//.. Strathclyde, SCOTLAND 

Mflpt WemUTi) Bat 

Pen Pal Order Line 

*£>0773 836781 

Trade Distributors. GORDON 
HARWOOD 
HARWOOD 

HA^ID 
Precision 
Software 

Pen Pal is supplied into the UK through^.. 

Gordon Harwtjod Oirnputers New Street Alfocton Derbyshire ■ DE5 7BP 
Telephone: 0773 836781 Facsimile: 0773 831040 □□□ 



A sound that has been loaded Into a computer and is represented by numbers {digital) rather than noises (analogue) 
Usually a small cartridge that allows you to take sounds from a microphone (with amplification), tape. CD etc and record (digiti 

your computers memory. Once in the memory a sample (sound) can be changed using the sampling software. 
Allows you to alter sounds that have been digitized by the SAMPLER, Normal functions with sampling software 

ing and saving a sample disk, altering the sample by cutting, speeding up/down, fading In/out, joining to other samples and much much me 
Allows you to take samples and play them back In an order (sequence) that you determine. For example if you sampled a \ 

sequencer would allow you to play that note back at different pitches and in a sequence you decide. Your one note loaded Into a sequence 
a complete piece of piano music, 

A small cartridge which plugs into your Amiga and sDows a Midi instrument (usually a Keyboard) to communicate with i 
If you already have a keyboard then you need to check that it has a Midi Port on H for it to work with a computer, 

gUARTE-T 
Our top of the range sampler for the Amiga. Following in 
ihe footsteps of one of the best sound samplers ever 
produced comes Ihe Innovative AMAS 2. With even 
more features than the original A mas which was featured 
in the Paula Abdul music video CokJ Hearted" this pack¬ 
age Is high In professionalism but low in price. 
AMAS 2's features include software adjustable input vol- 
■^SSHBume controls, 3D display of sample frequen- 

stereo oscilloscope, stereo spectrum 
customisable special analysers, It 

I effects.tun midi support with keyboard map* 
ping, built-in midi interface with Woul/lhru 
ports, microphone input port, Mono or 
Stereo editing with full suite of edil controls, 
plus much much more 

WORLD OF MUSIC ORDER FORM TO ORDER: Simply phone 0726 68020 with your credit card number or til) out this 

coupon and send together with your cheque /postal order or credit card number to: 

MICRODEAL LTD. PO BOX 68, ST AUSTELL CORNWALL PL25 4YB 
NAME:. 
ADDRESS:. 

POSTCODE 

CREDIT CARD NO: 

EXPIRY DATE: 
.J..J199  

Microdeai products are available from your local computer shop 
or direct from Microdeal Already own a Microdeal Sampler 
and want to upgrade? Phone 0726 66020 tor details. 

krodeal 

TNs sophaticaied sequence* bSdws you to lake samples «nd 
sequence mem into music imagine your san^ies as a band 
with QUARTET as the conductor, your band tt composed al 
16 insirumente of which 4 can play at any one lane 
QUARTET comes with too instruments and sounds lor mdu 
son m yam own compositions and further sounds 
can be added using AMAS 2 and STEREO MAS 
TER at mom other quality samplers Music can 
be inpul from the Armgas keyboard by mouse or + ' ■' 

if you have a synthesiser keyboard with a midi / . . 
out socket by playing on aw keyboard Control oi 
samples include Tempo. Vokimu Pilch together **>'•■*“ 
with a built m editor for changing samples without * 1 
exiting QUARTET Who knows you could easily “ 
be tomorrows *Adamskr or Mosarr with this 
highly acctamed package JARTE.T 

MASTER 
Our new stereo sampler is low in price bul high in 
features The new style mini cartridge plugs into ihe 
printer port on the rear of your Amiga and even 
includes a lead with a mini jack for immediate 
connection to your walkman or headphone socket 

on your amplifier Once connected you 
-——n can load stereo sounds, edit them, 

***) analyse them, and even change real time 
^ sounds by adding special effects to the 
- output such as echo, pilch up. pitch down Band more. We even include a mini* 

sequencer so you can take up to 18 sam¬ 
urai pies and sequence them into a piece of 

music! 

Our new stylish wedge style midi interface incorpo¬ 
rates 1 X Midi In. 1 X Midi Thru and 2 X Midi Out 
ports. This interface is a true MIDI inter- 
luce no! a cut down version which plugs 
directly into the serial port on The Amiga Km 
Included with our interlace comes a com- Mfcr j| 
prehensive manual and a disk lull of pub- 
lie domain Midi programs ME*.. 

ORDER DIRECT FROM MICRODEAL I 
AND GET 2X3 METRE MIDI CABLES \ 
FREE MIDI INTERFACE, MANUAL, 
SOFTWARE AND 2 MIDI CABLES £24.95 

PLEASE SEND ME QTY PRICE EACH TOTAL 

AMAS 2 £99.95 

QUARTET £49.95 

STEREO MASTER £39.95 

£24.95 

POST & PACKING £1.00 

E3S3S "* 
GRAND TOTAL 

ENCLOSED 
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GAME REVIEW 

104 

T| he sweeping changes made by that 

nice Mr Major's government to the 

seerei service should mean Floor 13 is 

now a bit of a historical curiosity. You sec, we 

don't have secrecy in government any more. 

We certainly don't have hidden bodies con¬ 

trolling our destiny, according to Mr Major. 

We have defence of the realm and national 

security hut not secrecy or conspiracy. 

Floor I3m from dear old Virgin Games 

(didn’t all of them go to Cambridge with 

Philby, Blunt and McClean?), does though. It 

Your desk, the desk 

that is yours and 

belongs to you. 

There's a phone and 

tons of papers and 

they're all yours as 

welt. And it's all in 

grey which is proba¬ 

bly how you'll end up 

after a few hours. 

This is where you 

come every day to 

find out where to go 

next. Eliciting innit? 

Floor 
forces you to become the unthinkable 

- a civil servant with less credibil¬ 

ity than the West Midlands 

Serious Crime Squad, a spy- 

master with more fingers in , 

more pies than an ociodigiial 

Sainsbury's baker. 

You are a minister with¬ 

out portfolio (officially). This 

means that you are assigned to 

a made-up ministry at the top of 

a tower somewhere in London. It 

is your task to ensure the integrity of 

this special country while making sure thai 

the prime minister stays happy and retains the 

confidence of the electorate. Your power and 

influence are wide reaching; you can order 

kidnappings, frame-ups, even murders of any¬ 

one who your network of spooks, bobbies and 

narks are led to believe might compromise the 

glory that is the United Kingdom. 

What ho! 
Yes. That's right, you are exactly the kind of 

well-mannered, public-school educated good 

chap that glories in seeing the Birmingham 

Six, Guildford Four and even the West Ham 

United 55*000 put behind bars for a few years 

- It looks great in the stats and keeps nice Mr 

M ajor/Sm i t h/Gou I d/A shdo wn/Porrii dead 

happy for weeks. However, thug-searching 

someone's apartment, arresting, interrogating 

and eventually killing their friends isn't all 

plain sailing. 

You are deluged with information from all 

quarters about German terrorists entering the 

country, Oxbridge dons publishing books that 

might get up a few noses and sons of 

This 

Strange and 

masonic-1 ike gent 

crops up at the begin¬ 

ning of the game in a 

weird and masonic- 

like manner. Could it 

possibly be Prince 

Michael of Kent? 

You're doing welt 

and, because of this, 

so is the government. 

All you have to do is 

avoid bad publicity 

and it could be a 

knighthood next. 

OPINION POLL 

m S1H 

■ 
m US 

We have a tw do lot lead 
Target date in l 0 days 

■xr.ai. 
1, SttOfctIKrtS 

\ 2, 5& Ptls 

% WCrtvff 
Lttve&SK 

souropiCFLi 

EE'S DESK : 

. Read Reports 

l see- P0i5 
3t Archives 
i Leave Desk 

important could-be masons who might be 

drug-addicted filthy spies with possible homo¬ 

sexual tendencies (which, you would have 

thought* would have been a boon rather than a 

limitation in the world of security). But the 

prime minister and the rest of the Whitehall 

mandarins ]night not be too pleased if you 

arrest a friend of the family or are too obvious 

in your strong-arm tactics - this lowers the 

governmcut's standing in the eyes of the pub¬ 

lic (if not the editorials of the tabloids). 

Blunt instrument 
So you have to use some finesse, This means 

negotiating the structure of the game itself. 

And this is where the going gets decidedly 

dull. As the world of Whitehall is considered 

by all but the saddest aspiring Sir Humphreys 

in be a grey, dull place. Virgin have decided to 

make the game match its environment. Its 

totally and utterly monochromatic. 

You gel to sit in your office wailing for 

communications to come in. examining 

records and generally gazing out of the win¬ 

dow in a paper-clip bending* litierebiu 

basketball sort of way. To this extent the game 

bears a more than a striking resemblance to the 

ancient and not very revered Yes Minister 

(again by Virgin). 

Your forays out of the office email visit¬ 

ing the various departments that fall under 

your control. These include the following, 

wonderfully cuddly options: 

Removals - you get to send out hit squads 

to eliminate the iess-iban-acceptable members 

of society, 

Heavy Assault - your informants have 

told you a certain restaurant might be a meet¬ 

ing place for subversives. So, quite simply, 

you send in some heavy types to kick the hell 

out of the place and arrest everyone in sight. 

Pursuit - slightly more subtle in its effects, 

this jusi means that you follow a poor unsus¬ 

pecting party around for a while instilling in 

them a sense of deep paranoia. 

Disinformation - tell the papers what most 

of them want to hear - everything's going well 

except for those long-haired travelling folk or 

that intellectual who's stirring up trouble. 

Search - if you have a squad pursuing 

some pinko-commie-Nazi filth ihen why not 

send another squad around to ransack his (or 

hen house once you're sure that they're out? 

Interrogation - once you've decided that accn 

tain member of the public is a threat, pull them 

in for questioning. There arc several levels to 

this - most of which end up with the death of 

the suspect. 

Infiltration - this is fun for training up 

your youngsters. Send them along to the near¬ 

est East End pub where the Revolutionary 

Reds Against Graham Taylor society is meet¬ 

ing and become part of the game. You can then 

shop them all afterwards. 

Unfortunately the gameplay is not as 

exciting as these options. It's all about clicking 

on boxes and finding yourself with more boxes 

to click on, which in turn leave you with... 

The idea is great: intrigue and intelligence 

combined with off-screen violence and nasty 

dealings. It's just (he way the whole thing 

works that's so uninspiringly dull and boring. 

Brief respites from the clicking and keep¬ 

ing an eye on the records come in the form of 

visits to the PM's office. Every so often you 

are called up by nice Mr So V So to he 

offered a knighthood and given lots of positive 

reinforcement (that's a management technique 

by the way) or he can give you a severe rol¬ 

licking. Get in too much trouble and you find 

yourself being pursued and removed from your 

office and the world in general. This only 

occurs when you return to your office at the 

end of a hard day's subversion. And that* as 

they say is that. It's intriguing for a few min¬ 

utes and then dull, dull, dull, 

Tim Smith O 
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FIRST CHOICE 
LEEDS TEL: 0532 637988 

“ FAX: 0532 637689 
NEW OPENING HOURS 

OPEN MON - SAT 9.30AM-5.30PM 
SUNDAY OPENING 11 .OOAM-3.QOPM 
THURSDAY NIGHT LATE 9.30AM-7.30PM 

WEST YORKSHIRES PREMIERE 
AMIGA AND ATARI COMPUTER STORE 

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR STAR, CITIZEN, 

COMMODORE, ACORN, ROM BO A PHOENIX 

r~- 

fdjwpb. 

The New AMIGA A600 
Commodores new computer/games machine Built in keyboard and 
compact in size the A600 will take "Smart Cards”, The A6QC comes 
with 12 month on site warranty, workbench 2.05, Dpaint III and 
Lemmings, 

now only £359.99 
The New AMIGA A600HD 
Same spec as the A60Q but with a built in 20 meg hard disk for those 
games that run better on a hard disk. We shall be offering larger hard 
drive upgrades for the A60G Please ring for details ana prices. The 
6QQHD does not come with Lemmings or DPaint III 

now only £459.99 

THE AMIGA A500 PLUS 
CARTOON CLASSICS 

The* A5O0 has more serious capability then the 
A600 with it greater expansibility and a large 
selection of high quality third party add-oni 
Complete with: 
* One Mb of chip RAM expendible to 10 Mb of RAM in total 
* The new Kickstart 1,04 
* Workbench 1.04 
* Built in battery backed real time clock 
* New improved user friendly manuals 
Tins pick also comes with Lemmings, {the only gam* ever to jet a 
100% rating!) The Simpsons, Captain Planet and Deluxe Paint 1 
die incredible punt and animation package plus moose ind modulator 

now only £339.99// 
or £374.99 for 2Mb version 

THE AMIGA 1500 & 2000 PLUS 
The New AMIGA 

2000 Plus Base pack 
now complete with the latest 2.04 
Kickstart chip and Workbench 2.04 !! 

The 2000 Base pack te the ideal upgrade machine for those wanting 

to upgrade from their present Amiga 500 

only £529.99 

Amiga 1500 Plus Business & 
Entertainment Software pack 

Th e same spec, as the base pack but with Del uxe Paint 3 „ Platinum Works 

(the best integrated package available for the Amiga). Home Accounts, 

PUOTic. Bf.Toki plus the latest Amiga FormatTips book {104 compatible) 

and Joystick 

now only £549.99 
or £769.99 

with 1085 SDI colour monitor (UK Spec.) 

THE AMIGA ASOO & 1500/2000 
PLUS DELUXE SERIES 

The AMIGA 500 Deluxe 
is an uprated version of the ASOO Plus with the Phoenix ROM sharer 

and 1.3 chip because some older software will not run on the A500 

Plus. The ASOO Deluxe has been developed so you can choose to run 
either Kickstart 1.3 or 2.04 making incompatibility problems a 

thing of the past I The Deluxe also Comes complete wrth the 

Cartoon Classics software pack. 

only £414.99 or £449.99 
for 2 Mb version 

The Amiga 1500 Deluxe is an advanced 
version of the standard AMIGA 1500 Plus 

incorporating the famous Phoenix ROM sharerand 1.3 Kickstart ROM chip. 
As with the A50Q Deluxe, this enables you to switch between the old and 
new operating system to accommodate older software that can only run on 
the 1.3 operating system. 

only £559.99 for base pack version or 

£609.99 for the 1500 software pack version 

GVP HARD DRIVES AND ACCELERATORS 
AMIGA 1500/2000 Hard Drives 

Impact Series II HC8+ Control card only,..*..£134,99 
Impact Series IIHC8+with 52 Mb Hard Drive.. .,£279,99 

Impact Series IIHC8+ with 120Mb Hard Drive...£419.99 

Impact Series IIHC8+ with 240Mb Hard drive.. £639.99 

Impact Series II HC8+ with 420Mb Hard drive...£1169.99 

AMIGA 1500/2000 Accelerator Cards 
G-Force 030-2SMHz with I Mb 32 bit RAM.£549,99 

G-Foree 03Q-40MHz with 4Mb 32 bit RAM.£B99.99 

G-Foree Q30-50MHz with 4Mb 32 bit RAM.£ 1269.99 

G-Force 040-28MHz with 2Mb 32 bit RAM.£ 1699.99 

AMIGA A500 HARD DRIVES 
GVP Series II HD8+ 52Mb.£354.99 
GVP Series II HD8+ 105Mb.£469,99 

GVP Series II HD8+ 240Mb.£734.99 

GVP Combo Accelerator Series 
for the AMIGA A500 

AS30 Combi 40MHz with S2Mb Herd Drive.£699.99 
AS30 Combo 40MHz with 120Mb Hard Drive.£849.99 
AS30 Combo 40MHz with 240Mb Hard Drive.£1039,99 
63882 Co-Processor for A530.....£234,99 

GVP memory RAM modules 
Series IIRAM8RAM card for AMIGA 1 S00/2000wiih 2Mb..£149.99 
32 bit 60ns I Mb SIMM for Accelerator cards..£64,99 
32 bit 60ns 4Mb SIMM for Accelerator cards--£179,99 

MONITORS 
All our monitors are UK spec 

Aft monitors come complete 
with a free Amiga lead 

WARNING; B+for# you purchase * monitor make 
Hire it has a full UK speeHteation. You might fee 
buying whet you chink li a similar monitor eta lower 
prirt but lc k Meaty to fee a "ORST* import. Thmm 

monitor* do not comply with British salary **nd- 

vdi tnd an not covered by an official warranty 

Protar Stereo 
colour monitor 

This monftorusfri (hr same tube as the Philips 88 JJ 
MK2 and his a similar specification,, The Protar 
comes with a full 12 month replacement guar¬ 
antee, This must be the best wakw medium res 
monitor on the market. Amiga cable included, 
Tih and swivel stand only I t t when pur* 
chased with this monitor. Cover only £5.ff 

only £195.99 UK Spec. 

Commodore 
1085 SDI Stereo 
Colour monitor 

The perfect complement to your Amiga system This 
Colour stereo monitor features 51 doc pitch r*sc4u- 
oon and green screen facility Amiga cable In¬ 
cluded. Tkt and swivel stand only £11 .99 when 
purchased with this monitor Cover for moni¬ 
tor only £S.t? 

only £219.99 uk spec. 

Philips CM8833 MK2 
stereo colour monitor 

Colour stereo monitor. 600*285 line resolution, 
green screen facility, one years on site mainte¬ 
nance. cable for Amiga included. Tilt and 
swivel stand only <11,99 when purchased 
with monitor. Cover only 15.99 

only £219.99 uk spec. 

with f 19 Flight Simulator 

Philips Brilliance SVGA 
Colour monitor 

with overscan facility 
The Brilliance monitor has a high quality Super 
VGA resolution ideal for making your AMIGA 
into a professional system. IckxJes overrun facil¬ 
ity. 28 dot pnxhaAd tHt/swiv*t stand. Monitor 
cover only <|_I9 if purchased « the same txna 

isoo version £399.99 
with Flicker Free Video card 

asooversion £499.99 

Goldstar remote 
control TV/monitor 

Superior to a standard TV set wnh full remote control 

now only £179.99 

Commodore I960 multisync 

only £436.99 
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Free Delivery on a. 11 products in 

Commodore Dynamic Total Vision 
Complete with Hutchinsons Encyclopedia, 
Lemmings and Welcome CD disk, CDTV is a 
powerful media for both entertainment and educa¬ 
tion. Capable of handling up to 540 Mb of data, 
whole encyclopedias can be stored on just one 
compact disc. The CD TV is also a high quality audio 
CD player, We also stock a large range of CD TV 
software all at discount prices 

now only 
£399.99 uk spec. 

New CD Rom for the Amiga A500 
The add-on that every one has been waiting for. This high quality CO ROM 

turns your amiga into a CDTV 

only £279.99 

New CDTV 
keyboard 

Effectively transforms your CDTV into an Amiga 
so you can get even more out of CDTV, With the 
a id of a star dard 3, V disc drive the CQTY will tike most 
of the normal Amiga software from word processing to 
entertainment 

only £49.99 

New CDTV 
Trackerbali 

complete with 2 joystick 
ports, this O a must for 
CDTV owners 

only £74.99 

STAR PRINTERS 
AH Star printers inc ribbons, free 
std printer cable and (2 month 

guarantee 

New Star LC24-20 
24 pun quality at the pr>« of many 9 pins. 21 Gcps draft. 
604cps inLQ, 16k buffer expandable to 40k. 10 resident 
fonts. LCD front display. Auto emulation sdecuor 

only £199.99 

Star XB24-200 Colour 
The choice of many professional organisations, tftts printer 
comes with ore year on-in& main tenancy 332 cps drtft V 
100 cps LQ 29k buffer exp to 189k. 4 super LQ foots ’Sf 
and (4 LQ fonts 

now only £379.99 { The Star LC20 
Replacing the famous LC10. the LC2Q is fester 

at I80cps draft and 45 cps NLQ. It's also 

quieter. The front panel now has push button 

operation replacing the dd LCI0 membrane 

panel. Other spec is similar to LC 10. 

now only £139.99.'/ 

Star LC24-200 
Mono and colour. 222 cps draft and 67 cps LQ 10 
resident fonts. A4 Landscape printing 

only £229.99 mono 
or £289.99 colour 

Star LC200 
Colour 9 pin printer with 8 resident fonts and a high 
s peed of 22 6tps draft a nd 4 i c ps i n NLQ A 4 L a n die ape 
printing 

now only £199.99 
I Star printer accessories : Ou$t covers from £4,99. Printer mnd just £7.99 when purchasing printer. Mono ribbons from only £3.69 

1 CITIZEN PRINTERS 
All Citizen printers inc. free printer cable 

; and come with a full 2 year warranty/ 

The New 
Citizen 224 

A replacement for the famous 124D, the 224 now 
comes with the option to upgrade to a high 
resolution colour printer. If you want 24 pin 
quality, you want to print in colour if necessary 
and you don't want to spend a fortune, the new 
224 is an ideal solution. Using the same technol¬ 
ogy as the Swift 24, the 224 is Dasically a cut down 
version 192 cpi draft and 64 cpi letter quality with 
3 built in fonts. 

only £244.99 (colour) 

The New Citizen 
Swift 24e and 24x 
(What Micro Best Buy) 

The best budget 14 p/n printer 

has just got better/ 
Thu mutt 6c the best 24 pin colour printer for lets than 
£3O0. 8k buffer expandable to 40k. 216 cpi draft. 72 cpi 
LQ and multilingual too ! 

only £274.99 (80 col) 
or £414.99 (136 col) 

The Citizen Swift 9 
Colour 

1 Unbeatable value colour printer, 4 resident fonts. 
1 192 cps draft and 4& cps in NLQ, Highly recom- 
1 mended This printer is also available in a wide 
1 ca rriage (136 column) version 

only £189.99 (80 col) 
or £309.99 (136 col) 

[Citizen printer accessories : Mono ribbons only £4.99, Printer stands £24.99, auto sheet feeders £85,00, semi auto sheet feeders only £29.99 

FIRST CHOICE PACK 
I Take the headache out of buying a computer with our ever popular fJftST I 

CHOfCE Pack. All the essentials required for the first Urn* buyer ideal for any 

Amip and great value too! 

Comprises: 
I * Top quality microswitched 

Powerplay Cruiser joystick 

* Mouse Mat 

U Dust cover only £29.99 
I 0 Blank Disks 

Plus 3 Extra games// 

THE STAR SJ48 
BUBBLEJET 

h> Epson LQ and IBM Propnnief emulation. The 
is a revolution n primer technology The quality 

nost as jpod is an expemrve bier primer y« cons 
S than marry 2A pm pmttn. Portable m Site, very 

, and fester than most dot mat™ primers at 100 
n LQ, Primer cable mduded 

only £229.99 
Auto Sheetfeeder £52.99 

INKJETS 

The HP DeskJet 500 printer allows 
you to create User jet quality without the cost 

with 100 page auto sheet feeder, printer cable. 3 

page 'minute speed and 

3 year UK warranty 

only £359.99 

The HP DeskJet 500C 
The famous deskjet S00 « now available as a I 

colour printer- With thtt printer you can get | 

stunning colour output at laser quality 

now only £569.99 

ion Bj 10ex..£244.99 
Canon BJ300...£379.99 
Canon BJ330....£519.99 
ALL CANON PRINTERS ARE UK SPEC. 

SUPRA MODEMST Supra 2400 Plus 
The Sew super fust (up to 9600 bps) 

Supra-Fax Modem 

V.32 bis(14400baud!!/) 
Allow* you to send and receive fax messages. 

This new modem from Supra has full 14400 

baud capability Spec includes V 32bis. V.32, 

V.Ufcw. m V21. MNP4-5. MNP 10 (for cell 

phone comms L V.4L V42brj. Cfess I 4 2 com¬ 

mands. 9400*144Q0 Gmup 3 Fax. Includes free 

comms software and modem cable 

only £259.99 

Even faster than the standard 2400 modem from Supra wuh auto dial and 
auto receive. 9600 bps Hayes compatible V4J Bis, MNP S and auto adjusting 
facility to maximise transmission speeds. Spec includes V22 Includes free 
modem cable and comms software// 

only £129.99 

Supra 2400 
Get on line with this tncrcdible value fast modem from Supra with auto dial 

and auto receive. 2400 baud Hayes compatible, V22 BIS. Includes fret 

modem cable and comms software/! 

now only £79.99 

EMULATORS 
KCS Power board 

I Regarded as one of the best emulators on 
the market, this emulator fits easily into 
the trap door and also acts as a BAM 

| upgrade Highly recommended 

now only £179.99 
Add £15.00 tor MS-DOS 4,01 
A50O Plus compatible 

KCS Amiga 

1500/2000 adaptor 

only £59.99 

New Commodore 386-20 
This is* foil PC1361MX Bridgeboard iIWt an emulator) 

■“^■“"M-onfy £439.99 

TheNewGVP 16 Mhz PC-286 
h40 an intenul mmi dot on sheGVp Senes U HDS + orGVP | 

AS 50 ford *sc ***« 

only £239.99 
VORTEX AT Once Plus 

emu Fa tor turns your Amiga ntc an IBM AT compatible The 

AT-Once Plus on be feed co either the AMIGA I 50&20W 

or the A5Q0 now with 16 Mhz clock speed/ 

only £214.99 

ACCESSORIES 
I 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE DISK BOX,.. .9* 

SO CAPACITY LOCKABLE DISK BOX—..£449 

90 CAPACITY STACKABLE BANX BOX.-_!*.« 

ISO CAPACITY STACKABLE PQSSO BOX..-IH.W 

AM IGA AS DO OUST COVER   .^O.W 

AMIGA 600 COVER............£2,19 

14ta MON I TOR DUST COVER™—™. _it.W 

12" MON I TOR DUST COVER  ---£5.99 

AMIGA TO SC ART MONITOR CABLES .£9.91 

STD I.B METRE AMIGA PRINTER CABLE.£09 

| MODEM AND NULL MODEM CABLES....£9 99 

HIGH QUALITY AMIGA ASOO CONTROL CENTRE 
I wth external disk dnw jfwlf. mouse & jopcidi pern. prtsied neri 
| tariioticwn, saves valuable spate only £39.99 

AMIGA SOUND 
ENHANCER 

j f 

The Zy-Fi Stereo 

System 
The speakers art optimised with reflex 
ported cabmets The 3 way system has 
bass, mid range and treble drivers. 

Complete wnh its own power supply the 
Zy-Fi system can also be powered by 
batteries 

only £36.99 

By Qmeps fVoiectt ihij sound enhancer will improve any sound 
that ii played through your Amiga. Hear the Amiga's sound tike 

you've never heard it before! 

only £32.99 
2 Way Parallel port 

sharer Inc. cable 
Many peripherals such as printers and scanners share the 

Amiga parallel port causing the user to have to swap between 

the two. Solve nhri problem with the 1 way sharer box 

only £17.99 

DISK DRIVES 
New Roclite 3.5" 

The new super dim ftoctae has recently received the belt renew for 

only £59.99 

Cumana 3.5" 
I meg externa! drive. The best name m d« tfrivci now at a super 
low price. Still the most reliable , —L _ ^ ^ ^ i 

now only £53.99 

Golden Image 3.5 Tracker 
with built m LCD tracker display 0 FI I ^ £ S 4 99 



FINALCOPY new version 13!! 
Now (aster and easier to use, tbit superb wordptjbHsherfromihewritersofPerPal 

With built m outline foots for cop quality output, full graphics import capability (IFF 
I and HAM). Features include Thesaurus, spelling checker and detector, automatic 
I hyphenation, insert date, time* and page number, scale graphics to any size, crop 

graphics, multiple columns layout magnified and reduced page view, full post script 
| support and much more. 

Highly Recommended only £49.99 
or £104.99 with Cumana 3.5” external drive 

AMIGA RELEASE 2 
UPGRADE KIT 

Complete with: 
■ Kicksurt 2.04 CHIP 
■ Workbench 2.04. Install, 

Fonts And Extras disks 
1 full Commodore manual set 

only £79.99 

PENPAL 1.4 
I Thn twit selling word publisher incorporates 
1 many features found only m a desk top pub* 
I Irther, Also includes an easy to use database 

PLATINUM WORKS plus home accounts s 
1 As recffwnenttedbyCorrmodorfr wtbekve cfesfobeonecrfihebestaflroundtwsmw* 
1 piDG^oridveAm^hccxTOwithPbtonimkrbbtawfo,^^ 
1 123" E 0mpHfe* spreadsheet with 3D pipho), 3 draba«. utfewirf p*™g utfcy md comnxrvrarons 
1 software pka the best seihng Otffa. Htoirw Accwne 

only t44.vw! 
PAGESTREAM 2.2 1 DIGI-VIEWGOLD 

MEDIA SYSTEM The latest version of this powerful DTP 
package that wr recommend, Better than 
atof of DTP packages on a PC and better 
than mew or 4 Mac 

only £129.99 

1 The new compleie graphics treason 
1 presentation package for your Amiga 
1 Comes complete with rhe famous Digi-View 

iGold. Digi-Pami and Elm Performer 

only £129.99 |Afew /NTEftSPftEAD 

I wordworthvlD This new spreadsheet is highly recom¬ 
mended at at a bargain price. Features 
include graphics presentation, and 
advanced macros 

only £24.99 

1 The latest version of this highly acclaimed 
1 WYSIWYG word publisher Comes with 
1 multiple tarns, powerful thesaurus, Urge 
1 spdkhecker, speech synthesis 

only £72.99 TV** QUARTERBACK VS 
New, completely rewritten version of 
this Fast and Famous hard disk backup 
utility Supports up to 4 disk drives, 
variable compression options and foil 
Macro and AREXX support The Best! 

now only £53.99 only £39.99 

THE COMPLETE 
COLOUR SOLUTION 

TAKE 2. II 
This 11 latest animation package for the Amiga 1 
from Rombo. Features include bad and save 1 
from D Paint animations and IFF fibs. Sup- 1 

ports HAM graphics. on|y £44,99 1 

1 Ai official dealers for Rombo. we are able to offer 
1 this excellent pit kage at a great price.The com- 
1 plete colour solution comet with RGB splitter 
1 Vsdi Amiga, Vidi Chrome, power supply and 
1 Photon Paint 

now only £94.99 
1 VIDIAMIGA | 

High quality dictating Inc VJdl chrome 1 
cofourfsing software . _ _ 

now only £59.99 1 MEGAMIX MASTER 
I This Is a low cost 6 bit. high spec sampler 
1 that plugs into your printer port. Special 
1 effects include echo that can be added in 
1 real time, fully multitasking and easy to use 

only £29.99 

t RGB SPLITTER 1 
Enables you to Colour Digitise m a sec- 1 
ond Replaces red green blue filter set. 1 
Can be used with Dip view or Rombo 1 

^no>^only£44^9^^J 

30 Text Animate.now only £9,91 
Aegis Son«x..  ......£39.99 
Art Department Fro 2.1_il09.99 
Amiga Vision.  .,.*....£39.99 
Amos C rea tor .********„,,,.* £39.99 
Amos Compiler.......£22.99 
Amos 30.    £27,99 
Audio En|)neer....1149,99 
Audio Master version 4-^*.......^£39,99 
Broadcast T it ler,**,»*,*,**„*„*—on ly£ 149.99 
CrossOos....£ 19.99 
Deluxe Music Costruction Set,, £5 4.99 
Deluxe Faint 1..now only £4,99 
Deluxe Paint J-,. now only £12,99 
Deluxe Paint 4.....now only ££7.99 
Easy AMOS....*..£24.99 
EXPERT DRAW...,,..,.0NLY £49.99 
EXPERT 4D JR.*.*.*ONLY £17 99 
Ftexidump printer utility.£31.99 
DiVPAC 3.    C5T.99 
D i stant Sunt.***,**„*,,,*„**.,*„**.,*.*,. .£14.99 
Fi nal Accounts, ......£29,9 9 
GB Route Planner.........£29-99 
Gold Disk Office.,.*,**.*.**.**,*,„,*, ,*.,£44.99 
GFA BASK 3.5 INTfffPfffTERL.ONLY £ 19.99 
H iSoft Sasic.*.. .*..£54.99 
Home Accounts *T-.---1 
Imagine V2.„.*.*.£l»9,99 
Opus Directory*,,*,,*,,*,*..*..*,..,,*.£29.99 
Pagesetter 3 DTP.*... ,.£42.99 
PUmtt.. *.....£39.99 
Platinum Scribble w'p Inc spell checker^ 
thesaurus..*.*,*,*,*.*.now only £29-99 
Pro Pag* professional VI DTP..£149.99 
Pretext 4.3 WfP__iww cwdy £39-99 
Pro Video Plus.„******,***£ i 39,99 
Quarterback Tools*-*-..,--—only £44,99 
Sequencer One**.,*.,*„*.**„*.,*,„....*.£74.99 
Smooth Talker-   ,.£20.99 
TURBO PRINT.  .,£49,99 
Viita...   £29.99 
Vista Pro 2 (2 Mb required)*,,.£49*99 
Walt Disney Animator*,,,**,,,,,,*,.£44,99 
XCAD 3D.£1*9.99 
Xcopy Pro Enc* hardware........,.£33.99 

MICROBOTICS 
ACCELERATORS 

PANDAAL HANDSCANNER 
On test tfrtj scanner has proved to be the easiest and most effective scanner that we have 

used to date having compared rt to most of the other major hand scanners on (he 

market We are able to offer this high quality scanner at a fraction of the normal cost, 

Complete with the iaiest improved version of Daau*scin software this scanner is able to 

pick out text and graphics at up to 400 d p i in real time. Duusca n enables you to easily 

manipulate the image. Scans m real ome up to 44 grey scales tdealfor desk top publishing 

arid presentation. 

now only £ 104.99 or £ 119.99 
with 2 way parallel switcher box 

THE POWER SCANNER 
Nighty rated by the review media, this scanner comes with the latest version software, W«h 

bright and sharp grey scale performance and flexible scanned image display manipulation 

options, this scanner must be rated as a best buy1 Options include Clean up, embolden, 

nestle and flip, Highty reebrnmended by the reviews" 

only £94.99 

AH our 3.5" diiks are GUARANTEED FOR A .LIFETIME and are 

CERTIFIED.IQ^ERfllQA.EREE double Sided, double density 

disks arc of the highest quality in magnetic media and are 

extensively used by duplicating houses 

VXL30 25Mhz EC 
only £239.99 

VXL 30 40Mhz EC 
only £369*99 

I 68881 co-pro for above 
only £79*99 

2 Mb of 32 Bit RAM 

(60ns) 
only £214-99 

8 Mb of 32 Bit RAM 

(60ns) only £419.99 

LMIGAA500 PLUS 
t600 RAM MODULES 

DRAM & CUSTOM CHIPS 
Kickstart S3...£29.99 

Kickstart 2*04*£39.99 

Fatter Agnes..£20*99 

Super Denese*£30.99 

4 Mb by 9 Simms (for gvp) 

only £114.99 each 
l Mb by 4 ZIPS 

itused m Supra brands 11 fib by 4 ZIPS equal 1 ftto 
only £38*99 per Mb 

256 by 4 DRAM (DlLs) 
ideal for AS9Q8, Supra Hard drives plus many 

other Amiga RAM Applications 

1 Mb by 4 DRAMS for Supra and 
other RAN applications..£27*99 

QTY 

4+ {5 1 2K)..now only £3*S9 
8+ (1 Mb).,*,now only £3*39 
16+ (2Mb)*.now only £1.09 

1 Mb by 8 or 9 SIMM boards 

now only £29.99 

R0CTEC MOUSE NAKSHAMOUSE 
YhH i4 an excellent high qual¬ 

ity mouse for the Amiga, Fully 

micro-switched mouse. Excellent 

value and highly recommended. 

only £13.99 
or £16.99 -*>»«* 

This famous and best selling mouse 

comes complete with Operation Stealth* 

mouse mat* holder and 2 year warranty. 

Futures include 290 DPI resolution, this 

is still our most popular upgrade mouse. 

only £24.99 

GENLOCKS Rocgen Plus 
Rocgen Genlock 

with built in mode switch box and auto 
pais thru function, the Rocgen repre¬ 
sents excellent value for more 

only 99.99 

with all the features of the standard 
Rocgen. Also includes dual control 
for overlay and keyhole effects, ex¬ 
tra RGB pass thru allowing real time 
graph editing. 

only £129.99 

QTY 
3.5" 

Bulk 
OR SONY 

BRANDED 

10. ...£4.99.. ..£6.99 
30.... £ 14.29. £17.99 
so. £2 1.99 £28.99 
100... £39.99 £54.99 
200... £72.99 £99.99 
500. £169.99.. ..*...n/a,„» 
1000.. £339.99. .n/a.. 

Sony Branded disks come complete with labels 
Disk Labels*...500...now only £6*99 
Disk Labels... 1000.now only £9*99 

SUPRA RAM 
These high quality RAM modules will take your A500 Plus or the raw A600 up to 
2 Mb of chip RAM without invalidating your warranty* 

A500P A6O0 

Unpopulated .only £16.99.£29.99 
Populated to 5I2K...only £29.99.£39.99 
Populated to I Mb....only £39.99.£49.99 

PHOENIX ROM SHARERS] 
Because itsme older sofnwtwilIrKKninonthei^lWoperaongsyHefnPweritx 

have designed a high quality ROM sharer. Recognised as being the best on the market, 

this ROM sharer features a ftodbk nbbon connection so that It ran be posicmoed 

anywhere wtthm your AMO Plus or AMO Keyboard vwitchabl* sharer now 

available! All Phoeni it prod u cts corne complete with a full 1 year 
replacement warran ty 

now only £19.99 or £29.99 for keyboard switchable version 
Kickstart 1-3 only £29.99 or Kickstart 2*04 only £39.99 

The ultimate Amiga A5(X> expansion. Take your AKX1 up to 9 Mb (10 Mb with 

the A500 Plus). Fiti onto the side expansion port Auto configures with no 

software patching. 

Please note that when 254*4 ZIPS arc used, the Supra RAM can only be 

populated to a maximum of 2 Mb. If you use this configuration and want to 

further increase your capacity you must replace the 254*4 ZIPS with I Mb by 

4 ZIPS 

8Mb pop to IMb.£94.99 

8Mb pop to 2 Mb using 2S6*4zips...£l 19.99 

8Mb pop to 2 Mb using IMb*4 zips..£139.99 
8Mb pop to 4 Mb.£194.99 

8Mb pop to 8 Mb.£299.99 

MAIL ORDER ? WHY FIRST CHOICE 1 
Order by telephone quoting your credit card 
number. If paying by cheque please make 
payable to FIRST CHOiCE, In any 
correspondance please quote a contact 
phone number and post code. Allow 5 work¬ 
ing days for cheque dearence 

Mail order Hotline a lines 

0532 637988 
|Pnces are subject to change without notice. E&OE. 

* All prices include VAT and Standard Delivery 
* All hardware/computers are genuine UK spec. 

Free Fast Standard 4 to 7 day Delivery 
Guaranteed 2 to 3 day Delivery only £2.00 
Guaranteed Next Day Delivery only £4.50 

* Open seven days a week for your convenience 

I Top qualify RAM expansions for the A5QQ complete with 

I battery backed dock and or off switch Thii RAM expan- 
I sion will net in any way invalidate your Amiga war- 

ramr now only £24.99 

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL 
CORRESPONDENCE TO: 
DEPT AS, UNITS, ARMLEY 
PARK COURT, OFF CECIL 

STREET, LEEDS, LSI22AE 
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BUDGET GAMES 

Cheap 'it' Cheerful 
What exactly are the crop circles? Is the bottle half empty or half full? Where's 

Amelia Earhart? Forget these and other banal questions and simply concentrate on the 

simply-minded James Leach as he mysteriously reviews budget software. 

108 

It's ei huge scramble 

for the ball. Even 

the keeper is sharp¬ 
ening his studs and 
rushing in for some 

head-butting excite¬ 
ment But why is 

the fellow on the 

right running away? 

Italy 1990 
Kixx ■ £7.99 
The lalesl spate of football mania confined itself to within Europe, but if you 

remember the heady days of the World Cup. why not dwell on them in detail with 

this game? ifs a fairly good Kick £jf-stylc game, without much of the attention to 

detail which made Kick Off magic. 

Bui it’s also an accurate reflection of the teams as they struggle for supremacy 

(or rather struggled for supremacy two years ago). The graphics are neat, the control 

is easy (us the half remains glued to the players* boots), hut the goal-mouth action is 

somewhat lacklustre, No replays, but the odd camera-angle shot of the goalie hoof¬ 

ing it back up the field. 

There are loads of teams to play and there is the 

excitement of the competition itself. That makes it 

fun. hut it's not one of the best, and it’s certainly 

one of the most out-of-date. 

fefdic) 70% 

Far no reason, the 
terrorist on the roof 
put on a consum¬ 

mate display of 

Rusiian costack 

dancing. Impressed, 

Mad Midi lowered 
his weapon and 

dropped 5Op into 
the fellow's hat- 

Arnie Zeppelin ■ £7.99 

No. Zeppelin haven't got him to sign a game licence for them. Rather, they've 

invented a totally new ^ idem psychopath called Arnie. Any resemblance, of course, 

is strictly coincidental. The plot isn't very liberal, and deserves not one bit of 

humorous irony or sarcasm. Basically you’re pitted against terrorists of various 

recognisable nationalities and the idea is to wipe them out. wholesale. 

So we end up with a common-or-garden horizontally-sc ml ling blaster. Your 

machine pumps out lead at the baddies, who tire their pistols weakly, lei off the odd 

mortar and fail limply to the ground, dead. The difficulty level is about right, the 

graphics are smooth, flicker-free and competent in a cartoony sort of way. and the 

game itself is large. 

But it's all been seen before. Many, many times 

before. And much better, too. There isn't anything 

that should make you buy Arnie. least of all the plot. 

If you've got one horizontal shooting game, it seems 1^1*1 

you've got them all. 
44 n 

These armoured 

vehicles are also 

good at seriously 
damaging centres 

Of religious wor¬ 

ship. Not a bit 

surprisingly, they 

didn't mention 

that in the manual. 
Just don't expect 

insurance against 
acts of God later.. 

Sherman M4 
Action Sixteen ■ £7,99 

Fancy a spot of 3D tank action World War Two style? Well Sherman M4 delivers. 

It's got nothing to do w iih the motorway, hut it's got everything to do w ith control¬ 

ling four Shermans in either Normandy or the Ardennes. 

The game is a fast mixture of strategy and arcade blasting. It's a cross between 

,V// Tank Phmmtt and BasdeZjOm, you could say. Each mission you play has definite 

objectives, and there is a lot of planning to be done, Bui the best hit is belting your 

lank up to the enemy and bring round after round into them. 

You can swap between the four vehicles, and you can order them to wander off 

on their own (ideal for those Napoleonic pincer move¬ 

ments), The Germans w ill react, though, so it can get .y,;^ 

a hit hectic. Despite ihe strategies. M4 isn’t a com¬ 

plex game and it's for those who like their htashng 

to be historic and not too taxing for the grey cells. 
Wo 74% 

“Don't worry 
about me, You 
iav# yourself and 

I’ll juit lie here, 

bleeding a bit and 
cursing my rotten 

fuck at being shot 
just before the 
whole complex 

blows up. Tsk. Life, 

eh? Overrated if 
you ask me,* 

Crack Down Kixx ■ £7.99 

Time is Tunning out. You and a friend must rush around a complex ihat's viewed 

from above, shooting the guards and planting bombs everywhere. Then you and 

sour fnend must rush out of the complex before it blow s up. A plot so simple that 

ihe first hominids could instantly grasp its nuances. Let's recap- run around, shoot 

folk, plant bombs. Got it? 

The screen is split dow n the centre, and each side follows one player. There's a 

hide-and-seek element because you can't actually see much of the area around your 

character (owing to Ihe screen size being halved). Annoying, but quite effective. 

Once you’ve planted your bombs, it's a rush against the dwindling time-limit to 

escape and do it all over again in a slightly different setting. 

It's fast, it’s difficult to see properly and it gels dead frustrating (especially 

when the other player dies). Bui after three attempts, 

it'll take up residence at the far end of your shelf 

(next to that dreadful PD demo collection and your iLr,i*| 

gonk from college). 



BUDGET GAMES 

Current thinking is 
that you lean in the 
opposite direction 

on corners, thus 

increasing the grip 

and down-draught 
and keeping you 

firmly on the road. 

(NB real motorbike 

riders - don't try 

this. It’s a joke ) 

Team Suzuki GBH ■ £7.99 
Acclaimed as being quite sick-making when it first came out, Suzuki can still hold 

its own against many newer 3D racing siim. You ride three types of motorbike 

around some lethal circuits, hanking round Ihe bends and bending round the banks. 

Qualify and you're in a race against loads of other minimalist-style bikes. But 

although (hey look sparse, the graphical speed is most appreciable and ihe other 

racers behave in realistic ways. 

It’s certainly a good game, but it takes a while to master, and it's as annoying as 

hell to gel to grips with at first. Persevere and you’ll 

base a source of pleasure for you. your children and 

\our children's children (if you don’t sit too dose 

to the monitor or fall off vour chair on the comers). 

"You were wonder¬ 

ful, You knocked 
them dead. All 

those bouquets 
Come here and give 

me a little ki«,Jf 
"No. You'll rip 

my head off. like 

you did last time. 

I've played before." 

Horror Zombies 
From The Crypt GBH ■ £7.99 

The night is black, the wind howls, the min lashes and suddenly the windows crash 

open. Standing there is a horrible deformed man. So horribly twisted, in fact, that he 

looks like a, a,,, 3.5-inch disk. Yes, it’s the attack of the Horror Zombies, To repel it. 

you must wander from left to righi around a haunted mansion, running away from 

ghouls and throwing knives at them. There are keys to 

48% 
WET.- collect, doors to open and other weapons to use. 

nMe 87% 
mam_I_ 

You also see a disturbing head-coming-off / 

sequence. Unpleasant for those who've actually had 1 

recent experience of official State beheadings. 

Suddenly the 

attackers charged 

like a wounded 
credit-card com¬ 
pany. and the air 

was filled with 

muiket-shot. buck 

thot quick-shot 

and W-ilf Ba gs hot 
who'd just arrived 
In his patent bal¬ 

loon contraption. 

North And South 
Action Sixteen m £7.99 

The American Civil War is under treatment by the French here, and they've gone for 

the oh-what-a-laugh-it-alTwas angle. It's based on a cartoon called Les Tuniques 

Bh'urs, which apparently makes the French roll around. You control armies which 

move from state to state to protect and expand your railroad service. Bui of course* 

you’ll soon meet and fight ihe Confederates (or the Yankees). You go straight into a 

battlefield scene in w hich you must control your units, 

If you attack a fort, you’re given an arcade 

sequence to play, in the form of a race against time 

to reach the flag. Both sections are fun. but it’s much 

more of a giggle against a mate, in tw o-player mode. 

Hfflrt Ah incredibly 

powerful telepathic 

force, eh? OK then, 
what am I thinking 
of now? i'll give 

you a clue. It's six 

Inches long, cylin¬ 

drical, and it's 
currently Straining 
my pocket. Wrong! 

It's my .37 calibre 
Magnum, you sad 

alien charlatan. 

Final Command 
Action Sixteen ■ £7,99 
In the hideous evil darkness of space, something hideous, evil and fairly dark has 

occurred, and you're the first to discover it. Darkly evil in a hideous sort of w ay. eh? 

Here's a point-and-click sort of graphical adventure in the metallic cyberpunk mode. 

You’re given rudimentary info on the abandoned and rather knacked space-hulk 

you've stumbled across, and the idea is to salvage a working tele-transponer. 

If you like sialic graphics, moving the mouse 

around the screen and listening 10 metallic clunking 

sounds, if s enjoyable But if you warn playability, 

action and fast-moving entertainment go to Thailand. 

Compilation Corner 
No, Seymour. It's 

t j not a cool pair of 

shades. It's a 
motor car. 
Honestly, these 

made up cartoon 
computer charac¬ 
ters are so stupid. 

Luckily you can 

switch them off if 

you get tired of 

their lack of Arti¬ 
ficial intelligence. 

Oh good. Dizzy's 

found a magic 
stone. Alert the 

media. Stop the 

presses. Hold the 
front page. This 

is bigger news 

than the Royal 
Family. Not 

Cartoon 
Collection CodeMasters ■ £24,99 
Five games, five lovable characters, five guys named Moe and five 

samurai Some of these are in the Codies' new compilation... 

Spike hi Transylvania is an arcade adventure where you walk from loca¬ 

tion to location, solving simple puzzles and ‘interacting* with lovable 

rogues, cut-throats and footpads. Cute, pretty simple and fun. 

CJ's Elephant Antics is more of an arcade game. You pilot a chap 

around some demanding platforms, collecting, zapping and occasionally 

parachuting on an umbrella. It, too, is an enjoy ably light-hearted romp. 

Treasure /stand Dizzy is another arcade adventure, Send the egg 

scurrying, solving puz/le" and using objects in the right order. It’s cute* 

colourful and there'" a large playing area. Sort of like Spike* really. 

Seymour Goes To Hollywood is yet another arcade adventure, it’s 

cute, colourful, blah blah, and also has a large playing area, 

CodeMasters don't believe in loo much diversification, do they? 

Slightly Magic is* yes, you guessed it, a cute, colourful use-the- 

objectsdn-thc-right-order game, It’s actually the best in the compilation. 

Overall, a big chunk of cartoouy 

enjoyablencss aimed at. 1 can't help 

thinking, ihe younger members of our 

great democratic civilisation. 
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• TELESALES AND SHOWROOM SUNDAY NOW OPENING FROM IOAM - 4Pf 

AMIGA SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES 

'A500 PLUS' 
1MB RAM 
UPGRADE 

THE FASTEST AND EASIEST WAY TO 
UPGRADE YOUR A5D0* TO 2MB RAM! 
Simply Plugs inio trapdoor expansion area ft 

Increases total RAM capacity to 2Mb ChipRAM 
ft RAM OrVOff Switch ft Compact unit size ft 

Only ft low power RAM tC'S ft High reliability 

ONLY £42.99 

UPGRADE 
TO 2MB FOR • 
OM.VC79J 

1.5MB RAM BOARD 
Fully populated board increases total RAM in ASO0 to 2Mb! ft Plugs 

into trapdoor area, & connects to GARY chip $ Includes Battery- 

Backed Real-Time Clock ft Socketed RAM ICt on S12K M Mb Versions 

Unpopulated RAM board with clock................. £ 34.95 

with Si2K installed ...X £4.95 with 1 Mb Installed.£ 69.9S 

RAM Board with 1.5Mb FASTRAM installed .... £ 79.00 

hi 0 The dpawn board ] 

rtrquffts Kictidwl 1 310 
OfMMfet KcKstafl 1 3 upj'Jtdr 

nviaLabk Ifom us lor E?i 95 

MEGABOARD’ CONNECTS TO YOUR 
[ expand your A5GCTS memory lo A total of 512K RAM UPGRADE 

2MB without disposing ol your existing 

512K upgrade (must be 4 % RAM-chtp TO GIVE 1,5MB 
type, or not exceeding 9cm in length) 

ONLY £54.99 
MEGABOARD needs KicNslan 1,3 in eperale 
(Kichstari 1,3 upgrade available ireni u* lor 

t^.GSi ImtillMion requires cennecimn lo the 
GARY chip Easy Id follow instruc lion* provided 

EXTERNAL 8MB RAM UNIT 
Incorporating the latest ZIP' DRAM technology, 
our now External Memory Upgrade allows the 
A500 / A500+ to be upgraded by up to a further 

8Mb of auto-configuring FASTRAM. 

ft Available fitted with 2Mb. 4Mb. or fully populated 
with 8Mb ft Very low power consumption 

ft Style matched to the Amiga 500 ft Throughport 
for further expansion * RAM access LED 

ft RAM test/run switch ft Optional P$U (allows 
Amiga to power other devices) 

NO 
to Ito hirW ■( -n fdc^tw to 
an jrfXtf to A 

rnanmuni Of flW cm fhi un/1 

3’A” EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 
AMAZING LOW PRICE ! 

£47.99 
including VAT & delivery 

• TELESALES AND SHOWROOM SUNDAY NOW OPENING FROM lOAM - 4Pl 

lEvcsham Micros 

rATj-TSliil 

rrmro 

® 0386-40303 
Monday to Friday, 10,00 - 5.00 

12 MONTHS WARRANTY 
ON ALL PRODUCTS 

ab flwm correct at ww of gtwq to press * An goods supper to ay»t*frfify 

■EYcstiam Micros 

PARTIALLY POPULATED [MTS Ei(PAW TO SMB WITH SUB MODULES. AVAJU&E SEFAflATfiY ATQNL Y CSS 99 PER SMB* OPTIONAL POWER SUPPlYff* % 

• Very quiet 
• Slimline design 
• Suits any Amiga 
• Cooling vents 
• Sleek, high quality 

metal easing 
•Throughport facility for 

addition of further drives 

• Duality Citizen/Sony 
drive mechanism 

• Enable / Disable switch 
• Full 880K Formatted Capacity 

• Long reach connection cable 

JOINT WINNER OF 
COMPUTER SHOPPER'S 

‘Best Customer 
Service’ 

- AWARD FOR 1991 - 

With 2MB fitted...£119.99 with 4MB...E179.99 with 8MB...£289.99 

REPLACEMENT A500 
INTERNAL 3.5" 

DRIVE KIT 

NEW! AMIGA 600 
1MB RAM/CLOCK 

UPGRADE UNIT 

UPGRADE YOUR NEW A600 TO 2MB 
WITH THIS SIMPLE PLUG-IN UPGRADE! 
ft Simply Plugs into trapdoor expansion 
area ft Increases RAM capacity to 2Mb 

ChipRAM ft RAM On/Off Switch 
ft Battery-Backed Real-Time Clock 

ONLY 
£49.99 

A500 512K 
RAM/CLOCK 

UPGRADE 

o^22.99 
IMC, VATAND DELIVERY 

ft CONVENIENT ON / OFF MEMORY SWITCH ft AUTO-RECHARGING 

BATTERY BACKED REAL-TIME CLOCK ft COMPACT. ULTRA NEAT DESIGN 

ALSO WITHOUT CLOCK 
FOR ONLY; 

£ 1 7.99 

Fully compatible, with 1Mb 
unformatted capacity 

Straightforward installation 
procedure Kit includes full 

fitting instruct ton s 

ONLY 
£39.99 

PRICES INC.DELIVERY & VAT 9 17.5% 
Express Courier Delivery: 

(UK Mainland Only) £6.50 Extra 

HERE TODAY ~ HERE TO STAY 
fytlh«rn Mtetox First F w *1 for «ho4c4, fWC+t «fvi« E*l*hhih*d 

I Of ov*f *4bW yw*. w«lb • *lro«9 IimmuI flatus and »i.ur* luluf* 

Our Cwnputftfit+d T*^***#-* OfO*f PreetHing invvitmenl mum f+H. 

mvte*. W*M wpototrd Retail Stowioomi wHh tog# product 
rongu on Ou# hup* Cw«om#f M»b«r high twcfflia# O* 
repeal tuihm and personal iwfenal* undplmh OW popularity 
REVEV8ER - ehm yw rteed m. wo wilt ifiH be hero. Our aifctnsiv* 
oipentton (Pogrom meant wo couto eventually be there n well 

HOIK TO) 
Call us now on 

0386 765500 
TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 
9am - 7pm Monday-Friday 
Sam - 5.30pm Saturday 

10.00 • 4.00 Sunday 

Send Cheque. Postal Order or 
'^-2 ACCESS/VISA card details to: 

Evesham Micros Ltd. 
Unit 9, St Richards Road 

Evesham, Worcs. WR11 6XJ 
trfss% ACCESS/VISA 

Cards Welcome 
Government, Education ft PLC orders welcome 

Same day deipalch whenever possible 
Express Courier delivery (UK Mainland only) £6 SO extra 

Please note Thai 5 banking day* must be allowed for 
cheque cLearance Immediate clearance on Building 

Society cheques or Bank Drafts 

Mail Order Fax: Q3S6-765354 | 

New showroom opening times: 
Mon-Sat. 9,00 - 5,30 
Sunday 10.00 - 4.00 

Unit 9 St Richard* Rood, Evesham 
Worcestershire WR11 *xj 

2T 0366 766180 
tqp CflBP 765354 

5 Glisten Rd, Cambridge Cfil 2HA 
IT 0223 323898 

fo* 0273 322883 
Cc*v&ate Sates Dept m tBMoeoier 

251-255 Moseley Rood. 
Highgate, Birmingham B12 0EA 
Tef-021 446 5050 * Fa* 021 446 5010 

Corporate Sates Pep? p Eosk Porting 

320 Witan Gate, Witan Court 
Mitton Keynes MK9 2HP 

'TT 0908 230 898 
Ta- 0908 730 8^ 



Evesham Micron • TELESALES AND SHOWROOM SUNDAY NOW OPENING FROM 10AM - 4PM 

j£Y“F1 AmpKfiec^Stereo 

REALISE THE TRUE SOUND POTENTIAL 

OF YOUR 

AMIGA WITH 

THIS PAIR OF 

FULL RANGE 

SPEAKERS ! 
Your prod it s* (ire quality r*-|i itow SOiXtJ 
Enpey quality JtwtO sound mpradbctiDci toffmh* wRt 
flhs new design rwr speaker System' hccxpcr^n • 
frudl-in ampMter «Hh separate aderslafcte 

controls tot Speaker Itori from PSU 
(iup(HrfK] | or tram faalTEmeS trtot mdudedl 

Speaker Dntw*v&*t t$Qs9$* iGSrrwn (HkWmDj 

ONLY 
£39.95 

TOP VALUE 400dpi 
HANDY SCANNER 

QUALITY SCANNING - AT 
THE RIGHT PRICE ! 
Thif Image Scanner package 

combine* top quatrty hardware 

wtrh tbs Ut»it »fr*6on of ttm 
diitmc lively powerful DAATASCAN 

PROFESSIONAL VERSION 2 *olTw are. 

now gmng TRUE GREYSCALE CAP A BA. ITT. 

Al m gpnjrm *0>to ramrtj ntet*a>on fo new ICJf 

produce* tnAf sen Hu e Ul TOSnen 

K«wig wrttn tn^rro ami end i oo t wo MC ■ eoodi> wmiw 
DhUkvi ffmtaeejorel Version 3 umng ntfsHnp kAth Awi reef 
tone KJirpgti **m fan* wt W r up to ff4 eniHwl prey *t*t ftwdw 

mod DTP erd Pepf Pacfcegrt 
eg Detert Pert 4 Touefr -Up 

ONLY £99.99 

TRUEMOUSE 
WE GUARANTEE mil mu it me 
sntnthnt flint responsive and 
accurate replacement mouse you 
can Dvy lor the Amiga F ice!lent 
pertormance. now wrtfi ■ 300dpi 
resolution Amenng new price' 

PiC nn satisfaction 
L I D.yy GUARANTEED 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE Amiga/ST compact* - 
ftactflant travei+accuracy assured NEW LOW PRICE! E 29 00 

ROCGEN GENLOCK MK. 
OFFERING EXCEPTIONAL VALUE 

FOR NONET, mu fu»Y 
compeiibff GENLOCK 
■Captor often level* of 

quality, function and 
ao pti i i bcation not normally 
■laONi *n thr* price category 

Spec i* features mcfcide re atswiy 
graemm 4 amaaona on 

ONLY £89.99 

ONLY £129.95 

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR 

£269.00 "’eUM,in°v*T delivery A CAW* 

Philips CMBS33 Uh.ll Monitor (Genune UK vewi) me cabte 
F19 Fi*gtit $im game & l Tear on-sne mamtenanca £ 219 00 

AS90 ADD-ON HARD DRIVES 
ASM OWNERS' E vpand your riart disk stnga turner «m iw & our addon 

«Etemafly cased SCSI Hand Own w*t 25m* atjoperuTg NEC macnanams and 
separate power «uR*y Piuga rto re tocui prowled on re rw N te amo jv 
E rternaJ 40Mb SCSI Drive cased win PSU 

id directly add on lo the Commodore A5S0 £ 249 00 
E rternai 1OOMb SCSI Drive cased wm PSu £ 399.00 

P AMIGA 500 o AMIGA 600 

NEW 
ftiJk, 

AMIGA 6001 ®NLY £349.99 

ROCGEN PLUS 
Compatible to ary Amiga or Commodore CDTVf tins NEW 

Genlock Adapter provides Advanced Special Effects and 

Performance Features without sacrificing user^friendlineti! 
New Special Features rcUM Dual frasorie control knob* prov*dng treaty 

Bdiustaoe degrees of overlay or invert 
-iJ-S- (keynote) effect* Auto Video pm fvu. 

extra Video mreugnpod lor sapor alt 
, line monitoring RGB put Ifru lor 

iHi tom* editing Of Amiga 
graphics. plus Kay in port for uu 

wf! an external Keying device 

me idvmtegH or» Mgr guMfly * 
cafeur Monitor w* Ift* cor™ 
control Teteted TV - Nan * meter* tow pree! 

Feature* dark glees auwi ter enprorte cvteeN. 
ate* full range J-way speaker sound ovtM 

Buill-irt TV Modulator • Kickstart 2 * 1Mb 
ChipttAM • Built-in IDE Hard Disk 

Controller* Accepts Memory Cards 

INCLUDES DELUXE PAINT 4 EXCITING GiRE TITLE 

2MB RAM/CLOCK VERSION £ 389.99 

20MB HARD DISK VERSION ALSO 
AVAILABLE - ONLY £449-99 

2MB HAM/CLOCK VERSION £489.99 

1 A500+ 'CARTOON CLASSICS' PACK 1 ONLY £349.99 
2MB CHfPRAM VERSION £ 379.99 

HURRY WHILE STOCKS LAST! 

o AMIGA 5DO PLUS' With iMb HAM, 1Mb Drive, KlckiUfl 2, 
Workbench 2. TV Modulator, Mouse etc. 

* DELUXE PAINT HI . LEMMINGS , CAPTAIN PLANET. ‘BART 
SIMPSON v». THE SPACE MUTANTS’ 

I A5QQ+ 'CARTOON CLASSICS £ VTM ' PACK ONLY £379.99 
2MB CHfPRAM VERSION £ 399.99 

HURRY WHILE STOCKS LAST! 

tecteffe* Peck •* I*0rt. ptuk W*v* Protector. Holm* Urn teyrnck plvt flteW Game* 
DateTttar tea- Gtj&t? DWttWi T**-Ag* Mvani t 

MfSttemOTT teGELkUMSFU AttERtX 
70 XC La^w Lkvtei T>w 5*1 lUfr^swi H^Ste nstamGem* 
TakBtete tlteReT tegte HU »aA Atecfik 
teeiiweTv umittu* XNUMn Ten^eitcte: 

ComrttoOQr* AS90 2d* Han £>%# 

AMD S12K AW Upgrade 

*590 i t* Fuua Ltograoe 
ASK 2*te RAM Upgrao* 

[UK Amiga 1505 Siarrer Pack {tMD HAM ?il S', CflQir 
Uorvtor. OPanfl. Pteirtjm Horn* 

£ M K Accounts . 2 i Games etcl t 979 00 

NEW! A500 ROM SWITCHER 
SWTTCHINC BETWEEN VIBSiONS OF KKK$TART ON 

YOUR ASOO IS EASY WTTH OUR NEW ROM SWITCHER! 
r*u *xitm wffwM* MTiun on r" 45cb P%*J Dr non f>c»ei 
rvs- cw MAmmm* mrwr Vw K*m**r, 2 ar**dw wto* erc*h*r wTon N 
*—rr* note du sp**ig ywi 'Si ■ do-i tt cn 
f e^nj, * f-JpS-i Ti.JTi 'v KsflpTTp p- AV tel I \/ 
veo* wr*a t^Liito jge F**^g afcwa t*5 telex Lr ll L. T 
N rtr ct »•!«>« reset, v Of an anrnBi 
MflQW WK' H ■ KcliWI AON Mi Iieffed AMO 
Rpiww" U be«*i ml r*o . • r* emuA nDNcalen £24.95 
AicAsten t 1 note i«ted wh «i»v 
Kxkttail 7 0 note tispW Hpvisy 
A SOO Revp*Wko SA PCS Cueuit Modiheab wS#fv ie# 

trtey £ 79 95 | 
omy t»*ft 

C»*5 

RocHARD HARD DRIVES 
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED IN THE MAY ISSUE OF AMIGA 

SHOPPER, THESE NEW HARD DRIVES ARE FITTED WITH HIGH 
SPEED, TOP RELIABILITY SCSI HARD DISK MECHANISMS 

Very Fasf A Pelade • Coding Fan * Capacity tot 141 to 8Mb of aodhonai 

Amiga RAM vnpan&on ■ PSU - Game Swift* - Easy hsfffHjftpn 

RocHard Hard Drive with 52Mb SCSI Drive ruled...£ 339 90 

RocHard Hard Dnve wilh 105Mb SCSI Drive htted.£ 499 90 

TRACKBALL 
perfamierwe inckbali dfedfy cempatWe to 
any AmgaLor Alan ST Plug* mto irouae v 

iflyytK*. Kt Super-vnootn and aeoxaU - you 
P'-stjafaV r*>"t wan\d \m 4 n«umm agen 
*f,*f uaeng ma Trachea’1 Fm on* nanded 

COn(rO* Tap qu!(y aptO irwchmcN 

daegn . gwng ^ gh speed and accuracy 

every TirP|e 3rv<?r whea^e ^aaded 

ONLY £29.95 

REPLACEMENT AS00 PSU 
Genuine Commodore Amiga A500 

type replacement Power Suppty 
Unit Good quality 'switch mode’ 

type Super low price* 

ONLY £39.95 

STEREO SOUND SAMPLER 
Offering to* campaitaMy with awtotl **y Amtgi audto dgioer pdckige. our Sown j 
SwTpter 1 tala nit ticellenf ertwtry, y*Bfdmg praftssKiral reiu^tx The mem AD 

grMts a qligitia.ng ^ewlytiqn c4 gp !<? * tvi ite* '«* 1 wp ph<W 
kkwii mnt provided f-v iiereo line piui m ophon tor mtrapnon# Ad^vtabt* 

g*n <i *cni«v*<l kirth buit-m 
OQHtfgi knee Corrpn!* with pubic 

domain disk conUiihng sound 

aamptng •ppecelnona: \A*bm ONLY £29.95 

MIDI INTERFACE 
Our tuBy compaJlaJe high Qua^iy MlOi rtertace oowncti dKecffy frth the Amga 
•anal pen and provtoai W OUT A THRU port* lor good f(*»totey Fateure* 
LEO rtJCilori gn each pod tar 

PRINTERS 
Prices Include VAT, Delivery 

and Connection Cable 

?oid Registered 
Dealer 

EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE 

12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY 

STAR LC20 9-Pin Printer 
SUCCESSOR TO THE 

BEST SELLING IC-fO, 
WITH MANY FEATURES 

AND FAST OUTPUT 
Providing superlative 
paper hanating, four 
excellent NLQ fonts 

- and a new super-fast 
(print speed of iDOcps 

in draft and 44 cps in 
NLQ, the LC20 

appropriately 
supercedes the 

phenomenally 
successful LC10! 

ONLY £129.99 

Star LC24-200 COLOUR Printer 
COM0JNE5 HIGH QUALITY 
24-PIN COLOUR PRINTING 
WITH EXCELLENT 
VERSATILITY - AT A 
BUDGET PRICEI 
•Ti Pvi 7^GeW Puni*- 

• TOQceh draff f ftJtfn L Q 

• Hbgti ap**d draft (acMy % 
« JtK U.flir *>p4hOaM 10 
• S* ve S««:lib« ftov* or Pul f i*0pr 

mff baho^ toM capa&kiy 
• Adwancad P4f»r Panung 
Itkctvc Dp S*rtohrt 

toiOHavteni lo to--tt 

• Boffi Ccteur and Morns 
H-MW4 np*KM 

ONLY £269.99~1 
Star LC W 9 Pm Colour 4 Ignis 180/4SCf>5 . £ 1M.99 

NEW1 Star LC 34-2Q 24 FmH 4 fonts, iW/BCCps.£ 209 W 

Star LC 24-200 24 Ptn, 5 fonts. 200/6?CpS, W carr^ge. £ 239 00 
Aufonwbc Shfffft Feeder for 1<T LC printers (pis stale model) £ 64 9s 

SUr X 034-200 COLOUR 24>np 80 M. power printer.. £ 360 00 

Siar XB24-2SQ 132 column verson of X&24-200 ..£ 439 99 

Supwrb mn|adt des^yi1 ONLY £19.95 

VIRUS PROTECTOR 
Our compact Virus Protector Ms easily to (he Port or th# last ckah dny* m 
your Amiga system, protecting a* cutemal and asternal drive* from boot 
bloc* v*ru*#* Incorporates a 
vhich lo enabte or drsabte 
ffte protection tacAty 

Citiaen Swirt 24£ including colour tot 
Olivetti JP l SO InkJet good Ouahly - enceptjonal value 
Ollvete JP 150 InkJet 4ic*a*nt ipMd 300d|> prvitm 
Hewlett Packard 400 
H*wl«n Packard Q*«A|al 50OC (Colour) 
Clliaen profet telget Printer 
Epson lx400 budget id' carnage B-pm leO'^Scps 

Epson L0100 ?4-p*h l&O-bOcpi 8k puffer . 

Panasonic KXP11244 uprated 2*model 3001 OOCps 
Panasonic KXPl 171 good value 74-pn modw 

ONLY £6.95 
VlOt^'Amiga video dgtraw package nC VIDl-ChrOnw t 110 W 

Y1CS Complete colour Solution K-T £ i«« » 
YOl-RGB colour tram* generalpn kit Irom BGW image* £ 64 95 

Amtga SOO Dusl Cover C 4 95 

r-wariifiiTifi! 
Digaa Wwdworth f 39 DO 
Kind Word* 7 f 3t 95 

PrrteRl V5 5 £ 120 00 

D*g4a Items Apqourta V2 £ 4 9 00 
DetoA* Part * t 79 99 

CMux* Video 3 £ $4 94 
MR Backup £ 29 95 | 
AMOS £37 SO 

H.Son Larrce C C 109 00 

GfABASICV3 E 39 94 | 
GF A SASIC Compiler £ 34 95 

Devpac 7 15 £ 44 9 
Doney Animation Studio £ 69 9 

TELESALES AND SHOWROOM SUNDAY NOW OPENING FROM IOAM - 4PM 
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CHART ATTACK 

S 

TOP TEN AMIGA 
BUDGET PRICE CHART 

KD First Division Manager 

Code Masters £7 99 

2<-l Magic Land Dizzy 

Code Masters £7.99 

3(2) Rainbow Islands 

Hit Squad £7.99 

4(6) James Pond 

GBH £7.99 1 

5(3) F16 Combat Pilot 

Action Sixteen £9 99 

6(7) Lotus Turbo Challei nge 

GBH £7 99 

7(5} Scooby Doo & Scrappy 

Hi Tec Software £7 99 

8(4) Manchester United 

GBH £9 99 

*•) Turrican 2 

IGxx £7 99 

lO(-) Wacky Races 

Hi Tec Software £7 99 

LAST YEAR'S TOP 
TEN FULL PRICE CHART 

1 F-1S Strike Eagle 2 

MicroPros? 

2 Eye of the Beholder 

US Gold 

3 PGA Tour Golf 

Electronic Arts 

4 Secret of Monkey Island 

US Gold 

S Lemmings 

Psygnosis 

6 Hero Quest 

Gremlin Graphics 

7 Railroad Tycoon 

MrcroProse 

8 Armour-Geddon 

Psygnosis 

9 Switch Blade 2 

Gremlin Graphics 

io Cricket Simulator 

Sound ware Int 

Chart Chatter 

Epic, a shock chart topper anci possibly the 

most disappointing game of recent times. 

A successful entry from The Secret of Monkey 
island 2 ts no surprise to anyone. What a game! 

Well, it happened, and we can't vi> we’re 

that surprised, Despite their initial problems 

with Epic i around 2*000 disks were shipped 

out faulty). Ocean have made il to the number 

one slot. The word, on the street is thiii this a 

pure flash-! n-the-pan stuff* and you'll soon be 

wondering why you bought it. Perhap* that's 

why we couldn’t get hold of a review copy 

before the game went on sale... 

Just below the top. the test of the chart is 

looking a hit healthier. No less than four brand 

new games shot straight into the lop five this 

month and three of those were worthy of the 

coveted Amiga Format Gold. Secret of 

Monkt \ island 2 needs no introduction - this 

one is destined to be an all-time classic. If you 

haven't got it* you're seriously missing out on 

a real bag of fun. As expected, our fool ball 

faves. Sensible Soccer and Striker are both in 

there with a heller showing than the England 

Sensible Soccer makes it into the charts in a 

uery respectable position as foot it fever hits. 

team - maybe because there's no manager 

involved in either of them! 

Though it didn't quite live up to expecta¬ 

tions. Jaguar XJ220 is cruising near the front - 

it‘13 keep you going until Titus's Crazy Cars 3 

leaves its garage. 

The next bunch of newies broke in at the 

number 15 slot, led by Doinark’s rather unim¬ 

pressive Championship Manager We reckon 

this is bound to gel stomped by Graham 

Taylor s Soccer Challenge which crept into 

the charts at number 29 as a late arrival along 

with Play Byte’s Apidya. The surprises were 

The Adda ms Family and Fire anti fee - we 

were sure these would rocket, despite the 

scores we gave them, but obviously not. 

But the month's mirst stunning oddity is 

lucked away at number 17. Easy AMOS - the 

programming language fmm Europrcss - 

makes a rare appearance in the chans. 

Surprise entry it Jaguar XJ22Q< which has made 

it on the strength of a great Coverdisk demo. 

THE TOP 30 AMIGA 
FULL PRICE CHART 

1(3) A Epic 

Ocean £29.99 34% 

2{-) lUew Secret of Monkey Island 2 

US Gold £37.99 FG95% 

3(-) Mew Sensible Soccer 

Renegade/M indscape £25.99 FG91 : 

4(-» Mew Jaguar XJ220 

Core Design £25 99 79% 

5W Mew Striker 

Rage Software £25.99 FG93% 

6(8) A John Barnes European i Football 

Krisalis £25.99 42% 

7(2) ▼ The Manager 

US Gold £30.99 79% 

8 (4) ▼ Project X 

Team 17 £2599 75% 

8(6) T Formula One Grand Prix 

Microprose £34.99 FG92% 

10(1) w John Madden American Football 

Electronic Arts £2999 FG94% 

11(5) * Eye of the Beholder 2 

_ US Gold £35 99 FG91% 

12(7) ▼ Space Crusade 

Gremlin Graphics £25.99 82% 

13(11) ▼ Jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker 

Virgin £2999 FG9t% 

14(9) ▼ Dizzy's Excellent Adventures 

Code Masters £24 99 Comp 

15(-) Mew Championship Manager 

Domark £2499 41% 

16(-) New Fire and Ice 

Renegade/Mi ndsca pe £25.99 89% 

17() New Easy AMOS 

Europress Software £34 99 F692% 

18(-) New The Addams Family 

Ocean £25,99 78% 

19(24) A PGA Tour* 

Electronic Arts £29 99 Comp 

20(10) ▼ Sim Aflt 

Ocean £25 99 73% 

21(30) A Robocop 3 

Ocean £25 99 F G91 % 

22(15) ▼ Black Crypt 

Electronic Arts £25 99 78% 

23(14) T Pacific Islands 

Empire £2999 FG93% 

24(12) T Pinball Dreams 

21st Century Em. £25.99 84% 

2S(17) ▼ Birds of Prey 

Electronic Arts £34 99 88% 

26(16) ▼ Special Forces 

MtcroProse £34,99 79% 

27(26) ▼ Harlequin 

Gremlin Graphics £25.99 78% 

2B(-) Mew Apidya 

Play Byte £25 99 FG90% 

29(*) Mew Graham Taylor's Soccer Challenge 

Krisalis £25.99 82% 

30(18) w James Pond 2 - Robocod 

Millennium £25.99 FG91% 

I *r C.*Htap Ltd ««} tlSPfl 



THE NEW WINDOW 
IN THE WORLD OF COMPUTER SHOPPING! 

With over 150 stores nationwide and still growing. Calculus is the largest Independent 
Computer Multiple in the UK. Each store is independently owned guaranteeing you a high 

level of service and support. 
Calculus offers you the advantage of discussing your purchase decision with a real specialist 

who can advise you before you buy and, more importantly, will be there to assist you later 
if you need support or guidanca 

CALCULUS STORES THROUGHOUT THE UK. 

SCOTLAND 
• ABERDEEN •BO'NESS • DUNDEE • DUNFERMLINE • EDINBURGH • FORRES • GLASGOW 

ENGLAND 
• ACCRINGTON •BARNSLEY • BECKENHAM • BEXHILL ON SEA • BIRKENHEAD •BIRMINGHAM 
• BOLTON • BRADFORD •BRIDPORT *BRIERLEY HILL •BRIGHTLING SEA • BRIGHTON • BRISTOL 
• BROMLEY •CARLISLE • CHELTENHAM • CHESHUNT • CHESTER • CLECKHEATON 
• CLEVELAND • COLCHESTER •COVENTRY •DARLINGTON • DERBY • DEWSBURY • DONCASTER 
• DUDLEY • EASTBOURNE • EDGWARE • ELLESMERE PORT • ENFIELD • EXMOUTH *FAREHAM 
• FELIXSTOWE • FINCHLEY • GATESHEAD •GLOUCESTER • GOSPORT •GUILDFORD • HALIFAX 
• HAREFIELD • HARROGATE • HARROW • HAYES »HUCKNALL •HUDDERSFIELD *HULL 
• IPSWICH • KINGS LYNN • LANCASTER • LEAMINGTON SPA •LEEDS •LEICESTER 
• LIVERPOOL •MACCLESFIELD *MAGHULL •MANCHESTER •MIDDLESBROUGH • MORDEN 
• NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE •NORTH FINCHLEY •NORTHAMPTON •NORTHWICH •NOTTINGHAM 
• PADDINGTON •PETERBOROUGH • PRESTON • PLYMOUTH • RAMSGATE • READING 
• SCUNTHORPE • SHEFFIELD •SOUTHAMPTON •SOUTHGATE •SOUTHPORT •STOCKTON 
• STOKE-ON-TRENT •STROUD •SUNDERLAND • SWINDON • TAM WORTH * WALSALL • WAKEFIELD 
• WARLEY • WATFORD •WEMBLEY *WEST BROMWICH • WHITBY • WOLVERHAMPTON 

• WORCESTER • YORK 
WALES 

• CARDIFF • CARMARTHEN • GWENT • LLANDARCY SRHYL • SWANSEA 
N. IRELAND 

• BELFAST • ENNISKILLEN 

FOR YOUR LOCAL CALCULUS STORE 

CALL0543 251275 
Phone lines open 9.30am to 5.00pm (Mon. to Fri.) 

and 9.30am to 4.30pm (Saturdays) 

COMPUTER STORES 



AMIGA 

CDTV is not available at all stores, a 
available, call 0543 251275. Access 

AMIGA CDTV GAMES PACK 
The best value CDTV games pack around featuring two top quality 
games in original packaging. 

THE ULTIMATE GAMES SYSTEM FEATURING:- 

• Amiga CDTV player 

• Software 

► Welcome disc 

► Lemmings 

► Hutchinson's 

Encyclopaedia 

• Infra Red Remote 

Contr 

m ftRP - £499.99 

CALCUUUS 
PRICE 

THE NEW AMIGA 600 
COMMODORE MPS 1230 

PHONE 0843 251875... FOR YOUR LOCAL STORE... PHONE 0543 251275. 

AWARD WINNING GAMES 
WORTH £122.52 - YOURS FREE 

AWARD WWNC RS Award Winners presents 4 of the 
greatest games of aM time m one fantastic value pack. 
SAACE ACE Space Ace Winner of the best animation in 
the European Computer Leisure Awards 1990 
"Enormousy impressive graphics and ebsoJurefy 
astounding animation,' 
‘Brilliant graphics - great sound. An interactive animated 

cartoon" 
"Space Ace has moved computer games into a new 
graphical dimension," 

KICKOFFS KICK OFF 2 - Marled worldwide as the 
greatest soccer game of ail lime. 
Bfrsfenng Pace Pixel Parted Passing Superb Tactical 
Bay - Accurate - Realistic - Greet Fun to Bayr 
PIPE M AMI A is' ra classic pu//fe arcade game that is so 
addicfiva n should come with a Government Health 
Warning" 
C&VG Feb 1990 
POPULOUS Ever wanted to play God? 
One of the most original games ever written, often imitated 
but never bettered, Populous remains one of the most 
mnovatrve games of all time 
Golden Joystick Award - Most original game of the year 

The n#w super compact Amiga 600 
featuring: 
• Smart raw comped design 

with built-m TV modulator 
• 1Mb chip RAM memory 

expendable to 2Mb chip RAM 
with 601, total memory capacity 
10Mb RAM 

• Industry standard imart card Interface 
PCMCIA interface for memory end 
peripheral upgrades 

• Integrated industry standard IDE | AT) 
interface, with optional internal 2.5" 
20 Mb hard drive 

• New Workbench 2 
wdhKickstad 2.05 ROM 
• 12 months on- ska warranty 

for total peace of mind 

• F rat Mystery Gama 
! tingle drrve only] 

The Amiga 600 is ova Mia in two 
veralon* tingle drive and 20Mb hard 
drivw 

D-PRfNT Add artist flourish to designing greetings cards, 
letterheads and posters using high quality graphics. 

AMIGA LOGO Educational and programming language. 

AMIGA VISION A Multi-Media Authoring System that 
brings together Video, Animation, Sound, Speech, Graphics 
and Text Applications. 

> £1392 RHP - £368.89 

CALCULUS 
PRICE 

MELTDOWN 
>pUR PRICES ARE SO HOT WE CANNOT 

GO TO PRESS WITH THEM 
iPHONE YOUR CALCULUS DEALER NOW! 

AMIGA 600HD 

FREE 
SOFTWARE 

RRP 

O-PRINT £99.00 
AMIGA 
LOGO £49.95 

A high quality 9 pin Dot Matrix Printer with paper & tractor 
feed and is fully compatable with Epson FX80 and IBM 
Industry Standards. High speed 120 CPS draft mode and an 
NLQ mode of 25 CPS. 

NEW PRODUCT 

CALCULUS 
PRICE 

AMIGA 600 

AMIGA 
VISION £49.95 

Worth: £198.90 

YOURS FREE 



AMIGA 

National mail order service is 
and Barclaycard SEE MORE 

AMIGA CDTV 

STARTER PACK 

AT YOUR 

PERIPHERALS CDTV SOFTWARE 

Top Twenty Software Titles 

MUSIC MAKER £34.99 
ALL DOGS GO 
TO HEAVEN ADVANCED MILITARY 

SYSTEMS £29.99 
£34.99 

GARDEN 
basketball £2999 

PLANTS £34.99 abunfor 

WOMAN IN BARNEY £34.99 

motion £2999 MY PAJNT £2999 

READ BARNEY BEAR GOES 
WITH ASTERiX £19.99 TOSCHOOL £29.99 
XENON 2: AMERICAN HERITAGE 
MEGABLAST £29.99 DICTIONARY £49.99 
SNOOPY £29.99 TIMETABLE 
DEFENDER OF OF BUSINESS 
THE CROWN £29,99 POLITICS £39.99 
SIM CITY £2999 TIMETABLE 
PSYCHO KILLER £29.99 OF SCIENCE 

CLASSIC BOARD & INNOVATION £39.99 

GAMES £34.99 TREES AND 

FRED FISH £2999 SHRUBS £34.99 

AMIGA 1085s STEREO 

MONITOR 

COMMODORE MPS 1270 

Is this the best value Ink Jet Printer on the market? 
We think so, Whisper Quiet yet still achieves an 
amazing 160 CPS, This limited offer is definitely 
whilst stocks last. 

RRP - £149.99 

CALCULUS 
PRICE >£12922 

Direct from Commodore's warehouse. Calculus are 
the first m the U K to receive the new Commodore 
1085s Stereo Monitor. Compatible with all Amiga 
products, the new 1085s is not only the latest 
Commodore monitor but also the best priced With 
our buying power we are able to offer the very 
latest Commodore monitor at only £219 99 

featuring 
• Stereo sound • High Resolution Display 
• Ergonomic design 
• Full Amiga Connectivity Pack 
• Compatible with all Amiga products 

The starter pack gives you a full 1MB Amiga 
compatible system featuring:- 

• Amiga CEXTV player 

• CDTV Amiga keyboard 

• Cumana 3.5" CDTV external black drive 

• Infra Red remote controller 

• Software:- ► We/come disk 

► Lemmings ► Hutchinsons encyclopedia 

CDTV Keyboard £49.99 CDTV 3.5" Black External 
CDTV Tracker Ball Floppy Drive £79.99 
(infra red! £79 99 CDTV Mouse {infra-red! £49.99 
CDTV Genlock £149.99 CDTV DISK CADDY £9.99 

CALCULUS 
PRICE 

^freeT 
20 DISK CAPACITY 
COMMODORE BRANDED 

I DISC WALLET 
1 WORTH f I? 95 

WHEN YOU PURCHASE 

ANY PRODUCT IN 

I OUR AUGUST CALCULUS 

I ADVERTISEMENT. 

L YOUR LOCAL STORE... PHONE 0543 251275... FOR YOL (Present this voucher at your 
local Calculus store. 

Valid whilst stocks last.1i 



THE NEW 
The Amiga 1500 system offers total compatibility with the Amiga 500, with an unbelievable level of internal 
expansion options. 
All our Amiga 1500's featured, are the latest version, featuring Kickstart 2 ROM and Workbench 2, 
offering significant enhancements over the previous model. 

RRP - £699.99 

CALCULUS 
PRICE 

• AMIGA 1500 'CALCULU$r STARTER PACK Amiga 1600Dual Drive, 
1Mb RAM Mouse, Manuels and Amiga DOS. 

• THE WORKS — PLATINUM EDITION A full integrated software package 
with Word Processor fine English Dictionary} Spreadsheet and Database Package. 

• DELUXE PAINT III Probably the best paint package available, allowing you to 
display your hidden talents, This award winning software allows you to paint, design 
or animate 

• HOME ACCOUNTS Home accounts with budgeting, forecasting and 
graphics. 

• ELF — Vbuwtil encounter Cornelius the Elf on your travels in the mystical lands of 
Cooks and Goblins. Weird villainous creatures and devious puzzles test your 
gameplay techniques and gnostic powers. 

• TOKI - The arcade sensation that swept the world. Toki has been transformed 
into a monkey by the evil wizard. Ha must now try to regain Ns manhood and rescue 
his beloved princess Miho. Join Toki on his mythical adventure, full of demons and 
deadly witchcraft. 

• PUZZNLC - A puzzle game to top them all It's fast, furious and devilishly 
addictive. With 144 levels, the action never stops. 

MULTISTART II - ROM SHARER WITH 1.3 ROM 

The Multi Start II allows you to metal Kickstart V2 0 and VI, 3 
ROMs into your computer and switch between them with the 
keyboard You can also install »third ROM on the Muni St an II. 
Being able to switch between 1.3 and 2.0 allows you to stay 
compatible with all your Older software that won't operate under 
the new operating system, ft's easy to install, with no external 
wires or switches required. Includes 1,3 ROM 

RRP - £74.99 

CALCULUS 
PRICE Am 

AMIGA 2000 AND 3000 

PERIPHERALS + UPGRADES 

I960 CBM 14' Multi Sync Monitor 
LIMITED AVAILABILITY 

£468.83 (£399,00 ex VAT} 

21MP CBM 21" Multi Sync Monitor 
LIMITED AVAILABILITY 

£1526.33 (£1299.00 ex VAT) 

a a 

AMIGA 1500 PVP VIDEO PRESENTATION 

RRP - £1349.99 
£919.14 

CALCULUS 
PRICE Ex VAT 

FEATURES 
Aornga 1500 Dual Dnve Starter Pack with 52Mb Hard Drive, High Speed 

Controller 

A2300 Internal Genlock 
Scale Presentation Software 

Amiga Vision Authoring Software and D Pamt III Software 
Also Available 8Mb RAM Board with 2Mb RAM 

(Recommended for full 3CALA use] 

25Mhi Microbotics VXL-30 030 Accelerator Board 
For 500/1500/2000 

£269.99 (£229.78 ex VAT) 

40Mhz Microbotics VXL-30 030 Accelerator Board 
For 500/1500/2000 

£399.99 (£340.00 ex VAT) I 

A2630 25Mhz 030 Accelerator Board with 2 Mb 32 Bit RAM 
For 1500/2000 

£669.99 (£570.20 ex VAT) 

Dataflysr SCSI Controller Card with Drive Mount 
For 1500/2000 

£59.99 (£51.06 ex VAT) 

Datafiyer IDE Controller Card with Drive Mount 
For 1500/2000 

£54.99 (£46.80 ex VAT) 

2Mb Fa#t Page 32Bit RAM Upgrade 
For Amiga 3000 Series 

£116.33 (£99.00 ex VAT) I 

A2300 CBM Internal Genlock 
For 1500/2000 and 3000 

£89,99 (£76,59 ex VAT) ; 

A3010 CBM 3.5" Internal Genlock Floppy Drive 
For Amiga 3000 

£11163 (£95.00 ex VAT) 

A3015 CBM 3.5' Internal 1.4-4Mb Floppy Drive 
For Amiga 3000 

£111.63 (£95.00 ex VAT) j 

PHONE 0843 881278... FOR YOUR LOCAL STORE... PHONE 0843 281278 



AMIGA ERALS ANDUF 

INC VAT 

3M "BUY 100 DISKS 
- GET 10 FREE" 89 99 
(Applies only to 3,5" DSDDJ 

'BUY GENIUS HAPPY MOUSE 
GET A FREE TDK 5 PACK 14 99 

£ X VAT 

76.50 

249,99 

12,75 

212,76 
BODEGA BAY 
EXPANSION SYSTEM 

The Bodega Bay fits into the 
side expansion slot of your 
Amiga 500/500 Plus and 
provides 4 x 2000 style 
expansion slots. The Bodega 
Bay also has enough space for 
two half height 5.2 5 " drives 
and one 3.5" drive complete 
with a high capacity Internal 
Power Supply and Cooling Fan, 

CUMANA CAX 354 54.99 46,80 
The Market leading 3,5" 
External Floppy Drive with 
enable/disable switch and 
through port facility suitable 
for use with the A500/500 
Plus, 1500/2000 and A3000 
series. 

CUMANA BOOR 49.99 42.54 
Replacement Internal Floppy 
Drive for the Amiga 500/500 
Plus. 

DATAFLYER 2000S 59.99 51.06 
High Speed SCSI Controller for 
the Amiga 1500/2000 
(Optional Hard Drive Available). 

DATAFLYER 2000AT 54.99 46 80 
High Speed IDE Controller for 
the Amiga 1500/2000 
(Optional Hard Drive Available) , 

MIC ROBOTICS M50V* 24.99 21,27 
512 K Battery Backed RAM 
Upgrade for the Amiga 
500/500 Plus. (Uses 16 Chip 
design for 100% compatibility). 

M 1C ROBOTICS M 502 
1Mb Chip RAM Upgrade for 
the Amiga 500 Plus. 

SUPRA RX 
8Mb External RAM Upgrade 
with 2Mb RAM for Amiga 
500/500 Plus, (Available with 
Additional RAM), 

AMIGA 500 PSU 
A High Power Output Power 
Supply Unit for the Amiga 
500/500 Plus. (C64 Fbwer 
Supply also available). 

QUANTUM LPS 52$ 
A High Performance 52Mb 
SCSI Hard Drive with 17ms 
Access Time and Disk Cache 

QUANTUM LPS 1055 
A High Performance 105Mb 
SCSI Hard Drive with 17ms 
Access Time and Disk Cache, 

TDK 5 PACK 
TDK MF-2DD (4 Colours 
Available), 

44.99 

fX VAT 

38,29 

149,99 127,65 

39,99 34,03 

189,99 161.69 

299.99 255.31 

4.99 

8.99 SONY 10 PACK 
Sony 10MF-2DD 10 disk pack, 

ROM SHARER+1.3 ROM 39.99 

DK8 Keyboard Switehabie 
ROM Sharer for Amiga 500 and 
1500/2000 (1.3 Rom Included), 

4.25 

7.65 

34.03 

GOLDSTAR AMIGA 
COMPATIBLE TV/MONITOR 

A 14" Remote Control Colour 
Television/Mon iior complete 
with Amiga Monitor Cabla 

179,99 153,18 

HI 
YOUR LOCAL 

OVER ONE HUNDRED 

AND FIFTY STORES 

THROUGHOUT 

THE UK. 

FOR MORE 

INFORMATION AND 

THE LOCATION 

OF YOUR LOCAL 

CALCULUS STORE 

PHONE 

0543 
251275 

COMPUTER DATABASE 

OF CALCULUS STORES 

ITEMS HELD IN STOCK MAY 
VARY FROM STORE TO STORE 

CALCULUS 

COMPUTES STORES 

. YOUR LOCAL STORE... PHONE 0543 251275,.. FOR YOUR LOCAL STORE... 



AMIGA 3000 POWER UP 
TRADE IN YOUR A1500 OR A2000 You know when the time is right, your trusty 

Amiga 1500 or 2000 has served you well but that 3000 makes your mouth water. 
Finding the cash isn't impossible but would be a lot easier if you could sell your Amiga for a sizeable 
sum. 
So, before you rush off to pen your advertisement, here's a proposition to stop you in your tracks... 
When you buy an A3000 from Calculus, we will give you what your Amiga is worth. 
No, not a second hand price but today's full Calculus retail price. 
So, with no strings attached, bring your working and Complete* Amiga 1500 or 2000 and power 
up to the amazing Amiga 3000. 

AU 3000 PROFESSIONAL SERIES INCLUDE FREE 12 MONTHS ON SITE WARRANTY FDR TOTALEEACE OF MIND 

AMIGA 
Amiga 3000T (Tower) running at 25Mhz 
105Mb Quantum Fast Access Hard Drive 
1Mb Video RAM and 4Mb Fast RAM 
NOW INCLUDES FREE 12 MONTHS ON 
SITE WARRANTY FOR TOTAL PEACE OF 
MIND 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
• 68030 32 Bit Processor running at 

25Mhz 
• 1Mb Chip RAM 
• 4Mb Fast Ram (Expendible to 18Mb) 
• 52, 105, 210 and 425Mb Hard Drive 

Options 
• 512Kb of 32Bit ROM 
• 1x3.5" Floppy Drive with 3 x 5.2" 

Spare Drive Bays 
• B System Slots featuring 1 CPU Slot, 7 

Zorro III Slots with 2 Aligned PC AT Slots 
• 6 Bit 0/A Converter 

AMIGA 3000T 25/SO 
At above except 52 Mb Quantum Hard 
Drive 
RRP £349900 
less >fbur 200On 500 Trade In £900 00 
PdwBf Up Price £2599.00 fEx VAT) 

RRP - £3749.00 
POWER UP PRICE 

Ex VAT 

LESS YOUR 
2000/1500 TRADE-IN 

PRICE €1000.00 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
AMIGA 3000T 25/200 
As ah<we except 210Mb Quantum 
Hard Drive 
RRP £3949 00 
Less Vbur 2000/1500 Trade In £100000 

Up Price £2949 00 {Em VAT) 

£2749 
Amiga 3000T 25/400 
A* above except 425Mb Quantum 
Hard Drive 
RRP £4299,00 
Lett W 2000/1500 Trade m C1000 00 
Power Up Price £3299.00 (El VAT) 

CALCULUS SELL 

MORE 

PROFESSIONAL 

AMIGA 

PRODUCTSTHAN 

ANY OTHER U.K, 

RETAILER AND 

HAVE NOW BEEN 

APPOINTED BY 

COMMODORE TO 

MARKET THE 

NEW A3000 

POWER UP 

PROPOSITION. 

BEFORE 

ORDERING ANY 

PROFESSIONAL 

AMIGA PRODUCT 

PLEASE CONFIRM 

THAT THE 

RETAILER IS A 

FREE SOFTWARE WITH ALL 3000 SYSTEMS 
OCLU XE PAINT IV The Industry standard SCALA The best presentation and video AMIGA VISION 
perm package for afl Amiga ueere. now titling package available for applications m A Multi Media Authoring ayitem that 
with video and animation Used with Muto Media Business presentation end bnngs together Video. Arxmetion. Sound, 
SCALA, you have the ability to introduce video Once you have ueed SCALA you wifi Speech Graphic* end Text applications 
paintings, drawings, video and animation wondarhowyouiMv managed without tuch Normal RRP £99.00 inc VAT 
into your presentation a versatile application software package 
Normal RRP - £89 99 inc VAT Normal RRP £199.00inc VAT 

AMIGA 

£21991 
• 1x3.5" Floppy Drive with 1x3.5" Spare 

Drive Bay 
• 5 System Slots featuring 1 CPU Slot, 

4 Zorro III Slots with 2 Aligned PC AT Slots 
• 8 Sit D/A Converter 

Amiga 3000 Desktop running at 25Mhz 
52Mb Quantum Fast Access Hard Drive 
2Mb Video RAM and 4Mb Fast RAM 
NOW INCLUDES FREE 12 MONTHS ON 
SITE WARRANTY FOR TOTAL PEACE OF 
MIND 
SPECIFICATIONS! 
• 68030 32 Bit Processor running at 25Mhz 
• 2Mb Chip RAM 
• 4Mb Fast Ram (Expendible to.18Mbl 
• 52, 105. 210 and 425Mb Hard Drive 

Options 
• 512Kb of 32Bit ROM 

1 MONITOR NOT 
INCLUDED 

POWER UP PRICE 

AMIGA 3000 25/100 
A* above except 105Mb Quantum 
Hard Drive 
RRP £3299 00 
Law W 20001500 Trade In £900 00 
P^wer Up Pries £2399.00 {Ex VAT) 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
AMIGA 300025: 200 
As above except 210Mb Quantum 
Herd Drive 
RRP £3499.00 
Less Vbur 20001500 Trad* In £900 GO 
Power Up Price £ 2599 00 (Ek VAT) 

Amiga 300025/400 
As above except 4 2 5Mb Quantum 
Hard Drive 
RRP £3999 00 
Less Vbur 20001500 Trade In £100000 
Pnwr Up Price £2999 00 (Ex VAT) 

CALCULUS 

STORE 

* A150G/2000 must be in working 
order and complete with Keyboard, 
Mouse, System Disks and Manual, 

ALL CALCULUS OFFERS 
ARE FOR THE MONTH OF 

PUBLICATION ONLY 

COMPUTER STORES 

YOUR LOCAL STOKE... PHONE 0843 881878... FOR YOUR LOCAL STOP 



FREE CATALOGUE 
COMPLETE A RETURN THE COUPON BELOW 

FOR A FREE 64 PAGE COLOUR AMIGA CATALOGUE 

FREE! FROM SILICA 

nvw6 
Saltea Systems, we will give you an adrttoon&i 
£359 73 worth pi software FREE OF 
CHARGE, including some greal entertainment 
and productivity programs These free gifts 
wil introduce you lo the work* of computing 
and help you Id get of! to a flytfg start with 
your new Amiga Plus. with every Amiga from 
Snica we will give you IB nights free holiday 
hotel acrammottatiffi for you and your tarrafy 
lo enjoy a break at home or abroad 

16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY 
HOTEL ACCOMMODATION 
Every Amiga $QQ and flOG litm Srica comes 
sighed »«h a Tree 72 p*g» mia* brochure with 
3D:txm>cxJnt>c*-i vouchon fh*M entitle 2 peep? Id 
stay jp to a loial & 1& rWfMi id any Of 250 htrtttfi 
with aiso^modalson FREE All you hart bo pay tof 
are your mesas. |pnc«» wo heieo in me brochur#i' 

WORTH 
NEARLY 

ARCADE ACTION RACK: 
10 Superb entertainment titles: 
ASTERIX £24,99 
CHESS PLAYER 21 50 £24.95 
DRIVIN FORCE 
LIVE AND LET DIE 
ONSLAUGHT 
RIPE MANIA 
RICK DANGEROUS 
ROCK N ROLL 
SKWEEK 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT 

El 9.95 
£19,99 
£24,99 
£19.99 
£34,99 
£19.99 
£1999 
£19.95 

PRODUCTIVITY: 
PHOTON PAINT 2.0 £89.95 
TSe rec0rnm*r«M pmw pj&Mqb 

GFA BASIC V3,5 £50,00 
A power (hk nlffrprfMr ___ 

TOTAL VALUE; £359.73 

AMIGA 500 
WITH BUILT-IN 

NUMERIC KEYPAD 

512K AMIGA 500 COMPUTER 
BUILT-IN 1Mb DRIVE 
A520 TV MODULATOR 
MOUSE CONTROLLER 

PLUS! 
FREE FROM SILICA: 
• PHOTON PAINT 2.0 
• ARCADE ACTION GAMES PACK 
• GFA BASIC INTERPRETER V3.5 
• 16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY 

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION 
£299 

INC VAT & DELIVERY REF: AMC 0550| 

CARTOON CLASSICS 

1Mb AMIGA 500 PLUS 
BUILT-IN 1Mb DRIVE 
AS20 TELEVISION MODULATOR ____ 

* THE SIMPSONS - BART v SPACE MUTANTS 
* CAPTAIN PLANET AND THE PLANETEERS 
* LEMMINGS__ 
* DELUXE PAINT III 
m/Sf * FREE FROM SILICA 
* PHOTON PAINT V2.0--- 
* ARCAOE ACTION GAMES PACK 
* GFA BASIC INTERPRETER V35 .. 

TOTAL PACK VALUE: 
LESS PACK SAVING 

SILICA PRICE, 

£399,99 
FREE 
FREE 

£24.99 
£25.99 
£25,99 
£79.99 

£89.95 
£219.70 

£50.00 
£916.68 
£557 68 

£359.00 

PLUS! 
16 NIGHTS FREE HOLIDAY 
HOTEL ACCOMMODATION 

The A600 ha* a btwfl m Hub dm* TV Mocustor. «tt«nal IDE hito <tov* mt*l*c* 
Sm*n card not k* RON. RAN or game cards a«y lo kx*u rouiw'jayAck ports (on 
stdel and mod*#d *n»ri**jrt »kji uod«mw»tn lor emu RAM and battery badwd eta* 

0Mb HO 20Mb HO 
• 1w> AMIGA 400 £399 99 
• 20**. HARD DISK . N/A 
• DELUXE PAINT 111 £79.99 
‘ MYSTERY GAME 
* 1 YEAR HOME SERVICE WARRANTY 
PLUS! - FREE FROM SILICA 
* PHOTON PAINT V2.0 
* ARCADE ACTION GAMES PACK 
* GFA BASIC INTERPRETER V3.5 

£399.99 
Sul 

N/A 
NM 

£9995 
£229.78 
£50 00 

£89.95 
£229.71 

£50-00 
TOTAL PACK VALUE: £849.71 £1068.72 
LESS PACK SAVING £450 71 £569 72 

SILICA PRICE £399.00 £499,00 

NO HARD DISK 20Mb HARD DISK 1 

£399 £499 

ra 
CDTV DRIVE 

'AMIGA ADD-M'I 
l FOR ASOOittOOJ 

Commode* have enmounced then new CDTV dmes for the Amoi 500 and 600 
computers. Smpftf plug the *w* onto your Anaga and you have the power to 

» USE THE SUCCESSFUL RANGE OF CDTV SOFTWARE A v«l vrwf Of 
tides are aveiabto now and more are being released a» to* time Wan the 
CD's ab*ty to reinert 540Mb of data (over 610 An*g* ifoppy WW). it a 
the ideal m*<j* for *ntort»nment. rmist. educate and we’ 

i PLAY NORMAL AUDIO CD*. The CD Player <8 . ortr *g; odputi 
top sound qu*wy The COTV Owe afcws you to md random pity, pre¬ 
set piay Order and much more, a* rrth on-screen opaona 

* PLAY AND SEE CEM3 (Compact Ds* + Grappa CD* ahow graphics on 
tdrten (on the track them*, or lyncs) as t* tract, play* 

Touwlhe ASyoqD ftOMdnrt yOutA^niusrMll^^ MAttfe 
and A500 Pi>4 tfutaWi an toted with iMb of Cnp RAM u Martf# if you have a 
non-ptotwwn 0# m* Amiga 500. your computo* m -ntwnaf mKttaibDn 
wtuch Siitca can pwrtonn Tv you p*mm cal 
dUDUngrtf: REA 1000 

The** m two rtwrool tr* CD-ROM »**: 

Amga 500 Ian moMj - JW CCD 0670 
Amiga 809 (ArtA 8*9*1 -R*r CCOOC7T 

f*L£AS£ CALL FOR STOCK AVAJLAftUTY 

£399 
CCD * 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT ■ DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

[ SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU ) 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in m UK mainland. 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service 
■ PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a “Same preport - Same pnee" basis 
• ESTABLISHED \2 YEARS: Proven track record in pnole&Sionfll computer sates 
• BUSINESS + EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT: Volume discounis available 081-3063886 
• SHOWROOMS Demonstration and training laciimes at our London & Sidcup branches 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Win be marled to you with offers and softwarepenpherai details 
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and al major credit cards 

Before you deode when to buy your new Amiga computer we suggest you think very carefully about 
WHERE you buy it Consider what it wfl be like a few months after buying your Amiga when you may 
require additional penpherats or software, or heap and advice wrth your new purchase And. wilt the 
company you buy from contact you wnh details ol new products'? At &!■« Systems we ensure that you 
will have nothing to worry about We have been established tor over 12 years and. with our unnvaiied 
experience and expertise, we can now claim |o meet our customers' requirement! with an 
understanding which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the 
coupon now for our tateei FREE literature and begin lo experience the “Sihca Systems Service1' 

V- 

SILICA 
SYSTEMS 

MAIL ORDER 
QrQpi Urm Qpm 

M The Me*$, MatftefUy Rd. Sidcup, Kent, , DA14 4DX Tel: 031-3W 1111 
Fu no Mt-soe. otm 

LOHDOM SHOP: 52 Tottenham Court Road. London, 
Mw-Sjil 9»*m-a00pffi_No Uflt H&l Opww*a 

W1P0BA Tel: 871-560 *000 
Fajt no m-m *n? 

LONDON SHOP: 
Qpywtfl Mouw 

Setfripges Oxford Street, London, 
Mon-Sail ejOarw-e pOb*»Lai I TNjnidMy mWI 

W1A 1AB Til: 071-623 12M 
EiIcaMA: S14 

SIDCUP SHOP: 
Op#r»g Hou*« Mpn-Sud 9W*m-5 Wpm 

1-4 The Mews, HatftertejMjd^ Sidcup. feem. 
Fna»y urtM Tpm 

0A14 4DX Til: 001 342 0811 
fgu no oat-M* 001 y ^ 

r0 Silica Systems. AMF0R-0892'80. 1*4 The Mews. Hathertey Rd. Sidcup. Kent, 0A14 40X 

PLEASE SEND A 64 PAGE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE 

MrvMrs'Moss/Ms .. Initials:Surname- ... 

Address^....... 

......... Posicoda. 

Tef {Homey. ....... Tel (Work! 

Company Name (rf appiicablei _____ 

| Which compvN^t&J, if any, do you own^____ 

i7> 

BOB V 



MEMORY EXPANSION 

Willi its modern compact semi portable wedge shape design, 
the new SOQ comes with the following features as standard: 
1Mb of ftAM as standard (expandable) * Kickslait/Workbench 2 05 * 
Btntl in TV modulator ■ standard smart card slot * Trapdoor 
expansion port * 2 x joystick/mouse ports * Optional internal IDE hard 
drive * State of the art surface mount technology. 

A 600 (includes Deluxe Paint + 1 software tide).... 

A 600 HD (including 20 Mb Hard Drive). 
„„STDP PRf SS*.*. ,.*.ST©P PflISS 

Phoenix 1Mb upgrade! to2 Mb].. 
AGOO Keyboard switch able ROM Sharer.. 

Purchase the AG00 as part of our 

Unbeatable Value PHOENIX POWER PACK, which includes 

over £100 of quality software and accessories. Probably the 

best bundle around, jusi look at what you get! 

ffjJM 
SOFTWARE 

ACCESSORIES 
* 

Phoenix Power Pack iwiiiiasmi. 
(includes Deluxe Paint +1 software trtlel 
Phoenix Power Pack iwihiamohdi ......... 

NOW BACKED BY A 12 MONTH ON-SITE WARRANTY! 

ACCESSORIES 

Son of Phoenix Power Pack. 
Buy the following top quality items together and save 
even more money on accessories. Comprises of: 100 
Cap. 3.5" Disk Box * TO 3,5" Disks + Labels * Top quality 
Microswitch Joystick • 8mm Mousemat * Dust cover 
storage: 
Disk Box ID Cap.... 
Disk Box 25 Cap...... 
Disk Box 50 Cap ....... 
Disk Box 100 Cap . ..... 
stands: 
14" Tilt V Swivel stand..... 
2 piece printer stand...... 
MISCELLANEOUS: 
Printer cable 1.8 m std. .... 
Mouse Mats....... 
Roctec Mice....... 
Disk head cleaner.......... 
1000 Disk Labels....... 

u 
SUPRA 50QRX Manufactured out of Albany, 
U S A, SUPRA offer the ultimate in Fast Ram 
expansion units. 

Built to the highest technical specifications they offer full auto 
configuration and quick easy fitting to the side expansion port 

8 Mb pop to 1 Mb*....£99.99 

8 Mb pop to 2 Mb*......*....,,£124.99 

e Mb pop to 2 Mb...  ......£149.99 
8 Mb pop to 4 Mb...    £209.99 
8 Mb pop to 8 Mb.,....  £309.99 
(•Uses 258x4 Zips) 

PHOENIX A500 Plus , 
2 Meg RAM Upgrade Modules 

PHOENIX RAM 

Modules expand 
your chip RAM up to 
2 Mb using the 
trapdoor expansion 
port. 

Chip RAM is required to 
unleash the full graphics 
capabilities of the Amiga 
500 Plus Designed and 
built to exacting standards 

in the U.K. all our boards carry a full 2 year no quibble 
replacement guarantee, ft's never been cheaper to upgrade! 

PHOENIX 1 Mb Fullv populated RAM board.£39.99 

PHOENIX 1 Mb unpopulated RAM board.£16.99 

PHOENIX Klckstart 
ROM Sharer 

Because some older 
games and business 
software will not run 
on the new Kickstart 
2.04 ROM, 

PHOENIX have designed a 
sharer for both ROM chip 
sets Swiichabie between 13 
and 2.04 you can gat all the 
benefits of the latest A50Q 
Plus without the drawback of 
losing your eld software. Fits 
ad Amiga 500/1500/2000. 

•Kickstart ROM Sharer....£24.99 

*Kickstart Rev 3/5 ROM Sharer,...,..£27,99 

*NEW, Keyboard Switchable ROM Sharer..£34.99 

Kickstart 1.3 ROM.£29.99 
Kickstart 2.04 ROM.  £34.99 
•(ROM Chips not included) 

€ 
■% 

VIDEO 

ROMBO'Complete Colour Solution.......£99.99! 

Amazing Price Reduction! 
ROCGEN Plus.SPECIAL OFFER ONLY £129.99 

Quality features and performance. Recommended. 

■E33SI3S3U 
The long awaited 
Upgrade kit for 
1,2 / 1.3 owners 

from Commodore 
has finally arrived 
and is selling fast! 

IN STOCK ,179.99 

EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES 

All drives feature super slim design, snable-disable switch, 
thru port and come with a 1 year replacement guarantee! 

Phoenix Deluxe Drive.. .£49.99 
Roctec floclite.,.. .£59.99 

HOENIX PRODUCTS 

Mouse/Joystick Switch...£13.99 
Don't damage your Amiga's ports! 
This device saves wear and tear makes switchover FAST, and 
does NOT require power unlike many others. 

Computer/Video Scart Switch....£19.99 
Similar to the Mouse/Joystick switch. Flip between Video or 
computer signals at the push of a button. 

AMIGA MUSIC 

Attention all you music lovers! Phoenix have put 
together an unbeatable music deal for you this summer. 

When purchasing either 
of the following Phoenix products 

Stereo Sampler..£34.99 
Combines ease of use with state of the art analogue to digital 
conversion technology-fine. FREE sample editing software 
+audio lead) 

Pro-Midi 2 Interface.£24.99 
This fully featured professional quality midi interface is very 
flexible giving semi-patch bay facilities. It has five ports in, 
out, thru and two switchable out/thru, (inc FREE midi lead} 

Amiga Music in Two Easy Steps-Only from Phoenix! 

Do not confuse these quality disks with others currently 
available on the market 3.5" 100% certified error free 70% 
dip. All disks coma with FREE high quality labels. 

10.£5.99 
25.£12.99 
50.£22.99 
100.£40.99 

200.£72.99 
500..£174.99 
750. £259.99 
iooo.£339.99 

! CHIPS 

|1 PHOENIX have bulk buying 

power which means that 

prices frequently change. 

These prices are accurate at 

the time of going to press 

but please call for the best 

deals. Quantity discounts 

are also available on some 

chips so please ask. 

AMIGA CUSTOM CHIPS 

Kickstart 2.04 ROM.£34.99 

Kickstart 1.3 ROM.£29,99 Fatter Agnus 8372A.£34.99 
NEW Sugar Denise.£34.99 CIA SKUA....,£9.99 

MEMORY CHIPS 
4 Mb a9 (’70) Simm.,.£119.99 1 Mbs 4 (-SO)Zip.*£34.99 
1 Mb X 9 {-SOI Simm.£29.99 256k x 4 (-801 Zip.*£29.99 
256k X 9 {-80) Simm.£12,99 1 Mb x 1 DRAM.£3.49 
256k X 4 DRAM...£3.49 ’This price is fori Mb of RAM 

These chips cover practically every popular memory 
expansion or Hard Drive system on the market for the 
Amiga ie, 6VP, SUPRA MICR0BGTICS, COMMODORE etc. 

RING OUR TECHNICAL HELPLINE IF YOU NEED ADVICE 

HARD DRIVES 

GVP IMPACT SERIES II Hard Drives, the fastest 
Hard Drive/Controller for the Amiga, 

Features Game Switch, external SCI5I pcrtr FAAASTR0M 
SCISI Driver, GVP's custom VLSI chip and internal RAM 
expansion up to 8 meg! All units use high specification fast 
access QUANTUM Hard Drives and coma with 3 yr guarantee 

A500*HD8+ 52 MEG(Unpopulatedf...£340.99 
A500-HD8+ 120 MEG {Unpopulated)  .£464.99 
Series II Hard Disk Controller/RAM card (Mo tC]i,.,£ 139,99 
Series II 52 MEG Hard Disk and RAM card..£279.99 
Series 11120 MEG Hard Disk and RAM card.£419.99 
Series II240 MEG Hard Disk and RAM card.£649.99 
EXTRA MEMORY*Only £27.99 when bought with drive! 

Tel: 0532 311932 
FCC DISTRIBUTION, UNIT 19, ARMLEY PARK COURT, STANNINGLEY ROAD, LEEDS LSI2 2AE 

• 

TEL {0532} 311932 U.K. Sales TEL {0532) 31D796Trade/Eurapean Sales TEL (0532) 319061 Technical Helpline 
All prices include VAT. and free U,K. delivery. Next day delivery by courier £4- 50 

Please make cheques payable to F.C.C, Distribution Ltd, 



ST, GAME TIPS 

CharlYA 
busters 

Welt help you out on the brand new 
entries in the charts, giving you the most 
up-to-date cheats available, 

The Manager 
Select a one-season game to begin 
with, then borrow a million pounds 
from the bank, choosing to pay back 
over IS months. Since the season is 
only 12 months long, you never get to 
the point where you have to pay it all 
back! This underhand dealing all 
sounds a bit dodgy to me, but try it 
anyway - it could work! 

Epic 
Ocean's long-awaited game is a bit of 
a real disappointment. We've had 
piles of letters listing the codes, say¬ 
ing that they finished the game 
within two hours and feel rather let 
down. It's not surprising that they fin¬ 
ished it when the cheat mode was in 
the instructions! Still, if you're having 
trouble anyway, try these codes: 
AURIGA, CEPHEUS, APUS, MUSCA, 
PYXIS, CETUS, FORNAX, CAELUM, 
CORVUS. 

Dizzy’s Excellent 
Adventures 
There are a few games in the Dizzy's 
pack, so here's a cheat for Treasure 
Island Dizzy: type I Can Fly (no spaces) 
during the intro screen and you're 
well away. 

Sim Ant and Pacific Islands 
These are pretty much based in the 
strategy camp, so we can't really 
cover that kind of stuff in a few lines. 
Still, it shouldn't be very long before 
insect and armoured strategists 
alike are coming up with guides to 
these games. 

John Barnes European 
Another footy game with a more 
arcade approach in the form of 
Merseyside's favourite footballer. 
Despite its high chart position, 
nobody has sent in any tips yet. so if 
you think you've got something use¬ 
ful, send it in. 

Eye of the Beholder II 
Load the game as normal and select 
'Create flew Party'. When the empty 
boxes appear, click on the top-left 
box, then select race, class, alignment 
and portrait. Now go to the Modify 
box and boost all the statistics in this 
order: Strength, Intelligence, Wisdom, 
Dexterity, Constitution, Charisma and 
Hit Points. Now you can click on 
Strength and boost it to maximum, 
regardless of limitation put on the 
race or class of the character, so now 
you can have a super-hard wizard. 

Parasol Stars 
Ocean's Parasol Stars doesn’t seem to 
have impacted on the charts to a mas¬ 
sive extent but there are still a few 
people enjoying it. If you want to find 
the secret world on this cute platform 
sequel, then turn to Page 123. 

Game 
Busters 
A nice quiet afternoon spent playing your favourite 

game. What could be nicer? But you get to that dif¬ 

ficult bit and die again... and again... and again! 

The frustration builds. Your Amiga is dose to being 

thrown through the window, when along comes 

Maff Evans with Gamebusters to help you out. 

Shadowlands - Part 2 
Last month we gave you a guide to the first five levels of this Format-Gold winning variation 
on the dungeon adventure theme. This month we have a host of maps and bps to help you 
through to the end of the game. 

LEVEL 6 
On this level there are a number of keys and switches which open doors elsewhere in 
the level Look at the map and refer to the list to see which items open certain doors. 

[MINOTflU* 

Switch A opens door B. 
Key C (which is found in the chest) opens door D. 

Once through door D. throw fireballs down the corridor until key £ appears, 
Key E opens lock F, 

To collect key G, operate the switches in this order in quick succession; 2 4 3 1. 
This will give you access to the room. Key G will then open lock H. 
Collect key I to open lock K, Incidentally, you will need an empty chest to solve 
the "I am 1, Act like 6" puzzle. 
To exit the level, use teleport T. 
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LEVEL 7 - THE MAZE 
This map is only a rough guide to positions and so is not to stale. 

Switch C opens wall 2. 
Key A opens door Y, 
Key B opens door X. 
Lock W is opened by the key at the end of The Egyptian'. 
Collect keys A and B, then use wall switch C. Now go through Exit 1 to 

get to level 8, 

LEVEL 9 
Position your men (using the chessboard controls) to copy the switch pat¬ 
tern, then move the team forward to operate all four switches in unison At 
"Light falls" throw a lit torch down into the pits in order to open the next 
set of doors Now extinguish both torches to open the next doors 

Throw a fireball into the right-most teleporter to close the pit and open 
the wall. Go around "Fire straight" and send a fireball straight over the pits. 
Eventually, two teleporters appear. Go into them and warp over the pits. 

Read sign X and it will teleport you. Try and read all the signs that you 
come across, since they will all teleport you. This is the sequence; X - Y 

- Z - A ■ B - C 
Key K opens lock L, 
Key G opens door M. 
At \ teleport out and go back around to H, 
Exit through E to get to level 10. 

LEVEL 8 - THE EGYPTIAN 
Throw three coins at the fountain (or urn) at the end of the long corridor 
(past the sarcophagi). Once you've done that come back to the double 
doors near the entrance and press the secret switch near them Now press 
the second secret switch to gam access to the Zodiac Room. 

To got the key, you need to place two men on each pressure pad in 
the order of the Zodiac signs. Each time you activate a switch, your 
key collector can advance one step without being teleported. Operate 
the switches in this sequence; 

1. Capricorn 2. Aquarius 

3. Pisces V 4. Aries 

8 5. Taurus in | 6. Gemini 

Once you've collected the key, go through the double doors. 
To solve the 'Sacrifice Puzzle' stand one character with no items at 

the end of the corridor and get a second character to throw a fireball 
at him. The fireball will explode inside the altar and the doors will 
open. You can now exit through these doors. Use the secret switch 
"Send an appropriate sacrifice" to create a teleport, then throw a fire¬ 
ball into it. Be careful! If you mistime the shot, the fireball will 
reappear behind you! 

Walk the characters carefully around the pits (ignoring the 
switches - they do nothing) and push the secret switch in the alcove at 
the end of the passage {with the snake and torch). Now you can enter 
the shop - but don't buy the third item! Now exit the passage. 

There are now a number of puzzles to solve. 

"Read the hieroglyphics" 
Light all the decorated walls by walking around them. Eventually the 
keys you require will appear. All four keys must be collected to open 
the next series of rooms. 

"Send me your champion" 
Operate the three switches and send your best fighter through the 
door. Leave all his items behind (hence the "Travel Light" message} 
and walk him over to the switch. He will then teleport beyond the 
axe. Now press the secret switch, enter the room and kill the minotaur 
using the torch. 

Collect the chest containing two keys and use one to let yourself 
out. Kill the other minotaur (again, with a torch) and put the two 
spare keys in the locks by the steps. This will create a teleporter back 
in the "Send me your Champion" room. Reunite your characters using 
the teleporter and collect the chest in the secret room beyond the 
steps. No go down the steps Into level nine. 
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LEVEL 10 

Pull switch A, 
Push secret switch B to open walls C and D. 
Open and go through door DP then stand in corner E to open walls F 

and G. 
Solve puzzle M by following this sequence: Switch - Teleporter * 
Fireball. This opens door J, Go in and collect the chest, which contains 
key K, 
Use key K to open either locks L or M. 
Collect key ft or S to open lock P or lock Q. 
Open door P or Q and go in. If you go via R, you will need a 2.5 kg 
weight. If you go via Q you will need three gold coins * but NO MORE! 
Kill the two Anubis attackers, collect the keys and exit into level 11. 

JOHN MADDEN AMERICAN FOOTBALL 
How many of you NFL fans remember the kick-off technique that the 
Washington Redskins used in their Superbowl win? How would you like to 
carry out this technique in the Format-Gold winning conversion of the 
sport? Well read on... 

First of all. you have to select whether to be the All Madden team. 
Minnesota, Cincinnati or Kansas City. Choose to be the kicking team 
and when you kick off, drive it to the right with no power at all. The 
ball should drop straight into the hands of your player, leaving you in 
possession at about your own 40-yard line. 

This also works after scoring, so you can keep possession through¬ 
out the game, unless you get turned-overt 

i 

Ian Hawkins 

Woking, Surrey 

LEVEL 11 - THE GATEWAY 
Use all the gateway keys to travel from room to room in this pattern; 

When you reach the final teleporter, collect the woodland key and 
enter the teleporter. You will reappear in The Maze. Open the 
Woodland door and walk to the steps (Exit 2). Then simply descend the 
steps into level 12, 

LEVEL 12 - THE CAVE 
Simply exit the level via the teleporter. 

LEVEL 13-THE TEMPLE 
Find and kill the Overlord (the cloaked figure}, then collect his key and 
use it to enter the Temple Room. 

You will then have successfully completed the adventure. 

AP1DYA 
This is certainly an incredibly slick shoot-em-up - and it got a Format Gold - 
plus it's got all the fancy extras you'd expect. However, it is a little on the 
hard side. Try these codes (followed by return) on the title screen to make 
things easier, 

Code Effect 
SHOWCREDITS To see the end of game sequence 
MISSHONEYSEEA To start at level two. 
HASTALAVISTA To start at level three. 
DEPUTYOFLOVE To start at level four.. 
SNEAK PREVIEW To start at level five. 

Mark Swaisland, 

Warrington, Cheshire 

PARASOL STARS 
This worthy successor to Rainbow Islands has its fair share of secrets, but do you 
know how to find any of them? Try this one for size. 

To get to the hidden world you need to be able to get to world three. The 
fourth screen consists of a large chamber in the middle with prawn-like 
creatures flying inside. As soon as you start the level, jump up the side plat¬ 
forms to the top of the screen and collect a large lightning bubble. When 
the heart symbol appears, fall down the side of the bo* and launch the 
lightning across the screen to hit the heart {and take out a few creatures). 

Kill the rest of the creatures by collecting drops and shooting them into 
the box as you fall, then go back to the top AS SOON AS YOU KILL THE LAST 
ONE! Collect a single drop and fall down the side, zapping the top row of 
fruit- Quickly jump off a drop to get into the box and collect ah the rest of 
the fruit. You will now leave world three and go to the secret world, but it's 
a pretty tough level, so watch out! 

lames Meachin, 

PorfhcawL Mid Glamorgan 
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The Addams Family 
Some gamesplayers may be getting outspooked by the weird members of this family, particu¬ 

larly if they're struggling with a platform game. Check out these essential hints to 

try and find a little more help 'do what you want to do' in the game. 

1) The Top of the Addams Mansion 

By going left at the start of the game, you can climb up the rope of 
the noose and jump onto the fez. Jhis will allow you to fly up to the 
chimneys. To enter a chimney, stand on top of it and pull down on the 

joystick. 

3) Extra Lives 

When you finish your first game and the 'ContinuefExit' screen 
appears, go left, off the screen, to find four extra lives. Pick these up 
to start the next game with nine lives. 

Seeing as you can collect these four lives, gain an extra 23 from 
bonus rooms, collect eight from the chimneys and gain one extra for 
collecting 5100, you can have a total of 41 lives! 

Richard Jenkins 
Great Barr, Birmingham 

2} The Hall of Stairs 

When in the Hall of Stairs, go to the bottom left-hand corner and push 
up to get into a secret door (map A). You will then be taken to a new 
room (map B}. Go to the top left-hand corner and push up again to 
enter another secret door. This will take you to the big bonus room. 

The important rooms here are one, two and three. Go to room one 
and collect the trainers, then go to room two to get the fez. Fly back, 
enter room three and quickly go up before the fez runs out. Enter the 
door to get to a big room full of extra lives. Now you can go back to 
the chimneys and enter any level with loads of lives. 

The codes 
First Power-up &1N1F 
Pugsley V121B 
Wednesday VD2RL 
Third Power-up BL5R5 

Second Power-up ?151M 
Granny V&YKW 
Fester VL*R4 

For Morticia, use the third power-up code, go to the piano room, wait 
for the Addams theme tune to play, then open the sealed-off door. 



WE DO NOT SELL 
GREY IMPORTS 

■ 1 GAMELXSHT TOR DARK 
OR DIM LIGHT 
MAGNIFIER 
{2X wAGNincA’noN) 

— AMPLIFIER TORGAMEBQY 
r m (STEREO SOUND| ... 

** . MAGM1UGHT -*■ 
FOU GAME BOY 

! COMBINED 

MAGNIFIER AND m 
LIGHT) 1 

‘- 1JM 
1 LOGICS PROTECTOR ^ 

71 CARRY CASE 

■ re *" ^ 
IH LEDA CARRY CASE 
ff FOR GAi/f BO* WITH W 

J -=! = ►• "uEftNING 
i AJT STORAGE WS 

SPACE FOR 
EARPHONES, |«| 

SCREEN CLEANING / *■ — ■ 
KIT AND * GAMES! 

§ NUBY GAME PAR 

H CARTRIDGE CASE (HOLDS 
U 12 GAMEBOY GAMES. 

—3“ -I 
KONlXG 0 HOLSTER FOR 

GAME BOY (ATTACHES TO BELT) 1 

M* 
NAKI ACTION PACK RE CHAftQA BL F J 
BATTERY FOR GAMEBOY (GIVE* FIVE “ 
HOURS OF POWER ■ SLOTS INTO 
BATTERY COMPARTMENT) 
tB.M X 

LV(f/r Tetris, 2 Player Lead 
Batteries. Stereo Headphones. + 
FREE Special Reserve Membership 
FREE Game boy Roisters\, Belt and Cartridge pouch 
FREE £3.00 Special Reserve Replay Voucher 

- I ■-1 OR BUY A GAMEBOY 

'°il IL J« AND a game and 
;i'i I WE'LL GIVE YOU!! 

C 1 ♦ Jr Hi fflff "Mtorship 
FREE Roisters etc 
FREE £3.00 Voucher 

PiMse claim all FACE item* on the order form) a FREE GameHght 
*DV£NTUR* BLAND.S.tt DUCK TALES..J3W OTHELLO .   21.99 

PAPERBOY  21.99 
princes* RLoeeiTE . 
0-BERT . 2399 
Ora     ,21.99 
BTVPS 23,99 
HCVENQE Of THE OATOfi 21,99 
ROBOCOP ..23 99 
SIDE POCKET .71.99 
SKATE O" tW .,21-99 
sneaky shakes.*3 99 
SNOOPY S UAQlC 6MO# ..JO .9* 
SOLOMON S CLUB ..-23-41 
SP1DERMAN .. ..<21.41 
SUPER MARIO LAND . ... Jl.M 
SUPER RC PRO AM.,„23-W 
TEENAQI HERO TURTLES Z3.*fl 
TENNIS ... 
TERMINATOR 2. ..2G.99 
THAK .„„..... Jtl.99 
TURRICAN .55.99 
WIZARDS AND WARRIORS 21.99 
WWF SUPERSTARS ..M 99 

HUNT FOa RED OCTOBER 23 99 
HVPCfllOOE RUNNER .16.94 
KICKOFF .24 49 
K10 ICARUS .  21-99 
KUNG Fg MASTER l$ 9fl 
KWlAK  .......21.99 
MARBLE MADNESS.,2399 
MERCENARY FORCE .23,99 
MOTOR CROSS MANIACS ... t4 M 
NAVY SEALS ..21.99 

CLEANING KIT FOB ALL HANDHELDS 
HOLSTERS AND BELT WITH CARTRIDGE 
POUCH {SHOWN IN TOP LEFT PICTURE| 
4-PLAYER ADAPTOR FUR GAMEBOY . 

STEREO EARPHONES 
4BEE PICTURE IN LYNX SECTION! .. 
MAINS ADAPTOR (SWlTCHABLE}.... 

GAMEBOY BATTERY PACK (RECHARGEABLE) 

Open to 8pm Weekdays 
and to 5pm Weekends 

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP 
UK £6*99 EEC £8.99 WORLD £10 99 

We only supply members but you can order as you loin. 

The Special Reserve lull 
colour club magazine NRG is J j Sk<^L| 

sent to all members bi- 
monthly. NRG features lull fTif 
reviews of new games plus 

mini-reviews, all the gen on new products, the 
Special Reserve chads. Release Schedule of 
new games and hundreds ol special offers. 

PLUS - EVERY ISSUE CONTAINS 

£30 worth of money-off coupons 
to save even more money off our amazing prices. 

We sell games and accessories, all at amazing 
prices, for Megadrive. Master System, Game 

Gear, Super NES, Game boy. NES, Lynx, Amiga. 
Atari ST, IBM PC. CDTV and IBM CD ROM. 

Best Service. Best Prices. Biggest Selection 

That's why over 100,000 people 
have joined Special Reserve. 

FREE £3.00 SPECIAL RESERVE REPLAY VOUCHER WITH EVERY GAMEBOY OR GAMEBOY GAME 

MiCKEv VDUSE i»» 
NINJA CAIDIN 19 99 
OLYUHHC tlOLD ^.   2399 
OUTRUN ..19 99 
PENG0 . ...IT99 
PSYCHIC WORLD ...TT.9* 
PUT 4 PUTTER GOLF IT 99 
3N1NQBI ...T9 99 
SLIDER . *9 99 
SOL it* IR POKER 1999 
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG .2* 99 
ftPACf HARRIER .1999 
*UPtn KKK OFF .24 94 
•UPEH uOMACOGF .. T9 9* 
WONDER BOY .. IT 99 
WONOERBOY-DRAGONS TRAP 24 99 

.. »T» 

AERIAL ASSAULT 2 J P9 
AXI BATTIER ..24 99 
BASEBALL _.W*9 

t MASTER . .. 73,99 
..  1TJ9 
WARRIORS .27.99 
5N BASKETBALL 24,99 

«„.  „.,2*,99 
..^4_L*.If .99 

FACronv PANIC .if 99 
FANTASV ZONE GEAR , ,. <M«.^...23 99 
FAOGGER..jK.1794 
G LOC ----, T# 99 
HALLEY WARS .....24 9* 
JOE MONTANA (U 3 1 FOOTBALL If 99 
Ll*D£R90AftT> ...11.99 

Game Gear with columns 
FREE Mains Adaptor 
FREE Membership y 

SOHK 

CAR ADAPTOR FDR GAME GEAR.,«7~.....,.^.12,99 
GE AR TO GEAR CABLE (LINKS TWO GAME GEARS) .5 99 
MAINS ADAPTOR (SWiTCHABLEl......,.,12 99 
SCGA MAINS ADAPTOR FOR GAME GEAR CGENUINE ITEM).,,14 99 
STEREO EARPHONES (SEE PICTURE IN LYNX SECTTONl 3 99 
WIDE GEAR MAGNIFIER FOR GAME GEAR . ..,14 99 

GEAR VASTER CONVERTER >ENA£iES 

USE OF MASTER St SUM GAMES ON 
GAME GEAR' 

IT 99 

BEE SHU MAGNIFIER FOR GAME GEAR 

BATTERY PACK TOR GAME GEAR 

(RECHARGEABLE FROM MAINS ADAPTOR, 
2BJB 

L£OA CARRY CASE FOR GAME GEAR 

WITH SCREEN CLEANING PUT i,STORAGE 

SPACE FOR BATTERIES. MAINS ADAPTOR. 

SCREEN CLEANING KTT A NO 9 GAMES} 
12-99 

CARRYBAG tor GAME GEAR 

row 
SEGA TV ADAPTOR TOR GAME GEAR 

rTURNS GAME GEAR WTO HANDHELD TV) 
69 99 

LEO A STORAGE RACK FOR 

CARTRIDGES (STACKABLE ■ 
999 

iP9 ..... -2399 
*«ESOH£GCJLF . 23 99 
94SE8ALLMEfiOES __ 23 99 
USKETBAftWL . .23.99 
S’LL iTEOS IXtiUENt 
iDVfNTURf 23 9f 
HUE LiGHTNINC 23 9* 
‘hECKERED flag . ,.23 91 
IWIFS CHALLENGE . 
CnVITAL MllYES3 ... .... 

23 94 

-.Hlv LARRY - RENEGADE COP 
SmSOFZENMCGN 
YAUNTLEY3 . . ..,,, 

,23 99 

..W.M 
24 99 

hARD DR IVIN.. .. .23 94 
-ockey . .23.94 
hvd«A ...... 23 99 

2399 
. 'NX CASINO ZZ'Z .23.99 
hil ropreALL .. 23 99 
N-*4jA QAiDEN ... 23 99 
■ArCLAMD 23 99 

PAPERBOY ... 
QIX....r..w .. 

..23.94 
.26 44 

R1U41HF 23.99 
RALLPART _____ 2399 
ROAD BLASTERS ... 
ryCaR.... 

.23 99 
.23 99 

ST.U-N RUNNER . .23 99 
SCRAPYARD DOG .. 
SHANGHAI -T—____ .23.99 
SLIME WORLD,—. ... -.23 94 
SURE FISK WEEK.... .,73 99 
TOKI . .23 99 
TOURNAMENT cyberball ...... 
TURBO SUB 

23 94 
74.94 

ULTIMATE CHESS CHALLENGE 
viking Child . . 

37.99 
23 99 

war birds .. 23 99 
XINfPHOeE ...^. 
XYBOT5 . 

23 99 
23 99 

IARLOP MERCENARY 

Game Gear with 

Sonic The Hedgehog 
Sega Mains Adaptor 
FREE Super Monaco Grand Prix WORTH 19.99 
FREE Special Reserve Membership WORTH 6.99 

129.99 

Atari Lynx 2 
FREE Mains Adaptor 
FREE Special Reserve Membership 

Spwciflcatiant lor LynK 2. 

Buck-In colour KWH for niphl or day 
playing. 4098 catour*. S4K RAM 

4 channel round. Powarful IflMftr prsceaior. 

ft m*g pam» capacity 

ATARI MAINS ADAPTOR FOR LYNX 
{GENUINE ITEM! ..      U.M 
MAINS ADAPTOR (SWITCHA BLC | .12 99 

COMLYNKMULTLPLAYER CABLE .*99 
CLEANING KIT FOR ALL CONSOLES 

DR HAND-HELDS 6,99 

CAR ADAPTOR .  .14.99 

STEREO EARPHONES 
FOR LYNX {ALSO FOR 
USE WITH PERSONAL 
STEREOS) 
399 

BATTERY PACK 

FOR LYNX 
(REQUIRES SIX HP2 

BATTERIES) 
T99 

SUN VISOR 
SCREENGUARD 

FOR LYNX 
799 

CARRY BAG FOR 
LYNX 2 

10 99 

CARRY BAG FOR 
LYNX 1 

11.99 

Inter Mediates Ltd. Registered Office: 2 South Block, 
The Halting* Sawtoridgeworth. hens CK2T 9PG 

INEVITABLY, SOME GAMES MAY NOT YET BE RELEASED 
PLEASE PHONE SALES ON 0279 600204 FOR LATEST 

RELEASE OATES AND STOCK AVAILABILITY 

Over 100,000 people hove joined Special 

loserve The tlwb with no obligation to boy 

Phone 0279 600204 tor a free COLOilt catalogue 

WE ONLY SUPPLY u£u9EftS £ 

THERE tS A SURCHARGE OP 5CC s 
*i£AS£ PRiNT 'N BlOCk CAP ‘a. 

Name_ 

Address 

"l 
*E*EPwqN£D orders 

AMFORM 21 

_Postcode. 

_Mactwie tyoe_ 

Entet membe'Viip rtumbei (i applicable) or 
UtCMli&e ^ & vK_£8,^l£C. CtQ.99 mm 

aem 

iem_ 

item. 

atm 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE ^ VAT 

r - 0 Access Masexa-TJ Swach Visa Sw4cn issue No 

Signature. 

"beque*payabletc SPECIAL RESERVE 
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW. CM21 9PH 

Oversea* Orders; EEC software orders no extra charge 
World software wders please addXi 00 per item 

Non softwate items please add 10** EEC or 25ft= Wodd 
Oransaos order* mutt be paid by credit card. 
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GAME TIPS 

well-played but never beaten, games. Step forward Helping Hand with a firm jaw and a fist 

full of letters to try and quell those plaintive cries! 

126 

Keep it clean! 
In issue 34* you primed a cheat for Captain Planer. 

Unfortunately* that cheat doesn't work on my A500 

Plus. Do you know of any others? 

David Allison, 
Huddersfield, West Yorkshire 

Did you get Captain Planet bundled with your A500 Plus? 

Well check out these hints on the game. 

Well, not so much cheats, hut a couple of hints that a 

feu people have been asking for. The first is a hidden 

extra on the heart level sent in bv Oisin McGutgan. 

After climbing the trees and kilting the beasties, 

you witl be ready to enter the Eco-Copter. Next to the 

Eco-Copter. you will see a tunnel going down to where 

you just came from. Go down the tunnel and manoeu¬ 

vre your way to the bottom {avoiding the trees on your 

way). You wilt then find a bird. Land on its back and 

you wilt gain 5,000 points and an extra life. 

James Radge from Ban well has also written in 

with some tips, outlining the method for completing the 

fifth level. First of alt. you have to get rid of alt the 

toxic cans. When you get to the Eco-Copier, follow the 

slope f where the boulders have been rolled) until ym 

find some pit-ponies (even though they took tike dogs). 

Take them up to where you came out and drop them 

into the field. This should get you much closer to the 

end of the level. 

The cat's whiskers 
A note to Sylvester the Cat in Issue 32, 

who was stuck on Deuieros. 1 can help 

you with your problem! 

What you have to do (before setting up any 

colonies that are outside the sun's system) is get all 

your shuttles bringing up supplies and advance lime 

until you have 50.000 of everything at all stations. 

Make sure you have OFs at these positions to insure 

against attacks: 

Earth. Titan. Jupiter* Leda* Hyperion* Phoebe 

and Ganymede. 

You don't really need any others, so destroy any 

others you may have captured. Once you have full sup¬ 

plies every where, make all your OFs build Star 

Drones. Fill up your Star Class Galleons with 200 

drones each and put an Admiral as pilot on each of 

them. When you have 16 11 eels of 200. set a course for 

Proxsima and take over all the Methanoid OFs. Do the 

same for Sirius and you will receive the Prejudice 

Torpedo Launcher. This will come in very useful in 

taking over other star systems, which should help you. 

Alex Churchill, 
Throop, Bournemouth 

Nice one Alex, a voucher is on its way, 

Dungeons and Dirk 
In Issue 29. there was a cheat wanted for Dragon's 

Lair U. All you have to do is wait for the 4 Time warp' 

title screen to appear, then type GET MORDROC 

DIRK (including the spaces). Press fire to start the 

game, and the action should play through by itself 

Damon Grave 
Wakefield, West Yorkshire 

This one was certainly a long lime coming, hut hope¬ 

fully it's nor too late to help out that poor game player! 

I* anyone still having trouble with this pretty looking 

game? Well look no further.*. 

Empty plates, all round 
l recently bought my first ever role-playing game. Eye 

of the Beholder it (of course), but I'm stuck on the 

level with the Margoyles, I'm in a room with nine 

plates and on the wall it says to leave many things 

behind. If 1 leave some equipment on each of the nine 

plates the door still doesn't open, so is there a pattern 

or another sw itch to open the door? 

A Saxby 
Bristol, Avon 

I'm afraid our resident role-plover can t answer that 

one to the minute the hasn't got that far ■ tee hee) so if 

any of you hardened role-players know the answer to 

this puzzle, then send it in to Helping Hand, 

What's it got in its pocketses? 
Here is an answer to those pleas for help 

with Magic Pockets. On the first level* 

enter three secret rooms using the tele¬ 

port helmet. In the third secret room, you should find a 

golden chalice to the right. Pick this up and you will 

then start each level with full power-ups (fast shots, 

fast growing shots and the magic potion effect). 

There's nothing like a cheat that will give you full power- 
ups throughout the game. 

Here is another tip for making a teleport helmet on 

the last level. Kill all the baddies (without trapping 

them) until the sweet counter shows the green wine 

gum. Trap the next baddy and jump on him to collect 

three sweets (which should take your score for the 

level over 5,000). Trap the next baddy to collect a sil¬ 

ver star and kill the rest until you are back on to 

power-ups. Wait until the gold star shows behind your 

right hand, then trap the next heastie to get a gold star. 

The teleport helmet should now be yours. 

Zane Allford 
Abertillery, Gwent 

A couple of very useful tips there, Zane, Have this £25 

voucher with our compliments. 

If you've any queries or answers then send them in. 

I'm still getting letters asking for full solutions* maps 

or personal replies. Sorry! But there isn't lime to 

answer letters individually* and there isn't space to 

repeat solutions, players guides or maps. Check out the 

Screenplay book on Page 88. 

If you're stuck on a particular game or have a solution to a letter printed in the 

magazine, then write it down and send it in to us at HELPING HAND 

Amiga Format, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW 



Address 

All products are sourced from the UK - no grey 
imparls - SO rest easy with your official UK 
warranties. 

Carriage 

Total Power Puce 

Authorised dealers for Commodore, Atari, Amstrad, Citizen, Star, Panasonic, Supra, Sega, Hewlett Packard 

HOW TO ORDER 

IT Bv phone 
mi 343 0419 

By fax It's fasi 
081 643 5414 

post- 
jeheques, hankers 
drafts, postal 

< *rders of building society 
cheques payahk- to 

Direct lid. 
Allow 5 working days for 
personal cheque dear- 
arvee_ 

Next day delivery only XI 0,00 Inc. VAT 
3-5 clay only £7,50 
P&P under £100.00 only £2.50 
p#p over £100 00 only X4.00 

MAIL ORDER 
PRICES ONLY ■ 

SHOP PRICES MAY 
VARY 

Please have your cretin card ready when 
ordering fee easy ntfVience. TTumk you 

OPENING HOURS: 
Mon-Frls 9,00am - 6,30pm 
Saturday: 9.00aiii - 6.00pm 
Sunday: {shop) open 10,(Wane 1,00pm 

E.JI O.E Prices are oom*1 ai 
time of going to preset, and 
include VaT hm subject lo 
ilunge, a* we are sometime* 
let dowri by suppliers. Call 
-tHff- 1..-1 

Signature Ex mry date. 

PLEASE SEND ME PRODUCT PRICE QCJemTV POWER PRICE 

emus rou m most out or rout mu 
^StHtwASmtooKmlh^ 

1 Year on-site maintenance included (engineer comes to you) 

Built-in TV-modulator* Optional built-in 20Mb hard drive 

Pack 1 (g) Amiga 600 
Features: 
Motorola 6800 
Built-in TV-modulator 
1 Mb Memory 
512Kb ROM 
Smart Card Interface 
SMT - Surface mounted technology 
4096 Colour Palette 
Compatible with all A500+ software 
Built-in battery clock 
Version 2.05 W/bench 
Plus: Deluxe Paint HI & FREE game 

'ri*5P romf price £349.99 

Pack 1 (D Amiga 600 HD 
with 20Mb hard drive built- in 

■jftfe town price £459.99 
Packl ©+ Pack 1 (A) with ihe 
follow ing:- 
Good quality joystick, mouse mat 
Rick Danger il 
Test Drive II 
Gazza I 
G unship 
Days of Thunder 
PLUS TRANSWRITE (voted one of the 

best word processors for the Amiga), 

iHft* WRff price £399.99 

POWER PACK 2 
Pack I ® Plus Philips 
8A33 Mark II colour 
stereo monitor 
including all leads 
+ dust covers 

r price tut** 

Pack I ® 
Plus Philips colour 
stereo monitor 

r PRICE I474.fl 

Pack 1 ® 
Plus Philips colour 
stereo monitor 

t PRICE Mllft 

POWER PACK 3 its cot the power 
From £539.99 with software 

AMIGA 1504 COMPUTER PACK WORKBENCH 2 AH 

BRAND NEW UOQPack that's ideal for both 
home and business!!’ 
Central Processing Unit (CPI-)..- 
lmb, RAM, 2, 3 5" Floppy Disk Drives. Sight 
expansion slots to take all Amiga 2000 
peripherals 
Keyboard and Mouse 
Plughn keyboard with Numeric key pad. 4 
cursor keys. 2 button Amiga Mouse 

without monitor  .£539 99 

THE ULTIMATE PACK 
mtiwsm noire UIt with Commodore 10B4S. 1769.99 
runt* PRICE IRC. VAT KCS IBM adaptor.£279 

2 year warranty on 

our Quantum Drives 

PLATINUM WORKS 

HOME ACCOUNTS 

DELUXE PAINT III 
ELF - MAGIC GAME 

TOKI - ANIMATED FUN 

AMIGA GUIDE BOOK 

52Mb ivXunium 
GVT G**mikf Card   £T999 
l2"Mb Quantum CAT 
Guritfdler Card... £44100 

SALE POWER D&t 

RRP Sale price 
Kxternal drive....,...£59.99.£49,99 
i’cwcr KMCJE drive. ..£69 99 .,,...£,99.99 
I Mb to 400+.......£69.99.£19.99 

RRP Sale pnre 
Power 88015 drive...£89 99 .£69.99 
I Xu] drive. .£l 59.99 ... £11999 

VISIT OUR SHOPS! 
Pow*r Station Comput*r*i14 Station Road, Finchley, London N3 2RY 
lCs right byr Finchley Central Tube Station so ivm you ran in our pn duets before 
buying! - our trained and friendly staff will be pleased to demonstrate any product 

'***' COMPUTERS, 299-301 High StrMt, Sutton, SURREY 
Til: 081 843 7078 

IMPORTANT ALL machines are tested prior to shipping 

SCOOP! MONITOR POWER 

***■ SCOOP! 
NEW from GOLDSTAR 

TV MONITOR 
sne Amiga lead 

POWER PRICE 
of only 

£174.99 irn. VATJ! 

PHILIPS 8833 MK11 
UK VERSION 

tnriuding FREE lead plus FREE dust cover 
plus FREE FI9 Stealth Fighter plus FREE 1 
year on-site maintenance 

mtSceop! POWER PRICE 
only £219,99 int. vat 

A500 HARD DRIVE PROMOTION POWER 
GVP Series II 120Mb hard drive (lakes up to BMb) 

iHtf* POWER PRICE only E459 ini. VAT 

GVP SER H 52MB (TAKES 8MB RAM) £359 

, 
proofs PRINTER POWER 

Citizen 120D 9 pin, 120 cps. NLQ. 80 col........ ... XI29.99 
Citizen I24D - 24 Pin Mono .,.,.M,.,........,.,.£199.99 
Citizen SW9 Colour..... £ 199,00 
Citizen SW24E Colour (NEW).....X275.00 
6LQ Fonts, 180 cps DK 
Star LC24/200 Colour,..........X289.99 
Hewlett Packard Deskjel 500.........,..£359.99 
Hewlett Packard Deskjei 500 colour.......j,559.99 
Citizen 224.............,.,.£214.99 
Citizen 224 Colour...,.........£239,99 

Starter Pack if bought with printer containing 
one printer stand * 500 sheets of continuous paper 

- one printer driver £9-99 

PERIPHERAL POWER 
0,5Mb with clock .......... 
2OD0 sheets fanfold quality paper... 
G.FA, Baric _____.... 
Workstation - aluminium ■ space for drive.___.. 
T V. Tuner for Philips 8833 Mkll..... 
ZY-R stereo speakers...... 
Imbraoded disks 40 plus 40 ran lockable storage box - 
KCS Board...... 
Trackball ■ the ultimate feeL,.......... 
Rendale Genlock 8802 whli FREE witch box ... 
Replacement power supply...,....... 
Quick foy TOFSTAR (for piWessionjit*.) - mkit»witcbes. auiofue 
Zipstuk Iriplc-firc - strongeM on market. 
Korns Speedking * brilliam - autoflre - The Best .. 
Dust cover for 1500. Covers monitor. CPI * keylxjard 
THt n’ Swivel monitor stand with position kx’king... 

tmh i2999 
.£1^00 

,Jt9 99 
a39 99 
*49 99 
£38 95 
£24 99 

£21999 
£29 95 

418499 
£-39.99 
12199 
£14 99 
£1299 
£14 99 
£l"-99 



ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR 
m OTHlreayl® 0 _ 

EDUCATIONAL 1 
AftfwttbKfc Jtfltar 14.40 Anrwfihark Jterwcr 13 99 Aiithmett (Anxwrback date) 7 40 All Ffteibiii (Amwrfeick dan) 7 40 SoMMng {Antwrbwk dria) 7*0 Defter Mai hi (17-19) 10 *0 Belter Sptkfng (axtrl) 10 *9 Gwt Mui 1C BO Gaunt and Add 10 B9 D*u World 13 09 DitlWd Sum (AflrDfiomr) 4799 □np iky Object* 1409 Skymap E »pi*uInn H 09 Flifl Milter * (Unde* b) fl 09 
fun School 7(7-0. fl ft or ft.j 93 00 
fun School i (7-5. 5 7. or r.) lfl 00 Fun School 4(7-5 5 7 OF 7.) IflOB Gama Sal and Much 13 90 lafi S0*11 W Horn* 13 0B Lit* Spell a* the Shoj» 13 BO L«ti Spall Did and About 1300 Magic M#fh* (4-0) t0 40 
Magic SterfbMk (1 Mb) 10BB Match Pant 7 99 Math* Aifrfftlura 10 09 Mathl Ol)gnii 10.09 Math* Mann (Wf 0) 10 40 Mult Hpacon leachkc Tf piirg 10 60 Mega Mir hi 1709 

Pbrionafl Tit Planner 79 60 Pf r jpnai f imnrti Manager Small Buinan Actrt* Cath 71 60 59 60 Smal ftusnan Accita Xlra 
CRAPHICI 70 P0 

, Oaluw Paml IV 50 90 , Delim Palnl 3 76 90 i Deluw Ptiotolab 34 60 . SfKiracoioi 5760 . Dime* AnMnation Studio . Hrii t hing i BMd* 74 60 70 40 , ReH Thing* Humani 70 40 , F|eH ThJngi Horwi 70 40 , F#ii TNngi Sea Ltfa 70 40 , Fie*1 Thing* Safari 70 4I> , PieTllli 74 99 ! Pnm ft a 37 90 Bid c hat 77 69 

MUSIC X Jnr 
Excsllont MIDI Value 
at an incTwtibfe Mini 

price. 

Only £19.99 
*[ itte An Depart mart 49 66 Tlte AH Depart mem rio?oO 134 66 Kwa Amm fort* 1, 7 or 3 79 60 Kara Form Heaikni-i t *r ? 49 66 Kva fort* Sub taeadkne* 

lb teDDULlK 4 AEKDEniiG 44 66 
30 CondrutlKsn CA 37 69 40 Prrteftionai 169 66 (■pen Difw 4p Jnr 1766 Sculp* 3D*( R4 06 ScMpt AnrmWf 40 106 66 vifri Pirtmienii 00 00 Scenery G^rwiatoi 37 69 Scenery Artmater 59 60 teteta 7 30 Proteatlonjl 140 99 

349 99 Reat 30 Beginner* V 4 110 06 Real 30 Prole*(tenikT(Abb M 799 99 PRO Cfl Mlli ISC 
E air AMOS AMOS 77 96 3766 AMOS Conifer TO 46 AMOS 3D 73 46 Deep* 3 40 66 tt*ettB*tie 5760 Htertat B«c teffnd 14 40 tetitet Paacte 74 66 
mam Slueo Muter 76 60 Deluxe Munc Genii Sft «»66 Mu»fc X Jfa I960 Quartti 35 60 MtftefUnjnd leund iimpiat 79 60 Audio f ngutetr Sound Samp tar 170 69 Bar* 1 Ffeti PrHtfiM 174 00 i 9*rt A Pipe* int Spund Kit 40 66 Bjn 4 Plot! Mutee 0flk A 49 69 3 Bait ftPtettMutic Bm B 49 69 5 $uc*sJam 74 09 
writ ill aiiidui ' ARE XX 37 60 , BAD Dm (Tpnmrtei 

! &«* Dm 4 34 60 
70 66 

l 0«?0« 30 60 
* OtafcMtttei 30 09 i 0*i 1 Waiter it 44 60 
I T ICC 11 74 90 G0 ftiHd* Pkfl (NfB Vat don j 54 90 a Icon Purt 960 j, Quarteiback 5 • iDi*hBackup 4760 j Quarterback Trwli 50 69 

SOFTWARE 
Som* of the following 

games titles are limited 
offers at the time of going 

to press. Order early to 
avoid disappointment 

We stock aft the fatest and 
currently available titles 

which we offer at 
30% OFF 

Recommended Retail Prices 

Uf* of Fir* 
lemfeaidFUC Rafta 
Item Fipitl Turbo Dtfflen^e 
Mag* fir 
Upland Olrrr 

Manic Wlrw»r 

Mofli I a Marti 

GAMES 
in ptvliten Ma4iager 
Aheihurrwi 
Altered Bean 
Anwctl-j 
Armahrte 
Aimfliif tkdrtnn (T iifli™ i it) 
Aw**ofite (P if o non i) 
Pud i l ata III 
Rilmin IhO Mft»li 
Btetlf Squadrsn 
Battler heft 
BtrtitrK 
p*¥*rtar Nfll* Cop 
R!t(j*ri*g (i Mb) 
fttoud Mw»r 
Rubble RtHUW* 
Bmteian 
Carrier Command 
Ocrrttjf km Dotvndar of Romo 
Ch«*HQ 
Chuckta fog 
Chuck ta I gg 11 
CoIdiiui Ctan I 
Combn Rack* 
Cnnqueior 
Dal hr 0 him* Hoi r Racing 
Detune Strip. Poker 
Dotrn* Strip Pokrr f 
DOry* Earetert AdeanTurei 
D&uMt Dragcm 
Doubte Drtpon M 
Oiiqm Ntnji 
OriOMti of flam* 
Fifl Gnmhn Pi tel 
l*-1« IfllWCvtfar 
f arflair World Durr 
fait food 0Hfy 
Poiojfirta/ Muvt Ote 
Hie t Rumrorw 
Inorhillor ot iiw Vaar II 
I mi Comici 
GjhjhiIbi II 
Ghouta 'm‘ Ghotli 
Golden Aw 
Grom*M I 
na*4 ow men 
HflchMkeii Guide to IFw Galur 7 99 
Hong Kong Ptiaoey AM 
HwUt*r 9Q9 
Immoilil B Bfl 
Impel nmol* ft Bfl 
intfr June*. l ait GiutidB Action a n 
Irttmrtbnil Kirte* * 0 69 

Jvw Pend a EM 
m tSubtegit) 7M 
M Sot Wtef II 1 

KM* The fOM 7 
EttfWi? fMWfiPiogi**) 9 99 
£tah<m Mw«w4*i fl96 
merttai ? Grant* of f urap* data « cm 
OctOtt ? VYlnnmg TartC* dWl fl DO 

Knot Gan* Show (Pergnotit) }» 
kiu see 
loam* Cod***** oi Pftctot 7 69 

aw 
aw 
a » 
aw 
7 W 
B DP 
in 
ree 
000 
TOO 
MM 
799 
999 

1700 
799 
aw 
SM 
too 
799 
a OB 
7 00 
7 ee 
see 
see 
sen 
see 
999 

n w 
law 
r oo 
799 
BW 
reo 
too 
7 09 
OEM 
5 » 
* EM 
?W 
60S 
7 W 
aw 
a op 
7 99 
199 
SW 

MtdrtgW nniitenre 
Navr Stall 
New fraitnd Stse* 
NlgTflhiaed (Action Game) 
tate|l Rabbit 
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SERIOUS 
TIDED i MUITtMfDIA Pnoien yh!#o (Cel Artmtfoi) 
Deluxe Video ill JlegM Artmagk 
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Broadraet 1W*r fort Pack B =a > an Tirler fort Maher 
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BE AMONG mi FIRST IQ PLAY /// 

m-BOOKED SQEWARE 
Wa iccapt advanced orders Idf all forthcoming 
software titles and your order will be despatched on the 
day ol release. Your credit card wil be debited atso on the 

same day as despatch Iff 

TOP r/ttfS SPECIALS 
Lotus Turbo Esprit 2. Robocop Zt Robocod. Agony, 
Lemmings, Black Crypt, Space Crusade. Harlequin. 
Dizzy's Excellent Adventures. Parasol Stars, Project 
X, Monkey Island, John Madden's Football, Sensible 
Soccer. Fire & Ice. Jaguar XJ220..***.ifl.lf EACH 
Jimmy White's Snooker, Realms, Thunderhawk. 
Knightmare. Populous II. Battle Isle, Ultima IV. 
Castles. Epic.. ...... ilfJfflW 
Knights oi the Sky, Right of the Intruder. Silent 
Service II. Micro prose Grind Prix, Willy Beamish, 
Heimdall, Aio Tank Killer Enhanced, Special Forces. 
A3?0 Airbus, Microprose Golf, Leisure Suit tarry S, 
Eye of Beholder II .....£22 19 EACH 
Monkey Island If ___...only EZ3.lt 

Mfclnyc Ctbiwerd Purrte 17 46 
HlCieTngllih 1796 
Mteip Henth 1790 
Mcie German 1760 
Uric MM hi 17 60 

Compendium SIX 
Kids Type 

Woattief Watcher 
What is it Where is it? 

Calendar Quiz 
Words & Numbers 
Game, Set 4 Match 

Only £20.99 
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HARDWARE 
Amiga 500 Rue <1 3) 7W 
AMO Plu* €*1ewi Ottiici 340 
AMO Ok* & 00 I Pact +W 
ATSKMtndMing Memnor ;*t 

AtUONoUcmlEai *10 

A7000 *DM1> WlXst BW 
tOTI i*Q 
toworr ibcoty i^riwait 
ASOO 70MbflatdOtlrt WP 
ASW 70Mb H/OUx*.?Mh RAM 330 
GYP AS0O 57Mb- AMbRA M(Dk) 3» 
GYP A50O in5Hb.0MbRAM<Ok) *40 
GVP SCSI Coflfrdter«SMb0Jk) 139 
GYP SCSI ft 7Mb. BMbR AtaHOk) m 
GVP SCSI imMb.flUttfHMtr*) 4*0 
GVP SCSI 700Mb-SMbRAMTCtaj 079 
4ftMbtoft70Mbearabarddlik* PfA 
44Mb Sf^WIt Rfmqxabte HDlxk 3W 
Cumana 3HS‘ f rtf r n jl Dr Its 5* 
ly&K 3 5* Frrtwrpi*! Diw* ft \ 
RF ft ?ft’ FxlfmH Dint 09 
A500 3.5' InMtmaL OiN« 40 
CeM5.5#ln4flfnjl FHipoy DiWt U9 
A500 5171 Ram lJpgra4f{nff dock) 7S 
AftOO *1?k Rath [ ipimfon.clock 79 
1 S Mb Ram fttiantten ?g 
SU(M| ftOOFU RMb RAM (7Mb Pop)14B 
SU044 50WV 0Mb RAM (4Mb Pty}?!9 
Su(rtJ ftOOftt RMb RAM (BMll P80)3M 
ATOtKVIftOQRMbRamCHd tOO 
7ftSkk4 RAMcbtef per Mb 35 
iMbit PRAMcWp* gim Mb 35 
AT-On« PC 704*1 muter170 
TftMhiSfleSXBiidgeeaatd 4?9 
ColfrUi S [Jl LN kon(Y Id U H GFTiplM) |M 
Shatp JX100 Afl Col Scafmrr 540 
ZydBc Hand Scantei 00 
frnmw GitpMci labtet 170 
IfiWe Mtarpfwilcbed Mnut* T7 
Nakihi Min™*, tipnai»cm Steam? en 
Mouk Mr 4 
W Rfarta nufc* » 
teemTOM 
(including Uad) 
pmnoi emo n rjk MoNri 715 

Commodwk t(B4* HO 
C#Hnmedw« 10541 MuHhtjrftt 4M 

PfdiTIM 

Pnc i«adi*A miQa Printer PiIwk) 
Slat | C?00 CdlW ?I0 
Siar Ffl loCdteui 779 
Si a* IC74-700 Mono 759 
SiPlCJl-HtoCblOui 7W 
Siaiicmpi PfrfltciM later ipw 
Qltrfn Stem 0 Colour 199 
CRUm Snm 7m Colour Tw 
CtlTtn 774 Colour 759 
Canon Subbtefft Poiiabta 749 
HP Dtitytt 500C Cdlou 549 
Paruiomc 44?oi iter 049 
Panaionac 4479 l Mb Upgrade 109 

AMIOA 500 PLUS CARTOON CLASSICS PACK 
l4t(tt IHb RAM, Wartaineh I with 

«ihi(ie«4 ehlpttt {Up t* 1 HE Chip RAM) 
Rlut «m 11 CirtMit Clittlat Seftwirt Field I! 

Only £349 

One Meg Upgrade for A500 Plus 
Enables 2Mb CHIP RAM.£44.99 

You name it... We do tt... Just phone and we II quote... We are faster and cheaper! 
PRICES QUOTED ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.. SOME OFFERS ARE LIMITED SO ORDER EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT 

Cheques/PO Orders to ^#373,11a Burgate Lane, Canterbury, Kent. CT1 2HH 
TELEPHONE HOTLINE 0227-764204 9.30am to 7.00pm 
- (Answerphone outside normal hours) 

VISA, MASTERCARD and EUROCARD orders welcome 
Visa. Mastercard, Eurocard and PO Orders are despatched same day! 

Please allow up to 4 working days for cheques to clear. Overseas orders add £2.00 
MAIL & TELEPHONE ORDERS ONLY. 

postage. 
NO PERSONAL CALLERS PLEASE! 
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FOR A CORPORATt STYll SiRVICi WITH TtCHMICAL BACKUP CHOOSE COMPUTER MAH 
FOR TOTAL PEACE OF MIND 

NEW A600 WITH ON SIT! MAINTENANCE 
• 50 FREE DISKS 
• 100 CAPACITY DISK BOX 
• MOUSE MAT 
• JOYSTICKS X 2 

jfe o n 

PHILLIPS 8833 MKII 
MONITOR 
+ FREE LEAD + FREE FI9 
GAME + ONSITE 
MAINTENANCE 

T! <aji ‘1 7) 
mi I 

GVP AUTHORISED DIALER 

52 MB._A500 I 

52MB_A500 + 2MB 

52MB_A500 + 4MB 

52MB_A2000 

52MB_A2000 + 2MB 

52MB_A2000 + 4MB 
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£399 

mm 
£279 

£319 

£354 

NIGH TEC 
COMPUTER 

DESK STAND 
£69 

1500 WORKSTATION 

£39 

STAR PRINTERS 
LC 20 9 PIN MONO .....£144 

1C 200 9 PIN COLOUR_E205 

LC 24-200 24 PIN MONO.£229 

LC 24-200 24 PIN COLOUR ...£294 

SJ48 BUBBLE SET_£249 

CUMANA EXTERNAL ASOO DISK DRIVE.£54.00 
DISK BOX 100 CAPACITY LOCKING.£4.99 

UPGRADES 
KICKSTART 2.04 KIT... ..£79 

KICKSTART 2.04 1C. 

KICKSTART 1.3 1C.. .£28 

ROM SWAPPER. .£25 

HIGH RES OEMS.. .£35 

85224 FATTER AGNES. .£35 

512K ASOO PROGRAM. .£25 

512K ASOO PROGRAM + CLOCK. .£28 

4500+ IMS EXPANSION. .£39 

4600 1MB EXPANSION. .£49 

IMS + 9 SIMMS.... .£24 

256K + 9 DRAM. .£3 

SUPRA 
RX500 2MB_£148 
RX500 4MB. 
RX500 8MB. .£299 
2400 MODEM.... ....£84 
2400 + MODEM. ,£129 

FIXED PRICE 
COMPUTER 

REPAIRS PHONE 
FOR DETAILS 

0582 491949 

MAIL ORDER MADE EASY 

SIMPLY PHONE OUR ORDER HOT¬ 
LINE QUOTING VISA OR ACCESS 
NUMBER OR SEND YOUR ORDER 
ACCOMPANIED BY CHEQUE/PO 

AND RETURN ADDRESS AND 
WE WILL DO THE REST 

HOTLINE 

0480 471117 

WHY NOT CALL AT OUR PLUSH 
NEW SHOWROOM IN ST NEOTS 
OR AT YOUR 10(41 STORE AND 

VIEW OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE 
OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 

PLEASE ADD £2.50 P&P 
E5.00 COURIER 

WIDE RANGE 
OF GREAT 
SOFTWARE 

LEISURE/RUSINESS 

AIL OFFERS SUBJECT TO STOCK HOLDINGS 

HOW TO FIND USI 

BEDFORD ST. NEOTS HERTFORD 10% 
OFF EVERYTHING ON 

GOLD CARD DAYS • 
PHONE FOR DETAILS 

Hm. 14 
DOWNSTAIRS 

II MARPUR CENTRC 

N*. 4 
PRIORY MAU SHOPPING CINTRE 

ST. NIOTS 
0400 471117 

4* RAILWAY ST* 
HERTFORD 

0407 305404 

0734 71$221 



A YEAR ACCORDING TO CTp 

FOR YOII AY||> collectors of Amiga Format 

here's the indispensihle index to the lust 12 issues. 

Every time we finish u year of the magazine, we pro¬ 

duce mi index so that you can find all the useful 

information on everything we've covered. 

This time Iasi year, Amiga Format was read by 

a bom | I3,(K> people every month. Nowadays we have 

about 55,0(H) more readers on hoard, so not all ol you 

will have all 12 of these issues. Never inind! You’ll 

still llnd a lot of (his information interesting or Useful 

So if you've bought a game recently, why not U>ok 

up what we thought of it and see if you agree? It 

you’re considering buying something like a hard disk 

drive, a word processor or a sound sampler, find oul 

what we thought of ti before you Huy . And if you want 

to know more about any subject, from animation and 

DTP to filling more memory, refer hack to the unifies 

we've written especially to introduce you to these sorts 

of fyscinuling subjects. 

§ 
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IT KEEPS GfTTlNG BETTER I 
Each year, we tol up the statistics for the year 
and discover that the magazine keeps on getting 
bigger? Year One is Issues 1-t2* Year Two Is 
Issues 13*24, and our third year is Issues 25-36. 
Just look at these figures! 

Year Year Year 

Total number 
One Two Three 

of pages Involved 
Number of 

1880 2728 2884 

games reviewed 
Number ol 

216 254 294 

Format Gold games 
Average of all 

26 27 26 

game scores 
Number of Items ol 
“serious software and 

69,86 75.11 68.52 

hardware reviewed 58 101 167 

ISSUE 25 
OISI SALE IN 

JULY 1991 
IN NEWS: we heard that the 
paint package Deluxe Feint 
was to be released in a new 
version 4. becoming the 
first 32-colour paint pack¬ 
age to also work in the 
4,096 colours of HAM * 

IN THE MAGAZINE: a special feature on OTP showed 
three different DTP set-ups to suit your pocket, each 
of which could produce publications of increasing 
quality. We created Harley Format' as an example,,. 

ISSUE 26 
ON SALE AUGUST 

1991 
IN NEWS: the Cartoon 
Classics pack was 
announced by Commodore 
as their Christmas promo¬ 
tion. Captain Planet Bari 
Simpson, and Lemmings 
were enrolled to attract 
new Amiga fans. 

IN THE MAGAZINE: we led with an exclusive first 
review of the ground-breaking Deluxe Paint IV. plus 
game gurus The Bitmaps spilt the beans on how the 
music tor their games Is created, even giving away 
some of their own sound samples for use in the 
music program on the Coverdisk. 

A year in the life 
of the Amiga 
Now in its fourth successful year, as they say on theatre adverts, 

Amiga Format has passed its third birthday and it's time to take 

stock of what happened over the last year. The next six pages are 

packed with information which is bound to come in handy... 

ISSUE 27 
ON SALE IN 

SEPTEMBER 1991 
IN NEWS: Commodore 
revealed that the base- 
level A500 would stay at 
1Mb of HAM, plus we 
speculated that a super 
A500 would soon appear 
with the Enhanced Chip 
Set and Workbench 2 in. 
Which was exactly what 

happened in November... 

IN THE MAGAZINE: we explored the amazing world 
of True Colour graphics that brings 16 million 
colours and photo realistic pictures to your Amiga. 
We also looked back at arcade classics - the original 
video games - and asked how well they stood up on 

the Amiga today. 

ISSUE 28 
ON SALE IN 

OCTOBER 1991 
IN NEWS: we were looking 
forward to November s 
World of Commodore 
show, organised by this 
very magazine. When it 
came it was a runaway 
success* with exhibits 
ranging from the proto¬ 

type CD-ROM drive to Ocean s fairground waltzer! 

ON SALE IN 

DECEMBER 1991 

IN NEWS: we attempted to 
bring you up to date on 
thecontinuing story of 
A5G0 Plus compatibility 
problems. But that wasn t 
really hall as interesting 
as the two complete pack¬ 

ages and the special Xmas Lemmings demo that 
came on the two Coverdisksl 

IN THE MAGAZINE: a massive look back at the year 
saw us reveal our personal tastes in games, music* 
films and books. We also surveyed the enormous 
changes to the Amiga over the year, as well as ask¬ 
ing all the fop UK programmers to pick their 
favourite games... and lots more! 

ISSUE 31 
ON SALE IN 

JANUARY 1992 
IN NEWS: it transpired that 
the three millionth Amiga in 
Ihe world had been sold at 
the end of '91. Meanwhile, 
Commodore UK were reck¬ 
oning that there would 
soon be one million Amiga 
owners in Britain alone ,. 

IN THE MAGAZINE: programming team Vivid Image 
revealed how they created the graphics for top 
arcade game First Samurai. We also asked a top race 
driver and an Air Vice Marshal (yes, really!) to tell us 
whai they thought of driving and flight sims. 

ISSUE 39 
ON SAJUE IN 

NOVEMBER 1991 
IN NEWS: we examined the 
surprise arrival of the 
brand-new A5Q0 Plus, 
which had gone on sale In 
Britain without anyone 
even knowing about It, It 
was the super Amiga we 
had predicted two 

months before, bul it had problems: 
some software wouldn't run on it,.. 

IN THE MAGAZINE: our coverage was led by Ihe full 
exclusive review of the A5G0 Plus and a look al Ihe 
new features that Workbench 2 brought. We also 
compared word processors with graphics to see 
which was best and showed you how to use the free 
music program OctaMED. 

IN THE MAGAZINE: we took a look at how games are 
programmed* letting the cat out of the bag on all the 
secrets. We also helped new owners in this begin¬ 
ners' special, asked whether the Workbench 2 
upgrade was worth the money and explained how 
to upgrade to 1Mb of chip memory. 

ISSUE 32 
ON SALE 

FEBRUARY 1992 

IN NEWS: we reported that 
Commodore expected the 
Amiga CD-ROM drive to go 
on sale in March. We also 
carried the very first pic¬ 
ture of the production 
model, but soon after we 
discovered that the name 

was (o change from A69D to A570. Why became 
apparent in April.., 

IN THE MAGAZINE: with the CD-ROM drive suppos¬ 
edly on the way. we picked the time to look at almost 
all the CDTV software we could gel our hands on. 
reviewing 45 titles, the only comprehensive look at 
CDTV discs by any Amiga magazine to date. 



fXp THE index of the year 

ISSUE 33 
ON SALE IN 

MARCH 1992 
IN NEWS; with not much 
els© going on. we thought 
it time to blow our own 
trumpet New figures, 
independently checked, 
revealed Amiga Format 
had just become Britain $ 
best-selling computer 
magazine, outselling all 

the business computer mags. Wow! 

IN THE MAGAZINE: animation was the main attrac¬ 
tion, with a special feature showing you how some of 
the techniques used by top cartoonists can be used 
in your own creations. We gave you the low-down on 
getting more memory, more chip memory, more.,* 

ISSUE 34 
ON SALE APRIL 

1992 
IN NEWS: possibly the 
development of the 
decade, the arrival of the 
A54)0 replacement, the 
AWO. We d known it was 
on the way for some time 
but hadn't wanted to jump 
the gun: in the end, we 
were the first to bring the 

full, official details from Commodore. 

IN THE MAGAZINE: accompanying OTP package 
PageSetter on the Coverdisk was a lull special on 
DTP, explaining how it's done, what it s best used for 
and all the jargon. We brought you a pretty stunning 
Coverdisk full of games and game demos, too! 

ISSUE 35 
ON SALE IN MAY 

1992 
IN NEWS: we asked soft¬ 
ware developers and 
publishers, to explain what 
they were planning to do 
about software on smart 
cards' to plug in the new 
slot on the A60a Would 
they stop doing games on 
disk? Find out... 

IN THE MAGAZINE: the first ever feature of its kind 
showed where to get the raw materials for your 
graphics and sound creations, making your life a 
great deal easier. We also majored on reviews of 
some exerting new graphics packages 

35 
SALE IN JULY 

1992 
IN NEWS; the astonishing 
announcement that the 

A500 Plus was to cease 
production for ever gives 
an insight into the way 
Commodore are going to 
go with the Amiga. So the 
A600 is now the base- 

level Amiga: does this spell the end for the A500? 

IN THE MAGAZINE: we reckoned It was time to take 
stock of the way the Amiga was going, so as well as 
a full hands-on test of the A600 and a prototype CD- 
ROM drive, we looked in details at the issues 
surrounding the demise of the A500- What is the 
future of the Amiga? 

Coverdislts 
COMPLETE FULL-PRICE PROGRAMS 
Pioneering as ever, Amiga Format has worked to bring you a second Coverdisk with complete software 
packages that would normally cost a small fortune. Here s a run-down of the packages we ve brought you 
to date, and we ll keep doing what we do best... bringing you the best value there is in Amiga magazines! 

Program name Issue number What ft was 
OetaMED 29 Full sample sequencer 
Sequencer One 30 Easy-to-use music creation 
Graphics Workshop 30 Stunning 32<olour painting 
Vista 33 Amazing fractal landscapes 
PageSetter 1.2 34 Beginners1 DTP made easy 
SpectraColor Jr 35 Full 4096-colour painting 
CanDol Jr 36 Explore multimedia-making 

COVERDISK GAME DEMOS 
The last year has seen some amazing demos of amazing games, including top stars like Lemmings and 
the incredible First Samurai! Here's where to find what. » 

Mega-lo-Mama 25 Sensible Software s game of global domination 
Magic Pockets 26 The Bitmap s platform boy with trousers full of secrets 
First Samurai 28 Japanese-styfe platform action from Vivid Image 
MiG 29M Super Fulcrum 28 The high-flying Soviet simulation from Domark 
Blues Brothers 29 Shady antics and sharp suits from Titus 
Christmas Lemmings 30 Three new levels specially written for Amiga Formal 
Knightmare 3* Tony Crowther s massive TV-inspired role-player 
Top Banana 32 The Strange eco-fncndly platform romp from hex 
Myth 33 The System 3 platform game of historical hyinks 
Sensible Soccer 34 Sensible Software s stupendous soccer ssm 
Jaguar Racing 34 High-speed driving action from Core Design 
Easy AMOS 35 The programming language that's ideal for games 
Crazy Cars III 36 Titus's cop-car beating, flat-out racing game 

COVERDISK SERIOUS DEMOS 
Who else brings you demos of the top releases in serious software? Top of the pops In the last twelve- 
month has to be the classic paint program Deluxe Paint tv. 

Deluxe Paint IV 26 Electronic Arts' superb HAM paint package 
Horne Accounts 2 29 Household finance planner from Digita 
Real Things anims 29 Real life dip art as animbmshes for use in DPaint 
Stereo Master 30 Entry level sampler from Microdeal 
Easy AMOS !', An ideal way to start programming from Europress 

COVERDISK UTILTITIES 
Here's where to find those little programs that make the Amiga Format Coverdisk so darned useful... 

RunMe 25 Program launcher for HDs 
NOfsetracker 26 Music prog plus samples 
Beeb Base 25 Database for BBC emulator 
Fortune 25 Fortune-cookie program 
TextEngine 25 Simple word processor 
Last Hope 25 Recovers deleted files 
Pools predictor 28 Helps you do the pools 
NoisePlayer 23 Plays Noj set r acker modules 
StandAioneDri ((Maker 28 Creates self-boot disks 
Control Console 28 Disk menu system 
PicSaver 3! Saves program screens as IFF 
Virus Checker 5.26 31 Virus checker 
SysJnfo 31 Tells you what s in your Amiga 
Hunter ill 35 Sample ripper 

COVERDISK COMPLETE GAMES 
From the minds of our readers Is spawned the occasional gem of a tittle game, so here's where to find 
yourself a bit of relaxing fun. 

Jumper 25 Frogger classic done 
Cracker 25 Mastermind board game done 
Hemroids 27 Asteroids classic clone 
PacMan 87 27 FacMan classic done 
Amoeba Invaders 27 Space Invaders classic clone 
Girl Actions _ 27 Galaxians classic clone 
Goody 31 Sweet simple platform game 
Air Warrior 32 On-line flight sim 
Moufhman 33 Another excellent PacMan clone 
Biplanes 33 Fun air combat game 
Duel 33 3D shoot^ermip 
Mutant Camels 34 Superb Jeff Min ter shoot-em-up 
c roaW 35 Another Frogger clone 
Microbe 35 Bizarre original shooty game 
Quick Money 35 Simple two-player blasting 
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in the last year we've been swamped wiih cheap new 
sound samplers, so there’s no excuse not to have a 
bash at making your own music. Other outstanding 
products of the year Include Dr Fs superb profes¬ 
sional sequencer KCS Level 3 (Issue 29 Page 179 
92%), which Is worth buying an Amiga for, and the 
amazing Miracle piano teaching system from 
Mindscape (Issue 32 Page 125 93%). If you can t play 
a note, invest in it! 

The Mi rede system: a decent keyboard, a whole set of 

piano lessons and lots of fun, all for a bargain €300, 

Audio Engineer Plus Ramscan 34 I57 94%FG 
Excellent proquaJfty sampling hardware and software 
Audition 4 Sunhze Jr\d 29 I8I93%FG 
Superb software for use with any sampler hardware 
Beat Studio PanDAAL 36 162 78% 
Cheap sampler, not quite up with the pace on features 
Digital Sound Studio GVP 36 3 63 89% 
Excellent medfum-range sampler at £60. Give it a look 
Dr Ts KCS 3 5 Dr Fs 29 3 79 92% FG 
Complex, but the best sequencer there is. bar none 
DrTsKOR DrTs 35 Ml 72% 
Good patch editor and librarian for synth users 
Intersound InteracttvisionZS 153 65% 
Decent software, Out AudioMaster IV is much better 
Megamix Master Rombo 36 163 SZ% 
Good entry-Jevel sampler, competes with Technosound 
Miracle Keyboard Tutor Mindscape 32 125 93%FG 
Superb combo of keyboard and software for learners 
Stereo Master Microdeal 32 126 81% 
Good beginners’ sound sampler 
Sound Master OxxiAegis 25 127 91 % FG 
Impressive sound sampler with top software 
Super JAM Blue Ribbon 35 123 87% 
Clever system to help you compose tunes in any style 
Technosound Turbo New Dim. 26 147 81% 
Excellent sampling package for beginners, now updated 
Technosound Turbo 2 New Dim. 36 162 84% 
Good sampler for beginners, the best under £40 
Zero G Datafile Time 6 Space32 143 N/A 
Compact discs with excellent sounds for you to sample 

Audio Engineer Plus Is one of the best and mas! expensive 
sampler?, but (hare's been so many cheap ones this year. 

Frequently we ll get together all (he available brands 
of a particular kind of hardware or software and com* 
pare like with like to see what's the best. Here's what 
we found in 1991*92*,* 

TRACKBALLS AND GFX TABLETS 

( ALTERNATIVE INPUT' ISSUE 28 

PAGE 1*3) 

AffaData TKB-MTA Trackball 86% 
AlfaData TKB-MT Trackball 71% 
Pod scat PT-3030 tablet 86% 
Gemti/er GT-906 tablet 73% 
Cherry MkIV tablet 91% FG 

A500 HARD DRIVES (THE BIG DEAL' 

ISSUE 2S PAGE 199} 

Commodore CBM A590 [20MbJ 69% 
GVP Impact Senes II (50Mb plus] 92 FG 
8SC Oktagon 500 (52Mb plus} 80% 
Xetec FasTrak [controller and drive} 82% 
Novia 30i (internal. 30Mb. also 20Mb) 73- 
Pnma t05i [internal, 100Mb, also 50Mb) 82 
IVS Trumpcard [various sizes) 66 
SupraDrive 500XP (40Mb) 85- 

WORD PROCESSORS WITH 

GRAPHICS ( ARE YOU IN THE 

PICTURE?' ISSUE 29 PAGE AT ) 

KmdWords 2 30% 
Excellence! 80% 
ProWrite 65% 
Pen Pal 95% FG 
Wordworth 92% FG 

EXTERNAL FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 

('LOOSE 'N' FLOPPY' ISSUE 29 PAGE 

217) 

CBM A101 1 34% 
Zydec 50% 
OTec EX-310 50% 
Cumana CAX354 57% 
Power PC 880B 03% 
RocUe RF382C 85% 
Golden Image 3A-1 p 72% 

VIDEO GENLOCKS ('THE GEN ON 

GENLOCKS' ISSUE 30 PAGE 219) 

Rendafe Super 8802 69% 
MiniGen 65% 
Roc Gen RG300C 72 
Roc Gen Plus 70% 
Rendale 8802 66% 
Electronic Design 85% 
G2 VtdeoCemre V3 _ 82% 

SOUND SAMPLERS ('BRINGING 

SAMPLING TO THE PEOPLE' ISSUE 36 

PAGE 161) 

Audio Engineer Plus 91% FG 
Sound Master 91 % FG 
AMAS2 78% 
Perfect Sound 3 63% 
Pro Sampie Studio 2 43% 
Stereo Master 81% 
Stereo Sampler Mkll 70% 
Sound Trap III 65% 
AudioMaster IV 94% FG 
Audition 4 93% FG 
Intersound 55% 

HARDWARE REVIEWS 
Hard drives, RAM expansions and floppy disk drives 
are the mosl popular, but there's a whole range of 
stuff been tested in the past year. Consistently our 
favourite expansion tor the A500 is GVP s Impacl If 
hard drive, which comes In a range of sizes starting 
at around 50Mb and was adapted during the last year 
to be expandable not only with up to 8Mb of RAM, 
but also with a PC emulator (reviewed (his issue) and 
even a 88030 accelerator (due next month). 

AS 00 Plus 29 33 
A600 36 29 
A570 CD-ROM preview 36 36 

The SuproNAM memory expansion is lop-quality, but RAM 
in hard drives like GVP's HD8+ is now mare popular. 

ALF 3 hard drive G a sterner 30 196 82% 
Techie hard dnve controller card for A1500 and A2000 
ArMax ii Readysofr 27 135 85% 
Macintosh emulator h/Ware and s/ware, impressive 
Bug joystick Cheetah 29 125 92%FG 
Light of action, neat shape, this is a fave stick with many 
Casio TV-8500 Casio 25 155 85% 
Superb little LCD telly for use as a monitor 
Concept Keyboard CKC 26 137 85% 
Alternative input for young or disabled people 
Pataftyer 500 Trilogit 30 195 65% 
Hard drive, ugly but can be converted for A1500/2000 
GVP Impact II Combo GVP 26 132 95% FG 
68030/68882 accelerator. RAM and HD controller 
No via 30i ICD 27 142 73% 
Nreefy-made internal HD for AS00 from US 
Pilot Mouse Logitech 25 155 85% 
Unusual design arc-shaped, but comfortable 
Pnma I05i ICD 27 143 32% 
Beautifully-designed internal 105Mb HD for the A5O0 
SupraRAM 500RX Supra 25 119 89% 
Tidy edge-connector expansion for large memory 
Trojan Light Pen Trojan 30 198 78% 
Interesting alternative to a mouse for paint programs 
V2000 memory card Virgo 25 157 65% 
2 Mb A500 RAM expansion, Gary chip removal to fit 

An omazing piece of engineering, ihe Prime hard drtv# 

squeezes 105Mb capacity inside an A5Q0, 



LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED! 

CORTEX V2 Mb RAM 

expansion 

for the Amiga A500 

Essential ASM upgrade * lM6 * 
nnvw eiaryjard * Functional equivalent 10 
^tLowerpo^lMbitOflAM-La.^ 

technology high^uality compooMls 
'Pane' Agnus’ compatible for ivw o"ir 
MEM ■ Low profile enable,disablesw 
Available with 01 without battery-backed 

clock/ calendar module. 
CLOCK £22.95 

El 7.95 

GVP 8Mb RAM 
EXPANSION tor the 
Amiga A1500/A2000 

Fully implemented 
• Zero wait states • Uses1M *y“l 
SIMMs 2,4. or SMbconfifftfaaor^ 

2Mb £159.00 

ROM SHARERS 

ssssssks? 
Aboard controM switching • Has 2 
ROM sockets to allow tor 
future expansion ™ 
As above but with 
2 position slide switch 1 Cl 6,95 

KICKSTART ROMS 

VI.3 ROM L££Aild 

V2.04 KICKSTART 
ROM 

CORTEX 8Mb RAM EXPANSION 
for the Amiga A500/A1000/A500 plus 

The ONLY RAM upgrade approved by Commodore UK * 
Fully compatible with A500 plus for 10Mb maximum RAM * 
External fitting (Warranty remains intact) • Through porl 
(covered by blanking plate) • Fully implemented auto- 
configure * Zero wait states • Compatible with A590 and all 
major hard disks * Usesl M x 8bit or 1M x 9bit SIMMs * 
Complete with its own power supply unit (UK, US, or 
EURO) * FullyAI 000 compatible • RAM test software. 

2Mb I 4Mb I 8Mb 
£135.0ol£191.001 £303.00 

GVP IMPACT SERIES 2 
HARD DISK WITH RAM 
(A500HD8+) 
52Mb Hard disk system with up to 
8Mb Of RAM * Factory-fitted 
Quantum Pro-drivet 11ms access * 
Uses 1M x 8bit SIMMs'(see RAM 
CHIPS section for prices) * Game 
switch (hard drive disable) and power 
supply. 

52Mb ■ 60Mb I 120Mb 

£359.O0le369.00lc499.00 
GVP had disks for A1KXVA2000 also avaiable 

EXTERNAL FLOPPY-DRIVE 
High-quality silent mechanism • 
Through-port • Enabte/disable 

switch. 

CORTEX 1 Mb 
MODULE 

FOR A500 plus 
Gives 2Mb CHIP MEM . 

XC"?!J(al ^uivafent to A501 
pfus - Ultra low power design * 
Low component count for 
maximum reliability ■ Available 
populated to VjMB or 1MB 

enhanced chip set 
(E.C.S.) UPGRADES 

8372A 

Fatter Agnus 
8373 

Super Denise 

£47.95 

GVP 
FULL RANGE AVAILABLE INCLUDING NEW 

AS30 68030 ACCELERATOR AND HARD DISK 
NB - PRICE PROMISE APPLIES!! 

^SaChip 2000 with Super 

Likud 
S®e wckstart 
ROMS For ROM 
upgrade, 

ram chips 

PRICE PROMISE 
Cortex will match any genuine price offered by one ot our II.K. 

compel it of s on goods that are in stock on a I ike for-like basis. This oiler 
applies at the lime of purchase only and does not apply to prices 

offered in sales ot bankrupt slock, clearance or closing down sales. 

2 YEAR GUARANTEE 
All product bearing the Cortex brand name cames a 2-year guarantee Other 

products in this advert is merit carry a 1 year guarantee, 
Alt prices include VAT and postage & packaging Alt products shipped same day 
where possible Altow U days for delrvery if ordering by cheque. Make cheques 

P O s payable to CORTEX 

1M * 8 brl SIMMS (tar , 
Cone*. GVP etcl EACH | 

4M< stxi SIMMS (tor 
6VPW) EACH [ 

25fiK*4MD|ps((wA580.| 
2091 etc) each | 

JMxiM DIPs (tof oktef 
A2000 cards) EACH 

£110. 
ai 
a 

£3.75 
fM* 4 brt static-column 
mode ZIPs (lor A3OO0) fry 

EACH LU 

DEPT AF, CORTEX DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY LTD, BRITANNIA BUILDINGS, 

46 FENWICK STREET, LIVERPOOL L2 7NB. • 24 HOUR SALES 

TELEPHONE: 051-236 0480 24 HOUR FAX: 051-227 2482 
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Much was expected of High %\m Birds of Frey ^rom f*P 3D 

coders Argonaut: an 98% score was goad enough! 

DO YOU WANT to know whai wc thought of a game 

that you liked or loathed? Have you seen something on 

sale cheap and thought to yourself. '1 wonder what 

that's like ? Here's the place to check on all 295 games 

we've looked at in the last year. 

Remember, the Format Golds are the classics bui 

anything that scored 8CK$ or more is well worth hav¬ 

ing. while scores in the 70s mean ibis could be right up 

your alley. Anything marked B is a high-value budget 

game, while anything with RR next to it is a cut-price 

re-release. so these could be especially worth buying. 

Game name Issue Page Score 

Abandoned Places 3? 93 80% 
Addams Family 35 66 76% 
Advanced Destroyer 35 95 67% BrRR 
Agony 35 07 60% 
Arbus A3Z0 31 99 78% 
Alcatraz 35 06 76% 
Alien Breed 29 126 74% 
Alien Storm 31 107 59% 
Altered Destiny 28 74 54% 
Amnios 30 85 61% 
Anarchy 35 94 76% B-RR 
Another World 31 63 82% 
Apache Flight 35 94 69% B 
Arcade Trivia Quiz 26 SB 57% B 
Armalyte 26 88 51% 
Atomino 26 61 72% 
Baby Jo Going Home 30 148 58% 
Backgammon 34 ii 67% 
Bane of Cosmic Forge 36 84 80% 
Barbarian 25 94 76% B-RR 
Barbarian It 31 90 73% 
Battle Chess II 26 71 76% 
Beast Busters 25 54 41% 
Bill and Ted's 
Excellent Adventure 25 65 56% 
Big Run 33 86 58% 
Billiards II Simulator 26 88 58% 
Bionic Commando 25 94 43% BrRR 
Birds of Prey 30 95 68% 
Black Crypt 34 78 78% 
Blade Warrior 27 75 74% 
Slues Brothers 29 8S 86% 
Bonanza Brothers 31 80 70% 
Borobdur 33 89 35% 
Boston Bomb Club 28 67 74% 
Brides of Dracula 34 74 73% 
Captain Pfanet 30 101 43% 
Cardiax* 31 80 37% 
Cardinal a A Kremlin 26 79 59% 
Castles 35 75 72% 
Castle of Dr Brain 36 95 81% 
Celtic Legends 30 105 85% 
Challenge Golf 26 65 45% 
Champion of the Raj 25 60 57% 
Chariots of Wrath 36 99 42% B 
Chess Champion 34 31 65% 
Cisco Heat 30 129 62% 
Cloud Kingdoms 27 103 56% B-RR 
Combo Racer 33 93 44% B-RR 
Cover Grrl Poker 36 87 19% 
Coven Action 36 69 66% 
Cricket 27 104 61% 
Crime City 33 09 70% 
Crime Does Not Pay 25 66 54% 
Darkman 28 102 48% 

from Groltgold, the team who created Rainbow Islands, 
Fire and he made a refreshing change in arcade games. 

Possibly the most unusual game style of any hit game this 

year, Heimdaif boosted the most superb cartoon graphics, 

Deadline 27 104 42% B-RR Gateway/savage frontier 34 67 45% 
Deathbringer 30 87 71% Gauntlet 3 27 87 63% 
Denarls 34 86 73% B-RR Germ Crazy 25 91 75% 
Deliverance 35 69 80% Ghost Battle 25 63 69% 
Devious Designs 30 99 83% Ghouls n Ghosts 32 85 54% B-RR 

Disc 35 95 40% 8 Global Effect 36 83 67% 
Double Dragon 2 32 84 73% B-RR Go 34 at 64% 
Dune 36 94 79% Godfather [The j 32 81 46% 
Dynablaster 34 71 87% Golden Eagle 32 82 59% 
Edd the Duck 36 99 77% B-RR Great Napoleon Battles 33 86 40% 
Eff 28 78 85% Gunboat 25 as 72% 
Elvira 2 34 55 81% Hagar the Horrible 30 139 59% 
Executioner [TbeJ 27 08 40% Halls of Montezuma 25 88 43% 
F-T6 Combat Pilot 34 86 60% B-RR Hard Nova 28 90 42% 
Face Off 29 84 83% Hare Raising Havoc 33 35 25% 
Fatting Jewels 32 62 30% Harlequin 33 89 78% 
Fantastic Voyage 31 108 49% Harpoon Battles?! 3 34 82 78% 
Fate; Gates of Dawn 32 78 77% Head over Heels 28 65 79% B-RR 

Final Blow 30 91 43% Heimdalf 29 101 88% 
Final Fight 28 97 60% Hero Quest 26 87 85% 
Fire and Ice 36 69 09% Hero Quest Return 35 86 60% 
Fireteam 2200 34 82 78% Hoverspnnt 35 94 67% B 

Flames of Freedom 28 83 67% Impossible Mission 2 25 93 72% B-RR 

Flight of the Intruder 28 63 88% Interceptor 25 59 42% 
Flight Path 737 25 94 10% B International Athletics 27 103 58% 
Fort Apache 30 148 68% Jetsons (The) 34 82 29% 
Frenetic 26 77 67% Jupiter's Masterdrive 32 85 87% B-RR 
Frostbyte 25 93 69% B Kid Gloves 27 104 61% B-RR 
Fuzz ball 30 127 00% Kid Gloves 2 32 5 79% 
Games Summer Edition 26 88 51% B-RR Knighlmare 31 71 05% 

A whole years worth 
CLASSICS IN THE MAKING 
These are (he games that could stand the lest of lime and become classics. Ihe ones 
we ve picked out as Format Golds with a score of 90% or higher. They're all excellent 
games but for the first time, this year we've got a couple of budget games that have 

made the grade. With more and more former classics coming out at bargain prices, is 
this a (rend that will continue next year? 

Game name Issue Page Score 

Apidya 35 63 90% FG 
Battle Isles 29 69 90% FG 
Cruise for a Corpse 27 79 90% FG 
Eye of the Beholder 2 35 54 91% FG 
First Samurai 79 95 91% FG 
Formula 1 Grand Grand Prix 30 133 92% FG 
Heart of China 32 57 90% FG 
James Pond 33 93 90% FG 
James Pond, Robocod 79 81 91% FG 
Jimmy White s Snooker 26 59 91% FG 
John Madden $ Football 33 59 94% FG 
Links 36 77 92% FG 
Lure of the Temptress 36 80 92% FG 
Mega4o-Mama 26 56 91% FG 
MicroProse Golf 30 123 90% FG 
Monkey island 2 36 63 95% FG 
Pacific islands 35 5F 93% FG 
Populous 2 30 81 95% FG 
Robot op 3 32 61 91% FG 
Sensible Soccer 36 58 91% FG 
Shadowlands 33 73 93% FG 
Storm Master 33 64 91% FG 
Striker 36 59 93% FG 
Thunderhawk 26 83 90% FG 
Ultimate Golf 32 84 90% FG 
Vroom 34 56 91% FG 

l * 4* '-*1 
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The Secret of Monkey island 2 - LeChuck's 

Revenge is joint highest-scoring gome' ever. 

Populous 2 shores the honour with Monkey 
island 2- both feared a massive 95%! 



fTp THE INDEX OF THE YEAR 

Uamatroa 2112 was a shock Idp scorer last August: if was 

a Shareware gome, but gat a full 89% In review. 

Knights of the Sky 29 121 83% 
Kwik Snax 33 93 55% 8 
Last Ninja III 29 104 81% 
Leander 32 81 78% 
LED Storm 25 94 46% frRR 
Legend 36 87 88% 
Leisure Suit Larry I 35 S3 53% 
Leisure Surt Larry 5 33 78 50% 
Life and Death 25 53 70% 
LJamatron 2112 26 66 89% 
Lord of the Rings 30 130 72% 
Lotus Esprit Turbo 35 94 87% B4?R 
Lotus Turbo ChaJI 2 29 115 89% 
Mad Dog Williams 33 89 72% 
Magic Garden 29 82 79% 
Magic Pockets 27 69 85% 
Manager [The) 35 87 79% 
Manchester Utd Europe 25 73 80% 
Manchester Utd Europe 36 98 74% B-RR 
Manix 32 85 63% B 
Medieval Warriors 27 98 63% 
Mega Twins 29 125 60% 
Mercenary 111 32 69 87% 
Mercs 25 80 72% 
Micro Prose Soccer 36 98 60% B4W 
MiG 29M Superfulcrum 29 73 89% 
Might and Magrc 3 35 80 82% 
Mind bender 32 85 65% 8 
Moonstone 32 76 59% 
Mystical 32 as 60% 8 

of games! 
Navy Seals 26 62 65% 
Nebulus 2 27 73 63% 
Necronom 30 1 17 23% 
Oh no! More Lemmings 31 68 82% 
Onslaught 31 108 81% B-RR 
Operation Thunderbolt 34 86 44% B-RR 
Or* 35 86 72% 
Outrun Europa 29 90 78% 
Paraso! Stars 36 72 87% 
Pegasus 29 H8 61% 
PGA Tour Golf courses 33 86 72% 
Pinball Dreams 33 81 84% 
Pitfighter 28 89 60% 
Pools of Darkness 35 62 53% 
Populous 30 147 89% B-RR 
Populous World Editor 31 107 80% 
Prehistonk 25 78 68% 
ProFlight 25 65 75% 
Project X 35 76 75% 
Protector 25 94 13% 0 
Psyborg 34 82 36% 
Race Drrvin 34 58 45% 
RBI 2 25 75 84% 
Realms 32 75 69% 
Red Baron 32 81 39% 
Renegade 34 86 71% B-RR 
Resolution 101 32 84 82% B-RR 
Return of Medusa 33 83 85% 
Rick Dangerous 33 93 75% B-RR 
Rise of the Dragon 27 85 86% 
Robin Hood 27 101 80% 
Robin Smith s Cricket 27 76 35% 
Robocop 34 86 57% B-RR 
Robozone 30 109 52% 
Rodland 27 92 88% 
Rolling Ronny 28 77 76% 
Rotox 32 84 86% B*RR 

One of many excellent games now available art a bargain 

price, Stunt Car Rater h still a unique experience. Gel it! 

R Type II 25 57 88% 
Rugby The World Cup 30 1 to 82% 
Samurai 35 88 65% 
Sarakon 27 97 60% 
Scooby and Scrappy Doo 29 126 69% B 
Seven Colours 29 126 64% 
Shadow Sorceror 30 102 74% 
Sharkey s Moll 25 94 69% B 
Silent Service If 28 69 82% 
Sim Ant 36 70 73% 
Simpsons fTheJ 26 65 82% 
Sliders 26 68 60% 
Smash TV 31 74 61% 
Sorceror 27 104 60% B-RR 
Space 1889 31 83 59% 
Space Crusade 34* 77 82% 
Space Gun 34 64 57% 
Space Quest t 36 87 58% 
Space Quest IV 35 63 48% 
Special Forces 35 57 79% 
Spellbound 35 95 sr% B 
Spy vs Spy 36 99 84% B 
Stack Up 26 88 80% B 
Starbyte Super Soccer 33 85 63% 
Starglider 2 31 108 68% 8-RR 
Starush 36 95 52% 
Steg the Slug 36 98 83% 8 
Steve McQueen 32 82 26% 
Stratego 28 92 81% 
Strike Fleet 30 136 80% 
Striker Manager 26 88 53% 
Stunt Car Racer 30 147 89% B-RR 
Super Skr 2 35 88 70% 
Suspicious Cargo 29 76 80% 
Supaplex 30 114 73% 
Supaplex 36 98 44% 8 
Super Space Invaders 29 in 83% 
Swap 26 72 59% 
Tangram 25 70 60% 
Terminator 2 29 107 60% 
Thai Boxing 25 94 1 B 
Their Finest Missions 28 102 83% 
ThunderBurner 32 82 72% 
Thunderjaws 28 W2 51 -t 
Thunderstrike 32 85 73% B-RR 
Tip Off 31 66 50% 
Titanic Slinky 30 148 74 0 
Titus the Fox 34 62 81% 
Toyota Cetica GT Rally 33 93 73' B-RR 
Turncan 29 126 88"-. B-RR 
Turtles Coirvop 31 100 60% 
Ultima VI 34 68 67% 
Ultimate Darts 25 94 55% B 
Under Pressure 30 88 45 
Untouchables 34 86 38% B-RR 
Utopia 28 53 84% 
Vengeance of Excalibur 35 87 64% 
Venus the Flytrap 33 93 82% B-RR 
Videokid 33 67 60% 
Volfied 29 75 72% 
Voodoo Nightmare 33 93 70% B-RR 
W Gretzky Hockey 2 33 86 78% 
Wild West World 31 107 64% 
Wild Wheels 30 148 41% 
Wifly Beamish 33 70 44% 
WolfChifd 33 85 76% 
World Class Rugby 31 103 68% 
WC Rugby Five Nat ion 5 35 70 69% 
WWF Wrest femania 32 66 72% 
Zone Warnor 28 71 36% 

1 st Division Manager 34 86 66% B 
4D Sports Boxing 30 119 79% 
4D Sports Driving 33 61 33% 

WHY EIGHT OUT OF 
TEN CATS PREFER 
GAME COMPILATIONS 
FOR ADDED VALUE! 

Why pay more? In our regular Cheap n' Cheerful 
section you can find not onfy bargain-price 
games but also compilation packs which feature 
three or four games lor Ihe price of one. Often, 
these compilations are worth buying just for one 
of Ihe games In the pack, Here's a look at the 
compilations we've seen this year, 

Sport's Best 36 99 75% 
Three decent but not inspiring sports-related exploits 

Dizzy $ Excellent Adv 35 95 77% 
Four more fun but unoriginal games from the top 
budget-busting software house 

Fantasy Pa* 35 95 68% 
Two adventures and a puzzle game in a decent but 
uninspiring pack 

Grandstand 35 95 88% 
An adequate footy game with superior golf, tennis 
and driving simulations. Well worthwhile 

Award Winners 34 86 85% 
All top names, here - Populous, Kick Off 2r 
Pipemania and Space Ace - superb! 

The Ninja Collection 34 86 43% 
Assemblage of relatively tedious eastern beat-em-ups 

Champions 31 108 70% 
Decent sports set with Man U footy leading and 
squash and boxing following up 

Soccer Stars 3* I OS 79% 
Ideal footy comp with Kick Off 2 and Emlyn Hughes, 
plus Gazza 

Air, Land and Sea 30 148 83% 
Storming pack with simulations Indy 500, Interceptor 
and 688 Attack Sub 

The Dizzy Collection 30 148 78% 
Five eggy adventures from the popular budget 
arcade mould 

Mag Scrolls Collection 28 101 83% 
Three classic but ageing adventures Fish, Corruption 
and Guild of Thieves 

The Btg Deal 27 104 69% 
A great chess game, plus three card game variants. 
Solid if a little uninspiring 

Test Drive Coflection 27 104 58% 
Program plus four supp disks, but looking a bit aged 

James Bond Collection 28 102 79% 
Decent pack of playable arcade games, fun enough 

*W mi!)j Tilt m 6UB.IF1 
m 20 sa.t idq ram 

The Grandstand compilation If the best we've seen, 

featuring dank golf and tennis games with good 
race-driving action and an average footy gome. 
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GRAPH ICS 
HARDWARE AND 
SOFTWARE REVIEWS 
What very nearly qualifies as the big thing of the year 
is 'True Colour', the new technology that brings mil¬ 
lions of colours and photo-quality to your Amiga But 
it's so expensive! So this advance was upstaged for 
most oi jjs by the arrival of Deluxe Paint IV, the latest 
version of the best Amiga program ever, which was 
the first paint and animation program to work in the 
4096-colour HAN mode as well as all the other 
screen modes. It s a winner! 

136 

Art Dept Professional ASDG 26 125 75% 
Good image processor/converter, has got belter srnce. 
Art Dept Pro 2 ASDG 36 149 85% 
Excellent update on the still-dominant image processor 
Art Tutor (The) CastfeSoft 36 153 76% 
Useful program for learning techniques behind good ait 
Caligari 2 Octree 34 139 85% 
3D modelling system with texture mapping not tracing 
DaataScan Pro GS PanOAAL 36 126 75% 
Decent mono hand-held scanner, but not the best 
DCTV DC 31 127 90%FG 
True colour bargain including paint and frame grabber 
Deluxe Paint W EArts 26 23 92% FG 
The best paint program now with HAM too - excellent 
Design Works New Horizons 26 I 2 T 71% 
Structured drawing, simple but lacks necessary features 
DPamt ill: Presentation 
Tool video Video One 28 5 48 88% 
Good video showing how to use DPaint for video work 
□Faint liI Tutor Video Audition 28 148 7T% 
Introducing beginner to the top paint package 
Draw 4 D Pro Adspec 29 165 82% 
Quick 3D animation with powerful non-trace render 
Expert Draw GeniSoft 35 IBS 86% 
Very good structured drawing program 
Genesis Microlllusions 30 187 65% 
Fractal landscaper, but loses out badly to competition 
Graphics Workshop HoloSoft Tech 25 13490% FG 
Excellent paint program we gave you with Issue 301 
KAM I- Black Belt 27 45 90%FG 
Extraordinary budget true colour hardware/software 
Imagine 2 Impulse 35 13993% FG 
Superb top-of-the-range 3D ray-tracing package 
MakePath Virtual Reality 35 15290% FG 
Excellent animation system for Vista 
MediaStation NewTefc 36 135 86% 
Combined pack of DigiVlew dig reiser with two utils 
Pixel 3D Precision 25 132 85% 
Good utility for converting bitmaps to 3D images 
Pixel 3D v2 Axxiom 33 137 95%FG 
Updated utility for converting bitmaps to 3D objects 
Power Scanner Z Power 36 127 90%FG 
Superb mono hand-held scanner including greyscale 
Professional ScanLab ASDG 27 51 72% 
Controller hardware/software for professional scanners 
RaceTrate RGB Software 31 137 70% 
Specialist utility converts bitmaps to 3D images 
Real 3D 1.4 Activa 31 133 95%FG 
Excellent, fast 3D modelling and rendering 
RiM 1 Things Safari RGB Studios 29 168 90%FG 
Animbrushes of wildlife to help your DPaint creativity 
Real Things Sea Life RGB Studios 29 16890%FG 
Animbrushes of wildlife to help your DPaint creativity 
Scenery Animator Natural Graphics29 173 91 %FG 
Cheaper alternative to Vista Pro for fractal scenery 
Snapshot Pro HBM 27 147 78% 
Good digitiser, but pricey since not real-time colour 
Spectracolor HAM-E OxxhAegis 30 18390%FG 
Good paint package for the now defunct system 
Take 2 Rombo 33 121 80% 
Animation sequencer for use with video digitiser 
Terraform Virtu a r Reality 35 154 68% 
Flawed Due intriguing DEM landscape creator for Vista 
TV Paint Archos 27 41 85% 
24-bit true cotour paint program, now improved 
TV Paint I 6 TecSoft 35 142 89% 
Update of storming 24-bit paint package 
VistaPro Virtual Reality 26 14190% FG 
Astonishing fractal landscape creator, now updated 
VistaPro 2 Virtual Reality 35 15192% FG 
and the best fractal landscape generator there is 
V-Lib Macro System 35 131 88% 
Digitiser, real time colour with composite images 
3D Text Animator MindWare 25 157 63% 
Saves 3D text as arum files, but a little tricky in use 

Anything thal doesn't come under the loose head¬ 
ings of graphics or music is here, from programming 
languages to word processors. We've loosely 
grouped them according to the categories used often 
by Americans! creativity, productivity and utilities. 

Utilities (denoted by a U in the last column) are 
useful tools for using your Amiga. Creativity (shown 
by a C} includes design, DTP and other creative 
things. Productivity (a P in the last column) means 
all useful things like business software, word pro* 
emon, spreadsheets, databases and so on. We've 
also got special categories for programming (L) and 
for books (B}< 

The year's outstanding features include the war 
of the top-end DTP packages, with PageStream now 
coming out on top of Professional Page; the continu¬ 
ing success of the excellent SCALA titling package; 
and the arrival of Easy AMOS, the ideal way to team 
how to program. 

Arguably the tup release of ihe year. Deluxe Paint IV has 

changed the pointing scene entirely because its use of HAM 

makes ,a«iy older programs redundant. 

AmigaBasic Guide Dabs Press 36 154 75% B 
Useful guide to AmigaBasic programming, if you have it 
Amiga DOS Revised Abacus 36 154 55% B 
Excellent book on Workbench/OJ let down by layout 
Amiga DW Power Abacus 36 154 80% B 
Useful. US-biased, volume on using the Amiga for video 
AMOS Compiler Europress 26 115 85% L 
Compiles AMOS programs to speedy, compact assembler 
AMOS 3D Europress 26 117 82% L 
Makes 3D programming in AMOS pretty darned simple 
BAD (Blitz a disk} Centaur 27 159 75% Uhl 
Good disk optimiser for faster, more secure disks 
Big AJ l ive Scroller Alt ive Image 27 159 50% C 
Reasonable but limited tool for making scrolling titles 
CanDo 1.5 fnnovatromts 25 139 80% C 
Powerful multimedia system brought to you by Issue 361 
Charts and Graphs TR5L 31 151 65% P 
Decent package for making charts from numerical info 
Commercial Games Software Dev 36 154 89% B 
Book on how to write a game and get it published 

EDUCATIONAL 
There's plenty of good stuff coming out all the 
time for younger hands: we'll be picking out the 
best next issue, but here's where to find reviews 
of the programs we've looked at in the last year. 

Mark s Mathlab EasyScript 36 154 45% 
Paint me a story GeniSoft 25 145 75% 
Game, set and Match GeniSoft 25 145 75% 
The Three Bears School Sware 25 145 85% 
Speliicopter ESP 25 146 90% FG 
What is it, where is Ji7 Genisoft 25 146 85% 
Maths Mania School S ware 25 146 85% 
Mix and Match Scetlander 25 147 90% FG 
KidsType _ GeniSoft 25 150 95% FG 
Discovery Microlllusions 27 158 65% 
Techno Amiga Catu$ AB 29 16190% FG 
Fun School 4 u 5yrs Europress 30 205 79% 
Fun School 4 S-7yrs Europress 30 206 79% 
Fun School 4 7-1 iyrs Europress 30 208 79% 
Magic Storybook Soft Stuff 30 211 es% 

Comp graphic Fonts Agfa 27 158 80% C 
Genuine fonts for use in any scaleable font application 
DevPae 3 HiSoft 33 125 95% FG L 
Assembly language used by top Amiga programmers 
Directory Opus Innovatronics 30 203 89% U 
Excellent for controlling the Amiga without using the CU 
DistantSuns Virtual Reality 28 146 84% C 
Intriguing and fascinating astronomy program 
DOS-2-DOS Central Coast 26 149 70% U 
For reading and transferring PC files, CrossDOS is better 
Easy AMOS Europress 34 T45 92% FG L 
Easily the best way to get started in programming 
Flow 3 New Horizons 36 153 82% P 
idea processor' to help you organise your thoughts 
Fontgrabber GeniSoft 30 200 67% C 
Useful uDl for creating your own fonts 
GB Route Plus Complex 30 192 68% P 
Interesting UK road atlas system but a shade pricey 
Home Accounts 2 Digita 30 191 79% P 
Capable system for dealing with all household finances 
HomeBase Helios S ware 33 128 65% P 
Simple database for beginners, but slightly limited 
Hottinks Editions Soft Logik 36 139 73 C 
Interesting pack of tools for use with PageStream 

Ike interest among Amigo owners in learning how to 

program is extraordinary, and the release of Foiy AMOS 
this year has mode It easier than ever before. 

JnterSpread fnteraciivision 28 157 82% P 
Inexpensive, adequately powerful spreadsheet 
InterWord Interactivmon 28 155 85% P 
Decent and speedy budget word processor 
Label Dex! EasyScript 36 153 65% P 
Useful utility for printing labels out with 
Mac-2-DQS Central Coast 26 149 74% C 
For transferring Macintosh files, needs Mac disk drive 
Mastering Beginners B5B 36 154 75% B 
Good book for anyone who is new to the Amiga 
PageStream 2.2 Soft Logik 34 121 91% FG C 
Now has to be considered the best top-end DTP system 
Presentation Master Oxxi-Aegis 34 151 82% P 
Powerful system for creating presentations 
Prodaia 1.2 Amor 28 142 82% P 
Good, fast database to use with the Pretext WP system 
Professional Calc Gold Disk 34 129 92% FG C 
Profess ronal spreadsheet for those hard sum si 
Professional Page 3 Gold Disk 34 119 89% C 
Powerful DTP package in its latest incarnation 
Protext 5,5 Arnor 28 143 90% FG P 
Superb latest edition of the top no-frrlls word processor 
ProWrite 3.2 New Horizons 30 1B9 84% P 
Word processor with graphics that s worth considering 
Quarterback Centaur 25 141 81% U 
Good hard disk back-up utility 
Quarterback Tools Centaur 25 141 85% U 
Good utility for looking after your disks 
Roll Em Design Minds 25 158 65% C 
Video Dtier and prompter, but not the best around 
SCALA T 1 Digital Vision 20 133 86% C 
Latest version of excellent presentation/titiing package 
SCALA 500 Digital Vision 33 133 82% C 
Cut-down presentation package as excellent video titler 
Showmaker Gold Disk 28 137 92% FG C 
Outstanding multimedia system 
Top Form Design Minds 25 158 79% U 
Simple program lets you design forms for any use 
Turbo Text Oxxi-Aegis 25 143 92% FGU 
Excellent text edrtor for writing programs and letters 
Video Director Gold Disk 32 121 91 % FG C 
Original editing control system for home video players 
Visionary Oxxi-Aegis 31 41 65% L 
Programming system for adventures: very complex 



NOW A FULL ©OL W HANDY SCANNER FOR 

AT AN 
UNBEATABLE 
PRICE!! 

piirTl IFF Busier Save 1600 x 1024 

pixel". dual bullet, scan 

matching At view Buffer 

• Unmatched edll/caplure facilities 

A keyboard control not offered by 

other scanners at thU special price. 

Full keyboard control of most 

functions. 

ft An easy to handle Handy 

Scanner featuring IDS mm scanning 

width 8l 400 dpi resolution enables you 

to scan graphics/text Into your Amiga. 

Includes hard disk transfer to 

run under Workbench. 

• Adjustable switches for 

brlghtness/contrsst levels. 

^^0fk Full sizing menu of scan are*. 

ft Gen I scan gives you the 

^^^^abllUy to scan Images, teat nr 

graphics ft even offers 200 Dpi Dual 

Scan Mode. 

Screen grid overlay ft configure 

menu to save parameter*. Icon 

menu to select function*. 

X, Y position readout ft metric 

sires. 

ft Save Images In suitable format 

for most leading packages including 

PHOTON PAINT. DELUXE PAINT, etc 

View window and position 

control panel. 

ft Powerful partner for DTP that 

allows for cut and paste editing of 

images etc. 

COMES WITH race PHOTON PAINT 

FOR ONLY 

£199.99 

ft Package includes Handy Scanner. Interface. 

Power Pack *nd Scan Edit TV software. 

now only £99*99 

• The MEW Date! Colour Scanner uses the Mustek 

8 colour grey scale head to produce 4096 colour 

Images. 

• Several modes of operation are available to give 

8. 16 or 32 different colour and Ham Images as well 

as 16 grey scales. 

• Scan update direct to the screen with direct 

scrolling and positioning of the scanned image. 

• Full colour pallette control with Gamma 

correction. 

• Save IFF or Raw files of screen or buffer. 

t Runs in 640 x 256 or 320 x 256 

screen display. 

I Unit plugs into expansion port of 

Amiga and does not require external 

power unit.. 

HIGH RESOLUTION BLACK & WHITE HANDY SCANNER AT AN EVEN LOWER PRICE? 

GENIUS DIGITIZING TAB LET 4 4 

A PROFESSIONAL TOUCH TO YOUR BRAWING/CAD WORK 
ft With the Amiga Genitizer Graphic* Tablet you cam streamline 

the operation a I most graphic or CAD program*. 

ft The GenMiter Graphic* Tablet utilises latest technology to 

offer up to fOO dpi resolution at the tip of a stylus, 

ft Complete 9 x 6 digitizing area plu* super accurate stylus 

combine to enable last, accurate and easy control. 

ft Works by mouse emulation" so the Genitizer will work with 

most packages where mouse inpul is the usual method! - Deluxe 

Paint, Photon Paint, CAD Packages, etc, 

ft Supplied with a template for Deluxe Paint. 

ft Full easy to follow instructions. 

ft This is the input method used on professional system* - now 

you can add a new dimension to graphlcs/CAD. 

ft Fast input of drawing by 'tracing" Is made easy - plus 

'absolute reference' means you can move around the screen 

many time* faster than by a mouse. 

ft The Genitizer tits In the serial port of your Amiga 

500/t000/2000 and "co-exists* with mouse. 

ft Unlike a mouse, the Tablet gives absolute co-ordinates so that 

tracking and menu selections are possible from the tablet face. 

ft A pressure sensitive switch built into the 

stylus tip activates the Tablet overriding the 

normal mouse Input, When you are not 

using the Tablet, you have normal mouse 

control. 

ft Complete system - Graphics Digitizer 

Tablet, Stylus, Deluxe Paint Template, Paws/ 

Adaptor, Test Software, Interface Unit, plus [ 

Driver Program - no more to buy* 

NOW ONLY 

£129.99 
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l ^ GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL REPLACEMENT MOUSE GENIUS MOUSE 

ft High quality 

direct re place men t 

for mouse on *11 

Amiga* 

ft Teflon glide* for 

smoother movement, 

ft Rubber coated ball 

for minimum slip, 

ft Optical system 

counting - 5GO/ ruafcM 

„ NOW A TRUE OPTICAL MOUSE? FOR THE AMIGA 

ft YES A FULL FEATURE OPTICAL MOUSE FOR 

VOUR AMIGA - THAT MEANS NO MOVING PARTS! 

ft Incorporating full optical tracking and counting - no 

11 so no problems with clogging, slipping, etc. 

^uunt output for very fine movement, 

^^^^^^uwltch action. 

^^^uTOptlcal Fad ". 

i shftLttynoulctrfl to fit the hand 

.. r, I more to buy" 
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JUST LOOK AT THE UNMATCHED RANGE OF FEATURES 

• SAVE THE ENTIRE PROGRAM IN MEMORY TO DISK 

Special compacting techniques enable up to 3 programs to fit on 

one disk. Now saves directly to disk as Amiga Dos - reloads 

independently of the cartridge - even transfer to hard drivel Works 

with up to 2 Megs of Ram - even f Meg Chip Mem (Fatter Agnus), 

SUPER POWERFUL TRAINER MODE * 

now with DEEP trainer. Even better than before * allows 

"you to generate more or even Infinite lives, fuel, ammo. 

Perfect as a Trainer Mode to get you past that 'impossible" level. 

Easy to use. 

• IMPROVED SPRITE EDITOR 

The full Sprite Editor allows you to view/modify the whole sprite set 

including any "attached* sprites. PLUS A RANGE OF IMPROVED 

FEATURES. 

• VIRUS DETECTION 

Comprehensive virus detection and removal features to protect your 

software investment. Works with all presently known viruses. 

• POWERFUL PICTURE EDITOR 

Now you can manipulate and search for screens throughout 

memory. Over 50 commands to edit the picture plus unique on 

screen status overlay shows all the information you could ever 

need to work on screens. No other product comes close to offering 

such dynamic screen handling of frozen programs!! 

JOYSTICK HANDLER • X. 

^gM^^k allows the user to select Joystick instead of Keypresses - 

very useful for many keyboard programs. 

MUSIC SOUND TRACKER 

With Sound Tracker you can find the complete music in programs , 

demos,etc. and save them to disk. Saves In format suitable for 

most track player programs. Works with loads of programs!! 

• AUTOFIRE MANAGER 

From the Action Replay III preference screen you can now set up 

autofire from 0 to 100%, Just imagine continuous fire power? 

Joystick 1 and 2 are set separately for that extra advantage! 

CARTUiLl^ II 
NOW WITH A MASS 

IN ROM OFFERINC 
MK I 

BURST KIBBLER. 

Now this super disk copier program is built into Action 

Replay Mk III. Just imagine a superfast, efficient disk 

copier program at the press of a key - no more waiting. rn 

IMPROVED RAM EXPANSION SUPPORT. 

Now many more external Ram Expansions will work with 

all Action Replay III commands. 

DOS COMMANDS 

• SAVE PICTURES AND MUSIC TO DISK Now you have a selection of DOS commands available at all times * 

Pictures and sound samples can be saved to disk. Files are saved 

directly in IFF format suitable for use with ail the major graphic and 

music packages. Samples are displayed as screen waveform. 

jA PAL or NTSC MODES SELECTABLE - 

Useful for removing ugly borders when using NTSC 

software. (Works only with newer Agnus chips). 

SLOW MOTION MODE 

Now you can slow down the action to your own pace. Easily 

adjustable from full speed to 20% speed. Idea! to help you through 

the tricky parts! 
MANY MORE INSTANT CL I COMMANDS - 

like Rename, Relabel, Copy, etc, 

^UgP^ # RESTART THE PROGRAM 

^^Stmpiy press any key and the program will continue where you 

left off. 

A FULL STATUS REPORTING 

At the press of a key now you can view the Machine Status, 

including Fast Ram, Chip Ram, RamDisk, Drive Status, etc. 

DIR, FORMAT, COPY, DEVICE, etc. 

FILE REQUESTOR - 

^g^F^k if you enter a command without a filename, then a file 

requestor is displayed. 

DISK COPY 

Disk Copy at the press of a button - faster than Dos Copy. No need 

to load Workbench - available at all times. 

• BOOT SELECTOR 

Either DFO or DF1 can be selected as the boot drive when working 

with Amiga Dos disks. Very useful to be able to boot from your 

external drive. 

PLUS IMPROVED DEBUGGER COMMANDS ~ 

^graJ^A including Mem Watch Points and Trace. 

DISK CODER 

^^With the new "Diskcoder option you can now 'tag' your disks 

with a unique code that will prevent the disk from being loaded by 

anyone else. 'Tagged" disks will only reload when you enter the 

code. Very useful for security. 
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L 

VE 256K operating system 
A WHOLE NEW RANGE OF 
I FEATURES 

AMI 
FOR 1500/2000 VERSION C69.99 

AMIGA ACTION REPLAY SIMPLY PLUGS INTO THE 
EXPANSION PORT OF YOUR AMIGA AND GIVES YOU THE 

- POWER TO FREEZE MOST ANY PROGRAM 
SET MAP * 
allows you to Load/Save/Ed it a Keymap. 

• PREFERENCES 
^Action Replay III now has screen colour preferences with menu setup. Customise your screens 

to suit your taste. Very simple to use. 

IMPROVED PRINTER SUPPORT - 
including compressed/small character command. 

• DISK MONITOR 
^^Invaiuable disk monitor - displays disk information in easy to understand format. Full modify/save 

options. 

WARNING 1980 COPYRIGHT ACT WARNING 
Oat# BtcffoftJes Lid . neiflw concur** ot aumpns#* in# us# of ifs product tor itw rAproOuctton 

oi copyftQfil rMWrtu Th# backup facilities of trus pfoouci or* designed to reproduce only software sucft ss PuOfoc Domain matenai. 
th# ujsfs own programs or software where permission to msk# backups has been ctoarty given. 

It n illegal to make cooss, even yOuf use, tfl copyright material, wrth&u! the dear 
perm-snon of In# copyright owner, or th« licence* thereof 

MORE FEATURES INCLUDING 80 COLUMN DISPLAY AND 2 WAY SCROLLING... 
• Full M68000 Assembler/Disassembler • Full screen editor • Load/Save block 

• Write String to memory • Jump to specific address • Show Ram as text 
• Show frozen picture • Play resident sample • Show and edit all CPU registers and flag 
• Calculator • Help command • Full search feature • Unique Custom Chip Editor allows 
you to see and modify all chip registers * even write only registers! • Notepad 
• Disk handling - show actual track, Disk Sync, pattern etc. • Dynamic Breakpoint handling 
• Show memory as HEX, ASCII, Assembler, Decimal • Copper Assemble/Disassemble - now 
with suffix names 

REMEMBER AT ALL TIMES YOU ARE INTERROGATING THE PROGRAM IN IT’S 
"FROZEN" STATE WITH ALL MEMORY AND REGISTERS INTACT 

- INVALUABLE FOR DE-BUGGING OR JUST THE INQUISITIVE! 

PLUS A MACHINE CODE FREEZER MONITOR WITH EVEN MORE 
POWER!! 



OPTIONAL MOVIE MAKER SOFTWARE 

• Movie Maker uses the monitor mode of the Real-Time Digitizer to record and playback 

• 128 x128 pixel 32 colour images at rates between 1 to 15 frames per second. 
• Full editing facilities to record, play, single, step, cut, paste, clear, etc, 
• Play, loop, forward or backwards controls plus time interval feature for up to i hour between frames. 

• Uses chip or just memory up to 6 meg to give 500 frames. This gives you a 1 minute movie at 8 frames per second. 

/ 

NOW DATEL BRING YOU THE FIRST 
REALTIME COLOUR VIDEO DIGITIZER FOR UNDER £200!! 

• NOW, BY USING CUSTOM CHIP TECHNOLOGY, YOU CAN GRAB A PICTURE FROM ANY VIDEO OR CAMERA 

SOURCE - NO NEED TO PAUSE THE PICTURE - NO NEED TO USE FILTERS. 
• Grabs 15 Bit colour image in 1/50 second, double buffered display updates at 5 frames per second full screen or 

15 frames per second in monitor mode, 
• Display 8, 8+, 16,16+, 32, 32+, Red, Green, Blue, B/W and HAM* 

• 24 Bit IFF file save from 15 Bit data plus visual IFF colour save modes. 

• Screen display is 256 x 256 pixels in normal mode, 128 x 128 pixel monitor mode or optional 320 t 256 save mode. 

• Editing features include Cut, Copy, Brush, Paste and Undo, pallelte controls include R.G.B. level and Gamma 
correction. 
• Special effects mirror, reverse pos neg compress etc. 

• Standard phono video input 0*5 to 2*0 volt composite sync level from video camera etc, 

• Hardware consists of main digitizer unit with brightness and contrast controls and R.G.B. splitter unit featuring 

Red, Green, Blue and Saturation controls. 
• Unit plugs into expansion connector of Amiga 500, with through port for hard disk drives. 

LIMITED 

HOW TO GET YOUR OROER FAST! 
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• Completely re-designed interface (hat plugs into the expansion connector of the 
Amiga 500 or internal connector ol the Amiga 2000. 
• Standard phono video input 0.5 to 2.0 volts to take signals from TV, video or 
camera. 
• Controls for brightness and contrast and thro ugh port on A500 version. 
• Frame grab in t*'50 second, record update up to 3 frames per second. 

• Single or continuous mono update In 4,8 or 16 grey levels. 

• Play frames backwards or forwards up to 15 frames per second. 

• Save Raw, IFF or sequence files. 
• Automatically adjust for maximum number of frames according to memory 
available. 
• Display 256 x 256 pixels, but optional 320 x 256 IFF Save. Screen editing features 
Cut, Copy, Brush. Paste and Undo. 

• Second display editor controls sequence production: Record, Play* Insert, Clear, 
Delete Frames. • Effects menu to reverse pos neg, compress, etc, 
• Set start and end position number of frames saved, number frames, step 
backwards and forwards, loop, etc. Time lapse feature adjustable in 1 second 
increments to 1 hour between each Irame. Ideal for capturing flowers opening, sky 
movements, special effects, etc. 
• Separate player programs included to insert into your own program disks. Hard 
disk transfer program, 

• Please state whether you require the A500 or 2000 version wtien ordering. 

All For Only 

£89.99 
COMPLETE 

100%... 

100%.., 

VALUE 
FEATURES AMIGA FORMAT 

"A* the price, the plctiiff quality and wide range of 

features la almost unrivalled!' 

8833 Mk 2 MONITOR 
• Fully compatible Stereo Monitor. 
• 14 screen RGB Compoafte inputs 

• Free Amiga lead, 9 Ready to go!! 

Only £199.99 * £10 OO earring*, 

PROTAR VIST© C14M1 
Improved version of 8833 Mk II. 

Oflly E209.99 . £10 OO carriage 

A500 DUAL PORT 

EXPANDER 
• Allows two devices to he connected 

frirmiltanoously to your AJBOO/+ 

Expansion Port (compatibility allowing), 

• Ideal for Afi&O owners, 

effectively giving 

Thru Port. Only 

• Top quality piq qq 
connectors. 38*3838 

ROM SHARER MEMORY UPGRADES H NEW MINI SAMPLER 

• Some older programs will not run 

with the new Kicketart 2,04. Dote! 

now bring* you this unique Rom 

Sharer to allow you to switch 

between Kicks tart 1.3 and 2.04, 

• Easily fitted - no more to buy. 

Only £24.99 

DIGITAL DISPLAY DRIVE 
• Top quality 1 Mb unformatted 

drive. 

• Built in digital display actually 

shows which track Is accessed, 

• Attractively styled to suit all 
Amigas. 

. 
UPGRADE * 

• Fully compatible * 

• brings A500 up t o Rl 

1 Meg, 

• Simply plug Into 

trapdoor - doe* not 

affect warranty, 

9 Fitted With disable *«4tcb. 

Without Clock 
With Clock 

£19.99 
£24.99 

Only 
£59.99 

2 MEG UPGRADE FOR YOUR 
A500 PLUS 
• Simply plug in to upgrade your A500 

Plus to a full 2 Megs of Chip Ram. 

• Take advantage of the Advanced 

Graphic Power of your Plua, 

Only £44.99 

• Upgrade your ABOO to a full 2 Mega 

• Easily fitted Lo trapdoor and Cary chip. 

• Onboard dock - auto ret barging. 

Fully populated with Fa*tram (require* 

* A top quality S bit mono aampler 

complete with Pro Sampler and 

Jammer software. 

• Also compatible with moat other 

PD Sampler software. 

9 Inputs for microphone or line 

3.8mm jack and din connection*, 

9 Utilise* latest surface mount 

technology and incorporate* all the 

features found on bigger, more 

expensive samplers - 

9 Easy to use - just plug In and 

atari nampllngt 

Only £24.99 
COMPLETE PLEASE STATE 

A SOO/1000/2000/1500 

AMIGA PRO SAMPLER STUDIO II 
+ DATEL JAMMER 

9 New design hardware now plug* Into expansion socket of A500 completely freeing 

the parallel port. 9 Surface mount technology, twin A/D converters for realtime 

stereo sampling. 9 Extensive filters for extremely clean and noise-free sampling. 

9 Through bus allows existing add on*. e g. hard drive. 9 The NEW Sampler 11 

software ha* been completely re written In 100% Machine Code and 

Incorporate* faster routinea, bigger displays and many new editing 

features such as Cut, Copy, Insert, Replace, Mix. Erase, etc 

9 Separate zoom windows and control* for left and right thannel*. 

9 Multi-bank facilities for 1 Meg users. 9 Stereo look control, 

9 Adjustable trig record level and sound monitor. 

9 Separate buffer for editing waveforms and Improved wave editor 

with instant update. 9 Save file* In Raw or single, multi-octave 

IFF format. 9 Envelope control panel for ramping up and down 

re-scale amplitude, noise filter and scan waveform. 

9 On screen display of filename* sample rate, length. 

9 Inputs for microphone or line 1/4" jack and DIN 

connections at rear of unit. 

saaBzsam 
9 Midi In • 3 x Midi Out 9 Midi Thru. 

9 Full Midi Interface for 

AMQ/1000/2000 (plc**e state which 

model req.J. 9 Fully Opto isolated. 

9 Compatible with all leading Midi 

package* (In D/Music). 

Now 
INC. 2 

Only £19.99 
rateImidi cables 

Only £49.99 c COMPLETE JA5O0} 

INTERNAL 2090/1900 VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE 

INTERNAL MIDI INTERFACE 

9 Now an Internal interface for the 

Amiga 2000 and 1800. 

9 Easily fitted in minutes, 

9 Leave* aerial port free for other use*. 

9 Midi In 3 x Midi Out and Midi Thru. 

9 Fully compatible - Opto Isolated. 

Only £29.99 
INC. 2 FREE MIDI CABLES 

MICROMIDI 

9 MIDI In - MIDI 

Out MIDI rhiu. 

9 Fully Opto 

isolated. 

Now Only 

Cl 4.99 
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Yirgii Developments Ltd, Innovation House* Albany Park, 

Friinley* Surrey, GUIS 2PL* Fas: 0276 676309 

Factory Shop Open Mon - Sat Callers Welcome 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 

E 0276 676308 
V7SA 

Now available from Virgo, 
Upgrading your A600 

to 2Mb + a real time clock 
Simple installation * just plugs into the 

trapdoor expansion - will not invalidate 

your guarantee - expandable in l/2Mb 

stages - socketed D-rams - auto recharging 

real time clock - top quality gold plated 

connector - memory enable/dissable facility 

- complete with utility disk - full installation 

instructions - manufactured in the UK 

VAm 1 XJTK 0Mb t29-95 V60I 1Mb ram CAA 
t , t l/2Mb 144,95 

card + clock £59.95 1Mb 

Realise the full potential 

of your Amiga A500 Plus 

with a V1000 1MB up¬ 

grade. The simple way 

to expand your Amiga 
to a massive 2MB CHIP 

RAM. 

Simply plugs into trapdoor expansion - Top quality gold plated 

connector - socketed rams - 8 low power ram IC's - will not 

invalidate your guarantee - expandable in 1/2 MB stages 

VI000 BEST PRICE EXPANSIONS 

0.0MB 0.5MB LOMb 
ONLY £14.99 £28.00 £37.95 

Maintain 

software 

compatibility 

on your A5GG 
Plus with 
standard A500 

machines. Switching from the Amiga 

keyboard between t .3 & 2.04 ROMs 

thus allowing the full range of Amiga 

software 10 be run. This board can also 

upgrade standard A5QGs to 2*04. 

Swapper only £22.99 
Swapper + 1.3ROM £47.99 

Swapper+2.04ROM £57.99 

Fixed price repairs including parts, labour 
, VAT, post & packing. 
Repair of disk & keyboard included (£24.50 
extra if these are unrepairable and require 
replacement.) 

Virgo’s Upgrades fitted free with repair. 
90 day guarantee on all repairs. 

ONLY £44.5 
AMIGA A500 UPGRADES 
Tired of "OUT OF MEMORY" errors? Disappointed 
with limited D-Paint animations? Frustrated at being 

unable to print at full resolution? Or simply want to 

release all those inaccessible features in your favorite 

game. 

What you need is more CHIP RAM! 
Unlike some other manufacturers all of Virgo's trapdoor memory expansions are fully 

compatible w-ith CHIP RAM and are available at the best prices you will find. 

V50O: 1/2Mbyte expansion. m\JT v 
Upgrade your Amiga A5Q0 to 1Mb. Chip/fast ram compatible, 

gold plated connector, on/off switch. £17*99 

V501: 1/2Mbyte expansion + clock* 
Upgrade your Amiga A500 lo 1Mb. Chip/fast ram compatible, ONLY 

gold plated connector* on/off switch + auto recharging real ** 

time clock, 

VI500: 1 1/2Mbyte expansion + clock* Bare board 
Upgrade your Amiga A500 to 2Mb. Chip/fasl ram switchable, £29.99 

gold plated connector, on/off sw itch + auto recharging real | 1/2 Mb 
time clock* expandable in 1/2 Mb Stages, socketed D-rams £69.99 

V20O0: 2Mbyte expansion + clock* Bare board 
Upgrade your Amiga ASOOto 2 1/2 Mb, Chip/fasl ram switchablc, £34.95 

gold plated connector, on/off switch + auto recharging real \ 1/2 Mb 
time clock, expandable in 1/2 Mb stages, socketed D-rams. £89.95 

V4000: 4Mbyte expansion + clock. Bare board 
Upgrade your Amiga A500 to 4 1/2 Mb. Chip/fast ram switchablc, £54.95 

gold plated connector, on/off switch + auto recharging real 11/2 Mb 
lime clock* expandable in 1/2 Mb stages, socketed D-rams. £169.95 

Disks 

complete 

with labels 

3 1/2' DSDD 

£5.45 for 10 
Branded 

DSDD 

£6.80 for 10 

3 1/2" DSHD 

£6.75 for 10 

3’/:" LOCKABLE DISK BOXES 
10 Capacity 5 for £5.95 
40 Capacity £5.62 
80 Capacity £6.99 
100 Capacity £8.34 
120 Capacity £9.52 

Amiga dust cover 

£3.50 
Mouse Mat 

£4.25 

Amiga 500 External 3 1/2" 

disk drive, top quality, low 
noise, Slimline design, 
Through port, on/off switch, 
high reliability lmeg drive 

CHIPS 
Kickstart 1.3 £29.95 
Kickstart 2.04 £39.95 

Gary chip 5719 £17.95 
Fatter Agnus 8372A £49.95 
CIA chip 8520 £14.99 

Ram chips suitable for all 
virgo ram expansions 

256x4 £4.20 

68000 CPU £14.00 
Super Denise £31.00 

Joysticks - Mice - 
Printers Monitors 

Amigas Chips 

Same day dispatch whenever 

possible. 1-year guarantee on 

all products. Prices may change 
without notice. 

ALL PRICES 

INCLUDE VAT 

and P&P. 

NO HIDDEN 

CHARGES 
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A MOUSE FOR ALL SEASONS 

LOGITECH KIDZ MOUSE 
£37.60 LOG! (UK) LTD 0344 891313 

Just the job lor little uns who 
are just starting out with their 
Amiga, the new Logitech Kidz 
mouse combines all the func¬ 
tions you'd expect from a 
standard mouse with humorous 
mousey styling. Although its 
not strictly recommended for 
children who are under three 
years old. the Kidz mouse is 
reasonably indestructible (in 

normal use) and the internals are secured with a kid-proof Philips- 
head screw. So II you're trying to get your tittle terror into Amiga 
computing and you're tired of your own mouse being covered In jam, 

here's the perfect solution. 

ALFADATA INFRARED MOUSE 
£49.95 GOLDEN IMAGE (UK) LTD 

081-365 1 102 

This neat little device is to your 
Amiga what poser phones are 
to BT, It's a two-parl system, 
comprising a receiver recharg¬ 
ing stand and a cordless. 260 
dots-per-inch mouse unit The 
receiver picks up the mouse 
movement and button opera- 
tion from up to l£Ocm away 
and indicator LEDs on the 
front-panel show when it's com¬ 

municating properly. When not in use, the mouse is placed on top ol 
the receiver unit and given a battery re-charge, enough to last for 10 
hours of continuous use. If style counts for a lot in your Amiga envi¬ 
ronment, this could be just the sort of fashion accessory you need to 
impress your pals. 

ALFADATA OPTICAL MOUSE 
£55.95 GOLDEN IMAGE (UK) LTD 

081 -365 1 102 
Yet another twist on the stan¬ 
dard mouse design, this optical 
mouse does away with alt the 
complicated internal mechanics 
that invariably get filled with 
fluff and gunk, instead, It uses a 

special mouse mat covered in 
tiny dots, and a photo-transis¬ 
tor on the bottom of the mouse 
unit. Together these work rather 
like the bar-code readers you 

find in shops to determine the mouse’s speed and direction of move¬ 
ment. With no moving parts (not even a rubber ball) the mouse never 
needs cleaning, and thanks to its 300 dots-per-inch resolution, It s 
sensitive enough to detect the smallest movement. 

AUTO MOUSE/JOYSTICK 
SWITCH 
Cl 7-95 GOLDEN IMAGE (UK) LTD 

n you tind you're often needing 
to swap between a mouse and a 
joystick tor two-player games, 
this gizmo could put an end to 
your under-the-table rummag¬ 
ing and frustration. It plugs into 
the mouse port, and you plug 
the mouse and joystick into 
separate connectors on the 
main body of the unit. To switch 

between mouse or joystick mode, you click the left mouse button or 
press fire, and the unit does the rest. There's even a couple of LEDs 
mounted on the top of the unit so you can tell which mode is currently 
engaged. If your Amiga is tucked away neatly, or mounted in a second 
casing, this foolproof add-on could be worth its weight in gold. 

081-365 1 102 

Coming 
Contraptions 

Here's where we get serious-ish about your Amiga. 

Neil Jackson previews some great new ideas 

earmarked for the third degree in coming issues. 

SURRA FAXMODEM 
V.32BIS 
£259.99 SUPRA VIA 

FIRST CHOICE COMPUTERS 0532 319057 

Well-known and much-praised for their huge range of low cost, excellent quality modems. Supra 

are now branching out into more main fit ream telecomms technology. Their latest development is a 

combined fax machine and modem all-in-one package. It functions as a normal modem, enabling 

you to access bullet in boards and remote netw orks at speeds of up to 14,400 bits per second. The 

modem hardware is also capable of using the industry-standard MNP compression and error- 

checking systems, and Hayes-compatible commands. The fax hardware supports Class L and 2 

fax commands, making it excellent for use with Amiga-compatible fax-driver software like GP 

Fax. Phone lead, RS-232 lead, manuals and power supply are all supplied in the package, as well 

as the NComm comms software (which doesn’t support faxes, sadly) and list of bulletin board 

numbers to try out. 

DATEL REAL TIME 
COLOUR SYSTEM 
£199.99 DATEL 0782 744707 

To compliment their excel lent black-and-white 

video digitiser, Datel have now developed a new- 

full-colour system* capable of viewing and grab¬ 

bing images from a live TV, camera or video 

input* The system comprises two units to plug 

into your ASOCTs expansion port, an RGB splitter 

and a fast real-time digitiser. Also included is the 

operating software and a cable to conncci the two 

units together. With the system installed, you can 

digilisc piciures and save them in either Patel’s 

own 12 - hi t pieiure format, or as standard DPainh 

compatible IFF images. Eight-colour. 16-colour 

and 4,096-eolour HAM modes are all supported* 

and the software can manipulate captured images 

at ihe click of a mouse. 
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SERIOUS' PREVIEWS 

ALFASCAN-PLUS 
£33S GOLDEN IMAGE (UK) LTD 081 -365 1103 

What we have here is a stunningly compre¬ 

hensive package, put together by the 

dislibutors, that could well be the answer to 

all your scanning needs. The AlfaScan-Plus 

system centres around the new 256-grey¬ 

scale hand scanner, hut it's the extra 

software which makes it so exciting. 

Supplied with the package, you'll find no 

less than three of Mi graph's excellent 

image-processing programs. These are 

Touch-Up * Merge-It and OCR. 

Touch Up is the ideal program for cut¬ 

ting and pasting, enhancing and manipulating images lhal you have scanned, while Merge h is 

just what you need to invisibly join any numbeT of previously scanned images together. 

The most interesting package is OCR (short for Optical Character Recognition) which turns your 

scanner into a self-contained documeni-to-ASCII texl file system. This means you can simply 

scan a printed page, and have the result stored as a word-processor file ( which you can edit later), 

rather than as a picture. 

'Serious' 
reviews 

This is the section of the magazine dedicated to 
bringing you honest and intelligent reviews of the 
latest serious' releases in hardware and software. 

From expansions such as extra memory and hard drives 
through to useful, practical utilities to the tatest fn productiv¬ 
ity' (DTP, databases) and 'creativity' (paint, animation 3D, 
digitisers and music) software, it's all In here. 

For two years running, Amiga Format has been voted by 
computer retailers as the magazine that they most trust when 
they're deciding what to stock, so you can see that we're the 
people best placed to advise you on what to buy. With our 
expert knowledge, we know what's the best program to date 
for any particular kind of Job, and we ll see how anything new 
stacks up against the best In the business. 

144 

MASTERING AMIGADOS VOL 2 REVISED 
£19.95 BRUCE SMITH BOOKS OW3 894355 

Just 1o prove that they can update their books as fast 
as Commodore can update their operating systems, 
Bruce Smith Books have announced the arrival of a 
fully-revised edition of the classic reference bibfe 
Mastering AmigaDOS Vo/ 2, by Mark Smiddy. This 
new edition now lakes into account the new 
AmigaDOS version 2,04, and includes 25 extra com¬ 
mands to use on the new system. This is as well as 
providing a complete alphabetically-sorted reference 
guide to all AmigaDOS commands for older 1.2 and 
1,3 machines, plus explanations of topics like IFF 
files, viruses, error codes and the Mountllst. 
ft you're thinking of delving deep info your Amiga's 
CLI then this is the definitive book 1o read on the 
subject, don’t leave your Workbench without it! A 
recommended purchase. 

AMIGA GAME MAKER'S MANUAL 
£1 6.95 SIGMA PRESS 0243 7797// 

Following last month’s review of the Commercial 
Games Programmers GuideT here's another book 
designed to help the long-suffering games progam¬ 
mer. This time it's Sigma Press who are the 
publishers and it's basically a companion guide to 
the popular Amiga programming language AMOS* 
Here's 400 pages written by Stephen Hill which 
shows you how to create games from scratch. All 
the major aspects of game design and programming 
have been covered: planning, graphic design, 
sprites, collision detection, fire control, back¬ 
grounds and animations - you'll find it all in here. 
The manual illustrates many of the steps using 
tested AMOS routines which you can copy in or 
modify to your heart’s content. Check this out If 
you’re thinking about games programming, 

COR ISM'S COMPUTER GAMES GUIDE 
£1 4.95 KUMA COMPUTERS LTD 0734 344335 

Need a few tips for MicroProses Rail road Tycoon2 
Wanna know the real secret of Lucasfilm’s Monkey 
/s/and? Still an apprentice at FTL's Dungeon Mastert 
Then the third edition of this humungous ency¬ 
clopaedia of game-tips may be what you're looking 
for. Packed full with hints, tips, solutions and type-in 
alterations, the Corish Guide covers more than 12SO 
games and rolls in at around 300 pages. However, 
before you go rushing out to buy this potential life- 
(and game) saver, there's one thing you should 
know: il covers virtually all computer formats, from 
Gameboy and MegaDrive to C64 and Spectrum. Only 
a few are pukka Amiga pokes and tips, so you may 
find yourself still stuck in a tight spot with no hope of 
a solution. 

Contents 
Here's where you'll find the new products that we've chosen 
to give the full review treatment this issue, 

PC EMULATORS ROUNDUP_*_146 
Four emulators are put to the test to see how PC compatibility 
works - can you .really run the top PC software on your Amiga/ 

IMAGE MASTER___\56 

This superb image processing program can do amazing things 
to True Colour pictures at the touch of a button. 

SEQUENCER ONE PLUS™**™._,„162 

Here’s the long-awaited update to the beginners' song-writing 
program that came with issue 30 

ORDER.**_1£»4 

A new database program under the spotlight: plus, we explain 
all the confusing jargon that surrounds databases. 

4-0 PROFESSIONAL JR™„™™„..„„„.167 
If you've never tried your hand at 3D graphics, this could be the 
way to start - ft’s cheap and easy to use, 

A/V^INL I *************»***..*.*.*.***********.**...*^4+#^#w 1 70 

Do you need to get your Amiga talking/ Get yourself net¬ 
worked. and check out our jargonbusting network explanation. 

COMPENDIUM SIX___1 73 

A reai lucky dip of a collection, this six-pack has some great little 
educational games at a bargarn price. Stick your hand ml 

How the Rating* System works 

SPEED (marked out of 5) • t t • • 
Tremendously Important tor both hardware and software: there’s 
nothing more annoying than waiting. A purely Intuitive Judgement. 

DOCUMENTATION (out of 5} •••§• 
Allhough there are some packages that ere sc simple no manual Is 
needed, complex Items benefit hugely from a good explanation. 

ACCESSIBILITY (out of 5) ••••• 
The target for ell good software should be powerful but simple: this 

rating assesses how easy it is to get lo grips with the item. 

FEATURES (out of 5) •••if 
Does it do what you want il to do? How well does It do it? And does 

it also do lots of Other things that you'd never have thought of? 

VALUE (out of S| • • • « • 
A pretty important rating, this one: If a package does everything you 
could wish tor, it’s no use to you unless you can afford lo buy it. 

The Verdict, our at-a-glance overall rating, 

is a percentage: it’s based on sheer duality 
but with the price taken into account, so 

that you know what kind of a deal you get. 

Jr 4WftGk 

Me) 



imm PCL5 LASER PRINTER 
/frcofc UK Ltd t$ part of the worldwide Ricoh Group of companies, originalty 
established in Japan, in T936 With a turnover of over 55 biffton and 37,000 
employees, Ricoh has been producing computers and peripherals since 1971 and 
are the worlds second largest manufacturer of Laser Printer engines, Ricoh have 
employed their expertise to produce a iirst' in laser printers for the world market, 
the LP1200 with FLASH ROM, 

Fully HP LaserJet HI™ compatible, the new LPI200 employs industry proven laser 
technology. Unlike LED page printers, which use light emitting diodes, fbe LP12QQ's 
laser lightsource, focussed by high quality lenses, t$ able to produce the most 
accurate and intense printed images: It has 2Mb of RAM built-in and requires no 
additional RAM to print a full A4 page of graphics at 300dpi. Its fast, efficient 
processor and engine, together with a straight paper path design, allows 
printing at a full 6 pages per minute Unlike its competitors, this advanced 
laser engtm enables the LP1200 to address a range of print resolutions up 
to 400dpi. A new driver will soon enable fbe Ricoh LP1200 to print at 
400dpi from Windows 3 (2Mb RAM upgrade requiredl 

Againt unlike the competition, the LP1200 incfodes a powerful 
document description language as standard. This language. 
■|LAYOUT, offers unique opportunities to develop custom-made 
printing systems. Forms and document templates can be designed 
and stored electronically in the LPl2QQ's FLASH ROM, 
alleviating the need for pre-printed forms! 

FULLY HP LASERJET III™ COMPATIBLE 

The Ricoh LPT ZOO is a genuine laser printer and nol an 
LED printer Make sure you check out the competition’ 

See how the Ricoh LP1200 compares fo its Law Print# Competitors 
f r up I • kETT rnu \ 

^FEATURES 
r r sue 

EPL41G0 
fir UhK f 

■IIP TAU.V 104* LP1200 

Average Strest Pace riqua*d C5&9 tm £699' im 
"Official W4& El,179 El ,099 El. 195 

Maximum resolution In dels per inch 3«n.3» 300*3M 300*300 400*400 

WificJQws 3 Driver 9 40D dpi (Jiriyi * * vES 

Prim ispwd appm ipom 4opm 6opm 

Straight Paper Patn YES y!5 

PCL 5 Pnntir Command Language YES YES yR 

HP-OL'7 vector Graphics included YES YES rtl 
Resdution Improvemeriinhirtoement YfS YES YES v£5 

dpi gTaphtcs wttn standard flam * YES 

Warm Up Time <6Gsec£ SO secs 45 secs 

First Page ot fexl'&Jipyt <Ms#cs <40 secs 34 secs CIS WCS 

Oocumeni Descnptiori Language included * YES 

Flash POM - YES 

Upgradable Firmware ‘ yTS 1 

lc Card §ioi YES * YES 

Scalable Rtsidem Fonts - In HP LJ ill Emulation - a i "1 

Resident Bit-Mapped Fonts tl 14 14 14 

AGFA Intel irfont Scalable Fom Techrwifotgy YES * YfS 

HP LaserJet III Emulation included YES YES ■VfS 

i EPSON FX Emulation Included YES - YES YES 

IBM PnAiirter Emulation inciixtect - YES YES 

Standard Tray Capacity m 70 fOfr too 
Protecwe cover on standard tray m YES YES 

Cost per copy* TSSfl 2 OOp 171p 1 6Sp 

Mm- Ma« Piper Weigh! m gsm 60-157 50-105 6<M20 60*137 ! 
Aple fo pnnt bn 0HP Film YES YES YES YfS 

Able to print on card (157gsm • Manual Feed) YES ~YfS 

Auto Sensi ng on Parallel and Serial pons * * YES 

Standby 'Noise Level <40dB 31.7dB <35dB <5Sdl 

pruning -Noise Level 43 30B <46dB <48dB J 

400dpi 2rAM 6pPM 
I FLASH ROM UPGRADABLE! I 

6 PAGES PER MINUTE 
Using a straight paper path design 

• PCL5 - SCALABLE FONTS 
Latest PCL version, includes HP-GL/2 

SHARP EDGED PRINTING 
Ricoh FIAL (Fine Image ALgorithm) enhances resolution 

400dpi RESOLUTION (Requires 4Mb RAM) 
Default resolution * 300dpi. Wilt address 200, 240 and 400dpi. 

2Mb RAM AS STANDARD 
For a full A4 page of graphics af 300dpt, 

• UNIQUE FLASH ROM 
For controller upgrade and storage 

IC CARD SLOT tpcucuvjemcowm*) 
For programmable FLASH ROM cards 

EXPANSION BOARD SLOT 
For improved connectivity to additional 
systems eg, PC-LAN, FAX etc 

• LAYOUT 
Document Description Language 

I • SERIAL + PARALLEL PORTS 
I For connection to PC compatibles and 

other computers 

I • 1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY 
Next working day response 

Sifica Systems are pleased to introduce the revolutionary, new 
Ricoh LP12D0. It has all of the specifications that you would expect to 

see in today s most technically advanced laser printers, plus a unique additional 
feature which places it far ahead of the competition - FLASH ROM. This ‘Future 
Proof technology protects the investment you make when you buy a Ricoh 
LP1200, as it enables you to keep up to date with new laser firmware 
developments, FLASH ROM is an area of memory inside the LP12O0 which 
holds the printer's controller instruction firmware. If new firmware is developed, 
updated printer command languages etc. can be downloaded into this memory. 
Other manufacturers would require you to buy a new printer! Fonts, macros, 
graphics and additional 
emulations can also be 
stored in FLASH ROM, or 
on removable, industry 
standard FLASH ROM IC 
cards. The new Ricoh 
LP120G is the only laser 
printer to offer this FLASH 
ROM facility. 

LP12Q0 WITH SINGLE BIN & 2Mb RAM SILICA PRICE: 

£699 
+VAT= E821.33 Rel: LAS 5200 

j>»" capv quoitf tfp nnuigrarmrf, MV3 1104 

MONEY SAVING OPTIONS 
5m money w* by pkfcftMtfH P* LPT209 

do* b* irt’-Df 2** RAM jflo 
pnc* of Jnfl Iwftr pin £135-v»a 

Pm a pui«h«*d with iPi&G nm.'i 

iJl pffCfl t ■■■■■ 
Pr^a if fHirch|»<J With LP1EOO fl&rj.. 

MW cao 

SINGLE BIN DUAL BIN 
*■ 
OMb 
^RAM £699 

B* LAS WOO 
£799 

mt las uoc« lax use 

Am 
‘tram £849 

A* LAS S*» * MU U 
£949 , 

r-w las sa» T lu itn * uui we? j 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On ail hardware orders stopped tfUhe UK memland 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Tmh ol tecbncal experts at your semes 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match compeUtor* on a 'Same product ■ Same pnet" basis 
• ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven :rack record in professional computer sates 
9 BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-3060666 
m SHOWROOMS: DernonstraEion and training facilities at our London & Sdcup branches 
9 THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All ol your requirements from one supplier 
9 FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with oilers and softwftra/pwtphwil details. 
9 PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards. 

Before you decide when to buy your new laser printer, we suggest you ihink very carefully about 
WHERE you buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months attar you have made your purchase, when 
you may require additional peripherals or consumables, or help and advice with your new purchase 
And, will (he company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At $dca Systems, we 
ensure toal you will have nothing to worry about We hove been established lor over 12 years end, with 
our unrivalled experience and expertise, we can now daxn to meat our customers' requirements with an 
understanding wixh is second to none But don't just taka our word tor iL Complete and return toe 
coupon now tor our latest FREE literature and bagm to experience toe *SAca Systems Service*. 

MAIL ORDER H The Mews. Hatoertev Rd S-dcup Kent. 
Order Lraa Op*n MOA-Sat ».00*mH&0gfffi Hq Qpgwq 

LONDON SHOP: H Todentian Court Bo«l. Lofldon. 
Qaiwnc Haw H»*Sn tKurrvtMcf-Ho ua i*an Oatn^j 

0A14 4DX Tel: 031-309 1111^ 
no qei-aoe oeoe 

WIPOflA Tel: 071-580 400D 
Pu No 071323 4TJ? 

Opwnry hoot torn*Sm fl sawwe CWfrm 
SeHndge .is Rm Qxtoto Street. Utratai W1A IAS 
- **** LrtN - 

SIOCUP SHOP: M The Mews Htfwtey Rd. Sxfcup Ken 
tm iSgnt r— --- 

Tel: 07T-6Z9 1234 
»n 

Opening Hown Mon-Si 9 OOwn-S 3bpm Fndtf unof 7pCn 
DAI 4 4DX Tel: MI-302 8811 

Far No M1-300 0017 

FTo: Silica Systems, AMFQR-0892-75, H The Mews, Haiherley Rd. Sidcup. Kent. DAI 4 4DX 

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON THE RICOH LP1200 

Mr/MrsilMiss/hts:. Initials . Surname: 

Address: . .. 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

ZJ 081-309 1111 
SILICA 

SYSTEMS 

Tel {Home) 

Postcode.... 

Tel (Work) 

Company Name (if applicable) 

Which compute r(s). if any. do you own? Ch computers). if any, do you Own?..........r.+,.„75C I 

E lOE - AdvUl'Lwd IMoCM »fM3 (pOOfCdtAAH m,vv IjUMl VHCKTr+li^n " 
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PC EMULATION 0 

More and more in modern life, it becomes 

necessary to have access to an IBM PC as part of 

your job. Pat McDonald explains how well 

you can do this with your Amiga. 

PCs for all? 

146 

THE DEFINITION OF an emulator is any 

solution (software on a disk or a board plus 

some software) w hich lets a computer run pro- 

grams designed for a different computer. So a 

PC emulator gives you a facility for using pro¬ 

grams wTitten for the IBM PC on an Amiga, 

Defining IBM PC’ is a lot trickier, IBM. 

the biggest computer company in the world, 

decided to market a model of microcomputer 

in 198.0 designed especially for business users, 

PC stood for personal computer, a move away 

from the room filing systems of yesteryear to a 

more modem, individual-based machine. One 

worker, one computer - simple as that. 

Because of the early design date, many of 

the computer peripherals which have since 

become commonplace were not available. The 

disk drives were only 360K types, there was 

no mouse or graphics modes and all the 

commands had to be typed into it via a com¬ 

mand line interface. 

Despite these shortcomings, it was well on 

if s way to being standard office equipment by 

the mid-Eighties. People like Alan Sugar 

started making IBM PC compatibles* signify 

eantly undercutting IBM's high prices and so 

selling even more of them. Hundreds and hun¬ 

dreds of companies now make their own 

brands of PCs from kits of standard parts, 

putting their own stickers on. 

Over the last 12 years the original design 

has changed quite dramatically. Mice and 

Some people believe 
thqt the world begins 

and ends with PCs. 

Well with on emulator 
you have even less 

need lor a PC than you 

had before. 

high-resolution colour graphics arc standard, 

as are faster processors, 72QK double sided 

and 1.44 MB high-density disk drives, and 

hard drives. The cost of hardware has plum¬ 

meted in real terms - what cost you thousands 

of pounds four yean ago costs hundreds now. 

If all this sounds terribly good, just remem¬ 

ber one thing - when you start an IBM going, 

you still end up at an on-scrcen prompt, with 

the computer waiting for you to type some¬ 

thing. The reliance on the keyboard is 

common with PCs, simply because the original 

machines didn't have mice. Often programs 

will let you use either method to communicate 

- but some just don’t. 

There's a lot of different makes and models 

of PC - howr do you tell the difference 

between them? It's no good saying this is an 

01 jvctl iMmsirad/Compaq/Dan/T andon/Tandy/ 

Bloggs PC, A standard code has emerged to 

deal with the different types. 

There are three broad groups. They are: XT 

machines, based around the 8086 processor 

PC GRAPHICS 
The Important thing to remember about PC graphic systems is that they always 
use a monitor, they never work with TV system*. The most basic standard PC 
graphics standard is called Hercules. Although it offers quite a high resolution 
(720 x 200), It doesn't have any colours at all - just black and white. Some PC 
programs released today still support Hercules, despite Its venerable age. 

A slightly better system Is called CGA (Colour Graphics Adaptor). Although 
only offering a resolution of 640 x 200, It does so In four colours. The default 
colours look quite terrible* but all the emulators reviewed here have controls to 
use any of the Amiga's 4,096 hues in any qf the four CGA colours. 

EGA is much better* being very similar to the Amiga's high resolution 

mode. H gives a palette of 16 colours, again in a resolution of 640 x 200. The 
KCS Bllcon board aupports this mode well, but the ATOnce Plus and the GVP 
PC266 only give a two-colour display. Bridgeboards need a PC expansion card 
to make use of this mode. 

VGA gives a palette of 256 colours, in resolutions of 640 x 350. The very 
similar SVGA system gives better resolutions with the same number of colours. 
Although the GVP PC286 and ATOnce Plus give a monochrome view ol these 
resolutions, they are not that good. The KCS board gives 16 colours, but to be 
honest It's only marginally better. Working with VGA on an Amiga really neces¬ 
sitates a Bridgeboard and a dedicated PC card. 

Here ore three examples of different PC screens. In CGA 
mode* the picture is almost unrecognisable. 

16 colour IGA mode helps* but the resolution still makes 

the picture blocky. (Al pks done on PC by the way*) 
256 colour VGA gives excellent results, but if you want 

this, you need a Bridgeboard, card and monitor. Sorry* 
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going at 4-8MH?,; AT machines (the common 

standard today) using an 80286, 80386 or 

80486 processor* running ai between 12 and 

50MHz; and last of all comes PS/2, which is 

IBM's brand of super micros and there arc 

dam few non-IBM makes. Most of the soft¬ 

ware written for the PC doesn’t work on PS/2 

types. There are others but they are mostly 

XT-AT-PS/2 variants. 

An XT PC is nothing special in today's 

terms, but they can still run thousands upon 

thousands of different pieces of software. 

There are not many business software pro¬ 

grammers that ignore the XT. because a lot of 

people still use them for everyday letters, pay 

rolls and stock recording. 

Although a rather poor performer in terms 

of speed* the availability of software is still 

enormous. However, any program which uses 

Microsoft Windows will not run in the 

protected {that is. large memory) mode, 

because all 8086 processors are limited to 

640K of normal RAM, 

AT PCs are all the rage now for the office 

types* Windows gives them a half decent 

graphic interface and the use of lots of mem¬ 

ory. there's always a mouse* and you can plug 

some very impressive card expansions into 

them. Up to about three years ago, the stan¬ 

dard graphics card was usually an EGA type, 

but then VGA started making serious inroads, 

and today many ATs have VGA graphics built 

into the computer. 

However, the AT was the start of a schism 

between IBM and independent PC developers. 

While IBM wanted PS/2 to become the suc¬ 

cessor lo the AT series, an awful lot of people 

10 STEPS TO EMULATION 

o H all yaw want to do PC-wise is to knock up some 
letters on an Amiga word processor and transfer them 
to a PC printing/DTP system in the office, don't bother 
with an emulator! There is an excellent commercial 
utility called CrossDQS (version four works on 
Workbench 2 which lets you read and write data files 
to PC-formotted floppy disks). Emulators ore for when 
you want to run PC programs on an Amiga. 

O Having decided that you need an emulator, exam¬ 
ine the software you will be running to see what video 
modes It uses. If It's marked CGA, no problem. IGA 
will sometimes work, but 256 colour VGA means you 
will need a Bridgeboard plus a VGA card plus a VGA 
monitor to see what the program is up to. 

O Having seen that there is an emulator well within 
your price range which can handle the video modes, 
check to sea what processor it needs* If it says 286 er 
better then an ATOnce plus or GVP PC226 will work in 
the majority of instances. If it says 206, you need a 
386 Bridgeboard. 

o So, the video Is no problem and you have the right 
processor. Make sure that the programs you wont to 
run don't need more memory than the emulator plus 
your computer gives. It's really annoying to spend a 
lot of money on a program which needs just that little 
bit extra memory to work properly* 

o Cross check the needs of the software with the 
technical Info about emulators on the next few pages. 
If there's one that will do what you need it to do, 
check with the emulators' technical support people to 
make sure there ore no Incompatibility problems. 

kepi on perfecting the AT. Now there are two 

possible contenders for the title of 'standard 

PC graphic interface", and they are IBM's own 

OS/2, and Microsoft Windows 5, Strange as it 

may seem. Windows 3 works on more PC 

types than OS/2 - have IBM lost control of 

their own market? 

Although PS/2 seemed the next logical 

step, an awful lot of pundits are voicing the 

opinion that it was a bit of a white elephant. 

Certainly* it's hard to see why the average 

office worker needs an incompatible, multi¬ 

tasking. graphical environment with a CPU on 

benzadrine, PS/2 emulators will almost cer¬ 

tainly not appear on the Amiga, 

Digital Research, the people who did the first 

micro DOS (CPM) are still going strong and pro¬ 

ducing an alternative lo MS-DOS (DR-DOS). 

O If you coma across a piece of software that In 
theory should work but it In fact doesn't, then make 
your complaint known. In the first place take It up 
with the emulator people, and tf they don't know of 
any solution, then send a miffed note to the software 
publishers asking If they have used non-standard pro¬ 
gramming methods. 

O A lot of PC software comes on high-denslty disks 
these days. Although Amiga-compatible HD drives 
were supposed to bo launched with Workbench 2 (It 
says so in Hie Bridgeboard manual) they have not yet 
appeared. Until they do, avoid software that's avail¬ 
able on High-density disks. 

O Although PCs have a simpler cammand line inter¬ 
face than Shell, don't expect to learn in a day exacHy 
how PCs work. Getting an emulator to work properly is 
bad enough without trying to alter Windows so that it 
auloboots from hard disk. Be patient. 

o You know those PC-ownlng friends who were so 
shockod that you went out and bought an Amiga? Try 
and recultivate them to find out how to use MS-DOS 
properly. An expert whom you know is worth 20 
books on the subject. 

© Experiment. Feel free to delve and explore the 
world of the PC. The manuals with emulators talk 
about tbe product, and for the most part assume that 
you know how to use a PC already. Don't be afraid to 
mess around with computers to find out tbe best ways 
to use them - just do remember to write protect your 
disks and use backup copies. 

Clearly then* the most important question to 

ask if you want to buy an emulator is what son 

of PC do you want? Is speed of calculation 

more important than the number of colours on¬ 

screen? Do you need to be able to run the PC 

simultaneously with the Amiga? There are no 

ready answers to these questions - it depends 

on your individual requirements. 

But isn't it cheaper and simpler just to buy 

an IBM PC? Certainly* if you are using more 

PC software than Amiga, this makes sense. 

But if you've already got an Amiga and just 

want to run. for example. Autoroute Ptus, ihen 

buying an emulator can work out cheaper than 

selling the Amiga and buying a PC. 

Most people who huy emulators don’t wrant 

thousands and thousands of new products - 

they want lo use a particular piece or a few 

pieces of PC software, so that they can work 

from home with their Amiga as well as at the 

office. Students who need IBM compatibility 

quite often want to hang onto their Amiga 

without compromising their education* 

There is also the convenience factor. Let's 

say you have to have a pre-600 Amiga and an 

IBM PC on the same desk. You would have 

little space left for your paperwork, peripherals 

and other paraphernalia. Si does make a kind of 

sense to have everything in the same box. 

There's less of a rat's nest of power cables for 

one thing - and you can’t legally get Amiga 

emulators which fit inside a PC. Nobody does 

cheap Amiga clones either (you couldn't build 

them much cheaper than Commodore do). O 
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Emulator Installation Software 
type 

The Dutch Koitf Computer 
Systems board is marketed 

in ihe UK by Bitcon Devices 

Ltd it can be fitted to an 
A56G Or A500 Plus, as well 

as A1500s, A2OO0S and 

A3000s by means of a spe¬ 

cial adaptor, that costs C75. 

It comes with 1 Mb of 
memory,. This is usable by 

the Amiga side, although on 

a standard 512K chip RAM 
A500 only 512K is added to 

the Amiga's memory. 

It costs E219 95 with 
MS DOS and Cl 89,95 with¬ 

out Bdcqn can be reached 
on 091-490 ISIS. 

Getting the hardware inside your 

Amiga is pretty easy n rii* into the 
trapdoor bay of an A500 or a Plus, 

and into a Zorro slot adaptor on other 
types of Amiga. 

Once it's there. H causes very lit¬ 

tle in the way of Incompatibility. 99.9 

per cent of software totally Ignores *1 
and the few exceptions are usually 
not worth running anyway. 

Booling with the supplied dish, 

you can be up and running with a PC 
within seconds rather than minutes. A 
68020 turbo version of the software is 

included for users whose machines 

are fitted with accelerator cards. All 

preferences are set writh the mouse 
rather than the keyboard - very easy. 

The philosophy of HCS extends 

right Through to the software. All 
settings ore easy to moke and 

use. However, because Ihe board 
doesn't multi res k (you can use a 

PC or the Amigo, not both) you 

cannot alter the PC while it is 

working. This con be very lire* 

some on occasion. 

The ATOnce plus board 
from Vortex GWlbH is manu¬ 

factured iq a high-quality 
standard. It can be titled to 
any Amiga except Ihe A600 

or A300Q. as H fits into the 

68000 processor socket, 
it comes complete with 

512K of memory, which is 

usable by the Amiga. 

However, Its position in the 
processor slot makes it dif¬ 
ficult to use in conjunction 

with an accelerator card. 

it is available for £249 

(sans MS-DOS) and Is dis¬ 
tributed by SDL In the UK. 
Phone OBI-309 5000. 

Plugging art ATOnce Plua into an 
Amiga is not a job for the technical vir¬ 

gin, You have to take out the Amiga1! 
main processor chip with a flnt-bladcd 

screwdriver. 

It's not a difficult Job, but for the 

first timer it involves a few tense 
moment* of prising up and down. 

Another problem Is that pelting at the 
CPU socket Involves unscrewing the 

case, which voids your warranty. 
Once tt*e there, you have to start 

messing about with the software Most 

of ihe options are set with s mouse, 
although selecting different screen 

modes is done by typing command 

names into MS-DOS - technically bor¬ 
ing but not exactly difficult. 

ATOnce software it a little more 
complex than the KCS, but just as 

easy lo use when you get to grips 

with it. The complexity is due to 

the fad that this board gives o 

true AT PC - what do you expect, 
simpler and more powerful? 

Settings tan be altered without a 
reboot, a useful feature. 

The PC2B6 is very similar In 
design lo the ATOnce Plus, 

but is attached to ihe inside 
Of a GVP Series II hard 
drive, via the Minislot. Bo It 
can only be used with such 

a hard drive connected lo 

an A500 or A500 Plus. 
Coming with 512K of 

RAM built in, it can use 
extra Amiga memory and 

doesn t clash with accelera¬ 
tors cards 

Just like an ATOnce 

Plus, excepl it doesn‘1 void 
ypyr warranty. Available for 

£249 without MS DOS from 

Silica 081-309 till. 

Good heavens, n s to small! Actually 
this Is an advantage for expansions - 

small boards are easier to fit. You have 
to be careful when handling It though 

- a tot of components are dose to the 
edge, snd can be carelessly killed. 

Taking the hard drive Is done by 

undoing three screws, hardly a tough 

job. This doesn t vow the warranty ol 
the hard drive, because people have 
have access when adding extra mem¬ 

ory, Just slide ft onto the Mlnislof. 
Once there, you can put the hard 

drive back together and power up the 

software. This Is nearly identical to 

that supplied with the ATOnce Plus - 
setting video modes means using the 

keyboard to type commends. 

The PC2B6 software is virtually 

Identical fa the official Vortex 
offering. However, just because it 
plugs info a GVP bard drive, the 

author has not assumed lhat a 

hard drive is available. Maybe 

someone, somewhere, is using 
their Series II os a RAM board. 

The latest in the range of 
Brtdgeboards Irom CBM 

themselves, the A2386SX is 

designed to fit Inside an 

A2000 or A3000 model. 
Fitted as standard with 

512K of memory, It can 

have to 8Mb tor use by ihe 

PC- However, il cannot use 
any extra Amiga memory. 

The good thing is that you 

can have two standard AT 

PC cards plugged in too! 
The provisional price 

has been set at £46 5, and t 

the expansion is available 

from Commodore UK on 

0628 770088. 

Good grief, this one Is terrible on the 
novice. Bridgeboarda Insist on hard¬ 

ware connections between the card 
and floppy drives This means fitting 

ribbon cables between the units, quite 
a fiddly task. 

Actually fitting ihe Bridge board 

takes a fair bit of push, because three 
sets of connectors have to be made sf 
the some time. Thai s about three 

times the amount of friction you usu¬ 
ally have to apply. 

With that bit of muscle flexing out 
of the way, it a time to find out the joys 

of the Janus supplied software. You 

think setting up a hard disk It pretty 

difficult for the Inexperienced? 
H x ha hfthfl hahahshahahaha hahaha! 

Because Bridgeboards allow you 

Id conned Irue PC expansion 
cards, the software is nightmar- 

iihfy complex. The nice thing is 

lhat you can make changes, see if 

you like Ihem and then resef the 

PC la make use of them. Very 
good, buf very complicated. 
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PC emulators stack up? Pat McDonald takes each one apart in detail. 

In use PC Type Text 
modes 

Graphic 
modes 

Input/ 
output 

Ratings 

The KCS gives you S much better 
PC than The roar stati all-eft suggest. 

Because H doesn't multitask, the 
Screen is updated quickly {quicker 

than most PCs when working with 

text). Floppy disk drives are also 

surprisingly speedy 
The screen mode support is 

pretty impressive, considering the 

price of lhe unit, 16 colours can be 

displayed in EGA or VGA resolu¬ 
tion^ although the dramatic slow 

down In speed detracts from tL 
Better to us eight or four colours. 

If you want a cheap PC that's 

fast and convenient, and you don't 
need to have an 80286 processor, 

this Is the choice. 

PROCESSOR: 

NEC V30 (fast 8086 
equivalent). 

HERCULES; Ye PC JOYSTICKS: yes (they 
don't work well mind). 

a jA-•»■ nA_ rater mjn rngfi r^i 

in fact. Can be a bit 

CGA yes. 

SPEED: 11MH*. 

COPROCESSOR? No. 

EXTRA MEMORY? 

Yes, 

times, but you soon 

get used to it 

EGA: yes (only 

uses 16 colours 

though). 

Although in theory the 
KCS em ulator cannot 

run Windows 3. in 
practice K can. 

However, it works 
best on PC software 

that is XT compatible, 

rather than AT types 

CGA: 16 colour text 

mode isn't nearly as 
speedy, bur looks a 
ImI ■ ■ Si I ■■ ■■ 
■01 pn?uff!,r 

VGA: yes {again 

only 16 colours 
but at higher reso- 

I liitton). 

KEYBOARD: defaults TANDY: yes. 
to USA standard, 

which is a bit of a 
pain for us UK peeps. 

TOSHIBA: no. 

OLIVETTI: no. 

The ATOnce Plum is a bit hard to 

Start off with with, but once you ve 

been using It for a day or so you are 

there - most jobs become second 

nature. 
Getting it going wtttt a hard drive 

Is the toughest obstacle you II come 

across. It win work, but finding the 

exact combination of software 
choices, mouse clicks and heed 
scratching makes K s bit more hii 

and miss than on other systems. 

if you need a true AT compatible 
with a 286 processor, then this Is the 

only choice short of a Bridgeboard 

system. M s not as good looking as 

KCS emulation but It works with 

more software. 

PROCESSOR: 80286 

SPEED; 16MHi 

MCA: not a S*OuCh, 

but It Is Obvious that 

an emulator Is at 

HERCULES: yes. 

CGA: yes. 

COPROCESSOR? Yes. | true PC, EGA: yes (mono 

only - defaults to 

EXTRA MEMORY? 

Yes. 

The ATOnce Plus 
remedies the worst 

fault of the ATOnce 
design, in that you 

don’t need any more 
memory to gel a 

decent PC. Better tor 

those who need ■ 
black-and-white AT+ 

CGA; i 

how many cdoun 
you are using. 16 
colours stow the 

machine right down. 
Scrolling can be be 

mad# very smooth 

though - nice touch. 

KEYBOARD: no 

problems at alL 

VGA: yes {again 

only mono but in 
higher resolu¬ 

tion). 

TANDY: yes 

TOSHIBA: yes 

OLIVETTI: yes. 

MICE: mouse Systems 
emulation (serial type). 

SERIAL PRINTERS: y«S. 

PARALLEL PRINTERS: 
yes. 

HARO DISK SUPPORT: 

very good: all popular and 
many obscure types sup¬ 
ported 

SPEED 
Video and disk access very fast indeed. 

DOCUMENTATION • # 
Poorly produced, thin, but |usl adequate 

ACCESSIBILITY •••• 
Easy to fit and use - the simplicity helps. 

FEATURES * * • 
Quite modest in number, but thoroughly done 

VALUE •§••• 
You get a lot for your money. Adaptor is pricey 

PC SOUND: done through 
software. Keyboard click ** 80% 
PC JOYSTICKS: No. 

MICE: sets Amiga mouse 

to emulate Microsoft type. 

SERIAL PRINTERS: yes. 

PARALLEL PRINTERS: 

HARD DISK SUPPORT: 
quite good but only popu¬ 

lar types supported 

PC SOUND: none. 

SPEED • • • • 

Slow screen update but quite fast calculation, 

DOCUMENTATION 
Pretty thorough, well illustrated but in German. 

ACCESSIBILITY « 6 
Tricky to fit tor the novice. Software is good 

FEATURES _ 
A poor display but a good PC computer. 

VALUE •••• 
Good. More video emulation modes needed. 

m 75% 
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OK, using a PC286 Is not much dif¬ 
ferent to an ATOnce Plus. The 
difference Is that an English manual 

is supplied, and If you And some 
Amiga software that doesn't like the 

emulator It's assy enough tor you to 

PROCESSOR: 80286 

SPEED: 16 MHz, 

ATOnce Plus, Might 
be a tad raster, 

though it s realty dit- 

COPRQCESSOR? Yes fiCutl to left 

HERCULES: yes. 

CGA: yes. 

PC JOYSTICKS: no. 

MICE: sets Amiga mouse 
to emulate Microsoft type. 

SPEED fit# 
Fast enough for everyday calculations. \ 

DOCUMENTATION 66I* 

EGA; yes (mono 
onty - defaults to 

You don 't gat a particuarty bril¬ 

liant PC In terms of performance 
Screen updates are not vary fast, 

and most VGA/EGA programs are 

unukuabie due to (he mono screen 
emulation. 

However, if you want to add a 

coprocessor, ih*n using PC number 
crunching software Is much less of a 

task than on a KCS, Gives an ugty 

but moderately good PC. 

EXTRA MEMORY? Yes CGA: again, hard¬ 
ware sc rotting can be 

More or less identical used to smooth the 

to the ATOnce. this is ■ rough edges when 

the emulator of choice working with lots of 

lor those who already cotours, 

have an A500 GVP 

hard drive and who KEYBOARD: as 
don't need colour PC above. The KCS has 

graphics but do need 
an AT compatible PC. 

SERIAL PRINTERS: yes. 

VGA: yes (again 

only mono but In 
higher resolution). 

PARALLEL PRINTERS: 

yes. 

options though. 

TANDY: yes 

TOSHIBA; yes 

OLIVETTI: yes. 

HARD DISK SUPPORT; 

quite good but onty popu¬ 

lar types supported. 

PC SOUND: none. 

Not in depth. but includes tots of examples. 

ACCESSIBILITY ••• 
Warranties are Important to many people. 

FEATURES 
You get better PC compatibility than the KCS. 

VALUE •••• 
All it needs is some more colour. 

ferdic) 78% 
Once you've waded through the 
manuals and the Janus software, 

this board gives you the best PC that 

you can squeeze Into an Amiga - at 
least until the 25Mhx Vortex Golden 

PROCESSOR: 80386. MDA; vary fast, but HERCULES: no. PC JOYSTICKS: no. 

SPEED: 16 Mhz, KCS when displaying CGA: yes. 

COPROCESSOR? 

Yes. 

a PC i 

Workbench. 

ft's got features that you just 

don't get with any of the others, like 

fitting PC cards and connecting 

Amiga external drives into the back 

of the unli lor use as PC drives. The 
ability to use CGA/MDA windows on 

the same screen aa Workbench is 

EXTRA MEMORY? No. 

If you warn software Hke Lotos 1- 
2 3 on twin monitors, run the latest 

VGA PC games or connect to a PC 
network, this la the onty choice. 

The latest 

Bndgeboard is ideal 

for those with a hunky 
Amiga who want a 

fairly hunky PC. PC 
memory must be 

expanded on (he 

boa rd or by use Of an 
AT memory board 

CGA: really needs 
Workbench 2 to put 

PC screens onto 

Workbench In 16 

EGA: no (card 
and monitor can 

befitted). 

MICE; emulates Amiga 

mouse as Microsoft type. 

Both can be used at one*. 

VGA: no (card 
and monitor can 

be f itted). 

SERIAL PRINTERS; yes 

PARALLEL PRINTERS: 

KEYBOARD; any¬ 
thing you want 

Tricky to set but 
comprehensive 

TANDY: no. 

TOSHIBA: no. 

OLIVETTI: no. 

HARD DISK SUPPORT: a 

grey area. No doubt 

Commodore kit works 
fine - but other makes? 

SPEED ••••# 
A 386 at 26Mhz is no slow coach. 

DOCUMENTATION 6i66« 
Excellent. Very thorough and well illustrated 

ACCESSIBILITY i 8 
A real brain leaser to get working as you want, 

FEATURES ••••• 
A real PC card tor true done compatibility. 

VALUE • • # * 
Expensive but very good. 

PC SOUND: loudspeaker 

mounted on the card. W* 86% 
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« MEGA DISCOUNTS • SUPERFAST SERVICE • GUARANTEED QUALITY • FANTASTIC PRICES • 

3*5" DSDD DISKETTES 100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

50 DSDD 3.5" A‘ Grade 100% Quality...£23.00 
100 DSDD 3.5" 'A' Grade 100% Quality.£41.00 
150 DSDD 3 5“ 'A' Grade 100% Quality.£69.00 
200 DSDD 3.5“ 'A' Grade 100% Quality.£138.00 

PLEASE CALL FOR LARGER QUANTITIES 
PRICES INC VAT/DELIVERY AND FREE COLOUR CODEDL LABELS 

3.5" DSDD DISKETTES WITH DELUXE STORAGE BOXES 

50 DSDD 3.5" plus Lockable Antistatic Box...£27.50 
100 DSDD 3,5" plus Lockable Antistatic Box.£46.95 
200 DSDD 3,5" plus 2 Lockable Antistatic Boxes ..£76.95 
400 DSDD 3.5" plus 4 Lockable Antistatic Boxes.£145.00 

PLEASE CALL FOR LARGER QUANTITIES 
PRICES INC VAT/DELIVERY AND FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

ALL OUR DISKETTES ARE 100% CERTIFIED ERROR FBI! AN3 SUFP <U Wi ?H CQi.OUS CODED LABELS 

AMIGA COMPUTERS 
A500+ Cartoon 

Classics Pack £325 
New A600 £365 
New A600 Plus 
20Mb HD £455 

Inc VAT/Courler Delivery 

BANX BOXES 
3.5* 90 Capacity lock 

together both 
horizontally & vertically 

only £9.95 
3 or more £8.99* 
5 or more £8.50* 

* per box 

UPGRADES 

A500 • Meg 
with clock £21.00 
no clock £19.00 

A600 1 Meg £49.95 
A600 Unpop £47.00 
1.3/2,04 Rom Sharer 

£19.95 

RAM EXPANSION 
0Mb Exp.£79 
2Mb Exp..£119 
4Mb Exp.£175 
8Mb Exp.£289 

The ultimate Ram Expansion, 
simple to plug m and go, Zero 

Wait, Bus through port Auto Conf 

AUTO SWITCHER 
Never unplug your mouse to 
plug in your joystick again. 
This exciting new product 

connects to the mouse port, 
selection is automatic, clear 
LED shows which device is 

being used. 
Only £16.95 

ADDHARD RANGE OF EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY DRIVES 

Addhard 45Mb ........£265.00 
Addhard 70Mb............£325,00 
Addhard 105Mb *-..........-.-,..,.,,.,..,.£375,00 
Addhard 205Mb...., .£549,00 

alt prices inc VAT/De livery by courier 
Beautiful drives, very easy to install with concise 

installation suide, factory preset 

FEATURES INCLUDE: 
Ultra High Speed 
Slimline, Colour coded 
Simple Instanation 
Autoboot 1.3/2.04 
Very easy to use 
Does not invalidate warranty 

MAKE EASY ACCESSORIES 

fitodite Ortvt £54 95 Deluxe Mouse Mat . .£2.75 
Cumanalydec Drive .£51 95 1000 x 4 colour labels .£10.00 
Naksha Mouse .£24.95 Printer Stands. .£5 95 
100 Cap Box . ..£4 50 Zy-fi Amp/Spkrs £37 50 
Rosso Box .£1500 lipstick Auto. .£12.95 
10 Cap Boxers) £4,95 Speeding.. .£12.95 
Dust Cover .£395 Zydec Trackball .£24.95 

TELESALES MD OFFICE SUPPLIES 
0689 861400 18 Crescent Way, Orpington, Kent BR6 9LS 

Ed u cat ion/Government order welcome- All orders below £20*00 add £2.95 P&P. All prices include VAT. 

E A Of TELESALES 
0689 861400 — 

All orders subject to availability. 

P £ r S o n nIH l Mr E a uI i r E 3 

MATURE GAMES PLAYER 
sought to supervise video games testing department. 

Ideal applicant should be 25 + , experienced in people management and well versed in 
games playing, over a wide range of games types. Apply in writing to address below. 

EXPERIENCED PROGRAMMERS 
to work in-house. 

Must be expert 68000 or 80386 machine-code developer. Knowledge of 'C' and 
multimedia experience useful, but not necessary. Able to furnish good track record of 
developing excellent quality code ON TIME! Generous rewards for top achievers. 
Apply in writing to address below. 

MR. G. BRACEY. OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED . 6 CENTRAL STREET . MANCHESTER . M2 5NS 



The Freezer-Uti 1 ity Cartridge 

Action Cartridge Super IV £55.00 
Action Cartridge Super IV £69.95 (A2000/A1500) 

Thru'port adaptor £19.95 
Upgrades when available in the next 12 months will cost £9.95 
(No need to exchange your cartridge, and add extra expense) 

1988 Copyright Laws Apply 

Manufactured by PWH/GameWorks 

Sole distributor 

3M * 

Power Computing Ltd Unit 8 Railton Road 
Woburn Road Ind. Estate Kempston Bedford MK427PN 

Telephone 0234 843388 (10 lines! Fax 0234 840234 
All prices include VAT and delrvery. specifications are subject 10 change wittpui notice 

All trademarks acknowledged, next day delivery £4 501U K mainland only} 

*<7 If 

ardware: 
:-necls to the expansion port 
irks with the A500 and A500+ 
sports the new ECS chip set, kickstart 1.3 and 2 04 
:rks with 2MB chip RAM. BMB of fast RAM 
jr competitor supports only 2MB of fast RAMI 
iquires 1MB 
sports all popular herd disks 
a ner/slow motion mode for stowing the processor down 
rth LED intensity control}, making games easy to play 
.■omitic NTSC/PAL detect 
i :ware works invisibly in the background 
radge control by two custom chips, so it does not block fast 

memory 
Supports printers 
Supports up to 4 disk drives and 15 hard disk partitions 

Software: 

The latest X-Copy Professional integrated 
Two cheat modes lAuto-cheat & manual cheat) 
Auto-fire installer 
Freeze game 
Edit sprites 
Sound and graphics can be saved to disk or hard disk in IFF 
format, Soundtracker modules may also be saved in 
Soundtracker format 

(more than 27 versions of Soundtracker are being support 
Play sound, forward or backwards, adjust play speed, limit 
range lo be played, zoom range for precise adjustment save 
Displays sound curve on screen with vertical showing the 
position of memory being played 
Trace and play Soundtracker modules 
Machine language monitor/assembler with full screen editor 
Bootblock virus checker 
Install automatic slide show on disk for IFF format files 
Filecopy for 1 or 2 drives 
Back-up disks with two drives, visual support of progress 
Two reset and clear memory options 
Help screen upon pressing help button 
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PC EMULATION fTp 

PC emulators software compati 
Leisure 
Software 
Can you play PC games on an 

Amiga? Not all of them, but 

there are a few rules to discover: 

find out how Pat McDonald 

got on with some PC titles. 

F-14 Tomcat The Rocketeer 
Digital Integration Disney/lnfogrames 

§ 
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KCS Bitcon board 

ATOnce Plus 

GVP PC286 

CBM A2386SX 

Serious 
Software 
So emulated PC games pose 

problems. Can emulators give 

you a PC that can do serious 

work, or is it all a confidence 

trick. Pat McDonald reports 

This one works absolutely fine, no graphic glitches at ail. 
Unfortunately the update is so alow in 16-colour mode that it 

|utt Isn't worth playing. But H does work -* remember that 

Other screen modes are a bit more playable. 

Getting this running Is not easy, but F-14 Tomcat does work 

In the limited screen modes of the ATOnce Plus, Screen 

update la wry alow indeed, but turning off the Amiga side 

helps quite a bit. 

Clearly F*14 Tomcat la written to be as system-friendly as 

possible, but on the GVP PC286 It suffers from the same lack 
of looks and speed as on the ATOnce Plus. K realty Isn't 

worth the bother when there are so many good Amiga simS- 

Wlthout s graphics card, this game will not work on a bridge- 

beard. Kitted out with a 20MHz PC, you wonder why you 

spent all that money when you could have got an Amiga 

accelerator plus Birds of Prey and had some real fun. 

AutoRoute Plus 
NextBase 

This one defeated my be si efforts. It's got something to do 

with the Installation procedure. In that every time you try out 

a screen mode, the INSTALL program Is wiped. A most 
unwelcome phenomenon. 

It does n t want to know. Not even a little bit. I mean. I tried 

every single combination possible It's probably down to the 

way the game is written - maybe there are some PCs H 
doesn t work on. Avoid it. 

Why is The Rocketeer so emulator unfriendly? Nothing at all, 
that's what you get. The program bombs out every time with 
error code 255. same as the other emulators, ft would be nice 
to report how awful It looks, but I can't even do that. 

No, no, no. Even with a graphics card I goi nothing out of the 

game. Not a peep, buati or whlsile, let alone superb Watl 

Disney graphics. The copy of the program Isn't faulty, it Just 
seems to hate emulators. 

dBase IV 
Ashton Tate/Borland 

KCS Bitcon Board Hmm, SuspiciousEy easy 1o set going. Admittedly very Slow This one is a big disappointment. Although It installs fine, 
working in 16-colour VGA, but stable and very usable Quite running it causes the emulator to crash and reset. It really 
an Impressive feat. Making it work with a mouse is more should work, but the simple truth of the matter is that it 

tricky, but ft can be done. doesn't. Not at all pleasing 

ATOnce Plus 

GVP PC286 

CBM A2386SX 

Good grief, there Is an Intense problem on this one. H Just 

will not install to hard disk. M Insists that the install disk Is 
write protected, when it fact it Is perieetty OK. It someone 
pulling a fast one or what? 

Same problem as the ATOnce Plus, the program refuses to 

Install. H must be something tike the design of the emulator 

hardware clashing with a floppy disk address, or something 
similar. Highly infuriating. 

The good news about this program Is that you donT need a 

graphics card to make use of tt. Although taster than using a 
KCS, tha difference In performance Isn't really matched by 

the difference In price. 

Well, if you have a 1Mb Amiga then dBaselV can be made to 

work with this emulator, but It's not an easy job. Setup and 

configuration of the program Isn't the problem, you have to 
alter a lot of MS-DOS sellings to get any joy. 

Because you have a hard disk available, gening the PC corv 

figuration just right to run dBase IV la not as much of a 

nightmare as the ATOnce Plus, All the same, the speed of the 
emulator mitigates against serious dBase usage. 

This is the sort of job that's meet and drink to a bridgeboard. 
Having dedicated hardware links for floppy drives means that 

it doesn't have the reset problems ot the KCS or the speed 
slowdown of an ATOnce Ptua-GVP. 



PC EMULATION 

►illty Now you know what the hardware is like. So how does emulated PC software behave? 

Secret Weapons 
LucasArts/US Gold 

TWilight 2000 
Empire 

Ultima Underworld 
Origin/Mrndscape 

U*n. Well, you get a picture, you get soundr but you don't gel 

much playability Screen updates judders along in a sem¬ 

blance of moving graphics, but I'm not really Impressed. 
Loads Secret Weapons Of Tha Luftwaffe data disks too. 

Actually not that bad. Using tow-resolution, mono colours 

and turning off the PC side, It's still appalling but quits fun. 

Even $or I wouldn’t recommend this combination to other 

than complete masochists - 

Exactly the same as the ATOnce Plus, except that having a 

hard disk connected means less lime when trying out differ¬ 
ent screen modes. Not recommended, but you can't get an 

Amiga version yet. 

Without a graphics card, no go. With a graphics card, WOW! 

Yep, really a game to get. Ftylng fictitious German planes 
against masses of Allied bombers is just tun, fun, fun, 

Definitely a must buy In my book. 

Nope, this one didn't wort. 11 really needs a 2SG VGA MCGA 

card on a real PC - 16 colours |ust gives a corrupted screen. 

The program Is working in the background, but you can't 
make head nor tell of what s going on. 

Urn, yes. a total wasie of space. If 16-colour VGA Isn't up to 

scratch, then guess what mono is like. Very black actually. 

Oh well, ai leasi the Amiga version Is due out pretty soon. Bit 
ol a shame -1 was looking forward to playing it early. 

There is no difference In the quality of black screen you get 
with the GVP emulator. Similar to the KC5, you can see that 

the program hasn't crashed, but you don't get a picture. What 

do you expect, miracles? 

Usual story, but with one Important difference, You need a 

VGA or MCGAcard to see Twilight 2000, but Ihe frame 
update Is very slow. Not a game for arcade freaks - Ml Tank 
Platoon has similar speed problems. 

No joy on this one either I'm afraid. Ultima Underworid is sim¬ 

ilar to Twilight 2000 m that it uses 256 colours and needs a 

processor. Mind you, this game needs * pokey PC to 
really get the most from 11. 

Hmm. What Is the point ol having an AT standard whan peo¬ 

ple write programs that need a 386? Well, Ultima is a bit 

special, In that It uses bitmapped 30 graphics. Will we ever 
see an Amiga equivalent? The gauntlet is down. 

No chance at all. No way will this game run with an ATOnce 

Plus Of a GVP. Maybe there will be a 366 GVP emulator - but 
even so, there la the problem of the graphics display, A soft¬ 

ware 256-colour emulation would be stooooooooooooow. 

Weil, If you have a VGA card then It works, but It s nothing to 

write home about. The frame update Is Incredibly alow and 

the control la slowed down past the point of enjoyment, A 
game that needs a reel PC, 
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Design Cad 3D 
PMS 

Windows version 3.1 
Microsoft 

WordStar version 4 
WordStar International 

This one its tricky to get running. The problem is that the pro¬ 

gram has drivers tor just about every PC graphics card under 
the sun and If you choose the wrong one you get graphics 

corruption, as in the picture above. Very stow, but H works. 

Not brilliant on this emulator, but the design has some bene¬ 
fits. Using less colours then a KCS, this La one of the few 

programs to make use of e PC maths chip, Glow screen 

update, but quick picture general ion. 

Yep, this one works and it s a minor miracle that It does. 

Running protected programs on an NEC V30 is supposed to 
be impossible, so how is it done? Lots of Amiga memory if 
you want to use Windows with a KCS. 

OK, so Windows doesn t look brilliant, but it's stable. It s an 

AT processor doing an AT job. A shame It s so slow, but It 

can be used to launch Windows-compatible programs - just 

make sure that you have lots of memory. 

The great grpndaddy of word processor* works a treat on a 
KCS, The fast 16-coiouf video modes and lightning disk 

access make ti quite a nice program to use, If you tike a 
cUpped-out mid-Eighties design. 

What unhappy memories this brings beck. It's just like using 
sn XT circa IMS (when I was at college). Sluggish to the 

extreme, ft you hanker back to the days of a mis-a pent youth 
you'll be rig hi at home with this. 

Having a hard disk tor this program helps, but It's so stow to 

access the different options and menus. Rather than set it up 

to usa a mouse, slick with the keyboard - It's a tot more pre¬ 

cise. Stow and finicky, but usable. 

If you want Windows then a hard drive is damnably useful. H 

takes about 2Mb of disk space and loading it all from floppy 

Is a real, genuine pain. Still slow like the ATOnce. but secure 
- you can trust this snail. 

WordStar can handle very large files, loading each piece as 

you scroll around. A hard drive is useful, bul not really that 

Important - give me the faster video modes ol a KCS any 

day. Slow and rather pointless really. 

Very good, but you'll need a graphics card to gel the best 

results out of If. A maths coprocessor Is also definitely rec¬ 

ommended. tf you want to use this PC design program on an 

Amiga then you're totally mod! 

Windows is comparatively good on this model Of 

Bridge board You doni gel quite ihe dre marie slow downs 
and appalling disk accesses, especially If you have just shut 

down Workbench 2. 

Good heavens, It s almost good. WordStar Is meant to 

behave like a tortoise involved in an Industrial dispute, but 

using this super-duper bridge board It's like using an Amiga 
shareware word processor. Gel my drift? 
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Telephone 
(0772) 203 

Fax?"j 
(0772) 5611 

/ELadbr 

S^/omputl 

Inter nati 

33 Ormskirl 
Road 

Preston 
Lancashire 

PR1 20 

I established . 
Computing are fha longest 

Atari dealer In lh& UK, We 
I have developed an extensive customer 
I service party which involves testing oi 
la// Hardware phot to despoich to 
I ensure that goods arrive in working 
I order, offering free advice and support 
I ever the phone and keeping customers 
l informed. Although our prices are not 
I always the cheapest we do endeavour 
I to offer consistently good service and 
Ibackqp1- Alt prices are correct at copy 
I dare 16/06/92 {white stocks lastl and 
Kara subject to change without prior 
I notice. Ait prices include WI but 
I exclude detv&y Add £5 tor next 
I working day courier delivery. add W 
I tor Saturday courier deh/ery imam land 
I UK onfyf. Add £3 tor posmt delvery 
I only on items under £50 (check wrtt? 
I staff before ordennglAlf pnees 

on Mart Order Shop prices 
K may differ. Shop & Matt order premises 
133 Ormskirk Hoed. Preston Lancashire 
I PR/ 2QP Open Mon-Sat 
19 30am- 5:00pm. Phones answered 
I from 900am Ladbroke Computing 
I Inter national is a trading name of 
1 Ledbroke Computing Ud. BFPQ 
I adetessas oversees, deduct 17S% WtT 
1 and add normal UK carriage 

Due to limitations of space 
we cannot list all our 

products please phone for 
Diskhoxes from £699 

Amiga Workstation £49.99, 
iCD Ad-Speed £189 99, 
Dust covers from £3,99 
Phone for details of our 

repair service (ST & 
Amiga) Repair quote £15. 
Phone for more details 

The NEW Golden Image 
o' 150 Dpi resolution 

S' 500mm/SEC Tracking speed 

S' Switchable between ST/Amiga 

£24.99 
£1999 without software 

Mouse 
S' Opto/Mechanical Mechanism 

S' Includes Deluxe Paint III software 

s' Direct mouse replacement 

Golden Image Hand Scanner £ 119.99 
A tOO, 200, 300. 400 Dpi hand scanner with 64 halftone levels for three Afferent 
halftone mode settings and one letter mode The scanner comes complete wrth the 
acclaimed Touch Up software and Deluxe Paint HI Art package 
Jin Scan Hand Scanner £99.99 

Special Offer while stocks last 

S' Digital Track Counter 

S' Daisy chain'through" connector 

S' Data enable/disable switch 

Only £5499 including P&P 

GVP H A500 Hard drives include infection moulded styling Internal RAM 
expansion to 8Mb via SMAA boards* Capacities from 52Af?, 3$~ lima Quantum 

mechanism, kitemat Fan, Game switch and mini slot for future expansion. 

GVP 52Mb £369 
GVP 105Mb £529 
GVP 52Mb * 2Mb Simms £434 
GVP 52Mb + 8Mb Simms £629 

Golden Image 512K 
Upgrade with clock 
(A500+ compatible) 

Now Only 

£19£9 
4)imjLtwMj 

Philips 8833MKI £ 199.99 
riebdes F19 and 12 months on ate warranty. 
Philips 15“ FST Cube TV E 25999 
Fastext. scan input TV near monitor quaiiy 
Philips 15‘ FST Tv E 229 99 
Monitor cable E9.99 

£479 
Phone for: Ultimate Basketball Falcon 

F16, Fun School 3. Or Wfelhian 
Defender of the Crown, Chaos in 
Andromeda Psycho Kler. World 

Vista. Advanced miitary systems. 
Illustrated Holy Bbte 

Phoenix ROM sharer with 
2.04 ROM/Manual £79.99 
1.3 ROM £29.99 

1Mb Cartoon Classics 
Pack £329.99 
Includes: A500 Plus computer 
with 1Mb on board RAM, mouse, 
modulator. Workbench 2. 
Lemmings, Captain planet, 
Simpsons, Deluxe Paint i 

New A600 £365 
Includes: 1Mb Amiga 600 with 
internal modulator, Deluxe paint lil 
and 1 exciting game. 

New A600 with 
internal 20Mb hard 
drive £465 
As above with a 20Mb internal 
hard ddve. 

Bare Amiga 1.3 
version+Astra 
Pack £299.99 

Star SJ48 Bubbiejet £239.99 
Star LC-20 £13999 
Star LC-200 colour £199.99 
Star LC-24/20 £199.99 
Star LC-24/200 £229.99 
Star LC-24/200 colour £289 99 

Aj Stef printers ndude 12 rnonfts trr stle warranty 
A) pmters ncUde STAmga/PC carpaU 

Cenrorra catte 

4 _ 

10 bulk disks £4 94 
40 Bulk disks £18.80 
100 Bulk disks £4113 
100 disk box £7.99 
10 Sony branded £5.99 

Gotten yrage Qpta Ktechanca Mouse 2500*x 

switched between SWnga E14.99 
Gotten image OplcaJ Mouse ?500p Mouse mat 
no mmng parts for neater retatJity switebatte 

between STArriga £24.99 
Ai Mace ijjalty raftecarrarl 
mouse £12.98 

Lynx 2 (Console only} £7990 Lynx 2 Power sippy £1199 
Lynx soft cases £999 CofTKynx cable £699 
New Battery pack £999 Lynx 2 sumsgt £599 
Phone tor Klax. Ultimate chess Robotroa Shanghai Chpe chatenge. Xybots, 
Roarfctasters, Checkered flag. Mno gaden Paperboy. Tubo sub, Xenophobe Ox. Robo 
squash. Tournament cyberbai Ms Pac Mm Bi and Teds exoeient adventure AP& 
^rbfcte. Scrapyard dog, $*lih runner. Hard dnvm, Si me world ESectrocop 

Sega 
Megadrivetg m 

Includes keyp^ 
controlled 

phone for Gn 

Ltsi 

mm 



Eagle 
Software 

* ^ MYSTERY ^ 
0 GAME 
* with orders 

118a Palmers Road 
New Southgate 

LONDON Nil 1SL. 
(10 m - 6pm S days) 

Tel: 081-361 2733/5730 
(2733 Faxline after 6pm) 

ST AMIGA 
m/a mm 
M/A £14 99 

116 96 £16 99 
£1699 £1639 
£1699 E16.39 
£15 99 £15 99 

£15.99 £15-99 
£16 99 £1699 

N/A £2196 
£15 99 £1299 

N/A 123-99 
N/A £23 99 
N/.A £19 99 
N/A £2699 

£1899 118 99 
£16 99 £1699 
£15 99 £1599 
£15 90 £1599 
£10.® HO® 
£2199 £2399 
£099 £9 39 
£939 £0 99 

£2139 £23® 
£10 99 £10 90 
£1290 £1590 

M/A £699 

£22 90 £22 90 
11099 £16® 
£15 99 £15.99 

£8.99 M/A 
£1899 £1090 
£11 90 £11.99 

N/A £699 
£1690 £1699 
£1699 £1699 
£21® £23.® 
m I is.® 

£19® £19® 
£16® £16® 
£19® £19® 
£16® £16.® 
£10® £10® 
£15 ® £15® 
116® £15® 

M/A £9® 
£0® £10 ® 

£16 ® £16® 
£16® £16® 
19® 19® 

£6® £6 ® 
114® £14® 
£16® 116® 
111® 111® 

£20® £20® 
N/A £16® 
£6® £6® 

£16® £16® 
£23® £23® 

TOP TITLES S! AMIGA 
OuvCmH __121® 121® 
G«ioW#**„.__ 116® 110® 
OwMraCfftw 117® £17® 
Dart ™ . £15 ® £15® 
DkylOl Theater ., £15 ® IS® 
DetveranC4 . £15® £19® 
DeramJt .119® £19® 
Deuteraft .    £>9® £10® 
Dewcwa Design.^ ..  £16® £16 ® 
OGonwaocn... Ii6» H6® 
Daoptet oi S*Ml> __£17® £17® 

DdutteDragonM^ £16® 116® 
Df Oxm Ftevwgt „. £9® N.A 
.*. £17® £17® 

Dungeon Master/ Cham.. £15® H5® 
DynaBtetl..... £20® £20® 
ELF.£15® £15® 
Bwa Msiresfi of OarV £2i ® £21 ® 

Eton B Jaws ol Cerberus £23® £23 ® 
Bvwif»eArcad»...... £16® H6® 

EX—.—.- US® £19® 
Ey# *** &#**!* FLA £19® 
Eyidhe Behoiderii...... H A £23® 
Ft 4 Tom Cm .116® £16® 
Fi5Sir*e Eagle li.. 123® £23® 
FH7A Stoaih Rgriier.... £21® 121® 

Fi9 Steaiih Fighter .£19® £19® 
mn*m*Kx.ii5.»m® 
FaotOll ksHodtey H5®£lS® 
F*Jctn3-0 ......... £23® £23® 
Famwte voyage. £16® H6® 
FmofAS*1IJ(AdvTu<*l N/A £17® 
File of Allots (Arcade) HiA £17® 
Federation d Free Traders £6® £6 ® 
Fm4 6iow ..£16.® £16® 
Fin^ Fijm.  £16® £16® 
Fire and loe .. £16 ® £16 ® 
First Sam^ai/MgaLoMana £20 ® £20 » 
Fl.gt* of tie li*ud*r _r. £16® £22® 
FVooM3 £19® £19® 
Fodteiorajy...H6® £16® 
Ftj£ib*i .   M/A £13® 
G-loc R360.£16® £16® 
QMMII....... £16® £16® 
GtebeiEted ..H6® £16® 
Godiatier ..US® £10® 
Gttto .... £16 ® £16 ® 
Grtden&a. £i6»H6® 
Graham Gooch Cnckei .. 121 » £21 ® 
Oatan Taylor.. 
Grind fri* (Formula 1) 

GufW2000 ^_ 
Hager iheMcm&te_ 
Hard Dnwtnll .....  £15® 112® 

Harley .£16® £16® 
Herpocn (i Meg) ..£19® £19® 
HetftotOwa. £24® £2*® 

.. 123® 123® 

ST & AMIGA BUDGET TITLES UNDER £10 

TOP TITLES 
Hero's Ouesi (Grvnbn) 
h*i Sheet EUues .. 
HtartieAlone ..,„ 
Hock 

1 Meg C"CA« (Anhgl Pty .. £3® 3$OCO» . £6® 
3D Pool. £6® 
AJMmrur.  la® 
Altered Btesl . £6® 
frkanoid (Armga onlyi .. U50 
ArtanonJlL.... £6® 
BaH . £5® 
Batman ..£5® 
Sartenenn..|&® 
QatwmeMowe . 16® 
Beach vciey ._ £6® 
3oOd Money ...£6 ® 
Cabal ..  ,,. £6® 
Catfoma Games £6 ® 
Gam er Command --£8® 
CeftcaGT4 Rally.-,+ 16® 
GertreWd Squares.. £6® 
Qoud itogdom ..£6® 

Colossus Qtes s ...16 ® 
Coniti3#rEuf«* .. £7® 
Cortmentei OouS 1ST crty) £4 ® 
De%toerotfteCnx*rt.. £7® 
Deluxe Stop Ptikar . £6® 
Doubte Dragon I or II .. £0® ~ 10® 

WoddCtev 'ZZ! £5® 

Fl6ComOH Wot 
Gaum* I__ 

Ghsibuiiasii ^ 
Ghoul j'n'Ghosls.... 
GddertAie. 
HrtOrwrf. 
heed Mr Heels 

Dragon I 
Famasv 

17® 
£6® 
£6» 
£6® 
£6® 
£6® 
£6® 

Hitch HAersGaOe to Gnaxy £7® 
IK* ..    £6® 
In pus vote lAssKn II .... £6® 
James Pons ,rrrr.rr.ifi® 

JetSteWAytAmga crtyj-* £7® 
to Gtof*.. £5® 
UHttrHlI -...16 ® 
bcteoetoKil ..£5® 
LonrKterdRACftMy.£6® 
LdMEajrt.£6® 
UancUner tAmgaorty) .... £7® 

Jackson Mocmaher £6® 
Veorshna Racer* _  £6® 
Ne* Zealand Story £6® 
Nna fUbbb . B® 
Niro .    £7® 
North k 5euti. £6® 
OtfAun... £6.® 
Operation woe .. £6® 
Pang..... £6® 

RMoon 
Radnor ___ 
Ram bo ■........ 
ResdulOrt 1Q1 
RocAd Flangr 
RdtogRonny . 
RType... 

15® 
£6® 
£6® 
£6® 

™ £3 ® ®® 
£6® 

Run the Gan W...£6 ® 
Shadow of tie Beast .£6 ® 
SiadowWamor...£6® $i*man m .  £6® 
Swtofa ... £6® 
Muffle Pudt Cali .. £6® 
SteorDte. ..  £6-® 
SpeedhaJ..17® 
Stole Force Haw ..£6® 
Stull Car Racer.£6® 
Super Hang Oi .£6.® 
SwiitfBlade.....£6® 
Teenage lAitant Tirfes £6® 
Thinderstr**_£6 ® 
Toodn' __16 ® 
TV Scorte Fodltei .^£7® 
Viglame... £6® 
war Zone ..  £6® 
Waterloo ..  £6® 
Wings o( Ftry (Ansga oriy).... £6® 
wcleedatw^J .16® 
Xenon II..£7® 

TOP TITLES 
RJf Meg Upgrade - CSock 
world Senes CnefcM ™ 
SDConstudonKrt_ 
AAAuw CmL ADCwfTtS rdfriry 
Advantage Term ........ 

A®"7.. 
Ait Support. 
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IN THE BLUE comer defending the litle: 

current champion of ihe world, the best 'true 

colour' image processing package there is for 

the Amiga, Art Department Professional by 

ASDG (reviewed issue 36* page 149,85%). 

And in ihe red comer, ihe challenger: 

ImageMaster from Black Belt, which first 

appeared a year ago as Image Professional, 

one of the bundled programs with HAM-E. 

Now' it’s a stand-alone program for all Amigas 

and it has some pretty competitive features 

which could u in it the title. 

When ‘true colour’ 24-bit graphics started 

making a real impact on the Amiga about 20 

months ago. it was clear that a new generation 

of software would be needed to make the 

whole thing worthwhile. One of the very first 

pieces of software available that could handle 

24-bit image files was The An Department, 

ASDG's Image-processing program that con¬ 

verts all image data into 24-bit files to work its 

bit of magic. 

The An Department is an expandable sys¬ 

tem that can be adapted to read and w rite any 

number of (lie formats. Once data is read in, it 

can perform a number of processing functions 

to change the image. It can also be used to add 

IMAGE MASTER is 

available from 

Amiga Centre 

Scotland 

089 687 S83 

Clever tricks, and 

we're not just talking 
about Ihe skater. Here 

the image of the 

skateboarder has been 
processed far a motion 

blur effect, then cut 

out and com posed with 

o background la give a 
striking result 

Not just some reafly impressive effects at the 

push of a button, but also a photo-quality ani¬ 

mation system that rivals anything Hollywood 

uses in films: Brian Larkman shows you 

the future of graphics... 

ImageMa 
Image Processing ■ £175 ■ Black Belt 

titles to pictures, and it works w ith animations. 

The newcomer. Image Master, would seem 

at first glance to be less capable when it comes 

to file formal conversions, but to have a lot 

more special effects that can be applied to an 

image, Let's sec how close to the mark these 

first impressions are. 

I mage Master actually comes in a number of 

\ananis - I mage Master as reviewed here. 

fmageMasterFC (for the Impulse FireCracker 

24-hit displus board* and image Professional 

(for HAM-E), But all three share a similar 

Interface 'philosophy\ The traditional Amiga 

icons and menus are abandoned in favour of a 

single control screen with labelled 'push-but- 

ton' icons. 

This makes it very quick, because the diffi¬ 

cult bit. the screen display of the actual image, 

is taken out of the equation. But the disadvan¬ 

tage is thui it can be confusing. 

To begin with, delving into layer after 

layer of very similar panels of words without 

any symbol or colour to distinguish them can 

be quite disorientating. To be fair, this feeling 

mostly dissolves as you become intrigued by 

COMPOSITING 

Here the image of a 

skateboarder has been 

cut out and stuck on 

lop of a second image, 
the background, giving 

an acceptably strange 

result. Unfortunately, 

tmogeMaster is not 
especially good at 

blurring the edges of 

the cut-out, sa it looks 

too obviously stuck on. 
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the fabulous range of processing tools, but 

after a month of using it the desire for icons, 

menus and key equivalents still nags, like mild 

homesickness. 

The main cunt ml panel has niqc buttons 

which give access to the main areas of the pro¬ 

gram: Setup, Display. Buffers, Composition, 

Processing, Painting. File I/O. Macros and 

Tools. If s a very similar approach to that of 

Art Department, except with more features on 

offer. Behind the buttons lurk some quite 

remarkable new facilities. 

Setup and Display control the startup 

defaults and the normal screen display. Setup 

gives you the option of using the standard 2.0 

requester or Black Belt's own (both are 

equally annoying). Display provides all of the 

standard Amiga display modes, but also 

enables a 'script' to be called each time the 

screen is updated so that a separate display 

device (FireCracker. Harlequin and other 

frame-buffers) can be used. 

A "filmstrip' can also be selected that 

shows an 'audit trail' of each action that you 

make, recording what you've done to an 

MORPHING - THE FUTURE OF SPECIAL EFFECTS 

If you were watching 
the special edition of 
Barry Norman's famous 
film programme on BBC 
TV recently, you'll 
have seen a whole 
load of stuff about the 
technique of morphing. 
If has completely 
revolutionised the film 
special effects industry 

and makes all kinds of things possiblo that could 
otherwise not he done or which would simply prove 
too expensive. 

Here the 1 primaryr 
image, a picture of TV 
star Ruby Wax, is 
'morphed* into the 
'secondary' image 
over a number of 
frames using geometric 
as well as colour 
information from both 
source images. Is that 
too much to take in? 

Well, all it means is that you can decide separately 
what shapes and what colours in the first image are 
to change to other shapes and colours in the second* 

Effectively the primary 
image is faded to the 
secondary image, but 
certain features on one 
image are locked to 
similar features on the 
other, so that as well 
as fading to the colours 
of Ruby's mouth, Ken's 
lips move to occupy the 
same position as hers 

on screen - so do their eyes and noses, ears and 
hairlines. Even the pattern on his tie can be made to 
move to match her scarf. 

The result is an almost 
perfectly smooth 
transition from one 
image to the other 
over a chosen number 
of frames, creating an 
animation* the lovely 
thing about this 
technique h that It 
does not leave holes or 
unwanted bits of image 

lying around in the background - instead, the 
background appears to romain consistent throughout. 
And hero Ken appears— 

The same technique 
was used to create the 
transformation of the 
new Terminator from 
metallic to humanoid 
form In Terminator 2 
and is fast replacing 
the use of robots and 
models In special 
effects in the movies* 

image. U can be very revealing to go back over 

a number of trial renders as you experiment 

with a particular function, and if you produce a 

sequence of images - using Morph for 

instance - the strip can be animated. 

Buffers arc areas of memory set aside to 

store images, their number only limited bv 

memory. The Primary (displayed! image, the 

Secondary image (used for compositing), 

alpha blends, brushes and all other stored clips 

including the Undo buffer are displayed by 

name on the Buffer panel and can be selected 

interchangeably. 

Almost every action that you take, there¬ 

fore, creates a new buffer that must be named, 

even simple round paint-brushes. This is a 

flexible, hut rather curious and confusing way 

of working which often interferes w ith the cre¬ 

ative flow. How much better if all buffers were 

stored and iconised automatically in miniature. 

That would be a powerful innovation! 

Processing, Com position and Painting are 

really self explanatory’, hut for those who are 

not sure here’s a summary. 

Processing an image involves transforming 

the state of the pixels in a selected area, often 

after comparing them to the surrounding pix¬ 

els. In this way features in the image can he 

sharpened, blurred, smeared, coloured, 

enhanced, rcimned or moved in an almost 

infinite number of ways. Just some of the 

results are shown in the illustrations. 

Composition involves combining two 

images - the primary and secondary buffers - 

in a similarly vast number of ways. 

Painting is in effect the same process of 

pixel painting we are all familiar with from 

good old Deluxe Paint, hut also integrates 

many elements of Processing and Composing. 

These three functions are of varying effec¬ 

tiveness as image manipulation tools. 

Processing is easy to use and very powerful in 

operation. Composition is also powerful but is 

rather disappointing, mainly because the edge 

blending or ‘feathering' is so poor, so that it is 

almost impossible to make things blend in. 

Which is the w hole point of a 24-bit process¬ 

ing system. 

Of all the functions. Painting is the most 

inhibited by the interface. Considering the 

astonishing power of its tools, this is very frus¬ 

trating, Having to constantly swap from panel 

to panel just to select a colour or a different 

size brush - even having to type a name for 

new ones - totally destroys the fluid creative 

process. A great pity, hut Black Bell are work¬ 

ing on a completely new . ’designer-orientated' 

interface, More on this later: first let's look at 

some of the other functions. 

Macros are 'scripts' that put into action a 

sequence of operations at the touch of a hut* 

ion. The Amiga now has its own macro 

language, AREXX. which is increasingly 

being supported by new software. Its real 

power lies in making the functions of any sup- 

ported program available to other software, 

and inm^t Master is no exception. 

All of the processing tools are accessible 

via the Macro panel - but only if you under- 
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stand AREXX. Some scripts and AREXX 

tools are provided for you, as we shall see* and 

many more are being developed. But it would 

be an awful lot easier if the system could store 

mouse moves and selections to create an auto* 

malic script You could then use this again on 

other images, or even on a whole sequence. 

The File I/O butlon hides one of the most 

important new features of ImageMaster. On 

this panel files can be loaded and saved in a 

wide range of formats, both 24-bit and all nor¬ 

mal (and not so normal) Amiga modes. 

Numerous non-native modes are sup¬ 

ported. but strangely there are very' few 

common Mac or PC formats, not even PICT, 

TIFF or PCX. A call to Black Belt reveals that 

TIFF is on its way. but overall they don't want 

to duplicate Art Department Professional1 s 

powers of format conversion, A pity really. 

As well as these mundane features, a lool 

marked Multi-Fiamc Sequence provides 

access to the sequence processor, the heart of 

the program's potential power as a 24-bli ani¬ 

mation system, Let's take a closer look. 

In theory it is quite simple. By applying an 

image process to a sequence of files and vary¬ 

ing its parameters* the process itself can be 

animated. Using the Stepped Zoom, for exam¬ 

ple, you get a smooth zoom into an image (the 

software can anti-alias each and every clip to 

avoid pixelisalion}* 

Cutting a sequence of clips, each a few 

pixels offset, will produce a smooth pan: by 

varying the blur* smear and sharpness of 

objects composited together you can 'puli' the 

focus or produce depth-of-foeus effects. Relic!" 

and embossing could appear and vanish organ¬ 

ically: ripples and waves could flow' across flat 

objects spinning and receding into 3D (or 

rather 2.5DS space - and all in 24 bits of true 

colour, The potential is enormous, 

This potential and more is already avail¬ 

able in Ima$eMasrert The sequence processor 

and all other processing tools can be controlled 

by AREXX scripts so almost any of the ani¬ 

mated effects of Deluxe Paint ill could be 

produced if someone has the time and the w ill 

and the skill to do it. 

Several third-party developers as wrcll as 

Black Belt themselves are now developing 

these functions with AREXX, but really they 

should be integrated into the program at a fun¬ 

damental level. Imagine a system with the 

functions and case of use of Deluxe Paint, but 

operating in 24-hit colour! It's very close. 

One unique tool is already integrated into the 

system* From the Composing panel, choosing 

Special leads you to the Morph, Here the 

Primary' image can be 'morphed1 {the word 

means simply 'shape-changed' and derives 

from ‘metamorphosis') into the secondary 

image over a number of frames using posi¬ 

tional as well as colour information from both 

source images. 

The result is a gob-smacking transition that 

must be seen to be believed. My jaw still aches 

from its initial drop — and that was just the lo¬ 

res HAM version. No static pictures can 

convey a fraction of the effect* but we have 

provided them anyway! 

ASTERIZE 
This simple effect adds a star burst, 

rather like a camera star filter. 

The original image, to which we are going to apply a number of the special effects BRIGHT DILATE 

that fmogeMoster offers. Most of the effects are applied simply by pressing a button Colours are brightened and bled, giving 
an the control panel Same give interesting results if you repeat or combine them* a poster!sed effect. 

RADIAL WAVE 
Gives a quite stunning result, this one. Pixels are pushed about and areas of colour 
behind them ore spread, giving this remarkable view as if the image is underwater* 

CONTOUR UNI 

Processes the image to line art by 

choosing boundaries between colours. 

BRIGHT ERODE 
Colours are darkened and bled, which 
makes weird brush-like effects* 

CONTOUR 
Pkks out broad areas of colour and 

blocks them in for a poster!sed look* 

EXPLODE 
A pixel scatter like a motion blur* It can 

be a bit tacky, to be honest* 

IMPLODE 
This effect concentrates the radial Ikies, 
looking as if the image gathers in. 



fJTp IMAGE PROCESSING 

KOCH FRACTAL 
Simply imposes a porliculor kind of frot- 

ral on the image* A snowflake effect. 

LINE ART 
Picks out colour boundaries lor the lines 

and retains colour in the lines only. 

LUMINOSITY RANDOM 

The colour of each pixel remains, but the 
brightness is shifted at random. 

PERSPECTIVE 
Remaps the image on to a flat plane os 

if it is being viewed from the side. 

RANDOM DITHER 

Swaps colour value of pixels at fandom, 

giving on effect like o bod TV picture. 

MAKE SHINE 

Rather than applying a storhurs! effect lo o particular point, you can get the program 

to do it automatically. It picks out areas of the greatest brightness. 

SPIRAL BLUR 

Another pixel-shifting effect uses a 
circular pattern base la give this result. 

MOTION BLUR 
A pixel-shifting effect based on a simple 
linear pattern to give a feel of speed. 

DOME 

Very clever distortion effect mimics the 

use ol a powerful fisheye lens. 

Imposes a set of squares with the domi¬ 
nant colour picked up in each square. 

TESSELATE SMOOTH 
Pi x ell a red in a hexagonal pattern, with 
smoothing added an. Very weird. 

WAVE DISTORT 
Another distort effect: here a wave runs 

bath across and dawn the selected area. 

Morphing of this sort is completely unlike the 

simple morphing seen in Deluxe Paint /K In 

DPainh it simply means kuing the computer 

work out how to change one brush into 

another. The frames in between the start and 

end points are not very clever. 

Real morphing involves being able to 

choose exactly whai elements of two whole 

images von warn to blend. It's powerful, ifs 

impressive, and. in ImagtMmttr, its very 

nicely implemented, 

image Master is brilliant but suffers from the 

classic ‘designed-by-programmers instead of 

prog rammed hy -designers' syndrome. The 

v ast array of processing, composing and paint¬ 

ing tools are a real credit u> Black Belt’s 

programming skill, but they need a team of 

professional designers to re-work the interface. 

Most of the people who will use an image- 

process mg program are likely to be visually 

aware. They want their working environment, 

like their home or office, to be stylish and 

pleasing - they spend many hours staring into 

it, Very few Amiga graphics programs can 

make that claim, and that has to be pan of the 

reason so many designers use the inferior 

Macintosh system Even though they are often 

slower and les^ powerful. Mac programs do 

look anti feel comfortable. 

At limes [nuifteMasrer resembles a piece of 

modem architecture, wearing its entrails on the 

outside instead of hidden. We all know that we 

use buffers, hut I for one prefer to keep them 

decently clothed. 
Nevertheless, fmagt'Master w the most 

powerful image-processing system on the 

Amiga, probably on any any computer at a 

vaguely similar price. The list of new features 

alone, simply stated, is longer than this article, 

so we have inevitably missed out descriptions 

of some important functions. 

The potential of ImageMaster for 24-bit 

animation in particular is tremendously excit¬ 

ing. Anyone w ho has seen Terminator 2 or the 

new 4Alive* Volvo ads can see the future pos¬ 

sibilities. The program needs to be seen to be 

believed - hut ii is crying out for an attractive, 

modern, ergonomic and easy-to-Leant inter¬ 

face. Please, Black Belt! 

ImageMaster 

SPEED tot 
An accelerator is essential but it will 81 III seem 
slow, Fast tor what It does, though? 

DOCUMENTATION • t t 
The manual it reasonable; the ReadMe file you 
need to punt out it almost at long. 

ACCESSIBILITY • • • 
Lord, give mo icons and menus (a new version 
is under development). 

FEATURES IMM 
Astounding. I’m still finding new functions after 

a month s hard use. 

VALUE III! 
Cheap at twice the price, expensive though It is. 

W' 

ferdic) 89% 
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WE A LSO STOCK THE 
TOP 30 AMIGA 

GAMES AT LOW PKICES Cl jtry \_n j i lb 

DESK TOP VIDEO PERIPHERALS 

ROCGKN PLUS 
GENLOCK £129,99 

ZYDfX AMIGA 
HAND SCANNER £94.99 

VIDI The Corralete Solution ImS 
VIDI £89,94 
RGB SPUTTER Ronbo Electronk type £57.44 
ROCGEN GENLOCK SAVE£££# £44*99 
FRAMFGRABBER £519.49 
SUPERriC ■ Colour Digitiser & Genlock £444.49 
SUFERPIC ANIMATE PRICE DOWN £624,49 
COLOURPIC tfoicjurdiEtiser £399,49 
COLOUHC ANIMATE FRICTDOWN £511.99 
CABARET TOR C01OURPIOSUPERPJC£28.49 
CABARET PLUS £§7.99 

DIGIVIEW MEDIASTATION 
DIGIVIEW + DIGIPAINT3 

+ ELAN PERFORMER 
BARGAIN OFFER £129,99 

DIGIVIEW GOLD he*l with a tame™ £99.49 
RENDALE §#02 GENLOCK £14 W 
REN DA LE SUPER MKJ2 S VHS GENLOCK £499.99 
HITACHI MONO CAM FRA LOW PRICE un.wl 

DUST COVERS 

SEAL n TYPE KEYBOARD 
SKIN. 

Moulded to rover each key, but flexible enough 
to type throuh Si waterproof, 
AMIGA 5 (Ml & PLUS ( state whkh when 
ordering pleaw) £1149 
150ftTOW £12.99 

ANTISTATIC DUST COVERS 
AM IGA 500 & 500 PIu» £4.99 
AMIGA 15M/3000 2PIECE £1199 
6831/KW4 MONITOR £7.99 
SWIFT % LC200 PRINTER £7,99 

OTHERS TYPES AVAILABLE 

EMULATORS & SPARES 

AMIGA ROM SWITCH 
FOR 2 ROMS, ONLY £19,99 
KEYBOARD OPERATED VERSION 
HAS NO EXTERNAL SWITCHES. 

£27.49 

KICKSTARTIJ ROM £29.94 
KICKSTART 2 ROM £14.99 
AS ABOVE PLUS MANUALS £74.94 
FATTER AGNUS 6372A £30.94 

SUPER DENISE £1099 

GARY £31.49 

652dA LO chip £15,49 
A520 MO DU 1A TOR £24,99 
AMIGA INTERNAL DRIVE £59,99 

MAI NS SUPPRESSOR BLOCK 4 WAY £1149 
UPRATED A500 POWTR PACK £34,99 
STANDARD POWER PACK £24,49 

KCS PC CARD v3 + DOS4 
*1*1* whether far A50Q *r A500+ 

NOW £204,99 
M KCS WITHOUT MSDOS £1*9.99 

j KCS 2000 PC BOA RD ADAPTOR £64*99 

IaTONCE ♦ 1+MHi PC EMULATOR £214.99 

MICE, JOYSTICKS, TRACKBALLS 

NAKSHA MOUSE + 
OPERATION STEALTH 

ONLY £24.99 
I SPEED MOUSE £15.99 I 
I BUDGET REPLACEMENT MOUSE £1199 
KDTV KEYBOARD - Bl ACK £49.99 
I CD TV TRACKB A LL CONTROLLER £77,99 
I GRAVIS MOUSE STICK CONTROLLER £65,99 
I DELTA 3A ANALOGUE JOYSTICK £14.49 
I /JKvTICK AUTOFIRE £1199 
IQUICKJOY SUPERSTAR £13,99 
I gUICKSHOT TOPSTAR £19.99 
I QUICKS HOT INTRUDER JOYSTICK £29.99 
I MEGA STAR HEAVY DUTY JOYSTICK £26.99 
I NAVIGATOR AUTOHRE JOYSTICK £13,99 
ISPEEDKJ NG A UTOFI RE £11.99 
I CHEETAH BUG JOYSTICK £16.99 
IgUICKJOY PYTHON £10-99 
I / YDEC A MIGA TRACKBALL £34,99 
I CRYSTAL TRACKBALL £34.99 
| OPTICAL MOUSE £37.99 | 

MOUSE /JOYSTICK PORT 
SWITCH NOW JUST £12-99 

AMIGA BOOKS 
AMIGA TOR BEGINNERS £15.9* 
AMIGA BASIC INSIDE A OUT £19 45 
AMIGA SYSTEM PRO GUIDE £3145 
ADVANCED SYS PRCXiRS GUIDE £3145 
AMIGA DISK DRIVES I AO £27.95 
AMIGA DOS INSIDE OUT £19.99* 
AMIGA PRINTERS I AO £31.95 
AMIGA DESKTOP VIDEO £13.95 
AMIGA 3D GRAPHICS £17.95 
MAKING MUSIC ON AMIGA £27.94 ' 
AMIGA CRAH1CS l&O £31.95 
AMIGA MACHINE LANGUA £14.45 
AMIGA C TOR BEGINNERS £16.99 
AMIGA C FOR ADVANCED PROGMK5 £27.99 
AMIGA DOS MANUAL £19,95 
KIDS A THE AMIGA £15.95 
BEST AMIGA TRICKS A TIPS £27,45' 
MAPPING THE AMIGA £24-95 
MACHINE LANGUAGE TOR BGINRS £19.95 
Ft VM ENT ARY AM IGA BASIC £1495 
ADVANCED A MIGA BASIC £16.95 
FRCX;RAM DESIGN TECHNIQUES 116.95 
USING ARFXX ON AMIGA £27.99 
FIRST BOOK OF DIE AMIGA £16.95 
USING DELUXE PAINT £19,95 
DELUXE PAINT VIDEO £19,99 
AMIGA VISON HANDBOOK £13.45 
THE IMAGINE COMPANION £24.95* 
HARDWARE REJ MANUAL £21.95 
fcftOOQ ASSEMBLY lA NGL AGE PROGR £2495 
AMIGA ROM KERNEL REFERENCE BOOKS-3 
AVAR ABLE * LATEST EDITIONS each £».95 
DELUXE PAINT VIDEO £19,99 
SUPERBASE - THE BOOK £11,49 
V1DIA FAGESTRFAM GUIDE £495 

DISKS & DISK BOXES 

IM SIZE POSSOBOX £19.99 
W/50 SIZE LOCKABLE BOX £6.99 
m SITE LOCKABLE BOX £7 44 
100 SIZE LOCKABLE BOX £* 99 
TDK BRANDED IN BOX £7.99/10 
BULK DISKS 1M% GUARANTEED 
£3.99/10; £2199,50; 09.94/100; £j69.m00 

Callera wrkume . we re easy to find, just ISmilef from the 
M61 Directiona 
LMfcl at junction 26, take A63# to Bnfocd, uphill, after 
about IS mile*, turn left just over a railway bridge. Alter 1/ 
4mlk, kvvk fur ui opposite a Royal Mail letterbox , 

UNIT 1, DKPTAK8. 
253 NEW WORKS Rl), 

BRADFORD, BD120QP 

SALES: 

0274-691115 

HOWTOORDfR. ALL PRICES I SO L PC VAT f AX 0274 - M»1 W 

FAST MAll.OKDFlt SFRVItX 
Older by phone uainpynur ACCESS, VISA, SWITCH CONNECT OR AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD. 
Order by Mail - lending cheque , bankers draft or postal orders made payable Lo I Rll (XrJC. 
Add part pnfllage of£1.00 Id orders under £100 or £100 tn order* overilOO, 
Optional 4Ahr Pincellrwre - add £3.50, Overnight carrier - add £550. ( May Lake longer for outlying, 
remoter ane*fc(Uk Mainland only L Saturday delivery & I Utaponi service available PDA. 

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME, no vat - deduct 171/29G, but add carriage at oost. 
, Opfn M<Ml-Fri»bllt, Commode* da,to ainc* 1»* 

BACKUP UTILITIES 

X COPY PRO 
La lest version - £33.99 compiele 
with Cydcme exl emal drive adaptor 

AMI SUPERCARD 
£34.99 itttqairvt an tUtntl 4rivt| 

ACTION REFl AY TOR A50C £57.99 
ACTION REFLAY TOR 2000 £67.99 
NB- Making backup* without the petmiiiian 

Lt)f the copyright holder it illegal. 

TOP 30 AMIGA GAMES 

ANOTHER WORLD £17.49 
AGONY £17.99 
AIRLAND 4l5EA £2494 
BLACK CRYPT £17,99 
C A5TITS £19,94 
CHUCK YEAGERS ADV FLT £7.94 
CHART ATTACK £19.44 
FORMUIA 1 GRAND PRIX £2449 
F15 IT £2494 
GOLF £2449 
GODS £17 99 
HARLEQUIN £17,99 
JI MM Y WHITE SNOOKER £ 19,99 
JOHN BARNES 
KNIGHTSOF THE SKY £2449 
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE £17,99 
LEMMINGS 1,1 DATA DISK £1194 
OH NOT MORE LEMMINGS £17,99 
MEGALOV 1ST SAMU RAI £2*99 
Ml TANK FLATOONB £2499 
PAPERBOY 2 £17.44 
RACE UKIVJN £17,99 
SHAIX) W1 AN DS £19,49 
STEEL EMPIRE £19.99 
SUPERS KJ £17,99 
THUNDERJAWS £17,99 
TH UNDERHAWK £2*99 
ULTIMA 6 £20,99 
VKtXJM £17,99 

. WOUPCHILD £17,94 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE | 

A FEW OF THE MANY TITLES IN STOCK 
BETTER MATHS(l2-16YRS) £19,99 
BETTER SPELLING (§*> £19,99 
COMPENDIUM 6 £3499 
FIRST SHAPES (S4YRS) £1199 
FIRST LETERS & WORDS (3-8)£ll99 
FUN SO IOOL4 RANGE £19.99 
JUNIOR TYPIST (5-12J £19.99 
LETS SPELL SERIES £16.44 
MICRORANGE £19.99 
MATHS TALK (5-13YRSJ £2199 
MAVIS BEACON TYPING £29.94 
MONEY MATTERS (4-7YRSJ £16.99 
PAINT ME A STORY (MOl £21.94 
PUZZLE BOOKS 1 & 2 £16,94 
TARGET MATHS (4+) £16.99 
THE FRENCH MISTRESS £16.49 
DIE GERMAN TUTOR £16,99 
THE SPANISH MASTER £16.99 

LTHE ITALIAN TUTOR £16.94 

MIDI INTERFACE 2 
I LXir unique S port Midi intert** 2 h« la Our 
JcThru^xkets p!t» twoadditiondJ swirchjbk- ori/ 

: thru aotkeb lor ingenious versatility. 
NOWrONLY£2^9S 

E Extra Midi lead 1.2m£l-49 
f Extra Midi lead 3m £1,99 

STEREO SAMPLER 2 
'Superb sounding STEREO SAMPLER 2 uses a 

i Male ot Ihe art A/DdNp whichsampie&» UM, It 
capruna every detail at the sound. Easily adjusted 
level com mi. curmrO i ng lead Sl bve stereo Mrrphng 

| sottwarv. Fully ccan palibie with all popular 

| ““PN **rw«T NOW ONLY 07,99 

! SUPER-FI I STEREO SYSTEM L34.99 

i SUPER-FI 2 STEREO SYTEM 

i ZYF1 STERFjO SYSTEM 

£54,99 

£,1699 

TOP AMIGA PROGRAMS 

ADVANTAGE £69.9 
AMI ALIGNMENT £29.4 
A MAS 2 £69.4 
AMIGA VISION £69.4 
AMOS £349 
AMOS ' EASY £26.9 
AMOS 3D £25.9 
AMOS COMPILER £214 
ART DEPARTMENT £49,4 
ART DEPARTMENT PRO £149. 
ASSSEMPRO £59.9 
A TALK lit 09.4 
AUDITION 4 07.4 
A U DtOMASTER 4 £49.4 
AUDIO ENGINEER £169. 
BARS & FIFES £99,9 
BBC EMUl^ATOR £30,9 
BROADCAST TtTLER 2 £ 167. 
CAN DO 1,6 £69.9 
CASH BOOK CONTROLLER £511 
CROSS DOS £21.9 
DAY BY DAY L2Xi 
DELUXE PAINT 4 £57,9 
DELUXE MUSIC £49,9 
DELUXE VIDEO 3 £749 
DEVFAC 3 - new veninn £51,9 
DC CALC £34,9 
DIR ECTOR Y OF US £29,9 
DISK MASTER, £24,9 
DISK MASTER 2 £49.9 
DOCTOR AMI £24,9 
DR Ta TIGER CUB £49,9 
ELAN PERFORMER 2 £44.4 
E TYPE £29,9 
EXPERT DRAW £49.9 
EXPERT 4DJNR 07.9 
EASY AMOS £26.9 
EXCELLENCE £59.9 
FI NAL COPY £47,9 
FLOW v3.0 049 
FRENCH MISTRESS £16.4 
FUN SOIOOL 4 RANG E £ 19.4 
GERMAN MASTER 06.4 
GB ROUTE PLUS £59.4 
COLD DISK OFFICE £59.9 
HIGH SPEED FASCAL £749 
HISOFT BASIC £47.9 
HISOFT BASIC PROFESS £59.9 
IIQME ACCOUNTS 2 £39,9 
HOMEBASE £249 
HOTUNKS £51,9 
HYPERBOOK £44,9 
IMAGINE 2 £149. 
ITAU AN TUTOR £16,4 
INTROCAD PLUS £749 
KIN DWORDS £37.4 
LATTICE Cv^SASC £169. 
MACRO 66000 ASSEMBLER £39.4 
MAII5HOT PLUS £37,4 
MEDIA SHOW £51.9 
MEGAMIX MASTER £29.4 
MICRO RANGE(LCt.J 09.9 
MUSIC Xv 1,1 £54,9 
MUSIC XJUNIOR £39,9 
PAGESTEAM11 £134. 
PAGE SETTER 2 £*4.9 
PEN PAL £544 
PERSONAL TAX PLANNER £29.9 
PERSONAL FINANCE MANG £13.9 
P1XMATE £149 
PROFESSIONAL CAIC £139, 
PRODATA £69.9 
PROFESSIONAL DRA W 2 £944 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE 3 £167, 
FRQTEXT v 55 £104. 
PRO VIDEO PLUS £174; 
PROWRITE v 1.2 £79.9 
QUARTERBACK £39.9 
QUARTERBACK 10015 £449 
QUARTET £349 
REAL ID BEGJNN ER5 £79.9' 
SCAIA 5W £64,9' 
SCULPT 3D.XL £*9.9' 
SCULP ANIMATE 401 NR £79,9' 
SOMX £33.4 
SOUNDMASTER £99.9' 
STE REO MASTER £ 29,9' 
SLPERJAM £69.9' 
SUPERBASE PROF 4 £J99; 
SUFFSPLAN £49.9' 
SYSTEM 1 £44,9' 
SYSTEM 3e newvendon £59,9' 
TAKE 2 £69,9' 
TEOFNGSOUND £319' 
TOPK1RM £57,9' 
TRANS WRITE £38.9' 
TU R BOPRI NT PRO £37,9' 
TV SHOW £57.9' 
VIDEO EFFECTS 3D £99 9- 
VIDEOSCAPE 3D £59,9' 
VI DEO TTTLER JD £67.4' 
VIDEO DIRECTOR £104.' 
WORD PERFECT 41 £149; 
WORD WORTH LI £79 9 
3D CONSTRUCTION Kl l £37.4' 
3D PROFESSIONAL £149: 

Ml 



ACCESS VISA 
SWITCH CONNECT 

AMERICAN EXPRESS 

AMIGA 600 £369.99 

AMIGA 600hd £469.99 
AMIGA 500 PLUS 

NOW £329.99 
2 MEG VERSION t3«9.99 

AMIGA 500 1.3 
ONLY £284.99 

» 1 MEG RAM 
*3,5" DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES PACK OtM 

* WORKBENCH 2 
-BUILT IN TV MODULATOR 

-BUILT IN 20 MEG HARD DRIVE (ON AMIGA 
60OHD MODEL) 

» CAPTAIN PLANET( not with HD model) 
» DELUXE PAlNT3(nol with HD model) 

-Compatible with most Amiga 500 peripherals - 
eg External driven Samplers etc* 

-BUILT-IN DISK DRIVE 
-512KRAM 

-MOUSE 
-TV MODULATOR 

-WORKBENCH 1*3* 

ADD JUST £1S FOR 1 MEG VERSION 

AMIGA 1.3 WORKBF-NCH 1 OPTIONS 
ROM SWITCH 
KEYBOARD SWITCHED *KS) ROM SWITCH 
WORKBENCH 1 ROM 
COMPLETE WK BENCH 2 LPGA ROE KIT 

* BUILT-IN DISKDRIVE 

- 1 MEG RAM 
- MOUSE 

* TV MODULATOR 
- WORKBENCH 2. 

- BUILT-IN CLOCK 

+ LEMMINGS 
+ THE SIMPSONS 
+ CAPTAIN PLANET 

+ DELUXE PAINT3 

LOW COST YEAR 
EXTENDED 

WARRANTIES 
AVAILABLE PLEASE 

SEE BELOWFOR 
DETAILS 

COMMODORE 1084S PHILIPSCM 8833MK2 AOC CM326 HIRES 

MULTISYNC MONITOR 
TV TUNER AMIGA 1500 Wkbench 2 £549-99 

LATEST MODEL 
NOW ONLY £22*+<W 

II' ANTIGLARE SCREEN 
GREEN SCREEN SWITCH 
STEREO SOUND 
RGB & COMPOSITE INPUTS 

with EH & On file warranty 
OFFICIAL UK MODEL 

NOW ONLY OH M 
14* SCREEN 
STEREO SOUND 
RGB St COMPOSITE INPUTS 
FREE CONNECTING LEADS 

NOW ONLY £329.99 

14"ANTIGLARE SCREEN 
ANALOGUE RGB INPUT 
FLICKER FIXER COMPATIBLE 
WORKS IN PRODUCTIVITY 
MODE 

-1 MEG RAM 
-TWIN 3-S"DRIVES 

-WORKBENCH 2 

A M IGA 1500- 204 AODQNS 

i MEG MEMORY CARD (unpop) 
lmeg*9SJMMi l,2,4,arS requited 
SCSI CONTROLLER CARD 
GVP 52MEG HARD DRIVE 
.GVP 120MEG HARD DRIVE 

ONLY £39.99 

COLOUR PRINTERS BLACK & WHITE PRINTERS 

CITIZEN 120D+ CITIZEN SWIFTS 

GOLDSTAR TV / MONITOR CITIZEN SWIFT 224D 

CITIZEN PRODOTS * PROF QUALITY 

CITIZEN PROJET INKJET PRINTER 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9X B/W wide carriage £319.99 14'SCREEN 

FULL REMOTE CONTROL 

SCART SOCKET (rgb input) 
FREE AMIGA LEAD 

‘SUPERB PICTURE 

ONLY 
£17999 

CITIZEN SWIFT 224D COLOUR £249.99 
mplii'ird version of Fast & very quiet,, A4 sheet feeder a 

RICOH LP1200 LASER PRINTER 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24E 
CANON BUBBLEjET BJ10EX EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES 

CITIZEN SW IFT24X wide carriage £414,99 

HP DESKJET 500C colour inkjet £499,99 

All Citizen Swift printers come with a free print 

enhancement dink similar to Turbo print which 
give?* vastly improved print quality, especially with 

l colour graphic*. 

HOC LITE RF382C NOW £55.99 

CUMANA 5'// DRIVE £99.99 
CUMANA CAX 354 3.5" DRIVE £5#.»» 
All jr* Amiga PLUS, 6(HI & CDTV compatible. 

SEIKOSHA SP1900 budget printer £124.99 
HP DESKJET S00 £339.99 
Black ribbons for Citizen printers £4.99 
Colour ribbon for Citizen SOcolunin £15.99 
All printer* are supplied with free connecting lead 

. (parallel) It driver disk (where applicable) 

MEMORY UPGRADES PRINTER ACCESSORIES & LEADS 
HARD DRIVES 

UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND - open Irimt tyf 
piper holder for all 50 column printers, 
TWO PIECE PRINTER STANDfor any printer 
COPY HOLD - FREE STANDING OR CLAMP 
RIBBON REINKING SPRAY* SAVES £££S 

EXPAND YOUR AMIGA S PRINTER 
2WAY £14.99 3WAY £27.99 4WAT 

AMIGA 500 PLUS upgrade TO 2 MEGS 09.99 
Just plugs in. No soldering Warranty unaffected. Give* 
you 2 megs In total. {Made by Phoenii) 

A500 /50Q+ l/2megwithout clock £23^99 

ASO0 / 500+ l/2megupgrade with dock £27,99 
AMIGA 600 UPGRADES - PHONE FOR PRICE 

III GVP SERIES II HD6 FOR A500 - NO DRI VE £149.99 

HGVP SERIES 11 HDBf 52 Meg Quantum drive for 
I A500 St A50O+ 
i GVP SERIES II HDR+ 60 Meg Connoi1 drive for 
I A500 Si A500+ 

GVP SERIES II HDS+ 120meg Quantum drive for 
|a500 tt A500+ H SERIES II tea HARD CARD - NO DRIVE £119.9-1 

GVP SERIES IE HC8 + 52meg Quantum drive for 
Amiga 1500 & 2000 

I GVP SERIES II HC8+120meg Quantum drive for 
I Amiga 1500 & 2000 
| 1MEG SIMMS FOR GVP (4meg mat) each £24.99 

I All G VP drives, have on hoard memory sockets fur 

NOT ENOUGH FAST MEM ? You need 

BASEBOARD PLUS unpopulated 
BASEBOARD PLUS with TMEG 
BASEBOARD PLUS with 2MEG 

BASEBOARD PLUS with 4 MEG(max) 

peripheral.. just plug Mralphi in. Fully awllrhi 

AMP] l.Dm tonglead for parallel printers 
AMP 2 3m longlead fnr all parallel printers 
AMP 3 5m long lead far all parallel prinlen 
PRINTER PORT EXTENSION LEAD (MT) 

PRJNTER FORT TO SWITCH LEAD (M-M) 

A 1.1 tor most Scan tvt eieept wme GoldaUr A ven £13,49 
AL* for Amalrad CPC monile* , mrilh no sound £11,99 
AL6B famew CPC monitor with stereo sound £12,99 
AL7 for 1084 I monitor inr audiolead f6pin Din plug) £14.99 
AL7P for new 883.1/10(14* - 9 pin D plug £14.99 
MODULATOR EXTENSION LEAD * £10,99 
MODULATOR SPUTTER - £i*.99, 
MONITOR PLINTH WITHOUT SHELF £23.99 
MONITOR PLINTH WITH SHELF £13.99 
DELUXE MONITOR WORK CENTRE including overall dual 
cover, mouse mar St holder, joyrlkk/mouse eaten si on £49,99 
14* MONITOR TILT/SWIVEL BASE £12.99 
SCART SWITCH - effectively gives your Ivor monitor I wo 
aeirt socket* Enable* ANY two scart leads eg Amiga St ver, to 
Tw connected to one scari socket Folly switched. £19.99 j 

ZYDEC JAM EG A 540 UPGRADE fully populated 

SCSI DRIVE CONTROLLERS & HOUSINGS 
DATA FLYER 500 HOUSING St SCSI INTERFACE* 129.99 
DATAFLYER 1544 / 2000 SCSI 1 INTERFACE £09.99 

Our Eitended Warranty Si Insurance plan could 

s*ave you ££s on accident St repair bills. 
VJwny<xi buy any cpeipuler nnnter or monitor Jrym Lt_\we can 

ed a fra nj v w i [ h A ccidimtal I Jam agr 
a leading trk Insurance company, Fee 
flby a'J?YWvv tor tnrw year* frortl dale ol 
£&4 OQJorhye years (tor daleol 
& jccidenijii damage, with very few 

COMMODORE A590+ St A5W UPGRADES 
A590 + (no r*m) 24mrg drive. £279.99 
A590 52meg QUANTUM SCSI upgrade - easy to fit £209.99 
A590 120meg QUANTUM SCSI upgrade - easy to fit£349.99 
A590 45meg NFC SCSI upgrade * easy to 01 £189.99 
A590 )05mtg NEC SCSI upgrade * easy to fit £299.99 
A 590 MEMORY CHI PS £ JO/MEG 

Insurance. Underwnti 
example your Ami ta . 

Pid UM(lflA MUST t* 
Arriba repair cos^ ir 
can rgc1 wnpna1 
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Sequencer One 

Getting hold of a beginners' package for 

MIDI sequencing may be all very well, but 

what happens when you feel you've out¬ 

grown it? Maff Evans charts the 

upgrade path available to users of Gajits' 

musical starter package. 

Fh# Step Editor screen 

now bai more tools to 
moke treating tunes 

easier. THe little lines 
going down the page 

don't mean the ink has 

run - they show the 
velocities of the notes. 

Plus 

When this is highlighted, you can click any¬ 

where on the grid to bring op a note. This note 

can be moved around the screen and stamped 

down wherever you want. Once a note has 

been stamped down, a scries of boxes appear 

around the note. By clicking in any of the red. 

diamond-shaped boxes, you can change the 

position, length and velocity of the note. 

Pressing the left button in the blue square pulls 

up an option menu, which allows you to adjust 

the effect of the note or get rid of it altogether. 

MIDI Sequencer ■ £49.95 ■ Gajits 061-236 2515 
LET’S (SET ONE thing straight: Sequencer 

One Plus isn't an entirely different program to 

the original. The user interface and general 

operations stay the same. The main difference 

is that a few new editing features have been 

added to make producing MID! sequences a 

much more fluid process. What we'll do here 

instead of talking about the general functions 

(which remain the same for the most part) is 

give you a run-down of (he new features... 

THE NEW SCREENS 
The first noticeable difference is the addition 

of two options in the Screens menu - the 

Tempo Map and the Juke Box, 

The Tempo Map brings up a screen similar 

to the Step Edit window, except that a red line 

is displayed across the middle of the display 

and a numeric scale is placed on the left of the 

screen instead of a piano keyboard. By click¬ 

ing on the red line, a comer is added (making 

the line look like a square-wave). By dragging 

this comer around, you can change the tempo 

at any given point in a song. Just place the ver¬ 

tical line at the beat that the tempo change 

should occur and drag the horizontal line to 

the tempo you want. Simple, 

The Juke Box screen is a simplified way of 

loading up a scries of sequencer files and play¬ 

ing them in succession. You can construct a 

list of files to play, set the delay between 

songs, and even get the program to Load the 

next song while the current one is playing! 

The 'Album' files can also be saved out to 

disk, so you can recall an album at any time. 

Perhaps the most important improvement this 

one, Previously* if you wanted to enter notes 

directly on to the grid you had to set up your 

note durations beforehand and use a combina¬ 

tion of the Keyboard panel* the space-bar and 

delete keys to get things right. If you made a 

mistake* then it was a matter of accessing a 

series of functions to put it right, Bui no more! 

In place of the Delete function on the Step 

Edit screen, a new Edit icon has appeared. 

The mein control pond 

bowls o few extra 

hems, THe i«tfo panel 
give i you information 

on the sequence, while 

Sola and Punch moke 

editing and recording 

more fluid. 

The Tempo Map alows 

you to change the tim¬ 

ing of your song at any 
point. Just drag the 
line where you want it 

ond let Jer rip! 

You can now organise 
your songs into a MIDI 

album using the Joke 
Bo* screen. Just 

arrange the files in the 

order you want them 

and set the delay 

between tracks. 

DIAMONDS AND TAILS 
The notation on the Step Edit screen has undergone a few 
changes on Sequencer One Plus, Here Is a guide to what the new 
symbols are for, 

THE NOTE 
The black bar shows the pitch, position and length of the note. 

VELOCITY TAIL 
This tail' shows the velocity of the note. 

START DIAMOND 
Dragging this diamond changes the start position of the note, 

POSITION DIAMOND 
By dragging this diamond you can change the pitch and position 
of the note. 

END DIAMOND 
Dragging this diamond simply changes the 
length of the note. 

MENU BOX 
Clicking in here pulls up a menu of options 
which affect the note itself. 

0^0 

Delete 

- I £ I I I I 
B Bl It Mft» tfO rin 

Iuftn IxUdiU Sequencer v/uc ^ 
M Msfm; ftlll 

□El 

xon 

A few extra Track functions have also been 

included to make Ihings easier. With 

Sequencer One you couldn't listen to one track 

at a time. The addition of a Solo function now 

makes this possible. All you do is highlight the 

button and only the current track plays. 

As well as the Loop and Limit buttons* 

there is now a Punch function. This plays ihe 

track as normal (to give you a lead in) and 

only keeps the notes thai you play between the 

Limit markers, ignoring anything outside. This 

means you can't accidentally record over 

another section. 

These are Ihe main differences to the original 

program. All the additions are definitely wel¬ 

come improvements, The Diamond Drag 

system brings the program much more in line 

with higher-end sequencers, allow ins the user 

to work in a much more free and fluid way, 

rather than having to stick to the methods 

imposed by earlier versions of the program. 

Although it still may feel limiting to serious 

MIDI users, anyone who has used Sequencer 

One extensively will find the extras in the 

update extremely useful C!> 



AMIGA PERIPHERALS 
GREAT 
VALLEY 
PRODUCTS 

QUALITY AMIGA PERIPHERALS 
WITH A 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

Silica Systems are pleased to present Ihe 
GVP range of peripherals, GVP are the worths 
largest third party manufacturer of peripherals 
for the Amiga range and have a reputation for 
high specification, quality products- The 
company was founded only four years ago by 
a man who knows about the Amiga, 
Commodore's ex-Vioe Pneskfenl of Technology. 
He, along with a team of Amiga experts 
including other ex-Commodore staff, understand 
the add-on requirements of Amiga owners 
better than anyone, Not only do GVP provide 
peripherals that Amiga owners want they also 
offer peace of mind, with a 2 year warranty on 
the products they manufacture. So, if you are 
looking for the very best in peripherals for your 
Amiga computer, look no further than GVP, 

GVP's HD8+ hard drive and A530 hard drive wrth 40MH; accelerator, 
represent the highest quality Amiga 500 peripherals, at very affordable 
prices. Each incorporates a Quantum disk drive, RAM expansion 
capably, custom VLSI chip and FAAASTftOM SCSI driver, for 
unbeatable performance 

The HD04 hard drive often up to BMb of 
standard internal Fast HAM expansion 
and ihe A53Q Combo, up to 3Mb of 32- % 
bit wide last RAM expansion Both 
feature a SCSI controller, which 
supports up to 6 additional devices, 
and an Autoboot/tiame cut-off 
switch Both are available In 52, 120 
and 240Mb hard dnve verstone 

In addition, the A530 Combo looms 
the Amiga forward with an 030 
accelerator, running at a blistering 
40MHz. This enables your Amiga 500 to 
run at an Incredible 12 t MIPS, (aster than 
an Amiga 30001 No other product in the 
world combines @11 the features found in the 
A53Q Comber A plug-m PC emulator option, 
shown below, is available tor bolh the H 
A530 Combo, 

fitOHAsao] 

,\.v »N 
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PC EMULATOR 
PLUG-IN OPTION FOR HOB* & A530 

* T6MH? 60236 processor 
* 287 Maths Co-Processor socket 
* 512K of PC RAM plus the use ol Amiga RAM 
* Supports Hercules. CGA. EGA/VGA 

(monochrome) and T3100 video modes 
* Hum MS-DOS {3.2 and upwards) plus 

thousands of other PC programs 

This powerful 286 emulator module simply plugs into 
the “mini-slor of the GVP HD8+ or A530 (without 
invalidating the warranty). Ft has full access to the 
Amiga's resources and allows 
you to run PC and Amiga pro¬ 
grams at the same tome, giving 
you two computers m one 

£249 

HAflD DRIVE 
cuurnjxscsiw&ipim 
!2 ItllMI rtMSW • * 

lATAIwniMlUCS  » 4 
TuwynuTE itxw 
ihKAKtscvitdniiite • • 

ACCELERATOR 
iwHimwttPu ^ * 
wmwu. mv o-mMf ste« * 
BlMS At 1? 1 HR <U5~: “ ilMA l • 
NUOIlK 3UW0AT Ttl XAF Slt*STWt «T& 
12-WTlAdiUSt Km fob HUTffl ft* WvOn 
lUWOID«W M VW1« M1W! 

• 

RAM BOARD 
! W Tto im flf | teWK W Mil 
Li 0« W *0£ 5*ttME l»n Oft OUICKEai • 

SPTS Wt Of IMIIWH HIT MP 
iPZ-MITOEPMlll -0M} • 

IWWWITIS * 

OTHER FEATURES 
NOT tf-CCUIUTQP. C4TT-OFF' WO I'flft 
ip, UK QWiTiKffT • 9 

sen ntonsuterto* ottei 
Awnow • 

VLAom«tipr 4 • 

1
 

a
 

I
 

# • 
ipcaiiUL chw LtmHS m m *t» * • 
b%T-M HHUTtOH FI* TO miffin 
Tut UKfl FfttmOVEAMATlHd • • 

KKAinmmtn smi * * 
MINI- SlOf FOB FUTUAI UPHUOXi 

1E& PCIMyU’OHi • • 

ROniMUHDRM, SUrn»T * • 
DIRECT MCflT liCftJ !0MA; imE 
HIK4LTIIIftTEFERF6mUCI • * 

|*rr tKBE WTMM • « 
s hmhmamtt * * 

WHAT THE PRESS SAY: 
Superb build* excellent aesthetics and 
blinding speed make this the best 
ASOO hard drive' _ amiga shopper 

'GVP daims this is the fastest hard drive 
in the worfd and none of our tests could 
prove that wrong[ AMt&tl Shopped 

Overall: Untouchable. THE choice' 

AJUtfGA SHOPPED 

5till the best hard drive' - 92% 
AS30 CQM&Q 

HAftDfifBW 
W/GA r ORMa r l 

Dthard drives 
/& ACCELERATORS 

PRICES FROM: 

£379 
MODEL 

HARD DRIVE 
HD8+ 

52Mb HD 

£379 

£749 

120Mb HD 

£499 

£869 

240Mb HD 

£779 

£1149 
FW HAAMH 

FOR ALL AMIGAS IGA 1500 + 2000 + 3000 —< 

wz 
SOUND SAMPLER 
• S-Miftoeo Sumpter 
* Pkigurrto persNet port 
* Mtot MQportlaf mg input 
• Extemrv* tdtong toelu&t 
tv m ns ** hwy* 4 

m zx$ 
v 1000 t&*piAtr Ctwtwwl acta cm d sit 

MUS 
2500 £59^s |s 

ACCELERATORS 
4 S0CWE C t^3Q£C ti>#Q3Q prptessgr 
■ 2& 40 50WHJ- dock speeds 
• 66662 Mm tbs como—or 
• Ewnnats 10 1&16 16MC 32*4 RAM 
• Z?MS££lctr*t*fr&ha*d 
Fwt MO&SMMEC ictUmfog #bl nttr&y 
tXKpiAA mu SCSI wiwttti ba*f* E*m cw*i 

*Cl > QMS mn <™s rah 
4Qr»t m vrarfi *4 it T»a/is v hh 
D-w VI to, GhFqw 0» Bovfl, GVA «5t. E* » 
25whi/1 Mb ivinutt £599 
4DMHi/4Mb km ■jK.asm £999 
50mh2/4mo iVM.,Kr £1399 

HARO CARDS 
• Fxctoty msiAMd H*td Dmes 
* 52 ?20, 240 A 42066} ******* 

* Ado up toe SCSI LMw 
• £*sy to nsiav SfMKtS 
T>f Imo H HCS Hard VA Vt 74 
dtmtOkW#** buHQ’f*?£OOva0 2Offi 
mtob m m v+t ■»* e sm i«jk 
hirj #*** wiie* bj p^aiu txvpvAir 
Lnpd(xjUrteO N& RAW Dana 

52Mb mm i«wn». 
120Mb wmiiHiib £449 
£40Mb whahimo 
420Mb €1399 

VIDEO ENHANCER 
• 7$$MS60P*Lftesetviien 
• Sijpportf coitsp vURo. S-VH$4 RGB 
* Bmdmi quality girioc* 
* N&* *Tf.l RGB SfAmr 
ncaa ttnr n a Wn Ptetowntf 
VdK *OV& ■ XiUh i& mGoft odoa on 
xnmean, wm®**** tow tm fem 
Mr taxw wd <*?* +r* &4#(d 
mm C«grHV24 30 moOiifcfgi ins Ffnclkmq 
KftflA* 5£«n ww wan? Mmg vShms pw 
Usm Pirt^p*rt Mm-m 
WK *mcr* IW GVA w % 
IV14 vtusmmRw , £1699 
nr-34 m TMJttcoofH £2099 

RAM BOARDS 
< Up to 8Mb of FAST RAM 
1 Upprsde to 2Mb toorvmonto 
i Supports tfxAi50> sSandaKt RAM ctws 

REMOVABLE MEDIA 
i ■ ;j 

• 20mt JCCMf SYTtf 
» QVPHCS CarmdesrapOonvem 

* FutyauhHiaiApu^ 
The FUM4 dSn tr 041, k upgqo* rx/ 
11® or 2000 r> 6*3 PL’rreti lc t Wfc T>« 
RAM ( q Mhr 9&ri&*Qrr<t m3 ■» 
*4h pnn-at-jnmd ioOkm 6Mj 
«i4]|itoEim5><U0^qlMiipto^ 

0Mb populated £99 

IMb populated Huujjtca £169 

-- ■ •  MKftQflOBtfNF 
HCa uUlwm Th*| n r uUb md 
mm dptiammetm*»^ iteu w* 
£ltf jwt cii'h** «4ri linage 

44Mb vmri* £449 
44Mb -aCl Ar HAIM £549 

SSMb am qw>»t ^ £599 

£699 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

I SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU I 
• EftEE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On al harowaie orders shipped m the UK mainiand 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service 
• PRtCE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a Same product - Same pride' bases 
• ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sates 
• BUSINESS + EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT: Vokime tfecounts avatfabte 001-300 0088. 
m SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training laciimes at our London & Stocup branches 
« THE PULL STOCK RANGE; Al of your reguirements tnjfn one supplier 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software;penptwat details 
• PAYMENT: 8y cash, cheque and all major crodrt cards, 

Before you dead® when to buy your new Amiga products, we suggest you think very carelully about 
WHERE you buy them. Consider what n will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, 
whan you may require additional peripherals and software, or help and advice. And, will the company 
you buy from contact you with details of new products? Al Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have 
nothing to worry about. We have bean established lor over 12 years and, with our unnvalied experience 
and expertise, we can now daim to meet our customers1 requirements with an understanding which is 
second to none But don't just lake our word lw rt Complete and return the coupon now tor our latest 
FREE literature and begin to experience the ‘Silica Systems Service1', 

MAIL ORDER: 14 The llews 
Qnfrr Lint Qp#fi Mo» $af 9 COam-A OOpn 

Haiherle^ RdSidcup Kent, DAI 4 40X MJ81 :m 1111^ 
Npgw OpPftirtg Fm mo 0ST S06 Gem 

LONDON SHOP: 
Qpwwng Hwn 

52 Tottenham Court Rm London. W1P O&A Id: 071-510 4000 
Ml*- Sn‘ 3 No LaSm Qpvw^g Fu No 071-323 4737 

LONDON SHOP 
Op*fw*0 HPvr* 

s«^.dg» h! = : Oxford Street London WfA 1AB Tot 071 *29 1234 
®)0*r>-6dPp«n Lxm NflM urfli 6pm Entn^n SU 

SIDCUP SHOP: 
Optme Houn 

14 Tr* htath€fley Rd &dcup. Kent, DA14 40X Tel: 001-302 0011 
900m*-$ 300* UH* NigM Fraftty um Tpfh Fu No 091-309 0017 

FTo: Silica Systems, AMF0R-M92-68. 1-4 Ttie Mews. Hatherley fld. Side up. Kent, DAI 4 4DX 

I PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE GVP RANGE] 

~C\ MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

lJ 081-309 1111 
SILICA 

SYSTEMS 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms Initials: . Surname 

Address: 

Tel (Home): 

Postcode 

Tel (Work) 

Company Name (rl appteamei 

Which computer|s). if any, do you own? 68D 

3 VKlcilen inrilwgi - Pmm -wiym ihm li* H* WM rtlymaftan 
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Jason Holborn attempts to bring order 

to his life and enlightenment to yours as he 

tackles the intricacies of South Hams 

Software's new Order relational database. 

Order out 
of Chaos 

Relational Database ■ £69.95 

South Hams Software 

IF YOU NEED to organise any form of infor¬ 

mation, then a good database is always a good 

proposition. Databases can be used to store 

any thing from simple names and addresses to 

stock records, client details and just about any¬ 

thing that can be written down on papCT and 

organised by hand. 

Unlike a traditional card-file index or filing 

cabinet, extracting information from a 

database takes a matter of seconds, What’s 

more, databases enable you to pick multiple 

records by specifying certain search require¬ 

ments - everyone who lives in Yorkshire and 

wears a cloth cap. for example. If you were to 

try a similar task with a traditional card index 

box. you'd probably end up slaving away at it 

for hours on end. 

The latest arrival on the database scene is a 

home-grown package from South Hams 

Software. Order is a fully relational database 

that enables you to create databases that link 

together so they can share information. Unlike 

a traditional card-file database, a relational 

database doesn’t just restrict you to a single 

file that contains all the information. Instead, 

the information with in your database can be 

spread across several linked files. 

Whether you run a 
business, o dub or you 
just want To keep your 

butterfly collection in 

order, a database pro¬ 
gram can delegate the 

tedious sifting and 

sorting at filed records 
to your Amiga. 

ORDER h available 

from South Hams 

Software, Ivy 

Cottage, Brixtan 

Torr, Plymouth PL8 

2BD0752 880289 

FT |m 1 1* 1 P ’ 

When you first boot up Order, the first thing 

that strikes you is the almost total lack of sup* 

port for the Amiga’s Intuition user interface. 

Although the program uses some gadgets, 

most of its functions are selected from some 

very PC-like pop-up menus. Don't let this pm 

you off. Order % interface is actually quite 

easy to use, although Amiga purists will prob¬ 

ably raise their hands in honor at such a 

blatant flogging of Commodore’s program 

design guidelines. 

The program comprises a number of mod¬ 

ules which are pulled in from disk when they 

are needed. This isn't too much of a problem if 

you’ve got a hard disk* but running Order 

from floppy can be a very time-consuming 

task - South Hams claims the program is fast 

and easy to use. but I'm not convinced. 

Creating a database within Order is a fairly 

simple task. You start by entering a file name, 

then the program asks how many "fields each 

record is to contain. Records can contain a 

maximum of 14 fields, which is hardly a great 

deal if you intend using it professionally* For 

most people's needs though, it should be more 

than adequate. Once this is done* you then 

start to define each record in turn, selecting the 

type of field (character or number) and how 

many digits the field can hold. 

DATABASE JARGON WELL AND TRULY SORTED 
DATABASE - A database is a file containing one or more records (see defini¬ 
tion below) organised into a user-definable format - a database of addresses, 
for example* Although the file can contain many different records* all of them 
share the same common format. 

RECORD - If you were to compare a database to a traditional card index box. 
then a record would be a single card within that box. Each card can contain 
only one set of data - in the case of a database containing the details of 
clients, each record would hold information on a single client 

FIELD - The amount of Information that a single record can contain can be 
extended by setting up the record formal so that it contains more than one 
field* A held is a little like the boxes you have to fill out on a form - each box 
contains a single specific data item (date of birth, telephone number). When all 
of the boxes are filled out. the record is complete. 

FILTER - For larger databases, a filter allows you to access only those records 
you are interested in. Say* for example, you have a database of Amiga software 
that covers paint and music programs and serious applications such as word 
processors. If you only want to view the records that detail music programs, 
you can configure the filter so that all other programs are filtered out of the 
retrieval process. 

FORM - By defining a form you can customise the way in which information is 
presented when you access the database, 

REPORT - A report is virtually the same as a form, but instead of being shown 
on screen* it defines how records are printed. 

INDEX - An index is a file created by a database which allows it access to the 
records within a database without having to search through them one by one. 
Indexes work by using a field within the database as an Index key', for a 
database of names and addresses, the index key is the the Surname field. 

RELATIONAL DATABASE - A relational database program enables you to cre¬ 
ate a database that Is finked to other databases. As la the case with indexes 
{explained above)* an individual field within a database is used to link that 
database to others. 

Say, for example, that you run a massively successful publishing business 
and you have numerous clients spread the world over. One database could 
contain records of those clients with just a single field defining the countries in 
which they reside. When you type In Japan1* the program pulls In all the 
records stored in another database containing information on all clients and 
that information la filtered so that only the records with details of your 
Japanese clients are displayed. 
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Before you can emer any data, you must create 

a form - this is common to all databases. 

Order* form editor is quite capable, but is 

rather hard to use. For starters, instead of plac¬ 

ing the Held on to the form using the cursor 

keys or mouse* Order requires you to enter the 

position as a set of co-ordinates. This basically 

means that you have to design the form on 

paper before attempting to create it. 

Once the database and form are complete, 

you can now start to enter records. Order s 

record editing controls are global, so even if 

you only want to add new records, you can 

still edit and delete existing records without 

The Order forms designer is a father confusing 

tool. Instead of having the facility 1o place fields 

directly on to the screen, you're required to enter 

coordinates by hand. 

Clicking on one of the gadgets that run along the 
bottom of the screen allows you to query the 

database, sort the records within the database,, 

edit and delete records etc* 

AMIGA DATABASES 
The Amiga certainly isn't starved of database pro¬ 

grams, but choosing the one that wiJI meet your 

own particular needs is by no means a task for 

the faint hearted. So, to help you make the right 

buying decision, we point the way to the finest 

currently available. 
Clicking on the 1 Query' gadget brings up a 
requester by which you to enter values lo be used 

as search criteria. 

MICROBASE ■ £20 ■ ANCO SOFTWARE 

0322 92513 
Anco is probably bettor known for Its games software* but 
MicroBase is the company's attempt at a budget database. The 
program is a very simple card-file affair, but it includes a number 
of useful features such as indexing and database sorting facili¬ 
ties. tf your database requirements are very simple, then 

MicroBase will fit the bill. 

K-DATA 
£50 ■ KUMA COMPUTERS OT3A 844335 
Considering its price, Kuma’s K-Data Is actually a very capable 
card-file database and includes features you'd usually expect to 
find in more expensive systems. A separate program enables you 
to create forms and then load them into the main database. 
Databases can be searched, sorted, records added and deleted 
and so forth. In all, K-Data is ideal for anyone in need of a conven¬ 
tional card-tile database. 

PRODATA ■ ElOO ■ ARMOR LTD 

0733 68909 
Moving up the ladder, we come to Amor’s ProData. the compan¬ 
ion product to the highly successful Protext word processor. It s 
a card-file database and Is by far the most powerful program of its 
type. ProData is a no-nonsense database which Includes a forms 
designer. All the usual database functions are there in abun¬ 
dance. Highly recommended. 

SUPERBASE PERSONAL 2 
£1 OO ■ PRECISION SOFTWARE 

081-330 7166 
SuperBasa Personal 2 may not quite be as flexible as ProData. 
but it is far easier to use. While ProData has a very PC-like feel to 
it SuperBase's designers have gone totally over the top in mak¬ 
ing their program as simple to use as possible. Thanks to a very 
good VCR-llke control panel, finding records is simply a matter of 
clicking icons. One very nice feature Is the facility to use external 
Helds, which enable you to include IFF pictures as part of your 
database. If ProData seems too confusing, then SuperBase 
Personal 2 is a worthy alternative. 

SUPERBASE PROFESSIONAL A B£400 ■ 
PRECISION SOFTWARE 081-330 7166 
At the top of the database ladder comes SuperBase Professional 
4, a fully programmable relational database applications genera¬ 
tor that includes just about every database function you could 
ever wish for. II Includes 
its Own programming lan¬ 
guage so you can literally 
write your own database 
applications and then run 
them independently of the 
main program. With a new 
Workbench 2,0 user inter¬ 
face, SuperBase Pro 4 
stands out as the most 
fully functioned database 
for the Amiga. 

If you're looking for the ultimate in 
Amiga relational database programs, 

then look no further than Superstore 

having u> change the editing mode, I initially 

hated this system, bui it definitely grows on 

you. Eventually you’ll find that this type of 

editing is actually much faster than conven¬ 

tional methods. 

Order s query function is well imple¬ 

mented. While in editing mode, a single click 

on the ‘Query’ gadget brings up a pop-up 

menu containing a list off all the fields defined 

within the current database. All you do to 

extract a particular hatch of records is to enter 

values into the appropriate fields and then 

select 'Search' - Order then scans through the 

database and brings up any records that it 

finds. Unfortunately, although wildcards are 

supported, the program doesn’t support any 

form of relational operators (everyone over the 

age of 18 but younger than 21. for example!. 

Using key fields, multiple databases can he 

linked together by creating multi-level forms, 

each of which o* aligned us ow n database. By 

entering a value into one form* Order will then 

switch to another database file and bring up 

any record^ w ithin that database that match the 

search criteria. Once again, this can take time, 

especially if you aren't using the program on a 

hard disk-based system. 

Order is a very powerful program that can 

handle just about any database application. 

Unfortunately, it's let down by a cumbersome 

user interface. If you can face the constant disk 

accesses and a most unfriendly user interface* 

you’ll find it very capable. However, most will 

probably give up before they harness the true 

power of the program. Hopefully South Hams 

will lake note of these criticisms and l look 

forward to the next release of this potential- 

packed program. O 

Order 

SPEED I ft 
Even on a hard disk-based system, moving 
through Order's menus Is a laborious task. 

DOCUMENTATION ft ft ft 
Although the manual covers the prog ram's fea¬ 

tures In detail, many explanations are vague. 

ACCESSIBILITY ft • 
Order is overly complex, so don t expect to lit 
down and use it straight away. 

FEATURES ft ft ft ft 
If you can fight ihrough its complex menu struc¬ 

ture. Order is a very capable program, 

VALUE ft ft ft ft 
For a program with this kind of power, Ortfar 

represents good value for money. 

W xWIGk _ 
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GVP SERIES II 
1500/2000 
52Mb Quantum 

Space for 8Mb RAM 

£275.00 

GVP SERIES II 
1500/2000 

105Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£389.00 

GVP SERIES n 
1500/2000 

120Mb Quantum 

Space for 8Mb RAM 

£409.00 

GVP SERIES n 
A500 

52Mb Quantum 

Space for 8Mb RAM 

£349.00 

GVP SERIES n 
A500 

105Mb Quantum 

Space for 8Mb RAM 

£449.00 

GVP SERIES II 
A500 

120Mb Quantum 

Space for 8Mb RAM 

£499.00 

COMMODORE 
1084S or 5 STEREO 

MONITOR 
Including FREE lead 

ONLY £209.00 

PHILIPS 8833 MK D 
STEREO MONITOR 

Including 
Free Lead 

ONLY £209.00 

KCS POWERBOARD 
PC Emulator 

For Amiga A500 

ONLY £179.00 

AT ONCE AMIGA 
PC 286 AT EMULATOR 

FOR A500 

ONLY £159.00 A600 Now In £360. 
A600 Classics £375. 

HARD DRIVES LA60°hd£46s 
^A600HD Classics £480 

Open Monday to 
Saturday 9am -6pm 

Callers and Mail 
Order welcome 

Easy parking 

- AMIGA A5QO FUN PACK — 
Amiga A&0G Plus, Mouse. Modulator, Manuals, Workbench. Joystick, Disk Box. 

10 Disks, Dust Cover, Dpaint ffl, 1Mb RAM, PLUS 13 GAMES Lemmings. 

Simpsons. Captain Planet, Safari Guns, Bubble Ghost, Tin Tin, Purple Saturn Day, 
Jumping Jackson, Hostages, Bobo, Krypton Egg, Shuffle Puck Cafe, 

ONLY £399,00 inc VAT 

CArTWARTT 
X TViUtCi 

DELUXE PAINT II.. .£4.35 PIXEL 3D V2. ..£79.00 
AMOS 4 EXTRAS DISK £32 00 QUARTERBACK V5.. .£39.00 
BROADCAST TITLES H. ..£139.00 PRO-WRITE V3.2 ...,.£69.00 
ULTIMATE DEMO MAKER .£99.00 X CAD 3D . .£159.00 
DIG1VIEW MEDIA STATION .£119.00 PHOTON PAINT 2. ..£25.00 
LATTICE CV5.10.... .£149.00 FINAL COPY. .£45.00 
PACESETTER V2. .£42.00 VIDEO EFFECTS 3D.. .£99.00 
FAGESTREAM V2.2. .£127.00 DOS 2 DOS.. ...£28.00 
FAGESTREAM FONTS pack.£49.00 Q/BACK TOOLS .£42.00 
TV TEXT PRO. ..£79.00 WORDWORTH. .£73.00 
CROSS DOS _ £19 00 SUPERJAM_ .E 85.00 
SCENERY ANIMATOR. .£53.00 REAL 3D BEGINNERS. ...£99.00 
HITACHI VIDEO CAMERA Idea] for use with DigiView.. .£199.00 
PEN PAL, Excellent easy to use word processor.. .£53.00 
IMAGINE 3D V2.0 Animations h ray-tracing. .£179 00 
ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL V2.05.. .........,..£119.00 
DIRECTORY OPUS.. ...... ...£29.95 
VIDEO EASE, Video titling package.... .£35.00 
BARS * FIFES PROFESSIONAL. .£179 00 
AMOS COMPILER, Compile your Amos programs... .£23.00 
THE WORKS PLATINUM. Integrated package. .£39.00 
PRESENTATION MASTER.. ...£159.00 
VISIONARY Adventure creation language ........... .£53.00 
WALT DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO.. .£54.00 
REAL 3D TURBO/FRQFESSIONAL .£269 00 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE V2.1 with tutorial video..... .£115.00 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE V3.0 New Version . .£139.00 

— AMIGA AlSOO — 
The A1500 inc. Philips or CBM 1084s or 6 monitor, Twin drives, Dpaint3, 

The Works Platinum, Home Accounts, 3 Games + Joystick 

ONLY £739,00 

AMIGA A500 part exchange available - please phone 

ACCELERATORS 

Microbotics Accelerator VXL-30, 25MHz .£222.00 
Microbotics Accelerator VXL-30, 40MHz.£351.00 
Speed Merchant Doubles Amiga Speed.£149.00 
GVP 68030 25MHZ WITH 1 MEG RAM.£545.00 
GVP 68030 40MHZ WITH 4 MEGS RAM.£869.00 
GVP 68030 50MHZ WITH 4 MEGS RAM.£1279.00 

KICK OFF 2 HOME QUANTUM SCSI DRIVE 

ACCOUNTS 52 MEG £199.00 

105 MEG £289.00 
£9.50 £9.95 120 MEG £329.00 

A500 CARTOON CLASSICS...Only £319.00 

HARDWARE 
308/20 AT Bridgeboard For 1500/2000. . £425 00 
ROM V2.04 AND ECS DENIEE NOW IN STOCK. £34 00 each 
ROM V2.04 Upgrade Kit.. ,, £86 00 
DCTV 24 bit ccioui graphics... £415 00 
ROCGEN PLUS GENLOCK. , £125 00 
COMMODORE FUCKER FIXER . £229 00 
AMIGA COMPATIBLE DISK DRIVE on/ofi & through port . .£57.50 
GTEC MOUSE liigh quality replacement mouse. ...£22 60 
TARGET Mono sound sampling hardwara/software. ..£1900 
NAKSHA SCANNER Excellent scanning quality .£105 00 
TV TUNER for Philips and Commodot e monitors £79.00 

PRINTERS 
STAR LC-24/2Q0 COLOUR inc. free lead. 
STAR LC2G0 9 pin colour inc. free lead.... 
STAR LASER 4 high quality laser printer inc, free lead... 

.£269.00 

.£189 00 
... £679 00 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24E 24 pin colour printer inc free lead. 
CITIZEN 224 COLOUR 24 pin colour printer inc free lead. 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR 9 pin colour printer inc free lead.. . 
CANON BJ10 EX bubble jet printer inc free lead. 

.£269.00 

..£239 00 

.£109.00 

..£239.00 
STARJET SJ48 bubble jet printer inc free lead ... 
HP DESKJET 500 Inkjet me free lead.. 

.£225.00 

.£349.00 
HP DESKJET 500 COLOUR inkjet inc free lead,. .£539.00 
CITIZEN 224 MONO 24 oin mono ormter inc free lead . £209 00 

MEMORY 
SUPRA RX50Q. 8Mb board for A500 with 1Mb. ...£92.00 
SUPRA RX500. 8Mb board for A5Q0 with 2Mb. .....£117 00 
SUPRA RX500, 8Mb board for A500 with 4Mb. 
SUPRA RX5QD, 8Mb board for A500 with 8Mb. 
MICROBOTICS 8Mb Ram Board for A15Q0/B20G0 with 2Mb. 
EXTRA 2 Mb OF RAM FOR MICROBOTICS,. .... 
A50Q 512K RAM WITH CLOCK AND SWITCH . 
A500 PLUS 1MB RAM UPGRADE. 
ROM 1.3/2.0 Sharer With Switch {Rom 1.3 £22,00)... 
ROM 1.3/V 2.0 Sharer by Keyboard reset (Rom 13 £22.00} 

.£185.00 

.£285,00 

.£155.00 

.£75.00 

.£29 00 

.£39.00 

...'..£12,00 

..£22.00 

MODEMS & FAX 
R/Bandit 2400 Modem, V21, V22Bis & MNP 5 (speeds up to 4800).£105.00 
Supra 2400 Plus, MNP5 & V42 Bis (speeds up to 9600} ..+,.£129 00 
Supra 9600 Fax Modem. Speeds up to 38000 ...£399,00 
Supra 2400 Plus Internal Modem for A1500/B20DG     ...£159.00 
Turnado 1440 HST Fax Modem (Speeds up to 57000) NEW IN....,. £499.00 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Either cell our number 
below with your credit 
card details, or send 
cheque /PC or credit 
card details to our 

address. Cheques made 
payable to 

THE 16 BIT CENTRE 
Prim hSJkI to without 

politic ft t loo 

All prices Include VAT and Courier Service 

16 BIT CENTRE 
EXTENDED WARRANTY 

AND MAINTENANCE 

CONTRACTS AVAILABLE 

ON ALL ITEMS. PLEASE 

CALL FOR FURTHER 

Units 15'l7t 
Lancashire Fittings Science Village 

Claro Road, Harrogate HGi 4AF 

Tel (0423) 531822/5X6322 

DETAILS 



0 3D MODELLING 

If you've never tried your hand at three- 

dimensional graphics, now's your chance. 

Jason Holborn tests a new, cheap and 

easy-to-use way of giving it a whirl... 

Expert 
4D Junior 

3D Modelling ■ £49.95 ■ HB Marketing 

Science and art rareh meet in the real world, 

but they're one and the same when you stan to 

explore the fascinating world of 3D solid mod¬ 

elling programs. Pioneered by such offerings 

us Aegis' VideaScape and Eric Graham's 

famous Sculpt 3Df solid modelling and image 

rendering programs help you create true 3D 

shapes. Once the object has been defined* the 

program automatically generates the image for 

you as if it were taking a photograph from the 

real three-dimensional world. 

The Amiga certainly isn't starved of such 

programs, but they tend to be rather expensive. 

Gen i Soft's Expert 40 Junior comes in at far 

less cost than most and. while it is not strict!y 

a ray-tracing program (it doesn't take account 

of shadows and reflections), the images it pro¬ 

duces take full account of light sources and 

shading so they're still pretty realistic. 

Til* program comprises two separate mod* 

ules which are used to design your 3D scene 

and then to render it into a final image. The 

first module, El. is a powerful 3D object edi¬ 

tor with which you can create objects and then 

position them in 3D space. The program offers 

three modes for viewing your creations: Front. 

Side and Above, but unlike such programs as 

Imagine and RealSD. you can only ever use EXPERT 4D JUNIOR 

one view mode at any one lime. is available from 

Objects can be constructed in a number of HB Marketing: 

ways, the simplest of which is to build one up 0753 686000 

from Che six 'primitives* thai the program pro¬ 

vides - plane, cube, disc, sphere, cylinder and 

torus. Although the primitives alone can't pro* 

ducc that many images, (hey can be grouped 

together and ihen modified to produce much 

larger and more complex objects. 

Once an object has been placed into 3D 

space, you can edii it wiili various tools, 

including bend, distort, rotate and a very nice 

imagoic-like magnet tool that drags the points 

within an object towards the mouse pointer. 

Another way to create objects from scratch 

is to use (he powerful lathe and extrude tools 

by which you can draw a 2D outline and spin it 

on an axis or extrude it. The lathe tool is partic¬ 

ularly useful when creating complex 

cylindrical objects, while the extrude tool is 

great for creating ihe shape of a car, Objects 

can have colour and texture applied to them, 

but only four textures are supported - malt, 

shiny, metal and plastic. 

The final stage is to add lighting. Lamps are 

treated in exactly the same way as objects and 

can therefore be picked up, rotated and placed 

anywrhere within 3D space. You can add as 

many lamps as you want, although the more 

you add. the longer it will take to generate 

your scene. 

Once the scene is complete, it can be loaded 

into the program's rendering engine and ren¬ 

dered in three different formats - wireframe, 

polygon and pixel. Pixel mode produces the 

most realistic images because it takes shading 

into consideration. The overall quality of the 

images isn't that bad, but simply, and unsur* 

prisingly. cannot compete with those produced 

by heavyweight modelling engines like 

Imagine or even 3D Professional. 

Even so, as an introduction to 3D mod¬ 

elling Expert 40 Junior is easy to use, is a 

competent enough performer and certainly 

won’t break the bank. In all. a cost-effective 

tool for virtual potters every w here. O 

STEP BY STEP 3D MODELLING 

By far the quickest way to create □ 
complex 3D abject within Expert 4D 

Junior is la use its powerful '2D lo 3D' 
loot. With H you can draw one half of 
the outline of an object (in this case a 

Vasal and then spin it as if the object is 

being turned an a lathe. Once you've 
drawn the outline, all you da is sel the 
spin axis and Ihe program will do the 

rest far you. 

A wire-frame image of our vase has 

now been constructed, but it looks a lit* 

lie skeletal - lime to pul same skin on. 
You can pick ihe object up and place It 

anywhere within your 3D world, then 
set its colour and texture. The big pic¬ 

ture at the top of the page shows ihe 

green and shiny nature of our creation “ 
puls one in mind of medieval Frankish 
tastes in ceramic design... (Wlwf?-fdj 

Don't forget to cast a little light an the 

subject, or everything will look block. 
Select 'Lamp 3 D-> Create" and a sort of 

angle-poise lamp is placed into our 

scene. II can be placed where required 

and rotated 45 degrees so that It 

points directly at the object. The aper¬ 
ture can be adjusted lo give a large 

spread of light and the image con now 

be rendered. 

Expert 40 Junior 

speed • • • 
Rendering is tael, but you con still be left wait¬ 

ing for long period* when images redraw, 

DOCUMENTATION • • 
Very readable, but skip* *ome important 

aspect* of the program - lighting, tor example. 

ACCESSIBILITY •••• 
It s so Intuitive that you'll be knocking out 
scenes In a matter of minute* 

FEATURES ••• 
The objocl editor is powerful and very easy to 

use - It's just a shame that the results aren't as 

Impressive. 

VALUE ••• 
Good value budgel rendering. 

KiMQh&fe. __ 
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AMEAGRE PRICES FOR 
AMIGA USERS 

GAME 
10 Great Gamas ..„ 
4 Wheal Drive (Comp) — 
AM..... 
A10 Tank Killer (1Mb) 

PRICE 
20 95 

_ -20.95 
..696 
.23.95 

A320 Allbus .....25.99 
Action Pack | Comp)----—-.-19.95 
Addams Family.....17.45 
Advanced Destroyer Sim......7,95 
Advanced Fruit Machine___6 95 
Afterburner ...., ..B-9Q 
Agony ......,,.....17,45 
Air Sea Supremacy (Comp)...20 95 
An Land Sea (Comp) (6ftB AS N4)..23.95 
Alcatraz .........17.45 
Alien Breed (1Mb) (Amm disk N*).17 45 
Altered Boafit ......6.06 
AMOS 3D <IM+)..      23 95 
AMOS Compiler..   20 95 
AMOS The Creator.     33 95 
Anarchy.    7 95 
Another World. 17.45 
Apidya.   17 45 
Aqua venture...      ^w-17.95 
Ackanoid n ■ Revenge of Dcta.„.—..6.96 
Arsenal The Computer Game....,.^.—.17 45 
Award Winners (Comp) ....   17 45 
BaMlatix-™----7.95 
Barbarian I ...      6,96 
Barbarian D iPsygnoSii).....17 45 
Batman Capetf Crusader. ...6-96 
Batman The Motfie.....6 96 
Battle Chess ....     .8 95 
Battle Chess 0 (N +) . ,.^^.17.45 
Battle Isle...   .20,95 
Beestbusters .....■,....■■■.■■■.....■..■■■■..■■....17-45 
Better Spelling (8 Adult)...  „..17 95 
Big Run ....„„1? 45 
Buds Ot Prey (1Mb).    .23 95 
Bitmap Brothers ■ Vcl 1.......17.45 
Bitmap Brothers Vol 2 .......__._...„-17.45 
Black Crypt (1Mb N+>......17 45 
Board Genius w ....................... .20.95 
Bonanza Brothers  .................17 45 
Capoom Collection...... .20.95 
Car dia xx ...........1? .45 
Cartoon Collection...  ........17.45 
Casino..     .17.45 
Castle of Di Brain (1Mb).,..,....23.95 
Castles (1Mb].      20.95 
Celtic Legends.., „„ ,...,   .. .20.95 
Champions of Krynn (1Mb).....20 95 
Championship Manager |lMb|.  20,95 
Chessmaster 2100 {1Mb). ......20 95 
Cisco Heat..  ...17.46 
Continental Circus.....................7 95 
Corporation 4 Mission.17.46 
Count & Add (under 7a).,.......8.95 
Covert Action ..... .23.95 
Cruise For A Corpse ......,,19 95 
Curse of the Azure Bonds 20.95 
Cftoateon El....   ,17.46 
Daily Sport Cover Gill Poker ..,...17 45 
Daley Thompsons Olympic Challenge 6 96 
Dark Queen of Krynn (IMb)..,........21 95 
Dellveiance   __ ____„  ,17 45 
Deuwros |N + ) .... 20 95 
Dizzy Collection ___17.46 
Dizzy's Excellent Adventures .17 45 
Donald s Alphabet Chase...17 45 
Double Dragon —_..,.7.95 
Double Dragon H..,..........7 95 
Double Dragon HI..47.46 
Dragon Ninja {N+)„....  6 96 
Dyrm Blaster....20.96 
Easy Amos (1 Mb)...25 99 
“ ' 696 

17,45 
EcoPhantoma .... 
El.... 
Elvira 0.....*....23 95 
Epic (1Mb).... ......20.95 
European Championships 1992.... 17 45 
Exile.      ...17,45 
Eye Of The Beholder 1 (1Mb)....20.95 
Eye Of The Beholder H (1Mb),,....23.95 
F 15 Strike Eagle H (1Mb) {14+)...23.96 
F-16 Combat Pilot ......7.96 
FT9 Stealth Fighter........-26-96 
Fantasy World Dizzy (N+| .6.96 
Final Blow ....... 17.45 
Final Fight (N*).   1745 
Fun an J Ice .....17.45 
First Division Managet ......6 96 
Flight of the Intruder......23-96 
Floor 13 .........23.96 
Football Director 2 (1Mb] (N*)..17.46 
Formula Qna Grand Pnx (MF) (1Mb).23 95 
Full Contact (N*|.....7 95 
Fun School 4 (5 7) ........17.46 
Fun School 4(7-11) .   17.45 
Fun School 4 (Under 5’s|...........17.45 
O-Loc.... .„..17.45 
Gateway TO The Savage Frontier (1 Mb) .21 95 
Grandac It..-..6 96 
Gauntlet 1U.w.....17.45 

GAME PRICE 
Global Effect (IMb) .    „,^20.95 
GodFather ......__......___...20.95 
Gods.  17.45 
Golden Axe “ 3b 
Goofy'S Railway Express .  17.45 
Graham Taylors Soccer (IMb) .    17.45 
Grandstand (Comp) -- 20.95 {Comp) 
Hagai The Horrible  ....,,17,45 
Harlequin.4...................—_.^4._4.17.45 
Head Over Heels ...... .6.96 
HeimdaU 11 Mb) .*...23 96 
Retoguest Dais Disk .... ,1195 
Herotfuesi Twin Pack     20.95 
Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy .....7.95 
Hollywood Collection (N+).  ,.20.95 
Home Afcttie {1Mb) (N*| ...17.45 
HoOk.........  .......20.95 
Hoverspnnt. ................ .6.96 
Humane .       20.95 
Hunt For Red October ..  7.95 
Hunter.   20.95 
Tan Bothams Cricket (1Mb).20.95 
IK+...  .6.96 
Impossible Mission Z (N + ) .6 96 
Indianapolis 500. ..17.45 
lion Lord (N+).     7.95 
I tails 90.      .7,95 
Ivanhoe 
Jaguar XJ220 (1Mb) .   ,....17.46 
James Bond Collection . 17.45 
James Pond..-.......6.96 
Jeteons __10-96 
Jim Power...    ^...^..,17.45 
Jimmy Whjtes Whirlwind Enodker..20 95 
John Barnes Euro Football (1 Mb)... 17.45 
Jo4m Madden e Football 17 45 
Jupiter's Masterdrlve. .6.96 
Keys of Maiamon .......!7 45 
Kick Off « Extra Tima.. „„ .6,96 
Kick Off 0 (1Mb) .17.45 
Kings Quest 4 (1Mb) ..26 95 
Kings Quest 5 (1Mb) ... 26 95 
Knights Of The Sky (1Mb) .23 95 
Last Ninja II (N+|..  6.96 
Legend.26.95 
Leisure Suit Larry 5 (1Mb).  23,95 
Lemmings (Original).17.45- 
Lemmings Levels (Add-on version), 13.95 
Lets Spell at Homo.  14.95 
Lets Spell at the Shop...      14.95 
Lets Spell Out and About...14 95 
Life And Death .,,.,...17.45 
Lineker Collection-...  .,13.95 
Lombard RAC Bally. 6.96 
Lord Of The Rings ..  ...17.45 
Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge...... 7.95 
Lotus Turbo Challenge U.    17.45 
Lure of the Temptress ..    20.95 
Maddog Williams ..  20.95 
Magic Maths (4-6) .   17,95 
Magic Pockets... 17.45 
Magic Storybook (1Mb)     20,95 
Magidand Dizzy...  696 
” - --- J 6 96 

.17.45 
17.45 

.20.95 
20 95 

.20.95 

.20.95 
17.45 
23 95 
696 

Manchester United 
Manchester United Europe 
Maths Adventure (6-14) 
Max (Comp)(H*| 
Mega Lo Mania/First Samurai ......... 
MegalraveLer I (1Mb) 
Mercenary 3.... 
Metes ... 
Mjcroproso Golf (1Mb) 
Midnight ResiKtanoe (N-^J 
Midwinter 11(1 Mb)....23 95 
Mig 29 Soviet fighter (N*).5.95 
Mlg 29M Supei FuJctum (N+) ...26 95 
Might « Magic 01 (1Mb) 23.95 
Moorib—t (mb)   ..23.95 
Moonstone (l Mb |...20.95 
Moonwalker (N+)......6.96 
Movie Premier Collection (N+) . .20.95 
Myth......‘...17,45 
Nam............20.95 
Neighbours.     17.45 
New Zealand Story (N+) .«»«+......6 ,96 
Ninja Warriors..      7.96 
Nitro...    7.95 
North ft South........6.96 
Operation Thunderbolt _   ,.,.6.96 
Operation Wail (N+).    6.96 
Pacific Islands ...    20.95 
Paperboy 2.  „.17,45 
Parasol stars.. .,,17.45 
PGA Tour Golf.  17.45 
PGA Tour Golf ■ Courses disk ....11.95 
PGA Tour God Plus.........20.95 
Pinball Dreams.....*.17.45 
Plan 9 FTom Outer Space (1Mb)..23.95 
Platinum (Comp)..........17,45 
Police Quest 3 (1 Mb). ..23.95 
Pool of Radiance ..      .20-95 
Pools ot Darkness (1Mb) ...21 95 

GAME 
Populous World Editor 
Populous D (iMbj 
Populous 0 (1.2Mb) 
Power Up (C 

Premier Collection 
Primary Maths Course (3T2) 
pro Tennis Tour 2... 
Project X (1Mb) 
Push-Over...... 
PiiTTnjr ... 
Quest For Glory 1 (1Mb) 
Race Dnvui. 
Raiiroad Tycoon (1Mb) 
Rainbow Collection. 
Rainbow Islands.......... . 
Red Baton... 
Renegade ..... 
Risk... 
Robocod. 
RobOCopt. 
Robocop D... 
Robocop HI 
RodLand. ........ 
Rolling Ronny (N+). 
Rotox .. 
Rugby The World Cup 
Scooby-Dw ft Scrappy-Deo 
Sea. Soft ft Sun (Comp)... 
Secret Of Monkey Island (1Mb N*).. 
Secret Of Monkey Island £ (1Mb) 
Secret Of The Silver Blades ilMbl 
Sensible Soccet .. 
Shadow Of The Beast 
Shadowiands__ 
Sherman M4.... 
Shufflepuck Caffl.. 
Silent Service ft (1 Mb).. 
Silkworm.... 
Sim City/Populous   .*_..... 
Sim EajtlL......... 
Ski 01 Dn- 
Soccer Manager - Multi Player 
Sj?aee Cruaade ... 
Space Gun. 
Special Forces (1Mb) . 
Sporting Gold (N+l... 
Sports Best ........ 
StaifUght 1... 
Stave Davia Snooker.. 
Storm Master...... 
Street Fighter........ 
Striker 

Ftghle 
r (IMb! 

PRICE 
.1195 
.20.95 
—,20.96 

,20.95 
.20.95 
.1745 
.18.95 

.17,45 
-.1745 
.1745 
.6.96 
.2695 

.20.96 

.23.95 

.13.95 

.6.96 

.23,96 

.6,96 
_13,95 
.17,45 
.6.96 
.17.45 
.17,45 

.1745 

.17.45 

.7 95 
17 45 

.6,96 
.17.45 

17 45 
..26.95 

20 95 
. .1745 
.-795 
.2095 
.6 96 
.696 
..... .23 96 
..,.7,95 
.2095 
.2095 
..... 8,95 
.1745 
.17,45 
.17.45 

2395 
.2095 
..17.46 
.8.95 
.6.96 

2095 
.6.96 

..17.45 
Stunt Car Racer 
Supaplex. . 
Superheroes (Coxnp) 

.696 
696 

2095 
Super Sega (Comp). ,, 20 95 
Super Sim Pack (Comp). .2Q.9S 
Super Space Invaders (N+),,„... 
Supercars 

.17.45 

... 6 96 
Supercars Q....... 
Supernova ■ Fruit Machine_ __ 

1745 
..ft.96 

Supremacy.... . 2099 
Suspicious Cargo .... ..17,45 
Swiv (N *) . 1745 
Test Drive H Collection .... .J0.9S 
The Manager (IMb) ..40,95 
Things to do with Numbers ..,.1495 
Thunder hawk ... , 20.95 
Tip Of!........ ...—17.45 
Titus The Fox 
Tola (N+)...... 
Top League (Comp) (N*)... 
Treasure Island Dizzy (N«) 
Treasures of Sav Frontlet (IMb) 
Trivial pursuit........ 
Tunfcan.,...... 
Turrican JJ ...... 
Turtles 2 - The Coin-Op.. 
U.M.S, II.... 
Ultima 6 (1Mb)..... 
Untouchables....... 
Utopia...., ... 
Utopia - Data Disk.... 
Virtual Reality 2 (Comp).. 
Virtual Worlds (Comp)... 
Viz 
Vroom. . 
Wacky Races ........ 
Warzone...... 
Willy Beamish (1Mb) 
WizttL...... 
Wolfpack (lMb|,... 
Wonderland (1 Mb).. 
Word worth Vl.1 (1Mb) 
World Class Leader board 
World Class Rugby ... 
World Series Cncket (1Mb) 
Wiestlemarua .... 
X-Out____ 
Z-Out........ 
ZOOi .... 

*.17.45 
..1745 
.20 95 
..4.49 
..21.95 
.13-95 
.6.96 
...6-96 
.17.45 

,20.95 
.20.95 
.6.96 
.20.95 
...4196 
.20.95 
.20,95 
.7.95 
.17,45 
».6.96 
. 13.95 
.23,95 
.17 45 
.2095 
.,20,95 

8395 
. 696 
.17 45 
.,.47-45 
.17.45 
.696 
...... 696 
. 1745 

Double Sided 
Double Density 

QUANTITY PRICE 
10.   £4.75 
20. £9.25 
25.£11.30 
30. £13.25 
35.£15.10 
40.£16 90 
45. £18.80 
50.£2050 
80.£32.45 
100.....£36.90 
120.£43.70 
150. £53.85 
200.  £68.95 
300.£10345 
400.£135.95 
500.£167.50 

WITH LABELS & WARRANTY 

BOXES 
(with keys and dividers) 

10 Slimpack..... .0,94 
40 capacity... .£4.95 
50 capacity.. 
80 capacity. ..£6 30 
100 capacity... ...£6.80 
120 capacity.. .£8.75 
150 Deluxe stackable. .£21.95 

JOYSTICKS 
Python 1 (QS130F) ..  £9.25 
Maverick 1 (QS128F). ,..£13,75 
125+.£9.00 
The Bug. ,..£13.50 
Star Probe.....£13 50 
Competition Pro 5000 - black.£13.75 
Speedking A/F.£11.00 
Navigator A/F.£13-75 
Topstar (SV127).£21.50 
Supercharger (SV123).£9.00 
Sting-Ray A/F.£12.50 
Megastar A/F (SV133) ...£22.00 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Cartoon Classics Pack.£359,96 
Philips CM8833U monitor £246,75 
Deluxe Work Centre..,..£46.95 
Cumana Disk Drive....£57.95 
,5Mb Upgrade + clock..£29,95 
,5Mb Upgrade ..  ,.£26.95 
1Mb Upgrade (500+).....£56.95 
Mouse......£14.75 
Mouse Mat ..£2.95 
Mouse House....... £2,95 
Dnstcover (Amiga)...,..£3.65 
Dustoover (monitor)...,...£6.99 
Head Cleaner... £3.75 

All Prices ir< 

New titles will he sent as t]j< 

Credit Card orders: 
(10.00am - 10.00pm, 7 days not an answer phone) 

E&OE 

DataGem Ltd, Dept AF,_ 
Showroom open Monday - Friday" 

All orders taken ” ' “ ' 



YOUR 
QUALITY PRODUCTS 

at affordable prices 

W.T.S. ELECTRONICS LTD 

A500 PRO-RAM BOARD 
Vi MEG UPGRADE 

Latest design incorporates chipmem option at no extra cost 
Increases computer memory from Megabyte to 1 Megabyte 
Allows all 1 Megabyte software to run. Now Commodore A500 
standard 
Direct replacement for Commodore A501,16 Chip Technology 
for complete compatibility. 

without clock British Made 

UPGRADE TO AMIGA 500 PLUS 

500AX 2Mb - 8Mb MEMORY EXPANSION * GVP 52MB A500 HARD DRIVE £369! 

* GVP 52MB A500 HARD DRIVE + 2MB £424 
500AX 2Mb 
500AX 4Mb 

£179.00 
£244.00 

500AX 8Mb 
SUPRA MODEMS 

100% Hayes compatible 
Tone Pulse auto dial/answer 
RS232 Interface 
Internal diagnostics 
Programmable number 
storage 

Supra 2400.£119.00 
Supra 2400+.£174.00 

2000 MEMORY 
UPGRADES 

0Mb ..£109.00 

2Mb ..£149.00 

4Mb ..£189.00 

8Mb .,£269.00 

A500 HIGH 
CURRENT 

POWER SUPPLY 
9 Allow addition of many 

peripherals without 
damage to computer 
or power supply 

) Switch mode design 

£44.95 
British Made 

,V All prices include P&P & VAT > Please add £5.00 if you require 24 hour courier to your door or parcel post will be used 12 month warranty Jir 

W.T.S. ELECTRONICS LTD, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds. 
Tel: 0582 491949 

CUMANA 3.5" EXT! 
DISK DRIVE 

) High quality 
j High specification 
} Anti click 
j Long moulded cable 

£54.00 
A500 Internal replacement drive,.... 
Kkkstart 2.04 kit includes full manuals + disks 
GVP 52Mb Hard Drive A2000.. 
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NETWORKING 

AMINet 
Networking Systerr ■ • 99 (per node) ■ ASDL 

IT'S OBVIOUS FROM the many letters we 

receive that Amiga users with more than one 

Amiga want to get them talking so their 

machines can share hard disks, printers and 

files. The answer, of course, is to use a net¬ 

working system; a hard ware-based add-on 

w hich can connect Amigas together, The prob¬ 

lem is that networks don't come cheap. At 

least, not until the arrival of AMINet, 

AMINet is a budget-priced networking 

system that enables up to 253 Amigas to be 

connected together to form a LAN (Local Area 

Network! system Each AMINet pack com¬ 

prises a very simple interface which plugs into 

the Amiga via the serial port. Surprisingly, it 

doesn't come with a pass-thru connector, so 

it's impossible to connect either a modem or 

serial printer to the Amiga while the system is 

connected to the network. Only one interface 

is supplied in each pack, so you’ll need to buy 

at least two packs (and own two machines) to 

get AMINet to do anything particularly useful 

Also included is a single five-met re cable 

Did you know that you can get two or 

more Amigas to talk to each other, share 

a printer or even share a hard drive? 

Jason Hofborn shows how it's done. 

Networking lends the 
lie to computing being 

on onli-soticil pastime. 
Why, these two 

Amigas are getting 

olong swimmingly - 
swapping software, 

sharing peripherals - 
perfectly sociable. 

AMINet is available 

from Meridian 

Software 

Distribution 

081-543 3500 

AMINet enables you to 

send a message to any 
machine currently con* 

netted to the network. 

This diagram of a 
typical network shows 

how a 'ring' of 
computers can be 

linked to share a bard 

disk and a printer. 

As with all networks. AMINet enables all the 

machines connected to share both printers and 

tiles, w hich can be particularly handy if you 

own several Amigas and only one has a hard 

drive or a primer. Each machine can extract 

files from a Imrd or floppy disk connected to 

another machine on the network. This is pretty 

speed) for smaller files, but it can tie up the 

network when larger files are requested. 

As a lest. 1 tried to extract the Deluxe Pairtr 

program Hie stored on the floppy disk of an 

A500 from a hard disk-based B200G. The total 

time taken to transmit this 227IC tile under 

AMINet was a rather lengthy nine-and-a-half 

minutes. That works out as a transmission 

speed of roughly 24K per second. 

Another good bm expected feature is the 

message facility. Any node connected to the 

network can send a four-line message either to 

all machines or to a named node. I had a lot of 

fun with this feature alone. 

AMINet is nut the ideal solution to every¬ 

one’s networking needs. For starters, it's not 

possible for one node to Load and use a pro¬ 

gram siored on the hard (or floppy) disk of 

another machine, Even if such a facility was 

available, the amount of time u would take to 

transmit the program rile down the network 

would be huge. Communication speed is one 

aspect of AMINet that really lets it dow n. Bui 

then* using the Amiga’s standard serial inter¬ 

face is hardly the fastest data-transfer 

technique either. 

Considering AMI Net's price, it's a phe¬ 

nomenally useful piece of kit. For home users 

with more than one Amiga, but who can’t 

quite afford to equip each machine with its 

own hard drive and primer, AMINet provides 

a cheap and very effective solution - I’ll cer¬ 

tainly be using it to keep mv machines 

connected in future. O 

so the interface can communicate in one direc¬ 

tion. When you add a new machine to the 

network, the cables supplied with each node 

must be connected together to form a Ting' 

arrangement - the ring is closed by connecting 

ihe last machine in the network to the first. 

Most networks require a dedicated rile server, 

hui AMINet is different in that each machine 

has equal priority over the others. 

Once the network is connected. AMINet soft¬ 

ware must he run on each machine. If this is 

the first time dial the software is being run. 

AMINet asks you to assign a name and identi¬ 

fication number to each node. Obviously, it 

makes sense to give each machine a unique 

name and number - if iw%> nodes share the 

same ID number, the network will gel rather 

confused. The name and ID numbers are then 

sav ed off to the program disk, so each machine 

must have its own copy of the software. 

NETWORKS EXPLAINED 
Networks provide a relatively cheap method pi enabling many computers to 
communicate and share resources. In a professional environment, net¬ 

works ere used to enable often hundreds of terminals (computers) la share 

Information stored on a central file server. 

A fi*e server la simply a very high-speed computer that is dedicated to 
running ihe network. The file server s job Is to handle the many requests 

that could be sent when more than one node wishes to communicate with It 

or to access resources connected to the system, such as printers (this is 

called network queuing). File servers often contain hard disks with capaci¬ 

ties of hundreds of megabytes 
Yog'll find networks in use m universities, schools, travel agents, soft¬ 

ware houses and even at Future Publishing, the company that publishes 

the magazine you are now reading. Future uses a network to enable each 

and every computer to share liles and to send files to Ihe expensive 

Llnotron imagesetters which are used to print film that can be sent to the 

printers and used to create plates for Ihe printing press. 
Networks are particularly useful when you're dealing with flies that are 

too large to be held on a conventional floppy disk, tf you design a page 

within a DTP program such as Gold Disk s ProPage and it includes 24-bit 

image files, il would be impossible to save the lile on to a single BSOk 
floppy. With a network, the file can be transmitted direciiy from the layout 
artist s computer lo the printer. 

AMINet 

SPEED ••• 
Considering the price, il s quite speedy just so 

long as you doni try to transfer files that are 
larger than 1Q0k 

DOCUMENTATION !••• 
Although the documentation Is on disk, it cov¬ 

ers everything you need to know and In depth. 

ACCESSIBILITY *•••• 
Plug in and go - AMINel really is that simple to 
get to grips wiih. 

FEATURES • f it 
AMINet includes everything you d want from a 

modern networking system. 

VALUE _ ••• 
AMINet is reasonable value for money. 

r^MGk _ 

ferdic) 85% 



D264 * Shark Animation (IMeg) 
D278 - Madonna Hankv Patik\ (P) 
D240 - At The Movies (2 Meg) 
D279 - More Aerotoons (I Meg) (P) 
D280 - Amv V.S. Walker Anim 

0 Meg) 
D294 - Life GfBrian (P) (2 disks) 
D297 - Anti Lemmin Demo ( 2 Meg) 

(2 disks) 
D298 - Robocop Animation (1 Meg) 

(P) 
D30O - Silents: Ice Demo 
D254 - Virtual World (I Meg) 
DI5G - Windsurfer Animation (P) 
D3I5 - Mr Potato Head ( 1 Meg) (P) 
D3J6 - Creature Comforts Demo 
D318 - 3D Pinball Animation (1 Meg) 

(P) 
DOCl -Walker I (I Meg) 
D002 - Walker 2 { 1 Meg) 
D003-Walker 3(1 Meg) 
D004 ~ Cool Cougar (1 Meg) 
DO 12 - Rebels Megademo 
DO 14 - Space Ace Demo 
D023 - Stealthy 2 Anim (I Meg) 
DO28 - Budbrain Mega Demo 

(2 disks) 
D047 - RAF Megademo ( 2 disks) 
D045 - Arse Wipe Advert 
DOS9 ’ Red Sector Megademo 

(2 disks) 
D062 - Red Sector Cebit 90 
D077 - Good Morning Vietnam 
DQ88 - Silents Megademo 
D095 - Outsiders Acid Demo 
DM5- Vision Mega Demo 4 
D127 - Chubby Brown 
DI34 - Garfield Demo 
D147 - Neighbours Slideshow 
D148 - Viz Slideshow 
D!51 - Robocop 2 Slideshow 
D153 - Epic Game Demo (1 Meg) 
D158 - Operation Vark 
D160 - Exodus Real 3D (1 Meg) 
D163 - Probe Sequence 
DJ64 - Slycath Amazing Demo Comp 
D168 - Horizon Mega Demo 
D169 - Budbrain Mega Demo 2 
D176 * Jasper Carrot Demo 
D184 - Dragons Lair 2 Demo 
Dl 85 Wrath Of The Demon Demo 
D187 - Batman The Movie Demo 
D25 I ■ Decaying Paradise (l Meg) 
D264 - Hardwired (1 Meg) 
D225 - Phenomena Enigma 

(1 Meg) 
D231 - KGB Mega Demo (2 disks - 

IMeg) 
D237 - Silents - Global Trash 
D240 * Vic Reeves Demo ( 2 disks) 
D241 - Ray Of Hope ( 2 disks) 
D247 - DMob It's A Lame Demo 
D284 - Odyssey - Alcatraz (5 disks) 
D312 - Anarchy ■ Seeing Is Believing 
D325 * Hynautic Hammer 
D327 - Greatest Demos Vol l 
D330 - Greatest Demos Vol 2 
D333 - Greatest Demos Vol 3 
D345 - It Came From The Desert 

Demo 
D346 - Harry' Meets A ST Owner 
D347 - Shuttle Cock Animation 
D354 - NASA Slideshow 
D357 - KGB Mega Demo 2 
D359 - Kefrens Guardian Dragon 
D370 - Terminator 2 Slide Show 
D379 - Navy Seals SlideShow 
D388 - Track Ro Vectra 

M001 - Seriously Good Music 1 
M0Q2 - Seriously Good Music 2 
M0Q3 - Seriously Good Music 3 
MOW ^ DMOB Music 2 
MO 12 - DMOB Music 4 (2 disks) 
MO 14 - Rebel Mega blast 
MO 16 - Micromix 2 
M022 - Amiga Chans Mix 3 
M029 ■ D-Mob Music 3 
M023 - Titan Trax t 
M026 - Amiga Chans Mix 5 
M029 - D-MOB Music 3 
MO34 - Amie Swarzenaggar Total 

Remix (2 disks) 
M035 - Digital Concert 2 
M036 ■ Digital Concert 3 
M037 - Digital Concert 4 
M038 - Digital Concert 5 
M039 - Digital Concert 6 
M040 - RAF Megamix 1 
M042 * Bat Dance Remix 
M049 - Ben Elton (xxx) 
MO57 - DMOB Music I 
M081 - Flash 2 (disks) 
M102 - Debbie Gibsons Electric 

Youth (2 disks) 
M1 14 - Bet tv Boo - Doing The Do 
M121 - Band Aid II (2 disks) 
Ml 22 - RAF Beat Thiz I 
Ml23- RAF Beat Thiz2 
Ml24 - RAF Beat Thiz 3 
M125 - RAF Megamix 2 (2 disks) 
M126 - Amiga Cnarts Mix 2 
M I 27 - Amiga Charts Mix 6 
M134 - Miami Vice Theme {4 disks) 
MI 36 - Laurel And Hardy (2 disks) 
M141 - J M Jarre - Definitive 
M143 - CD Player Demo (1 Meg) 
M144-Flash! Queen (2) 
M159 - Techotronic Remix 
M161 - Crusaders Bacteria 
M183 - ScooPex Beast Sonix 
Ml 57-Digital Concert 5 (V I) 
Ml51 - Crusaders: Genesis 
Mi32 - Depeche Mode Mix Disk 
M156 - Seal Crazv Remix (1 Meg) 
Ml85* I Think We're Alone 
M186 - Every body Dance Now 
M187 - Doing The Do (Remix) 
M189 - Amazing Tunes (1 Meg) (3 disks) 
M190 - Move Any Mountain 
Ml92 - Charlv Remix 
M193 - What Can You Do For Me? 
M194 - Bruno Music Box (2 disks) 
M195 - Manic Raves (2 disks) 
M199 ■ Star Trek Theme 
M201 - Journey Into Sound 
M2G3 - Looney Tunes 
M205 - Vogue CD Player 
M206 * Flashing Bytes 
M208 - Remember The Time (Remix) 
M209 - Enjoy Live 
M211 - Rave Around The Clock 
M212 - Raver's Delight 
M216 - Genesis 
M217 - Dirty Digit Songs 
M225 * Phil Collins 
M226 - The Wall By Pink Floyd(6 disks) 
M229 - Desire Lego Land 
M230 - Manic Raves Remix 
M234 - 808 State Remix 
M241 - The Equiliser 
M246 - Music Dream 2 
M247 - Four Seasons 
M248 - Flash Team Music 
M249 - Move Any Mountain 
M251 ■ Roger Ramjet 
M253 - Crazy Looney Times 
M260 - Old Soul Remix 
M265 - Stand Bv Me 
M269 - My Girl 
M271 * Simply Red-Stars (2 disks) 

UQ01 - Sound Tracker Collection 
(3 disks) 

U012 - Mega Utilities (175 utilities) 
U024 - Sid Cli Utility 
U039 - Ami base V3.76 
U042 - Front Disk 
UG43 - Kim Database 
UG59 - Clip An 
U062 - Ultimate PD Copiers + 

Virus Killers Disk 
U069 - Demolisher Utilities 
U071 - D-Copy 
U073 - Hard Disk Utilities 
U074 - Easy Back Up And View 80 
U075 - Pascal C Compiler 
U078 - A500 + Utilities (For The 

A500 +only) 
U08G - Turbotitle 
UG81 - S-Morie 
U082 - Graphs 
U083 - Drawmap V3.1 
U0S5 - RBasc II V5 
U086 - Text Engine V3 
U025 - Sid Vt & 
U091 - Gpti Utilities 2 
UG93 - PCQ Pascal 
U094 - M.U.K V2.1 
U095 - Zerovirus + Bootx V4.30 
UQ96 - ST Emulator 
U098 - Amibase V3 6,7 
U099- M-CAD 
U101 - C Manual V2,00 
U1G3 - Icon mania 
U104 - Messysid 11 
U105 - Insanity Tools 
U106 - Imploder V4.Q 
U107 - N-Comm VI.921 
UI08-Amiga MCAD 
U109 - D Paint Cartoon Brushes 
Ul II - D Paint Font Disks (4 disks) 
U112 - Ham Radio Utilities (5 disks) 
U113 - Programming Disk (2 disks) 
Ul 17 - Sound Applications (2 disks) 
Ul 19 - Video Applications (2 disks) 
U128-The Comms Disk 
Ul29 - D- Paint Clip An ( 2 disks) 
Ul30 - Video Graphics (4 disks) 
Ul32 - Genealogy (I Meg) 
U066 - C-Lighi (1 Meg) 
U135 - New Super Killers 
13138 ■ Electrocad VI.4 Demo 
U139 - Spectra Paint V3.0 
U140 - Language Tutor 
U145 - Database Master 2.0 
U146 - Dynamite Brush Fonts 
U147 ■ Textplus Word Processor 
U149 - MedV3J0 
U151 - Dice V2.06A 
U152 - Pageseiter Clip An ( 8 disks) 
Ul 54 - Night Flyers Utilities IV 
Ul 56 - Vector ball Editor (1 Meg) 
U157 - Antivirus V3.14 
U15S - Kids Paint 
U159 - Text Engine 
U160 - Windows Bench 
U161 - PDS Utilities No l Printing Utilities 
U163 - NComme V1, 921 
U164 - Work Bench 2+ Work Station 
U165 - Video Screens 
U167 - Cursor Basic Compiler 
U168 - JRComm V1.02 
B171 - Super C. Commands 
U172 - P. Suite VI.4 
U173 - The Ripper Guide 
Ul74 - Jam Ripper VIJ Jam Cracker VI 
U175 - Beatrix Potter Clip Art 
Ul77 - Thief Sound Ripper V3.0 
U178 - Faulty Towers Samples 
U179 -News Flash 21 
U183 - Swag No 4: Fractals 
U184- Little Bench 
U185 - Plotting + Graphics; Plot-X-Y 

U186 - Draw Map V3.1 
G001 - Star Trek 3 (2 disks) 
GQ06 - Breakout Construction Kit 
G0Q8 - Board Games (Monopoly etc) 
G014 - Buck Rogers 
G015 - Star Trek ( 3 disks. 1 Meg) 
G016-Tennis (1 Meg) 
G020 - Train Set 
G024 - Pipeline 
G026 - Treasure Hunt 
G031 - Drip! 
G033 - Jeopard (1 Meg) 
G034 - Dragon Cave 
G037 - Seven Tiles 
G038 - Pom Pom Gunner 
G043 - Mental Image Games Disk 
G056 - Strategy' Games 
G057 - Simpsons Game 
G059- Bionix 11(1 Meg) 
G062 - Ativ Atac(l Meg) 
G065 - Battle Pong (1 Meg) 
G066 - Frantic Freddie 
G068 - Air Ace II 
G069 * Down Hill Challenge 
G070 - Llamatron 
G071 - Sky Flyer 
G074 - Revenge Of Mutant Camels 
G075 - Jet man 
G077 - Asteroids 
G078 - Twintris 
G079 - Card Games 
GQ80 - Battle Cards 
CG81 - Mind Games 21 
G083 - Sword Of The Warlock 
G084 - Solitaire 
G086 - Scramble 
G087 - Dungeon On Nadraj 
GO88 - Rusal Boulder Dash 
G090 - Suh Attack 
G092 - Mega Ball 
G093 - Ah' Warrior 
G095 - Super Skoda Challenge 

* SPECIAL ^ 
OFFERS 

UNBRANDED 

BLANK DISKS 

38p EACH 

Order ten disks and get 
one free 

DISK BOXES 

3.5".Cap 10.99p 

3.5".Cap 40....£4.00 

3.5‘.Cap 80.£6.50 

Mouse Mat.£2.99 

1000 Disk Labels...£9.99 

512K Memory Upgrades 

With Clock.£32.50 

Without Clock.£28.50 

We also stock Fred 
Fish disks 1-596 & 

T-Bag 1-59 
Please make cheques and postal orders payable to: 

Ultimate PD. 

The Ultimate PD Mag - Catalogue disk is available 

for 75p or free with orders of 2 disks or 

PLEASE SEND ORDERS TO: 

ULTIMATE PD 
4 PLAS PAMIR, PORTWAY MARINA 

PENARTH, CARDIFF CF6 1BT WALES 
TEL; 0222 705044 (9AM - 4PM) 

Alt disks are 99p each, some titles are on more 

than 1 disk. 

Please add 5Op p&p to fhe total order 

European orders please add 50p per disk and ■ 
the rest of the world add 75p per disk \ 

AMIGA 
ONLY 

ULTIMATE PD 
TEL: 0222 705044 (9am - 4pm) 

ONLY 99P 

PER DISK! 
* I" ★ MUSIC DISKS M ★ UTILITIES ★ • I | 
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. UieServe of Hampshire Established 7 years 

NEW 
Amiga Workstation 
/Expansion System 
Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc. 
Strong metal construction made from 
14SWG steel epoxy coated Amiga 
colour. 

Special price / .S3U 

New Price 

Citizen 224 
24pin Colour* 

Enhanced 24pin printer, ^optional colour 
with easy to use control panel 

2 year warranty. Price with cable & paper 

Mono £209 
Coiour £ 2 1 9 
Amiga printer driver £5.00 

AH Citizen printers have 
2 year warranty 

Swift 24E 
Enhanced 24pin. Colour printer 
with cable & paper 

Mono £259 
Colour £269 

Midi Interface 
4 channel Midi Interface for Amiga 

£29 
Df. Ts Midi Music Software 

{not suitable for A500 + ) £9,35 

New Price 

HP 
Deskjet Colour 

300dpi colour inkjet primer. 
Colour laser quality at 1710 of the cost 

3 year warranty Price with cable & paper 

_£529 

Deskjet 500 
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer Laser 

quality at dot matrix price. 
3 year warranty. With cable & paper 

_£359 
Printer Drivers 

Citizen Colour 24pin.5.00 
Canon BJ-lOe ..* 4.95 
Deskjet 500 Colour . 9.95 

Printer Dust Covers 
most types in stock 

from £4.70 inc vat 

Hard Disks 
Supra 500XP 52M 

for ASOO £299 

Commodore A590 
20M Hard Disk r n A Q 
for A5Q0 1^49 

GVP Series 2 52M 
forASOO £359 

GVP Series 2 120M 
for A500 £469 

GVP Series 2 52M 
for A1500 £279 

1M Simm 
Suitable for GVP Hard Disks etc. 
£29.90 per 1Mb 

£29.90 

Amiga 600HD 
20Mb internal Hard disk & software 

£445 

Amiga 600 
Standard A60Q with full software 

£345 

Floppy Drives 

Cumana CAX354 
The most reliable drive you can buy 

1M external 

£49 While stocks last 

Commodore 
A1011 1M external 

£49 While stocks last 

Roctec 
RoeLfte RF382C 1M external 

£56 
GVP Series 2 120M 

£419 Hard Disk 
tor A1500 

A2286 Bridgeboard 
CBM 286 Bndgeboard for A1500 

£319 

Amiga 1 500 
with full software pack 

£499 

112 Meg Ram + Clock 

£21.90 

Citizen Swift 9 
with cable & paper 

Mono £ 1 69 

Colour £179 

Citizen 120D + 
with cable & paper 

£119_ 

Panasonic 
KXP1123 

Probabty the best 24pin mono 
printer available. With cable & paper 

£179 
Panasonic/Epson 
KXP1170 Spin. 134 
KXP1124) 24pin. 227 
KXP2180 9pin Colour.... 189 
KXP2123 24pin Colour... 269 
Epson LQ570 24pin_ 265 
Epson EPL 4100 Laser.. 680 
Epson EPL 8100 Laser.. 1115 
Prices Include VAT cable & paper 

Naksha Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga 

with house & mat 

£21.50 

Squik Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga 

£13.90 

New Price 

Canon BJ-1 Oex 
360dpi Inkjet printer 

with cable & paper 

£229 

Star SJ-48 
360dpi Inkjet printer 

with cable & paper 

£219_ 

Star LC200 
with cable & paper 

£179 

Star 
LC20 Mono 9pin .. 129 
LC200 Colour 9pin. 179 
LC2420 Mono 24pin. 189 
LC24200 Mono 24pin 209 
LC2420G Colour 24pin .. 259 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Kickstart Upgrades 
Commodore 2.04 full upgrade 79*00 
Kickstart ftQM only v2.04 41.50 
Kickstart POM only v!.3 29.00 
Phoenix Rom sharer „***,...,*„ 24,95 
VXL30 25MHi Accelerator .239,00 
Farter Angus custom chip .... 37.$0 
A590 or Supra Hard disk PSU 49.00 

Naksha Scanner 
200 to 400dpi. 105mm _ 
width with express-iT L99 

software 

Commodore 
1084SD 

14p Colour Monitor with cable 
dot pitch 0.42mm 

A500 PLUS 
Cartoon Classics full software pack 

£329 

£215 While stocks last 

Philips CM8833 mk2 
Colour monitor with cable 

£199 
UK. 240V mains + F19 game 

Accessories 
Joystick/Mouse twin extension 4.70 
3M Joystick/Mouse lead .... 3.75 
A500 Printer cable .............. 7.95 
Modulator/Disk Extension ..... 10.95 
23way Plug or socket .......... 2 95 
A500 Dust Cover .. 4.70 
Mouse Mai (thick soft typej .. 4,95 
Mouse House ..  2*95 
1 M internal 3.5* drive. 49,00 
A500 replacement PSU ........ 39,00 
A590 replacement PSU .. 49.00 
1 12Meg Ram NO Dock.. 23.90 
Rocgen Plus - Genlock + ... 129,00 

SONY 
DISKETTES 
SONY branded 
(lifetime warranty) 

(100% certified error freel 

tO* 3.5'OS/DD 135«h. 7.50 
50* 3.5' DS/DD 135tpi. 32,30 
100*3,5" OS/DO 135tpi. 59,93 
250*3.5' OS/DO 135tpi. 141.00 
tk* 3.5* OS/DO 1 SStpi. 540,50 

DISKETTES 
SONY /DYSAN bulk 

(Ufa time warrantyl 
(100% certified error free) 

10x 3.5* DS/DD V35tpi *. 5*95 
50x 3*5* DS/DD 135tpi. 21.86 
100x3,5* DS/DD 135tpi .39.60 
250x3 5" DS/DD 135tpi  94.88 
Ikx 3*5" DS/DD 135tpi .... 353.68 
40 x 3,5" Disk box with lock .... 5.49 
100 x 3.5* Disk box with lock .. 7.50 

Carriage on 50 4 disks £3.53 

Phone for our 60 paoe catalogue 
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

All products have a 30 day money back & 1 2 month warranty. 
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification. 
Established 7 year*. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11. 

Free parking. Open 9 to 5,30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday 
Postage 94p or £3.53 Securicor £6*46 (£5,50 + VAT1 

UJeServe 
Larger items delivered 

by Securicor 

Amigs/Foimat Dept. 
40-42 West Street 
Portchester Hants 
P016 9UW 
Tel: 0705 325354 

UieServe Best for service UieServe Best for service 
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fTn EDUCATION SOFTWARE 

Compendium Six 

SPEED N/A 
There ere ilx separate programs and they vary 

In speedK Put none of them are painfully slow. 

DOCUMENTATION # • 
The manual covers all six programs and the 

I nil ructions are brief. 

ACCESSIBILITY §•§«• 
Nice, simple little programs, so getting to grips 
with them shouldn't be a problem. 

FEATURES •• • # 
All six programs are very specialised, but cover 

their given subject matter very welt. 

VALUE •!§•• 
Even it only two Or three Of Ihe programs 

appeal, it's stilt a great-value family pack! 

L 
ymur 

90% 

Trying to drag your kids away from the 

joystick? Well here!s a games collection 

with a difference: it's full of educational 

titles. Jason Holborn tests its IQ. 
WITH MORE AND more British schools 

realising the potential of the Amiga as an 

effective teaching tool* parents too have 

started to drag their kids away from the joy¬ 

stick in favour of educational software, 

GeniSoft's latest offering is a selection of six 

already well-established educational titles that 

cover a wide selection of subjects and age 

groups, So is GeniSoft's Compendium Six the 

best thing to happen to education since the 

Amiga itself? Let's find out. .. 

KIDS TYRE 
Aimed at children 

aged between four- 

and eight-years-old. 

this is a word proces¬ 

sor that encourages 

creativity. The pro¬ 

gram uses big characters* a nice colourful front 

end and plenty of sampled sounds that will 

keep your child's interest high. 

To make things even more exciting, also 

included is a game that encourages your child 

to learn how to type and improve their spelling 

skills. In all, it's a very enjoyable program 

that, while rather vague in its subject matter, 

will keep your kids thoroughly absorbed. 

CALENDAR QUIZ 
This is a quiz designed 

to teach children the 

relationships between 

days of the week, 

between months, sea¬ 

sons and events of the 

year. It starts by teaching the basics behind the 

subject matter and then moves on to a series of 

tests, including sequence and spelling tests. 

Calendar Quiz is not the most visually inter¬ 

esting educational title available, but it covers 

the subject matter well enough. 

I'm not totally convinced that it would 

keep a child's interest for long, so parental 

involvement is definitely needed to stop the 

little 'un rebooting the Amiga with a copy of 

Super Space Invaders in the drive. 

GAME, SET AND 
MATCH 

This is designed with 

the younger student in 

mind and aims to 

teach such fundamen¬ 

tals as shape 

recognition, the differ¬ 

ence between colours, coins and basic 

numbers and their relationships. This vital 

Learning material is presented in a colourful 

and entertaining formal that will keep your 

children occupied for hours. I must admit that 

even I was captivated for some time. In all, it's 

a masterpiece of educational software design 

and should be at the top of every parent's 

shopping list. 

You certainly get a lot 
of compendium for 

your money. A good- 

value offering, 

provided you've the 
nippers to moke it 

worth while. 

Compendium Six 
Six Education Games ■ £39.95 ■ GeniSoft 

Here's one of those 

educational titles that 

is more of an activity 

program than a learn¬ 

ing program. Children 

use it as a sort of 

weather diary. As the months pass, they can 

work out such things as the average tempera¬ 

ture for a given month, the amount of rainfall 

and cloud cover* humidity and so on. All this 

information can then be pulled together to gen¬ 

erate graphs and statistical tables. Weather 

Watcher doesn't quite cover a National 

Curriculum subject, but it's a very interesting 

program that will encourage your child to 

analyse information. 

WHERE IS IT? 
WHAT IS IT? 

If your child's knowl¬ 

edge of the British 

Isles needs a b»l of 

tidying up* then (his 

program will prove 

very useful. The aim is 

very simple - to teach children the location of 

all the counties of the British Isles, including 

those in Scotland and Non hem Ireland. 

The program presents a map of the British 

Isles and then* through a number of tests, the 

child must guess where in Britain the county 

can be found. It becomes increasingly harder 

until the child must Locale the county by its 

name only. 

1 must admit I'm not too hot on the loca¬ 

tion of counties myself, so it certainly taught 

me a thing or two. And if it works on me, then 

it'll work on anyone. In all, W'/tere Is It? What 

Is It? is an absolutely brilliant program. 

Highly recommended. 

WORDS & 
NUMBERS 

As a child's grasp of 

those all-important 

three ‘Us' becomes 

more advanced, then 

this could well be the 

program to take your 

child's education one step further. It aims to 

teach the relationships between words and sen¬ 

tences by muddling them up and then asking 

the child to unmuddle them so that the words 

fall into the correct order. Numbers are also 

covered using a similar format and the pro¬ 

gram is designed in such a way that the parent 

or teacher can modify ti to suit the child's own 

particular needs. 

Although it's not particularly visual its for¬ 

mat is well designed and the subject matter 

competently covered. O 

COMPENDIUM 
SIX is 

available from 
HB Marketing 
0753 686000 
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Send Cheques & P.O.s to: 

Public Dominator AF^ 
PO Box 801, Bishops Stortford, 

Herts CM23 3TP UK. 
CHFOUE PAYMENTS lease nctfe ii paying tor an by cheque if 
Ihe total a LESS than E10.00 please odd 65p to toiol The surahoyge doe 

NO apply ip Credii/DetHf cords payments or to cheques over E IQ 00 

i 0279 757 692 
9.30am~5pm Monday-Saturday 

Credit Card Orders/General Enquiries. 
Send a stamped S,A,E, for a FREE printed catalogue. 

All orders dispatched same day by 1ST class pest. 

ARCADE CLASSICS 4 do* to t 
ITu* erf noatotgpc ejeode gomes neluckng 
| Space rvoderi Asteroids. Poe Men 

testeGommona Brecfcoui and Qu: Code 
|GBtt £10 00 

ARCADE PACK 2 A 4 dtek pack 
I with more excetieni arcade ottacki wilh 
I tars. Pee Lire. Air Ace 2. QrgantcHpnar, 
| r> * IM-J-A-. s1 i Escape Rom 
I JOvtaseeWentl Code GRA3 £1000 
1BOARD GAMES i A mega 4 disk 
I compttafion erf classic board games 
I includes Bock Gammon Fw to A 
I Lme.Oiesi Tites, fhpper, Amiga 
| Ch*raChaienge Master Mtnd Amigo 
| hnenup and Down Vmqte oxj Ire*? 
lYbcMZQiderf Code GRM. £1000 
I CARD CAMPS f A A pOCfc lyl Cf 
I coral games Thai includes Card o toma. 
I Spader. Block Jack. Solitaire X 
iKtoi^keSohflaire. CcnNetd. Solitaire and 
I Crrbbage Ode* Code Gf¥£ 0rty£ 10 DO 
I PSL t - SPACE BLOB q br illiejr> i 
Iptqitorm cavern game £3 00 

IPSL2 - MR DfG edteef the appk md 
Ik# the monsters IMS £3 00 

I PSl3m p-BOtD shoot bracks al the 
1 venous waom shapesdeceftang £3 
IPSL4- COMPUTER CONFLICT 
I speech, Raphes cfl octon oioocte 
IgamelMB £3 
1MCJ - SUBCULTURE a shoo* em 
I up, £3 
1 PSL 7 - OfZIY LiZZY a gamy < ir.rcss 
■between Pacmon & BouWerdatsh £3 
1 PSiiS ~ CRYSTAL CAVERNS 1MB 
I £3 00 
IFF336 - Cor , 

M screen jcro*ng racing game with 
ItecAsiic tour chcxmet stereo sound and 
I overscan 
IAMU/3 ~ BlfU RUM S ovu war 
I simutator 
1 AMU/4 - BATTLE TECH 
I gome between robots 
IPD90- TENNIS* 
Ixiflplementohon of (he sport 1MES 
1 PQTV et - STAR TREK by tabled 
Imogen fui grapnici orta sounds 1MB 2 
lomtes £9 00 
1 ppm 2M - STAR trek: 
Ifufl graphics sounds 6 an*moten from 

t generaiion Star foe* £6 00 
I SMAUG 156 15? - STAR TRET 
I jmrtbo Barbers a brand new game 1MB 
1 TMtiuqs £6 00 Full graphics, sounds 
\PD679-STAR TREK iHE NEXT 
I GENERATION VI. 4 7 by T McIntosh 
I PD&St ~ LL AM AT ROM by Jeff Writer 
I Amego piosi them to oecc^ 
1 PD6&2-POMPOM CUMMER * a 
I Peon Hortxxx gome 
I P&O&J “ SEA LAMCE aohgiy 
Ictasurfied sJeoiih supnxune- GAME 
1 PD690- REVEMCE Of THE 
I MUTANT CAMELS t lost them to 
lp*@ce$ 
I PQ&B - BATTLE CARS on escetonr 
13D tied vector cor game where you 
Iconitoi a car fhai con fire missies 
1 PPfrt? - POWER WARS o k«xi erf 
I chess board game w»th space craft rothpr 
I ROLLERPEDF 
Jo mego shod! cm up That ksK exta 
IsmooihocfO&sbetween theerfdgomes 

AMIGA 
I TAMM 
I professional game toe 2 ptoyed of 
I wtx'-r ig lai - JUMPER < j v r.--; iho 
lotaoroodeclassic fiogger whexe you ore 
1 ifre gieen itog who has to first crass the 
I busy food OvOtang the 00f$ 
I PD&T7 - Ovodrtx 3 n?rr % ■ v r v ■ jm- 
I put with ties oomng tom & dnec tons' 
I PP&ddt - S<*4Tfl Tiles : ■ ; : > V' 
I by Alpha FhgM A mdss<ve 10 screen txH 
loomeicx 2 payers 
I PD&4S - Qritinmncr. SmotUrs 
1 Rebound ' jj tost gomes v. 
I mega menu 
1 PP057 - Conner 4 v ■ Fhp it 
I PC Solution si 2 very good versons at two 
I classic coord games Flip II 15 a venon erf 
Idhetla and Conne* A erf Connect A 

I PSL 20- AVINA BLUE 
\ 

t 2/ ~ CHALLENGE f-AfiSm 

0 brrftant ties game £3 
PSL 22 * SPECTRUM a totasl away al 
theodvoncmgoiwns £3 
FF£P£ - Orooon Cove a a mcefy 

one Sdcotori tfce gome tar the Arr*ga 
Features nctatae sourvi erftaers two or 
three fimerisioncrf giophcitOO teveis 
SO 30- Stone Ape ANl 
gome in Boutoft Dash mould 
SMAUG149 * MOR/A : e* e *enf full 
gtaphcs odveniureJ 1MB 
PD233 ~ HOI Y GRAIL ad, ■ -m■_.« 1MB 
PD234 - GOLDEN FLEECE j.*entu-e 

ANIMATilON 
DEMOS 

SCHWARTZ ANIMATIONS 

FF4t3 ' MSS ARMV tn Combot 
.lealthy Monuewp u jjgpaha 1MB 

FF4I4 BATMAN. LofeNigw.leiminal 
FF4I7 2 The flood lest 
FF4fS - AMY itto Squlftel 1MB 
FF423 - POGO to lytam'osefle IMfi 
FF4SO AMY Vs Walker 1MB 
FF490 ANTI LEMMING 3V8 
FF504 SHUttif COOt 1MB 
FFS0S THE CWtJG LAMt 3M6 
FF6t?6*S BEACH 2MB £6 00 
PT?6$7iW AMY y WOSter 2 3MB 
£600 
P0669 672 AMY al the Movies 2 
1MB 2 drives Of 4M& £12 00 

PLUS OTHERS 

SMAUG 132 * TELL STAR One A tong 
cxiimdtton or 2 spool? ships v^ry good 
quafaty 1MB RAM 
SMAUG 135 - MARS FLIGHT o sngte 
seate* scoce rioter flying over scenes 
tfoma habrtaied ptanet vupposecAey 
Mcxsteoukes 1M& 
SMAltQ t30 ~ TWfUGHT ict wfiti 
heacSornips on drrvmg dtong a food to a 
landscape 1MB 
SMAUG M6 147 ~ OR ZORB ft ?MB 
RAM The amoi’ing Df Zorb £6 GO 
SMAUG ISO * JET >j ■■ rof flyrg ocx.:rta 
d Siver shney bai inside o bMbbte "MS 
POt * WALKER f Of War, IMfc- RAM 
PD2- WALKER If StaWn 1Mb 

PP73- STAR TREK £f*aprceDry 
DOCk: 
PD74 5 TAR TREK \ oce croffi tiymg 

1 .. 
PP76-STAR TREK MiyM to lancing on 
•he $5 Enterprise 
PD427 - STAR TREK Leave Space 

ice 
POS3- SPACE ACE Uaetient 

RRO.GRAMS 
AMP? - PERSONAL FINANCE 
PACK (htspocs contains 11 piogiorm 
toi wi txJryJe iuJJ dpoui every rispecl Of 

yourpetsonai ttoances Bank 6, &S 
oocount^laans & Mcngagen £& 50f 
PD499- A ML BASE v. 7* dotaboso 
FFtW 6*6- fr-r V3 1 thr- 1:> n-.y f 
pfocessor and typeaeti ng tool ooms on 
beftski only £ 16 301 
f F6t9 - AMf GAZER - ^ ovhf 
/erson Crf the Asiupnomy skx 
jaztogpiograrn vnlh detarfs an 1573 Stas 
FF543- BADGER dfuiemnas yc 
o( tav ffflportoni events mat are due 
FF372- MAGNETIC PAGES /I 0 
allows you to creote a dm* - based 
magazine 
PP674 ~ DFMOLfSHER ink 5 contains 
20? utilities 
FF3S7 * BOOT NTSC or AM if you 
nave 1MB Agnus chp rataKed 
FF425 - A-GENE J 1 cr c-edem 
genedogy ddtabose 1MB BAM 
FF536 - CHEATS THE TICS 2 06 
ckaws molecvies usmg the cdtotie model 
FWP - SCRUB spins drrve terf 30 
seconds ter use with ahsk cleaner 
FF434 ~ TYPING TUTOR 
AMP/ - HOME BUSINESS PACK 
Tent Plus the excellent woidprocessor and 
spellchecker. Vaeoic the sproodsheef. 
RIMS. JBom? 2 dfiictor databases £0 50i 

f# - NCOMM . A v<xi need 

tat oommumcdttng with a modem 
rFFS33- BOOT GEN n 4 creoles 
menu tar any 10 pro^amg on booting 
FF527 - PfCBASE v ? > r( ^ . v 
pcs Ctopiay many on screen a» Once 
FF5f7 CWXDY toon morse toe 
FF494- INPUT LOCK 1 ^JUrtock 
tteybotad with keystroke 
AMP4 - STARTER UTILITY PACK tor 

new Amiga user to give you jusl 
about everyutility that you probably win 
ever needPLUS the word processor text Plus 
which will oflow you to wtiie a shopping kst 

o brx*i and the Database iBase when 
I alow you to store ntormotion on you 

dak abou* AWHNG from owetodng tot 10 
O name and address. He*The utis include A 

compressgr$, dfiteoprei py Won the 
iphc mietfoce tPCU Vm* elector and 

liJcyr Mouse uiAiiesmcriy more £&50t 
FF366 - PRINT STUDIO I 2 pni 
onytekt tile 01 peture 5l control pnhtet 
TB6- BtORHYTMS ta cycles 
TB9- FAST MEM otowtv you to toggle 
ON/Off you estponston RAM f uncfCcy 
jdsst^oommcBxtetolwPI toflO 
TEX* - ClI WIZARD A 2 ? - rrv ise 
operated QJ redtaoemen' 
EF559- ADDRESSER 1 na^ odcr 

ddtaxise wrtrv tobeu- * mol merge 
TB30- MTA0NU create you own 
menuonWB toon Meator editor 
FF342 - IE the icon editor that a*ows 
you to creole icons upto 640 x, 2001 
FF56B - CALORIE BASE 1 .mu 
fqt count on most foods useful tor recipes 
anddcidy total mta**? 
PD3B0- MASTER VIRUS KfUER 
V2 1 recognees 12A vin1 
PD64I ~ SUPER KILLERS anf wus 

esesfre^s 1A6 vxi 
TB3i - SHOWtZ show any & 1 xe win 

ith out you own <XtoUc*hg scf pi 
PD93- ARP /I 3 the Am^d DOS 
t?cpkx-emeni Fto^ect 
PD630 - EMLIi ATORS ! y ryt' < 
os ihe JoiiQwing OK computer emutaion 

PC.. ST MAC requires oddtfiomal 
horcfwtaO.QL CPM plus DOS to DOS 
PD69I- 6O0 BUSINESS LETTERS 
fu$j about every concewobta letter that 

oouta want to send 
PD692 - IBM TRANSFORMER :-0 
o &y Mr face an IBM PC emutota1 that 

ijqutfw. DOS on disk ana a vec y good1 
PD695 696 ~ WINDOWS BENCH 
VI Oby Mikesdt a btiBtani Work Bench 
reptacement £6 
PD69769S - SUPERBENCH and 
extras o Work Bench reptacemenr £6 
EE22S - JAZZ BENCH 3 B a 
mufti taskng WorkBanch reptacement 
FF55S- DtSDF stops Ckive ctektog 
hen no oak e anve 

FFZSt - DISK SALU A 42 nx* 
powerful toon Du* Dock* tors ufAfy w* 
attemf^to salvage data iiom pad ctoks 
PD364 - MESSYPOS 1 M! W 
SI formaltod disks Plus DtrWatk 
FF243 * PASSWORD 27 you 
specity yogr system security passwcud 
FF279- MRBACKUP . \ % oaettup 
you hard da* to floppy fast and secure 
FF56L- SUPER DUPER v* 
dupkeatar 
FF555 - FL ASH a tx*oni multitasking 
ask cope* mat handies ntobte 
AMtZZ-PRINTER or 
easy to fciw way to creole o dnvei to« 
you prmtor SunpiY enter the oorreei 
codesfrom you pnntei manuofl 
FF495 “ ANALYTfCALC -he powerful 
spreodaheet 1MB 

LfANGUAGES 
PD2tt * NOR THC 1 3 My feo" r tar 
comptef inter etc 
FF563 “ PCO cased comorer tLa 
teotureo pascal compter 
FF470- BCF Fortran 7 7 VI 3c 
eatoeienT for iicjn compeer 
FFSI9 526-OAK USP Bnilienr 2 disk 
version Orf lisp £6 00 
FF456 457 - CMAHUAL /2 0 A tx** 
on 2 disks obouf C on the Amiga with 

30 eiompte programs 5 source code 
3 mdepfh *10 sifpgrir forward way 

r- - r . ^ 
FArngo mC £6 

GRARHIGS 
AMP3- GRAPHICS PACK I Mead 

O downg program VDrow the 
pantinig program Ptav%ODet pto5 
uraf*esCip in FiierPtt screen and window 
to dtiksouefi, con editors and more 
£B 50 
AMPZi - GRAPHICS PACK 2 Ms? 
McndetXOf emptaet Atoll $1 &. Apple Mere 
Off converter FtopCotours, 
p*cTure*^rewed PolyGcin, VIZ ond tAiL a*ow 
youto create we*d screen d^tays 
D^Wrenctef ^aylndCmg £B 50 
PD502-C LIGHT ay A 
brAdnrf but txjsc ray irocng package tor 
fOu tocreote omozng grapfucV 
FFS23 ~ SCREEN JAEGER seaches 

ngty lc* any graphics and afiows 
youto save or prmr me trr»oge cf ^si look 
□tan screen 

EDUCATION 
AMPS * OVER KT t EDSOFT PACK 
nctedes 2 eceeent map- drawing 
proc^cms e# any locafdn on eorto. 
Evdoiows rne evokiftoh ef 
Cherrvi^yEiement ^r^tac tobte *vctodei 
wtti detaberta graphics erf a* element* 
UrfxiConverwDn a a program that ctews 
you to choose or Types erf urvf re length 
time, speed eta ana then do 
cornrersiorsKjnd comparisons between 
them ptosmore' German tanguagte 
kitar. Spetacnd sere* lutor Study AtaCard* 
Hermesforrnuia Good toe 'Areofher GEO 
me. Gravity Stfrotato" RJNC30: Gfdviiy 

W&t A* For Wove McM?'and others 
£i2 50* 
AMP6 ~ UNDER NT* EDSOFT PACK 

taes Crayon Port a panh^g program 
h«taren- StoryLtata 2 cr. odventure 

game lor chrfdw?n upio toe oge of fl The 
whole odveniure s screen. Dosed wito the 
chUd cickng 00 objects on me screen 
Ctossfooin Moths a briont maths progom 
tor young erteren FUN 1JME 1 by the 
Happening Bon Another greo' 
educofionai ofter*ig I®11 KXlYSOfT 
onrred at ehtaren age 3 to 6 Tm dak & 
crammed with aekghtrui tmton on many 
subjects shapes Mtytxsara dockorid 
picture RJN T WE 2 Dy The Haoperwig 
0<x? f^annm&d&d w.m hm tuion o 
merry sjbfectj money seasons and 
mouse £1500 

VIDEO 
AMP/4 - VIDEO fin IMG EFFECTS 
PACK This mega pack 6 onty avaitabte 
from Pubic Dom*xstor and a pocked 
wstoprogroms that con be usees to 
creotequokfy title- screens ta you* own 
vcteoeThe pod( nOudes SMOvt 
V1DEODMA&ASE. SlAft BW. P£&_ QuOC 
HOCCyraUlb MAGE LAS 5HCWFONI 
TfTl&GEN, VIDEO 1005 ON Tap. 
LACEJtMECMC BA^NKJNt SUl StORt 
SHOMAFf ANIM THE NIRODUCtft 
DlSSOtVLStARTlt STARS SjPERVSEW. BIG 
VJEWVOFO FA11EWJ GfNLRAJOft SPORTS 
TfXS Ajpectai i disk pbes: tof £10 001 
1MB RAM required 
AMPtJ * VIDEO CLIP ART PACK 
cantars doeens erf eceHtent tu» cotour 
imoges totuse n any pockage and erf 
pa*itouta merest to those warfmg eceten 
vtaeograpNcsi tectodes boefc crfocs and 
irameior ctedfbg quany title* A specta 
3 CWrpQCfc lor only £0 50* 

We recommend the foHoving font 
pocks for use with the obo*e Video 

a tHii if and grophicpocks. 

EONiTiS 
The following ore MULTt 

coloured font pocks 

PSFFt 51 tom styles £1500 
PSFF2 - 63 toot styles £15 00 

PSFF3 43 tax* lies £1500 
PSFF4 6A tan 1 Kyx- £ 15 00 

The following ore SINGLE 

coloured font pocks 

PSFFA 6& tont slyteJ £1500 
PSFFB - 66 lonl stytei £15 00 
PD53 56 50 toni styles £10 00 

Lots of the above fonts come 
indifferent sires ghing you more 

fonts than indicated 

PD45S - STAR TREKKER 
Schanneii MCX standard frocks nterioce | 
sound trocker oompottote. EM artaAM 

unds ordmore 
PD553-SOUND TRACKER to me 

tan of the ongnerf Amiga PD 
muse pregram 
PD299-MED V3.00 u a n . 1 Hxstor 
much ike Sound Jacket wilh more 
teofufes. 
PDJFt - OKTALYSER A \ IT - 
compose* 
PD2S5 - GAME MUSIC CREATOR 
alows you to create rr^AC *1 the norrrta 
way buf then save tor use *1 your 

jrtjmi Supports MO 
AMPtr • SONBf scores 5 data £12 50 
AMP23 - SOUND TRACKER nodutas | 

dsksful £12 50* 

UIGENSEWARE 
I he codes PSl and PSFf used in ihtj advert 
are PoiySoif Lcenseware there a no more 

pay Pbfe*c DorrMnator pdyi the 
du1hO«ariect tar you No dscount tor 

njeoetiuvs can be ^ven the dsto ore 
Xd 01 the pree ndcated 

GATAlfOGUES 
jncue printed catatogue a 

suppiedwiih each order of s FREE if you 
send us oitomped ME A dsk based 
cotatogueshowmg fui de»an oi oh out 
pKOducisCOStJOlHy £1 00 otsfREE if 
requested with onypgrehase orf £10 00 Or | 

to«dwng 7 Oprf‘ packs are al 
Btackand White ckp art spot iusfrofions 
surtabtetor any program with graphic 

Xtat>*tesEoch pack contans 5 dtsto 
Ftock toontans 3 cksks 
C/Af Sports hogv or*mo Borders 
Hcteween hands, ta&oc eta £12 50 
C/A2 Men women A to L cvra*:. 
enplosons cartoons ponling hands 
£1250 
CIAJ Frmi neTA meqrf arrow, 
specta ocoocsions. vegetotw blow 
utensrfs cups and gtosws, arf deco 
andbreaktasis £12 50 
CIA 4 More An Deco. QqbteA Boys and | 

K humorauA A toZ scralA 
ctafcgiophieornoirienti £12 50 
C/45 Christmas from both Iho 19lh 
pod 2CMh cenlury from father chnsimoa 
tabortxjit to crwsimas trees 
artabc*defs£l2 50 
CIA6 - Myihoto^cdl Crog-^res tad 
Monsters an eraetenf pock orf creatures 
f»am oA ovet toe wadd £12 50 
C/A? - p v f -y- | 
pgputor flowers, cnangemenfi 
borders £0 50 

SPECIAL OFFER* 

State 1 to 4 

State 5 to 7 
State 1 to 7 - 

C/P A printed c 
tmages *1 volumes 
£3 50 rf purchased wtFhany of iheobCMe | 
voAjrrves 

ClpIT Statomei 
£4500 
£3000 
£7000 

T ooKJague ol d 'fte 
» 1 to 1 • £10 00 or 

Fred Fish 
Collection 

Special Offer* The entire Fred Fish 
collection disks 1 1o 650 for £422,501 This 
price, only 65p per disk!, is fully inclusive - 

the floppy disks, lobefc VAT k deiiveryl 
tove»eos £552 50) 

PD £ Shareware Prices 
Disk cades without o cosj ore preed equefty 

Ctependihg Oh how many you buy 

1 to 5 disks are £3,00 each 
& to 10 disks are £2.75 each 

11 to 50 disks are £2.50 each. 
Air press ore f u#y nctote 

All overseen orders MUSI odd £2 75 to total 

Computer Supplies - Blank Disks etc. 
Blank disks with labels; 

10-£6 00. 25-E13 75, 50-£25.00, 100-U5.00, 200-E88.00. 
Disk boxes: 10 cop £100. 40/50 cap £6 50. 80/100 cap £900 

Disks and box: 10-£6 50. 60- £29 50 and 100-E53 
Disk labels: 100-£3 00 Cleaning kit: £3 00 Mouse mat: £3 00 



AMOS & FRIO FISH DISKS 

CUT, TICK & POST.....CUT, TICK & POST 
I Telephone or Fax Hotline 
PD Soft (AF38) 1 Bryant Ave, Southend- 

VARIOUS imUDES 
Jf VT3 PUT ■ READ [21A cdHixhgn of sriutafron 
programs 1m the under 7 year old's 
Jfi m FISH TANK SIMULATOR A program IhQl 
siirratales an aouarium Vi-ajoiy ptea^ng 
JM V2* WORD WRIGHT A AMIGA SPtLh £ OfHatPS 
over 9,000 words ft mof e words ton. be added 
_llf V41 EJPAINT ART C.yiatin-. k»ds rtf ptcluves to* you 
■0 mess ground with Loads into VOL* Dpqrfir 
Jf V4* TV A VKXO GRAPHICS |*| Pockfd With 
iXJtfcgrourttf wtmto tor you* video predudtonij, 

■fypesal graphs Stytes P*N. hdkfrs an IFF 
injurs A peels if dawn toe sown, ft Much More 
Jf VIA V®€0 PRODUCTION 01 Bom draks W 
Pocked wito video 6 Genlock ur*tn?s 
Jf VHJ9 PRWT STUDIO S sfeAeni for iumbng p*cii,if*s 
gr Una An evceHent program lor all pmler mvnefs- 
_l* V191 WL$m vwui WUi* . ras Checker & *it* 
With Escetieinf apfrorra includes search dak 
j V19S THE EMULATORS Var*> r, 0) Formats 
wh*h ntkKte CPM FftM-PC & ST Requrt 2 driws 
_gr VI94 M R BACKUP HD .V Hard dry 
bock up program eocks up ofl or any parrot the ckive 
jM VT9i graphic hthchanGe '- :h<™ 
graph*! Between Alan 5t/FC Ooohcs to to# Amtgg 
_JM V?1S DCSKMASTER yj 2 Co(MS tew from one fr* 
Ip anatom OrSKSALV ormh & repots 
j V241 TEKTPLUS VERSION 5 0 th S d&k rt no* uff sr» 
jpdOebut cmmpMh Mew Word processor 
JUT V2A2 DUPUCATIQN A BACKUP • o*r 
!Xiper Turbo cotry, San*r copy & POopy lour nw 

'copiers la backup your ongnofe tor sore keeping 
_Jf V27T FORTRAN 77 vl Jc Cctri#* Inker ft run 
tone support Kjrpry f4?0 
Jtt nn CROSSWORD CREATOR A program mar 
trwus crosswords UPDAtlD Vt ^ 
j* V3#4 MCAD PROGRAM ^ OtMCf Drawing 
Program tor Ihe Amga re CAl? 
jK VMS EDUCATIONAL TV^WG TUTOR A W* 
1>fpog which measures jWf weed on Ihe keyboard 
_Uf V39* NORTH c vl.l 0! The masl Ipnovt C 
language on (he Airygo. includes ai files wquifed 
jK YtfH m Of THE HHOUKR HINT BOOK 
inimdurtieri Background Maps yratray & bduhiv- 
J!T V304 CHAOS STRIKES BACK MWf BOOK 
inrtoducliori background Maps, Sirdlegy & Sokifton 
j V30A A-GEN( vj 1» [dMBBI WtS*Mi ol Ih4 Rjn*r 
Tree progcom Reviewed In CU Amugifl 
Jit VMl ANAlTICAlC SPREAD 5HffT 12} Tha ti The 
tups! spread sheei pogfufr. lo da»e on »he Am*ga 
j VMO RfO SKTUR EXTRAS HSK5 0) On ^ v a-r 
32 pom Fonts,. 16 Pam lonti.. «ciw skats.. Sku Was S music 

Spate Jounwlorno By The dwdiont Troopers 
JK mi AMIGA PUNT PROGRAM Ftedfct wln<b 
tiorw win yvl|h Ihrj horse predltlioh progrCuli 
J Via I TRANSFORMER vl.3 This IS t» [rtvsf .'.fnlon 
of the IBM Emulator disk PequrrtitjtfiMS-Oa&disk 
jK VW9 SPECTRUM EMULATOR OAtA WSK I 
Adventure Ctoaks rieeds ^16 or j 
J V340 T5B VICTOR Ol SIGNER The ^KJtWl BoHwi. 
prosneis The T5B Vector designer vl.t This program will 
creaie filled vector obwcis. line v«1ors & Bobs 

| jK V341 CUP ART COLLECTION 2 > ■ :' 
■ lullv pocked wiih exceliehl clip an ($) 

1 JK V350 BUSINESS CARD MAKER lift Sign your OWh 
■ Business cords on ihe Amiga 
•j -IK V35^ FffiECOPT F'omovrtv pralBctod garrws copy 
J| cm tec lien so lionhe user c on «goA them on hu/hef Iwnfl 
U J V3A 5 RED SECTOR MODULES IMUSK] VOflCMS 
"I mus« modules for use w*th ihe P5» Demo Maker 
■ JK VS&fr 600 BUSINESS LETTERS The*# 0*4 OVff 600 
|| yondard busmens Infers on ihic dn;k Con be used a% 

ibey ore. or msen some par's inio your own Idters/toin 
jK V3 W THE DESK TOP PUBUSHWO PROGRAM the 
firsr omega PO Oest Top Publishing program includes 
various esdro Inoiuros owr Ihc old Ward pwe$«ii. Tosl 
fcditor, Graphcs editor 4 loads more !jk V3« AMKASH bank in "he b«l bemkm program 
Tha« i hove ever used on Ihe Amigo posy cowrots 
_1K V394 CHfMJSTfhCS -S. program Ihqr draws 
motocutos using me cotoifo moot* [icrtlenr attects 
_iK V4D1 wiNDOwfelNCH vl 0 01 An ext«Henr Wort 
bench ll rcpiqctimoH for pH vl 3 users Recemended 
jK V41D PDS UmiTtES No 1 PRWTTNG UTlUTRS 
epType, PPShow. ABfD. Virw T.rty Prrl FaSUTT, A 
program tor De?fc|ei 500 users you want to us* the 
resotoiwn enhanced graph'C s*" GwPnm n 
jf V4I3 WORKBENCH 2 4 WORK STATION This a 

nm iusf another wortljench tlcm ir s o cdtochon al 
yfirtiK with '.Vcrltbemch theme fl) 
JK VATS VDfO SCREENS 1 t >cellenf bock ground 

■ pictures tor vtoro prgdtrcfwn work f#ce bock drops 
I JK V*17 SUPIRBENCH 5 EXTRAS 0 An ecntiwi# rn 
If ptocemenrtfcsk wirh moi^iuiii^iesihcint^orij^^ 

J V430 CUSSOi} BASIC COMPtUR omp4* on> 
I Amga Bok program mRi too uNrly dtst 

I JK VAJS C CONUWOS Thft IM w*h 
■ which can be used ft Storhip sequences 
_ ^ v*3*POSUTAJTONott-^h^rchjd*. ** 
I IN** praaom. ^dta poplf»*t*w n 
V Emulator fWamloMn you unga ntoan St I jK VAil iMPioof R h,0 ttoduces '*• wr k* wioge 

cm hard drves Ogr vojr own eoAectqn Asks 
jjr VAJ3 ANIMATION STU0*0 BneKteNtni Anmwi 

I trustor tor you to mafcp your own 
I _pf V43# AMIGA C MAMJAJ, I TMrnruK -! ny || tcmp#nC -ncrMi kpr We Ango B aeu1** (#Hn & wiyt 
livens bom c*p#C sydem n ol» tertom ranoA manpmi 
I jemt uiipris<ryiii™ofTtodNirttNtii^tis 

■ (tote o ■Men* r» hwe ki hdp out (4i| 
| jK VAU SPECTRUM EMULATOR vl t By KGB Man ■ updated toature 4 ■ now has sound ob4ttF 

j*V444«C*Ttfi DRIVER UPDATE DSK » Mow 
I toNiams tfWhixitonon how to nstoll Them AI previous 

m drivers included on *hs dnk Over 90 
I JK v*4S JRCOMM Vl 01 Thu .% me kned vwvon d 
n ttne*celtoni modem based comcwtor program IJV4#JSUPE«C COMMANDS he a«a n* * M 

I as some ofierstM comes w4h M iriptuUion IJK V*T5 p sum vl 4 A coUKlkOn gra^amt COHud 
P.Wrfto j simple word phx«n P-Drow A P R^ndw 
JK V479 CHESS 4 CHESS UTILmES A COftetTKin 0< 

■ chess related PUiikn. ProD<ams 4 utMies 
| j V4B4 ADVETURE SOLUTIONS 0 Another good II caBecltori of Qdventure salulions tor vonuus games 

jK V+4R AM«A4E PROfESS»ONAl II The Itfc-.t 
I L udaied version of Ihe eHce«enl Dalobose progam In now includes various eiicnllenf new tootores 

jK V490 MESST SiD B ThU is ihe kitflU wW i yM 
i ruad MS- Gds diste end ironlw ony ted Hies lo 4 Irnm ihe I] PC dak ntour Armgo So you con do work on on IBM or an 
I Amiga and swop Irjs! between ifwm II JK V493 DCSKBfNCH Ttes <s an ercofkmi 
I Worktionth replocrhenl wilh Special uhhliiH 
• JK V497 BEATRIX POTTER CUP ART An n*mm In coiieuion of dip on lor any DTP program or Dpoini 
j V496 THIEF SOUND MPPfR vj,0 Finds Sntaffl 1. 2 

J iMidil. vHorn cracker, totore Composer, Sound monitor 
I Ni>se.'Pr or rocker Stonrckkifi, Delto, sound system, 
I dkrvid WhsukiT 4 Noisopacke* I: jK V499 STAR CHART vl.l ITirt is an radial Mar 

pMimg program with some totraclng feaiures 
Jit V50R MEO vl,2 this is anolhw updoto to the 

JK V5IS THE A44 PACKAGE vl.D (2] Avery 
compiele C 64 (mutgtor Actually runs lasts' rhar 64 
Runs 64 bosjc Tronstors disks From your original 64 
disk drrws with a shareware toad 
jK VJ17 VIDEO 4 AMW VIDEO OB, A program 
tor k<wpm irack on your wdeo topecdleciions RTAP, 
lets you play large Anims on small Mem machines 
JK VSU IMAGE LAB Prtrftvms many efleds from 

■simple Overagihg ta luil louhW hfontfettrit T#eh On 
Tap. Does lodes cotourbara 4 gray bar generation 
JK V519 stills TORE feed to c retjte over the 
shoulder graphK inserts Wee the 9 0 dock news 
jk vs ai plotting 4 graphics plooct a 
powertul toll tenured piotitng prog PLANS, .-• 
computw aided drattang prog ■* feauires VJ22 
JK vs2 2 Aftp Ml 3 Conmon vl 4, Mates many 
vti pretvements to AnvgaOH 4 motes your sySKsm 
wjm iu jsp includes M users itowKwsgukto 
jK VS23 DICE C COMPILER 0| Volthew Dff-on» M 
w ufed oowwMC fsmpjer & enwofreni system 
jK V52J LABEL MAKER vl ) An e*. Hlentrisk 
phoAng .program with wkious new leotores 
jK VS29 FRACTAL 4 SCUPT fc) Tw «d Cr«A» 
sc upi 4d trees leaves Ccrtou 40. ESGen 4 -tosma 
jK VSJO BUOGfT A program to help 'TKmoang 
pewrd fmonces Ttvs is a updato to dai v?&0 
jk VS14 CATALOGUE UTUtttS A tcAeckOrtOf uttte 
v>ni io Ctp.2ogu* dint Vdm 1 Tgpe rdteOom, 0) 
_iK VMS OS* STATION 0 An en{«i«N wwUsent- 

reptotemenl wRh bgR it uiMeS kke Set iKid o#m 
_lK VS44 WOS PAH7 - ponlwg program deigned lor 
cMK* hdud*ionofeColcMS and speech 
JK VS4# ElfCTROCAD vl 4 Another Update) or 
the cod drawnmg preview written, *» Amos 
j VSSO MfREHi POWER ummEi H»wfopaz. 
Bnw Form. Create, ion or dmngeoyM nr >6*16 
tor wAnrtow, honor- we ol dos windows 
j VSS4 RSI MUSK MOOTAIS 2/4 Another 
Mteckon of music from Red Secban 0| 
j VSSi RED SECTOR HELP DtW CkSt 10 
hHp you use the Red Sector DcmoOKtor 
j VS40 DUPUCAT10N B BACKUP ■ Arofertontf 
COpteh Hu1 argaCapr Coder copy Tyepy todeapr 
j* VH7 PTWTfR DBVlR GENERATORS i w>,r. 

uHAei wilh rffeur ®t*0erfl Ftonter Dfiwr Generates 
JK VMt DUNGEON MASTER MAPPER Teod 
tha" c*oovri thopi 0" aungnohS lord ewnTuoky ismv 
whch can be used by a W te use « a AMD gcxr« 

jk VSJO ORB NAMES UTUTKS DtHWOte rt.ft 
Ejic eiere tie copte suthAiK to <*strr«aste 4 &KJ 
contoimrrteecorrimiandstohand Recommend 

jKVS71 whom h *2 02 <11 vidbtoio 

JK VJ73 F« 4 HARO DRIVE MANAGEMENT [2] 
MOCUCK v2 0. .«prcq- am vsutecicr to moke Haro 
disk .Venus Storts w* godgeislli M*CER. *r te 
fltolhio'mrin tilth 6 DDSCQNTRCH. ' I f*? 
combtnei we lurKficndey ol many separate loots 
JK VS75 HOME BUSINESS PACK |b] An evCrMieht 
seleriion of uiHws based on word processing Data 
Monugement. ipread Sheets, Accounts 4 Punling 
JK V^Bl PDS PRINTING Ho 3 PRINTER DRIVERS. 
HP Deskjat 500 fi 500 Colour, Canon BJKte. ftJIM. 
BJKW, Net 24b. Ok.74p. 39p, 5tat24p. FtohOSonK? 
Seikoshc9 HPMOOi, Tor use with DeskJet 500 
jK VSB2 00 A Dotobose wiih upio 50 Fnlds.ma* c4 
uLhjui \ l itiJIion records CUCKOOS H, An Amiga 
Dos enbnr pmprt uhl'> FlLEFINO 4 SUPEHVtlW v|.(l 
JK V563 iCONEDITOR III v2.0. Can croato Hons 
unto 640*700 p&els DOCTCKUCQN vl .0, Imports 
Hhoges era icons, Edfl 4 Create any Airwga icons 
JK V5M EDUCATION FA5TFACTS, f ^rylhing you 
ever neodttd lo know about the solar system 
WORLD MAP, «'^i*toc n bHeneht sorts of world maps 
PLANET}, initoH locW-ons of ptonf MATH MOUNTAIN 
JX VSBS ARCHIVERS A ukcHon admo$i CKthNem. 
luce L'tArc Zoo. LHWtkp. Pok, LZ. PitAZip. Zap. Zwy 
JK VS46 FONTS A C: COMMANDS DfSKSALVE. 
Sepoiri ddmog*d di\k- SVrtIP, - m unLfeftd allot ated 
mwnar. FONTASUGN, ^55«fiS fonts to the 5T5 ptfth 
jK VM7 GEUGNfTE FONTS H\ A Setodtoh of tonsi 
Er US# with any OTP Pockgoa or Dpoml Ctoks 
jk V593 TEXT ENCMNC vl.O Ar^ifyer e^Ntent word 
processor program Smpkr but wJ do lh# yob 
JK VSRB DATABASE >MI This program will record 
0i your Names 4 Address Easy Dutohos# program 
JK V59* 66*511 vS.S Thra dfck is one of the r^t 
■rwtii known dotoberse proaom Recommend 
J V603 POOL FORCAST vl 0 Item Check * (feigned to 
Check tcotooH poll (or wmng kn#$ IlMbl 
j v#04 P0 CORv * J g New dfi» otiry wtoT some 
rtrt»d ccimrrdhch 4 quck t opy modes bum in UMbL 

JK V#05 PRO CALC vT.0 OBws the C ck Moctww code 
prqgamrTw 0 64009 or FTP cotoutote when a use !Wtoi 
J V6G6 SAMPLE MWtEfi yl 0 T>^ wvte spetflly to 
hose who ort tto* o&te to mote sometes wUh a sdrrgte 
J V«7 PRO' TRACKER *3,1 W^en by tars Zap Hanve 
ftno#ier updo)# lo Ihe LHmde sousd rnokeva program 
jf VAW GOLF SCORES vl §4 f s wt 'fcswJ wch 
round you ptor Steer nte* upon ecterhc store Niw 
fou can oeso show Btephs ol septos 6 pertonriqhci 
ojomi par NEwtr twA now work otAstoCMordponB 
jK V4H FOOTBALL LEAGUE BKTORvl 0 NdlMc 
upetote teams teogje KK*an as Re msto comtn 
JK V620 AiPKI 4i] >c je Ano*yw a toe 
teotored pteteten for itedc otutunotod 
JK V6I1 EDWORD vJ 1 ■> 0 t^y teamed 4 
opeffteoneK Won! processor Mvch oftei ol 
standard tenures 4 More tAePowerhA ones 
J V424 m COW *2 0 .u top, n AmgoDos, teto* 
NtobtemadH search mod* 6 specto paromeiw copy 
JK VATS NCOMM v2 0 CamtHH |Hte: V? 0. IHAhCO 
*102 ZovnriAO DMSvUH LHAvll] LHAf/Kr111 
jK V6T7 DPAINT FONTS No s 1-1 0) The Iqrtey 
setochori Fares tor use with any fT opr Piogram 

jK V6SG AMLCASH & lut-pliy Almtosh FUtfllewps 
hock ol your Komcdhons wihyour accoued/Bonk. 
such o$ Dreci debrfe. Cheques. WthdwH 
j V6M «#m emulator package vl os i&*M & 

a CGA Colour tkM-FC emulotor wrrtten to run on ony 
Amiga Tins a g denxnUration version wflh 0 Iimo 
term of 1$ rrmui# The shorewot* cost # U5S50 
jf V6JA SHADES 6 FADES ANMJaDER, A irlilRy 
>o bd* uteem m 4 oui supebyiew imii di^Aor 
FF ptetorev TURBOT1TU, create subflifles 
JK V6J7 TWIN EXPRESS vl.lo (21 ?rgns tfty tile dnW , 
Earn on Amga or AM Pc, Bvc^nedirglhe ? r-iochnirt to 
geftwwtehoMmpdi-Ticotite booKfrote 115700 
JK V649 RADB&iCH Pius v? 0 Thu ty ntfon uplote 
but acomptoiiy now sd of utdriws Bi6At#ptoc«nw(l 
JK V6*0 PAGESTREAM FONT PACK \ A setetondl 
&rts kv ,/s# with Poaestreom or otew DTP Potkoges (St 
JK v*45 UIDIT vi Oo Word Processor wiihloorn 
modes. Online Hdp, A teach Mode, Spirt windows, 
copy 4 paste, undo 6 other more stondora features 
JK V646 SID v2 C FILE MANAGER ■ J cor. tx- used 
Sir vQftotn ooeronons, the best Is probed* Ihe lit copw 
jf V447 workbench HACKS A leJection cf 
Hacks ihal hove bwn rovKywed mCU Amiga 
j V644 TITANICS CRUNCHER vl .0 Ouwlw with 
help 4 wrlpus Ptototl modus Ohcktott speed (hong« 
JK V449 WP 6 SPELL CHECKING 4 Collection Of 
utBiiwi PP vi,4, Dec tunc has Power packer files os 
IhtFV Oft# loaded SUPEFSPfcLL W\ SPELLCHECKER 

MX H3ETOR vl tv Word pfocesw: SCRAMBLER *0 I 
JK V450 CHECKBOOK ACCOUNTANT Will manog# 

i ifuu' bonk occpunf wilh easy Very good «odwd 
jk veil the super killers vt.i. boot k mas. 
This is to# best virus toBer rfck to AKeteBsovir 240 
yirus 6 may be more. Includes erc-Gitem fciites 
including VC v* 3. Zero virus n vl 20 B VTvZ 39 
jK V652 PAGE5TREAM FONT PACK 2 Awtelton ol 
toms tor use wPiflogestream » other DTP Packdges ffl 

J V657 PC TASK s a sohwore IBM PC Emufatw It 
allows you to run the maiem of I&M saftvmre wito no- 
od*!.-5rql hcrdwoite C&A Colour NEW VERSION 
JK V4S9 COMPUTER DIAGNOSTICS V9.1 !s Iheres a 
problem wflh your compote Them whai is 6 
JK VMO HOME MANAGER Thd is a gt&r rim on# 
oddress book with dr> rvenaory don^sase 4 To^doksi 
JK V641 MODELLING VERTEX Allows you to treoto 
3d obfeefe without usqg Htte X T 4 Z views Loads 
5o*F 3d'4d Turbo - vi- 4 more Formas MAGK 

TWEEN it* ~^torn^pNjs-feanyrwc?p«^./fes 
j V643 OCOPV yS 0 PROFFESSIONA1 'ou c or 
setet me speed u* toe dsk dnva. Copy modes. Dos 
NPcooy Ver 4 sateopy u&dds tf dhe* tepees 
JK V6ii MGMUJhG 06*05 ow 2&y«te 
otyeefe «t^age FteHecteLi»rt*DiS*, V66! 
JK V6B7 STAR TRW OBJECTS "jKito-TS ’he US5 
(Won ^ClTG>D6aJteff^gpk.'S oPCirscheCor 
JK V66* PROOUCTlteTr BUSINESS rtock Angiy^s 
proyarr 5LMSTOBE S«rdVK0r^ 
JK V6*9 CELLULAR AUTOMA "Vs etodranc rrtodei 
wi akw ys>_ to snuiok ftBute crcud 
JK V670 AX»QOS FONTS 1-75e#ter 
dskste use «* h&j- clammy a Dn*es Pec TDraks. 
JK V477 ANOROOS VCEO BACK GROUNDS A 
seteefon of BockgrcMvl Pictores €i #T Fpmte 
JK V674 DRAW MAP40 <2>M -<x*gsrw^Jte^ 
teeCtaKpoiitee W^ ulJF term?, Ntw tecft'B rckdt 
tegp mafH wtei tecro bounakresu rnonswdhe|jorid 
PTNva Zvt Mbwwnv2e3 1 iMtuerswVSltCa 
J V6#0 OPTWUZER tel o v Kites! 
DskOptenoer >5*3 tor tosser Lcodvig 
jf V6B1 GAME TAMER *t 1 Gtf a hold ol td fedrg 
hard game B Cheat wito Gome lamer yj 7 
Jf V6B2 DEKStO v2 OS -e-a 6 Ak<- Edupr tor use 
wrto you? Arogos 5ch*ff-« ShareyweSli 
JV6B1 SW^ LQOC vl.Qfl dsks / Hard 
df'res tor yojr eyes only >c*ech wflh p Password 
JK V6B4 FONT FARM 1 rofeiton pf based 

arewnd toe subteci to#fe Ooracte Edtot vl 0. Ftefl 
master vl 0. Shawfont *3 5. 5ei Fona v2 5 4 more 
jK vteij ASTRO PRO ASTROLOGY ‘he best 
-•'■■ ■ n ; naam a- gaby ‘a* 
JK V*B* NHATCkOS Vl.l2 T*w s aoottte must tof 
peopte wflh. PC ds*5 Afte this program has been 
mstoied your Am-aa drwes can read t&M Disks 
JK V**7 VIDEO WTO A rcBedton p5 IFF Brushs 
and back ground gnaphcai etfecN 
JK V6BB magmeYic PAGES vl JO ThsSharewoe 
prpgror *4 eecte *» besea mogapnes W*h grophes 
Jf V6B9 WALT DISNEY CUP ART A Cofleclicn of 
pkrhgires tram rgnwr Disney Films 
jf V690 WORKBENCH y2.04+ UTUT1F5 This ^ the 
best coteclion rtf u^n-es. tor use with, WB v2 04 The 
dfete w- C'-< - -vcyi cv yefLv-n 2 machine* (3) 
Jf V492 RACE RATER vl.« An tvcellcnP progiam tor 
people vmo informatiorii aboui rocer$ 
Jf V693 HMUOUIN V©€0 ART B FONT DISKS 
Another «Jeo woduciion brakgraund set of dis*5 ill 
JK V696 POST Vl ? An e.nitent Ftosfknpr inter 
preiw lor toe Anuga which mpiements the Adobe 
kmpupae RequireF v39^ 4 CunMgn yl 3* uPOAl! 
Jf V60B GRAPHIC 5 A GRAPH, Crates COtoVlfull 
pie. bar phd >ine graphs PICBASE, Shows reduced 

I vursteis of oil your iff p«Ti*« " Requires ¥522 

(0702) 466933 
on-Sea, ESSEX, SSI 2YD 

TH€ GAMES SCiEOlON 

THE STAR TREK SELECTION 
Jf ATDS KLNGON D7 CRUSH?. ' ■ tepfefcd m* 

I passing br NCC-H64 R&MNT, Very good awn ndecd 
JK AtlO (NTERF'SlCES. .eaves toe &of stohon dock 

INCC 1701-A. The dossc ongpnqt AThTNAki. 
j JKAD7 THE TWO* nCC I&AO, Rebam 4 toe NCC 
11701-A Fntep v MENBCH ROBOTER 
j Jf ATia TWOK-0. Anir MCC IB40 Awq# 4 NCC 

ll70M-&MriH. NCC '083 Gnssom 
JK AT23 APPROACH#*} VESSELS. Animation. 

I Shari Ftahl Wireframe landscape bv T fSdteif 
_ r AT23 STAR TREK FLEET MANEUVER. <C 94Q 

|Ry overB byammatiop ewtHtont ddsw 
jf AT33 THE PROBE K Animator 6S1D OF PRET, 

I Animation tyorn Star TfN: kungonkt 
I Jf ATJ4 LEAVING SPACE OFFtCt A rntfion 

DOCKING. AteTtetel from ite he- ATTACK MOOt 
I &rd rtf PWyScoul F« *1 fftexk mode 
1 JK 10*0 STAR trek tv* NEXT GENERATION. 
I gome e by ferry A MC kWo£h vr 47 * 
I jf KMl THE UTLTlMATt STAR TRBt m Gome by 
iTotwjs Pichte Now with English rtsfruefions 

f 222? STAR TREK T« HEJCT GEftCRATION 
I toe teas pun game based on toe Nea geneitetan pj 
I j 2MI Ihe STAR TREK Gcmti* .-doScrtr The 
I Amef^on rtri Wto ( DO iSo 
| jf 3503 The STAR TROt CteTte by irx Gustofeon 
I US topart requf r . 1Mb 4 (Si draks 
I Jf VM7 STAR TREK INFORMATION A Database of 
aHevgrteunH Very Eteteted 

mm 
jK 09*1 STEALTKr MAnEUvRE ■ 6 Fim (iMbl 
JK MMS The F -14 SWISS FinNG ATTACK fLMfr 
jK WJ9 NAVtf A GRtSSOf. SOwET SOFT LMWO. 
STEALTH BOMBER T-«e exceaerri PMbj Anwi$ 
jK 1700 THE AND- LEMMING Aten (21 2Mb 
jf 170J THE DAWFG GAME Awm dtl JMt 
jK IB42 SHUTTLE COCK AtenakV (1Mb) 
jK S*S0 LATE teGHT ft TERMINAL Anm iMbt 
Jf 2G13 AGKJJTY Atendtion d& (IMbl 
JK 2*21 TK v«TNAm COhfua A^mahon (lMbt 
jK 3133 TW GULF WAR CONFUCT iJMfcH 
jf 2107 AMV AT TVR MOVCSI ft 1Mb Or 
JfJJH AMY n THE WALKER II (21 3Mh 
JK 2U4 AMT AT THE BEACH (2] JMb 
Jf 247? CAMOUFLAGE ANIM flMb;. 
JK 2430 Skunks ft hunks POGO B Arxm (IMbl 
jk 2474 am-YHISt ■ -adwees Amy mesguifrei 
jf 2475 BATMAN ft THE VTOt CONTEST [IMbl 
jX 1476 HDWTOIMi HOW to run into swd 
Vflvy lufrny Amnahen by Inc Schwart; 
JK 2477 AMTWALKS Ahim gf Amy toe squirrel 
Walking AMrfOGS Of Amy me Sguvrer Watano 
jk 24>B UNSPORTING 2Mb he WO 
twhdfrtdl'bftetroimaLtop V^^ HkntA.Deflsoyiai’fa 
JK 2499 ERIC SChwaRT? TOR Ammchtri PMb; 

| jf 2500 THE SKY OftfVE Animtfion QW 

C.LR UCENCEWARE E3.50 Per Disk 
| Central kcmoMiv Reotste 0 Newioiteaion from 

Amiga PD Ubrorvs El 00 to the programmer 
I jf Cl£) TOTAL C0NC£PT$ DINOSAURS (2) 
jf OJE2 TOTAL CONaPTS GtOLOGYffl 
JJf cun VIDEO TITLES jf CLU1 FISH INDEXER 
jf CLUJ Tvp#iG TUTOR 
Jf CLG2 DARK THINGS 

\ Jf OG4 * SYSTEM 
jCLGBOBtlTEEATlON 
jfCLGft DRAGON TILES 

JKOGI NORRIS 
jjr CLG1 PHAZi 2 

JfCUBTRUCKlNWaa:' 
J(f JWUTSwaWDRW 
JKOG9 MOTOR OL E L 

Ij 1073 TETRIS tWGH*i.This ra ihecbosefil gesme to toe I 
prigmol tefrg computer game ACtossK 
Jf 1420 DTRS 'hry iHh* buf 2 Playuf felrw gam- 
JK I4J4 MEGA &AU An &C«itenl Artpng^ garrv;. 
JK 14«* SOUTAIRE ft SOUTAIRE ROYAL t , 
jk 1S41IRJTWIS Th d 15 toe b«t version of Tern-, on to* 
Amiga wRhlptowf, 2 ptoyer ft 3 Pay** aAcni 
Jf T735 ASTWXJS THE ORIGINAL A---■»*- 

ctosse These theangirtolcfasSK compute gqm* 
J 1747 LLAMA TRON GAME 7001 By Mfl Mirrte 
EKilianl Stufl ft An earHtenf nrodLKt-on Wot to ■>' 
JX 1749 SCRAMBLE ' ■ eOh^rvteRprrtenber *. r- *1 
ctossc weH s nowon toe Amiga The Shoaiem up 
Jf 1*70 PA TRUCE'S, 'id ttftebesl mr^jn t- >7-- 

lOOMWOSy tony ys toe tompcAe# or anoP^y p*?*** 
Jf 1977 POM POM GUNNER 
wted war 1 of stones n tors Operation Wei npe 
j 201* JETMAN Another Spectoxn Ckm>c c 
toearnga IT S telPok w4l Ol Jh* ongrxte KMVfe 
Jf 2022 SEA IANCI eVsis — Service Sc- c 
war gome wflnm out Amiga POcoAerton 
jK 2054 A TIC ATAC A rteKHten of tie game “ - *e 
ung^ol Spedrum compute Graphic Mow odkprtMte I 
JK 2142 BATTLE OP BflfTlAN WAR GAME 

v«f gamwintocti boto need toodnefiroggh Wte 
Jf 2144 DUNGEON ON NADAOJ ii f- V 
wtaKint ft froowra hufck dcmetei lyp« gotnm 
J 2173 CARD GAMES, /onouj card game* ‘ 
Cnbfeqge. Blue Moon t-.og Pabence ft Hearn 
Jf 2wB SUnnvOv? a space based od<teure gar* 
wrfrhrtihe AAete lheme NtecdwUgtthn 
jf 21*0 Skoda CHAiimo* An *^*3* 
he^od gcrrie writer ev Amos Svnpie but good Mt 
jf 21*5 BATTLKARS weterv Sold 3d G«qpr i 
teoveiarcKtod. frock down tie o#te ca^ ft devrav 
jk 2199 PARACwn JOUST oy <xe tokvg down to 

ecp^ ftmu^ioL^toeParactoAelrrtmtteOfheroyoyw 
JK 2220 STRATEGIC GAMES, [tenol Pome .-rds 
HP5I5. to MofKtitw* An EvceBfiNI ccBechon of oomei 
Jf 2221 MJNO GAMES 21 rtf best Mine) 
cholengeyput rrwxf not wu sJyoo*nq stoto 

j 2224 SWORD OF T« WARLOCK Ocvtls 3 - y. 
toe Behakte odrerfrure ggme pocked on frvee dd^s 

Rte best ^tooreiMtee rate ptayvy) game on the omgci 
Evceilem Advetjre Q\ 1 Mb (2 Dnv«i 
Jf 2272 BLACK JACK LAB Vexr.«* ’ -V^ ' . 
(rtTf^tAMNvterftbterdttePopLiarwrHrnattejate 
JK 227* CARO SHARP A vt*y p«l*e%yor^ , cvrw-r tel 
setection a* salnave tepecord gomn Exctotenf rttw^s 
Jf 2279 SUB AHACK vlO Cjorntrol toe wpston ft 
Stotlheenemysrt^rsosttevMBpuo LANOMM 
Jf 22*0 C4PIOMANCY v2.0 A ckJMK sbategy g v - 
loosely based an world Wor 1 A very dBtatMaame 
Jf 2JI3 REVENGE OF THt MUTANT CAMELS . 
Minte The rtaenfolAeifrnewfthrnuionscomeiis 
Jf 2*11 TOTAL WAR r - e boa-d game vruun of (■ 
as reviewed m Amiga Fonmar. An erceFerte producthvti 
JK 2*12 FORMULA I SIMULATOR Anodffive -um jlahir 
jf 2432 GOLDEN £*£«* Galago GokiKKjns, Sf.j.; e 

Jf 249* AMOS CRICKET BY PAUL ROBSON 
JX APDIS1 UNOERSTANDtolG AMOS? tie Affltw 
Tutprirtl Program D»5k A mun 
jK F5 72 MuUTPiOT vVI One of Ihemosl powerful 
daia plolhngjxiCkQcjiw avculoble, Excettem abllm^ 

TO WORLD DATABANK v2,2 Us-ng a doio base I 
e ClA. ihii program vnil plot world maps j 

jK 7431 AHDM v3,00a i 'did disfr menu systen altars 
a sixteen page rvwiu. each page having upw len 
posable ociidns lusr double cfek on to# opuon 
JK FH! ELEMENTS *3.0 A very nice intefochtve dispkay I 
afttie Periodic Table ol Etemenls Sharewore 1 

_ _Galdoo. GakuPo__ 
ntvaders, Astenads. Batty. Mts.de Command ft SiimeiA* 
JK 2447 AMOS COINDROf* FRUff MACHINE i vcnltent 
simulate wrto vetoes gombte modes Great tun 
Jf 2450 SMASH TV - THE RIP OFF 5-mulflf to thft 
ongirva* arcade machirw wnh neat gi opg.es ft sound 
Jf 2455 MAYHEM Guide yrtur ypwe %h>p through ihe 
sptxe caverns, shoot toinas ft open toe space gales 
jK 2456 UTTRIX a newletfis vahanl wUhi* you 
posrfon liksvrfhm a tette nme Imfi so be fast aboui it 
Jf 24*0 AMOS FRUTt MACHINE I A\ near OS 
possobte m the tM macbtoB found to Pubs ft Amaxtas 
Jf 2461 AMt MOftlA 1 h* & the tole$1 vpdgM to ihe 
Oiarial Mono odvenMegome Bufler gropruci and 
the kiresi odvomute io dale Exceiieni 
Jf 24*2 DESCENDER ■■ a daftedHhe dfisvc arcade 
game Tempest tomptete Mto yectonied grapNCS 
Jf 24*3 INTRUDER S a Mufti tete etew 
features smooth gomeptey. graat graphics ft sound 
jf 24*4catacomb Aorapfecai AtefunmMtona| 

SmolltslordintoerntadtefflBteteidl^lKOUSlA Y0urgu«J 
is to discover sectes ft imMi of ihttundifnwvj rrvii* 
Jf 24*5 IRONCLAOS' NAFOLfNK: WAP Vb Than, 
anotoer update iq Ihe emifteni Strategy War Gom* pt 

24*7 CLASH OF THE EMPIRES I IMbl Anaton 

CUP Af?T COLLECTION 
JK CA1 CUP'ft PACK l (5) Sports.. Flags. Animals, car 
loans. Humorous. Xmas Jewish, borders Hallo-wwto, I 
vateniines, e^es, alphabets, hands, rodiac cars ft more 
JK CAI CUP^D pack 2 15] Men, woman, rttamiixited 

| A tp Z. arrows stars, erptosjorn. humorous, tarfoorys. 
p*nFmg hands bod ft bods more 
Jf CAl cu^ rr PACK 3 rn Frail Herbs, W«p, Anaws 

I Specmi Oeossions. Vegerabtes, Krtchen UtencAs Cups J 
I Glasses AH Deco ft BreaHmts 1 

JK CAl 0# tT RACK 4 |5] Mate AH D*C0. Mt»«. boys. 
IflfrB, teh gfHgnwous Ajmnated A to Z. WD*, mar* 

f * casern ft taAgnjGFw; ornaments 
I JK CAT CUP-n rack 5 W Chrnfrnm (HxfcMreft Mr 
century frr^taite chratmas to bordersto frees ft horwn 
JK CAT a*-rr PACK ft 15} Myfrteog* ai Monsters an 
pjicelent poet el creatures from afl ovw toe wcvtd 
jopan, tiKOpo, n*3 Norto Amenca. %Aim@<a eet 
jk CAT OJP-IT PACK 7 (3) riower Poete tl*p qn poet, 

{pKtoees tVto*moUpopmar Bowers plusarrongemra. 
snohiMites. lowers <n »qvs ft typeseAvsg frerters 
jf VISA ArwncKs. Beds Borders beds Faces, Fool 
bol. teens Jotttdv Lego*. People. *wc ft ZoAac 
jf V137 Bddvs Beach, Cmta ChaSe Ovapiw 
teftflNs, Hands, Plexes Stho<4. ■$irie»on 5^ >^0^ 
WMttngs. lfon$pq»T Vwnm ft pDlcerrwi 
jf V15l Cartoon, &d corf. OuAne Men CKAtew 
Women. Pwpte stags. 5-^. Spon r«wys ft frors. 

JK U D(Z?Y iiffls EDUCATION 06K1 
JK Lll DIMENSION K THE IRON GAME 
JK Lts BOUNTY &CBS • t-«Ol NOON ADVlNTUKE 
JK LM CUSS ROOM MATHS YAFSOUS MATH TESTS 
Jf Ll* COMBAT TANK BATTU IVCS OMjHALJ 
jf L20 AUMA BiU Jf L31 5PICTRUM 
jL3*THiuBEMrO# TVf VfOAL WfAPQh 

2321^_ 
All Eteviget TiArtarrrrw^^ErSoied Purchas*0fiy| 

E? 99 gam«lH £21 
M l™ MACK LAND W2V 
j trite wxvfiHt* ucus ■ 
jonaaMBHTiiinitvw 
jrmncMja lAuevte w F 
jr ■nttiWhuwicw?: ■ 

jyiTICI vTMAVt JCiTW»::i^iJ«0Nltfl«1 I 
■'■ ’TW J*n*AWT»*&MlXiOWl F 

jf mo* . W*0 rju i * jr pi** raenuu ujckvv* u;». 
Jt PW ifi‘. HI. ' _K eTHO tot CASrit M4!.r|;« 

ft >0*0 MCI* WPlj irtili ser^oaT ac^ni 
Hl»t ■. Jf BT1431* m suuun 
MrtS jt im* Hcaoe ;omms 

jr Ite '.Hat. to * iww miuas mm h» m 
jrWtn -h > . ■ ■ invg jf ittm : k *\ Atncwir? 
jr int* roa > j* uni adv E4Si»oyui Ejum 
J *T«a 'ififriALS'' J»lTT4iL!,:i*f)MlHtflANIl 
Jf PWi ljUiTVtj1 KmfrfS T.4 frteal htefthlt .■ SQUA£| 
jiimiMcitetooy soeci* jKirwiru rsiiiRNb&Miiii 

■ nn, - •• , - * m jr in« i ^ ^ nxmi i wi wee 
iTTT7 ( OHJJIBC* Jt ATUV CViCrXHIUlT, .■ KUU 5 

BUDGET SOFTWARE 

I 
I 

K'l 
I 

jk: 
■wcKtantSA-gteoteohWorGome^T ASw fU 
jk 24t9 the Colossal cave *i o An &*«*** by 
Dendta Woods ft 1MI CrawRte ft a 
ihocngmal moteifrarfiectatSiC Ported by Tony fteUeu 
JK 2490 RUMMY .vwbw cord gorse wto a-.jfto: \ 
JX 2491 LEGEND OF lOTKAN vl M ft rr bc.fr >, m 

gorrtett toe rten Of *teUtei>»grKne senes tetodn 
cotauffri dfrtphics. hordes ol monsters ft pu&tes t& sew* 
Jf 2494 BATTUMENTS ■ HUNCHBACK s J 
comtevon of toe ota ctasste game Ueelerv game 

CSE 

Hit are toe toil H w fAcsga demo's from cxn cofreci-ioril 
from th*jxfei months The BtSf ore tested betow 
j 19*1 ftAY Of HOPE II BY MAGlX 12 
J 202* IBB MANGAO MEOA DEMO 
j 2137 THE W1LDHLE MEGA DEMO 
Jf 2211TRACKTRO BY VtCTRA 
JK 222* CULT IV EPISODES VOLUME NUMBER 1 
J 2250 ODYSSEY ALCATRAZ f|] Ihft S dftk spaco 
Odyssey needs ta- been s«n to ):*? beteved Br« 
j 22SS VOYAGE BY RAZOR 1911 
J 225* SEEING IS BELIEVING t ANARCHY 
j 2259 HARDWIRED CRT0N1CS [2) 
j 2281 CREEP SHOW R SUM SHOW 
J 2111 tKVWI INSPIRATION H / GOLDflRE 
J 2*13 DEVILS COLOURS MEGA DEMO 
J 2504 TOP SECRET 10 BY MAAC 12 
j 2507 VECTRONOMlCRON / SYMBIOSIS 
j 250* lOTteOE / PHENOMENA 
J 2512 INSIGNIA MAYHEM 
j 2524 MflOMANLA / MELON 
J 2525 PROJECT TECHNO ATTACK >3] 
J 252* SunwinQ t ACCESSION 
j 2529 JOUMY TO BOMNU 

IfinCHER VIDEO FONTS ; £15 00 Pte Pock 
Rodras « Stack ffpa, wpb ifPl ffp2 «p? ffpi ffp* 

and PO So* UW Ctey benv F»s The best pack r«f 
W frsfcs potted wito e ured Ewertrei'f c^cotaured tanfe 
vi many cotaon voces ft met ta 144 w*. opwfr 
pra^qmi or any Wtec Evoduefron jArtesTha pact hat 
irtmetotevoi4s*are^tor->hancstof'XhETS fr-ey(p«you 
ewTOtarfetapta*w# Bv^aduceaftToWysMYitoa 

mfPHONE cnooi iCOuEcfiei Ws 

I 
1 

ORDERING Bt POST 
When orden.sg dfeks pteffi* frefc toe bfues to toe lei 
toe dsk renters 'Any totourad pen, H-ugNev or *jV 
firttcMkrtetoedfttit Allf setegfrng Reetob. spowot 
totf yev requv*. Pteas* M a yew f*Kn# ft Ad#e» hb« 
to# order Form provided Cdnlv Photocopy to* 
ototeT Hand wr**n enters or* oc opted &P«itotoe 
oddessAlw# ft ftaste erdws Kwftld be 

patyabN to PO lOfT I you hone ordered fcwtara 
S Wt toeoteoura ttmtw bo* 

1 Ave»frem9am ■ 
nfioMdont | 
woAceaddr«s L 

The letecftQfehaiitoftopirtlmdoyeoweek from 9am 
to 7gjm Week days ft from 10cm _ _ 
you cun new ca*eci any drttes ct act New eAcei_ 
* * Dj9hW ROA0 SOuthw-gn SEA, SSI 2Y0 

EUROPEAN ORDERS - NO POSTAGE CHARGE 
orderng frem wtevn furape remember toarto«i*d 

a mto order tf 5 d«ta A* orden wt by AtiMM f r« 
mternadon orders only 

AI orders are sen m a# Mari BiottflddjnjMntwi 
£2001 to to# tote d to# order. Towards me {xwoge 

OteduesrnutftNdrawnanaUK bank 

PfiJCB AM Pf R DISK 

6-10 ..Disks £2.25 
11-20..Disks £2.00 
21-50 Disks £1.75 

ASM PUJS 
SPECIAL NOYCE 1 

PtflfPHERAL PWCTS 

tm- IT WOKS 
ON YOU* PLUS 

Wwn onv 
drat* frorp Soli 

Please imc only 
dots **■ to* Ctota 
ofte me Mtoctem 
t» 
l#e cf to# the 

THE MOUSE PAD £2 99 
IH| AMIGA DUST COVER £3 99 
3 5 DISK CUANH0 KITS £2 99 
DfSK LABELS Startle /Altai SO £0O3p 
ROU Of WOO DftK LABELS 1.5 £» 99 
2M PfMNTLB LEADS Eft 49 
DISK BOX LAD) 3.5 INCH £4 99 
DISK BO* [** 3 5 NCH E7 99 
SOUK REPLACEMENT MOUSE £14 99 

*M1 

COMPLETE Th* Complete ii#d I j*■ 1 . *n, 
FRED RSH pfflT«SM>ny: t' ■ >.■ - - ; ■. n$ 

a sorted indw ol oil ihe drat* n now MMtdtw 
150* Pages it also comes with free updatepogvi ts. 
me new disk* or# reteesed htow *ote “ ? ^ 
updates ore rtrilyavoita bit from PO-ftc#! 
a doneebon of Amgci Games. UNtet ft frtocfr Mom 
toch d 15* « totaty packed wen programs __ 
All Fred FfthdrtJsc omeweh lul rraeuefro- ” 

Any oih*f disks R^quiied, 

Unc SudQBt Sottwoie: 

_esi£i 

CATALOGUE' I'lddboangcototoguedivira^Gei SIZk 
disks Rte unrauf msy to use Database 

Dot* TheycanTans deiarisafchi'f 4.5*0 desks ft 
otedHovotabtedirtfily from stock Amundudedl iMfe 
rtpNjristodudtoiB Search ft PhN Canhp>rt$ debits ^”l 
w Ffedfish TBAG Anw, fAUG. SMAUG, Scope. 
AliKffrrfri.APOC.Ftonteonxt Amteui. StpcMt JoB 2MB+ 
Larson. TCuG. NZAUC, lOPBC ft *%*- 
PUHYSOnftaRUffxewore 50 



BLITTERCH1PS 
UF8 CLIFFE HOUSE. PRIMROSE 
STREET. KEIGHLEY, BD21 4NB 
0535 667 469 

United Public D 
The i n n o v a to rs n 

The BEST Amiga PD & Shareware Titles ! 
If you've never tried PD before - now's the time - Order Today - We guarantee you'll be impressed 

The Best PD Games 
PB0Q1 AMICA5H bank m*n*Q*m*"t program* 
PB0C23 ANALYTICALC Svp**b ipeadihath* 
PBOQA A$l LABEL PRINTERS 3 of to* (Ml* 

PU369 GELIGNITE fonts CutNPasle ton 
PU17D P-SUITE Dwk magasn* maker* 
PgiTl OPThCOMUS Z MeotWrt 2 & rrw * 

Animations 

PM079 TECHNOTRONIX REMix Good vmii Me 
PM062a92b VIVALDI - FOUR SEASONS I?) V Good I* 
PUC»7 » his MASTERS NOtSE by Ma*on^ ft 
PM09G9I MOZART HORN CONCERTO S 4 by H Gannon ■ 
PU092 PLANO TUNES Nm* pane iong* good * PG001? ADVENTURE SOLUTIONS EiO^toM ' 

PG0C3 AIR WARRIOR Good ftflM Sm # 
PG006 ANTEP A SLOT CARS ro*a playing gam** 
PGM* ASI 1 Tarn, Rqlletppfla Avatns . 
ROWS ASE 2 Four classic games " G*M * 
PG01Q ASE 3 Magabsll ft Drip Suptwb >* 
PQ011 ASI 4 Frogger ft more (pmn * 
PG012 ASI 5 Flatd, Golooly 4 Retaliatory 
PG013 ASI ft Pacnxar ft 4 mgr* - c»J ' 
PGQ14 ASI 7 Moonbase. Tri*. Mighlwork* 
PG015 ASI ft AsraceZ Hball * nw* f» 
PO016 ASI 9 Battle pong ft BlmaTl 
PGdl 7 AS-I t0 Escape. Pipeline, Pickout 
POO Eft ASI 1T Dad, Corww* Revern ft Tnppm 
PGQ19 ASI 12 Uamamm, Car. Pdwwpong 
PG02Q ASI 13 Twntns * more good games 
PG021 ATIC ATAC Ftea*y play**? I + 
PG023 BATTLE FORCE strategy war game 
PG02+ BLACKJACK Good card game u 
PGOM CASTLE OF DOOM EflaW Gel 4 * 
PG027 CHINESE CHECKERS The board game * 
POO2ft COLOSSUS ft WORLD Fab adventures <♦ 
PGG29 CROSSWORD COMPILER As It wys I* 
PGQ32 DRAGONS CAVE DID style game Mega. 
PGC34 ETERNAL ROME Strategy ft DOMINOES* 
PG03B FLASHBIER 200 lev&l& of ftouMaflash 1 
PG044 HACK Great lestl afrflntLwe-irlocom style ■ * 
PG04B HOLY GRAIL One tfl ihe teal T**l adventures* 
FGM3 LARN A superb tort gdveNtuf* gam* * 
PG056 LASERZONE Great old €4 classic ah«l «m up' 
PG&S7 LEAPING LARRY Gwd pltftofm game m A™ 
PG05S LORE Of CONQUEST space trading 0*D gam* 
PG0G0 MARBLE SLIDE Py me game, twftl *HS*s up1 
PG061 MASTER OF THE TOWN Shoot the agnpasn 1 
PG062 GRIDRUNNER. mvaderti ft rebound Excvtiwnt + 
PG063 MORI A Tetl based D4D adventure 
PG0S4 NAPOLEONIC WAR SIMULATOR strategy game1 
PO065 NESTOR CARD GAME Good card* gam* * 
PGOft&ti? NETHACK DftO A<W*u** needs 2 dfY« 
PG0« NO MANS LAND Ffc tech *ar game-thOOl * 
PG069 NU GAME Mega Shoot am up wth good graphic* 
RG070 PETERS QUEST Rescue the maiden i + 
PG07I POM POM GUNNER Like beach Head on ihe 64* 
PG072 PROPERTY MARKET Become a mMmin III 
PGD74 RETURN TO EARTH Elite spaoa trwftng game' * 
PG076 SEVEN TILES Speedbad type game MEGA i 
PG078 SCUM HATERS by Brarrle Atkins # 
PG079 5EALANCE A Submia/me strategy game + 
POOS I SERENE II Follow up to Ihe above game + 
PG043 TENNIS Good game (Some Mnggege) img 
PQQ94 TRAIN CONSTRUCTION KIT make your ownbacka- 
PGlOi THE INSIDERS CLUB Stock* ft ahwe* game 
PG1Q4 WONDERSOfT GAMES Gorf ft mot* game* 
PGiOS WlZZYS QUEST Arcade adventure game * 
PGlQ? ZEUS A very good ft popAar Dtot* puule game * 
PG106 ASSASSINS 14 OvuChanenpa2 ft Ar™ga CoAmm' 
PGl id SUPER SKODA CHALLENGE Nc* car tacegamt1 * 
PGt 11 MIDNIGHT THIEF A moe teat adventure game1 
PGT1Z ULTIMATE CARD GAMES Crfibegt Pihence etc 
PQ11VI19 NEXT GENERATION TRIVIA Exoaiem (S|* 
PG121 ASW* GAMES PACK 21 gamn 10 hm the pLt 
PG123 LEMM1NGOIDS Wasl IN (lemnwgTlAiMfMJi 
PQ124 TOTAL WAR -Rrtik* lyge game. Meg# U 
PG125 CARD SHARP Ktondyko, Demon. C»He tlcl * 
PGiae SKYFLYER Sugditi WWII shoot em up". 
PG127 AIRMAN IA Super ptahsrm gam* from Addeare * 
PG126 CHEAT WORKS Stacks of new cheats 
PG129 PUGGIES Bmlant Q*Bart game ' 
PG130 BATTLEMENTS Hunchback game Tout k>v# (t* 
PO132 ASSASSINS 1 $ Exeeaant pack of game* 
P0133 ASSASSINS 16 Wasteland*. M*$*n X. Pacman * 
P0134 ASSASSINS 17 Tomcart, De*a«da. Jet™ 
PGt3ft ASSASSINS ts Henry in Panic ft more 
PG13ft ASSASSINS IS Growm.fTanhcFredtfy ft rmi 
PGl W BATTLE of BRITAIN ft WAR tmgy war game* 
PGt 39 DUNGEONS Of MAOROJ EM»«are DftO game 
PGt46 MIND GAMES Stacks d h*n with t 
PCi 41 "3 SWORD OF WARLOCK RPG adventure 2dmr» 
PGT44 REVENGE OF THE MUTANT CAMELS G*N"* 
PCI4ft ASI GAMES 20 Four eKoe«eni game* Gal Eml* 
PG147 OUADRIX Exoiitm puiJle game + 
PGl+ft COSMIC RACER Spew Hamer type game 
PGt 49 A NIGHT AT THE TOWN Willy lex! Adventurt* 

Education 

PE001/5 EDUCATION SET science programs tor ages 11 * * 
PE006 KIDSPAINTFab liflle lafting colouring book. 
PEO07.1l LEARN ft PLAY Math*, ipefcng He ft-10 yff * 
PE009 STOfiYLAND 2 S«ve upland from me witch1 * 
PfOig TOTAL CONCEPTS ASTROMOMY book Oh * <MA< 
PEOl i TOTAL CONCEPTS DINOSAURS Book or a <ksk. 
PE CM 3 SIMON ft SPACE MATHS Taking metht program 
PE014 SPANISH, FRENCH GERMAN TUTOR TwqlaMr 
PEOl ft TREASURE SEARCH Mid the 10*1 tteaauie f - 

Business 

PBOOS BANKIN oorihol ydtA ChfQu* hook1 * 
PBQOft BUSINESS CARD MAKER Nee program^ 
PB007 CLERK CompIaN acocwm* package* 
PSD0B DESKTOP PUBLISHER Simple to uw * 
PB005 FLEXYBASE DATA0ASE AdCPess keeper* 
P0C1O JOURNAL Keep tree* d Imancei 
PBOii M ISC.BUSIN ESS Gedirme. Grocery kai. Calc 
PBC12 DBASE Simple 6 field database 
PBOl 3 QED Simple ft etledive taxi etf* 
PBCild RIM DATABASE FuRy relational l>* 
PB0T5 TtXTPLUS vs 00 The BEST MU 
PBD1G UEDIT LATEST RELEASE Good TMEd# 
PB017 VISICALC SPREADSHEET &mple to use* 
PB015 600 LETTERS contract*, lertem t rfto»* 
PB020 TEXT ENGINE 3 0 Good s»mpt* Wordprg* 
PB021 AMlBASE PRO Powerful easy lb use Dbase * 
PB022 08ASE IIA MSI ft eaty to u*e * 
PB0S FORMS REALLY UNLIMITED lo«n cwbon prog* 
PS024 LAST WILL 4 TESTAMENTS Jual m case % 

Utilities & Applications 

PU002 A-GENE Good geneotogy program * 
PU003 A68K 64000 AtftWTKW progmm 
PWQ4#b A64 EMULATOR NEW VERSION 2.012) 
PUOOft AMATEUR RADIO * Inter#*! to radio hams * 
PLKJOS ANIMATED POINTER PACK Moving pcartl*^ 
PWi2 ASt GRAFF IX UTILS graphic* convenors ele* 
PU0I3 ASI BOOT UTtUTIES DootWock utrliiies * 
FTJ015 BIORYTHMS. STARCHART 2 Good programs* 
PU0i7^20 C MANUAL II (4j Laam to program Ilf 
PUOei C-LIGHT RAY TRACER Good program* 
PU022 CHEMESTHETICS moNcuM dttpMyer * 
PU023 CHET SOLACE UTILS 2* ut*fcet 
PU036 CURSER BASIC COMPILER Jufl wh» you need'* 
PU037 DCOPV The be* PD <** copwr * 
PUC39 D0W The tor#«™ to Skiftpl 30 * 
PU040 DEMOLISHER 16ft UTHTlES MEGA '* 
PU04T43 OESKBENCH attamalne workbench 0} 
PUQ4S DIRECT ACTION Edn ammeuon sequence etc 
RU047 DOPE INTRQMAKER Make your own mfros 
PU&48 DYNAMITE FONTS If CutNPaste tontiereens 
PU049 DYNAMITE fonts Mora CutNPaale Fonu 
PUOftft ELECT ROC AD DEMO orcun designer * 
PU056 EXILE FONTS Excellent CnP bnls* 
PU05B FONTS AND RAM MANAGER BH3 VKteo ton®* 
PU059 FONTS ft SURFACES SKAdmps ft tonta+ 
PU061 GENESIS DEMO treetnl generator really good1 
PUQ62 GRAPHICS UTILITIES Vanoui mi*c program** 
PU063 HAMLAB Cdhven VGA PC >iFF.HAM * 
PU064 HARDDRIVE UTILS MRBackup ft FliDifk ft more + 
PU065 ICONMANIA Program icon* ft moi* 4 
PUQftft CONS Gramm peeked wflh extoi U 
PU067 lUPLOOER V4 q Megjeruftefwig UM* 
PUQ69 JAZZBENCH Alfem#** Wb tor 1 2G UWr* 
PU071 JR COMM 1 02 Modem u**r* comm* package 
PU072 METALL»ON UT\S Fo«I E#toN ft rm UM** 
POO737ft KING JAMES BIBLE OtoftNew toalament* |4j* 
PU077 LANGUAGES DISK Forth MqOj jl 2, X Ulp Lpgo* 
PUOTft M-CAD Htrw deaigri padkage Exoelent * 
PU07® MACV1EW.DRAW.ROTATE 3 mutual progs Good' 
PU080 MESSY• SID Read Wniw PC Fflea. 0nHianV* 
PU0S3 MORSE PROGRAMS tor Ihe iota ham*. 
PUOfri HARDWARE MODS Doatfftk tor hafdware hacKfti 
PU06&7 NORTH 0 1 3 (2| Complofo C oomprler ft bbs* 
PU0S9 PASCAL COMPILER needs egoodCLf khowledge* 
POQ91 PE NDLE 200 MEGAUTILS An e**entLal collection* 
PU09S PRINTER DRIVER GENERATOR hew drrvw* 
PU096 PRINTER DRIVER UTILITIES Vanou* utils ale 
PU097 PRINT STUDK3 V! 25 Pnntapc* 4 tout «K * 
PU1Q1 QUICKBENCH inttom WB use* RAD very etoveri 
PU102 RAZOR t9i i Exoaaeni oolacaon ol utdam 
PU1O0 ROT A umpif 30 ***mg package Very popuUj * 
PU10310 a tak] ssructowd cHar1 tor Pgige * 
PU112/3 SOMETHING FOR NOTHING Video UWaftFont*. 
PUti4 SOZOBAN C wr*m to Nohh C canyt* * 
Puns ST EMULATOR Run Men ST software ■' 2 Dm** 
PUUft SUPER C DISK CdMcton of C commend* 
PU117 SUPERKILLERS Wv» Kiftm1 You need lh*i * 
PU121,"2 TV GRAPHICS Dpaini b«Juimp*SFont** 
PLUS* ULTIMATE ICONS k»nmeiter.k»nUb.* 
PU12S VECTOR DESIGNER Comprelwitrv* program 
PU12S^30 VIDEO APPLICATIONS Video utilities* 
PU132/3 WINDOWSBENCH A Window* 3-WB2 tookahke 
PU134 WORKBENCH HACKS amyung itulf l 
PU13S ZX SPECTRUM EMULATOR Now whh sound * 
PU136 LAST HOPE Recover lest likis 
PU139 GRAPHICS CONVERTERS PC>AMiga gtx Convener 
PU140 UTTLEBENCH File cOptof ft ub* Db»2 Ohiy 
PUt41r2 TAHOT II Leem about your Man 
PU143 OPTWTILS 1 Crammed Mi I Get fl* 
PUT44 OPTtUTlLS 2 Gei th« dwk too 1 . 
PU14S OPTICOMMS 1 Nmmm l 921 Lhftnse. ZOO Mt* 
RU149 ELEC TRONIC PHOTOTYPE R Veroooaro de&gna* 
PU150 FOOTBALL LEAGUE Update taagu* poc4tor» 
PU151 BROTHERHOOO UTILS i Decoy Scenery Oed * 
PU1S266 CLJPART SET 1ft DWM of the BEST* 
PU167 MULTI-PLOT dale ptoflmg program » 
PUieeab RAY DANCE Damp u*mon ReyTraow 

PAOOI AEGIS ANIMATIONS 3 tassics > 
PA933 BONGO ANIMAT NON Ray Traced Amm* 
PA333 BUSY BEE Cute anmatK>n of a Ireaky bee 
PAD3E CXI SPACESHIP Enceiiem RT «nim * 
PAOSfi DRAGONS LAI ft TIME WARP Cartoon * 
PA039 EftlC S AMY VS WALKER Cuts ft sexyl 1 SM 
PA040 ERIC S BATMAN m JOKER Very lumtyfll* 
PAJ041 ERIC S COTQTE 2 A co»kef-r 2M 
PA043 ERIC S MORE AEROTOONS Very witty 16* 
PAQ44 ERIC S SHUTTLECOCK play* wflh utaAl# 
PA045 ERIC S STEALTHY ft IWg-29 « Sfeattiy 4 
PA049 HAPPY ANIMATIONS H«iyM«n 4 men 
PA0534 LM3HT CYCLES (21 Tmn anmaben* 
PA056 MAGICIAN (I Good RT twmtcn. 
PA06G NEWTONS CflADtE RT ammaaon * 
PA06S64 REAL 30 [4) Supeto of to# orogram* 
PA072 THE JUGGLER A dasw amga demo^ 
PA074 THE WALKER v* Th* HMcocter Mega I- 
PA075 THE WALKER vt *2000 A dtUC 1 * 
PAdBO LEMMINGS ANIMATION Very kinny indeed * 
PA063 MORE CLASSY ANiMS Tne Bone Bmbo I* 
PA0S4 JAMES POND v LEMMINGS (ike ft W+ 
PA005 JET ANIMATION Fredat Fight but better' * 
PAflGft FRACTAL ANIMATION M tCW tow flying #Wt1' * 
PA&8? tea POT ANIMATION Very good RT arvm 
PAOifr-9 MR POTATO HEAD The taM aet<k" <2| 

Tobias Richter's Agatron 

We stock the tun agatron range N«’» toe bee 
AGA21 ENTERPRISE Ooetong w*to Space *ta«n* 
AGA22 ENTERPRISE ARPBQCHWG Very good nd«ed * 
AGX23 aiET MANOEVRE SMvwig f 1m - 
AGA26 SHIP ROCKING ft entorpme we*#* doc* t m * 
AGA29 SHUTTLE ft ENTERPRISE F*butouS ' Hi * 
AGA3G BIRO OF PREY an exeeSent ammaten tm * 
AGATRON SLIDESHOWS 1.3.4. 5,6. 6.S ID 11 
\? . 13.1$ Are now available, ptosse order by 
number preltned by AGS 

PowerAnims 

PPW1 2 ANTI LEMMINGS |2| Thu i* Bnlbem' ZM 
PP0DA7 AUTOMATED LKjHT (4) Befflwtaf gaWcbe*' 3M 
PP01U1Z DATING GAME (2) Very witty1. Get 4 3SM> 
PPQ16GULF WAR Another E S itaduCbOn1 Good 2M1 
PPOi 620 LOST IN SPACE P) From the TV sene* 2U 
PP03&27 STATON AT KHARN (3) Incxed^W 2M d#mo 
PPD4D43 AT THE MOVIES II W HMfWut 1 lmg>3mg 
PPCM4.45 AMY y WALKER H (2> Andlher wtoy ES d*mp 3M 

Demos 

P0016 BUDBRAIN ll Hiwnous megademe 1 
P0Q2O CRiONlC $ MEGADEMO maddona danw ft more 
PD&21 CRiONICS NEVERWHERE RMlwgrto demg 
PD033 DEVILS NO REALITY muftpad demo i* 
PD046 IRAQ DEMO Amusing demo wflh Saddam 
PD066 PHENOMENA ENIGMA AbSOlLflefy bNhami 
PD069 PHENOMENA JOYRIDE Very good (tome ' 
PD076 PIASMUTEX Good plasma ft gr«1 mu« * 
PD077 PMC ALPHA OME GA Superb vector tame* 
PDO70 PUGGS IN SPACE Wflty canoon ttomo 
PD094 SCOOPEX MENTAL HANGOVER A dasac. 
P0097 SILENTS GLOBAL TRASH IncredtoW1!* 
PD096 SHENTS ICE Bnkint F. ft mytaJ 
P01O4 TOMSOFT TRIP TO MARS 3D trp to may*i 
PDI09 TOMSOFT VIRTUAL WORLDS An aesoM* E« I 
PD113 REBELS Gotland Good (tome fmn toem ' 
P0123 IBB MANGA bkem Japanese style cartoon* 
PD125 RAY OF HOPE 2 Great' good muse ft granges' 
P0129 RAZOR 1*11 VOYAGE Vvy good fp and 
P013DG4 ALCATRAZ OOOESSY Awesome m Get toe m 
POim CRiONICS HARDWIRED Very mpeswr demo'"' 
PDl 38 SEEING IS BELIEVING Extaffem demo ft muw 

Music Disks 

PMC 10 AMEGA PARTY WINNERS Fcwf WICKED tongs* 
PM0T2 AMIGADEUS CLASSICAL Em* Ktom* etc * 
PW14 BANGING RAVES ludun remn of houH 
PMOiS BEATLES SONIX ISfe* muHC * 
PMOZOrZI BRUNOS MUSIC BOX III JauFunfc Gel 4 U 
PM0f22-23 CLASSICAL MUSIC Bach Handel 4K * 
PM03034 DIGITAL CONCERT* 2-6 Excetani housedana 
PMWT-4fl CEREBRAL DELIGHTS (2j Extaftam1- 
PM05* MANIACS OF NCHSE The s bnftant'* 
PM06S PHENOMENA MUSC DREAMS i Get to*'* 
PM066 PHENOMENA MUSC DREAMS ll And T*to '* 
PM469 RAZOR FACE ANOTHER DAY very good HI 
PMC7D RHAPSOOY in BLUE backed by RdbBaKtor' 1M 
PM071.72 SCENTS BLUES HOUSE (2| MuK ft gam*. 
PM074 SOUND OF SILENTS Jut g«1 Ihe fe megs* 

PM033 UTAH SAINTS REMIX by Tony HWtan' * 
PM036 STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN Retaon ol toe song* 
PM09B ERASURE MIX Ren>x ol era&ure* log long* 
PMIOa m MANIC RAVES M Famasbc rave stuff I* 
PMi£M rn THINGS COMEBACK 4 great rave tyt* trachi* 
PM13S6 KEF RE NS MEGAMIX Febubu* dance munc* 
PMi 12 TECHOMANIA 11 6 essential hardcore lunw* 
PM113 PROTON GATES OF TIME 6 good ptooe* <rf music* 
PMtU UPROAR SPLIT BEAVER MIX fftr# megwnx * 
PMI iSab CHROME Bn&ani music (*&k* '* 

Slideshows 

PS002 ADVANCE HAM R**»y sktonmg ■* 
PS009 ASTRONOMY SLIDE **ry mpreuNe I 
PS013 BORN TO BE FREE w*} anmaB * 
PSOIA15 BUTTERFLIES (2> Hgh guaNy 
PS019 CQLOUftCYCLES Ne« lx ' * 
PSCZ3 DEMONS hi very good armgagfi 
PS02S26 DIVINE VISIONS fZ? Mytotagctf* 
PS030 f RAXION FUTURE VISION f*nl»y pcs* 
PS033 GERMAN RAY TRACE Superb See these b 
PS0S2 NAGEL H#« taS of girts Ntot '* 
PS06970 SILENT&CH 42 i2) Tto* « supetoU 
PS072 SUPER HAM CARS Thra is a musl Mega»* 
PSOftB SONIC 5 Superb D HAM *036 cotour pci* 
PS0S7 ALTERED DECEPTIONS dm* h,»j *up*f work* 
PS068 EVOLUTION SLIDE E*ce«*nt educattonai pc** 
PSO*0 FRACTAlGEN tncredte tract** flic * 
PS091 2 FRACTAL MOUNTAINS £x£*«#m fluff** 
PS093 VANISH 30 Awesome 3d ray traced - 

Music Making & MIDI Utilities 

PTOCr ALGORITHMS Create wert mri tune* 
PT002 ART OF MED Excefiem u 
PT0P4 ASI AUDIO MAGIC 2 good ccmpflebon 
PTOOS CASIO CZ EDrTOR 2S0 patches ' * 
PT006 DELUXE MUSIC DATA IAd- muito 
PTOOft Ki IFF SAMPLES Fabuloui sampto* * 
PT013 MED 3 2 E«tatiem munc uq * 
PTQ14 MED MUSIC DISK As ft Uyt b 
PT016 MIDI DISK Various met atuil * 
PTQ16 NOISETRACKER 4 channel seotancer 
PTC IS PERFECTSOUND SAMPLER Nee »mpto editor 
PTC19 ROLAND DUO* S220 Converter pregram 
PT020 ST-01 - ST 10 Sample* Rsing lor deiairs 
PT021 SOUNDTRACKER 2 6 ExeefterH * 
PTW4 ST-M BEAST SAMPLES very rue# * 
PT02&B7B ST-90-93 SAMPLES OtSKS Stuta puaHr* 
PT030 YAMAHA DX? VOCE SORTER 
PT0317M ST^7 99 3 tak fui ‘* 
PT034S ST *7 ft SB More sample* b 
PT036 Sample maker create syrahebc lampie* 
PT037 PROTRACKER 2 0 The bees Knees H« 
PT03* YAMAHA DXlOQ.TXSlZ. DX27.0X11 ft F»1 Ktoon 

Amos Games & Utils 

AP0C36 . AMOS UPATER La»St ucdalgr lit. 
APD062 * ARCADIA Popular breakout game 
APD045 REVERSI * SNAKES 4 LADDERS 
APO096 * PAIR IT Maign ihe card* to make a pan 
APQ103 4 * PICK UP A PUZZLE SON* igSto* PuTLtoS 
APOflQ * CROSSFIRE Nice game lor (he tod* ' 
APOl li * BALLOONACY Bomb toe Ou**ngi ■ 
aPD i jo THE wOOOEN BALL Weed game TT 
APD137 TILE TRtAi SMto puizie game 
AP0I48 * DEMOLITION MISSION bomber gam* 
APD176 * DATABASE MASTER V2 0 Good Database 
APDi 10 i * DUNGEON DELVER m«e gam* Good1 
APD229 * AMOS MULTlPAJNT Amoa [VI ptogwn1 
APD230 * AMOS ASTERCkDS 4 type* ol anerodt''11 
APD237 . SHAPES Emflenr kkto game < 
APD2S7 * CASSETTE LABELLER * MIXED SOURCE 
AP0S71 * WIZARDS DOMAIN grwhcaJ adventure 
APD264 * AMOSAGRAM anagram *oNmg program 
AP0292 * WAR OF THE FOUR graphic advefilur* game 
AP0293 GRAND PRfX SIMULATON Very popular 
APD314 * BLACKJACK TRAINER Good btockiack game' 
APD316 * BOING Get Herbert bach home r 
APD32S HANGMAN V2 Hangman ftam* with wMot1 
APD326 * HYPERBALL New last version of woodenbaa 
APD329 * FRUIT MACHINE Good lor toe gambler* i 
AP0333 * AMERICAN FOOTBALL FOdto*i CO*Ch gam*' 
APD334 * SNAKE IN THE GRASS he* We ptoform 
APD34C KARATE WORM Jump over wotma eto 1 
APD343 * SAVE THE TREES Good gam* tor tod* 
APD347 * NOTEBOOK ft SHOPPING UST E wy to u» ! 
APD362 - SOUAFS REVENGE Qproon «i gm’ 
AP0363 . FAMILY HISTORY DATABASE Latest v*rwn< 
ARD367 * WEIRD IN EDGEWAYS Crat board puzitor 
AP0373 . COMPILER 1M UPDATE Amos comp** 1 

Remember Thee* disk* are th* BEST you can gel mu 

VALLY PD 
U/F8 PO BOX 15, PETERLEE 
CO. DURHAM SR8 1NZ 
0 9 1 5 8 7 1 1 9 5 

ORDERING MADE EASY 
BY POST: send your Nome. Address & Order detoils with o Cheque if O / IMO to ony or the 4 com ponies listed 
BY PHONE: Coll any ot Ihe 4 Distributors listed 6 we’ll hove your order sent out to you taster than you think ! 
PD PRICES: 1 - 5 disks £2.00 per disk *6-25 disks £1.25 per disk • 26 or more disk are still only 99p per disk ! 
POST & PACKING: UK - 50p • UK ‘Recorded Delivery' £1.00 • Europe +2Sp per disk • Rest ot World +50p per disk 



nain Distributors -j 

ot the imitators! 0915652506 

New .. New .. Amiga PD & Shareware Titles .. New 
The latest and the Best! Games, Utilities & Demos! 

S*tow tt a hsbng ot tto Wnl PO 1 al tro^wm* n tin adv*n 
~arry th# UPO 'ml cH approval sc you c*fii bur 1*^ 
CorrftttfiGe - knowing you wtH Q*t a quatfty product * 

Utilities 
PU172 WORDPQWER Salvo A/wafn&'Crotswords* 
PU173 LSD imLftieS 23 naw utils' 
PU1T4 ASTRO 22 pralasMfial astrology 
PU175 GELIGNITE FONTS « E*e«*rt IFF torts* 
PU176 GELIGNITE FONTS III Mw* d ate^tU 
PU177* &ENCHMASTER Wmfcwwsbench A MettyM]" 
PyiflD RICHARD 5MEDLEY COMP VAT ch***r A m«* 
FUl 81 RENDER VI 3D Raytroc# shading program 
Pill82 STOCK ANALYST T«hrwal analysis ptOQTAfTH 
PU183 AMYGEN Excdtam ganaotogy program+ 
PDlft* PHOCALC Vl 0 prcriwsianaJ calculator1 
PU185B COSMOPOLIT AN FONTS {*| Packed tons* 
PU1« TRON1K VIRUS KILLERS 21 wruS ***** A ddCS- 
PU1SC SENCHWORK 10 wortbanch aftemaftve 
FUl 91 LANDBU1LDER 1r octal land generates 
PU1S2 S3D2Gd1lhlS ' dihrtory ulilMEGA'* 
PU163 PIUS 8 Mandelvreom shpwlz arqaddmoriu 
PUf W PLUS S MmjMblanltar Nuke BaeWUrort 
PU195 PLUS 10 Popup FriMaarOi Dcopy2 FWank 
PU1» PLUS j 1 La«#maMr CaWtoy Mutainstsl 
PU197 WOOED 2 Opart tot $prt» A bate* 
PU19B VIDEO WIPES MoM A lotos Opart J* * 
Pin99 TDM SLIDESHOW GENERATOR «rp*1adB pcs 
P1I200 UTTLEBENCH UWpwlwU OwfUJi* li 
PU201 MALICE FONTS Eicallem ttny funis lor Dpirt* 
PU2C2 CYCLOPS Weird PSasmalrreta! cr&atoi ' * 
PUM3 SCOPE 1S4 uulft A clips tor Ppto* 
PU204 GATOR GRAPHICS Dpatrt Tutorial &&+ 
PU20S PC TASK W<**d PC Emutotor Gel M l« * 
PU206 USOOS PROGS PC S*m» Progs tor PCT«A * 

PowerAnims 
PP0A6 SWEET REVENGE Corota vs Roadrunw ' 1 Sing* 
PPQ47 GOTTA GO Crazy dog walks his master? 1 Smg * 
PP04M A DAY AT THE BEACH Stunning I 2 Mg 
PP05Q UNSPORTING Wicked aamtoon From Schwartz* 2« 

Demos & Music 
ROW WILDFIRE MEGADEMO gi*a! House A dance muK 
PD 143 CAT Sitortte A Crtrtdi dam$ «w eat {*ib + 
PD I AS NECRONOMIA Ekwltom demo. Hbrtfrwafcy » * 
PD14€ DOS Exoritertl vectors & mij**C demo + 
POU? HARDCORE Anarchy's cool new demo 
PD 148 CHAMELEON A new v#dOf «*5l1d &mo. 
PD 149 MAGNETIC DREAMS Exttort new demo 
PD1SO TSL PARTY WINNERS Mute l gh - Superb 
PD151 TERMINATOR 3 ircwrttfmg tpft rt the mom 
PD152 HUMAN TARGET Wicked Ha™ vector demo Get 4’ 
PD1&3 DEFORMATION wttfi lh* men tort {he MTV demo 
PD164 GET FROGGED You'll love lhi&. Just gnat >1 >< 
PDiSS M JLTICA W**ed demo 1mm endnemeda Get it 111 
PD156.7 REAL EMPATHY Good Demo & Fab game me 1 
PDiSfi DIGITAL PUNISHER Very good BWerigom Fi 
PM118 LIONS GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH Very good' 
PM117 MUZAK OF THE WORLD ongnal Anvgs mu*e' - 
PMi 18 TSP RIPPED MUSIC 1 Some good iracfcj* 
PMI19 TSP RIPPED MUSIC 2 MOre d above* 
PMI 70 IDEAL MODE AEROSOL EP G* raving mad * 
PM 121 NIGHT BREED MUSIC DEMO 8 Have music demo * 
PMi ?&* PLAY SID 2 1,3) You mufl gel ... 
PMI 2$ PtAYSID rnc-RobHuttoard, ManacsOlNorBe * 
PM 126/9 LSD MUSIC PACK (4jA En»«er4 must «**C*on. 
PM13G? BACH BRANDENBURG CONCERTOS 1 Id 6 * 
PM03 DANCE TRANCE Rave stacks ptoyed emga cryN 
PM 5 346 SOUNDS OF SCIENCE (2) AbsoAAely Bnfcarti* 
PMi36 WICKED HOUSE Superb wi rr^isc by pngm 
PMi37 KEFRENS MEGAMlX n Very good » dance muwc * 
PMi36 EROTICA 6 Mega music ' «nt uockm lh*me * 
PMi3340 SPRING MELODIES (2) 8 IfiCfcS iron anarchy 
PMi 41 HARDLINE MuSC 7 pmy tynth-vtyto track! * 
PMI42 FRACTAL music Very **« prewm^ «• get ft 
PMI43 FALCONS MUSC80X 2 Averaga mu»c drtk. 

Slideshows 
PS094 INVISIBLE WORLD li Yi* Bedbugs Arto more 1* 
PSQ95 TOTAL CONCEPTS SHOE Pic* dl totflioominB CLR* 
PSQM/97 GALLOWEEn Ju*t in. vary rmpressrve sfidethow ' 

Making Music 
PTQ09 SUPER SOUND 2 Add teverb 6 Fr id senyAet- 

PT040 OCT AM ED VI 8 tfnamnd MED *equeraer<* 
PTOU NOISE PLAYER 4.X> Muflimkmg module ptayer+ 
PT042 START IFF SAMPLES Stipe* I Gel tins tfckHIl 

Games 
PG1» E type e*e#ent asteroids done 
PGlSi FLAG CATCHER Awed the bombs ft 
PG152 TFTREN A very nee T*m* done 
PG1S3 WAR very good strategy arcade game* 
PG164 NUMPTY 6 ALIEN INVADERS Meme nw game' 
PG1S5 ASi GAMES 2i Zeus TeRn* 6 more * 
PGlSG ASl GAMES 22 U™n*ngonf*. Maothman 6 more 
PG167 ASi GAMES 23 Smash!Rip.BlPJniieflemntDrMarioj* 
PG158 PORK A PORK Pop (he baltoonB 6 slop tfie to«es* 
**0159 MR 0RICK Great maho brother* game 
PG160 ENTERTAINMENT* 1 Ktondyke Hbali 6 more* 
PG161 ENTERTAINMENT* 2ZergBounaNnb Frggger * 
PGT62 ENTERTAJNMENT* j specewar*. tquvitole 6 more 
PG163 ENTERTAINMENT* 4 Zen Hew Ye*a & mote * 
PGI^J GAME TAMER 2.3 joytUcAfeeler 6 266 cheats* 
PG16S SOLID SQUAD Nee bttto snvtog game 
PG1&& RAID III Wicked new shoolemup 1111 + 
PG1&7 SERENE 111 From the author ol ftwto H+ 

Education 
=>E016 COLOUR THE ALPHABET 4*n Ml*t * csWs1 • 
PE0t9 TYPING TUTOR. $up*rm> Bw)9*t a UstawW , 

Business 
PB025 EDW0RD Brand new wordpro V good * 
PB026 AGRAPH Superb Program graphiog data * 

NEW Late Additions NEW 
CVSERTEK GAMES DISKS 1-13 Now n sichA Can « ««j.S 
GsiiOeis final whistue Datais disks cm each i 
BOUNCER Remit ol the rave »ng by Kick* Ike a mule i 
MULTIDOS New * Combi ns* SID2 6 Mettydos i PC >AM H3 A) 
A$1 HANDYTOOLS 3 A meg* oomptlonon d MUhlMJ Lmh 
FRED FISH CATALOGUE Now cortalni FISH ^ 670 111 * 
WHATSJTSNAME Greet new puiile game ju*l to 
ASi GAMES 24 Juei w*t and see tfw >t» tabutout "! * 

Pocket Power Only £2*99 each! 
Wa have wmprfed i JetocLon of the BE ST PP trtW I 

PQWQQ1 FOOTIAU MANAMA FocHtol Wn 
POWOQ2 MOUSITHAF Cu'W&v ptafform fun 
POW003 QUANTOX+ Fair ihooinrrvuc 
POWTO4 1ATTLCVAUY STrtT^jy JhooTWTHjp 
*JOW006 jvmpjEI* Smpie Fight am 
PQW0O& SLA ysB Good nvdNi bsost 
POW007 STEEL Eitptor*&Biasi Good Gti 
POWOGB AAeiPiUGOI CKSJSiC PuzzSa gam# 
PQW0C8 IA0 COMPANY Gfddl SpQOeharrlef Clone 
POWQ10 FYI OF HORtrt PSatfarm 
POwOll WOSPICTOR Trtcky Mom game 
POWQ31STA4IIAZE+ Ske wars ty» gome 
POWOU StAteooSI+ ficeleni ShoolEmUp 
POWOU STAt «AY Defender clone - G*f h i 
PQW015 CHICAGO *0 bornefec 3D cor chose 
PGW016 demolition A verage BrerAout game 
POW017 DQG$ Ol WAN ikartWarhoit lyp* - good' 
POW018 HATE* isomernc 3D ShOtfEmUp ■ Greot' 
POW019 lATTLISHiPS M Player Classic 
POWIBO MAN H ATT Am OfALfK* Sfsat Booff mUD game 

THttt G AMIS AM WtU WOttH CHICK IMG O tfT tW 

New .. The Central Licenseware Register.. New 
Commercial Quality programs at a PD price ! 

SMOOTH 

SCROLLING 
TITLES 

created with 
VIDEO TITLES 

CLEOl TOTAL CONCEPTS DINOSAURS Hav* y®uf 
children ever warned to knew about the anpetot world 
ol the dmaeaur 7 a to. then this « tor you - an 
interactive encyclopedia covanog |uraa&lc. lriaiiic 6 
croalaceouB periods complete with pictures and laxl. 
This program rt pfu» compatible and comes or 2 
Dnfei. £4 60 + 

CLE02 TOTAL CONCEPTS GEOLOGY Thu irtie 4 the 
fteoondl m Ihe tenet ol quetoy programt try Chn* Mr 
utmg the GotoDaik Hyperboo* system and wil you 
and your ctvldwn an interacbve gutoed tout Through 
the incredible world volcanos, rocks and mmarart Ihe 
program e$ very simple to ute jus! polnl and cUck 
Geology is on 2 D)tka E4 50 + 

CLEM TOTAL CONCEPTS SOLAR SYSTEM The 
laletl trtto m tors tenet mvees you to War el about 
Ihe Boiei syslem . with intofmaaKin on a■ ¥ toe planets 
and with some ol the Endures supplied and 
auihanted by Nasa. this makes and eitoeiieni 
educaiional package tor chitoron. The tide it to big II 
is supplied on Three ditto and is priced ai t* 99 + 

Clew kiddies colouring pad m i i 
cotourtog book tor young chddfOn and they wont gel 
in a mm using * I I to very simple to use w4h Mt 
insliuctions with the program Simply ptc* a pKhurt 
and coksur n m 1 includes e save option. *o once you 
have coloured you picture you can save H out to a 
disk to prirn out u*mg OfMllfil etc Price E3 60 + 

CLE05 A-CHORD So you want become the neit £nc 
Clapton men Ihla s (use what you need 1 This program 
**ii ?•*£* you nearly every single guitar chord 
including lingering leetwuquet. 4 wii even pray toe 
chords using toe amigas bmh in sound Chip A must 
lor every tinge gutter player beginner end experts 
alike Pnce £3 50 < 

CLUQ1 VIDEO TITLER la a program thal will altow 
you to create smooth stroking video vtle* with to« 
greaiest ol ease, programmed by Darren MccauL 
whose StartKtee it due oto aoon, toe program lets you 
use any armga Mmap tort, of wfwcn several are 
Supplied, and scroll m any ootour vetocaiy up toe 
screen Essential lor an video enthusiasts C3 50 * 

CLU02 FISH INDEXER R you have ever wanted a 
program, but have never been able to find e 
ANYWHERE chances are its probably m ihe fish 
library, bul rather (hen having to rake torough 
Thousands ol imes of tent, why not use the Fiih 
ihOeref a tupem databasni of ihe entire Fred Fish 
ttbrary. w«h M search prmt and more Pnce £3 60* 

CLUM TYPING TUTOR A program here now tot a> 
you budding office ctoffci. teaming to type can be a 
real pain lessom cost a lortune bui nw when you 
have an aimgi ’ Tfw program wmi take you slop by 
slop through a lul typing course, showing where to 
place youf ringers and lots moro Belpre tong yOu'R be 
able to type as Iasi as \ can l Price C3 50 + 

OLG0i NORRIS A madw# code programmed 
pfcMttym adventure starring Norn*., help him journey 
hit way through level alter tovei bathing, beatby 
beasls and monistrous medieval men 1 Th* game 
has a great almosphere and tt unmemtley plsyaWo 
it will have you addicted in minutes 1 
Price £3 SO 

CLGQ2 DARK THINGS Another excelem guakty 
plattorm game along stoular knet to ULanoLand, you 
know vcroliy along to*n run A jump hmO of tomg to 
youf kids wifi love d, we did. and w* r* jusi a bunch ol 
ol tods al naift1 Rnce £3 50 * 

CLG03 PHASE 2 Superb sideways scrolling shoot *m 
up. along similar kws to the all time dautc defender, 
anyway you control a photon powered KZ-1& hgrter 
end ybu must battle with the fercet ol evtf I The 
gameplay is brttart and the tcroHmg end anmaton 
pilky smooth, rf you wem my advice ■ buy *. Rnce 
E3» + 

CLG34 X SYSTEM Thi* i» a corker a tupeib 
multilevel shoolemup, you know the type, balsf your 
way through hoard after hoard ol alums and end bl 
level guanjuns it even has a bu*R m pkaflorm gam* 
thrown into he bargam. programmed by the BadBoyr 
(tvt it one ot the best shooiemupa about, get 4 and 
prepare Id be impressed pnee £3 50 * 

CLG05 TRUCK IN ON Th*$ is a new version of a PD 
game that was ongmaHy bugged id hefl. the 
programmer ha* laken all the mam eiementa of the 
game and re-programmed it in C, so H* now tolly 
playable I ruck driving slmulolion and rnanagemem 
program TO it a must for all you imckert out mere 
and la supplied on 2 disks Pnced at orty C4 « * 

CLGOG OBLITERATION TW* game has had many a 
rave wvww. programmed m macfwi# toed its last a 
furious arcade acton as you work your way thru this 
asteroid mletled game, blasting wave after wave of 
rocks, (his game <s utterly add*c1*vf and includes a 
bonus game MAD BOMBER which is as abortive as 
me mam game A musl lor al gamers 1 Pnce £3 50 

OBUTEClATlQftl 

CLG07 WILLYS water WORKS If 4* punk# games 
you kk* than we v# got *u$t whet you wart, you 
control w#y. a pfcrt9*r whose fto> it * to bu<ti a 
Ptoeim* usmg the pipes he has belore lh# water 
Siam to now. anp ihn ceriamiy itm »« easy as a 
sounds 1 A superb unie game that win have you and 
you kidt(7> enlertamed fpr hours £3 SO 

CLG08 DRAGON TILES This * an erewtort puzzle 
game you have e huge stack of diftorent icom when. 
uvng ihe mom* you must match up to make a level 
dtsappea- sounds boring bm m actually very 
adckeinw. i was playing a kv hoof* ! A Vasi 
•mprovemem on tha PD version. Dragon diet I* well 
worth anyones. couple ol quid ’ Pnce £3.$g * 

CLG09 MOTOR DUEL Now this l* jufll fabulous I 
Manin would not leave tins game alone lor days, rts a 
3D ear raong eftasmg-shooting game, with guided 
itu^Ih and lasers, ns by ihe same programmer as 
the PD gam* Baibecars. but its a lot better, play ihe 
oompufer (Mega dittlcuH) Of link up io anolh antiga for 
1 on 1 acton I Price £3 SO 4 

LOOK FOR THE CLR LOGO (RIGHT) FOR 
QUALITY AMIGA LICENSE WARE 

AUTHORISED CLR DISTRIBUTORS ARE NBS. 
START. VALtY BLITTERCHtPS. 17 B(T. VIRUS 
FREE. LOAD CREST, PD SOFT. GOLDSTAR A 
ESSEX COMPUTER SYSTEMS. 

PROGRAMMERS REQUIRED ! 
Written a good game, utility or educational program ? Why not send tt In tor evaluation ? If ft's really good, you could toon be 
earning BIG money ! 

BUT YGl/ DONT HAVE ..! Yes we do ! We stock Fred Fish disks 1 * 470 {plus mare as they arrive), Amos RD, Amigos. T-Bag, 
Scope and other popular libraries ■ so if you dont see the program you want here PLEASE CALL US I We can almost guarantee 
we will have It I 

NBS 
U/FS 1 CHAIN LANE NEWPORT 
ISLE OF WIGHT PO30 5QA 
0983 529 594 



TEL: (0924) 366982 
FAX: (0924) 200943 
Address: Dept. Format, 

1st Floor Offices, 2/8 Market 
Street, Wakefield WF1 1DH. 

Disk Prices: 17 Bit £1.10 
Deja Vu £3.50 Scheme 17 £1.75 

Postage: 1-9 disks 50p 
10-20 disks 75p 20+ disks £1.00 
ALWAYS FIRST WITH THE BEST IN 

AMIGA PD!!! 

LATEST ADDITIONS 

1972 ABC K Klass 3 disk remix. 1971AB 
Suicide blonde mix, 1970 plus issue 9. 
1969 plus issue 10, 1968 plus games. 
1967 Amiga Punt. 1966 Tetra (Tetris). 
1965 Flag Catcher, 1964 Colour Cycle Pic 
Gen. 1962 plus games 3. 1961 Astro22 
(Astrology). 1959 Doody, 1958 Hellzone 
(game). 1957 Marvel Slides. 1956 Short 
Modules, 1955 Unsporting (2Mb 
Schwartz). 1954 Boot X 4 49!, 1951 
Anarchy Party Winners. 1949 Mayhem On 
Wheels.1947 Scorpius Mapper. 1946 
Pontoon, 1945 Tin Toy Anim. 1944 
Frogger. 1943 Flashcopy. 1938 Digital 
Chameleon. 1935AB Sounds of Science. 
1930 E Type (game). 1929 Sonic Boom 2. 
1928 Andromeda Demo. 1926 Med 3,21. 
1925 Clipart. 1923 Dirwork 1922 
Language Tutorial. 1911 Anti Flicker, 1909 
Paint. 
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| THE SMASH HTT 

FROM LAST 

YEAR 
NOW ONLY 

£7,99 

I ./si, 
SOFTWARE 

!HBV > 
r 

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED 
1767 Fractal Generator 
1654 Amibase Pro 2 
1369 Gpti Utils 2 
1633 Gator Graphics Tutor 
1749 Microbes Great Game 
1111 C-Light Ray Tracer 
1775 Ed word, Text Editor 
1720 Sys Info (Specs Test) 
1614 Sample Maker 
1655 Lots of Booiblocks 
1221 Converters Pack 
913 Interspace Demo 

1765 Game Tamer 
1700 Amicash (Home) 
1498 Tex [Engine 3 
6% Depeche Mode Music 

1804 Slideshow Maker 
1355 Disk Optimizer 

ORDERING DISKS 
All major credit cards are taken 

Opening times are 
MonThurs S.QOam-fl.DOpm 

Fit-Sat &0Oam-5.3Opm 
Please make cheques and postal 

orders payable to: 1 ? Bit Software 
Please add the right amount of postal 

costs to your order (see top leH). 
ADD 20% to your total order costs il 

outside UK! 
Commercial software add El,GO for 
postage & packing, Tharkyqu, 

SOUTH LINCS PD 
1*9 DISKS 90p, 10+ disks SOp, ad 50p for PAP per order, large selection of Amigo PD 

including Gomes, Graphics and Animation, Utilities. Music, Demos, Fred Fish 
Disks. T-Bog Disks 1-6-1. &ek>w (s a small selection of tines available. 

UHIS 
1024 Breaker 
1040 Bioni x. 

10 SO Fipalin* 
1059 Trie Trial1 
1065 Yelp 
1086 Hugo' (3 disks) 
1 093 Downhill Challenge 
1094 Gomes 12 {Air Ace 2 and more) 
1098 Mega Ball* 
1100 Srarfrek T,N,G, {1.3) 
1101 Ua matrons (1.3) 
1105 Grand Prbc Sim (1.3) 
1126 Survivor Ver 2 
! 126 Storylond 2 (6-10 Years) 
1129 Doody 

UUJHS \SI 
vsihVvm s 

2031 II Goto* {Cert Anim) 
2040 Iron' (2 disks} 
2069 Real Things Birds* 
2077 Rock Album (Slideshow) 
2089 Madonna Cartoon' {1-3} 
2098 The Frog Animation * 
2110 Juggette 2* 

21 24 At The Movies (1.5 Mb} 
2147 Buzzed (2Mb) {3 disks) (1 ,3} 
2162 At The Movies 2' (4 disks) 
2181 At The Beach (2Mb) [2 disks} 
2183 Jet Anim* 

UJLUJIS 
4087 CManual v2.DO (4 disks) 
4100 Text Plus 3 
4108 NorthC VI .3 {2 disks) 
4109 8Base i VS4 (W/B) 
4110 SIDV2.00 

Hi VII AM MINI 
5066 Blues House (2 disks) 
5067 Meaning Of Life* (2 disks] 
5068 Walk This Way Remix 
5074 Crystal Symphonies 
5075 Bad Boyx* (Rave) 
5083 500 Things 

II HIS 
6001 Dead Dance Thrash f 1.3} 
6072 Ray of Nope 2 (1.3) 
6075 Odyssey (5 disks} 
6078 Voyage 
6087 Total Confusion (1.3) 

(1,3) e Amiga 1.3 only, all other titles ore 1.3 and 500+ compatible * ■ 1 meg 
Our version of Odyssey is now 500+ Compatible- 

UNBRANDED 
10 .~.,£4.50 
50 ..,£19.90 
100 -£37-00 
200 .£69.00 
SOO ..£160.00 

Hist I IMS t.y II is 
(PAP included) MITSUBISHI BRANDED 
(PAP included 10...,,,£5.SO 
(PAP included 50.,...£27.00 
(PAP included) 100_£51.00 
(PAP included) 

(PAP included) 
PAP included 

(PAP included) 

Catalogue disk only 5Qp or send large 5 A E for Inf of titles Please add 50p for postage and 
packing to told for orders of PD. All orders of PD sent Mme day by first etas* posi Europe add 
25p per disk ROW odd 5Qp per disk Chequei/posM orders mode payable to Soulh lines PD 

Dept AT. ID IISDFS RISC, 
FtttVt, LINCS. FLIC 9TD 

TEL: 0778 393470 

Great Britain Collection is a three disk set which provides a 
whole new environment in which to fly and explore. This set covers 

the whole of the UK and the Republic of Ireland in unpredented 
detail with over 160 public access airports, many with VASI landing 

light systems and single and multiple I.LS approaches. This 
collection contains hundreds of navigation aids and includes special 

3 colour charts. 
Great value at only £35.00 inclusive (FS2 only £29,95 inc) 

Pedat Patches. Allows the use of Quick-Joy pedals with FS2 and 
FA 18 Interceptor. Special price £4 95 each 

NEW! mouse yoke £24.95 

' m r 

telephone |0272| 550900 unjt | p Beehive Trading Estate 
or Fax (0272) 411052 Crews Hole Road, St George 

with your credit details_Bristol BS5 SAY 
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LOWEST PRICED 

WE WILL BEAT 

ALL OTHER 

PRICES 

Prices include 
VAT A Post*** 

llnjuf tfKndriwguci toe 

Owl AiAOCiftc*, Dept 11, 
Owl House, 
3 The Brambles, 
Lichfield, Staffs W*14 95E 

7 CREDIT CARDS WELCOME 

1 off 4+ 5+ 

Obien 120045P1 DSwift 249 285 2.70 250 

Citizen Swtft 24 Colour Original 15.00 each 

Epsot) LQ4DG5CC800850 345 3.30 3/10 

Epson FX MX WBGTX1JC0OO 990 275 2.55 

Epson FXmX^RXI OGTX/MXI000 3.36 3.21 3,01 

Epson LX8GS6 90 2.12 1.97 1.77 

Panasonic KXPi 123/1 124/1140 3,46 331 3,11 

Panasonic KXPI 080 118090-1592 2 89 274 2.54 

Star LOO Black 2,29 2.14 1.94 

Star LC10 Colour 600 5.80 5.60 

Star LC900 Back 300 2B5 2.65 

Star LC200 Colour Original 11.00 each 

Star 1084-1 (mo Slack 2.86 2.71 2.51 

Star LC24-10900 Colour Original 12 50 each 

Ring for ribbons not listed 

Inkjet Cartridges also available 

Matrix 

Buy Your Software From Us 
And We'll Buy It Back! 

As a member of the Matrix you can choose from our extensive lists of 
the latest and the popular uith our absolute guarantee to buy them 

back. AND you don't have to pay until veuve decided. 

A Top name games, business and utility software 

(sorry' no PD or Shareware) 

* Great prices it No commitment to buy * Computer helpline 

it Super fast service ★ established 1981 - 

over 2i thousand members. 

To find out more about the unique Matrix money saving scheme 

call our 24 hour hotline, (0920) 444224, now! 

or send a large s.a.e. stating your machine (IBM/PC 3.5*\ Amiga, Atari 
ST) to: Matrix Leisure Services, Dept A\1F8, Unit 4, Mill Studio 
Business Centre. Crane Mead. Ware. Hertfordshire SGI2 9RY 

Half price first years membership subscription! 



This is the start of level two. The jump bonus has to be got 
before anything else - shame it's guarded by killer bees! 

Crazy Sue is a cate little schoolgirl, whose quest is lo 

rid the land of Ercanor of the Evil Wizard of Doom 

and the Mistress of Death. This was foretold by an old 

gipsy - meddling itinerants, getting kids into trouble. 

Sue is a first-rate platform game. A joystick is 

needed because the mobile nasties are animated and 

can biat her w iih the w ink of an eyeball. 

In looks, Cmzy Sue h really impressive. As she 

walks, the ribbon tying her hair bobs up and down, and 

when she’s still she lakes a few licks of her lollipop. 

Everything’s bright and fast and the collision detection 

is spot on. 

If you think all PD is a waste of time and com¬ 

pletely amateurish, look at this, It will change your 

tune. Frustratingly addictive. it*s very- tough, springing 

surprises on you at every leap, and requires thought as 

well as skill to succeed. Well done Hironymous 

Jumpshoe* Thorin Oaken shield and DJ Brain crack, 

ASTRO 22 
17 BIT 1961 

Want this son of chart calculated and printed in minutes 

rather than hours? Astro 22 will sort you out, 

Astro 22 forms the stub of a complete horoscope gen¬ 

erator, As it is, it cart knock up a zodiacal chart in 

seconds. Drawing one by hand from scratch can take 

hours - and yes, the chart can be dumped to a printer. 

You tap in the time, date and place of the birth of 

an individual and the program draws an astrological 

chan for interpretation. It also gives statistics, such as 

the number of conjunctions, oppositions and sextiles. 

Various modules and add-ons are available direct from 

the programmer - they can do things like use Kosh and 

Precexx houses as well as equal value houses. 

The reason why this program is getting a mention 

isn’t because I’m into the subject (personally I think 

it’s a load of rubbish), However, Astro 22 has been 

well programmed, is fairly easy to use and has some 

good documentation, It is possible to spend hundreds 

of pounds on commercial horoscope generators - why 

not get one for a fraction of the price? 

If you've never explored Public Domain software then you’ll find a 

treasure chest of freely available programs to rival many that are 

commercially available. Pat McDonald assesses the current crop. 

On this disk you will find the latest versions of Virtis 

Checker 16.04) and BootX (4.49). Both work on all 

Amiga*. The first finds and kills viruses, while the sec¬ 

ond is used to record the boot blocks of commercial 

protected games. If a virus then scrubs the boot block, 

you can use BootX to pul it back again. This disk could 

save you hundreds,,, think about it. You will have John 

Veklthuis and Peter Steur to thank respectively. 

Chris Hill is launching a series of educational licence- 

ware products, using Gold Disk’s HyperBook, Each 

title comes on two disks and consists mainly of text, 

the second disk containing a few pictures to make the 

subject matter more interesting. 

Two titles arc available. Dinosaurs 2 and Geology. 

The dinosaurs title is more approachable and has a 

fairly technical piece on their evolution, the different 

orders they sprang from, which dinosaurs were around 

w hen and lots of good colour pictures of the creatures. 

Also included is a piece on why they became 

extinct according to various scientists* theories. 

Geology is less approachable and serves more as a set 

of revision notes on the subject for the GCSE student. 

Although it is useful for the right person, it uses too 

many techie words w ithout explaining them properly. 

I hope Total Concepts dries very well - it’s one of 

the more inventive and constructive uses of PD soft¬ 

ware. Each set costs £4.50 and is available from Start. 

NBS. Vally PD and Bliilerchips. I’m looking forward 

to the next release - The Solar System. TC are planning 

many more, although it does obviously take a lot of 

time to design and create each one. 

CYCLOPS 
VI -O 
17 BIT 1964 

Cythps is tb easy to use. Mess around wilh the up and 
down arrows and dick on Draw to sou the results. 

Cyclops can draw mathematical pictures, a bit like a 

fractal generator, but lots faster. Us primary role is to 

produce stunning, multi-coloured backdrops. The pro¬ 

gram manages to do this very well, even with an 

artistic no-hoper like me operating it. 

On the control screen are lots of numbers which 

you can adjust by clicking on the up ami down arrows. 

Click on draw' and che program produces a stunning 

piece within seconds. The images, while simple, are 

very striking - especially if you mess around with the 

colours a bit. 

Shadow software does it again. Midas and The 

Lyon can’t have spent very long doing it rit*$ a very 

unsophisticated program), Bui ihat doesn’t mean it 

isn’t useful, because you can save the pictures out 

when they are generated - either as Amiga standard 

EPFs or as RAW binary for programmers. 

Continued overleaf 

JARGON BUSTING - 
Software in the public domain, or PD 
software, is marked out by the fact 

that it can be freely distributed. You are allowed to 
copy It from anyone and give copies to anyone. 
It's widely available from small firms called PD 
libraries and also from bulletin boards that you 
can connect to if you have a modem. 

It’s programmed by enthusiasts who want to 
share their work and It comes In various flavours. 
The basic kind is freeware", which is completely 
free. Another common kind is shareware’ - the 
programmer asks you for a small fee If you like the 
program. In return for which he or she will very 
often help you with problems or send you updated 
versions of the program. 

WHAT IS PD? 
Another kind of PD is 1 Ice nee ware \ for which a 
charge is made - it’s akin to very cheap commer¬ 
cial software and uses PD libraries for distribution, 
but it can be very good value. 

If you copy a PD disk, you are under a moral 
obligation to leave the disk exactly as it Is, espe¬ 
cially the read mer files which explain how the 
program Is used and give the programmer credit 
for all the hard work. 

The price of a PD disk from a library is usually 
around the £2 mark, so it's a great way to buy 
games, utilities and applications if you’re on a lim¬ 
ited budget. You can also get some superb demos 
which show off the Amiga s ability to produce 
amazing graphics and music. 
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PD UTILITIES /T3 

Whnn you first see Dragon Tiles you think if'i □ cinih. But 

just wait till there's only eight bbtks left. 
Punt Predittor iin'l totally serious in its aims, hut it heals 
a quick read of Ore Sporting Life. 

Mated 2 isn't very pretty, but does offer some fait, 
effective drawing tools for sprites and bobs. 

180 

DRAGON 
TILES 
PDSOFT 2436 

This shareware puzzle game by Steve Smith has one 

factor uncommon to many games of its genre - long¬ 

term gameplay. It certainly kept me occupied for 

hours. The idea is to remove pairs of tiles from a great 

big collection of tiles, called a dragon, until there are 

none left. To remove a pair, both tiles must have a 

space next to them. 

What makes the game so complex is the difficulty 

of knowing just which tiles to remove and when. 

Sadly, one oversight at the beginning can lease you 

with no more moves to make, hut the programmer has 

included a couple of helpful features. A button which, 

when clicked, puts the last pair removed back on the 

hoard, and another which resets the dragon so you can 

start again. With 25 dragons included, this puzzler will 

keep you amused for a Jong time. 

There are many programs for predicting the outcome 

of horse races, hut it’s rare to see a PD one that's both 

fast and user friendly. You input the required details 

for the horses - sex. fitness, wins, the going of the 

course and similar statistics - then the program gives 

the odds that it thinks are fair for each horse. 

The he si returns come from betting on horses that 

have ‘value* (odds) longer than the horse's actual 

chance of winning. The program tells you which 

horses have been underrated bv the hookies and will 

give you the best long shots. 

But docs if work? Well, on information ty ped in 

from yesterday's paper, yes it does. But as for predict¬ 

ing future events, it's not quite so good - that's life I 

suppose. At least there's copious amounts of well-writ¬ 

ten documentation to help you use the program. 

I IMAGING/VIDEO TOOLS 
PD SOFT V661 

The main Vertex editing screen. Nate that the starship Enterprise is 

not included - that's on PDSOFT V667, and it's not alone,,. 

Vertex gives an idea af ihe end product - 
Hobble Telestope from disk V667, 

There are two programs on this disk, but they are really for different types of graphic artist. The most 
impressive one (to me at any rate) is Vertex 1.1 ?b. This was written by Alexander 0 DuBurle. and is a 
compact editor for designing and adjusting 3D objects. 

1 know what you're thinking* It must be really slow and complicated. In fact, it's really fast and simple. 
Vertex recognises objects from Sculpt Imagine. Turbo Silver. Lightwave (that’s the one on the Video 
Toaster). Geo and Wavefront The menu has 10 choices, nearly all of which can be accessed by hot keys 
(as can the sub menus). It's easy to load in objects, twirl them around, adjust a couple of points and save 
them again, ft can't render objects or ray trace, but it can show you what the final result will look like. 

The fly in the ointment is that this Isn't the full version (which costs S30 direct from the programmer}. 
Included in that price is a full manual and an AREXX port - plus better crash proofing. This demo is really 
very impressive in its clean-cut approach. 

The second program is called Magic Tween Machine and is essentially an animation tool. All you can 
draw with are straight lines and curves, so the moving images are not exactly stunning. However, 
because they are simple, the computer can store lots of frames. 

MTM was written by James Clanni. and he's obviously taken a lot of time over It It's very compli¬ 
cated at first - way too many options - but you gradually begin to pick up how to do things. Everything in 
It has a purpose and all becomes clear eventually. Personally, I'd just go for the commercial FantaVision 
which Is less complex, but for people who want very simple, long anims it could prove very useful. 

MOBED 2 
DEAUGHS 

PD U030 

Thk is a short and sweet update. The original Mohed 

(Movable Object EDitor) enabled you to alter and edit 

16x16 or 32x32 graphic objects. This one is m> belter 

in broad specification, though it can deal with objects 

of up to 64 colours now. 

The big difference is the speed of ihe program. 

Mobcd 2 is very fast, cutting off the operating system 

except when if loads and saves files. The files it uses 

are RAW binary types* perfect for programmers work¬ 

ing with machine code or C* 

OK* you could use Deluxe Paint for this son of 

thing, but it wouldn't be as fast or as definitive. W ith 

Mohed 2 you can animate your creations, colour-cycle 

them and use them in your programs without an IFF- 

RAW convenor. The documents don't have icons, mi 

some know ledge of the Shell is recommended. 

OF THE MONTH 

Every month, we look at a particular library's best¬ 
selling PD utilities and games so you can find out 
what the popular Niles are* This month It's the 
turn of*.. 

AMtGANUTS 

1 OctaMED 

2 Amiba&e III 

3 Amiga Coders Club (various) 

4 AGene (Full Verston)__ 

5 TBAG (various) 

6 Kefrena Powermenu 

7 SIDV2 

8 Golf Recorder V3 

9 Edword 2.2 

10 Amlcash Pro 

WHERE TO GET THE 
DISKS IN THIS ISSUE 

17 BIT: 2.8 Market Street. Wakefield. West 
Yorkshire WF1 1DH 0924 366982 

BEAUGHS PD: PO Box XG14. Leeds LSI 4 6XR 
0532 642550 

PD SOFT: 1 Bryant Avenue. Southend-on-Sea. 
Essex SSI 2YD 0702 466933 

VALLY PD: PO Box 15, Peterlee. County Durham 
SR8 1NZ 091-587 1195 



MAKE YOUR AMIGA EARN! 
Kf making money with your AMIGA becomes incidental when you know how! 
Your AMIGA is* if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is 

irrelevant. Make the initial effort NOW by starting your own 
HOME BASED BUSINESS. 

This may he the most important move you will ever make! 
REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's ' ditch". 

Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very rich in a relatively 
short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's more rewarding than 

playing games. 
The benefits are many and varied. 

Full or part time. 

For FREE DETAILS SEND SA.E. to: 

ome phased'Ihisiness. 
4* 

AF32,31 Pilton Place, King and Queen Street, 
Walworth, London, SE17 1DR. 

DIGITALLY MASTERED SAMPLES 
IFF SOUND SAMPLE LIBRARIES 

Each disk is compiled from a studio quality master and is sampled on the Amiga 
al twice the sample rate al P,D sample disks, They are compatible with all P.0, 

and commercial tracker and sequencer programs N B no, of samples in brackets 
001 mew Tolung drums. Mvmtta. dwtts #te (S3l 
00? mm $«w Baresun, CNanta *1c (10) 
003 ***** p**c Tapias, RhyiNn l mxs etc (35) 
004 wwr Ud. Saz_ B*n*t Rhylfirr Loops #tC (37) 

Q0$ ow fa&i Tipetar Belts Yangqm, Koto etc (3t) 
006 fiwowjw Balalaika. Chaws. Btxjhran esc (34) 
007 ocimm DidienchJ Chants. SM Drum etc (23) 
006 me-fti*- Kana, Bwttntspj P*rt Pf$«4 etc (30) 

o 14 iass ot*am Sup, pctoti towas fx etc {«) 
QtSmtittiaAss OwtiwTi. Round Korg*K{22) 
016 mvt* M«$ Yamaha px. Roland. Kvq ate m 
017 aw Sections, Sajtes, Trumpets ale !?4> 

QttSttfmwwas Analog. DvQntaiS L A etc (l» 
dt9 Octave Spfete. *tffi slriDps, FX (16) 

Cato, Ofch, Hits, Sections ate (21) 
Anarofl 4 Di^rtU |JS) 
Mm ad Ctwes. wish Beto & Syntfi {16| 
C#X«n 4 E«r« ii7> 
Real 6 Synth, «i* Cbo* A Strings (20) 

Acton Sound*. EjqXtftions G^itob ate (30) 

OOO^toec PwWSnimlBw.Scfafctiil^i^ Oft l men* «■ 
OiOomwnf Ban & Snare* tt-Hm Cyml»l 1 Tan* fB3l <H*0NQ** 
Oil MMoe*«>teTR 60eCR 76. Loops ate <30) 
OlZL*m*awr fimpaias, Congat. CtouH. Cowbate me \ 1(37] «4«u* 
013 Acoustic, Becttc A Distorted etc [411 OK sojmd ff 

Each disk Ik priced at £2,50, any 10 for £19.95. ihc Complete Collccinwi for £49.95. In addition. Sampler 
owners can use our Dig if nth Mastered Chrome. Mcial, or DAT sample CiSKltet which cuniain mosi 
of the above samples; COO I WORLD MUSIC COLLECTION i ITS) 

COOT PERCUSSION COLLECTION (228> P&P£I (any «tfcr) Chetjue* & p0,s to: 

COO? GUITARS AND BASSES 11611 WALKABOUT MUSIC (Dept AF) 

Each Chrome £9.95, Meta) £ 11,95, DAT £16.95 TRENOVISSJCK FARM. THE MOUNT. FAR 
The Throe CoUcciion Package In priced al: CORNWALL PL24 2D A 
£21.95 (Chrome) £25,95 (Mcial). £38,95 (DAT) jt\ {mJ6) HtJM7 

coMPvnas 'H* consoles 
17 BOLTOH ROAD, WALKDEN, MANCHESTER, M28 5AX 

TEL: 061 790 2242 (DAYTIME) 
s 

LATEST AMIGA RELEASES 
IN STOCK AT 
DISCOUNT PRICES 

JOYSTICKS, LEADS, DISK 
DRIVES, PRINTERS DUST 

COVERS AND CONSUMABLES 
AU AT COMPETITIVE PRICES 

MOUSE MATS £2.99 

100 BRANDED DISKS PLUS 
100 CAP QUALITY BOX; E*9 

MANCHESTER *5 BEST AND FRIENDLIEST SHOP 

PDMAJIK 
PUBLIC DOMAIN A SHAREWARE 

OtSH PHIHCEi 
1 -9 E130EA 
10-2T £3 3 § EA 
21* C1.00EA 

POSTAGE A PACKAGING MCLUDEp!! 
FISST CLASS. POST 
9AV - 9PV 7 OAT'S A 1XTEK 

DIVK CATALOGUE 
tt oofm 
with orders 
OVER tt 00 

UTILITIES 
U207 30 VI 6 
um QmcicsfMCH 
u?l3 flMDATAflASf 
U214 BUSINESS 04SD MAKE* 
U2I5 EXILE FONTS 
02 \ 7 TCOEWGIME1 0 |P1 \)2? P HAM LAB 
U2*5 MED 3 11 
0127 CWtiWQRD CREATOR 
UJ34 FfWVrTR 1 
U23S IAaaPiaNTt«2 

U?41 BAAWM 
UJ43 AW*GAFO« (DTP) 
U245 OFfKOMMS 
U24B 6RVWC CQNSmJUlOH 
U257 VIDEO GRAPH* TQOU 
Ulbt NEW WFLFS PULLERS 
U269J AHkLYTKAi. (2j 
U^b AS ABOVE 
U270 PRINT STUDIO 
U2?3a WINDOWSBENCH |?| 
(JJ 7 3b AS ABOVE 
U274 AABGAZES 
U27S CUGKI 

GAMES 
GG2W HDW(l MEGH*] 
GG322 ESWE|3M(^hP) 
GBOOfi £3YPlfft 
GBOCfl SENANCF II M<«gj JPi 
GB0J3 CARO GAMES 

ANIMATIONS 
AIOJ WALKER*|J Megj 
AI06 FIUTT THE FISH r 1 magi 
All? PUGGS 19 SPACE 
AMS EtVlRA(f Meg) 

FREE with all orders of over £9 
One 10 cap Disk Box 

RD.MAJK 

P.D.MAJIK 
199r NE-LSOr/StjSET, ?aDRW»CH 

NCRFOU. W4DJ 
' FFOSC |0dD1)6?9«06 

GENUINE COMMODORE PARTS 

A500 Power Supply.......£34,99* 
A520 Modulator.........£24.99 
Internal Drive.......£39.99 
Mouse ........,...,,,,£12.99 
5719 Gary __     .£9.99 
8364 Paula .................X19.99 
8362_      £14,99 
Amiga Manuals (User. Basic)..£14.99 
Workbench Disk,.   ....£9.99 
C2N Dalarecorder (for C64)..„.  .,,.,.£29.99 

Prices include VAT & P&P. Cheques/P.O to: 
Omnidale Supplies, 23 Curzon Street, Derby DEI 2ES 
Tel: (0332) 291219. * Trade in your old P3U and pay £20 

kWMH'Kf^TSaMINATIQN 
CASH 

PRIZES 
USE YOUR 

VOICE 
OUTDRAW 

THE 
GUN 

FIGHTER 

ffMPfr;fder lBveortrfaaeEtowabitr.pefnBHnarwhQMTXVS f»phonthi Mcb cod cal 12.70Owtr> 
£360 Al 0(hB Timist NCOM P0 Bor 36 LSI 4TN Cal tfopei 'tt, Fer Odqp 46p Pw Wo AIOpw Tn«& 

STRUCTURED 
CLIP ART 

Top quality "Professional Draw" clip art, for use with 
Professional Page, Pagesetter 2 and Pagestream. 

VOLUME 1 (2 DISKS).£14.99 inc. P&P 

Volume t contains: 
Men. women, banners, telephones, hand & credit card 
symbols, speech bubbles, starbursts, plus many more... 

Pit ate make cheques or postal orders payable to "VISION GRAPHICS" 

VISION GRAPHICS, 13 St. ANDREWS DRIVE, MILLWEY RISE, 

AXMINSTER, DEVON EX13 5EZ. 



NEEDS FRESH BLOOD 

We require experienced or very competent 

computer artists/animators to work full 

time with already established games design 

teams, hungiy for more talent. Successful 

applicants must be prepared to work in one 

of the following areas; Newcastle. Dundee, 

Southport, Horsham and Liverpool. 

Please forward your C.V. and demo disks to: 

Jeff Bramfitt, Psygnosis Ltd., 
South Harrington Building, 
Sefton Street, 
Liverpool, L3 4BQ. 

A° 
V 

ANNOUNCING 
A NEW, EASY TO USE 

RELATIONAL DATABASE 
FOR EVERY AMIGA USER 

ORDER v2.01 
❖ 

AS REVIEWED IN AMIGA FORMAT 
SEND £1, NAME & ADDRESS, FOR FULL WORKING DEMO VERSION. 

ORDER v4.01 for the Ain 13a computer Is a very powerful RELATIONAL DATABASE 
MANAGEMENT system, that offers you 0 fully integrated development environment 
making DATABASE, FORM and REPORT creation. Editing and Data Manipulation EASIER 
THAN EVER BEFORE. ORDER requires 1 MEG and 2nd DRIVE Is recommended 

The emphasis within ORDER v2,0l Is on: 
* An EASY TO USE mouse-keyboard MENU system 
* KEY FIELDS linking TABLES allowing easy to set up DATA TREES 
* MULTIPLE FORM LEVELS allowing access to more than one database 
* MULTI-RE CORD SCROLL FORMAT Input Screens Reports 
* ONE DATABASE EDITING MODE {Add, Update, Delete Records, all in one) 
* Powerful QUERY functions for filtering data retnevafs (Multi-field wildcards; 
* Record DdETE/UNDELETE capability (Deleted Records Editor) 
+ AUTOMATIC HOUSEKEEPING within a Project of all structural changes 
* Edit FUNCTION KEY CONTROL sets 
* Scroll Format Report BREAK ON SORT FIELD/SKIP LINES functions 
* Fixed Format Report TABULATION and LINES BETWEEN RECORDS function 
* Ability to REDEFINE DATABASE FIELDS (Name, Type, Length) WITHOUT loss of data 
+ DISK SPACE CHECKING prior to all disk operations. 
ORDER comes complete with a 900 page User Manual. 

SPECIAL OFFER for the ist time user 
15% OFF 3S2 SOUTH HAMS SOFTWARE 
R.R.P. £69.95 ivy cottage, button torr, Plymouth pls 2bd 

ONLY 
E59.45 
WITH THIS 
VOUCHER 
VALID UNTIL 

31-AUG-1998 

■—8C— 

! enclose cheque/PO payable to SOUTH HAMS SOFTWARE L) 

Name: 

Address: 

Postcode 

Tel No: 

Computer 

Type (1 Meg); 
2nd Drive Q 

Hard Disk LI 

Fast and Friendly Mail Order - Overseas orders welcome. 

Phone 081 977 8088 Fax 081 977 4822 
28 D&E The Courtyard, High Street. Hampton Hill, Middx, TW12 1PD, 

VISIT our SHOP in Hampton Hill or send 
£2,50 for our NEW 8th Edition Catalogue 

-Sid Meier’s- 

CIVILIZATION 
Build An Empire To Stand The Test Of Time 

_BUCKS 
Run your own airline 

% (Vonqjtttcr 

$ljtitt> Olcicl) 
bg the fivolon Hill Gomes Company 



• DOT MATRIX 
• LASER 
• THERMAL PRINTERS 

Silica Systems are pleased to recommend Seikosha 
printers to you a! LOW PROMOTIONAL PRICES The 
Seikosha range is butll to the highest standards, by a 
company that is used to man ufaciu ring high qualily 
precision products. In fact, you may be wearing one of 
these products on your wrist, as Seikosha are part of the 
massive Seiko/Epson group {with a turnover of £6 billion 
and 18.000 statfl). 

When you buy a Seikosha dot matrix printer from Silica, 
we will give you a Silica PRINTER STARTER KIT (worth 
£25+vat « £29,38) FREE OF CHARGE, to make sure you 
get off to a flying start with your new printer For further 
information on the Seikosha range, complete and return 
the coupon below. Or, if you can't wait to get your hands 
on a new Seikosha printer, telephone our mail order 
hotline, 081-309 1111 to place your order now, 

Silica now otter a full one year on-site warranty with 
every Seikosha printer, (except the SLP Plus), included in 
the price! In the unlikely event of a problem with your 
Seikosha printer, an engineer wifi visit your home or 
business wifhin 8 working hours of your call (on-site 
warranty effective for UK mainland locations only). 

• DELIVERY Next day - anywhere m the UK mainmnd 

• HELPLINE Technical helpkne during office hours. 

• STARTER KIT With every Seikosha dot matrix printer. 

WITH ONE YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY 1 
9-PIN PRINTER 

! FROM SILICA 

192 CPS 80 COLUMN 
* Seikosha SP-1900plus ■ BQcqI 
* 192eps Draft. 46ep$ NLQ 
* IK Printer Buffer * 2 Fonts 
* Parettet Interface 
* Graphics Resolutions: t44x72dpi 
* Epson and IBM Emulation 
* Auto Sheet Feeder OpUon 
* FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

PRINTER RRP 1155.00 
STARTER KfT C25-00 

TOTAL RRP: £130.00 
SAVING: £71.00 

SILICA PRICE: 009,00 

£109 
+VATr n28oa Ref PRfjjlgS j 

9-PIN PRINTER 

ON-STTE 
.WARRANTY 

300 CPS 80 COLUMN 
* Seikosha SP-2400 ■ 9 pin ■ $0 cot 
* S00cp$ SD. 240cps a eocps NIQ 
* 21K Printer Buffer + 5 Fonts 
* Parallel and Serial Interlaces 
* Graphics Resolutions: 240x144d& 
* Epson and IBM Emulation 
* Optional Auto Sheet Feeder Unit 
* FREE Sihca Printer Starter Kit 
PRINTER RRP £199.00 
STARTER KIT £25.00 

TOTAL RRP: £224.00 
SAVING £79 00 

SILICA PRICE: £145 00 

24-PIN PRINTER 
240 cps 

£145 
l WAT ^ £170.35 Ref PRI8204J 

NOTEBOOK PRINTER LASER PRINTER 

80 COLUMN 
* Seikosha SL *92 PH* ~ 24 pm -m cot 
* 240cps Draft, OOcps LO 
* 44K Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts 
* Parallel Interface 
* Graphics Resolutions: 360x360dpi 
* Epson Emulation 
* FREE Siirca Pnnter Starter Krt 
PRINTER RRP £230.00 
STARTER KIT £25 00 

TOTAL RRP: £305.00 
SAVING: £110.00 

SILICA PRICE: £195 00 

£195 
l+VAT ^ £229 13 Ref: PR I 6392 ) 

LABEL PRINTER 

144 CPS 80 COLUMN 
* For IBM PC compatibles only 
* Seikosha LT-20GX ■ 24 ptn ■ $0 cot 
* iSGqps SD. I44cps Draft. 60cp$ LG 
* IK Printer Buffer * 9 Fonts 
* Parallel Interface 
* Graphics Resolution $$Oxi$Qdpt 
* Epson and IBM Emulation 
* Built-in 50 Sheet Auto Feeder 
* FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
PRINTER RRP £299.00 
STARTER KIT £25.00 

TOTAL RRP: £324.00 
SAVING: £6500 

SILICA PRICE: £259.00 
_ 

* 8 Pages pat mnule 
* HP LaserJet Compet&e 
* PostScnpl Emulation Option 

* idge Smoothing by EET 
Technology 

* 8 Scalable *14 Bitmap Fonts. 
2 HP'compatible Font 
Cartridge Slots 

* )Mb HAAf expand*^ toSMO 
* FleMMaktatoHamAngupto 

5S0 Sheet* n paper cassettes 

* Compact Deargn 
* Quiet Operation *47dBA 

Rftp 

£4849,: 
' SILICA PRICE 

£999 
L^ 

NEW! 
rn* Siwt UP* 
Pm*er PLUS new * 
Window* Oriver. Hik It* atoAiy 
te fta form 0*1 the ttn* ti bet 
end nuny qd*r ww luium 
Within in oomiucl dlrntrajoni 
4 wtfl provide liner quality 
jfldrKi labels.. We I1M1 rod 
t»r cod* Ubeh an demind 
norting « tt* tuteiqround. 
wh*k your normal deUtop 
pnnttr pm BA llHh T* 
oxumfnti Uiaig memory 
muhrfl lofrwire tut mm 
wot mcnJ rtmiird PC com' 
p*JMev a* Sjtwi um 
Piwte* plus n m to 
prodvet » i+hr,i item ftif 
straw ext of moit popular 
sot warp {Jttkiprt. it ODmn 
Supplied with 1 power cord;, a 
Senjl c*Wf SLP MJlTJM0.ro 
Wd UMi kpplr MicmtasA 
rtr&On asm ivnUbta it > new 
lew Sici Pr*» Of £179.^1 
(PfUB&tt) 

PLUS MODEL 
INCLUDES WINDOWS DRIVER 

silica Price 

£199 
-VAT i £233 83 W PB1 90 r 5 

STARTER KIT 

Every Serfcoshj dot maim printer from SriiQ 
c*me$ MVTtfi ttw StlrCA Pnrrtsr Starter Kit, 
*grth E2938 (E2S.wt) completely FREE OF 
CHARGE II includes all you need to gel up 
and running sHlti ytwi new printer. 
* J V Ortk mti) Amiga A $T Printer Drivers 
* 11 Metre Peralta! Printer Cable 
* 2M SHrtti et Quality Cwliami* Paper 
* wcmwvt tractor FttiAAdrist Labels 
■ S Ceabmm {imtvpes m Tractor Feetf 
ftmter «mm m*r order the $Act km m m 
SOQQ ^frV* til 3d-QOH AW®' WORTH £29 38 

h __/ 

I SIUCA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU I 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts a: your service. 
• PRICE MATCH: We normaity match compeeior? on a “Same product - Same price" basis 
• ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven Hack record <n professional computer sale 
• BUSINESS * EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts nsUM 081-3080m 
m SHOWROOMS: Demonsttahon and training facilities at our London 5 S*dcu$ branches 
m THE FULL STOCK RANGE: AI of your requirements from one suppker 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and sofiwarepenpheral details 
• PAYMENT: By caafi, cheque and an major credit cards. 

Before you decide when id buy your new primer, we suggest you thunk very carefully about WHERE you 
buy it. Consider wftat it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may 
require addrtionaf peripherals and accessories, or help aivd adwee. And, will ihe company you buy from 
contact you with details oi new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to 
worry about We have been established for over 12 years and. with our unrivalled experience and 
expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers’ requirements wtlh an understanding which is 
second lo none But don’t (List take our word for it. Complete and return die coupon now for our latest 
FREE literature and bepn to experience the “Silica Systems Service" 

Ir2^~\ MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

^081-309 till 
SIUCA wi 

VSTEMS | V 

NAIL ORDER: 14 TM Mews HalMitty Ri SkJcuC. Kent. 0A14 4DX Tel: 061-309 11lA 
Ofay l*m Qpwi Mon-Sm 9O0iam-e oopffi_N6 Lai* Opening _Fa» HQ' 081-eoa OWfl 

LONDON SHOP: 52 Tottenham Conn Road. London, W1P 0BA Tel: D71-580 4DDD 
Opyunp Howl* Mon-Si 9 aawi-e.lMiyn_Mo Lalo Ntphr OpwVnQ Fat Mo; 071-323 4737 

LONDON SHOP: Setfndges m Root Oxford Street, London, W1A UB Tel: 071-629 1234 
HOtV< ttM-Srt 9 JOtm* 9km _Laif gnfal gpm 3911_ 

SIDOJP SHOP: 14 The Mews, Hatrieriry Rd S«dcup, Kent. DA14 4DX Tel: W1-382 »11 
Qpfunq Homm Mon-SM >.00*n»4u30B*n. Late Fndty unW 7|yn Fit Nd 0*1306 OQl? 

r~To: Silica Systems. AMF0R-0692-84. h The Mews. Hatherley Rd, Sidcup. Kenl. DA14 4DiTT 

PLEASE SEND A FREE BROCHURE ON SEIKOSHA 

MryiMrs/Miss/Ms: fntUatB: Surname: ..... 

Acfdress: ... ........... 

_____ Postcode: ..... 

Tot (Home): _______ Tel (Work): ___ 

Company Name (If applicable): ........... 

| Which computer(s). il any. do you own? ..........S4A^ 

_ EAOt A,N»nnt^i pncei jmd cliSng^ PMlaJSTSiyni iN Coupon Ipr th® law In^nnNOD*! 



(%1 = Magazine review score 

Bnglia PD 
(Pi = Works on A500, A500 Plus and A6O0 

Ipagestream outline fonts pack i or a m 
each pack = s disks u 95 

£*rfi pact irpnt*XK apprm 55 superb new outlW*: tones far 
fogertneam v? ? or footer . Far&stkd 

HOME MANAGEMENT PACK 3 DISKS (P) WM 
Calender, fr&lgage, Spreadsheet &wnnWt Mileage, W&kt 
Time, Budget, Chequebdok, DatObaS£ Tutor, r^JCWTfcr 
Gfacey,, list Mate, Home 

CUPAKT PACKS tH 2 OR 3 EACH PACK = 5 DISKS £4,95 
3 different carte of 5 cfa** 0 toff Of the very best cteorffar 
DAwtefc fP; 

FONTS PACK 1 OR 9 EACH PACK ^ 5 DISKS £4-95 
S different Docks of 5 drsfai, jDflci t contains Putitshp- farts, 
rar?ttj& tones, fanes dWr£ CcsmoK*'^ tonfc, is&t fonts (toads 
of great fam* tor Qftirfrt ric. J fPJ 

ANGLIA COLOUftFONTS (P) 5 DISKS £4.9$ 
$ or5*5 tutf ofortgmol cofcur fonts produced here « Angite 
rhist: at 16 eoftw tor® - not cd pastel they ate produced 
m Ifre samp wgy& the eftsti tot supplied wdiDPo/nt and the 
Kan* range of commercial fonts* They ore typed straqht m and 
wot wtffi Ctaoinr and TV Ted. 

EDUCATION PACK 1 (P) 5 DISKS £4 95 
German, GUtto GroflWC, fvcMwn flew*, tonrda. AtfM 
OiweySm VKea6htf, VSw M&erandinoeY{Ubpad awe ctoo 
Itt&tkrs ad a *vredibie w)uc to 

ASTRONOMY PACK (P) 4 DISKS £3.96 
This superb DSC* new inrJbctos Stflr Chart Amtgazer. Total 
Corcepb Asootwwy, Gravity Well, Grtv Sun. Otm franet and 
fast fads on the solar system 

PRINTER USER PACK (P) 4 DISKS £3.96 
Essential tor 0 pnnfer othibs1 i^4fat5, iaOe' Designer, tabei" 
Pnnfp, ftmrerDm^ Genmto, Prmf Studm, PteMtird 

PUZZLES PACK II H (P) 2 DISKS EL9S 
Supeto new pack for toe, of crossword 0pe Quote, eicfadle. 
KCmimiiJF Header - Wfarehat - W&dgomc - Crosswords - C«fl> 
-Disearch 

SIMULATIONS PACK {*) (P) 5 DISKS £4,95 
AH tittv best In one padii Metro- Beatify 
cJamer, King OB- you am JJt l Nuke ■ Mudcr sms fixe, 
.'.Tipnfjum somanum - Grab ancient Med/tertoiem p&vcr. 
fiance ■ Save the vtodw^hyoia nuclear sub Tructon - to 
you own p-tetan company DC10- Learn to fya QC1Q/el ififfitf 
Conquest ■ fwbpiovm lafee cmf the gatoytlnsrders Out? - 
Superb stodmarLef Simulation, A-i Warmer - T&e yQu pirt from B 

huge range of 0*00? witfi ijtis raceltanf Bight simuhacd 

EASV BUSINESS PACK (P) 5 DISKS £4.95 
AH programs included are powerful bur faefades: Tent 
Engine V3 (The Wry latest wzdproecset), Spread W 
(SpwdshetJh DBase f Simple Database).. Sftase u (Good 
Database), Banin (Great accounts oacka&X f^Spefi (Spett 
checker), mtStudb 

INTERMEDIATE BUSINESS PACK (P) 5 DISKS £4,95 
tffcfiAwTgeif i^ffcrttorccessor uxWmg Mail' Meige met Macraft 
S-Cakr (Good Spreadsheet), A*nrfMse fro £ (Sajnmng fit? 
Database hkyti), Anv*peH{Speit Checks) IS label 
iaber control) Mes$yadW (Anv$s Pile Management + PC file 
Transfer), Amiga fox iVtSkldp AjtjfsftrnjJ 

DISK EXPERT PACK CP) 5 DISKS £4-95 
If you iMsnf ro team .more about yext Amiga, get thapack' - rtw'R 
beads expert fntroTjmd Jhffudlp ftw? Packet (Easy file 
compacts/) SkitBnlttotWIkphCcment TdPtl) teowansa 
(Chtrigedy icon m seconds), fntdisk, u'/.uschecker'U5S, D-Copy 
(Copies, Bepe.iT, formats mb more) CU lutonal (AH you need to 
know) aftO 90£ other iXtffiesW 

T PROGRAMMERS PACK (F) 6 DISKS £S 94 
Acompibe T'imguageanaafxrb nw&Lcfronnanua'fircvide 
alt you need to kam the V language, rerfaeSes North C(£ dote) 
mdtheC 'Mitnotf,1 (4 drsie) 

MED V3.2 MUSIC PACK (P) 4 DISKS £3.96 
.^D^wjcfeivretogh'«d'ia che i^r rT¥j^D*A9ge: PQcr 
Otherwise® (hppar* conees V? $ the latest «mon compJew 
witn toaefe of dgitof samples, a cte* full of MED mtsc scores wti 
some great flfED music to Kadardplavi later to whet ytxr 
machfTC is capable off 

500+ CLASSIC GAMES PACK (P) 5 DISKS £4.95 
An incredible cotkOKrt of superb commercial quality mtade 
gomes* Hours Of ftp to txtfiktfsvxjadjtts includes Defender, 
Gammons, Saempic, Missile Command. fiac-Man, Bi-Ptom, Dnp>, 
Space Imadep. Asteroids, ifeiMtoJt Teffrs * maid 

CARD a BOARD GAMES 2 (P) 4 DISKS £3 96 
Another ctitotioh) 38 'Afygood mfhlnhng, Games!. 
Chei V£, Backgammon, btortbeut To*fr$, Ppc, leg Mare, 
Outdo, Connect*, Denmoes, frau&fc, CtheSko, Go aton. 
Dragon Tiles. Klondike, Canfield, Maswrnimti WcKdscarch. 
Ns^nan. flodioon and awry mcr* 

Please note aN pack disks may be bought *MgV at 99pl 

SINGLE DISKS AT ONI* 99p! 

BUSINESS 
B3$1 (P) (3®$* J Amigafox fEngfufr Top Wbltshing} 
339? m (<K%) m Business terns &pe& ■ Seedy to use; 
PM} (?) (80%) Artncash (Superb new Gant; jeoxnf narkwer,! 
3331 (P) (0£%) OfD (Very good tvorobrocesscr to bEgunners,) 
BJ3? (?) (90%) fj-e&r V30A (Latest and greatest word pro) 
3333 m (86%) Amtoase ftocsspnel t&tovf&Supe database.: 
R?3a ff) .^oportmer® (noer ,tms bne'ief your Amga nmnd kxO 
B335 (P) forms unlimited (Design rweti etc. qupkfyand 

eayy) 
fU^PIPM-^^Jhfvereflsyto use - mate bar * Inc graphs rti 

prechditf) 
B3£7 text Eng** V3 (great seeking wcrtfrccessor, 

easy yet p&wicrfo1) 
B3*0 ((P}(3S%) BBose SI VS. J latest Database new includes 

better pnim® and maWjrt? (abejsr 
flj/i (P)Phone-Pfus (Store phone numbers, pnnt address Iabe4 

good!) 

UTlimES 
V413 m(W3%> 5d Vi.<S (makes you e masiei of Cm 
tM IS (?) (70%) Cti Tutored (team af about 4) 
D437(P)(95%)D-Copy V? fNov on ever tetter ds>. cop&t) 
U47) A Copy HI (PQ snmon q! cornmpcaf prog Sa^e fJc*1) 
UfJ8(P) Typing rotor (New? Geae features > 
1X9* (?) fiasco! \ £ dste - tnfflfc* torguage 
WPS (97%)\fajsehKtir W OmfiPetaBX ■ flxtfte plus loti) 
(M96 (fi) (95%) MeH>*d VP (Heads and writes PC disks) 
1X97(P) m%) A500* iplthes (for the A50CN- oniyf) 
V4QQ4 (P) Pools Predetsr lugr.hoyth .■nprcMrs yoj Chorees) 
1X005 m(7i%) Jtftw Jrrptods {ijuttjf rads more arts-a dsk) 
U4O06(P)fancydekiatxsdesepey(thebexoraad, ncoto* 

loti) 
0*007 (P) (93%)Osk Ctofinuser •:’tir!l‘ytV simtid Any dtskioods 

ip to ! 5 times fader) 
0*008 (Pl&dWdn SLpertif.' MV 
iMdPPfJP; Amga tooyalfA begmnm manual on dsK uperti) 
0*010 fP)(9S%) MCG.dt VP+frie Vmae Siexrb ftoddsk 

menu make * Deectory umyOW) 
0*0 ? ? (?) Boce Bate Horse mot predetsr. Good (NEW) 
WJ If fPxPP*.? Magnetic Pages V3 3 frooUre yew own superb 

i*s* megAhocs [jyflPjl 
04013 (P)(85%) {tower logo fun language (NEW 
0*014 (?) lop Easy to use tHare.. AtcAZoti fltfW 

GAMES {*=1MEG) 
G6013(P) Qv$s Tutor fterprow ynr ska!) includes a M 

chess game* 
G6QW(?) ASQGr- Games (91 Games fee the Plus" 
G6091 (P)(90%) Tame (grot tori gel It no*'. you wont be 

disappointed) 
G6QS9 (P)Oueck>aQO%xcifi*£vmntf 

gome) 
GfiCfis (Pftucncptif (ewe^Amtncirpiita)rfpa^ 

WVORf) 
G6027 iP)(91%)tdth& Superb lAsmj hpe <ad*rtu* - great 

graphics - hordes tishcnstx7^(hiEWl 
Goose m{9S%}Dekndof Amost&iavvtdtcQnmsan- 

Brifhottf 
G677 (?) (90%) Am-goids (The tXSt A$t&>os Gtrv. 
G69* (?) Bh&ard (*) (POS best shoot cm up) 
G689 (?) Ppm Pom Gerber VfUaies! - New le^rls} 

CHILDRENS 
CTO I (P) team * Pity (? drste-tupet educaten to *- i0m: 
C7H(P) Colour Pad (New oomumg txx* far 
C7TJ (fi) (90%) Peters Outs? itc<5 of to ptotom game 
C7l4 (94%) Stdryland P f5hW^nf kdi game) 
C715 (fi) Composer isi'mpy superb music wj to Ffws +.1 
C?l? (P) freggeff (frantic frog to to under 10s) 
aiB (?) m) Centipede (wwxkrMgraptief. tottett game 

toagcs&toeduto) 
C?W (P)(87%) Total Concepts (£ Ctets.) (Astrorwny A OnXto 

Education Pad. - Goccf,? 
CT?t> fpfCddxthe aljCAfoef (Great education forearm Jt^ien *ys*} 
C7?i (?) Languages1 (Practice french. Goman andSoansti) 
C724(?)(9$%) Doody \toymuchJ4eManofrosotiyoygood 

(N&trt) 
C7£8(P)(91%)Mt+Mrs Piottomadhentoe to 7yrs* -itsgti 

c*rythmgn(NEw) 

Simply phone your order through or send a cheque/postat order. Please gdd BOp to cover post and packing. 

DESKTOP VIDEO PACK 2 (P) 4 DISKS £3-96 
Prcbsbty our ties padtyctf Ptowdes ewtvng to you off m 
mdeo S Mcnoe to Smooth scrolling nfte usir^ ory ton afarrystze: 

Shouvtiii to sideshows wdikaddstiv^^ A-G^phtor 
buanesf wjdeios: Shu^Mako toaddshoacdwsand smoothly 
font Video librarian’ vtoto Toolr Video ?g&- leads of fat® and 
morel! 

DESKTOP VIDEO PACK 2 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL!! I (P) £2,99 
A 50 page iTstmctfon manual to DTV pack?. Profesnonalty printed, 
contains instructions to 0 the programs m me pock snda section 

(in told and how to use theni aIsqiincludes a supe/b guided 
tutoftil that takes >ou through the major programs step by stiqp, 
totting you create your cwnti tksmyoogti Designed to beginners 
and twenenced users, tha manual w\ll make desktop udeoeasy1 

FISH DISKS IN 
STOCK 350-650 

ONLY *»P KACH; 

DEJA-VU 

IN STOCK 1-85 
£3.50 EACH! 

ANGLIA PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY 
(Dept ASH), 115 Ratielagh Road, Ftfxstowe. Suflolk, IPI \ THU 

TELE 

UJ 

o 
X 
CL 

§mn% mm qo 
SA L-iR 
mam r □ H 2 

tnlemaiiqn^l 
ordets wekomt f\ 
but (Hum add 
3flP p«r disk fH V 
post & packing REDITol 

0394 
283 
494 

KZ SOFTWARE OPENING HOURS MON SAT 9am * 1 Opm 

3S EDGE HILL STREET — AN S WE RPHONE OPERATES 
REAPING, OUTSIDE THESE HOURS 

BERKSHIRE RGI ZPU 0134 583063 

DATABASES DESKTOP PUBLISHING ACCOUNTS DATABASES 

Artru Atcourffit . ,10i95 HypertMok . .,,.44 95 
Cashbook Comtoirvwort . ssm infeHto . . .39 95 
Citthbook CswoUtf . ASM K'Diit.) 39.99 
F too? Accounts. .23.95 ftodaw. , 63 95 
Home Accounts, 2. .,39 95 SupatwwProf,. ......... P99 95 
PeeBoal Finance Man. 
Syslem 3_____ 
Syrtem3F . .... 

....23.99 
.-.37 95 

StxierfMw4 
COMMUNICATION 5 

,.267.31 

-.49 95 K-Comrm 2. . 24 90 

EDUCATIONAL - best $ election in this magazine 

Alphabet... ..  16.99 
Answer Back J.Qud. 15,20 
Answer &*A SiOUlz.. 15.20 
Better Maths ) 2*16yn.16,90 
Bener Spelling BAduH ...... 16.9S 

uncmiMty • .. 
Ponsid'i Alphabet Ovx. 
First Letters-....... 
Fat Letterj & Words 3-5 ., 
Ftendi Mistress AS. 

13, 
..19 99 
.,..495 
..19,95 

15.20 

GRAPHICS 

Arunvjtion Studio fOineyJ . 78.50 

OeKeie Paint 4 . .. M.8& 

Dekm? vweo 3 6095 
DrTiKC$V3Lev tl .162 45 

LANGUAGES 

Amoi Creator 33 95 

Oes-pac 2 .42,99 

GFA EMC Compitor 23 45 
GFA BASIC Irncrprelcs 29 99 

High Speed fASCAL ,79 96 

Limne 5..... f 54.95 

MUSIC/SOUND 

Qduxe Mute Cora Set . . -49.99 
Fnwnound .. -39 95 

Master Sound... ,.31,45 

SPREADSHEETS 

Advanrage.. 67,99 

intersprend.. . 28.99 

pmttesHonai osdc 129.99 

^Spread 4. . . 79.99 
WLiMuAin Pltr. 57 9S 

UTILITIES 

B0C Emuttmor . 29 95 
G0ftoureP«Lf! , 57 95 

Mau« Beacon typing. ,25.95 

fun School 2 
J6„ 6-0, over B| . M 99 
Fun School 3 
[5. 5-7.ovbr 7) 16 50 
Fun khbOl 4 
JS. 5*7, 7-1T]... . 17.50 
German Master AB IS 20 
The fralsan Tutor ...  IS.20 
The Spanlih Tutor IS.20 
JJ lie Maths 4^0yts .... ...16 90 

Manb&ljyrs , 16 90 

HARDWARE 

Amiga AfrDOHD ktochinc 459.95 
Amiga aw» Machine . . . 359.9S 
Amiga 5 Mb Canpon Clashes 

. 35SOO 
Amiga 1500 AT B'ldgcbawd. 599 95 
Amiga >500 BM0 R^n Cam 210 45 
Amiga iSOO/TBrtgetKHrd 599.95 
Amiga 1500 CPLI Onhr S2S.25 
Amiga 1500 Hard DrM? ,, 499.95 
At ON Dak Drive.76.95 
AS201VMttdUltnr 26 95 
AS90HandO«kOdw .. 790 n 
Amiga Uglu Pen . , .29,95 
Nntorfvj Jpgrade »^iou54s.2S 99 
ASOO/AsicfCompuflcr 
only 1 3v . .311.00 
10045 CamiOdOfe Monitw, .720,00 

Amga 0 5M Upgrade + Clock 

Gold Disk Type ■ Decorator... Jfl 9S- 
Goto DbA Type * Designer .29 95 
Gold ptffi Type ► ftobffiher.29.9$ 
Geld Ottk Type -Mtietf; 29,9$ 
Pagcwtter 2 . 44 4$ 
Profcsttofsaf Drew ___ 93 $6 

Micro £ngS 
Micro French.19 95 
Micro Maths.19.95 
PUSfeBGOkZ . 16.90 
Ses-arrto Street - letters 6 
Watch. .. 16.90 
Sesame Shwt - Numfoen 
Ccmni ... 16 91 
Spelt Bex* 4-9 yn. , . IS20 
Things to Do wrjh Numtiers !4.9S 
Things to Do with Words . 14 95 

WORDPROCESSORS 

Eitceiience 7 
Kindwords 2 .. 
fenPal i 3. 
faiffWord .... 
Pretext* 3 SPECIAL Of?£? 
ftnlW 5 . . 
Vtodwonji 
fJlt GR*.IED 
Fto'AwWtona. 

60 50 
34 99 
57 99 
39 99 
.39,99 
99 99 
07 45 

$6 95 

Amtj^a 0 5 Meg Upgrade + 

Amiga 11 Meg upgrade.. 
DUCOPW Arfliflaflf .. 
□telt Bok 3 5* for Ten D«ufci 
DBA Son 3 $■ * 4D 
Otek etoit 3 5 * 50 

F“'*'“ 1 
■pmame 

36 99 

.27 99 
60 95 

. 3.50 
..1.50 

7 SO 
.9.99 

SM2400VI2. V22. V22UL 
m M24O0 RS232 Lead, 
A ready to go price .135.00 
CDP2. 464.9$ 
Genlock....,.134,95 
64* Memory Card 74.99 
amrCDtV software aMk&e* 
We sen a great deal more - just caw 
We aba wtr thn inte? gamrs ptoate 

cai lor DOCK. 
Send an SAE to OM FREE 

9S catalogue - Jfc 

| PLEASE SUPPLY OTY PRKjE 

All prie« include postage and packing in uk wake cheques ana fqs 
■ SCfTWAfle PRICES SuajEa TO CHANGE ALL fTEMS p?ydbl 

SUklEi :cr TO AVWLAfllLITY PHONE FOR OVERSEAS ORDERS 

_ 

+£ /P/D. 

_ 
PROBABLY THE CHEAPEST IN THE UNIVERSE 

No, your eyes are not deceiving you! 

You can now public domain disks for an amazing 39p!H 

Or you can get them for nothing if you send in your own blank 

disks! Write Fo fbe PI?. Por/our to find out how. and join our user 

friendly dubI 

The P.D. Parlour, 60 St. Aubyn Avenue. Keyham, 
Devon port, Plymouth PL2 ILL. 

1/ 

FIVE-STAR 
1400+ QUALITY DISKS TO CHOOSE FROM 
Mautve range of UTILITIES, GAMES. EDUCATION, ANIMATION, 
MUSIC, DEMOS, CLIPART sets, FONT «Ls and Scund Modules. 
We also slock FRED FISH and T-OAG collection. 

GAMES 
Game* pack 19 
Maraliioii-inliu^ 111 
Hugo IPI I3D) nnlliam 
Viking Child* 
Rrlum lo Kdith 
Marble*- 
Skate-Tribe 
Uttlr-Wlfiuiftlft 
Amo* Coin Drop. |P| 
Ice liurixier 

imurtES 
SID tl (fcurri vemkml |P| 
Colour ■\ri»lon 
c-ughi IP) 
DalabA^e WurJtshop ft1) 
Dalabo-v: WorKuliop ejetm [P] 
Trort entflne» 
Amifta Pox DT.F, (P) 
C-Manual (4D)|PJ 
g-Saacd 
F^lint 6c animated 

ANIMATION 
Blood Sport II 
Anoiber World fbnJIbmt) 
Steaky II (p) 
0D Pinball 
Wrestle- Mania E2D| IP) 
Madonna so II IP) 
Space nubble I ft 2 [2D) 

DEMQ 
Alpha Omrfta [Cl (brllUant] 
AJcalnu: CD (3D) 
Hard Wired |2LH 
Odyssey |5D| 
Mfila Game Demo IS 

MUSIC 
1 Do the liartmari |P1) 
► Motley for nothing IP) 

betty lioo IP) l2Uf I 
Moi-e mv Mountain 

EDUCATION 
Kids Paint* (PI 
Education set [P] (5 disks) 
Dinosaurs 

1-9 disks 95p 
10+ disks 90p + 1 FREE disk 
20+ disks S5p + 3 FREE disks 

Add 6Qp to total for 
postage & packing 

Send 6Qp for the latest catalogue + free a quality game. 
Please make cheque or P.Q, payable to FIVE STAR PD. 

Overseas ordera welcome, please add 25jj per disk. 

(P) means compatible with 

the new A30Q+ and AGOO 

ll\ i: STAB Pll 
48 Nemesis 
Amington 
Tam worth 
B77 4EL 

Tel: 0827 6S496 



(5 PD MUSIC & GFX DEMOS 

An all-singing, all-dancing frog. It's certainly a tight you 
don't see every day. Well, not unless you're on some 
pretty serious mediation* 

Animation disks don't usually have any kind of intro, 

but Decay have decided lo bring their demo-coding 

background into the field by including what they call a 

"Wormtio1 on their Get Fr&gged animation disk. 

The intro is pretty simple: il features a worm crawl¬ 

ing past a wooden Decay logo at the top of the screen 

and a digitised animation of a dancing girl on the main 

screen behind some test messages. The music lhat 

backs the intro is a bit on the naff side, being a simple, 

flat-sounding looped tune. Things do get a hit more 

interesting once you click the mouse button. After a 

Loony Tunes opening screen, a rather strange cartoon 

appears featuring a frog with lop-hat and cane doing a 

ragtime song and dance. Strange. 

Although ii“s short, the slick visuals and well-sam¬ 

pled sound make it very effective. The music and the 

madcap animation capture the Warner Brothers style 

well. If this is a new direction for Decay, let's hope 

they continue to produce cartoons of this quality. 

A veritable army of digitisers, samplers and graphic artists has once 

again been busily beavering away to produce a brand new set of 

animations, music disks and demos, flflaff Evans sorts out the 

great from the grot to bring you the word on this month's top public 

domain demo releases. 

BIG BANG 
START COMPUTER 

SYSTEMS 

Afler producing a wild acid-video dance 

demo (Tekk-iWoh coding team Wildfire have 

gone for an educational stance with the Btg 

Bang demo. The disk starts with the credits backed up 

with a pretty standard PD tune. 

After a bit more loading, a history lesson on the 

birth of the universe begins. Text messages appear at 

the bottom of the screen explaining how the first atoms 

formed and are accompanied by animations of dots 

(sub-atomic panicles, presumably). The demo contin¬ 

ues by showing animations of planets in our solar 

system from the point of view of a satellite whizzing 

past. In place of the chemistry lesson at the bottom of 

the screen, data on each of the planets is displayed 

{including their sizes and distances from the sun). 

All this may sound hke a boring science lesson, but 

the animations of the planets and the atmosphere of 

Jain a Voyager-style satellite expedition and take in this 
marvellous view of the ringed planet, Saturn {souvenirs 
are available at the depot). 

both pictures and music manage to make this a pretty 

interesting little demo. It hasn't got the sheer power of 

Tekk-No, but it still shows that Wildfire can put 

together decent routines to produce demos that are dif¬ 

ferent from the usual scroll y* text and vcctorbob fare. 

Continued overleaf 

UNSPORTING 
PD SOFT, DISK 2478 

REQUIRES 2 MB 

HOW TO RUN 
PD SOFT, DISK 

REQUIRES 1 MB 

Well, here It Is! Just when you thought we d forgot¬ 
ten, here comes this month's entry from Eric 
Schwartz, Eric has released two cartoons for your 
delectation and perusalment. 

The first. Unsportingr is another in the long* 
running Aerotoons series. The clip features an A10 
Tank Hunter aircraft buzzing across the desert 
when an innocent little tank pops up from under 
the sand. A heated chase then begins, with the A10 

This is rather unsporting - dropping heavy household 
implements an la poor, defenceless little tanks. 

launching all it has against the overpowered tank. 
Just when you think It's over, the chase takes a 
sharp twist, ending in an almighty collision! The 
animation has been constructed in a way that has 
proved popular for Eric, The main characters are 
the usual cartoon drawings, but the backgrounds 
consist of fractal desert-scapes to add more depth 
to the pictures. And very nice they look, too! 

The second animation disk is somewhat more 
surreal. Entitled How jo Run into a Wait {to give it 
its full monicker) It portrays a small, blobby, 
scruffy-haired character pelting along a track with 
all his might until he eventually comes across a 
brick wall. Applying the brakes a little late, he plum¬ 
mets Into the obstacle with great force. The only 
question is; why? The animation style isn't as 
Impressive as Unsporting, but this is only a silty lit¬ 
tle dip that requires a lot less memory, so It's 

Shocked? Who wouldn't be if a missile-bearing tank 
hunter was bearing down an you. 

Putting on the brakes won't do any goad at that speed. 
Looks like o disaster is an ihe cards! 

hardly likely to be as ambitious as its larger coun¬ 
terpart. In its own tittle way. it s still an impressive 
clip though, so if you aren't lucky enough to have a 
whole heap of extra memory, you can still watch 
Eric s animation style in your own home. 

The attacker gets closer by the second. There's only one 
thing left to da... leg il! 
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LEMMINGS 
VS ROBOC 
NBS, DISK H694 

So this if whal they get up to when you'ro not playing the 

gome! James Pond infiltrates the secret underground lem¬ 

ming control centre. 

Characters from games quite often find their way into 

PD demos nhe number of disks containing animated 

lemmings is phenomena] i. but rarely are characters 

from two different games pitted against one another. 

That's exactly what Addict have done to produce the 

Lemmings Tv Rohocod demo. 

The characters have been taken directly from the 
games themselves (obviously someone ha* a grabbing 

cartridge) and placed into different situations. To begin 

with, a lemming and James Pond wander off the edge 

of a cliff and plummet to the ground below , with the 

lemming surviving the fall by using his umbrella. 

Poor old James, meanwhile* is hashed into the 

ground by a falling rock. He soon recovers and. after a 

brief wander through an underground lemmings bur- 

row (complete with dormitories!, he shows his 

displeasure at being left in the lurch by his green* 

haired adversary. 

The animation has been preltx well done* with the 

characters fusing well into the situations (the complex 

lemmings* living area is absolutely incredible). The 

soundtrack that hacks up the demo is a mixture of the 

musical styles from the two games, with the jolliness 

of the Rofoacod tunes combined with the rather wacky 

Lemming* soundtrack. It's a bit of a short clip, but the 

overall style and polish make it an interesting diversion 

for a couple of minutes. 

NIGHTBREED 
MUSIC 
DISK 8 
MBS. DISK M41? 

The sleeve design of Nitzer Ebb's That Total Age album 

sets the Jane for the version of Join in the Chant on 
Nigh thread's musk disk. 

For their latest music disk release. Nighibrecd have 

gone for a slightly different approach. The disk itself is 

compiled in the same way as their earlier releases, with 

a couple of tunes to begin with (selected using the 

function keys) followed by an animation. The differ* 

ence with this release is that the two tunes involved arc 

ones that are outside the usual musical mainstream - 

earlier Nighibrecd disks have mainly concentrated on 

well-known songs. 

The first offering is a version of Nit/cr Ebb's Join 

in the Chant (a track lhat has already been sampled by 

PD musicians lo add sounds to their dance tracks). The 

song is hacked up by a version of the stark sleeve 

design of Nitzer Ehb\ first album Thar Total Age, 

which emphasises the harsh, metallic feel of the music. 

Next up is a more recent track. KMFDM's Money. 

The samples have been taken from the single version 

and re-edited to produce a kind of remix, Occasionally* 

the harsh qualities of the record arc somewhat lost - 

they are difficult to sample properly - and a few of the 

edih sound a little clumsy at times, but the overall 

manic, industrial atmosphere of the original single is 

K :mrdm 
l\ /IGiviEY 

This picture o( KMFDM's Money CD single backs up 
Nrghfbree-d'i conversion of the underground dance track 
an I heir Mask Uisk 3. 

still there. The picture is even a portrayal of the CD 

single itself 

The animation on the disk is a simple Vista anima¬ 

tion based on the Olympus Mons landscape found on 

the program s disk. But then again, it's still something 

extra and makes it a little more interesting, so you 

can’t complain, can you? As for the tunes, both are 

fairly competently done, apart from the few niggles 

mentioned, and it's niee to see someone taking a step 

away from ihe mainstream once in a while. 

TERMINATOR 3 
START COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

A few demos have appeared In the wake 
of Terminator 2. Most of them are dull, 
unfunny spoofs or slideshows just con¬ 

taining digitised pictures from films and their 
associated documentation (programmes, posters 
and Storbursf magazine articles). However, this 
Terminator 3 demo by Foxx and Diglmatic {known 
as Rage) should not be confused with the other 
lack-lustre affairs. This one is a proper science-fic¬ 
tion story based on the James Cameron character. 

After a series of opening credits, a metallic 13 
logo slams together and Is followed by a scene 
from the warworn future Earth, with Terminators. 
Hunter-Killers and rebel soldiers battling it out. 
Then there are more animations, varying from 
scrolling backgrounds and sprites via animated 
digitised pictures to 3D polygon fly-pasts, finish¬ 
ing up with a battle between a Terminator and an 
ED-209 (though this would have been on the 
robots1 side, if you think about it). 

The style and scope is impressive, assem¬ 
bling hand-drawn pictures, digitised frames and 
3D objects to produce a very impressive clip. The 
sound backs up the atmosphere well loo. using a 
version of the Terminator theme and film samples 
to emphasise the futuristic feel of the animation. 

T3 should stand as an example to other 
coders; If you want to do a demo of a well-known 
subject, make it interesting In its own right. Take a 
leaf out of Rage s book - add your own originality! 

A wall af flames and a gun-toting futuristi< robot. All 

The evidence paints lo the conclusion that you should 

run like ihe clappers. 
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A quick scan af this tough-looking enemy and the tar¬ 
get Is acquired. Watch that robotic lead fly in all 
directions before loo long] 

TOP TEN DEMOS 
OF THE MONTH 

What better way of finding what's in and what s 
out than to see what's selling? So. for your Illumi¬ 
nation, here's the top ID selling demos from.*, 

17 BIT 

1. Hardwired 1562 A+B 

2. Oddysey 1574 A*8,C.DtE 

3. CAT Computer Club 1781 
4, Andromeda DOS 1803 
5, Punisher Demo 1599 

6. Voyager(Razor 911) 1604 

7. Anarchy Demo 1893 
8. Virtu af Worlds 1178 
9 Phenomena Enigma 913 
TO* Silents' Ice 1193 

WHERE TO GET THE 
DISKS IN THIS ISSUE 

NBS; 1 Chain Lane, Newport. Isle of Wight 
P033 2QG 

PD Soft; 1 Bryant Avenue, Southend on Sea. 
Essex SSI 2YD 0702 612259 

Start Computer Systems; 20 Holmside, 
Sunderland SRI 3JE 091 -565 2506 



<u 
GUARANTEED VJRUS FREE 
25 BEECHWOOD AVE 
POTTERS BAR 
HERTS 
EN6 2PJ 

DEMOS 
0001 PREDATORS MEGADEMO CS DISKS) 
0009 KEFRENSMEGADEMO 
0003 MAGNETIC FIELDS Ctemos36 
0004 AMIGA CHART No.5 
0005 BUDBRAINS MEGADEMO (9 DISKS) 
0006 VESHfFTS MENTAL 9! 
0007 LAN & MICK 
0000 STREET-TUFF & OTHER DEMOS 
0009 SCOOPEX MENTAL HANGOVER 
0010 DOUSED PtCCY SLIDESHOW (1 MEG) 
DOT 1 nv DEMOS 
DOTS QUCKSTART DEMOS 
D013 BATDANCE REMIX 
D014 FRAXION HORROR 
D015 PUGGS IN SPACE 
D016 THR DEMO COMPILATION No. 10 
0017 HOTTRAX 
Ml S RED SECTOR MEGADEMO (9 DISKS) 
D019 A.R.C. DEMOS 1 
DO90 ARC. DEMOS9 
D021 ARC NODDY DEMO 
0092 MONTY PYTHON DEMO (2 DRIVES, £ DISKS) 
DQ9J TRlCHie STAR TREK GAME t2 DISKS) 
D094 TRILOGY MEGADEMO (2 DISKS) 
DOSS RAF MEGADEMQ(2DtSKS) 
D026 1UXD TEENAGER (1 MEG) 
D027 NOW THATS WHAT ICAIL MUSIC Vbl 1 
D0£8 90 S DEM OS 
D099 HORROR DEMO 
D030 STAR TREK ANIMATIONS 
D031 MUSIC COLLECTION no 9 
D032 17 BIT SUPREME SOUNDS 
DQ33 DR AWESOME'S MEGAMIX 
D034 KACTUS + MAHONY 
D035 D-MOB MUSIC DISK 9 
DO36 DIGITAL CONCERT 9 
D037 THE MIXERS 1 
0038 BUZZARD (SHOOT^EM-UP GAME) 
D040 MIXERS 2 CBLOFIY RAP) 
D041 STAR TREK GAME (2 DISKS 1 MEG) 

D049 
D043 
DG44 
D045 
D046 
D047 
D048 
D049 
D050 
D051 

D0S4 
0055 
D056 
D057 
D059 
D058 
D060 
D070 
D071 

r ENQUIRE ABOUT THE EVEN BIGGER DISCOUNTS 
AVAILABLE ONLY TO MEMBERS OF 

^ ■ V 

ALCATRAZ MEGADEMO (3 DISKS) 
CRIONICS MEGADEMO 
DIGITAL CONCERTS 
TROPICAL SUNSET 
ANARCHY PACK 
REBELS MEGABLAST 
SPACE ACE DEMO 
CRUSADERS BACTERIA 
GATE MEGADEMO 8 
REBELS MEGADEMO 

DOSS CRYPTOBURNERS MEGADEMO 8 
D0S3 KEFRENS MEGADEMO 8 (2 DISKS) 

TRIP TO MARS AND OTHERS 
SILENTS MEGADEMO 
RAY TRACED PICCVS SLIDESHOW 
ADEPT MEGADEMO 
P.EUROPA DEMOS 12 
ANARCHY - NO HOSTAGES 
CRUSADERS MUSIC 
INTUITION PACK S 
TAROT-THE INNER YOU 

D078 DONALD DUCK AN IM 
D073 VIZ SLIDESHOW 
0074 EmBaRaSSED EASILY (8 DISKS) 
D075 MUSIC MAYHEM 
D076 JUKE BOX jrVE 
DO77 MEGA MUSIC COMPILATION 
0076 SUPREME SOUNDS 
D079 MORK AND MINDY DEMO 
D08O INDIANA JONES ANIM 
DOST DIGITAL CONCERT 6 
0088 VISION MEGADEMO 4 
D083 CAPTURED IMAGINATION 

T1MECODE TOTAL RECALL DEMO 
TURTLEPOWER 
MADONNA MUSIC DEMO (8 DISKS) 
NK3HTB6EED DEMO 
RELIANT VS ENTERPRISE (1 MEG) 
ENTERPRISE APPROACHING (1 MEG) 
DRY DOCK (1 MEG) 
DIGITAL CONCERT 4 

D084 
DOSS 
DOST) 
D087 
0088 
D089 
0090 
D091 

DOW CRIME DEMOS 1 
0093 EDUCATION OF COOL COUGAR 
D094 FREDDY KRUGAS DEMO 
D095 STD TURTLES 
0096 KTS MEGADEMO 
0097 CRIONICS NEVERWHERE 
D096 EPIC GAME DEMO 
0099 THAMES TV DEMO 
0100 100 C64 GREATS 
D101 NEWTEK DEMO REEL 3 (8 DISKS) 
D108 DIGTTAL CONCERT 3 
D103 WALKER 10 MEG) 
D104 WALKER 11(1 MEG) 
DIOS POPEYE MEETS THE BEACH BOYS 
D106 M PYTHON’NUDGE'CS DISKS) 
D107 TOTAL RESATE 
D108 M.FIELDS PD GAMES 
D109 TECHNOTRONIC REMIX 
0110 TLASCHBIER (GAME) 
Dill BREAKOff/CONSTRUCTION(GAME) 
D118 FISH GAMES 4 
0113 COMPUTER CONFLICT (GAVE) 
D114 PD GAMES 1 
D115 PO GAMES 8 
D116 PD GAMES 3 
D117 SOUND OF SILENTS (1 MEG) 
D118 CATCHPHRASE DEMO 
0119 EURONET TURTLES DEMO 
D180 INTUITION MEGAOEMO 
D181 DRAGONS LAIR DEMO 
DIBS PARTNERS IN CRIME MUSIC 
D1B3 CULT MEGADEMO 8 
D184 HOLSTENPILSAD 
D185 ABSOLUTE ANARCHY 

Disk list is £1.00 and contains lots more titles than this small list! 
p-Ai "■-* "—''"- ro ‘Auensoft P. D.' Postal ordfrs 'welcome 

The number One Name In Amiga Public Domain 

discounts 
20 Disks...2% Off 

50 Disks.3% Off 

100 Disks.7% Off 

Remember to state disk name 
& code and to add £1.50 P&P 

DESIGN YOUR OWN 

29, Lower Stone Street, 
Maidstone, Kent ME15 6LH 

T-SHIRTS 
Send us your Deluxe Paint or any 

IFF/ILBM picture on a disk together 
with a cheque or Postal order for 

£14.99 and we will print it on a good 
quality T-Shirt for you. Please state 

large, medium or small. 

Price includes postage, packing and VAT. 

Please allow 28 days but we normally deliver within 7 days. 
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ALERT! 

ISSUE 1 ISSUE 2 ISSUE 3 

The original: now □ The first ever Majoring an musk 

collector's item! graphics round-up. with a big release. 

ISSUE A 
Tilt complete story 

of the Amiga. 

ISSUE S 

Explore the amaiing 
world of 3D. 

ISSUE 6 

Simulation { 

why are they such 
an abtpftmn? 

ISSUE 7 ISSUE 8 
Learn fa program 

with Dave Jones! 
How to make great 

videos with your 

ISSUE 9 

Multimedia: what if 

It, and what tan it 
do for you? 

ISSUE lO 

Business software 

explained and the 
best game evert 

ISSUE 1 1 

Chaos! The bun- 

ward of the year, 
on the Amiga. 

ISSUE 17 
The first look et 
Irire colour, bringing 

16 million colours! 

ISSUE M 
DTP explained plus 

the massive round¬ 
up of the year. 

ISSUE 18 
Massive Christmas 
1990 special with 

ISSUE 19 

beginners' special, 
explains how to 

care for your Amiga. 

ISSUE 26 
Deluxe Paint IV- 

exclusive dish demo 

and first review! 

ISSUE 27 
True Colour brings 
16 million colaun to 

your screen. 

M/J.VW 

ISSUE 12 

How to gel into 

music, with o free 
covertape tune! 

ISSUE 20 
The best there Is in 
Amigo software 

chosen A explained. 

ISSUE 28 

The secrets of game 
graphics revealed by 
Vivid Image. 

MKv#l 

ISSUE 33 

Amaiing fractal 
landscape program 

Vista on the disk, 

plus an enticing 

feature on how to 

create cartoons. 

ISSUE 34 

Full DTP program 

FageSetfer plus the 

complete story of 
DTP: the jargon and 

the techniques ore 

oil explained. 

ISSUE 35 
What to do if you 

hove the or) or 

music program, but 

not the talent. Plus 

HAM .paint program 

Spectnxofor Jr. 

ISSUE 36 
With the multi- 
media program 

CattOa! Jr and the 

full low-down on 

the A6Q0 and the 
CD-ROM drive!! 

ISSUE 13 

Games made from 
films: why are they 
always so poor? 

ISSUE 14 

Public Domain spe¬ 

cial: we pkk out the 
best free software. 

AMIGA 

ISSUE 21 ISSUE 22 
Paint programs: 
every single one 

rested and rated. 

Samplers, scanners 
and digitiseri can 

change your world. 

ISSUE 29 

First review of the 

AS 00 Plus, word 

processors tested. 

ISSUE 30 

Huge XMAS special 
with two complete 

full-price programs! 

ISSUE 15 

A real mixed bog, o 

trip around the 
world of t he Amiga. 

ISSUE 16 

CDTV: the very first 
look ot the future of 

home computers. 

ISSUE 23 
3D secrets revealed, 

complete full-price 
game on disk. 

ISSUE 24 

CDTV exclusive, 

plus two complete 

ISSUE 31 

Beginners' special 
plus how to make 
your own games. 

ISSUE 32 
Every single CDTV 

disc available if 
under review. 



SUBSCRIPTIONS 

...and avoid the queues! 
Come on! It's a safe bet you'll buy every issue of the world's best-selling Amiga magazine, 
anyway, so what possible reason can you have for not subscribing? Think about it... 

For starters, you save all the hassle of going down to the shops and standing in 
line every time a new issue comes out. Instead, the magazine will be delivered straight to 
your door, usually a couple of days before you can buy it in the shops! Plus, you 
save money - 1 2 issues at £3.95 should cost £47.40, but you can get them for £44.95, 
postage is free and you save the bus fare! And you get a special subscriber's newsletter 
with exclusive behind-the-scenes details of the magazine every month. But there's more... 

We'll even throw in something rather special for free too! 

/■ 

Harlequin 
*21 levels of platform mayhem in search 
of a vital organ” 
78% Amiga Formal htu# 31 

Chart Attack 
Brilliant games collection featuring 

Robotods Venus the Ffy Trap, lotus [sprit 
Turbo Challenge and Ghouls and Ghosts. ^ 

Home Accounts 1 
Digita's DIY domestic budgeting system Is 

still one of fhe most popular programs 
there is! 

Two Free Issues 
Alternatively, you con have the bet I 

free gifl of them all - two entra issues 
of Amigo Format. 

189 

Amiga Format Subscription Order Form 
Yes! Please enter/renew my subscription to Amiga Format and send me the software of my choice 

<tkk us appropriate) □ UK £44.95 □ Europe £74.95 □ Rest of the World £104.95 

G Battle isles Q Robocod Home Accounts 2 Extra Issues 

Amiga Format back issues, £4 each. Issues 23, 24, 30, 33 and 34, £5 each 

(please indicate the issues yop require )_ 

Amiga Power back issues (tick as appropriate* 1 2 £5 each 

Name 

Address 

Pom code 

Telephone No. 

Method of payment (please circle) Access * Visa * Cheque o PC) Total Order _ 

Credit Card No,_ Bxpiiy Date_ 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 

Amiga Format Subscriptions, 

Future Publishing Ltd, 

Somerton, Somerset, 

TAI T 6TB 

Please make all cheques payable to 

Future Publishing Limited. 

This coupon is valid until 

end of September 1992 AF/MAG/08 
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FED UP WAITING? Q COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD. 
JUST ADO £2.00 TO YOUR TOTAL 
ORDER FOR A GUARANTEED 
NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR 

{'ORDERS MUST BE PLACED BEFORE 3.30pm excluding Weekends) 

■ M.nl Orctnr Company 
^__ cm F afth 

CHEQUE/PQSTAL ORDERS TO: 
COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD. 

ft PINEWOOD STUDIOS. IVER HEATH 
W- BUCKS, SLO ONH 

TEL: 0753 553535 {3 Lines) FAX: 0753 553530 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T & DELIVERY 

MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKS NEW JUST APPOINTED DEALER 

BOX/10 
5.25 (360K| 

500 
5.25 (1*6 MEG] 

700 
3.5 1 MEG 

7.00 
3.5 2MEG (1, 

1200 

LOOK GREAT DEALS ON MITSUBISHI 3.5' 

5 BOXES MF2DD 

10 BOXES MF2DD 

5 BOXES MF2HD 

10 BOXES MF2HD 

( 50 DISKS) 

(100 DISKS) 

( 50 DISKS) 

(100 DISKS) 

ONLY 26,00 

ONLY 50.00 

ONLY 45.00 

ONLY 88.00 

+ 20% OFF ALL STORAGE BOXES 
WITH ABOVE DEALS 

BRANDED DISKS 

■'PROMOTION WHERE 

IT COUNTS IN 

YOUR POCKET 

GOLD MASTER BRANDED 
2 FOR 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

1 BOX 
2-5 BOXES 
6-10 BOXES 

Rainbow Colours — White, Red, Green, Orange, Yellow 

1 MEG 
MF2DD 

1 MEG 
MF2DD 

RAINBOW 

2 MEG 
MF2HD 

2 MEG 
MF2HD 

RAINBOW 
6.50 7.50 13.00 14.00 
6.00 7.00 12.50 13.50 
5.50 6.75 12,00 13.00 

3.5' MITSUBISHI BULK MEDIA 
LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

SO DISKS 
100 DISKS 
200 DISKS 
500 DISKS 
1000 DISKS 

DSDD 
£21 00 
£4000 
£75,00 

£175.00 
£329 00 

DSHD 
£32.50 
£6350 

£125.60 
£295,50 
£580.50 

Includes Labels NOTE: The above disks are 
based on > 55% dipping level, cheaper disks are 

available Please Cali 

5.25' BULK DISKS 
Packed in 25’s with Envelopes, 

Labels, Lifetime Warranty 

25 Disks 
50 Disks 
100 Disks 

48tpi 

£8.50 
£16.00 
£28.00 

96tpi 

£8.75 
£16.25 
£27.25 

HD 

£12.00 
£23.00 
£36.00 

1000+ PLEASE CALL 

COLOURED DISKS 
LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

5.25" 4S/96tpi 1.6 Meg 3.5 1 Meg 2 Meg 
DSDD DSHD DSDD DSHD 

25 Disks £9.00 £16.00 £1500 £22,00 
50 Disks £17,50 £30,00 £24.00 £3800 
100 Disks £3100 £51.00 £44.00 £70.00 

Includes labels, for available colours please call. 

Normally Red. Green, Yellow, White & Orange 

COMPUTER MATES 
BRANDED DISKS 

2 FOR 1 LIFE WARRANTY 

MICE/TRACKERBALLS 
PC/XT/MOUSE........£20.00 
PS2 MOUSE .................... .....JL.£21,00 

STORAGE BOXES 

3.5" DISKS COLOURED 
DSDD DSHD DSDD DSHD 

50 Disks £2300 £35.00 £27,00 £38,00 

100 Disk £4500 £69,00 £50.00 £75.00 

200 Disks £85.00 £137.00 £9000 £143.00 

5O0 Disks C20O00 E325.0O £21000 £331,00 

AMIGA/COMMODORE., 
ATARI MOUSE 
ATARI/AMIGA TRACKBALL. 
PC/XT/AT TRACKBALL. 
MOUSE MAT 
MOUSE POCKET 
MOUSE STAGE 
MOUSE MAT HARD.......£3.50 
PAPER TRIMMER...£5,00 

£19.00 
£19.00 
£22,00 
£22.00 

£2.50 
..£2,50 
£10,00 

3,ft DISK 6 26 STACKABLE BOXES 
CAPACITY CAPACITY DISK NAME CAPAcmr 
140 .Eli SO 140 C9.00 3.5' 0ANX 80 _El2.99 
120. ..£ 950 120 ... CB.50 DUAL BANX5 130/180. £14,99 
100 ..E 790 100 ... C 7 50 3.5- BIMBY 200 £18 99 
so . .E 7 SO 50... E6.50 5.25' BIMBYS 200 CIS 99 
so re so BOXES CAN ALSO HOLD 
40 t £6 00 3\ 2 B\ VIDEO TAPES, CARTRIDGES' 

SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH 
LOOK SAVE YOUR EYES 

12* or 14' COLOUR OR MONO FILTER SCREEN 
SAVE YOUR EYES ONLY C13 99 
12' or 14- TILT 4 TURN WITH HANDY KNOB 
MONITOR STAND.£15.95 
A4 DESK TOP COPY HOLDER.£8 00 

PRINTER STANDS 5 DIFFERENT TYPES 
PRINTER STAND (Feet) 80 OR 132 COLUMN £8.00 
IBM PRINTER LEADS .....£500 
. ......... JOYSTICKS ALL MACHINES P/C 

COMPUTER 

LABELS 525* or 3,5' (5.25 with W/P) 
100. ....£1 00 1000 £800 

Single or Multicolour Available 

COPY HOLDERS 
A4 DESK TOP Angle Poise. .£1599 

A4 ANGLE POISE G-Clamp. ....C15.99 

A4 DESK TOP..... ..£8.00 

PAPER CLIP Monitor Side. .£9.00 

PAPER CLIP Monitor Top. .C5.Q0 

ALL ABOVE BOXES LQCKABE * 2 KEYS 
£2.00 OFF BOXES WHEN ORDERING 100 BULK DISKS OR MORE 

3.5 OR lit 
10 CAP £1 50 5 CAP £1 15 1 CAP . £0-50 
CARDBOARD DISK MAILERS Cl 50/1000 OR £25/100 

OUST COVERS 
PX XT, AT+MQNITOR 
12r or 14' MONITOR 
80 or 132 PRINTER 
LAZER PRINTER 
84 OR 102 KEYBOARD 
TOWER CPU. 

•sSgS* 
.£6 00 

£6.00 
£6.00 
C600 
£600 
£6,00 

CLEANING ACCESSORIES 
MINI VACUUM CLEANER 
HEAD CLEANER 3 5* OR 5 25* . 
MONfTOR CLEANING SOLUTION. 
ALL THE ABOVE AND MORE 
3‘ CLEANING KIT 

£7 00 
.£2.00 

£300 
£1100 

£3 00 

DATA SWITCH BOXES 
CENTRONICS OR SERIAL 
2 WAY. 
4 WAY. 
DATA SWITCH LEADS 

.£1500 
£20.00 

£8 00 each 

KEYBOARD DRAWER + MONITOR, 
& CPU STAND...£26.99 

80 COLUMN MAGNIFYING RULER ...£3.00 

PRINTER MULTI-FORM FEEDER...,£16.00 

LOOK VIDEO TAPES El 80 
LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

3 HOURS - 10 FOR £20,50 FOR £90 
FOR COLLECTIONS VISIT OUR NEW SHOP AT 

675 HOLLOWAY RD.. LONDON N19 
OPEN 7 DAYS 12-9 PM 

SORRY! SORRY! SORRY! 
WE DO NOT PRICE MATCH BUT WE DO 

GIVE QUANTITY DISCOUNT. WITH 

SERVICE. QUALITY AND BACKING FROM 

THE LARGEST DISK MANUFACTURERS IN 

THE WORLD. IN ADDITION OVER 200 LINES 

OF PERIPHERALS IN STOCK. ASKFOROUR 

COLOUR CATALOGUE & PRICE LIST WITH 

YOUR ORDER OR SEN0 24p S.A.E. 

CALL SAM OR PAT NOW 
ON 0753 553535 

DATA CARTRIDGES RETAIL PACKED BLUE BOXED DISKS 
DC30OA.„ £17,05 DC6320..... .£24.00 

DC300XL.£17 50 D06525.£28.00 

DC3D0XLP.£15,50 DC1O0O 10MB .£1650 

DC300EXL.£1870 OC1O0O 20MB ..,£16.50 

DC600A..£15.50 DC20QD ..£13.50 

DC5150.£1750 DC2080.£1650 

DC625Q.£24.00 DC2120..,,,.£1650 

QTY DISCOUNTS: PLEASE CALL 
OR FAX 

ALL BLUE BOX DISKS ARE COMPLETELY PACKAGED 
IN BLUE PRINTED CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS 

100% GUARANTEED FOR LIFE, 
3 5' 720K-88OK 3 S' 1 44 MEG 5,25' DISKS 

MF-2DD I Q’S 1 MEG MF-2HD IDS 2 MEG M^20 48TPI 360K 
1 BOX C5.00 1 BOX C0.SO 1 BOX (10) C4.00 
MF-2DD 30'S 1 MEG MF-2HD 30 S 2 MEG M-2DD 96TPI 720K 
1 BOX (30)... 14*00 1 BOX (30). C21*60 1 BOX (10). £4.75 
BAMBI-2DD 1 MEG BAMBJ-2HD 2 MEG M-2HD 1 6 MEG H/D 
25 DISKS IN 25 25 DISKS IN 25 1 BOX (10) CS.00 
CAPACITY STORAGE CAPACITY STORAGE 
BOX BOX 
1 BOX. . 14*00 1 BOX £21 *00 

10% DISCOUNT 
GIVEN ON 10 BOXES 

OH MORE 

FED UP WAITING? ALL ORDERS ARE NORMALLY DELIVERED TO YOU WITHIN 48 HOURS 
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DATAPLEX 
COMPUTERS LTD. 

129 Bath Road, 19 High Street, 

Old Town, 

Swindon, Wilts 

Slough, 
Berkshire, 
SL1 3UW 

Tel; 0753 535557 TeI: 0793 488448 

Prices including VAT 

SHOWROOM 
open:. 

Mon - Fri 
9.30 - fi.30 
Suturdik^ 

9.30 - 4.30 

MAILORDER 
Consumable* 

add £2.50 

Hardware 
add £10.58 

{courier] 

AMIGA A500 PLUS 
(CARTOON CLASSIC PACK) 

Includes new A500 Plus with 
1Mb RAM, Lemmings, The 
Simpsons, Captain Planet, 

Deluxe Paint III 

£330 inc VAT 

AMIGA 600 

With free game 

£379 inc VAT 

AMIGA A1500 
new version 

A1500 Accounts Plus pack 
including Puzznick, Toki, Elf, 
Operating Systems Software, 

Home Accounts, 
Platinum Works, 

Deluxe Paint 111 + manual 

£560 Ine VAT 

ACCESSORIES 
5t2K Ram * etoefc moo 

..,£115 00 

PRINTERS 
Star LC20 Mono..C135 
Slat LC200 Colour {9 pki) .Cl68 
Star LC24 • 20 (24 pin) ..._.£196 
SIVLC54 200 Colour (24 aa) .-.£258 
Panaaonc KXP1124*    £K3S 
Panaaonc KXP ii23   £188 
Oueri 1200 ♦.   Dtt 

ADDITIONAL PACKS VORTEX AT ONCE PLUS 
AmFQfl A500 Pius Cartoon Classics 

wftfi 10 extra flames....£359 
A500 Basic Pack {stand alone old version) 

plus 10 extra flames plus Photon Pairt 
plus GFA Basic......,1295 

F*C ErhulMpr foi A5<X3. A500 plus *«3 AlSOO 

£199 Inc. VAT 

AMIGA DRIVES 

A5GG Power Supply UftH m oo | 
Matohft Mouse plus Operation Sleefth 

1 i Mb Upgrade lor A5Q0 Piu* 
.mw 1 
. £49 00 1 

| U'moreftfi filter . El 7 00 1 

MONITORS 
Philip* CM0&33 MK ll Colour Monitor ♦ FREE Lead 

£210 inc VAT 
inc 1 year on-site maintenance 

C67W1 S«ft ?4E * Cow Upgred*. 
C4U«o Swift 9 * Cotour Upgrrt* ....£196 
Slvpt BuMAmH Pnrfler. Sj« .  £229 

I Canon 0U10EX.  £234 
I HP DaaMal 500 + Leads .. £352 
1 UP rWc.lL nr PKM 

SPECIAL OFFER 
HYUNDAI PRINTER 

ipnn IBM comp.ti0*t 9pln BliCK {mOt evtug*) 

£119 Inc VAT 

E0RA15W 
S2Mb rveard {0-BMb).. ....._—   

120Ut»Unri (Q-8W>).. 
F OR ASM _ b?**> rvdrtve   ms 
lOSlyblVEMTOaMbi £525 

upgruH the above wdti iM> SIMM rryxhAa £39 

l M«g 3 S' Internal.. 
1 Meg 3 5“ External (CumaAft) 

£55 
,£57 

IF YOU KNOW THE ANSWERS TO THESE 
3 EASY QUESTIONS, YOU GET A 
FABULOUS WRESTLING T-SHIRT! 

• WHAT DO THE 
LETTERS WCW 
STAND FOR? 

• HOW MANY 
TEAM MEMBERS ARE 
THERE IN IN THE 
LEGION OF DOOM? 

• WHICH 
WRESTLING STAR 
STARRED IN A FILM 
CALLED SUBURBAN 
COMMANDO? 

ANSWER 'EM ON THE LINE, YOU GET THE SHIRT*!! 

CALLS COST 38p / MIN. CHEAP RATE, 48p / MIN. ALL OTHER TIMES INC, VAT. 
PLEASE ASK PERMISSION BEFORE YOU CALL. AVERAGE LENGTH OF CALL 5lft 
MINS WHICH WILL COST £1.98 AT CHEAP RATE. POST, PACKING + HANDLING 
CHARGES: T-SHIRTS £1.75, OTHERS £1. © MEGAFONE LTD 1992. MEGAFONE, 
SANDYLANDS HOUSE, MORECAMBE, LANCS, LA3 IDG. 
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MAIL ORDER 

Sequencer One 
On the second Coverdisk of the Christmas special issue we brought you the best special offer 

you could have: the complete Sequencer One music package, RRP £89, for next to nothing. 

If you missed out, you can get your copy from Back Issues for only £5. But it doesn't stop 

there! Make the most of Sequencer One by taking advantage of the host of extras which 

build up the most powerful easy-to-use music-making system there is! 

192 

Ip 

Sequencer One, the 

excellent beginners' 

music program we gave 

away with Issue 30. If 

y0u missed out get it 

now from our Back 

Issues department on 

Page 184t 

SAVE £90! 

SEQUENCER ONE PLUS 
UPGRADE KIT 

Don't miss out on this incredible offer! Upgrade to Sequencer One Plus to 

take advantage of a host of extra features including the unique Juke Box 

screen and Gajits' new ’Diamond Drag’ note editing system. Also includes: 

tempo maps, auto count in* MIDI sys ex handling, track m>Io. extra quantise 

options* and much more! All of this will sell for £129*95 (RRP), For a short 

time only* Sequencer One Plus is available as an upgrade kit for Sequencer 

One owners (and that includes everyone who has the program from 

Amiga Format Coverdisk 30> at just £49*95 (RRPh But we're offering 

it to you at a mere £39,95 for an amazing total saving of £90! 

THE HIT KIT! 

A music composition system to use 

with both Sequencer One and 

Sequencer One Plus, It can help 

you to create professional-sounding 

drum tracks* bass lines and other 

accompaniments in a wide range of 

musical styles (eg ballad, blues, 

house* disco, tat in, reggae or 

techno). Very little previous musi¬ 

cal knowledge is needed to obtain 

frighteningly rapid results! Can 

you write a number one hit? Here's 

the kit to help you, only £24*95 

(RRP £29.95)! 

Description 
The Hit Kit! £24,95 AM237 

SEQUENCER ONE 
USER GUIDE 

Contains not only the full program 

User Guide but also a personal 

User Registration Card. The User 

Guide includes a beginners' intro¬ 

duction to sequencing and MIDI, 

lots of helpful illustrations and 

examples* and a full index, The User Registration Card entitles you to free 

update information and the Gajits Telephone Helpline support service. You 

can benefit from all of this for the special price of only £6.95! 

SAVE £5! 

Price Order No 

Description Price 
Sequencer One Plus £39.95 

Order No Description Price 
AM235 Sequencer One User Guide £6.95 

Order No 
AM236 



0 MAIL ORDER 

A collection of five volumes of IFF format 

digital sound samples for use with Sequencer 

One and Sequencer One Plus (as well as other 

programs using IFF samples). Each volume 

contains up to HO high-quality samples and 

includes a specially-written demo song to 

demonstrate the capabilities of the samples. 

There arc five volumes to collect; 

L Percussion and Effects 

2, Guitars and Strings 

3, Brass and Woodwind 

4. Synth and Vocals 

5. Piano and Keyboards 

Each volume costs just £9,95 here (RRP £12,95), 

The complete set can be bought for only £39,95, 

saving you nearly £251 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series 1: Percussion £9.95 AM238 

Description _^ Price Order No 

Sample Series 2; Guitars £9.95 AM239 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series 3: Brass £995 AM240 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series 4: Synth "liJS AM241 

Description f Price Order No 

Sample Series S; Piano £9,95 AM242 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series Complete Set £39.95 AM243 

All prices include postage, packing and VAT 

A Mo Hidden Extras 

HOTLINE 0458 74011 

Graphics Workshop 
The Graphics Workshop, 

which we gave you for 

practically nothing on the 

Coverdisk of our 

Christmas Special issue, is 

a powerful paint and 

animation program. In no 

time, you'll discover what 

an excellent package it is, 

and want to use it more. 

Why not get the most out 

of it by buying the full 

instruction book and 

tutorial guide, 

specially rewritten by 

Amiga Format! 

AND REMEMBER! 
If you missed out on Issue 30 and your copy of Graphics Workshop, you can order 

the magazine from our bock issues {Page 164) for only £5! 

Only £16.40 
including tutorial disk 

A FUTURE ROOK 

Graphics Workshop 
Powerful paint and animation at your fingertips! 

Order form 
Name 

Address 

Post code 

Telephone No. 

Description Price Order No. 

Total Order 

Method of payment (please circle) Access • Visa • Cheque • PO 

Please make all cheques payable to Future Publishing Limited, 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
Amiga Format, 
Future Publishing 
Ltd, Somerton, 
Somerset, TA11 7BR 

Do not send cash 
through the post, 
with your mail 
orders 

For overseas orders 
call Nikki for prices 
on +44 458 74011 

Credit Card No, Expiry Date 
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MAIL ORDER ftf3 

EASY AMOS Stereo Master AF T-shirt 
Specially designed for the beginner. Easy AMOS is 

more than just a computer language. Based on the 

highly successful AMOS, it has many more examples 

and detailed explanations to help you leant. 

Description Price Order No 

Easy AMOS £29.99 AF247 

This updated version of Microdcal's MasterSound is an 

ideal entry level sound sampler. Its numerous features, 

and improved easy-to-use graphic interface, make this 

an excellent bargain for budding music freaks. 

Description Price Order No 
Stereo Master £29.99 A M2 34 

The exclusive limited-edition Amiga Format T- 

shiTt is now available to Amiga Format readers. It 

feaiurcs the 'Lichtenstein' pop-an cover of Issue 20 in 

a large four-colour back print, new logo on the front. 

Description Price Order No 
Amiga Format T-shirt £8,99 AM225 

194 

Amiga Format 
Mail Order 

We've picked out the 

best and we bring it to 

you at a bargain price! 

512K Expansion 

OMade by WTS in the UK, this isn't the most glamorous memory 

expansion you 11 ever see: but it gets the job done and it means we 

i can bring 512K users the memory expansion you need at the low- 

| esi possible price! It also comes with a battery-backed-up clock, 

so you need never set the time again. More and more software is 

being produced that will only work properly on a one megabyte 

machine: and if you don't have an expansion, you're missing out on the 

complete full-price programs, like Vista, broughi to you on Covcrdisk 33, or 

PagrSetter, Coverdisk 34, or this month's Sprctracolor. Get upgraded! 

Description Price Order No 

512K RAM Expansion £25.99 AM237 

Fun School 4 

OThe latest versions of the top-selling home educational programs are 

here! The Fun School scries aims to teach basic skills to children 

i via enjoyable games. The new series comes in three different 

f flavours, aimed at three age groups: Teddy looks after the under 

fives, Freddie the Frog caters for the five-to-seven year olds, while 

Sammy the Spy is there for eighi-tO’Clcvcns. Each age level has six 

different games, which teaches and tests different facts and concepts. 

Description Price Order No 

Teddy Disk £17,99 AM231 
Frog Disk £17.99 AM232 
Spy Disk £17.99 AM233 



KTb MAIL ORDER 

PageSetter 2 
Once you’ve mastered the an of DTP with Coverdisk 

34 why not upgrade to the big league, Vernon 2 

includes Compugraphic outline fonts, on-page text 

editing and IFF and clip picture support. 

Description Price Order No 
PageSetter 2 upgrade £50 PAGE UP 

A Mo Hidden Extras 

Back Issues 
Why miss out just because you didn’t buy an 

issue when it went on sale? Back issues come 

complete with Covcrdisk. While you're about it* 

why not get a binder to collect your new issues? 

ISSUE Price Order No 

Issue 14 £4.00 AMF14 

Issue 16 £4.00 AMF16 

Issue 17 £4.00 AMFI7 

Issue 19 £4.00 AMR 9 

Issue 20 £4,00 AMF20 

Issue 21 £4,00 AMF2I 

Issue 22 £4.00 AMF22 

Issue 23 £5*00 AMF23 

Issue 24 £5*00 AMF24 

Issue 25 £4*00 AMF25 

Issue 27 14.00 AMF27 

Issue 28 £4.00 AMF28 

Issue 30 £5.00 AMF30 

Issue 33 £5,00 AMF33 

Issue 34 £5.00 AMF34 

Issue 35 £5.00 AMF35 

One binder £4.95 AM 108 

Two binders £9.00 AM 109 

Celtic Legends 
Huge, beautifully‘presented and intriguing game based 

around a board-game-style hex system* with the 

emphasis on combat. Absorbing and intelligent: rated 

85 per cent in Amiga Format Issue 30, 

Description Price Order No 
Celtic Legends £23.99 AM235 

Home Accounts 2 
Described by Amiga Format as “a package which 

will suit any household”, this is the ideal way to keep 

track of your financial affairs, from what’s in vour 

cheque account to how much is left after the bills! 

Description Price Order No 

Home Accounts 2 £44.99 AM229 

Award Winners Compilation 
What a combination! The Format Gold ground-breaker 

Populous, stunning foocic fun in Kick Off. the cartoon- 

on-a-disk Spat e Ace and the top-class puzzle game 

Pipe Mania: all rolled into one great package. 

Description Price Order No 
Award Winners Comp £20.99 AF245 

New Technosound Turbo 
The newly updated sampler from New Dimensions 

allows you to grab digitised sounds, then sequence 

them into simple compositions. Package contains new 

cartridge, updated manual and set of audio leads. 

Description Price Order No 
Technosound Turbo £29.95 AF246 

See our remarkable Subscription offer on Page 188! 

Amiga Format Mail Order 
Namc SEND THIS FORM TO: 

Address Ami9a Format, 
Future Publishing 
Ltd, Somerton, 

‘1,1 Somerset, TA11 6TB 
Telephone No. 

Description Price Order No* 

Total Order 

Method of payment {please circlet Access a Visa • Cheque • PO 

Please make all cheques payable to Future Publishing Limited. 

All prices include postage* packing and VAT 

Please do not send 
cash, only use 
method of pay¬ 
ments listed below 

For overseas orders 
call Nikki for prices 
on +44 458 74011 

Credit Card No. Expiry Date 
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LOWEST 
PRICES BCS Summer Offers 

* OFFER 1 ★ 
Philips CM8833 Mk II + on-site 

maintenance + FI 9 Fight Sim + lead 
£995 

- 
c * OFFER 9 ★ 

New A600 +Ph.l.ps CM8833 MKII 
+iead + F19 + onsite maintenance 

£575 

DISKS DISKS DISKS 
100% certified error free 
50 3.5- DS/DD...£29.50 

100 3.5" DS/DD.£37.00 
150 3 5* DS/DD..£52 50 
200 3.5' DS/DD.£68 00 
400 3.5- DS/DD.£138 00 
500 3.5- DS/DD.£160 00 

1000 + Call for spot prices 
Prices include VAT St free 

delivery & free labels 

New 100 capacity 3,5 ' lockable 
boxes & disks 

Ho quibble lifetime guarantee 
50 3.5" DS/DD + TOO cup lockable bo*. £25 50 

100 3.5' DS/DD + 100cuplotkebiebew. £40.50 
150 3.5'DS/DD + 100cap tocteblebow..,£56,50 
200 3.5" DS/DD + SIM tap toclublebows,.£74.00 
400 3 5* DS/DD + 4 im tap kxiabie bate .£147.00 

500 3.5" DS/DD + s lGOcip ipd^boiits .£174.50 
Allpnces include VATS free 

delivery S free labels 

PRINTERS 

Star 1C - 20. .£150 

Star LC - 200 Colour. ,..£199 

Star LC - 24 200 Colour .£259 

AMI GAS 

A5Q0 PJus 2Mb Cartoon Pack £370 

A50G Plus 1Mb Cartoon Pack. £325 

A1500 . . £545 

ACCESSORIES 
. ..£15.00 1 rues A50O Plus Upgrade ..... .£50.00 

£29 00 Cheetah 125+. .£7.95 
£8.00 Black Cruiser Joyst«k..... ..£10,00 

.£58.00 Jetftghter Joystick. .£12,50 
£10.00 Topstar Joystick..... £21.00 
£19.50 14" Monitor Stand ..£6 50 

.£2.50 Printer Stand.... .,£6,00 
£9.50 3.5* Cleaning Kit. .£2.50 

,.£6.00 Cheetah Star Probe . .£10,00 
.£11.00 Amiga dust cover.. .£5.00 

★ OFFER 3 * 
New A600 

£359 1 ★ OFFER 4 * 
New A600 + 90Mb HD 6459 

GVP 52Mb HD8 £340 

DISKS + STACKABLE BANX 
BOXES 

50 3.5' DS/DD+ 80C* Ban* Bc«, £31.00 
100 3 5" DS/DD+ 80 Cap Barm Bo*. .£45.00 
S00 3.5' DS/DD + S x BO Cep Bam Box £85.00 
500 3.5' DS/DD *Sx»Op8a*fc« £199.00 

Prices include VAT/Labels/Detivery 

c 3.5' OVOO Disks 60p each 
100 3.5" DS/HD fj> 1 00 INC. PSP 

STACKABLE BOXES 
150 Cap 3 5* Posso Box .£15,50 

70 Cap 5.25* Posso. £16 50 
60 Cap 3 5* Stackable Box..„£10.0G 
80 Cap 3.5* Banx Box....£995 

5.25'DS/DD Disks .21 peach 
5.25* DS/HD Disks 39p each 

DISK BOXES 
3.5* 10 Cap boxes. £0.85 each 
3.5* 40 Cap boxes £4.10 each 
3 5* 100 Cap boxes. £4 50 each 
5 25* 10 Cap box .£1.10 each 
5 25* 50 Cap boxes .£5 10 each 

l5-£5* 100 Cap boxes .£5 90 each j 

ORDER HOTLINE: 
0273 506269 / 0831 279084 

All prices include VAT. Add £4 delivery unless slated. 
Add CIO next day. Cheques will be held lor clearance. 

Call or send cheques / postal orders to: 

BCS Ltd., 
349 Ditchtins Road, Brighton, 

East Sussex, BN 1 411 
All offers subject to availability. EAOE 

Due to shortases of 3 " DSDD disks, prices L J 
may change without notice rVf"" 

Upgrade your Amiga from 512K to 1Mb of memory for just E25.0&- 
SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER: 

If you submit your computer to ourselves for repair, enclosing this 
advert along with just an additional £25, we will supply and tit a 

512K memory expansion at no extra cost. i—- 

AMIGA REPAIRS 
JUST £44.95 inc. 

* Commodore registered 
* Over 10 years experience with Commodore computers 
* 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal 
* We will undertake lo repair your Amiga 500 computer for just £44.95 including 

parts, labour, VAT and post & packing 
* Most computers should be repaired within 24 hours of booking in. 
* Prices include full service check, overhaul, soak-test and replacement of power 

supply unit if necessary 
* Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£25 extra if these units are 

unrepairable and require complete replacements) 
* All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty 

How to take advantage of this exceptional offer: simply send or hand WTS ELECTRONICS LTD 
deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed right, enclosing 

payment and this advert and we will do the res/, iff possible please 

include a daytime telephone number and fault description), 

* If you require 24 hour courier to your door, please add £5 else your 

computer will he sent hack by contract parcel post. 

STUDIO MASTER HOUSE 
CHAUL END LANE 

LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ 
Telephone (0582) 491949 - (4 lines) 

WTS reserve the right to refuse machines that in our opinion are tampered 

with, to an extent beyond reasonable repair - normal charge applies. 



KINGSTON, SURREY CASTLESOFT 

Major dealer for all Commodore 

products including f\GdO and CDT\J. 

Stockists of GW hard drives & 

accelerators. Citizen & Canon printers. 

iPhilips monitors and accessories too 

numerous to list. 

Our enthusiastic staff also insist that 

we stock a complete range of Sega, 

Nintendo and Lynx consoles. 

NEW STORE NOW OPEN AT: 

BARKMAN COMPUTERS 
30 High Street, 

Kingston-upon-Thames, 
Surrey 

081-546 5941 

SAVE £12 

'I 

Featuring ttt 

TECHNOSOUND Turbo 
BRITAIN'S Nal Sound Sampling System 

"EVERY AMIGA OWNER SHOULD HAVE IT" - Amiga Format 

cot aa normal RRP 
ONtY tZ/.YV EM.« 

V* ROMBO 
,4ltk ™ Complete Colour Solution .......£05.99 

Vidi Amiga ...£47.99 

RGB Colour Splitter ................£47.99 

Take 2 Animation....   £49.99 

DAaTA PANDAAL HAND SCANNER 

SCAN with latest grey scale 

NSy Pro GS software £95.99 
V2.02 

£12 

SAVE £83 

SAVE £83 

SAVE £32 

SAVE £50 

SAVE £54 

PLEASE NOTE; These craiy prices will only apply whilst stocks 
last - or until our Marketing Manager completes his medication 

• whichever is the sooner • 

FIRECREST DISTRIBUTION 

P.Oe Bax 39, 

ABERGAVENNY, GWENT NP7 6XL 

TIL (0873) 850028 

ADD £2*00 
per ITEM 

PAP 
VISA 

QUALITY FREEBIE PACK 

Mouse mat, mouse holder, disk cleaner & joystick, 

plus 15 games, art, music, database, word processing 

and typing tutor programs 

FREE WITH EVERY AMIGA 

AMIGA A600 (with Deluxe Paint).*....£379 

AMIGA A600 + 20mb Hard Disk ....*.£485 

AMIGA A500 - Standalone.*.£299 

AMIGA A50O+ {Simpsons, Lemmings, CapL 

Planet, Deluxe Paint).*...*.*.*£350 

1 Megabyte memory upgrade...*,***.***.£42 

1/2 Megabyte memory upgrade.,.***™.**,**....£19 

Rom Sharer + Kicks tart 2.04*.*.....£59 

Rom Sharer + Kickstart 1*3...**...*.£49 

Philips 8833 Mk II Stereo Colour Monitor, complete 

with leads „*..£205 

Mouse Mat.*.***** ********£2,50 

Mouse Holder ******.....****** *.* £2 

Disk Cleaner 3*5" ..*„**,*,*.***.*.,.*..*.**£3 

Printer leads.*****.*..****£6 

Powered Stereo Speakers...,.**£15 

Citizen Swift 24E colour printer  ..£265 

Citizen Swift 224 colour printer  ..*.£235 

Postage S0py Large items £6JO 

VAT included, All products guaranteed 

Friendly, Qualified Staff: Helpline 

NEW UNIQUE !! 

ART TUTOR* Learn the secrets of Artists* 11 
Interactive Tutorials, Built-in Paint program* 

Hundreds of savable pictures* Comprehensive 
Manual, Amiga Format rating 78% only £25 

"HIGHLY RECOMMENDED" AMIGA USER 

Castlesoft 
Levenmouth Business Centre 

Riverside Road, Leven, Fife, Scotland 

KY84LT 

Tel: 0333 421243 (9.30 - 5) 

Tel: 0333 34819 (Outside Hours) 

Authorised Citizen Dealer 

established over 2 years. 



BUILD MUSCLES 
FAST 
YOU CAN BUILD 
A FANTASTIC POWER 
PACKED BODY IN ONLY 
12 WEEKS! 

NEW* Fastest and best way to build 
muscles arid strength without weights - 
EVER! SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN. 
Just 20 minutes daily in the privacy of your 
home will develop on amazing physique. 

MUSCLE DYNAMICS is a new bodybuilding system based on 
principals developed after years of exhaustive research. It is a total 
exercise programme involving the very latest scientific 
breakthroughs in the field of muscular development. It is the fastest, 

most effective way to build musdes in existance. 

NOTICEABLE RESULTS IN 28 DATS GUARANTEED 

Send for exciting FREE information pack today 

"muscle DYNAMICS (Af), PO BOX 40, GATESHEAD, NEB 1PD 

Yes! I want la build muscles fast. Please rush me my FREE information pack! 

Nome * 

Address 

L. 

Postcode . 

{A stomp for reply appreciated] 

NEWS FLASH a 
The Amiga 500 & Workbench 1.3 Video 

The Complete Beginners Guide 
* Easy Step by Step Tutor * Professionally Produced Video 

* A Must for Every Amiga 500 User 
Contents Include 

Setting Up Your System, Workbench Explained, CLI, 
Preferences, Utilities and Lots more.... 

Genesis Video Productions 
27 Hampton Street Warwick. CV34 6HA 

TEL: 0926411259 
CHEQUES, POSTAL ORDERS & CREDIT CARDS TAKEN 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME ref: 201 

AMIGA KEYBOARD OVERLAYS 
...now you can write tbe keyboard commands on the keyboard! 

...no more referring to the manual for which key does what 

Gel one for each of your favourite programs and speed up the human interface ■ brilliant lor High! 
and other simulators, and for games, music, graphics, DTP, word processors, programmers & all. 

►ilverbird 
Cheques and money orders only to Sllverblrd, Dept. AFB, 47 Barton Road, Harllngton. 

Bedfordshire LU5 6LG. England. 
For at! Amigas except A1000. CDtVr A600. 

Sold only in packs of five for £5,20 PLUS post and packing: 
UK SOp, Europe & SFPO EliO. Rest of the World £2.50 

BULK DISKS DISKBOXES 

25 

50 

100 

250 

500 

1000 

3.5 DS/DD 

10.99 

20.50 
36.99 
84.99 

164.99 
317.99 

Capacity Size 

40 3.5 3.99 

80 3.5 4.99 

120 3.5 6.49 

OUR DISKS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED AND 
ARE COMPLETE WITH LABELS. 

!>>> SPECIAL <<< i 
120 Capacity Box &100 

I 3.5 DS/DD Disks £42.49 I 

PAPER - TOP QUALITY 

Fanlold with Micro Peris. 1000 2000 

11*9.5 60gsm 7.99 13.99 

11.66x9.25(A4) 70gsm 10.49 18.49 

11.66x9.25(A4) eOgsm 11.99 20.49 

1T.66x9.25(A4) 90gsm 13.99 23.99 

SUPPLIES LTD 

UUU 
HOTLINE 
0703457111 
Fax: 0703 457222 

| RIBBONS-POST FREE « 
Top Quality compatible brands 

2 off 4 off 

Citizen 120D/LSP10/1240 Swill 24 2.50 2.30 
Citizen Swift 24 Colour 15.00 ea 

Epson FX/MX/RXe<YFXaOVLX800 3.20 3.00 
Epson LXSQ/86 2.00 1.80 
Mannesman Tally 3.50 320 

Panasonic KXP 108081/62/1123 2.90 2.70 

Panasonic KXP 1124/1140 2.60 2.60 2.40 
Star LC10 Mono 2.60 2.60 
Star LC10-4 Colour 5.90 5.70 
Star LC24-10 2.80 2.60 
Star LC24-10 Colour 12.50 ea 
Star LC2Q0 3.20 3.00 
Star LC200 Colour 11.50 ea 
Star LC24-2DQ 2.80 2.60 
Star LQ24-2Q0 Colour 12.50 ea 

1 ACCESSORIES -POST FREE ! 
Amiga External Drive 54.99 
Amiga 512k Upgrade, Clock 23.99 

Amiga 512k Upgrade, No Clock 21.99 

Mouse Mat 2.99 

Mouse Holder 2.99 

2 Piece Universal Printer Stand 6.99 

3.5 Disk Clean Kit 2.99 

Roll 1000 3 5 Disk Labels 8.99 

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES Ltd. Alt products are subject to availability - All prices include VAT. 
Unit 16, The Sidings, Hound Rd, Nettey Abbey, Southampton. S03 5QA Please add £2.99 P & P lor disks & boxes, £3.99 for paper. E.&O.E. 
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Workbench 
The Amiga can sometimes seem like a technical minefield, but not if 

you have Pat McDonald here to answer all your queries. 

The AS0O Hus has the sum# bask clock circuitry as other 
Amigos - and badly written software can crash the dock. 

WHAT TIME IS IT? 

No, it's usually not the battery. The specification is 

that the real-time clock can remember the lime for 

years, without the Amiga being plugged in. 

Unfortunately, out-of-control software often comipts 

the dock. Workbench 2 is smart enough to reset it. 

Workbench 1,3 usually thinks that the clock system 

has failed completely and can’t see it anymore, Try 

typing this into the Shell to be able to edit your clock: 

Setclock reset 

You have Workbench 1.2 on the disk. However, the 

machine is a L3 til has a 1,3 Kickstart ROM filled) 

and will work better with that version of Workbench. 

Also, 1 have no success when backing up disks using 

the method you describe on the Coverdisk pages, I 

just get the reply: 

Usage: Diskcopy (From) <Disk> TO <Disk> 

(Marne <Name>] 

FROM: N K TOWN, COVENTRY 

Cun you tell me what happened at 04.U8 hours on 

the 6 February 19787 

The dock chip used in Ihc Amiga (Qki 6242) was 

invented. Actually, it was invented two years later, but 

the designers decided upon that time and date as the 

start for the clock. So when an Amiga with a real-time 

dock has the clock reset, it reverts to that dale. 

1 purchased an AS0O Plus at Christ mas and set the 

time and date soon after. For a week or so it held 

the lime correctly, but now it always reverts to the 

above time and date. Could it be that I he battery 

has given up and if so can they be replaced? 

If you find that your Amiga often forgets the lime, try 

to trace the piece of software (or different programs) 

which were running when it happened. Then write to 

the software house, explaining the problem, and (hope¬ 

fully) the problem will become a thing of the past, 

DODGY DEALS 
FROM: HONG KIK LEE, BRIGHTON 

Recently I bought a used A500, There were no man¬ 

uals, just Workbench 1.2. Now when S turn it on, 

the hand holding the disk comes up on the screen, 

and underneath it has written V1J. So do I have 

Workbench 1.2 or 13? 

This one is so common that 1 stuck it in Answerfile, 

but just for you the secret is to type DFO (short for in 

Disk, Floppy, ZERO) and not DFO (as in Disk, 

Floppy, O for Oops), 

Finally I cannot save game positions at all! The 

games always tell me that 'TIFO is write protected*\ 

or “Disk is write protected", I know it isn’t, l move 

the tab in the corner so that 1 can’I see through the 

hole, but my machine doesn't recognise this fact! 

All that's happened is that the write protect sensor in 

the disk drive has gone duff. For people who know the 

Continued overleaf 

DOWN IN FLAMES 
FROM; STUART WILSON, ASCOT 

My big interest is flight sims for my A1500* I’ve 
bought F29 Retaliator, FI5 2 and Birds of Prey. 
While I've enjoyed them a lot, I begin to realise that 
the genre Is at a bit of a standstill. There’s one 
colour of blue sky, a flat landscape covered In dots, 
and most annoyingly the pyramid*shaped straight 
edged hills scattered around, 

I realise that most Amigas have a 66000 pro¬ 
cessor running at 7,14 MHz, and couldn't handle 
the realistic valleys and contours that I want to 
skim. Why don't simulator programs exploit the 

accelerated Am I gas? 

I guess rfs really because Commodore have never pro¬ 
duced an Amiga that has a built-in accelerator, except 
ot course tor the A3000, Because there are not that 
many Amigas around with go-last capability built in, 
programmers just cant be bothered to add extra frills 
that most purchasers will never see. Getting realistic 
landscapes is something that eludes nearly every flight 
sim programmer. 

Now, you can do wonderful things with the Amiga's 
custom video chips (blitter and coprocessor). However, 
these are best used at machine level, which means no 
complex maths unless you have a 68881 or 88882 or 
68040 (which has one built in). I'm not saying that "rear 
looking, fast flight sims are impossible on a standard 
Amiga - bul they would be very difficult indeed for the 
average maths biased flight sim programmer. 

However, if (as is expected) Commodore only pro¬ 
duce serious Amigas with at least a 68020 processor, 
these attitudes may change. Remember, the Amiga is 
still a relatively young system compared to the Apple 

Mac or IBM PC Watch this space! 

I recently saw a review of Falcon 3 for the IBM PC. 
ft runs fast on a 16MHz machine, with contoured 
terrain, graduated skyline and realistic planes. This 
is only twice as fast as a standard Amiga, so will It 
appear for the Amiga? 

I had a chat with Shelley from Spectrum Holobyte 
about this, "We have no plans to release Falcon 3 for 

the Amiga yet. It's not on our release schedule which 
we have to fulfil However, we are keeping an eye 
on the market. If the potential for Falcon 3 is there, then 
we would like to release it. The decision has not 
yet been made." 

I would also like some advice on accelerators. II I 
go out and buy a 25 MHz accelerator, will flight 
aims run four-five times faster or Is a £130 68S82 
FPU maths chip necessary? 

For any accelerator to work to besl effect. 32-bit mem¬ 
ory and an FPU (Floating Point UnH) of some sort is 
necessary. The above set up would be more like eight 
times faster with a 68882 The fly in the ointment is that 
a lot of programs do not bother looking for FPUs. Like I 
say, when (if?) Commodore release the A800 the situa¬ 
tion should improve 

Most flight sims do look for and use them, t think 
F29 won't work with an accelerator because il relies on 
the custom video hardware (good) and programming 
Techniques that defeat 68020s and above (bad). 

f29 Retoliator hod fhe fastest moving graphics ever 

uan on an Amiga simulation* 

f IS Strike logh offered Tirtte that was new in farms of 
graphics, bul presented them in fast-paced game. 

Birth t>§ Prey still uses the same polygon graphics bet 
Includes light sourcing and shadows. 

199 
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AMIGA ADVICE 

200 

irick {and I don't I regret) iFs a 10 minute job to fix. 

It's also not uncommon with Aniigas, it has happened 

in the office on occasion. 
Do what 1 did; phone around the local computer 

shops, telling them that the computer can't write to a 

disk because the sensor is duff, and ask if they know 

how to fix it. It will cost you some money. 

QUEST FOR 
KNOWLEDGE 

FROM: A DAMREE* LONDON 

The Action Replay III cartridge - high time we hod a 
review in Amiga Format Watch this space! 

First of all Fd like to make it quite clear that Vm 

not a nasty pirate. I have recently bought an Action 

Replay III cartridge and am Interested in finding 

out how games work. 

Way back in Amiga Format issue 10, you printed 

a letter by a chap called lames Burrows who was 

complaining about a work that was entitled "The 

Hacker's Handbook'. Where can I gel it from? I've 

been looking everywhere but all the book shops I 

try keep telling me lhal I have to know the name of 

the author or the ISBN number. A phone number 

would be a great help. 

The original Hacker's Handbook was published in 

1985. Needless to say, it's got nothing inside it about 

How Amiga games work. It was aimed ai explaining 

how comms hacking worked via modems, and radio 

hacking via a scanner. It was written by Hugo 

Cornwall, the updated edition 'The New Hacker's 
Handbook* has an ISBN of 11712b 9711 X, There are 

third and fourth editions, bui I have no details. Nor do I 

know a supplier. 

DON'T DO THIS 
FROM: MARK RIGBY-JONES.DERBYSHIRE 

Gt.SK course work on, and was recommended - by 

I wo separate salesman - to gel a copy of the 

Kind words program. 

If only I had hough! a copy of Amiga Format 

before I bought my Amiga 1 might nol have made 

such a terrible mistake, I now realise that 

kitidwords is a stunning example of ‘What You See 

Is Nol VYhat You Get\ incredibly slow with contin¬ 

ual program crashes. 

Are you listening. Disk Company, l want my 

money back! My warning is this; don't trust sales* 

man, read Amiga Format instead, and don't buy 

Kindwords except as a last resort, 1 typed this letter- 

out using the Notepad application. It's a lot Taster 

and works much more often. 

If you didn't know. Kindwords is the worst commer¬ 

cial word processor available on the Amiga. It's not 

that terrible for the odd letter or invoice, but for big 

documents you need something with a bit mure speed 

and belter crashproofing. Protect gives the best speed, 

WordWorth is the most user friendly. Pen Pal gives the 

best all around value, and Excellence 3 gives mu hi- 

lingual dictionaries. 

Modems are simple interfaces, with few or no external 
controls. The secret is learning the software. 

BUDDING COMMSTER 
FROM: C GRAHAM, CARLISLE 

Could you answer a few questions a bun l modems 

please? I know very little about I hem, yet have a 

compelling urge to buy one. 

When they are advertised it states lhal they are 

ready to go. What exactly do I need to use an 

Amiga with a modem? 

There are three extras. First, a standard British 

Telecom telephone socket to plug the modem into. 

Second, a lead (ask for a proper modem cable for the 

Amiga) to connect the modem to the computer. Third, 

a communications program - l use NComm VL93. but 

version 2 of that shareware program is even better 

Do you need more than I Mb of memory to use one? 

No, allhough more can be used for capturing all the 

data whi/^ing between you and the computer at ihe 

other end of ihe phone line. It's also faster to download 

software into the RAM disk first, rather than straight to 

floppy disk, saving you a bit of money on phone bills, 

prompt you with a questionnaire where you have to 

enter your name, address, telephone number and sys¬ 

tem. Then they ask you to set a password. Usually, you 

can't go straight into a bulletin board unless these 

details have been verified. 

Once this has happened, you can call, enter your 

name and password and progress on to ihe main menu. 

To select anything from the menu, you have to press a 

key, which leads to another menu, and so on. ti really 

is like browsing a notice hoard - hence the name, ‘bul¬ 

letin board' sysicms or BBS for short. 

Would I be given a personal number fur friends 

with modems In gel in touch? 

Er, the number is tied lo the telephone socket you are 

using. It makes sense to have a dedicated socket, which 

is for use by the modem only {especially if you are 

receiving callsi. Most people use just one phone line, 

swapping ihe phone and modem as required. 

Are modems complicated to use? 

Pretly idiot-proof really (no exiemal controls at all). 

The key to success with a modem is finding your way 

around the comms software. Although you'll usually 

be up and dialling within minutes, it can take time to 

suss out what baud rate, data bits, stop hits and parity 

mean. These have to be set right: if not, allhough you 

can dial, your machine cannot communicate properly. 

Most bulletin boards work ai 241)0 baud or above 

(speed). 8 data bits (number of binary digds containing 

information). I stop bit (an exira bit so each machine 

can see the end of data! and no parity. Parity is a rough 

sort of error checking, and can be setlo even, odd or 

none. Nobody really bothers w ith these. 8 data, 1 stop 

and no parity is the norm. 

How much are you charged for the phone calls 

I roughly) and what method is used for payment? 

You gel charged Ihe same amount as everyone else 

who uses the BT system. Usually they send you a bill- 

1 would quote Ihe rales here, but BT phone charges are 

liable lo go through ihe roof at any given moment, 

They certainly have been over the past few years. 

LIFE THRU GRAPHICS 
FROM: IAN JARVIS, CREENFORD 

I have just bought an A15OCI with a (Juanium 52 

Mb hard drive. My reason fur purchasing this 

machine was to become involved in animation - 

although [ slill wish to play my games. As the 

machine only came w ith I Mb of chip RAM* 1 find 

that ! can only do a Few fi-ames of animation. 

So I need a memory expansion* and would like 

one to take it to (he full HMh. Could you please tell 

me if I need chip RAM, or fast RAM, or both? 

Well, the A1500 and A20Q0 models coine with I MB 

of chip RAM and (hat's normally your lot as far as 

chip RAM goes. Nearly all RAM expansions for those 

machines are* of the fast RAM variety. 

Which is best for animation and games? 

Kindwords if a horrible, slow, inefficient program that will 
have you tearing yftur hair out in fruftralton, 

l urn writing this letter as a warning to other less* 

experienced Amiga owners. Fairly recently I bought 

an A5(KI after I realised my BBC Micro was a bit 

nut of date. I needed a word processor to do my 

When you get in touch with a bulletin board* what 

are you supposed to do? 

It's u bil like using ihe Shell, albeit in a much more 

friendly and interactive manner. Most of them ask you 

lo press a key (usually the Esc or Return keys), then 

Ideally, you want the maximum of both for animation. 

Most animation software* requires fast RAM, Deluxe 
Paint III and IV are the exceptions to this. A lot of 

older games do not work without some fasi RAM - a 

couple of these won't work on anything other than a 

I MB A500, due to short-sighted programmers. 



BLUES 'N' GREYS 
FROM: STEPHEN BUCKLEY, ROCHDALE 

An RGB splitter Takes a colour composite video source, and 
filters oul the red, green and blue components separately. 

liver since 1 bought the Date I Video Digitiser N and 

RGB splitter the grev-scale digitising has been spot 

on. Hut when digitising from a colour source, the 

blue screen seems fuzzy compared to the red and 

green grubs. Is this normal with all digitisers or is 

part of my hardware faulty in some way? I am cur¬ 

rently using a Sony SLV-715 HQ video recorder. 

The blue component of all composite video signals is 

the weakest and it is likely that your RGB splitter 

needs a boost, to read in the weaker signal. Try con¬ 

tacting Datei'sTechnical Support on 0782 744324. 

Also, I have found that using Fixmate to mix the 

red, green and blue screens produces much sharper 

images than the software provided by Datel, 

That’s not realty surprising, as Pixmate was designed 

to work with digiiiscrs - specifically, the Progressive 

Peripherals and Software Frame Grabber, which is 

marketed by Marcam in the UK. As that unit is rather 

expensive, it would make sense for the software to be 

a bil more upmarket. 

GOING UP 
FROM: ADRIAN KING, COLYFORD 

At the moment I own an ASOO that has 1Mb ot RAM 
and an external disk drive. I hope soon to trade It in 
for an A1500 with Workbench 2, sometimes called 
an A1500 Plus, I would also like a hard drive for 
that system, so here’s a few questions. 

Is the 1Mb built into the machine fast RAM, chip 
RAM or 512K of each? 

1Mb chip RAM It is virtually impossible to split this into 
half and haH with a soldering iron, but there are certain 
PD utilities that can do this. The best one (according to 
Asam Ahmad. Amiga Format writer and A20DG 
user) is called The Degrader, and is a shareware prod¬ 
uct Written by Chris Names (an Australian who has 
also done a rather good PC emulator called PCTask}, it 

is scarce on the PD circuit 

Can the At 500 have 2Mb of chip RAM, like the ASOO 
Plus and AS00? 

Yes. but if s not cheap or standard. Aquarian PD sell an 
expansion called Megachip 2000, for about £175 The 
Agnus chip has to be removed, and the board sits in 
the socket. On the board is your 2Mb ol chip RAM 
(that's why it's expensive). Although it works with 
nearly all software, some is incompatible: noticeably 
Wings, which works fine on an ASOO Plus with 2 Mb of 
Chip RAM. Aquarian PD 0914 357 2424. 

AMIGA ADVICE 

FASTER? SLOWER! 
FROM: RONALD WALKER, RAMSGATE 

Al the Commodore show last November I bought 

a Microbolics. VXL 30/25 accelerator board for my 

A1500 from ihe Cavendish Computer Centre. Since 

purchasing it I have failed to see any difference 

in performance, t ran the Syslnfo utility, and was 

told that the computer was slower with the acceler¬ 

ator enabled 

I carried out some timed tests with Deluxe Faint 

IV transformations and a DTP package FageStteam 

and there is no noticeable difference between 

enabling and disabling the board. I'm sure the 

board is titled correctly, Syslnfo tells me there is a 

6803b plugged into the system, but it is all 

extremely slow* 

The machine has 8Mb of normal fast RAM, 

lMb of chip RAM hut no 32-bit RAM or a maths 

chip (FPU). In all (he mags this was highly praised 

and so I purchased "wisely”! Can you help? 

Going in reverse order are you honestly sure that you 

didrft buy it on impulse? The VXL 30/25 was not 

widely advertised, let alone reviewed, before Ihe 

Commodore show last year, Ii was certainly a new one 

for me when I saw it, and it has yet to be fully 

reviewed in ibis magazine. 

As to your problems. I suspect that the lack of 32 

bit RAM and no FPU is probably the culprit, made 

worse by the lack of an MMU on Microbotics acceler¬ 

ators. An MMU is a Memory Management Unit, and 

allocates what chips have access to which bits of 

memory and when. 

It seems (front your Letter at any rate) that 32-bit 

memory (1Mb minimum - 2Mb preferably) is neces¬ 

sary to get the best performance from this board. Also, 

some software doesn't look for a 68020 or better CPU* 

instead they check for an FPU. Since you haven't got 

one, it may be that they just don’t realise that you have 

an accelerator card connected. Any other owners of 

Miciobotics cards, feel free to w rite. 

ERRANT MICE 
FROM: PATRICK MAYNARD. F.RMONT 

Third-party mite are usually very reliable - but they won't 
work if your Amiga's internals are oul to lunch. 

[ am a French reader and I’m writing (o you 

because I have a problem with my IJ Amiga. When 

1 move the mouse, Ihe pointer doesn't move cor¬ 

rectly vertically, fl words OK horizontally, but 

when moving up or down, ihe mouse pointer moves 

I w o pixels, then moves hack one pixel. It happens 

on all resolution screens. 

11‘s embarrassing when t want to dick on small 

areas, or use Deluxe Faint or DTP programs, 1 has t 

tried using another mouse, and the right Amiga key 

plus cursor keys, but it always happens. With 

Lemmings Tor two players l with two mice I f get the 

same problem for both pointers! 

Is there a special circuit which manages the 

mouse pointer? Will a component have to he 

changed? The guarantee is over, 

1 am not sure what is wrong, but it seems likely that 

your Denise chip is misbehaving, as it is that chip 

which deals with moving and displaying the mouse 

pointer Try having the machine repaired locally. 

Incidentally , you arc very smart to use a second mouse, 

to make sure that the fault is inside the machine, O 

Can Ihe A1500 have mere than two 3.5-Inch floppy 
disk drives, and It so where do they go? Do you 
need a special type? 

Any Amiga external drive can be plugged into the back 
ol an A150Q, in exactly the same way as for every 
Amiga. No problem. 

Will the hard drive (probably a GVP) need an exter¬ 
nal power supply III add 2Mb to It? 

No. The A1500/A2000 are blessed with whacking great 
power supplies. Expansion just isn't a problem with 
these systems, everything takes its power irom the 
built-in power supply. 

Just bow good is Platinum Works, which seems to 
come with every A1500? 

It’s pretty good value, in that you get a bundle of pro- 
grams for a fraction of the price ot buying them 
separately. However, you will certainty want something 
better after a while. The utilities are all right for doing lit' 
tie jobs, but don't really do justice to the machine. 
Especially one with a hard drive and extra RAM fitted. 

Can l gel a ROM switcher board for Kickstart 1.3 
like the A50G? I know First Choice sell Al500s with 
them In already, but they don't do part exchanges. 

Kicksian switchers work with every Amiga except the 
old Ai 000 and the A3000 (which lets you store different 

versions of Kickstart on its hard disk). Remember 
though, fitting one invalidates the warranty. However, 
the nice thing about the A1500/A20Q0 is that they are 
designed to be taken apart and expanded, and so you 
can whip bits in and out without people being any the 
wiser, was fitting my hard drive, guv, honest!" 

How much memory do hard drives and floppies 
take away from the system? 

Floppies take between 20 and 30K per drive. Hard 
disks take 64K per hard disk partition (remember, you 
can split a hard drive up so that the Amiga thinks H s 
more than one disk). However, you can give them more 
memory butlers to work with by using the really simpe 
Shell Addbutfers command like so. preferably included 
in your startup-sequence: 

Addbutfers DF0* 10 

After the command, the next part tells the system what 
disk drive to add memory to (in this case, the internal 
floppy drive DFQ). The next part is the number of extra 
buffers to add. This is measured in 1QK blocks, so in 
the above example 10QK would be taken away from 
the system and given over to the hard drive. 

Why is this useful? Well, drives with big buffers 
can work taster pumping more information into and out 
ol the Amiga without slowing down for the computer 
Especially useful with a Bridgeboard system, when PC 
hard drives are slow lor the Amiga to access, and 
Amiga drives are slow for the PC to access. 
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YOUR DEFINITIVE GUIDE 
Check out this month s fact-packed issue: 

Yep, the biggest collection of essentiol Amigo advice ever 
assembled in one magazine. There's all you need to know to 
master 3D graphics, printers, desktop publishing, music, 
video, scanners, hord disks, accelerators and loads more... 

Each and every issue we bring you up to date with the latest 
developments in Amigo desktop publishing and dedicate four poges to in- 
deplh tutorials and reviews of the most papular hardware and software 
packages. This month, far instance, we concentrate on Hoi Links - a new 
utility for top-selling Pogestream2. 

im 
When il comes to video, the Amiga is the machine and Amiga Shopper 
the magazine with its unrivalled coverage of desktop video. In this 
issue, we focus on Amiga titling programs for your home videos and 
show you how to achieve the best results... 

Whether your forte is MIDI, sampling or 
sequencing, or oil three together, you'll 
find plenty each month to keep you 
occupied. And if you've got the 
Sequencer One package given away 
with Amiga Formal, then you’ve just got 
to get the latest Amiga Shopper - we 
review Gajits' knockout Hit Kit add-on.,. 

...FOR WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH 
It's the only solution to every Amiga problem you're ever likely to encounter. And whatever your 
hassle may be, Amiga Answers has the best brains in the business to help you out. Just send in 
that query and watch it disappear in a puff of logic. This month, there's a dozen pages of 

questions - oil answered in the most dear, informative and friendly style you could hope for... 
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204 

The new PCMCIA conned or means that future software 

can have computer-based security built into cartridges. 

QI can*i see why the PCMCIA slm on Ihe A600 

is going to defeat the pirates. Surely, every 

time a home computer has a cartridge slut* it’s sim¬ 

ple to save (he cartridges on (ape or floppy dish? 

ft's pretty easy on all such systems, from the old 

VIC 21} onwards! 

Alt is true that all home computers wilh ROM 

connectors are prone to piracy, but the PCMCIA 

connector isn't just for connecting ROMs. The buz¬ 

zwords here are ‘smart card'. Such a card can have its 

own processor, RAM and battery mounted on tl, as 

well as programs stored on ROM. 

The practical upshot of this is that you can build 

prolection into them. Not just w rite an ami-piracy pro¬ 

gram which asks for passwords, but hardware 'keys* 

that are impossible to read through the connector with¬ 

out destroying the card. 

It remains to be seen how hard the software houses 

will pursue smart cards. True new technology always 

costs brass, and lots of it to develop systems that work 

in the home as well as in the laboratory. Hut, as far as 

defeating piracy goes, they look like the best medium 

yet - even better than CD ROM. They make Sega and 

Nintendo cartridges look cheap to copy by comparison. 

QI see a lot of adverts for replacement intermit 

drives. Are they very prone to break down? 

A Not break down exactly, but as they contain 

moving parts, they tend to get clogged with dirt 

and grease, and then wear out. Most shops and techie 

people cannot be bothered to repair them because of 

the relatively low cost of replacements. The attitude 

seems lo be why repair something for peanuts when 

you can charge more for a replacement? 

QWhy don't more games use HAM mode? 

Apart from Links and Pioneer Plague, no 

game uses all 4,0% colours of (he Amiga! Apart 

from still-graphic screens* of course. 

A There are speed problems with HAM mode - it 

steals a lot of time away from the processor just 

lo maintain the display. However, the main reason is 

that H AM graphics take a lot of memory' - they occupy 

16 per cent more than 32-colour screens, and 33 per 

cent (fractions rounded down) more than 16-colour 

screens. That may not seem a lot, but it’s a helluva dif¬ 

ference to a programmer. You either rely on a machine 

having lots of memory or a hard drive. 

Having said that. Links and the A600 HD have 

shown the way, I do hope that more hard drive-only 

games will appear and really show off the graphics 

capabilities of the machine. I wouldn't Like it to 

become standard, you understand. But when you’ve 

got a hard drive, it’s nice to think that some program¬ 

mers think you are worth developing for. 

Answerfile 
We're all stumped at times when trying to get the most out of the 

Amiga. But stump no more as Pat McDonald offers yet more 

informed answers to a plethora of pertinent questions. 

Qlta SIMMs (Single In-line Memory Module*) 

have (o he fitted in pairs? Vm thinking of 

buying a Cortex memory expansion* but buying 

2Mb of R AM at a lime is a bit pricey. 

A Yes, The reason is that it keeps the cost of the 

actual memory expansion board down because 

ihe board is simpler to make (less components). 

QHow does the future look for people with 

Kickstart 1.2 Amiga*? 

A Bleak. I mean. Workbench 1.3 wasn’t that dif¬ 

ferent to 1,2, bui Workbench 2 is far superior - 

really user friendly, nice looks. Fast File System, bool 

from any drive, and so on. The trouble is that program¬ 

mers have a choice between writing programs which 

are compatible with 1.2 Amigas, or relying on people 

upgrading. It’s a slow process, but 1.2 will become just 

another chapter of computer history. 

QWhat do you think of Ihe A6Q07 Is all soft¬ 

ware that works on an A5(H) Plus compatible 

wilh Ihe A6(KI? 

QWhat makes a game lleenceware and share¬ 
ware? What's the difference? 

All's entirety up to the programmer. A shareware 
program can be distributed by anyone. You can 

give as many copies as you like to whoever you like. 
The theory is that if you like and use a shareware pro¬ 
gram, then you send a contribution of some sort to the 
programmer to encourage him or her to improve it 
Usually this includes getting upgrades lo the program 
as they are completed. 

In theory, shareware looks like a good, dean, 
honest system. The trouble is that practical fy nobody 
sends contributions to the programmer - they just go 
ahead and use the software, reasoning that the pro¬ 
grammer will never know. 

The result is that most shareware programs are 
released only once - if no contributions are received 
then the program probably won't gei updated and 
improved. Alter ail. why should a programmer bother if 
people are just going to abuse the system? 

In Quite a Jot of cases the reason why no pay¬ 
ments are made is that the program was of extreme 
minority interest or just plain naff. Very few programs 
are deliberately written as shareware - a programmer 
will only use this method as a last resort. 

There are exceptions to this, and they are usually 
very good pieces of software (Jeff Minter $ Ltematron 
comes to mind). But there is too much bad shareware, 
which lowers the perceived value of all shareware. 

Quite a few PD libraries decided to change their 
methods of distribution for the best programs. The 
result is iicenoeware - it is illegal to copy programs 
distributed as licenceware and give them away on a 
personal level, or tor a PD library to stock them without 
a licence from the programmer. 

The benefit of this system is that the programmer 
gets a guaranteed'slice of the profits, assuming that 
somebody actually buys the program 

A I like it. I’m thinking about buying one, building 

a battery pack for it, and bunging on an LCD 

screen for a portable Amiga. OK, so it can't have that 

much memory or an accelerator, but a cheap internal 

hard disk? Much more useful in most circumstances. 

In theory, any software that works on the A500 

Plus should work perfectly well with Ihe A6(M>. There 

will probably be one or two exceptions lo this, but 

nothing is perfect. 

Bui that’s the situation at this moment in time - 

most programmers are now' aware of the Plus and how 

to avoid crashing it, so compatibility on future soft¬ 

ware should not be a problem. Except, of course, 

software that needs fast RAM. 

QCould you tell me about the differences (if 

there are any) between the Canon BJlOe and 

HJIOex bubble jet printers? 

The BJIOEx has an Epson protocol emulation 

^^™.mode. so you could use the evcr-popular 

EpsonX (CBM MRS 1250) primer driver with It. You 

can’t do that on a standard BJIOc - you have to use an 

IBM Proprinter driver. 

Thu program H Shareware Ef you enjoy rhis 
and ■••-y!d||iik|te 
^ in th:s format* pie ore Support me 
by poyin? Uamerof' a £5 Shareware Tie 

yff. 

J*ff Winter always tells you how to register Ills shore- 

ware gomes within the gem* H**H. You can't miss it. 

O<taM£0 Pro will probably gal more interest as IRcik*- 

wore because It's of sod a high standard. 

ITS up to the programmer to decide whether he or she 
wants to release a program as shareware or licence- 
ware. The exact terms of the deal are usually 
embedded in the documentation, so if you're not sure 
about a program you've acquired and want lo play fair, 
read the documentation and check. 
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In-depth explanation 
Number 5: hard disks 

Stilt fay far the preferred 

option for o hard drive is 

one of tfae GVP series II 
modek. Although it iwf- 

(tri from a few {repeal, 

few} profalenii when 

installing software tom- 

pored with the official 
CBM A5*0, the differ¬ 

ence in normal working 

speed makes it the option 
lo go for. IK* GVP A530 
version even has an 

accelerator cord built ml 

Everyone has at least one question about this subject This should answer the lot! 

at can't use your method for copying 

C overdisks on my A5WI Plus, Every lime 1 

type it in* the computer asks fur drive DFO. VVh> is 

this, and why don't you just use the duplicate 

option on Workbench? 

A The reason is very' simple: DRl stands for Disk* 

Floppy* Zero (as in the number! rather than 

Disk, Floppy, Oh. A second drive is usually called 

DFI, a third DF2. and so on* The reason why we don't 

advocate the Duplicate option on Workbench is that it 

doesn't work every time on all versions of Workbench 

(V 1*3*2 conies immediately to mind). W ith Workbench 

2* it should work just fine. 

do I print out pictures made with lutt? 

A First, save them to a disk (or to the RAM device 

if you have lots of memory). Then run a HAM 

paint program* such as SpcctraColorJr which came 

with Amiga Format issue 34. load the picture and 

select prim. Robert is, indeed, your uncle. 

Quarterback foots asks you to felect o disk, then takes 

you to this menu to optimise, repair or browse at it. 

Q! know that a disk optiraber lets sou rear¬ 

range lloppy disks to work quicker. Is there a 

prirgram which does the same for hard disks? 

A Quarterback Toots docs this for any volume 

mounted. I don't know of any other program 

that docs (I suspect the commercial versions of BAD 

do) but Quarterback Tools is the one for me. because 

it's very user friendly* 

QWhat's the best memory expansion for the 

A500/A500 Plus, an internal oversize trap¬ 

door type or unc that plugs inlo the left-hand side? 

A Ones that plug into the left-hand side, often built 

into hard drives, are the fastest and most conve¬ 

nient, You just fit them and they're ready to go. This 

type is always fast memory : in tuber words* the mem¬ 

ory can only be accessed by the 68000 CPU ‘decision 

making' chip. 

With an internal trapdoor expansion larger than 

512K (I Mb on an A50O Plus) you have to unscrew the 

computer* take out a chip, plug in a board, plug the 

chip into the board, connect the memory unit and con¬ 

nect them both w ith a cable* And if it's a big expansion 

(l*5Mb or larger) you have to run a piece of software 

for the Amiga to recognise the extra memory. 

Some inicmal RAM expansions (ICD and Virgo) 

can be configured as pari chip RAM and pan pseudo 

fast RAM'. The point is that if you plug fast RAM into 

the trapdoor slot of an A5O0 or an A50Q Plus, it 

doesn't work as fast as a true fast RAM expansion on 

the left hand side. The difference is slight though 15 

per cent or less). 

1A hard drive mechanism works on much the 
same lines as a floppy drive. A disk coaled 

with magnetic material spins around and a head is 
positioned over the track to detect the varying 
magnetism in the track. The head can also record 
information. However, bard drives are sealed units 
(even a tiny speck of dust can trash them). They 
are precision made, have more than one head and 
so can store vastly more than a floppy. 

As standard, only the A3000 and A600 HD 
have true hard drive potential. Other Amigas 

need a controller to form a bridge between the 
computer and the hard drive. This means that 
there are dozens of hard drive options from lots of 
different manufacturers* 

Because hard drives are precision made, they 
work much faster than floppies* However, 

because lots of different types are available, they 
all work through Workbench and AmigaDOS. This 
means that by and large, most non-games soft¬ 
ware and serious' games ( le flight si ms. 
war-games, strategy games and adventure games} 
can easily be transferred to hard drive* Older soft¬ 
ware is not so accommodating. 

4 IDE (integrated Drive Electronics) drives are 
viewed by many as the best Their advantage 

is that the controller for telling the heads what to 
do and when Is built into them. This means that 
the interlace between computer and hard drive is 
cheap and simple. However* IDE drives only allow 
for one extra hard drive to be connected, thus lim¬ 
iting the potential for big uses. 

SCSI (Small Computer Systems Interface) 
types are more versatile* in that up to eight 

different devices can be linked together. SCSI also 
has the advantage that you can connect more than 
just hard drives - tape streamers (see later), scan¬ 
ners and removable media (hard drives that can be 
changed like floppy drives) as well as read write 
CDs can all be plugged in. However* H costs more 
than IDE because of its sophistication. 

6 ST-506 (sometimes called XT) drives are the 
ones lo avoid. The lirst type to be available, 

they have now nearly died out save as second¬ 
hand bargains * They lack the auto-repair features 
found on most SCSI and some IDE units - the lat¬ 
ter types are usually able to fix themselves when a 
read/write error occurs. 

The difference between using an Amiga with 
two floppy drives lor serious purposes, and 

using one with a hard drive, is huge. Because load 
and save times are much reduced, you can do 
much more work in the same amount of time. 
However, hard drives do not make the computer 
any faster* So if you are working with computer- 
intensive programs like ray (racers or scenery 
generators* a hard drive isn't so spectacular 

Because hard drives are so much bigger than 
floppies in capacity - the smallest hard drive 

is 20 Mb - they are more vulnerable You are liter¬ 
ally keeping ail your eggs In one basket. For 
security purposes, it makes sense to split up or 
partition the drive so that the computer thinks It's 
dealing with more than one drive. A read-Wrile 
error on (he programs partition will not damage 
your data or Workbench partitions. 

Partitioning doesn’t help you recover flies 
when a read write error happens. The only 

way to get back information from a damaged parti¬ 

tion is to have already copied or 'backed up the 
hard drive on to floppies, There are various pro¬ 
grams that do this; my favourite is Quarterback 
because it's idiot proof- 

Hard drives are unquestionably good 
news- You can do so much more with 

your machine if you are not swapping disks and 
making sure thal the right floppy is in the right 
drive* They do require some technical knowledge 
of the Shell (to copy libraries info the libs drawers 
and assign floppies on to the hard disk). But they 
are well worth the initial hassles for novice users - 
they make your computer get up and go. 
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FIXED CHARGE ONLY £42.99 Incl. 
FIXED CHARGE INCLUDES PARTS, LABOUR. DELIVERY. VAT 
90 DAY WARRANTY ON ALL REPAIRS 
24 HOUR TURN AROUND ON 95% OF REPAIRS 
ALL UPGRADES PURCHASED FROM US FITTED FREE WITH REPAIR 

INCLUDES REPAIRS TO DRIVE 4 KEYBOARDS 
FULL DIAGNOSTIC TEST AND SERVICE 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
INTERNAL 3.5” DRIVE £38.99 
Simple to fit. fully documented 

ROM SWITCHER £14.95 
Keyboard!mouse witched 

KICKSTART 1.3 ROM £25.00 
For software compatibility 

KICKSTART 2.04 ROM £28.70 
Upgrade to A50Q+ Ram 

SUPER DENISE £29.90 
Excellent value 

48000 CPU £15.(81 

A500 KEYBOARDS £42.10 
Factory new. Genuine part 

FATTER AGNUS 8372A £31.50 
l Meg chipran compatible 

CIA 1C £10.93 
Printer. Serial, Drive pons 

GARY 1C £11.50 

PAULA 1C 

DENISE 

£19.95 

£19.95 

A ATTENTION ALL DEALERS A 
Our company now offer (he mast competitive dealer repair service* 
h ull credit facilities available 
Send for our Free information pack today*.* 

We reserve the right to refuse repair for whatever reasons 
Prices tmlv valid with this coupon 

Service HOTLINE (0533) 470059 
DART Computer Services ^ 
105 London Road _ 
Leicester LE2 ope SI Computer services 

■ i vu.vvm .1 

water ^Services 

COMPUTERS 
6 STEELE ROAD 

MIDDLEWICH 
CHESHIRE 
CW10 0RA 

TEL: (0606) 737551 

AMIGAS 

OPEN: 10am-7pm Mon-Sun 
PLEASE NOTE 
WE ARE MAIL 
ORDER ONLY 

Please make an appointment if 
you wish to collect your order and 

save on postage costs. 

COLLECT YOUR 
ORDER AND SAVE 

POSTAGE 

HARD DISKS 
A500 PLUS + SOFTWARE (ltd) .,.£325 

A6QQ. £370 
A500/A500+ 

IBM AS90 20Mb E280 

A600 + 20Mb HARD DISK.£465 

A1500 + SOFTWARE.£550 

GVP H08 52Mb. £340 
GVPH08+ 120Mb.£450 
GVP PC-286 PC EMULATOR.£230 

A1500/A2000 
GVP HDS+ 52 Mb f?7*> 

PRINTERS 
CITIZEN 1200*.£125 

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 £190 
GVP HD8+ 120Mb. £420 

CITIZEN PRODOT 9 (inc, col. kit) £205 

CITIZEN 224.£220 

MISCELLANEOUS 
PHILIPS 8333 MK II MONITOR 
(ire lead & F19)., .£225 

ROCTEC GENLOCK PLUS.£130 
OPTICAL MOUSE .£29 
QUICKSHOT PYTHON.  £9 
DIGI VIEW MEDIASTATION.£130 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24E (inc. col. kit)£280 

At! printers include leads 

Add £7 for starter kit 

lpaper; labels + driver disk) 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
AMIGA SOFTWARE UP TO 40% OFF RRP 
SEGA CARTRIDGES UP TO 20% OFF RRP 

JOYSTICKS FROM E5 

MICE FROM £14 
WORKBENCH 2.04 UPGRADES 

BRIDGEBOARDS 

EVERYTHING FOR YOUR AMIGA, JUST RING FOR A PRICE 
p-T7| PRICES INCLUDE VAT c—. 
1*1 PLEASE RING FOR POSTAGE COSTS Ff?4 

We accept payment by Access. Visa, Connect. P.O.’s, Cheque 
(Please allow 10 days tor cheque clearance) 

Repairs from £23.00 inclusive. 

Free registered carrier pickup and return 
despatch for ultimate peace of mind, 
anywhere in the UK mainland! 
Free diagnostic inspection. 
Terms and conditions available on request. 

All repairs carried out are covered by free 
90 day warranty. 

Fast efficient service, average diagnostic 
and repair time - 24 hours! 

Experienced, qualified engineers. 

Any upgrade fitting, fixed price £15.00 
inclusive. 

ACSA a. 
ELECTRONICS 

V 
Business Enterprise Centre, Eldon Street, 
South Shields, Tyne & Wear, NE33 5JE. 

Telephone: 091 -455 4300 



Don't w*..tc «tv>Prj 
feuytnu * new nadihsf, 

wkfn jroa ton upjpudr art 
prices! 

SYSONS ASSOCIATES 
Sole Distributor ol Hossmollpr Products In Ihe UK 

HARD DRIVES 
A1SO&2O00 
cm» 

03995 E27S.99 
__ Owanhun E449.&5 W2S.0U 
glQMbOuintuin £79995 £789,99 
A50C/500^ tWm nave tattrrul oetoyr metal 
cases to ifflpteve dijrSrtty and mduca ratfe Wirtwics. 

Qu«nSn Ms' 
come wUh. SCSI interlaces snd arc- aufo- 
aulci-bocrtingi (KMtfl U ft higher), futy 

cempatfote wtb Kktetart 2. Complete wth ^ *flf software, 
ft FORUATfED - JUST PLUG W ft 001 

ACCELERATORS 
ft A200Q 68000-16 CPU arftfi 1 

performance Avoids incompatibility I 
tted w«fi 6302030 Ate? ] 
lo chip nwTHjfy. With ee-f 

(No! torA5O0+) State modal... 

65381 ‘20 Mams 00-proce**or for MatclV2 

■HP_ . tad Tfw tow cost method to 
iremae partomance Pot a! motet ire A5QG+ £74-95 | 

Turbo XT, Improves XT bridge board perform*™ 

NEW PRODUCTS 
UK LAUNCH Of ’VIDEO 5TREAVEB" * the low c 
memod <# baoHns up your hard disk - $10*9 up lo BOO I 
Megabyte* on a normal VHS tope using ymjr iMflg I 
video recorder as a tap* rtmamor. Easy Id use. Saves ] 
on aapensNa tape ssrsamers ft cartridges.. No need si 

trtwnal totting ■ simply connad to lb* parallel pen. 1 
Amiga. PC ft Atari ST software aMBitaift. One version of | 
sortwafo included {State version))., 

IOM AT keybeftrd rtfr-rf...- Allows connection of a I 
high quaJriy low cost AT compatible keyboard IP any I 

-- 1006,1-500, 2000.3000 mat | 
.O'IlV 

MEMORY EXPANSION 
12MB RAM (A5QC) with onM twncti ft stock. ( 
*3mmlow power 4-CNp design, 
high accuracy clock......E2&M 

2Mb RAM (A50P) with clock. Works with boih FAT 
4512Kb) ft FATTER (IMS) AGNUS... 

MB RAM {A50&*JSmpty plug We IrMp door ta pveZMb 
cNp RAM Comped bw power design £54M 

5Mb Board tfftti £Mt» fitted {AtDM),,. ...£149.95 

3Mb Board with 0Mb fitted (A2000)_™ CSS,95 

4 Magatvt eftnotogy. Board may be fitted with 21ft-. 4*ft, 
I — Fiifry populated wdh onfy 16 RAM chips 

w*» 68(52030 <ards <«£»> For each 2Mb. 
£70 Ftm fitting it ordred wifi board For 

BMb board with 2Mb fitted (A2000) £139,95 

All memory erpar^lont, BKCept irSMb ft A10M board 
Ota latait ZIP RAM allowing a compact, power 

OTHER PRODUCTS 
hleua* Joyatick Autoiwltch. use both wa-ihout 
unpluggHig saving wear ft tear on cormctorB, radudog 
pul^Cv fflplP wet JUU COftUlVCI i IQrQfivI fclUPS 

Boatteteder, altows use of the other ftoppy drives lor 
booting. Works with both A500 ft mQQ.£1699 

Vlrtia Dip, fte easily to Ihe external floppy swwedor 
protecting si drives from boot block viruses With onttfl 
switch ft rtiSMOf .£796 

AkfcSttrt ROM awftch Avwf ™npatfc*ry pnstiems 
Upgrade now! This board aft*? you lo use both 1.3 ft 
£04 ROMs {Excluding ..,,.....,£1995 

Vaeirv, Eprcm Burner fur Amiga or Atari ST^X74 95 

Ught pan---— ...fiiMS 

U Adaptor for Ughtpen-Joyattcii £1495 

Phawr pistol with 2 game* —.. £4995 

Floppy drive* 3 5" Extamal 3,5' Iniernal (ASOCi 3.5T 
InlarnaJ (A209&) 5 25' Eilarnal (40^0 Track). P^i aSi 

m. ■' twtaa™ 

HOW TCI OROF.K 
ji Orders payable to 

3 SUE. 
„ . jt orders over EtOO pteasa add £7 pftp Choques pnd Postal ( 

^-JATES, Send tor 98 Konfen Lana. Kantian. Harrow, Middx HA3 BUI 
L. J .a days for choque ckeranca No personal saltert plaase. 
H WJErRANT¥ OH ALL PRODUCTS, TECHNICAL SUPPORT: Monday la Friday 1400-1700 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME. Tel: 081-907 2100, FtX 081-909 1176. 
All details correct a! time of going la press AB prills IndUda VAT, Ail goods nftj^ca to AYQilafcttity- 

DISCOUNT MAIL ORDER COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
THIS IS ONLY A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR SUPPLIES - SO IF YOU 

CANT FIND WHAT YOU WANT BELOW - PHONE 

Amiga 600 - 1 Mb/Deluxe Paint □..£360 
Amiga 600 lMMQMb HD. *.. £460 
CDTV + Lemmings/EDcyciopaocUa.£446 
A1500 Home Accounts lMb/2XFDD .,£550 
A20D0 + 40 Mb HD/1 Mb/ software.£1160 
A3000 + 50 Mb HD/2Mb/2SMHz.£27|0 
A3000 + 100Mb HD/2MM5MHZ.£3080 
VIDEO DIOmSERS & ENHANCEMENTS 

Genlock A8802 semi-professional.£186 
Genlock AB8Q6 profession aJ..£680 
Genlock Super A8B02 (SVHS). ..£560 
OVP Impact Vision 24 bit colour .—£1550 
ICD FFV flmker free video.  £215 
GPIB IEEE 488 interface board ..,..£320 
Roqjen Plus Genlock.,.......*,......*.,.^_£135 
Amiga A2300 Genlock 

(oompodita/semi-pTOf)..£90 
Dbgi-View Media Station..£125 

MONITORS 
Citizen Pro CM141 14pool/SVGA ,....,.,,£315 
Commodore 1930 MXD141 coL/VGA..... £238 
Commodore 1935 14" 
Super col/VGA/Trisync.. £325 

Commodore A1960 14* VGA 
multiacan/o^..    £440 

Commodore 1084514* mno/ort........£225 
Commodore A15 FST 15* 

FST/multisync... ..     £645 
PRINTERS 

HP DeskJet 500_____ ..£355 
HP DeskJet SOOC (oolour) ..£545 
HP Pamtiet RS232 or Centromcs £650 
HP Perntjet XL BS232 & Centromc8„.£1675 
HP Lasorjet IHsi.....,£3400 
HP LaserJet HP Plus..,,*.   £726 

Full range of HP accessories available 
Canon BJ10EX....    .....£260 
CanonBJ300.._      £390 
Canon 8J330E-..    £545 
Canon LBP-4 Plus (laser).....£776 
Canon LBP-8 in Plus...£1325 

GVP 
2 rear warranty on GVP products 

(SCSI HDs ■ 1 yea: warranty) 
ACCELERATORS 

G-Foice 5S030EC/68882 
2EMHx/lMb........ 

G-Force 68030EC/68882 
40MH£/4Mb... 

G-Force 88030 EC/6BBB2 
5QMHz/4Mb...I 

G-Foroe 68040 28MHi/2Mb. 
A 530 Combo 68Q30EC 
40MHz/lMb + 52Mb HD. ,„.*J 

As above with 120Mb HD... 
SIMM 32 biU4Mb expansion 

for 030 Accelerators and A530 
SIMM 32 bit/1Mb expansion 

for 040 2BMHz accelerator 
HARD CARDS 

Impact senes H HC8+ 52Mb HD 
Impact senes H HC8* 120Mb HD £405 
Impact senes U HC8 ■ 240Mb HD...£825 
SIMM Iftlb it 9 biVeOnu memory 

expansion lor above .....£45 
HARD DRIVES 

Sanaa E KD8-* 52Mb KD,,.,.,_«....,.£339 
Sen»OKD0+ 120Mb KD...---£45® 
Senes 0 HDS* 240Mb HD......£725 
SIMM 1Mb z § bit/SOns expansion ...,..-,, ,.£45 
SIMM 4Mb x 9 biVBOns eamansion.,,..£175 

..£546 

.£395 

-£1255 
...£1675 

..£665 

.,£815 

.£178 

.,...£175 

.£260 

t y bit/BOjiA expansion 
SCSI HARD DRIVES 

Quantum 52Mb HDD,... 
Quantum IZOMb HDD.. 
Quantum 240Mb HDD,.... 
HDD Mount Kit__■ 

REMOVABLE MEDIA 
Symiest SQSSS 44Mb mtemeJ 
fro ♦- oarmdg^20mji AT...JD410 

Syciuast 44Mb HD + SCSI controller 
fsanea UHC9+/0Mb) + cartridge_.,.£405 

SyQuest44Mb removable cartridge*.-.,..£95 
SyQuest SGI 10 B8Mb internal HD * 
autndga/20m$ AT„ ..... ..££35 

As above with SCSI,.,.....£630 
Syquest 88Mb removable cartridge.£120 

.,£210 
£325 

.,£566 

...,.£33 

AH prices include VAT ft full warranty. 
Postage £8, Credrt/debit card orders 061*546 4522, 9ara-8pm 7 days 

Chequa/postaJ orders to: MILLENIUM MICROS, 30 FERNHELL GARDENS, 
_KINGSTON, SURREY KT2 SDL._ 

We also stock: Acros. Wordstar, Borland, Toshiba. Pacific Data Products, 
Ommpage, Microsoft. Lotus, WordPerfect, Roland, Selkosba. Citizen, Sharp, 

Psion. Goldstar, Atari and many morel 

FOOTBALL 
TACTICIAN 

Until now. football simulations came in two categories: arcade and management Few. 
if any, ever bothered with the aJl-important STRATEGY which a successful manager 
is to master both before a match when deciding on squad selection, and during the 
match when high-drama, real-time decisions must be made on tactics, substitutions; 
set pieces and player deploy men* But now, for the first time on any ma^or computer, 
there is a superlative management game that encompasses all forms of soccer 
strategy; it is called FOOTBALL TACTICIAN. 
Team selection, needless to say. remains a critical element in any successful 
campaign and here you will be aided with a wealth of player data, never seen in any 
soccer program before. Gone are the days when a player was given a single skill 
level. Each player is now analysed in up to 20 different aspects, enabling you to 
select the side best suited for the match in hand. And then to the BIG innovation of 
FOOTBALL TACTICIAN: full on-line, real-time involvement during the match! For 
the first time ever, you wi. as a manager be able to alter your strategy : choose a 
defensive or offensive system, mark certain opponents, drop back some of your 
players if the pressure is tough, decide exactly when substitutions should be made, 
play the off-side trap, go for quick counters, etc... With full on-screen commentary 
and minute-by-minute feed-back, youre as involved in the match as any of your 
players* When you further consider that this game is written in 100% machine code 
tunlike scores of other slow-motion offerings which are written in basic), that up to 
twenty two users can play this game at the same time, that accurate records are 
kept on all 440 players in the first division, right down to their exact market valuation, 
that a built-in editor aJIows you to change any player s or manager's name, you wilt 
realise that this is no ordinary soccer manager THIS is the REAL THING You re in 
charge You manage your side before and during the match Nothing is left to chance 
Can you rise to the challenge? Try FOOTBALL TACTICIAN and prepare 
yourself for the ultimate football experience 

Amongst the many features: intelligent computer behaviour lively 
Transfer market, ability to replay ANY match of the week with full 
commentary three levels of commentary from highlights only to every 
single ball challenge with all players named. ability to retrieve any 
fixture from the last 21 seasons, top scorers chart friendlies, speed 
control, twenty player squads including the VERY LATEST transfers 
right up to this very week, full European Cups program with every single 
European player accurately named, selectable positions, automatic 
and intelligent substitutions by computer opponents based on player 
fitness, fatigue and tactics used; computer opponents will automatically 
change tactics to respond to situation on the field^j^^ ability to utilize 
to full advantage any extra memory fitted, and many morel 

FREE UPDATES OFFER! Because 
Talking Birds are committed to providing the most up-to-date football 
manager ever purchasers of FOOTBALL TACTICIAN will receive free 
update dtsks for a whole yearI As players are transferred, injured or 
revalued, as managers are sacked and teams promoted or relegated, 
it is essential that up~fo-dafe data disks should be made available to 
the serious user Beyond the first year period, this service wilt be 
available as an optional extra, 

AMIGA and ATARI ST/STE Double-sided disk. 

Please rush 1 copy of FOOTBALL TACTICIAN 
l own on AMIGA ASOO lmeg /A500D A500 1/2 meg □ ATARI ST/STED 

Name 
Address 

I enclose cheque for C19.95 □ 
My Visa number is 
Visa or Access orders same-day dispatch Overseas please add £1 n&p 

TALKING BIRDS 0702 523607 

5 Minster Close Rayleigh Essex SS6 8SF 



KCS Power PC Board 
PC Emulation 

on your Amiga 
About.,* 
The KCS Powat PC is a complete 11MHz 1Mb PC 

sub-eystem that cart be fitted to any Amiga in 

minutes 

Based arooral NEC's highly successful V30 CPU. 

the Power PC Board offers a very high decree of 

compatibility at mtcfiirw language level, yet runs 

(aster than an equivalent Intel 8086 

The l«lb Of Auioconfig™ memory can be 

accessed by m current Amiga models including 

Itw ASOO Pius Even the original ASOO can access 

S17K as a standard expansion with dock; (Hus a 

51Z*t RAM dislL 

Adored by critic* and users alike, me KCS Power 

PC Board Is a real alternative lo buying a 

complete PC done. 

Installation 
The KCS Power PC board frts to any Amiga in 

minutes: 

• On A5C0 and A5Q0 Plus machines It simply 

slides Into Itia trapdoor expansion: and doesn't 

invalidate your warranty I 

• On bigger Amigas. such as the 

1500/2000/2500/3000, It drops into a vacant 

Amiga slot using the custom designed adaptor 

board. 

• Once fitted, your Amiga can be switched Into PC 

mode simply by clicking an Icon. Just reset and 

Its an Amiga again 

No toss, no hiSile Juft two machines In the 

spaced! one. 

Video 
• Supports the majority Of EGA and VGA modes in 

16 glorious colours and monochrome - graphics 

up to 640x480 and lax! too Interlace is required 

for some modes but a software flicker fixer Is 

buff In. 

• Other video modes include MPA and CGA text 

and graphics. Also supports Tandy colour 

graphics adaptor and Hercules monochrome. 

• EGA and VGA graphics can be displayed on a 

domestic TV Of monitor. llnllke/ej/PCs. no extra 

hardware is required. 

Disk 
• Up to lour Amiga drives can be connected to 

your system and accessed in PC modes as 3.5‘ 

720K or 5,25" 360K Typical disk access js at 

least twice as fast as most real PC donas! 

• PCS can be started from any mounted drive 

5-25' Or 3 .5' and most Amiga hard drives. 

• Supports most popular turd disks including 

GVP Impact. Supra and AS90 (Qm« and SCSI} 

• A missive 200K ramdrive (up lo SMbwttft 

expansion} Is available in PC mode and rt's PC- 

reset proof too 

Memory 
• Even with a base Amiga 704K is free lor DOS 

programs (64QK In IGA and VGA modes) 

• EMS {expanded memory) Is supported allowing 

you to run Microsoft Windows without problems 

and store massive flies in lotus 1 -2-3 So. If you 

have 8Mb on board. Ihe PC can use H 

* XMS (extended memory) Is supported - even 

though this Is not usually possible on NEC V30 

machines. 

Speed 

Its landmark spaed puts it way ahead of many 

true PC systems - II even compares favourably 

with many AT ctona 

However, the crux of Ihe matter lies with the 

video speed, and Hus, as many antes have noted 

is where the KCS Pdirtr PC Board scores over an 

Others . It s no us# having a win-bang processor 

if ihe screen lakes several seconds to redraw 

itself 

* Tests In lexl modes have shown Id is several 

times lister than evtnAT clones with dedicated 

video hardware Even in graphics modes, il’s no 

slouch although rhe emulation Js limited by 

Amiga hardware 

* Add a processor accelerator card, andthe 32-blt 

dean KCS cache software will use It to Its lull 

advantage 

Mouse 

* Automate serial mouse emulation B supplied as 

standard - using your exBflngAmiga rodent 

* Mouse can be configuNd asCOMl or COM2. 

Joystick 

* Up to two sticks can be employed at any time. 

You decide how they are arranged 

Printer 
* Your Amiga's parallel pod is accessed as LPT1 

in PC mode 

Serial 

* DOS usually supports two serial ports, bul one 

Is taken by the Amiga mouse. The Amiga's serial 

can be sei as C0M1 or COM2 as desired, ie for 

MODEM etc. up lo 19200 baud full-duplex. 

Sound 

* PC sound is supported, but there's an additional 

volume control available In software 

Works on... 

* All Amigas (except Ihe *1000) fitted with 

Kickstart 12 and Workbench 12 or 

* Extra memory is not required, but full use will 

be made of extra hardware, like accelerators, 

bicker fixers, modems etc. 

Mpl 
* We warn you to gel the most out of your system 

so we ofler a comprehensive, free telephone 

helpline service to all registered users 

Updates... 

* Since the hardware is a complete PC In ns own 

right, all updates are completely software driven. 

Registered users can update at any time lor a 

nominal tee to cover media and shipping costs. 

TC emulation is a contentious issue - but the KCS Power PC board 
is the only one to carry my personal recommendation. It is an 
excellent product that does all it claims and does it well/* 
comments Mark Smiddy, ^author of Mastering AmigoDOS 2. 

PRICE 
Including MS-Dos/OOS-Help and on-board memory, £219,95 ind, VAT/Carr. 
Excluding MS-Dos. but including on-board memory, £ 189.05 inch VAT/Carr. 
Adaptor for 15OT200(V3000 - £74.95 incl. VAT/Carr. 
AvMMAt horn your tool computer slug fM they hram got I- Ask them why net!) Or dtftd Irom Brtcon Devices 

Bitcon Devices Ltd. 
88 Bewick Road. Gateshead. Tyne & Wear. NEB IRS England 
Tel: |091) 4501919, Helpline: (091) 490 0202, 
Fai: (091) 4901918 

Coflipaiitoitofy ii wcatlaffl tour no-on* can giwrafflH pw> anew proprwn uvaXaiM, fflvfriMt 1 ytui puichttt dupWKft on- a 
partculif prcgnffi. o4«h uk <n Nnt or tert *» a copy of Hu program |w*h sutabu $ A t a to b* rtiuin*dl Ant* lubwd in 
dwipa wiihM none* 

wkwir dvWflWi m m n* hkkaiiu 

SiTYTrtf ARP £1 

AusiHitkHPpjtii'083488466 tattle(Tel)036797098 Swifl DiscoverHit (Til)9574789& 
Dehkatm Data (Tel) 31-300580. Decade i,Td) 40-497480. Giaio: Customs Chip* (Tel) 926 271064. 
Denmark Betita (Tel} 3t 31 02 73 Ppmuai Sotoub ftel) 01 3526452 iretand Computer City/DuMn 
745250 NewZnlifld Pazac (Tel) 054-82949 AM trade enquiries wtiem* UK and Overseas (PAL oNy) 

Now get the best possible output 
from your computer graphics 
using the latest in Kodak & Canon 
Colour Printing Technology to give 
you unrivalled image quality. All 
Amiga image formats supported 
including ham, hi-res, interface & 
overscan. * 

This process does not use colour ink-jet printers but is a 
true Photographic process with results that have to be seen 
to be believed! No 300 DPI restriction - you get a true 
WYSIWYG image - what you see on screen is what you 
get - no jaggies, no dots, just living colour! 

A6/A4 Print for just £4.99 (inc. P+P) - 
both prints included in the price. 

Plus we offer the best digitizing service around at just £1 
per image from either moving or still photographic sources. 
(24 bit digitizing supported) - Ring for details. 
We also stock a unique selection of dazzling graphic-based RD, disks including 
the following selection: 

1. A Rht {Stunning images from ‘alien' creator H R. Giger,) {t 8+) 
2. FANTASY ART I {Various high quality images in the D & D mode) 
3. FANTASY ART II (Sci-Fi Spectacular) 
4. The Victorian Nude {Naughty but nice-ail in the best possible taste & Decor) 
5. CASTLES I (castles ot fantasy-atmospheric art!) 
6. CASTLES II (the real thing in full ham!) 
7. MIDDLE EARTH I (images inspired by J.R.R, Tolkien-impressive!) 
8. TEXTURES I (Various IFF full screen images, wood etc. For use in D PAINT,} 
9. SCREEN FONTS (Various fonts for use in D PAINT etc.) 
10. WILDLIFE I (Various images of the creatures of land, sea & air.) 

VIDIPRINT, 2 Simmons St., Blackburn, 
Lancs BB2 t AX Tel: (0254) 692941 

* RING FOR 24 BIT COMPATIBILITY 

Reach the top f 
with  -—1 

Self-Tuition Courses 
m 

Wot Id leaders • Huns gpduaieAcadwr authors # In edueui iorml software chans. 

• Excellent reviews • £5 oft total fur 2. £ ID off for 3. £17 oft for 4 

14131 
New complete course of spoken and written German 

with graphics adventure game and German business Idler 

Henviriloi". 24 programs, hook and m.mual £24 

MICRO FRENCH (Beginner* GCSE) 
i 

Complete course with real speech & graphics adventure game. 24 

programs t a book and a manual. £24 

MICKO KNCLISH (H years GCSE) | 

New complete course leaching spelling, reading, vu ilinu and oral 
with real speech, 24 programs and a book and a manual. (Also for 
EFL) £24, 

MICRO MATHS (11 years- GCSE} 

Best selling GCSE maths course in UK. For ages t1 upwards in 24 

program options plus a book and manual, £24. 

NATIONAL CURRICULUM (A.T. 1-5) 24 program course teaching 
reading, writing & spelling with a hook, manual and voice tape £24. 

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE (3 12 years) i 
Complete course with lull screen colour graphics, NATIONAL 
CURRICULUM (Levels 1-4). 24 programs * a book and a manual £24, 

MKCiA MATHS (A level course) h Step-by-siep course of 24 
Ji programs + a hook and 

manual. Full screen graphics for calculus £24 

All Micro courses have superb graphics and music 
Most LCL courses run on most computers (PC, ST, BBC. Arc) 

C* Alt appopnalo LCL counn are corTvalitM w<ei 1ft* NX #> so iar as H has been hrahsedt 

Send cheques/POs {+Wp P&P} or phone orders or requests for free colour 
poster/calaloguc to: 

LCL (DEPT AMP) THAMES HOUSE. 73 BLANDY ROAD, 

_HENLEY-ON-THAMES, OXON RG9 IQB 

or ring 0491 579345 (24 hrs) 

A50( 1 PLUS 

OR / UlHiA 



************ 

WE SELL EVERY GAME & EVERY SYSTEM 
AVAILABLE IN THE U.K. 

★ Compare our prices. * 
mk 
Mcgadrrve system + Sank the J 

Master System 1 1 +_ 
Master System 11+ iombo 3.. 

sit mw 

Nintendo Nil.. 
H' -*■ - J - r.im.kr. . mmeroo uarnewf- 

Anri Lynx!_ 

JE79.W 

Wpnt GAMES ■ F» 
[111.!? SEGA MEGAD1IVE Dnea Strike_ ,_£39.W £36 00 

£81 00 16 Lit II HI kt Hotkey-. .OM9 £36.00 

[81.00 MASTER SYSTEM ffimBMon tennis.. .£34« £31,SO 

£4500 ten Super Kick Off. .£3119 £31. SO 

r77 no GAMEGEAR Super Monoto 61, .£11.99 £17,99 
If £.W 

[8999 
Super Kick Off_ .£9999 £76.99 

El 16 99 

aim 

NINTENDO HIS Star Ware. 
Super Mario 3 

J49M 
.£39.99 

£45.99 
135.99 

£63 OQ GAMfBOY WM. £26.99 

02.00 terminalor II .£79.99 £26.99 

£76 SO 
mat £31.50 

-jj i ■ X HOWIE. .£21.99 £26.99 

Console, Atari ST, Commodore, Amiga, 16, Bit Chart, Atari ST, Commodore, Amiga, 
8, Bit Commodore 64 Amstrod Spectrum 

All Hardware - Printers - Joysticks - Books - All software for business or pleasure 
WE HAVE IT! 

Send for our 90 page free catofogue to: 
ENTERTAINMENT WORLD CORPORATION LTD 
TEL (0843) 8S3301 FAX: (0843) 853222 

E.W.C LTD, 91 HIGH STREET, RAMSGATE, KENT CT11 9RH 

Name: - 

Address: 

Postcode: 

OPEN ALL HOURS 9am • 10pm Mon-Sat 
10am- 6pm Sun 

HARDWARE 
A5GQ Pfys + software £349 
A500 512K.    £299 
A1SOO + software . £565 
10B4S monitor...£237 

Phone for 2000 and 3000 pnces 

ACCESSORIES 
Amiga int. drive....£49 00 
Cumanaext. drive..£53.00 
Zydec ext, drive..£49.00 
512K upgrade wrth dock ....£27 90 
512K upgrade no dock... ... . £24 90 
1 5Mb upgrade with dock.£77.00 
1 Mb Amiga Plus upgrade..£46 99 

DISKS with labels 
UNBRANDED BULK 

100% CERTIFIED BRANDED DISKS 

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! 
Tractor feed disk labels 
500 plain white labels + 

software to print your own 
professional labels 

only £9.95 

JOYSTICKS 
Quickshot II..£6,50 
Speeding Autofire . .,£10.50 
Competition Pro 5000 black.£ 11.90 
Competition Pro Glo Autofire. ..£12,95 
NEW! Competition Pro 

Star Autofire.  £13.25 
Maverick Autofire..„***.*„. .£ 12,95 
Zipstick Autofire...  £12,95 

3.5" DSDD 
37p each 

3.5" Rainbow 
44p each 

3,5" DSHD 
49p each 

3.S* DSDD 
45p each 

Please phone for 
bulk purchase 

discounts 

5 25" OS/DD 
22p each 

STORAGE BOXES 
10 capacity .  £0.95 
NEW! 20 capacity Sony.,..,£1.49 
50 capacity lockable...£3.95 
100 capacity lockable........£4.50 

60 cap Banx stackable/iockable ..£7,99 
150 cap Posso stackable/lockable,,£15.00 
250 cap stackable/iockable..£16.99 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Mousehouse.......,..,£l.60 
Mouse mat. ..  £2.50 
Disk drive cleaner..........£1 .BO 
Amiga dust cover..   £3.50 
Monitor dusl cover...,.......,.,..£3.50 
Mouse/joystick auioshift ..,£14.95 
Amiga lightpen + software .£32 00 
Mega mouse .....................£14.90 
Squik mouse —*♦,.**..♦*.14 90 
Naksha mouse + access. -,,£22,00 
Zy Fi amplifier + speakers..,£37.95 
Thumb + finger traekerball...£19 99 
Crystal Irackerbaii......£32.00 
Action Replay Mark 111 ...£5? 00 
Technosound Turbo sampler. . £33.00 
2 piece printer stand.  £5.70 
Midi Master ,,.,.    ...£26.00 
Wordworth 1.1.  £79.00 

Orders by phone Or post to : Telephone 

DIRECT COMPUTER SUPPLIES (0782) 642497 « Otan-s.Mpni «•* 

54 Spring Road, Longton, (0630)653193 mw«m 
$*0*T. Staffs ST3 2PX (0782) 311471 

M Price* include VAT Postage mm C3 30 W« accept cheque* PO'frVtea Accees 2 z 

* 

* Price Busters!! * 
* Graphics & General 

Advantage. 64.99 
Art Department Pro 2....139.99 
Big Alternative Scroller ...34.99 
Broadcast Titter 2.154.99 
Deluxe Paint IV.....54.99 
Disney Animation Studio..64.99 
Expert Draw.59.95 
Expert 4D Jr..39.95 
Flow 3.0.59.99 
Font Grabber.29.99 
Imagine 2.0............194.99 
Mediastation.119.95 
Personal Finance 
Manager.19.99 
Personal Font Maker.34.99 
Presentation Master.149.99 
ProDraw 2.0.89.99 
Real 3D Beginners ..99.99 
Scala.179.99 
Scala 500.  ...69.99 
Scenery Animator.49.99 
Take 2.64.99 
Video Director.99.99 
Vidi Amiga..,...,,....84.99 
Vidi Colour Solution.139.99 
Vista Pro 2 .49.95 

* Educational 
Compendium 6..26.99 
Distant Suns 4.0.49.99 
Fun School 4 Series.15.99 
GB Route Plus.54.99 
Micro Series.16.99 
Tekno Amiga.....69.99 

* Development A Utilities 
AMOS.29.99 
AMOS 3D..22.99 

AMOS Compiler...19,99 

Easy AMOS..22.99 

Anim Fonts 1,2 & 3.29,99 
Blitz Basic..  59.99 
Can Do VI .6.64.99 

Cross Dos..22.99 
Dev Pac 3.0.  ...49,99 
Directory Opus.25.95 
Diskmaster.32.99 

HiSpeed Pascal.64.99 

Home Accounts 2.36.95 
Quarterback 5.0.39.99 
Quarterback Tools.44.99 

SASC.159.95 
Turbo Print Pro.39.99 

Hardware * 
A1500 Accessories...... ...CALL 
A1500/2000 40Mb 
Quantum Hard Card. .299.99 
Mouse/Joystick Switch. ...14.99 
Boot Selector Switch.... ...14.99 
512K RAM with clock... ...29.99 
1.5Mb RAM with clock . ...82.99 
Colour Handy Scanner..279.99 
Dual Serial Board. .159.99 
Invision Plus/Uve. .499.99 
Kickstart Switch. ...16.99 
Naksha Handy Scanner ..89.99 
Naksha Mouse. ...22.99 
Optical Mouse. ...29.99 
RGB Splitter. ...59.99 
RocGen Genlock.....,..., ...84.99 
RocGen Plus. .129.99 
Podscat Graphics * 
Tablet. .189.99 
Touch Screen 
for Amiga.. .229.99 
3 Button Track Ball. ...34.99 
Zydec Trackball. ...29.99 
Zydec Amiga Drive. ...49.99 
Zydec A500 
1Mb RAM Card. ...44.99 
Zydec Hand Scanner... .119.99 

Music & Sound * 

AD 1012/Studio 16 Card 
■ NEW!. .429.99 
AMAS 2...*..... ..,69.95 
Audio Engineer Plus 2 149.99 
Audition 4.. ...34.99 
Deluxe Music Const. 
Set. .. 49.99 y 
Jam - NEW!!. .. .69.95 
Megamix Master ...29.99 
Music X 1.1. ...69.95 
Perfect Sound... ...39.99 
Stereo Master... ...29.99 
Soundmaster. ...84.99 
Techno Sound Turbo.... ...29.99 

* 
DTP & Wordprocessing 
Excellence 3.0 - NEW!! ...59.99 
Kindwords... . .29.99 
Page Setter 2. ...34.99 
Page Stream 2.2. .129.99 
Pen Pal. ...54.99 
Personal Write.. **.19*99 
Protext V5.5........ ...99.99 
Professional Page 3.0 
NEW!!. .129.99 
Quickwrite.. ...29.99 
Scribble. ...22.95 
Transwrite.. *..29.99 
Wordworth 1.1 ......... ...89.99 
Works Platinum. ...49.99 

FREEPOST or £5 Securicor 

48 hour despatch (cheques 7 days) 
Cheques should be made payable to Softstore 

Access and VISA cards accepted 

Softstore, 410 Bath Road, Slough SL1 6JA 

* 0 ■ 668320 * 

* CALLERS WELCOME * ************* 
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MAIL ORDER /TT% 

Get the most out of the 
Amiga Format Collection 
Superb, complete full-price programs for practically nothing isn't the 

r n Please note; you not have to 

whole story of the Amiga Format Collection, You also have the return your ami9a Fermat collection 
Cover disk to take advantage of any 

chance to upgrade to new versions of the Collection programs at 0i »h«*e upgrade offers, 

special prices. Here are the options on offer... 

CANDO! - 
VERSION 

LATEST PAGE SETTER 2 

§ 

no 
Innovatronics have been listening to requests 
from people who used the original version of this 
powerful multimedia package, and the latest ver¬ 
sion 1 6 of the full professional CanDof program 
has a number of updates in accordance with 
their requests. Among these is full support for the 
gameport device, which means you can even 
write games with rt! The1 program comes with a 
full and detailed manual, which could make all 
the difference for aspiring CanDo1 programmers 

Oxxi‘Aegis actually produced Spectracolor before 
they made the junior version featured on the 
Collection Coverdisk ft was the first HAM paint 
program to use full brush animation, in the style 
of Deluxe Paint fts powerful features make it a 
must for anyone who wants to do real animation 
rn 4,096 colours, and it afso has a number of 
unique ideas that you can t get in any other paint 
program Naturally, it also comes complete with 
an excellent manual, 

Completely rewritten in machine code through¬ 
out for extra speed, Gold Disk's updated version 
of the begmncYs layout program lakes a different 
approach from the original. Rather than having 
separate text editing and picture editing modules, 
it now lets you edit text on the page. Jt also uses 
Compograph-ic scalable fonts throughout, so 
extra quality on printout is guaranteed Alf in all. 
this is the next best thing to professional-quality 
DTP on the Amiga Full manual included 

Dcscripiiun ..Price.*...Order Mo Description,.. Price.....Order No 

CYiii/ta/.....,,£K9.95 ..,„.CANUP Sfmmitobr ,.£29.99,.,,...SPECTUP 

Descriplinn .Price_Order No 

PageSetfer 2 .£49,99....PAGEUP 

AF Collection Order Form 
Name 

BACK ISSUES WITH AMIGA FORMAT 
COLLECTION COMPLETE PROGRAMS 

Add revs 

Postcode 

Telephone No 

Description Price Order No1 

Total Order 

Mcih(>d of payment (please circle) Access Visu Cheque FO 

Please make all cheques payable to Future Publishing, I Jinited. 

Credit Card No 

SEND THIS FORM TO; Amigo Fdriturt, Future Publishing 

Ltd, Freepost, Some rt on, Somerset TAV 1 7BR 

Ho stomp required If posted In the United Kingdom, 

Channel Island or the Isle o# Mon 

For overseas orders coll Nikki for prices on 0451 74011 

If you missed out on any of the Amiga Format 

Collection programs, why not buy the magazine as a 

back issue? Back issues come complete with all the 

relevant disks. Here's what you get with what... 

Issue S3, April 1992 
Amiga Format Collection disk 
Vista* an amazing fractal landscape gen¬ 
erator that is both useful and fun 
Price £5 Order number AMF33 

Issue 34, May 1992 
Amiga Format Collection disk 
PageSetter t*2* DTP with word processing 
and graphics editing 
Price E5 Order number AMF34 

Issue 35, June 1992 
Amiga Format C ollection disk 
SpectraCotor Jr* a full-featured 4,096* 
colour HAM paint package 
Price £5 Order number AMF35 

issue 36. July 1992 
Amiga Format Collection disk 
CanDof Junior\ the powerful mu III media 
programming system 
Price £5 Order number AMF36 



LAZER 
SOFTWARE 

FIRST FLOOR OFFICE, 16 LINDEN GARDENS, 
CHISWICK, LONDON, W4 2EQ 
Telephone: 081-747 9344 
Fax: 081-995 1325 

i - 6.00pm 
RBI Baseball II... E1B.99 

Roach For The Skws* £20 99 

Risa Of The Dragon.... £2'99 

Rabin Hood,.. £17,99 

Robocop 11,.. ,.£16.99 

Robocop III £16.99 

Robozone £17.99 

Racketeer. £21.99 

Rodbnd .. £1799 

Rolling Ronny £16.99 

Rubkon...... ,,£17,99 

Rugby World Cup . £17.99 

Savage Empire , £20.99 

Search For The King £20,99 

Sensible Soccer . £18 99 

Shadow SorceroF. £18 99 

Shadow Wirrior. £16.99 

Shuttle The Simulator £28,99 

Siege Master* ... £17 99 

Silent Service H £24.99 

Sim Am* ,, £16.99 

Sim Eonh*. £1799 

Simpsons. £1699 

Smash IV £16.99 

Space 1B89. £17.99 

Space Ace £27 99 

Space Crusade £1699 

Space Gun . £16 ,99 

Space Quest IV,„. £27 99 

Special Forces. £24 99 

Star Flight 1.. £17,99 

Steel Empire £19 99 

Strike Flee! £17 99 

Super Space Invaders £17,99 

Suspkious Cargo £1799 

Switchblade 11. £16 99 

Team Yankee 2. £20.99 

Terminator II . ..£16.99 

Toil Drive III.... ..£20.99 

The Godfather ,.£21,99 

Their Finest Hour. £20 99 

Their finest Hour 

Mission Disk £13.99 

The Manager £20.99 

Thunderhawk £18 99 

Till... .. £1799 

Tip Off. £16 99 

Toki. .,£16 99 

Turbo Charge ..... £16.99 

Turtles Arcade* ... ..£19,99 

TV Sports Boxing £19.99 

Twilight 2000 £24 99 

Ultima VI*. ..£21.99 

Utopia. ..£20.99 

Yeogence Of Excqlibm £ 19.99 

Videokid £16.99 

Valiev* £22.99 

Vroom £1799 

Wild Wheels £16.99 

WSz Kid...... £15.99 

VStolf Child. £1899 

Work! Series Cricket. £20.99 

World Class Rugby £1799 

Wrath Of The Demon £20 99 

WWT ,,£1699 

t Meg Upgrade + God , £30 99 
30 Construction Kit.£27 99 

40 Sports Boxing £17.99 

40 Sports Driving. * 7 99 

A320 Airbus ™™.E2J 99 

Adams Family* 99 

Advance Tennis..£17.99 

Agony .  *19.99 

Air Support 17.99 

Akafroz, XI7.99 

Alien Brwd*.—Ald.99 

Alien Storm ..£17.99 

Altered Destiny..£20.99 

Amnios .  £16,99 

Another World.17 99 

Aioc* .. ,£24.99 

B-17 Flying Fortress.£24.99 

Bobyjft...*****.„JE 16*99 

Barbarian II fPiygnc&rs| £17.99 

Bands Tab N.««..£17 99 

Bat I!... £24.99 

Battle Bound*.£17.99 

Battle Command ..,,£15 99 

Battle Isles,...£20 99 

Big Run*...£16 99 

Bill Eliott Noscar Soring £17 99 

Birds Of Pi*y (Hawk) £24 99 

Block Crypt...£17 99 

Blues Brothers,...£17 99 

Boston Bomb Club,.£17 99 

Bonomo Bros ..£17 99 

Cardioxx...£17 99 

Cardinal Kremlin* ....,. .£17.99 

Celtic legend...£22 99 

Center tort *.  £17.99 

Challenge Golf...£17,99 

Chaos Engine...£17 99 

Charge Light Brigade .El 8 99 

Chintos Revenge* .£16 99 

Conan The Cimmerian .£20.99 

Corvert Action*..,,£24.99 

Crime City .,,,.£19 99 

Cruise For The Corpse £ 17 99 

Cyber Fight_,,..,£16-99 

Daemon sg ate_.......,£17,99 

Death Bringer...£17,99 

Deuteros. £20 99 

Disciples Of Steel_£2499 

Double Dr agon B.£17 99 

Dragons Lair.*.***,***,.* .£27 99 

Dragons lair Time V^p £27 99 

Dune*.**.**„**_.£17.99 

fcoQiwt..£2899 

Elf...*..,£16.99 

Elvira Mistress Of Dart II £24.99 

Epic*_***_»««..,£ 16.99 

Eye Of The Beholder.£19 99 

Eye Of The Beholder D* £2 I 99 

Eye Of The Storm*.£20 99 

Exile........£17.99 

F15 Strike Eagle U _ .£24.99 

F19 Stealth Fighter £20 99 

F29 ftetaliator ...£16 99 

FI17A*,,,.*.„„„.„„S22.99 
Fantastic 'fcyoge.*£17.99 

Final Fight...„£17.99 

0 rdorForm 

Firsl Samurai £17 99 

flight Of The Intruder £20 99 

Floor 13 £22 99 

Formula 1 Grand Pri* £24 99 

Fuzzball...£16.99 

Gauntlet III.£17 99 

Gods...£16.99 

GLoc...£17 99 

Gunship 2000*.£24.99 

Hard Novo. £ 1 6 99 

Harlequin.,...,£19.99 

Heart Of China.„. £28.99 

Heimdoll...  .£24.99 

Home Atone...£17.99 

Hook*..*....£16,99 

Hunter.  ,£20,99 

Hudson Hawk..,„,.£ 16 99 

Ion Bothams Cricket £ 19 99 

Indiana Jones 

IfateOf Alian1ri]V,.„ £19.99 

James Pond 2.£16 99 

Jimmy White Snooker ,.£l 9 99 

Joe Montano Football* ,£17.99 

John Madden Football* .£ 17.99 

Kings Guest V.,£27 99 

Kick Off II (half meg) £13 99 

Kick Off II (one meg) ..£16.99 

Kmghttnore. ..£20.99 

Knights Of The Sky . .£24.99 

Last Ninja M.,**.£ 16.99 

Lecnder..£19 99 

leisure Suit Larry V.,.. £27 99 

Lemmings..£ 17 99 

lemmings Data Disk.£17.99 

Lemmings Stand Alone £ 17.99 

kxd Of The Rings.£17 99 

Lotus Esprit II, ..£16.99 

Lure Of The Temptress* £17.99 

Maddog Williams .,.£22 99 

Magic Pockets.£17 99 

Man United Europe., . .El 6 99 

Maupifi Island* ..,.****.,£17.99 

Mega Lo Mania...*... £20 99 

Mega Twins. ..17 99 

Microprose Golf.£24.99 

Midwinter H...£24 99 

Might 6 Magic HI*.£22.99 

Monkey Island ...£17.99 

Monkey Island II*........£26.99 

Moonbase* ..£23 99 

Moonstone .. .........,....£22 99 

Myth*..  £16.99 

Navy Seals.£16 99 

Outrun Europa ..£17,99 

Pang.£16 99 

Paperboy R....,*.£17,99 

Pegasus...£17 99 

PGA Data Disk ...........£12.99 

PGA Phis....£21.99 

Pinball Dreams..£17.99 

P.t Fighter.£16,99 

Pods Of Darkness.£22.99 

Populous II__.....£21.99 

Powermonger.,£19.99 

Power monger Data Disk £12.99 

Railroad Tycoon ..... £24,99 

Rainbow Island 2.£17.99 

t Meg Cricket 

£7.99 

SOCCER MANIA 
Football Manager El. Gazza, Micro 

Soccer, Foo«ba!i Manager World Cup 

£10*99 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTIONS 
Robocop, Ghaslbusters 11, 

Indiana Jones, BaSman 

£18.99 

TNT 2 
Hydro, $kui and Crossbonej, Hard 

Drivm 2, Badlands, Stun Runner 

119.99 

RAINBOW COLLECTION 
Rainbow Island, Bubble Bobble, 

New Zealand Story 

113*99 

QUEST FOR ADVENTURE 
Operation Stealth, bdy Jones The 

Adventure, Mean Streets 

£22.99 

3 HOT 2 HANDLE 
Shadow Warriors, Gulden Axe, 

Super Off Rood Rocer.Tctol Recall 

£18*99 

COMBAT ACES 
Fighter Bomber, Gunship, Folcon 

£20*99 

MAGNUM 4 
Afterburner, Double Drogon, 

Operation Wall, 
Borman Coped Crusader 

£17*99 

MIND GAMES 
Austorlitz, Waterloo, 

Conflict In Europe 

£15.99 

POWER RACK 
Xenon II, TV Sports Football, 
Bloodwrych, Lombard Rally 

£15*99 

FLIGHT COMMAND 
Eliminator, Strike Faroe Horner, 
Lancaster, Sky Fox, Sky CFkjw? 

£13.99 

AIR SEA SUPREMACY 
Silent Service, Wings, Gunship, 

Corner Corwnand, P47 

£20.99 

COMPUTER HITS VOLUME II 
letris, Joe Blade, Golden Path. 

Black Shadow 

£7.99 

CHART ATTACK 
Lotus Esprit, James Pond, Venus The 

Flytrap, Ghouls A Ghosts 

£20*99 

TOR LEAGUE 
Speedball II. Rick Dangerous II, TV 
Sports Football, Midwinter. Fakon 

£20*99 

NINJA COLLECTIONS 
Shadow Warriors, Dragon Ninja, 

Double Dragon 

£15.99 

BOARD GENIUS 
Monopoly, Scrabble. Ouedo MoU** 

Detective, Risk The World Conquest Gome 

£17.99 

4 WHEEL DR1VI 
Lotos Esprit, CeUea Gt Ralb. Combo 

Racer. Team Suzuki 

£19*99 

FOOTBALL CRAZY 
Kick Off 2, Final Whistle, Player 

Manager. Also includes 1990 - FREE 

£ 16.99 

QUEST AND GLORY 
Cadaver, Midwinter, BAT, Bbodwych 

120.99 

CAPC0M COLLECTION 
Strides, UN Sauodron, Last Duel 

Forgotten Worlds, Ghouls 6 Ghosts 
Dynasty Wars, Led Storm 

119.99 

POWER UP 
Altered Beast. Rainbow Island, X Out. 

Chase HG, Turriecm 

£18.99 

MAI 
Tumcan II, Swiy Nightshift. ST Dragon 

£20*99 

BIG BOX 
Captain Blood, Safari Guns, Teenage Queen, Bubble Plus, Tin Fin, 
Purple Saturn Day, Krypton Egg, Jumping Jockson. Bo Bo, Hostages 

£17*99 

Please charge my Access/Visa card no: 

Computer Titles Price 

Total Amount Enclosed 

BUDGET TITLES 
3-D N...£8 99 

3 Stooges. £9 99 

Adv FruHl Machine .£7 99 

Alterburner  £7 99 

Arkanoid  ,£7,99 

Axel Magic Hammer.£7 99 

Barbarian II (Palace).£7,99 

Batman Coped Crusader £7 99 

Batman The Movie..£7 99 

Bubble Bobble £7 99 

Carrier Command.£8 99 

Centrefold Squares,...,...£7 99 

Chase HG...£7 99 

Chuckle Egg ..£9 99 

Chuckle Egg II . .£9 99 

Colossus Chess£8 99 

Continental Circus...... ..£9.99 

Crazy Carl__£7.99 

D D Horse Racing .£7.99 

D. Thom Olympic Chat . ..£7 99 

Deluxe Strip Poker.,,,£7,99 

Double Dragon 1 or II.... £9.99 

F16 Combat Pilot .,..,.,,,,£9.99 

Fast Food .„ £7.99 

Flood...****.£9.99 

forgotten W*ids.,.£7 99 

Gauntlet II  £7 99 

Ghouls ond Ghosts .£7 99 

H. H Gudelo The Gakuy £9.99 

IK*...£7,99 

Jet Set Willie ....  £9 99 

LaH Ninja II ..£7.99 
Leather Goddess ..£9 99 

Lotus Esprit__.£7.99 

Manic Minor ....£9 99 

Moonwolkef..£7 99 

New Zeland Story. .£7 99 

Ninja Warrior ..„.£9 99 

North and South .£7 99 

Operation Thunderbolt . £7 99 

Operation Wfclf ,.£7 99 

Outrun 99 

Paperboy ..  £7 99 

Phantasy Wbdd Dizzy £7 99 

Populous .. £10,99 

Predator.,..£7 99 

RAC Lombard Rally.£7,99 

RamboS..£7 99 

Red Heat..£7 99 

Renegade .£7 99 

Robocop....£7 99 

R Type.  £7.99 

Shadow Warriors.,...£7.99 

Shinobi...  £9.99 

Silkworm ..  ...... £9.99 

Slrider ..*.£7.99 

Slunl Car Racer,,..,.,£8.99 

Switchblade. .£7.99 

Thunderbbde ..£7,99 

Treasure bland Dizzy.£5.99 

TV Sports Football (US) £8 99 

Ultimate Goff...£9 99 

Untouchables.**,.,.£7.99 

Vtgitonta . ..£7 99 

Worldckm Leoderboard £7 99 

Wizball.......£7.99 

Zenan ..£9 99 

1 At the time of printing the** gomes were not ovoilable, but will 
be despatched to you on release date. 

Expiry Dote; 
Amiga Form it August 92 

Cord bolder Signature: 

Name ..******...... Date . 

Address , 

Post Code *,..****.***.,..***.»**. Tel:. 

Please make cheques and/or postal orders payable to: Lazer Software 
Credit card orders taken. £1.00 per item postage and packing. EEC countries add £2.50 per item. Non EEC countries add £3.50 per item. 

All items subject to availability. E. & O. E. 
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French, Spanish 
German, Italian 
Science, History 
Geography 
English Words 
Spelling 
Arithmetic 
Football, Sport 
First Aid 
General Knowledge 
England, Scotland 
Natural History 

Kosmos are specialist 
producers of Educational 
Software designed to help 

you enjoy learning from 
your computer. Versions 

are available for most 
popular home & business 
computers. Many of our 

programs even allow you 
to add your own lesson 

material. 

Write or telephone for our 
NEW FREE 16-page 

COLOUR BROCHURE 
of Educational & Leisure 

software 

NEW RELEASE AMIGA MATHS ADVENTURE" £25.99 

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no Stamp needed in UK} 
DUNSTABLE, Beds LU5 6BR 

Telephone 0525 673942 or 875406 

Turn your mouse into a 

digitiser -for just £7.95! 

Do you want to trace photographs and sketches into your 

DTP or graphics package? You need Tracey! This precision- 
moulded transparent puck attaches to your Amiga’s mouse 

to give a quick visual guide of what you are tracing. Fixes to 
either side of the mouse for left or right handed use. 

★ Removable when 

not in use 
★ Ideal for Naksha, 

Commodore and 
all flat-sided mice 

★ Only £7.95 

including VAT 
and p&p 

“This novel little device makes copying pictures easy” - 
Amiga Formal, Nov. ’90 

“If the rule that all the simplest ideas are the best is applied, 

then Tracey gets the prize” - Computer Shopper, Jan ’91 

Cheque with order. Trade enquiries welcome 

SideWise Ltd (Dept AF36), PO Box 4, 

Totnes, Devon TQ9 7EN 



HOW TO CONTACT 
AMIGA FORMAT 

READERS' LETTERS 

You can be certain of getting your enquiry to the mag- 
azine dealt with, but only If you make sure you re 
addressing your letter to the right person or place, 

■ We can never give personal replies by mail, so don't 
send us a stamped-addressed envelope, 

• We can under no circumstances give personal 
replies by fax, so please don't ask us to. 

*We are available for enquiries by telephone every 
Tuesday between 10am and 6pm. and we’ll be happy 

to talk to you then. 

• Our advertising department can help with problems 
concerning companies who advertise in the magazine 
If you phone during normal office hours. 

• Our subscriptions service and the Amiga Forme! 
Mail Order department are not in the same building. 
They can be contacted on 0456 74011. 

WORKBENCH 

If you have any problems with the technical side of 
your Amiga, with hardware or with serious software. 
Pat McDonald will try to answer you In the mag. Or, If 
you have any advice for others or any handy tips to 
share, send it in and you could win a prize, 
WORKBENCH, AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH 
STREET, BATH BA1 2BW 

GAMEBUSTERS 
tf you’ve just found the cheat mode, mapped out the 
levels or found all the passwords for the latest game, 
send the info to Maff and you could win a prize. Or. if 
you're stuck, ask Helping Hand for advice - or solve 
someone else’s problem and win a prize! 
MAFF EVANS. GAME BUSTERS AMIGA FORMAT. 
30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 20W 

LETTERS 
The letters pages are there for you to air your views 
and share your opinions: please remember not to ask 
questions that should be In Workbench! Damien la 
looking tor thought-provoking or entertaining letters, 
the shorter the better. Prizes given for the best two. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, AMIGA FORMAT, 
30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2BW 

COMPETITIONS 
To enter a competition, write the answers and your 
name, address and phone number on the back of a 
postcard or a stuck-down envelope and send it In. 
You can enter as many times as you wish, but all 
entries must be posted separately: don't put several 
entries in one envelope together, or include entries 
with letters to any other part of the mag. 
COMPETITION, AMIGA FORMAT, 
29 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2DL. 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
If you’ve ordered something from the Amiga Format 
Mai! Order section and you’ve got a problem, please 
remember that we on the magazine don’t deal with it 
at all. Write to Mail Order at our Somerton address or 
telephone 0453 74011. 
AMIGA FORMAT MAILORDER, 
THE OLD BARN. SOMERTON, SOMERSET TA11 7PY» 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Similarly, if you move house and want to make sure 
your copy of the magazine catches up with you, then 
send the new address to: 
AMIQA FORMAT SUBSCRIPTIONS. THE OLD BARN, 
SOMERTON, SOMERSET TA11 7PY, 

FAULTY COVERDISKS 
The disks are duplicated and stuck on the magazine 
by a firm we employ for that specific purpose. If you 
have a faulty disk, send it to them enclosing an SAE. 
We don't keep stocks of disks, so we can’t help, 
DISCOPY LABS, UNIT A. WESTMARCH. LONDON 
ROAD, DAVENTRY. NORTH ANTS. NN11 4SA. 

Hello and welcome once again to the bit of the magazine where 

you get to have a direct say. And, if we're going to be perfectly hon¬ 

est, I get a good chance to make my opinions known as well. It's 

been an interesting time for all Amiga owners lately, so let's take a 

look and see what issues you lot have been taking an interest in. 

But just before we do, remember that if you've got any thoughts, 

ideas or opinions to offer, the address is Letters, Amiga Format, 

30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA I 2BW. OK, on with the fun! 

WHATEVER 
YOU WANT 
J feel that Ben Wilcoxidea (Letters, issue 36> of a 

booklet on hardware is an excellent I dude!) idea, par* 

(icularly if you were to do an in-depth item on hard 

drives. There seems to be a lack of information on 

these indispensable items, A few pearls of wisdom on 

partitions and cylinders would be very well received, 

and I’m sure thousands of readers would agree. 

MA Gensberg, Kintosr 

As you If hove seen in the survey results on juiges 24 to 

3S of this issue, thousands of our readers alt ready do 

agree with you. 

We'll he doing a number of hardware round-ups 

over the next few issues, which will not only compare 

all the gear available but also give lots of wisdom- 

packed background information of the kind you 

request, and he assured that hard drives will be well 

up on the list of priorities. 

CROWD 
CONTROL 
By now you must be getting tired 

of receiving letters like this, but 

on Tuesday June 9 an edition of Crime Limited on 

BBC I featured the issue of com rolling crowds at foot¬ 

ball matches. In the simulation they had set up. an 

Amiga was being used. 

Mark Pettit Bolton 

What a perceptive chap you are. Yes. / am getting sick 

of letters tike this, so you are officially declared the 

fast ever person to win a T-shirt for spotting the Amiga 

on telly, it wouldn i he too bad, hut the things seem to 

he getting everywhere nowadaysf 

We 7/ have to set a more difficult challenge, / think. 

Strange that nobody has taken up last month ks. which 

was to explain Quantum theory' in no more than a sin¬ 

gle side of A4 paper... 

Continued overleaf 

AN APOLOGY 

G ETTING TO GRIPS WITH PAINT POT 
We d like to apologise sincerely to any readers who were disturbed by the error which allowed an exam¬ 
ple of bad language to appear on the Paint Pot demo Instructions on page 7 of the last Issue, and also to 
Prisma software, whose program it Is and who had nothing at all to do with the mistake. 

We would like to make it clear that the use of such language in the magazine was In no way Inten¬ 
tional and will not be repeated. We are acutely aware of our responsibilities as a family magazine. Indeed, 
we normally take pride in the fact that this magazine is far more fastidious about bad language than most 
other computer magazines. We particularly regret that this mistake should have occurred on a page 
specifically aimed at younger readers. 

Briefly, to explain, the problem was that a designer typed an Instruction to the writer to flit in a head¬ 
ing which had been omitted. Unfortunately, this Instruction was phrased somewhat carelessly. By a 
series of coincidences, and under pressure of time, the Incorrect heading was missed at the normal 
proof-checking and final re-checking stages. When the mistake was realised. It was unfortunately too fate 
to correct It. 

We would like to assure all readers, and particularly parents of younger children, that a rigorous 
code of practice has been established that wilt prevent this sort of thing from happening in future. 

We have also printed, at the suggestion of several readers, a version of the heading as It should have 
appeared which can be used to mask the error so that the magazine can be given to children and they 
can be allowed to follow the program at their own pace, as was intended. Our apologies once more. 
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READERS' LETTERS fTp 

IS THIS THE BLEAK FUTURE FOR GAME PLAYERS? 
In Issue 34. you were expressing your opinion on 
the future of the Amiga. You said (and I agree with 
you) that the Atari ST and the older S-btt com put- 
ers were dying out, but you also seemed dubious 
about the Amiga s future. Is piracy really so bad 
that ft fa Killing off our computers? . 

I became quite distressed after reading this, 
as ! prefer real computers to consoles and I don't 
want to invest In an expensive PC (I regard the 
Amiga as being much more suitable for my 
needs), so please, please put my mind at rest end 
explain exactly how secure the Amiga is and how 
we can help to keep it the most popular home 
computer tor quite a while yet, 

Paul Easter, Cambridge 

/ never said the Amiga was doomed. What! was say- 
ing is that we shouid he aware of commercial realities 
as the software houses perceive them, 

The Atari ST is the perfect example. Most major 
software houses have begun to stop supporting rt: 
they are not writing games for it. The reason is simply 
that not enough people are buying ST games to make 
it worth their while. 

One major publisher - actually one that doesn't 
publish for the Amiga anyway, so that could be impor¬ 
tant - has already suggested that in a years time, the 
Amiga games market wifi resemble the 8-bit scene. 
More or (ess dead, dominated by budget releases, in 
other wordsr he predicts that no! enough people will 
be buying Amiga games to make innovative develop¬ 
ment worth the money. 

This isn 't true, But it could begin to become true, if 
the software houses, who operate on this weird every¬ 
one else is saying it, so it must be true' kind of 
principle, make it that way. 

The danger for the Amiga is that consoles are 
such an easy way of making money, which could 
make the Amiga seem a difficult way of trying to turn a 
profit If you wanted to be controversial, you could 

argue that this is a dash between the greed and stu¬ 
pidity of Amiga owners, who almost expect that after 
buying the hardware, the software should come tree, 
and the greed and stupidity of software houses who 
are making an enormous profit on console cartridges. 
Either way, if everything moves to cartridges we face a 
bleak future. This next letter makes the point wail 

All my business video software Is legitimately pur¬ 
chased, f realise that the programmers are going 

to sell relatively few copies and I am quite happy 
to pay several hundred pounds for products which 
I use to make money. Nearly all the games, how¬ 
ever, are pirated. 

A large number of games really are very naff 
and, at £25-£40 a time from a legitimate supplier, 
ore money wasted. The trouble is, you don t know 
this until after you've parted with your cash. If they 
were priced In the £5 to £10 region 1 would buy 
legitimate copies end so would my son as they 
would be within range of his pocket money. At that 
price 1 wouldn't get that Tipped off feeling from 
buying a ’bummer'. 

All this brings us on to the A60Q and the 
'smart card', which will probably fall as a games 
platform. Sega are learning the lesson on software 
overpricing as a Welsh firm are making a fortune 
setting a cartrldge-to-dlsk copying device at 
approximately twice the price of a MegaDrlve, 

People are actually shelling out about £250, 
twice their original Investment, just to buy a 
device which copies the games. It s easy to see 
why. With MegaOrive games at £40*plus. It doesn't 
take long to recoup the Investment. Who cares If it 
takes a minute 1o load a game? Once it's loaded it 
plays just the same. 

Anonymous 

/ ready don't know what to say after that I think Til just 
leave you mulling over the implications. 

NO, ONE MORE 
1 hope I'm the first letter in. I would just like to say 

that 1 have just spotted an Amiga 500 - in Paul 

Robinson’s office in Neighbours! Do l win a T-shirt? 
Paul Striven,, Kent 

Aim, dear reader. Imu short are the memories of the 

young, It's certainly time to knock this one on the 

head. The sad thing is. you see, that all this Amiga-on - 

TV spotting started off a long time ago when someone 

[*mnled nut that there was one in Neighbours... 

NICE THOUGHT 
l would just like to add my view s on w hy the Letters 

pages are so popular. It’s great fun for those writing 

the letters, it is great to have your name in print and 

see everyone else* jealous faces. 

It also opens up the welcome opportunity to discuss 

different issues concerning the Amiga with people who 

are interested, I couldn't possibly do this with my 

friends because they all read pathetic, non-stimulating 

magazines such as Just Seventeen and Mizz fplease 

have pity on them). 

Tania Dodd, Colchester 

Well said indeed, and yes, we do have pity on your 

friends. In later fife they'll realise that the girls' maga¬ 

zines they read are far more sexist than the comparer 

scene could ever he. and that being an independent 

person with your own, more creative ideas of what's 

fun is far more important, 

CAR TROUBLE, 
OH YEAH 
My male has an Amiga, but his was built in 1973 by 

Fiat, It has an 850cc engine and lots of rust. I know, 

because I've slept in it. The point is, is this conversion 

approved by Commodore? Will they release tow bars 

and roof racks for my A50Q? 

Chris Skethorn, Bury St Edmonds 

Your grip on reality is clearly a very loose one and you 

are therefore welcome to come out for a drink with the 

Amiga Format team at any time Nuff said. 

THINKING MAN 
Flicking through a back copy of the magazine (May 

*92) 1 came across a reference in the games review sec¬ 

tion to 'fuddy-duddy wargame rule junkies’. I have 

bought your magazine principally because it doesn’t 

seem aimed at people who get migraine when pre¬ 

sented with the written word and who can cope with 

more complex rules than 'waggle the joystick furi¬ 

ously’. Obviously 1 am wrong. 

Alfred Jodi. Cranleigh 

Not quite fair play, sir! / believe the term was used to 

describe a particularly action-packed game by a 

reviewer whose sympathies He in that direct ton. 

Inevitably, we try to suit horses to courses by getting a 

rev iewer who tikes a certain style of game to test that 

kind of game for us so the individual in question has an 

authoritative opinion on whether or not it's any good. 

While there is a collective Amiga Format opinion 

on games, and the percentage rating is a standard for 

qualify, there will inevitably he games of an equal 

standard in widely varying sty les, which may or may 

nor suit a reader’s preferences. For that reason, read¬ 

ing the review is important to give you an idea of 

whether a game contains the style of play that you like. 

Further, / would argue that the tastes of our 

reviewers are far closer to your own than you imply. 

For the record, though we do rate some action games, 

like Rainbow islands, very highly. It's clear that our 

team prefers depth and intelligence in gameptay. 

Indeed, it is widely believed - mistakenly, 1 would 

argue - hy the UK software industry that anything with 

more than six pages of manual and mouse control is an 

Amiga Format-type of game \ This view is so preva¬ 

lent that it disturbs me arid we will be examining the 

whole affair in a feature next issue that wilt ask 'what 

is an Amiga Format -type game, anyway?'. 

MIXED PICKLE 
I arrived home with my Amiga Format, ready to dive 

in with my usual relish, but within the first few pages 

joy turned to honor. A500 to cease production! 

But wait, perhaps all is not lost, read on and we 

may be able to 'cause a few raised eyebrows'. I'm 

sorry* but neither of my eyebrows got raised and nor 

did my spirit. 

The only view' 1 agreed wfith was the devil's advo¬ 

cate. Mark Smiddy. whose view I couldn't flaw in any 

respect. Is it really smaller is better', or is it 'smaller is 

cheaper"? We ail know the A6GQ was supposed to be 

the A300, a console beater, but it is certainly not com¬ 

peting w ith the consoles at 400 quid. 

I’m not sure about Commodore 'cooking the 

golden goose'; 1 think they have crucified it, The A50Q 

bred a particular kind of enthusiasm, I only hope that 

Mark Smiddy, myself and our ilk are wrong and that 

ihe A6Q0 can carry on the legend. 

Martin Grundy, Farnworth 

Yourself, Mark and your ilk are a valuable breed and 

have much right on your side, hut it's worth repeating 

why l think pessimism about the A600 is ill-founded. 

My hopes are that the A600 is the thin end of a 

wedge. the wedge being a new. carefully - cons ide red 

range of Amigos that cover all kinds of needs. 

The A600 represents the needs of most home com¬ 

puter buyers: a compact machine which can plug 

straight into a telly, can run games, can he expanded 

with a hit more RAM and a hard drive to run some 

decent graphics and business software. But its intrinsic 

appeal, as exemplified by the Cartoon Classics pack, is 

as a home entertainment machine with that bit extra. 

/ see the AftOO as a cheap introduction to the world 

of the Amiga. At a lower price, if could lead many 

more people to the Amiga and stave off the PC men¬ 

ace. But what it then needs is a distinct upgrade path, 

possibly to the Amiga HOG and then to the 2200, each 

of which will he more progressively like a 'home work* 

station1 for powerful hobby use in graphics, video and 

design and each of which will, with the introduction of 

new technology in the form of faster processors and 

the new chip set. further outrun the encroaching PC, 

Let $ face it. the A500 was more than six years old, 

and that \s pretty old for a computer. The change has 

given it a new tease of life, and yet compatibility 

ensures that current owners are not left in the cold, 

IMPORTANT POINT 
Your PD reviews are a useful way of finding those 

well-hidden but nonetheless excellent pieces of PD 

Continued on page 216 
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Ghouls and Ghosts. 6.99 
Global Effect [1 Meg].19.99 
GLOC *...16.99 
Godfather Action. .19.99 
Godfather Adventure .. .19.99 
Gods.16 99 
Golden Axe........  6 99 
Grahom Gooch *..19.99 
Graham Tayfor.16.99 
Gunship 2000 * (1 Meg).22.99 
Gun Spy *........26.99 
Hard Drivin .. 6.99 
Harlequin ......16.99 
Harpoon ....19.99 
Horpoon Botffeset 3.., , .9.99 
Harpoon Battleset 4 .9.99 
Horpoon Scenario Editor.  13,99 
Head Over Heels.6.99 
Heart Of Chino (1 Meg] .,22,99 
Heimdall (1 Meg).. 19.99 
Hitchikers Guide. 7.99 
Hook *. .19 99 
Hudson Hawk...16 99 
Humans *.....— 19.99 
Hunter...19 99 
Ian Botham...19.99 
IK+...   6.99 
Indy Jones Atlantis Action * . .....19.99 
Indy Jones ■ Atlantis Adv * (1 Meg} .... 19.99 
Ivan hoe.. ..     6.99 
Jack Nicklous Clip Art.,9.99 
Jack NicUaus Extra Courses.9.99 
Jack Nicklaus Golf...  ,12.99 
Jock Nicklaus Unlimited Golf (1 Meg). 19 99 
Jaguar XJ220 ft Meg).  16 99 
Jimmy Whiles Snooker. .  19 99 
John Barnes (1 Meg) * ....16.99 
John Madden ... . .16 99 
Keys of Maromon *. 16.99 
KickOff..     7.99 
Kick Off 2 (1 Meg).1 1 99 
KickOff 2.9.99 
Kings Guest 5 (1 Meg). 22.99 
Kmgbfmarc. .19.99 
Knights of the Sky 11 Meg).22.99 
K 0 2 - Final Whistle. . .8-99 
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Licence To Kill..  ,.,6,99 
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Lord of the Rings ...19.99 
Ml Tank Platoon.   .19.99 
Magic Fly.......B.99 
Mogic Pockets ..  16,99 
Mon Uld- Europe..  16-99 
Mega Lo Mania .. ...12.99 
Mega Traveller 1 (iMeg).19.99 
Mega Traveller 2 [1 Meg} * ..19.99 
Mega Twins.   16.99 
Microprose Golf. . 22.99 
Microprose Soccer ....  ,,.6.99 
Midnight Resistance.. 6 99 
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Might & Magic 3 (1 Meg). ,29.99 
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Ork ..  19.99 
Outrun ..  6.99 
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Paperboy 2 .....16.99 
Parasol Stars....16.99 

PCfA Golf Courses.9 99 
PGA Tour Golf.  16.99 
Pitfighter........... 14 99 
Pinball Dreams...16.99 
Plan 9 Form Outer Space * ....19.99 
Platoon...      6 99 
Player Monoger. . .12.99 
Pool of Radiance (1 Meg).19 99 
Pools of Darkness (1 Meg) .21.99 
Populous....   8.99 
Populous 2 [1 Meg).19 99 
Powerdrift. 8 99 

Powermonger.......19.99 
Powermonger Dato Disk 1.    9.99 
Predator.....6 99 
Prince Of Pershia...    6.99 
R-Type.6.99 
Race Drivin... ..16.99 
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Rambo 3 .,**,„..***....***..*.*...6.99 
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Red Heat. . ..6.99 
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Robin Hood ... .. *...*.*,*...,*16*99 
Robocod....16 99 
Robocop.  ..0 99 
Robocop 3.  ...16.99 
Rock Star Ate My Hamster... .4/99 
Rodland. 16.99 
RType 2.    16 99 
Ruff and Ready .  6.99 
Rugby VSforld Cup.  16,99 
Rules of Engagement.16.99 
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Search for the King,*.,,.,,,.,.24 99 
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Switchblade.....  6.99 
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Test Drive 2 Collection,,,,,,.,..  19.99 
The Immortal (1 Meg)..8.99 
The Manager *. 16.99 
Their Finest Hour [1 Meg).19,99 
Their Finest Missions.9 99 
Thu nderha wk. ,19,99 
Tip Off .......16 99 
Titus The Fox , ,,,... ..16 99 
Toki.  16 99 
Toobin...   6 99 
Top Cat Sew, Hills .. 6.99 
Turbo Challenge.« .8 99 
Turbo Challenge 2.  ,,.,16 99 
Turbo Outrun ..  6.99 
Turricon 2. *.9.99 
Ultima V.19,99 
Ultima 6 II Meg)....... .19 99 
Untouchob les. 6.99 
Utopia.19,99 
Utopio Data Disk *.  9.99 
UMS2 (I Meg).19,99 
Voyager.6 99 
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Wizboil.  6.99 
Wizkid *. 16 99 
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SPECIAL OFFERS 1 

FLIGHT OF THE 
INTRUDER 

ONLY £14.99 

OPTICAL MOUSE 
ONLY £34*99 

UPGRADE YOUR 
AMIGA TO 1 MEG 

1/2 Meg Upgrade £24.99 
1/2 Meg Upgrade + clack • £26.99 

MEGA LO MANIA 
ONLY 

£12.99 

STEREO SPEAKERS 

AMIGA 

ONLY £29.99 

3.5" EXTERNAL 

DRIVE 

ONLY £49.99 

JOYSTICKS 

Quick joy Topslar - £ 16*99 

Camp Pro Extra - £14,99 

Quickjoy 2 Turbo - £9.99 

Quickshot 3 Turbo - £9.99 

Quickjoy Jetfighter - £ 10.99 

BLANK DISKS 
Unbranded 

10x3.5" DSDD - £5 99 
20 x 3.5* D5DD - £(0.99 
50 x 3.5" DSDD - £23.99 
100x3.5" DSDD-£44,99 

Branded - TDK 
3.5’ DSDD £1.25 Each 

NAM 
Now Only 
£12.99 
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Here’s just a taster of the 
goodies on offer in next 
month’s exciting episode of 
the world’s longest-running 
Amiga soap opera... 

DAWN OF THE FLESH¬ 
EATING ZOMBIE A500 
The Amiga 500 Is undead - long live the A50O! 
We ll be taking a look at 10 very good reasons to 
be cheerful about the future of the A5Q0 - 10 
expansions that are unrivalled in terms of power 
for price by any computer, anywhere. If you have 
an Amiga ASOO, you realty need to read this! 

STARS OF THE SCREEN 
In the first of our 
promised hardware 
round-ups, we show you 
how all the top choices 
In monitors compare 
when put through a 
series of rigorous tests - 
and we also explain all 
the jargon and the tech¬ 

nicalities you'll need to have at your fingertips so 
you can make the right choice. 

SO WHAT IS AN AMIGA 
FORMAT GAME', ANYWAY? 
Game publishers, the software houses, firmly 
believe that Amiga Format la biased towards 
the more intelligent, less action-packed sort of a 
game. Is this true? if so, are we right? We take a 
look at the facts behind our Image and try to stir 
up a storm - it will make fascinating reading for 
anyone who cares about games. 

Flux All the usuals - a Collection Coverdisk pro¬ 
gram worth up to £100 - the best reviews of alt 
the new games, all the new serious software and 
all the new hardware - all the latest news - 
Workbench answers your queries, Gamebusters 
helps you beat the games - the best In free soft¬ 
ware picked out In PD update - and much much 
more besides. 

Amiga Format issue 38, 

September 1992. You'll find it 

lurking on a shelf in the news¬ 

agents, waiting to leap into your 

hands, on Thursday 13 August 

REASONS TO BE CHEERFUL 
First of all, my compliments for the articles on the new Amiga range, t Intended to 
buy an Amiga £000, but 111 postpone this until I know what Commodore s intentions 
are with ita replacement. The real reason for writing Is the fact that there will be 
numerous A500 users with a Fear that their beloved machines will soon be outdated, 

i own an A1000 - the original Amiga! - and still remember the letters filled with fear 
when the ASOO and A2000 were released. Now we all know there were no reasons for this. I'm still running 
new software releases without problems. During the last six years, I have expanded my system with two 
external disk drives, a 2Mb memory expansion and a hard disk. The only reason I want to upgrade now is 
that I have only 512K of chip RAM and this it not enough for my major interests, digitising and graphics. 

So what I want to say is, I see no reason for someone who bought an ASOO Plus recently to think they 
are stuck with a piece of old junk. They can enjoy their machines for many years to come, 

Luc Stynen, Berchem, Belgium 

A positive point and one that deserves an Amiga Format T-shirt and a binder to keep your copies of the mag¬ 
azine in, tfs also worth bearing in mmd that the A1000 was made for about a year and only a few thousand sokt, 
whereas there are mtiftons of ASOOs in Europe and they 've been around for six years. The ASOO is far from dead. 

software without ordering catalogue disks by the 

dozen, and Fat McDonald provides an excel lent 

overview of PD in such a small section. 

My query is about the quoting of fhe lJD library that 

stocks the software reviewed underneath the title, Why 

arc specific libraries such as PP Soft and 17 Bit 

quoted? I base noted a marked difference between 

prices at some of the libraries you quote and some lhai 

you don't mem ion. 

Terry Roddy, St ration 

Simple enough. Disks for ait kinds of software are 

duplicated in hulk and usually label-printed and boxed 

by a disk duplication firm. White there are quite a few 

software houses in the UK, there aren’t that many disk 

duplication firms. Obviously US Gold and Ocean are 

using the same firm and there has been a mix-up. 

As for the protection on Epic, well it is likely that 

fhe copy protection had not actually been put on this 

version yet, so the disk that got mixed up with US 

Gold's masters may have been a demo version o/ Epic, 

We consider it a courtesy to quote as supplier the PD 

library* that provides as with the review copy, so we 

also quote the disk number concerned as a reference. 

Often, we It have the same disk sent in by a n umber 

of libraries, in which case it's simply pot hick which 

one we pick up first, We do not endorse any one 

library' over others, and we would encourage you to 

look through advertisements to see what's on offer, 

Incidentally, our policy is similar for most reviews. 

We will usually quote an RHP if we have software 

direct from the publisher, but if software is sent by a 

distributor we will quote that distributor as supplier. 

GOOD POINT 
About six months ago I sent off for Monkey Island 2 

and finally it arrived. 1 put Disk One in. but was 1 

greeted by Guy brush Threepwood? I was not. 

Instead I was treated to Epic, a good game hut not 

what I ordered. All 11 disks have ‘Monkey Island" 

written on them and 10 are what they say they are. But 

Disk One contains a copy of Epic that requires no 

entry code to play, How did an Ocean game gel on a 

US Gold disk and. since the entrance code has been 

cracked, is this a new dimension to software piracy? 

Michael Tipping, Snftterfield 

BLOCKBUSTERS 
Please can you tell me why your screen shots often 

look so grainy or blocky, and sometimes look as 

though they were drawn on a Spectrum? I hold great 

sympathy with software houses who design great 

graphics for iheir games, only to have them ruined 

when aired in your magazine. Some of your screen 

shots are very good hut the quality is not consistent. 

Rod Davies, Surrey 

What we do is grab the screen display, either from the 

Amiga's memory or from the RGB output. This gives a 

bitmap image - an Amiga IFF file - that matches the 

screen display of ihe game. This is then used in oar 

DTP page layout. In theory, this process more accu¬ 

rately reflects the screen image and the colours than 

the traditional method of photographing the screen♦ 
What if also does is eliminate the softening' that hap¬ 

pens to an image when it appears on-screen. 

A major point in favour of our system is that when 

you blow a traditional photo up large, if it is in focus 

the gaps between the pixels can become very apparent. 

As for software houses. Electronic Arts have adopted 

the system we use for their own advertising, so they 

rmr.fi1 see its advantages, O 

Spot the shot 37 
Simply identify the 

game that this small 

portion of a screen- 

shot is from, write 

the answer on a post¬ 

card with your name 

and address and send 

it in to us. 

The address is Spot the Shot 36, Amiga Format. 30 

Monmouth St, Bath BA l 2BW. The first correct 

entry out of the hat every month will win a fabulous 

Amiga Format T-shirt! 

The winner of Spot the Shot 35 it P Irving front 

Workington, Cumbria. The correct answer being 

Apidyo. An incredibly trendy Amigo Forimrf T-shirt is 
jelting its way to you, you lucky tyke. 
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&r>grXor Crpu*? Suppfes 196 ((3273)506296 

C&fesoG 197 (0333) 421243 
Omm 40 (0222)067777 

Sxrrocre 89,91 071-833 5609 
CompufaTidtes 190 (0753)553535 

toe Design 21 (0332)297797 

Cortex 133 051-236 0480 
Dart Computer Supplies 206 (0533)470059 

Datagem 168 071-6080624 

Dataplex 187 (0753) 53557 

Dale! Electronics 137-141 (0782)744707 
Dell rax PD 187 (0492)515981 
Diamond Computers 80-83 (0703) 232777 

Digita 97 (0395)270273 

Dimension 100 {0533)517479 

Direct Computer Supplies 209 (0782)642497 

Disk Lab 191 Post Only 

Dynamite Computers 62-63 (0234)218060 
Eagle Software 
Entertainment World 

155 081-361 2733 

Communications 209 (0843)853301 
Entertainments International 47 (0268)541126 
Europress S/W 9 (0625)859333 
Evesham Micros 110-111 (0386) 765500 
Five Star PD 184 (0827) 68496 
Futureworld 76-77 (0234)218060 
Grandsiam 66 (081)680 7044 
Gremlin Grpatiics 44,85 (0742)753423 
Harwoods 36-39,102 (0773)520252 
Ho&byte 58-59 (0727)56005 
Home Based Business 181 071-701 8490 
fnstamec 181 Post Only 
intermediates 16-17,125 (0279)600204 
intracom 182 (0274)626474 
K2 Software 164 (0734)583063 
Kingsfield 206 (0782) 517191 
Kosmos 212 (0525)873942 
Ladbroke 154 (0772) 203166 
Lancastrian Holdings 211 Post Only 
Lazersoft 211 081-747 9308 
LCL 206 (0491)579345 
Manga Video 18 Post Only 
Matrix Software 178 (0920)444224 
MD Office 150 (0606)737551 
Merlin Express 92 (0602)441442 
Micromail 72-73 (0923)694111 
Microdeal 103 (0726)68020 
Microprose 89,95 (0666)504326 
Millenium Micros 207 (081) 546 6422 
Nova Computers 206 (0606) 737551 
Ocean IBC.23.32-33.150 (061)8326633 
Omnidale 181 (0332) 291219 
Owl Associates 178 (0543)250377 
Palace Software 10 (071)2700751 
P0 Majic 181 (0603) 628906 
PD Parlour 184 (0752) 562175 
POSofl 175 (0702)566933 

Phoenix 120 (0532)311932 
Poste Haste 128 (0227)766788 
Power Computers IBC.0BC.3.151 (0234)843388 
Premier Mail Order 215 (0268)590766 
Prodisc PD 178 021-4582404 
Psygnosis 182 051-709 575 
RC Simulations 178 (0272)550900 
Sega Power 90 (0225)442244 
Side Wise 212 Post Only 
Silica Shop 53.99.119.145.163.183 (081)3091111 
Siiverbird 198 (0753)581122 
Siren Software 27 061-724 7572 
Sisons 207 (081)907 2100 
Snap Computers 198 (0628)668320 
Softstore 209 (0628)668320 
South Hants Software 182 (0752)880289 
South Lines PD 178 (0778)393470 
Strategic Pius 182 081-977 8088 
Switchsoft 181 (0325)464423 
Talking Birds 209 (0702)523607 
Tom Petty Promotions 70 (0289)331122 
Total! 52 (0225)442244 
Trilogic 160-161 (0274)69115 
Ubisoft 75 (0252) 860299 
Ultimate PD 171 (0222)522497 
United PD 176-177 (0983)529594 
Vidiprint 208 (0254) 692941 
Virgin 15 081-960 2255 
Virgo Developments 142 (0276)676309 
Vision Graphics 181 (0392)53841 
Vortex 120 (010)497131597215 
Walkabout Music 181 (0726)813807 
We Serve 172 (0705)325354 
WTS 129,169,196 (0582)491949 
ZCL Calculus 110-118.174 (0543)251275 
Zymant Video Products 198 (0926)499714 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 
0908 262137 

★ 

* 

★ 

★ 

★ 

ORDER FORM 

'DEVELOPMENTS 
A500 + Expansion Stand 

Only £29.99 
including VAT & delivery 

Name „„ 

Address 

Tel. IMq„„„. 
AF8/92 

Cheques payable to: 
AVA Developments Ltd 
5B Burners Lane South 
Kiln Farm 
Milton Keynes 
MKtl 3HD 
(0908) 262137 

LEADS £5.00 PER PAIR 

Trade enquiries Mrs Leigh L Sharif 
Delivery 5 days 
Colour coded to your Amiga 
Fitted in seconds 
Shelf for disk drives 
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THE REAL WORLD?? 

Are you more likely to get stopped if you drive a red 
car? It » been suggested in the past that red care get 
pulled over by the police more often than automo¬ 
biles of any other colour, but a couple of obvious 
reasons why this should be so spring to mind. 

For starters, if you break the figures down by 
colour of ear. some colour of car has to come top. 
Plus the fact that It seems there are more red cars on 
the road nowadays than any other colour. 

However, we've heard about a strange new the- 
ory. It has been suggested that traffic police liven up 
their dull days on the M-ways by playing a bizarre 
form of snooker, so they have to stop a red before 
they can stop any other colour. Presumably. If they 
were obliged to stop a white car that zoomed past at 
120 mpht it would be four points away. 

The coldest plate ever to exist in the universe is fa a 
laboratory fa England. There, physicist! have con¬ 

structed a massive fridge cooled by liquid hydrogen 
which Is ssed to study the effects on different kinds of 

matter as they are cooled to within fractions of o 
degree of absolute iero, which is approximately minus 
273 degrees Centigrade, the temperature at which 

hydrogen should solidify. 

The universe ins been coating slowly ond steadily 

since its temperature maximum at I he Big Bong, but 
it's still for warmer even in the frozen, uncharted 

wastes of deep space than this massive fridge. Less 
heat energy enters the system each year than you 

would create by dropping an ant from a height of three 

feet onto a I able. 

werrui 

Of water. 

Hula hoops, skateboards. Teenage Mutant Nln|w 
Turtles and now water pistols. The latest craze occu¬ 
pying American kids, it seems, is a fad for powerful 
electrically-driven water pistol* that can shoot * 
up to 30 yards. 

Trouble is, they T# not using them juet Mr 
Kids have been fillimj them with battery acid, bleach 
and other noxious substances and using them in 
small-scale gang fights. There are even two 
instances already recorded where fights with these 
water-pistols have led to a shoot-out using real live 
firearms, Only in America... 

The future of entertainment? As prophets and visionarties 

that we will soon be escaping into an unreal world inside our com¬ 

puters, Damien makes a pioneering exploration into the shadowy 

world that exists outside computers. It's the latest thing, it's Actual 

Reality, proving that life is stranger than fiction... 

Can water flow uphill? It seems It 
can nowadays. Scientists have discovered that they 
can by coating a surface with a gradient' of a sub¬ 
stance that progressively repels water less and less. 
This encourages water to flow up the surface, defy¬ 
ing gravity. They believe this can be used in all kinds 
of places to replace traditional pumps. 

So. farewell then. Lotus Elan. The 'most gor¬ 
geous Lotus there has ever been" 
(according to Our art editor Marcus), costing 
£23*000, has simply not been selling well 
enough. Here’s a picture of the original Elan 
which, like Its descendant, was stunningly 
different in design. 

Who s going to tell Gremlin, whose Elan 
based Lotus ttt is due to hit the streets soon. 

What*s the most stolen car there is? The Ford 

Sierra Cosworth. One motor insurance company 

had 201 of them on their books and received 19? 

theft claims Tor them in the course of a year. 

One Ford dealer* keen to prove the abilities of 

their new security system offered people \5 min¬ 

utes to fry and steal a Sierra Cos worth, anyone 

succeeding could keep the car. Two motor % chicle 

technicians from Bristol took just two minutes lo 

crack the code and gain themselves EHjHHi «r 

Essex boy's supercar. 

Well nickabie. man! 

EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP FOOTBALL CLASSIC COMMENT: 

“THEIR PROBLEM IS, WHEN HE GETS THE BALL THERE’S NO-ONE 

TO PASS TO HIM” (BOBBY CHARLTON, HOLLAND VS DENMARK). 

The world s most powerful computer could be 

doomed Eccentric inventor Mr Cray, who has 
already left one company that bears his name 
because the whole thing was beginning to 

annoy him, has had the only order for his lat¬ 

est supercomputer cancelled ft‘s taken him 
several years and millions of dollars to develop, 

but it still hasn't arrived and the aerospace 
company that had one on order for when it 

was finished has decided it can t wait any 
longer* 

Cray sticks determinedly to his philosophy of 

serial processing, where instructions are 
squeezed through the processor one by one* 

whereas his rivals are using the parallel pro¬ 
cessing method of sharing the work among 
enormous numbers of smaller processors. 

The problem with Cray's method is that he 
is hitting the limits of what physics will allow. 

At the speeds he is running - many millions of 

floating point operations per second - the 

Speed of electron flow down wires becomes 
critical. The solution is to pack everything 

closer and closer together, until a theoretical 

limit is reached when there is not enough wire 
left to contain a Single electron, 
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AMIGA FORMAT 
Amiga Power • Amiga Shopper * 

ST Format • Sega Power * * Total 
Amstrad Action * Your Sinclair 

Commodore Format • PC Answers 
PC Plus * PC Format * PCW Plus 

Cycling Plus* Mountain Biking U K. 
Neediecraft * Classic CO * 

Crosstiteh * Photo Plus 

This magazine comes from Future 
Publishing, a company founded just seven 
years ago but now selling more computer 
magazines than any other publisher in 
Britain. We offer; 

highlight key elements by using charts, 
diagrams, summary boxes, annotated 
photographs, and so on.,. 

Bettor advice. Our titles are packed 
with tips, suggestions and explanatory 
features, written by the very best in the 
business. 

Greater relevance* At Future, 
Editors operate under two golden rules: 
• Understand your readers' needs, 
• Er, satisfy them. 

Stronger reviews. We have a cast- 
iron poky of editorial independence and 
our reviews give clear buying recommen¬ 
dations. 

More reader interaction. We draw 
on readers' contributions, resulting in the 
liveliest letters pages and the best reader 
bps. Buying one of our magazines is like 
joining a nationwide user group. 

Clearer design* You need solid infor¬ 
mation fast. So our crayorvwielders 

Better value for money. 
More pages, better Quality - 

magazines you can trust 
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U ULU^ PUSH-OVER IS A BRILLIANT NEW PUSH-OVER IS A BRILLIANT NEW 

CONCEPT IN ACTION PUZZLE GAMES. 

ATARI ST 
AMIGA 

IBM PC » 
COMPATIBLES 

You've never played anything like this before! 
Ir PssIhOwr tm will meet Coli* Cirtf™ aod t rcw superstar, 6X Ait" 

djwak lid iRstaittf likeable character is video fiats. 
■ arks of alad-eipaBdiRS peuks asii 

set la a series of stsiiiBfly dcsifRed themes. 
Pash-Over aid 6.1. A*T 

OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED . 6 CENTRAL STREET MANCHESTER M2 5NS 
TEL: 061 832 6633 FAX 061 834 0650 



GVP Series 2 HD 
IASOO) 

Up to 8MB Fast RAM on 1 

52QMB0MB £369 105QMB Hill! 1-4 9 

52QMB 2MB £419 105QMB 2MB £529 

52QMB4MB £469 105QMB4MB £579 

V 52QMB 8MB £599 I05QMB 8MB £719 

Supports external SCSI devices 

! For A1500/A2000 

Bare £199 

52QMBOMB £279 

52QMB2MB £339 

: 52QMB 4MB £399 

52QMB 8MB £469 

105QMB O.MB £479 

105QMB 2MB £539 

105QMB 4MB £599 

105QMB 8MB £749 

G V P G -Fore© 
J 68030 Accelerator hoard 

g 68882 Maths copr<Kessor 

i* 25MHz 1MB RAM £579 

40MHz iMB RAM £949 ? 50MHz 4MB RAM £1349 

Hard drive mount kit £35 

Chips 

5 

Magneto Optical 
Hard Disk 

Progressive Peripherals 

040/3000 Progressive 

28MHz Motorola 68040 

Directly accesses 32-hit memory on A3QG0 Over 

Four limes the speed of a standard A3Q00 

AmigaDGS 2.0 compatible 

4MB £999 

Progressive Q4D/2 OOO 

28M Hz Motorola 68040 

Built-in maths coprocessor 

Expandable up to 32MB of RAM 

Software compatible with 68000 processors 

4MB £1295 

t3 GVP A 5 30 Turbo HD 
■A (A5QO) 

7 40MHz 68030FC accelerator 

Optional 68882 maths co-processor 

Up to 8MB 32'bit Fast RAM on lx)ard 

68882 Upgrade kit £239 

, 52MB 0 MB £729 105MB 0MB £869 240MB 0MB £1069 

GVR Series 2 HD 
Up to 8MB Simm RAM on lx>ard 

1 New style ca.se with built-in power supply 

■=r> High power cooling fan 

SCSI ID switch for instant ID switch 

25-way 50-way SCSI ports i™ may used ^thmpori) 

I Compatible with all major SCSI controllers 

| Up to 128MB on each removable cartridge 

| Compatible in speed with many hard disks 

128MB HI) (internal fitting) £999 

128MB HD (external cased) £1199 

128MB W optical cartridge £39-95 each 

SCSI controller card for AI5QO/A20QQ £199 
\ Onmpnibk 'Mh Amijfi. PC. Mat A SCSI rontroMcr Is required on the 

l Amijpi and PC 

r Progressive 040/500 

„ For the Amiga 500 

1 28MHz 68040 wiih processor 

Up to 40 times the speed of the standard A500 

4MB of high speed 32-hit RAM 

68000 fallback mode 

Qj Easy to fit. no soldering 

I pgrade to 33MHz and 8MB of high speed RAM 

28MHz 4MB £849 

nN 

V 

2%K x 4DRAM £4.50 4MB x HSimm £150 83"2 Faner Agnus £39 

1MB i 1DRAM £3*95 1MB x ftSinim £30 1 % 4 Zip £19.95 

A3000 Static column RAM £22 

Simm 32 x 1MB-60 £65 ft* gvpaww 

Simm 32 x 4MB-6H £234 {sufuhk-fcrGvpxsiQ) 

2.04 Kickstart uhip nniyi £39.95 

2,04 Kickstart ROM chip, workbench software, 

install disk 2.04, font disk & extras £99-95 

1 With ROM share £115 

A video 24 
24-bit graphics fur the A50Q 

768 x 580 quality resolution 

16,8 million colour frame buffer 

: Small easy to lit circuit board 

Overlay Amiga graphics & animations 

BBfe Fully genlockable 

, ij Runs on a standard A50Q (1MB of chip RAM) 

^ Comes with 24-bit paint package 

Allows picture in picture £599 (include* tv p*imi 

^ Nexus Hard 

Aaf Up to 8MB RAM on board 

Y For Aim 2000 

I Bare £199 

Zeus 0 4 0/2 00 0 

j For the Amiga 2000 

Complete workstation on a single card 

I 28MHz or 33MHz 68040 accelerator 

Built-in floating point processor 

164MB high speed 32-hit RAM expansion 

| Fast SCSI-2 DMA hard drive controller 

28MHz 4MB £1899 33MHz 4MB £2189 

Card 

Rembrandt 
! 24-bit colour 

4 16 million colours 

|rj 8.MB of high speed video RAM 

*4^ Real time 24-bit image capture 

Software supplied 

52QMB 0MB £279 

52QMB2MB £339 

52QMB4MB £399 

52QMB8MB £469 

\ H*-* 

105QMB 0MB £479 

105QMB2MB £539 

105QMB4MB £599 

105QMB H.MB £749 

c A1500, A2000 £2699 

Framegrabber v2.0 

Amiga genlock 

Newp software £399 

Bare Hard SCSI 
Drive 

52 Quantum £199 105 Quantum 
(suiuhk for GVP G-Force, GVP HC or Xcxu* HQ 

C 

Send your order to Power Computing Ltd, Unit 8 Railton Road, Woburn Road Industrial Estate, Kempston. Bedford MK42 7PN 

Ring your credit card order through on 0234 843388 (10 lines) or Fax 0234 840234 Technical helpline 0234 841882 
All prices include VAT, ddiveiy and are suhjxl to dwnjee. Specifications are *ubjert m- change- without notice. Next day delivery £4.50 HI mainland only), all trademarits ackmm-kt^d 
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